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RBSTRAOT.

This thesis is iocussed on the role diiierentiation hypothesis as
it relates to small groups (Bales, 1958). _The hypothesis is sys-
tematically examined, both conceptually and empirically, in the
light oi the Equilibrium Hypothesis (Bales, 1953) and the Mego—
tiated Order Theory oi leadership (e.g. Hosking, 1988). Chapter 1
sketches in a context ior the research, which was stimulated by
attempts during the 605 and 70s to organise small groups without
leaders (the leaderless group, based on isocratic principles).
Chapter 2 gives a conceptual and developmental overview oi Bales’
work, concentrating on the Equilibrium Hypothesis. It is argued
that Bales’ conceptual approach, ii developed, can potentially
integrate the disparate small groups and leadership literatures.
Chapters 3 and 4 examine the concepts "group", "leader" and "lead—
ership? in terms oi the Negotiated Order perspective. In chapter 3
it is argued that two aspects oi the concept group» need to be
taken separately into account; physical attributes' and social
psychological aspects (the metaphysical glue). It is iurther arg—
ued that a collection oi people becomes a group only when they
begin to establish a shared sense oi social order. In chapter 4 it
is argued that leadership is best viewed as a process oi negotia-
tion between those who iniluence and those who are iniluenced, in
the context oi shared values about means and ends. It is iurther
argued that leadership is the process by which a shared sense oi
social order is established and maintained, thus linking the
concepts "leadership" and "group" in a single iormulation. The
correspondences with Bales’ approach are discussed at the end oi
the chapter. Chapters 5 to B present a detailed critical descrip—
tion and evaluation oi the empirical work which claims to show
role diiierentiation or test the hypothesis, both Bales original
work and subsequent studies. It is argued here, that the measure—
ment and analytical procedures adopted by Bales and others, in
particular the use oi simple means as summaries oi group
structures, are iundamentally ilawed, and that role diiierentia~
tion in relation to particular identiiiable groups has not been
demonstrated clearly anywhere in the literature. Chapters 9 to 13
present the empirical work conducted ior the thesis. 18 small
groups are examined systematically ior evidence oi role diiieren-
tiation using an approach based on early sociometry (Moreno,
1934). The results suggest that role diiierentiation, as described
by Bales, does not occur as oiten as is implied in the literature,
and not equivocally in any case. In particular structures derived
irom Liking are typically distributed or weak. This suggests that
one oi Bales’ principal iindings, that Liking varies independently
oi his other main dimensions, is the product oi statistical arti-
iact. Chapter 14 presents a general summary oi results and pres-
ents some considerations about iuture research.

KEY WORDS: Role Diiierentiatio; Leadership; Group Dynamics;
Isocracy; R. F. Bales.
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PROLOSUE.

Among the many problems encountered in the preparation of this
thesis was the question of whether to write in the first or third
person. This might seem to be a trivial matter, but in fact it is
not since on the outcome of that choice rests the whole "effect"
of the finished piece. In particular the difference is between a
personal document indicating commitment and involvement in the
work, or a rather dryer alternative — a "scientifical" piece
giving the impression of impartiality and detachment. The latter
is, by and large, most appropriate for academic work, but at the
same time I wished to make it as clear as possible that the
questions tackled within the thesis were not, for me, simply
addressed as part of a mere academical exercise - I have from the
outset regarded them as of the utmost importance, and in some ways
crucial in terms of choices about organising joint human actions
in the ’real’ world, that mythical area found just outside the
social psychlogical laboratory.

At first I experimented with the first person, but the result was
rather egocentric in character, so I decided on a compromise.
Chapter 1, the introduction to the whole thesis, is written mainly
in the first person, and the rest in the more neutral form most
evident in social psychological texts. The aim of chapter 1 is to
state as clearly as possible how and why this thesis happened, and
since the reasons are largely due to personal experience of, and
reflection on, problems arising out of the social, political and
cultural context of the late 60s and throughout the 70s, I felt
that a gggggggl testament of this sort had to be included some-
where.

The rest of the thesis is a more conventional attempt to answer
the questions raised in chapter 1, using the methods and critical
approaches that I think are appropriate to a social psychological
examination.

Let me state clearly that the reason this is a social psycholog-
ical text (as opposed to, say, a sociological one) is that I
believed at the beginning that social psychology is the only
discipline within which to tackle the questions I find most inter-
esting. The reason is simple, social psychology is the only disc-
ipline which attempts to derive explanations taking account of
both" individuals and groups. Having spent several years on the
thesis I am now even more'firmly convinced that this is true.
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CHAPTER 1: ON THE PROBLEM OF LEADERLESSNESS

1. INTRODUCTION.

I
The ceaseless whisper of the more permanent ideals,

the steady tug of truth and justice, give them but
time, mgst warp the world in their direction." 1
(William James, 1911).

The origins of this thesis lie in the social experiments in ’lead—

erlessness’ during the 60s and 70s. The term was a vague one even

then, but the aim was clear enough. It was the attempt to establi-

sh organisational forms which dispensed with, and made impossible,

permanent formal structures and lines of authority. More positive—

ly it was a general attempt to create organisational forms which

ensured equality of participation and value for all participants.

The broad anti-hierarchical framework of values stimulated atte-

mpts to to organise without leadership, or more precisely, without

lgggegs. In its more general form, it was simply a search for

alternatives to hierarchy; the search for heterarchies. In its

boldest form it was an attempt to establish unalloyed isocracy, or

pantisocracy. Although allied to a vision for society at large,

the focus of this attempt was the small group which was widely

felt to be the ideal unit of social organisation. with varying

degrees of emphasis it was suggested that society could, and
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should, be) composed of small independent leaderless groups of

people, engaged in cooperative enterprises for the good of society

as a whole (Hare, 1982: Hare 5 Blumberg, 1968, 1977, 1980). Beyond

this it was suggested that such groups could be affiliated with

one another in a series of overlapping federal systems (see for

example, A.B., 1978; Avrich, 1972, a, b; Chomsky, 1973; Christie,

1978, 1980; Christie & Meltzer, 1970; Gray, 74; Meltzer, 1977;

Ward, 1974).

when I embarked on this study I did so with a number of questions

derived from my own experience of these experiments. For example

it was an interesting, indeed vitally important, question why it

was that, even with people committed to heterarchical organisa-

tion, and committed to the essential underlying ethics of coopera-

tion, free exchange of information and so_on, so many of these

groups seemed not to be successful. why it was that they either

developed covert structures of dominance and submission, or simply

fell to pieces, or both.

Into my ruminations on these topics the work of Bales and his

colleagues intruded (e.g. Bales, 1952, 1953, 1956, 1958; Bales a

Slater, 1955; Slater, 1955). I was impressed with the fact that

Bales (who, along with Milgram, was the first social psychologist

to make an impact on my thinking) seemed to be addressing precise-

ly the kinds of issues that I was interested in. It was therefore

Bales’ approach which, so to speak, directed my own, and accord-

ingly Bales’ work provides the major structuring theme of the

thesis.

F

Conceptually, I was aware that the literatures on leaderlessness

appeared to confuse what were, for me, quite distinct categories;

leadership and formal position. I have since discovered, of course

(and much to my horror) that they were not alone in this, and that

many of the authors of the social psychological and sociological

literatures on leadership also conflate the two. In my readings of

historical texts, however, particularly those dealing with mutiny

and relations between officers and other ranks within military

settings, I was impressed with just how distinct ideas of leader-

ship and rank really were. It seemed to me then, and even more so

now, that ’leadership’ involved particular kinds of positive rela-

tions and mutual regard. Leadership, as opposed to the mere exer-

cise of authority, seemed to preserve, and be aimed at preserving,

the essential dignity of all those involved, and the exercise of

influence seemed to be accomplished via some sort of‘ negotiation

process, whether tacit or overt. The actors seemed to ’know’,

somehow, what was expected of them, and also, so it seemed, to be

successful all parties had to find the arrangements ’acceptable’,

in some sense.

My ideas were then fairly vague and intuitive, and it was the work

of two authors, in particular, that helped me to structure and

tighten them up. Kelvin (1970) was the first work of social psych-

ology that I read which presented a view of leadership that seemed

to correspond with the sorts of ideas I had been developing. There

is a danger here, of course, of appearing to endorse the book

simply because it agreed with my own outlook, and to some extent I

suppose that is the case. Nevertheless, Kelvin provided me with

something of undoubted intellectual benefit; he gave me a concept
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and an approach with which to muster to my ideas - "social order“.

More than this, however, he made me realise that the ideas them-

selves were intellectually respectable.

Later I came across the work of my supervisor, Dian Hosking who

has developed the negotiated order perspective extensively (see

for instance Brown & Hosking, 1984; Hosking, 1988; Hosking at al.,

1984; Hosking 6 Morley, 1983, 1985 a, b; Morley & Hosking, 1984).

It was a matter of no small comfort to discover how closely our

ideas seemed to correspond. This is not to say that they were

identical, of course, and nor is it to claim that the development

of the ideas in the intervening years was smooth. On the contrary

the development of the ideas to the point that they are at now has

been a long and sometimes painful exercise. Nevertheless anyone

who is familiar with Dian’s work will recognise at once the prof-

ound impact that her ideas have had on my own.

So, stimulated by questions arising out of my experience of small

groups, armed with a methodology and conceptual position I appr-

oached the question of leaderlessness. Issues and problems assoc-

iated with the concepts ’leadership’ and ’group’ are addressed in

some detail in the chapters following this one. In the remainder

of this chapter, therefore, I will fill in some of the detail

surrounding leaderlessness, beginning with a briefly sketched

historical overview. This I believe to be extremely important,

because in too many cases social psychological research appears to

be conducted in a vacuum. This is not to suggest that social

psychologists are unaware of historical and political context, nor

that such factors are regarded as unimportant or irrelevant. Such
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a view would be both insulting and Winaccurate, particularly in

view of some of the more recent developments in the discipline

(see for example Hosking, 1988; Hosking 6 Morley, 1985 b; Morley 5

Hosking, 1984; Tajfel 6 Turner, 1979, who argue in favour of what

they call a more ’social’ social psychology). Nevertheless, in

view of what is typically left out of social psychological

studies, and the strong ’individualist’ bias of many of them

(Hewitt, 1979) one sometimes gets the strongest impression that

social psychological phenomena are somehow isolated from the rest

of human life and endeavour. I am very keen to avoid giving the

same impression in this thesis because the issues it addresses are

too important to be isolated in this way. Moreover, historical

material has substantially informed my thinking on the subject, as

has my own direct experience and the context within which I gained

it. In addition I also wish to stress that the commitment to

heterarchy, that is, opposition to to idea of hierarchy, is part

of an old and extensive tradition.

That said, however, it should be pointed out that the historical

review is yggy selective, and really focussed on just two periods.

This reflects my own interests rather than a reasoned intellectual

division of the material. Nevertheless, on the basis of what is

argued in the literatures from which I have drawn the review I

believe the selection serves to make my point - namely that no-

tions of leaderlessness and heterarchy have a long history.

Following the historical review, some of the problems that arose

in the practical application of heterarchical ideas are described,

and a brief explanation of why they might have arisen is offered.

25
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Finally there is a summary of succeeding chapters.

2. LEADERLESSNESS: A SORT HISTOY O AN IDEA.

The heyday of the leaderless group was the mid 1970s. In terms of

gestation, development and final decay the idea dominated radical

and progressive thinking over a period extending roughly from 1968

(and in yparticular May of that year) up to the early 1980s. It

was, as Miller (1984) notes, an important aspect of the ‘New Left’

and the critique of social and political structures which grew out

of that movement. The idea itself, at the time of writing, is not

entirely dead (it is, for example, still operative in the "New
v

University Project“ based in Birmingham and a similar undertaking

based in Glasgow), but it has to be admitted that interest in it

seems to have waned substantially. In part the reason for this

must be related to perceived and experienced inadequacies in

implementation, a point which is addressed later in the chapter.

In latter days the idea of the leaderless group and its vision of

a related society, that is of organisation without hierarchy, has

been associated first and foremost with the Women’s Movement,

although echoes of it can be found in they Conservationist and

Peace Movements (e.g. Erlich, 1976). As noted earlier, however, it

is not a new idea. Indeed it recurs throughout history in one form

or another (particularly during times of social upheaval) and has

been traced by some scholars at least as far back as ancient China

and the Taoism of Lao Tsu (Miller, 1984; Watts, 1975; Woodcock,

1977. See also Feng 6 English, 1973, 1974).
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The idea of organisation without hierarchy is at the well-spring

of the democratic ideal, and, as Woodcock (1977) has observed, in

one form or another it is to be found in all historical periods.

Of some importance in this respect is the proliferate abundance of

radical material stemming from the English Civil Wars (sometimes

called the English Revolution) and Interregnum (roughly 1642 to

1660). Woodcock (1977) describes this period as having the most

important long-term consequences in terms of political thought,

especially to the extent that many of the radical movements comb-

ined religious and political dissent. Heterarchical ideas, and the

stronger notion of isocracy, can be detected, to varying extents,

in the writings and speeches of many of the radical thinkers of

the time. This is true for some of the Leveller writings, and

speeches (see for example, Aylmer, 1975; Brailsford, 1961; Mann-

ing, 1978; Morton, 1975; Williams, 1978; Woodhouse, 1986), and

particularly true of the Diggers or ’True Levellers’ (Hill, 1973,

especially "The True Levellers’ Standard Advanced" on p 75 of that

volume. See also Hill, 1974; Woodcock, 1977). Perhaps its most

vivid expression, however, is to be found in the antinomianism of

those who were called the Ranters and other, sometimes related,

’extreme’ sects such as the Anabaptists, the Fifth Monarchy Men

and the Quakers (see for example Denton, 1988; Dow, 1985; Hill,

1974; Hopton, 1987; McGregor 6 Reay, 1984; Morton, 1979; Smith,

1983; Woodcock, 1962, 1977).

What _all of these groups had in common was adherence to the view

that all are "equal under God", although admittedly they held to

it with widely varying degrees of commitment. This view was succ-
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intly summarised in 1685 by Colonel Richard Rumbold (one time Eflrlv writings Bf Marx. fer example). it is the Baacsbiei Critique

Lieutenant under Oliver Cromwell) while he stood on the scaffold 91 59¢iEtY Whiih 19495 m95t diFECt1Y t9 4ttEmPtE I9 di5P9"5E with

awaiting execution for the attempted assassination of Charles ll: 1@adEF5-

"I am sure there was no man born marked of God above
another; for none comes into the world with a saddle
on his back, neither any booted and spurred to ride 3- TH CHLENBE TU H1ERARCHY-
him." ~

Some of the ideas contained in the texts cited above are unmist-
0

Although couched in language that nowadays would be deemed innapp- _ _akeably Anarchist in character (Woodcock, 1977). Similar ideas

ropriately sexist, the basic idea is manifestly the same one that were also very much lfl evidence during the French Revolution of

underlay the attempts to organise heterarchically in the 60s and _1789 (Miller, 1984). Anarchism as such, however, is really a

70s. It is also significant that contemporary Quakers, at least in product of the nineteenth century; the term being coined by Proud-

Britain, have maintained the traditional opposition to hierar- _hon in 1840 (Edwards 6 Fraser, 1969; Proudhon, 1890; Woodcock,

chies, and still espouse a commitment to heterarchy (Hare, 1973, 1977). It was after this date that professed (or as some would
1

1982; Hare 6 Blumberg, 1968; Phillips, 1965). _have it ’self-confessed’) Anarchists were to be found, active

. U particularly in the French Revolution of 1848, the First Interna-

ln terms of emphasis and desire, the contemporary critiques of _tional of 1864, and especially during the Paris Commune of 1871

hierarchical society are without doubt a continuation of the same (Edwards, 1973; Schulkind, 1972; Woodcock, 1962, 1977). It was

tradition of dissent as that which has been partially described _ _ _during this period that many of the ideas now labelled Anarchist

above. It has to be admitted, however, that the correspondences _I were developed. 7

are only now being recognised generally, despite the efforts of

historians such as Brailsford (1961), Hill (1974) and Morton To speak of Anarchism is to some extent misleading. More properly

(1975, 1979), and political thinkers such as Bernstein (1930) and one should refer to agagghigmg since there are several schools of

Woodcock (1962, 1977) - Carlin, (1983), Harper, (1987) and Hopton, thought nestling under the generic term (Miller, 1984; Walter,

(1987) are, for example, outcrops of this new recognition. In the y1969). For example, on one extreme are the radical individualists

main, however, with the exception of Harper and Hopton, these such as the Stirnerite ’Egoists’ (see for example. Clark, 1976).

authors are concerned with correspondences between the historical. and at the other various kinds of collectivists and communists

movements and Marxism. The Alternative Movement, however, growinggm such as Bakunin (Dolgoff, 1971; Lehning, 1973), Berkman (Berkman,

out of the New Left, was not so much inspired by Marxist as by T
. 1929), and Goldman (Goldman, 1917). There are revolutionary

Anarchist thinking (Apter 6 Joll, 1971; Goodman, 1968; Miller, strains, exemplified by Bakunin, and more recently Christie

1984, Woodcock, 1962, 1977), and, apart from some aspects of the (Christie, 1980; Christie and Meltzer, 1970. See also. Pas. 1976:
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Tellez, 1972), and also very strong pacifist traditions such as

that of Tolstoy (Tolstoy, 1909, 1948).

To the opponents of anarchism (and there are many), this sort of

variety only ‘confirms the widespread (and erroneous) view that

anarchism has no coherence. But that is because they are looking

for a giggle theory, whereas, as Alex Comfort notes in his introd-

uction to (Barclay, 1982), anarchism is as much a way of living as

it is an ideology. That is, Anarchism is as much an ethical orien-

tation as it is a political one (Read, 1974). Indeed anarchists by

and large stress the ethical aspects, particularly by emphasising

the unity of means and ends, which is the insistence that the

mgggg adopted (for the achievement of particular ends must be

ethically consistent with those ends (see, for example, Bookchin,

1971; Carter, 1971; Malatesta, 1a91; Read, 1974; Richards, 1965;
Walter, 1969; Woodcock, 1962, 1977, and, especially, kropotkin,

1924).

The experiential aspect of Anarchism, however, although important,
I

should not be gygg stressed. As Miller (1984) notes in his pref-

ace, over emphasis of such factors:

"... seems to me to run the risk of devaluing Anar-
chism as a purportedly consistent and realistic set
of beliefs about man [sic] and society, and regard-
ing it instead as an indefinable experience, rather
like the taste of pineapple to those who have never
eaten the fruit."

Nevertheless it is within the ethical framework that Anarchists?"

find common ground. All varieties of anarchism share a vital

commitment to, and belief in, the freedom and dignity of the whole

of humanity. As Berkman (1929) puts it:

IT

"... Anarchism is not ... bombs, disorder, or chaos.
It 15 got robbery and murder. It is got a war of
each against all. It is got a return to barbarism or
to the wild state of man. QQ§[cQl§@ Lg Eng EQE1
eeeesiia Q1 all :ba1- A
Anarchism means that you should be free; that no one
should enslave you, boss you, rob you, or impose
upon you. It means that you should be free to do the
things you want to do; and that you should not be
compelled to do what you don’t want to do. It means
that you should have a chance to choose the kind of
a life you want to live, and live it without anybody
interfering. It means that the next fellow should
have the same freedom as you, that everyone should
have the same rights and liberties. ... That is to
say, that there should be no war, no violence used
by one set of men against another, no monopoly and
no poverty, no oppression, no taking advantage of
your fellow-man. In short, Anarchism means a condi-
tion of society where all men and women are free,
and "here A11 Enjoy equally the benefits of an
ordered and sensible life." (Berkman, 1929: xxvi -
xxvii).

More succinctly, the same idea was expressed by a slogan of the

70s: “Neither Master Nor Slave)", or as Proudhon put it:

"Whoever puts his hand on me to govern me is an
usurper and a tyrant; I declare him my enemy." (In
Woodcock, 1977: 9 6 166).

Given this sort of position it is not surprising that anarchists

should be suspicious of all forms of governance, including those

forms which manifest in what might be called ’personal leader-

ship’. Indeed, as the name anarchism suggests it is an orientation

towards society without government; an-archy. It would be a mist-

ake, however, to assume that anarchists were, or are opposed to

any kind of social order. Dn the contrary, as the quotation from

Berkman suggests, the sort of society that anarchists envisage is

an 9F9EF1Y one, but one that reduces or negates the effects of

social, political and fiscal power and maximises human choice.

1'
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Anarchism is not so much opposed to power, or influence, as such,

but to the inevitable sgese of power, and the capriciousness of

those who hold power. That is to say, anarchists are sceptical of

the motives of those who either have or desire power, and are

absolutely opposed to the idea and practice of power without

accountability. More positively anarchists envisage a society in A

which ’savants’, to borrow Bakunin’s term, representatives, and

representative bodies are all gggegely accountable to their const-

ituents (Avrich, 1972, a 6 Bookchin, 1971; Ward, 1974). AsU

Bakunin put it:

"Does it follow that I reject all authority? Far
from me such a thought. In the matter of boots, I
defer to the authority of the bootmaker; concerning
houses, canals or railroads, I consult the architect
or the engineer. For such specialist knowledge I
apply to such a ’savant’. But I allow neither the
bootmaker nor the architect nor the ’savant’ to
impose his authority on me ... I recognise no
;g£sLL;eLe authority, even in special questions; ...
I bow before the authority of specialists because it
is imposed upon me by my own reason. I am conscious
of my inability to grasp any large portion of human
knowledge in all its detail and developments. The
greatest intelligence would not be equal to a compr-
ehension of the whole, whence the necessity.of the
division and association of labour. I receive and I
give; such is human life. Each directs and is direc-
ted in his turn. Therefore there is no fixed and
constant authority, but a continual fluctuation of
mutual, temporary, and above all voluntary authority
and subordination." (Bakunin, in Dolgoff, 1971: 229
- 230. Also, Bakunin, 1916: 32 - 33; Woodcock, 1977:
312 - 313).

This is a long quotation, but in many ways it is a remarkable

passage, and could well serve as a key-note to the whole thesis.

Had Bakunin been writing a social scientific study of organise-s

tion, instead of a political polemic, then it could appropriately

have been described as prescient. There are elements of this

passage, for example, which have very clear correspondences to~

'1_"""'\

P" L-' ' - . _such recent ideas in organisational behaviour as "multistructured

functioning" (Herbst, 1976) - which is not surprising since Herbst

wa ' _ - 6 - - -s concerned with non h1era.ch1cal organisation - and more

surprisingly to the so-called “matrix structure“ which is desc-

IF.bE - _ . '7 l -'7' - ' - -1 d in the organisational behaviour literature (see Galbraith 3

1971; Gordon, 1987; Handy, 1985: Harrison. 1972).
_f/

Of moreiinterest in terms of the thesis, however, are the close

aIIi“iti951 Particularly at the end of the quotation, with the

DEQQELQQQQ Qggeg approach to leadership, especially in the emph-

asis on choice, and acceptability of influence attempts. In this

respect Bakunin anticipates the work of theorists such as Gibb

(1947, 1969), Hollander (1958, 1964, 1974), Hosking (1988), and so

on, particularly -in his assertion that influence is a matter of

interdependence between the person influenced and the one influe-

ncing (see chapter 4 below). This is all the more remarkable when

it is considered that "God and the State", from which the quota-

tion is drawn, was written in 1871, on the eve of the Paris

commune, although its first published edition (in French) didn’t

appear until 1882.

It is noteworthy that Bakunin recognises the pervasiveness and gs

§Q@§ geese; the legitimacy of, in the typology of French and Raven

(1959), "expert" power (and perhaps informational power also). In

this he anticipates much of the Foulcaldian tradition of social

thought (see, for example, Rabinow, 1984). Significantly, however,

he utterly repudiates what French and Raven would call "coercive'

power", as well as that of "personal" or "charismatic" power. This

is brought most forcefully home in a passage which evrichg in his

'J.|i-
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introduction to “God and the State", describes as "withering", and

in which Bakunin attacks:

“... all the tormentors, all the oppressors, and all
the ewploiters oi humanity — priests, monarchs,
statesmen, soldiers, public and private iinanciers,
oiiicials oi all sorts, policemen, gendarmes, jail-
ers and executioners, monopolists, economists, poll“
ticians oi all shades, down to the smallest vendor
oi sweetmeats.“ (Avrich, Introduction to Bakunin,
1916: vii).

It must be stressed that although Bakunin was attempting to artic-

ulate a coherent social critique, and to present a vision oi the

iuture society, he was not thereiore trying to construct a system

as he calls it. Indeed he speciiically repudiates system builders,

and rejects the "scientiiic" socialism oi the Marxists; his own

socialism, he asserted, was "purely instinctive“ (Avrich, in the

introduction to Bakunin, 1915: vi). This sort oi view, as mention~

ed earlier, has contemporary echoes in what de Reybekill ii???)

calls "the politics oi ecstacy“, the combining oi emotional as

well as rational aspects in political thinking (see also Bray,

1974; Read, 1974). This sort oi stance was common, to varying

extents, with all oi the major anarchist writers.

Thus, to try and summarise the main points oi anarchist thought.

In terms oi social critique anarchists were, and are, opposed to

governance oi all iorms. In this contest governance is taken to be

iorms oi organisation, and techniques oi organising, which specii—

ically seek to restrict, ignore or deny human action and choice.
Q»

In, particular anarchism is opposed to all iorms oi organisation

which overlook the essential humanness oi those organised, and

which regard and treat dissension and disagreement not as legiti-

mate human processes but as "pathological troub1e~making", or

'1"
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similarly pejorative evaluations. In short, anarchists insist that

organisations, and, as Hosking (1988) has recently described it,

organising processes (see chapter 4 below), should be responsive

to therneeds, values and aspirations oi those organised or organi~

sing, and not just those oi the people with power.

Anarchism is thus opposed to any suggestion that mere labels (such

as "leader") should entitle the holders to any special privileges

or respect simply in virtue oi holding the label. Formalised

coercive power and status structures which tend to perpetuate

themselves are obviously anathema in this sort oi ethical irame—

work, and thus anarchists tend to shy away irom allowing anyone to

create structures which appear to approximate them. Following irom

this there is also general distrust oi what came to be called "the

cult oi the expert" (see the Bakunin quote given earlier, and the

comments iollowing). when everyone is regarded as having equal

rights to contribute to any debate or practical undertaking,

expertise is obviously only one kind oi input, and not to be

regarded as more important than any other. The reason ior this is

clear, expertise, while enabling groups to achieve what they might

otherwise not have achieved, can, as Foucault and Bakunin beiore

him have argued, also be used as a source oi considerable social

power, and can thereiore be used as a "weapon" in the armoury oi

social control (see Bakunin, 1916; Debord, 1977; Dolgoii, 1971;

French a Raven, 1959; Gray, 197i; Rabinow, 1984; Woodcock, 1977).

More than any other political movement anarchism has been acutely

aware oi the potentially negative power oi expertise. Anarchists

thereiore generally treat it with distrust, and try to minimise

its eiiects. This, to a very great extent, underlay most oi the

‘*4 as

 



diiiiculties experienced in heterarchical experimentation, a point

which will be addressed later.

More positively anarchism presents a vision oi society in which

all work ggtg, ior themselves and ior the greater good oi the

whole, whilst allowing each other maximum ireedom oi action and

choice. For anarchists, even many oi the individualists, the

5‘-/'individual and the social collective are equall' important, and

are inextricably bound together. It might be remarked in this

context that the emphasis on gggg the individual ggg the collect"

ive is what marks out anarchism irom right wing libertarianism. It

might also be remarked that this dual emphasis also renders social

psychological analyses oi anarchist organisations particularly

appropriate.

Thus the distinctive aspect oi anarchist organisation is the

attempt to organise in such a way that the opportunities ior

negative, capricious and oppressive uses oi power are diminished

to a vanishingly small degree, and the opportunities ior individ~

ual and collective choice and creativity are enhanced. This, at

bottom a very simple iggg, is the organisational ethic which

characterised groups and organisations oi the New Leit and Altern~

ative Movements.

4. ANARCHIST IDEAS IN THE 605 AND 705.

The claim that Anarchism underlay much oi what was attempted in

the 60s and 70s, is not made lightly; much oi the literature oi

the period does not make explicit mention oi ioundations iorF1" LT I'D

the ideas they contain. Moreover, there were other sources oi

inlluence 5uCh 35 the E&5tEFn mystical religions, the western

Magical Tradition, Maoism, and so on. ylndeed it is also worth

remarking that the 60s and 70s saw the revival oi a iolk tradition

in music and literature, and thus the’period is characterised to

some extent by a mixture oi backward looking nostalgia and iorward

looking "progressivism". Nevertheless, the iniluence oi Anarchist

ideas is evident throughout the period in the initiatives and

aspirations oi New Leit and Alternative Movement groups, particul-

l . . . . . _fir Y lfi initiatives such as the Co—operat1ves Movement and the

attempts to establish "iree schools", "alternative colleges“ and

so on (see, ior example, Abbs a Carey, 1977; Carter, 1?78; IIM,

Variflua issues; Saunders, 1975; Hard, iaavi. This is especially
clear when one considers the general distrust oi "leaders", would-

be "1E3dEF5: "Experts", and so on, and the general emphasis on

consensus decision—making (Paton, 1978, Treanor, 1?77). Moreover,

any examination oi the ephemeral literatures oi the period reveals
\

unmistakeabli ' ' . -/ anarchist iniluence (see For instance News FromF 1 ____

daasdeoi varieua issues; Smith, 1977). The titles 0+ many @+ the
maqazines and journals are themselves illuminating in this resp-

ect: "Libertarian Education" and "Black Dwari", ior example. Fin“

ally, on this note, it is worth remarking that the 605 and 795 55w

an almost unprecedented ilourishing oi the avowedly anarchist

PFEEBF "FF@EdDm“ (iounded by Kropotkin last century) became a

“eEk1Y; "Anarchy" (1st and End series) became near monthlies, and

other magazines abounded (ior example, "Black Flag“, the "Cieniue~

gos Press Anarchist Review“, "International Times", "Open Road",

"Zero", and so on).
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Historically, what seems to have happened is that the writings oi

 __ 

the main anarchist thinkers had been lost. This was ior two main‘

reasons. First there was deliberate repression on the part oi the

authorities (throughout the western world at least) particularly

aiter the Paris Commune, and second a general neglect oi anything

labelled "anarchist" by the leit — aiter all, authoritarians oi

all shades oi opinion had a vested interest in suppressing the
\

major anarchist critique (Apter & Joll, 1971; Edwards, 1973;

Miller, 1984; Schulkind, 1972).

Apart irom a briei ilourishing oi activity during the First and

Second World Mars (the iirst oi which, incidentally, split the

movement) anarchism remained quiescent until the late 1950s (Apter

& Joll, 1971; Quail, 1978). The revival was heralded by the iound-

ing 8+ cwn and the Committee 8+ One Hundred, the aiaermaathh
marches, and more widely by the general unrest generated and ioc-

ussed by the opposition to the Vietnam War (Apter a Joll, 1971;

Quail, 1978). From this period the anarchist writers were “redis-

covered” by the New Leit (Apter & Joll, 1971; Gombin, 1978; Mill-

er, 1984), and there iollowed, amongst other things, a iurious

republishing oi the classical texts. Given that the publishers oi

these texts were, in the main, ordinary commercial concerns (as

opposed to committed anarchist publishers such as the Cieniuegos

Press and the Freedom Press), one can take this latter activity as

a clear indication oi the importance oi, and interest taken in,

anarchist ideas during this period. In any event, whether anarch-

ism. was the mgjgg iniluence oi the period or not, what is oi

interest here is that it was an i@gg§tgQt_ iniluence, and -that

considerable numbers oi groups and individuals, even those who
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were not »-- ~ - H . _s thEm5E1vC: anarchists, attempted to implement ldggg which

were cl v + ‘P - - - _ . .Earl: a"aiEh1=t In origin and spirit. That is to say, thoro

we _ -' — I P - _ .F” W1dE5PFead attempts to discover heterarchical iorms and to

implement the isocratic ideal. A

5. PRACTICAL HETERARCHY.

The isocratic ideal, that is, the attempt to organise without

leadersi althfiuqh Eimple in principle, turned out to be diiiicult

in practice. As noted earlier, one oi three things seemed to occur

in groups organising themselves heterarchically: some Q; -the

groups developed covert hierarchies; some simply iell to piooog

VEFY T991317; and others, by a succession oi stages, segmgd {Q dc

both. Moreover, many oi them remained or became inactive, degener~

sting into a sort oi debating society which never got around to

QQLQ9 e"Ythi"Q- Inevitably membership turnover tended to be high,

and levels oi satisiaction tended to be low.

~

The obvious question which arises is why? There are, oi Qgurgg
. - 3|

fir II fl]many Equally Obvious answers, most oi which revolve around

rather iacile cu i‘ .. a ggescion that somehow people aren t ready ,0, Dr

ca "bl ' ' ' ipa e oi organising without "someone in charge"; - 5 hatri- IF .1r+ i-.l. ri- *4.

"in human nature" (see Meltzer, 1977, 1981; Hedward, ioyi; Na1tEp_

1969). But like any monocausal explanation oi human behaviour,

4- ‘,- - . .chi: one over—simpl1i1es to an extent that makes it impossible to

take it seriou=1'- -- ~ Y. as Brown (1954) has observed what is ‘- ~ a or is not

thought to be "in human nature" varies with the social pol‘ii—a1\- 5 J.i...z.i..
I

and " i v - - - .uultural contexts within which people live and work. Neverthe—

less the "human natu " '~ ' -1 re thesis is related to a more widely held

beliei in what ' i 11 - - - - .mlqh- be called the inevitability oi hierarchy, or,
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as Hichels (l?59l called it, the “iron law oi oligarchy". i

By the inevitability thesis it iollows that a group will, iirst oi

all, "naturally" develop a hierarchy, or, second, ii it iails to

do so will inevitably disintegrate. That is to say, this thesis

not only asserts the inevitability oi hierarchy, it simultaneously_

asserts its desirability. As Popper (1966) has observed, however,

the very beliei in such a proposition may be instrumental in

bringing the situation about; it may, in short, be a seli iuliill—

ing prophecy. By the same token, a beliei in the ggg—inevitabilty

oi hierarchy, and a commitment to the view that hierarchies are

undesirable, may ultimately bring about the reality oi isocratic

heterarchies. In this context it is as well to be reminded thatI

u

ior the most part those who attempted to implement. non~hierar~

chical iorms oi organisation were committed to them as desirable

ends in themselves. Nevertheless, as experience has shown, belieis

and desires are alone not suiiicient to bring about any general

state oi aiiairs; the question still remains as to why these

groups seemed not to be successiul.

There age good reasons why heterarchies are diiiicult to establ~

ish, sggial reasons which do not require reierence to nebulous and

contentious concepts such as human nature. Beiore examining some

oi these, however, it is as well to point out that heterarchies,

in sgmg iorm, are not "impossible". That is to say, thggg is

sxissnss lbs: anal misbi be sallss lssacsaimsisl ac lncastisall
bssscacsbissl as sesssss is lasts! issscatis bsiscscsnissi lac
sacs aaacsbisel sap ssscats sssssssisllx. in the sense that Esme
measure oi equality can be maintained, work can be accomplished,v

‘Qa

and the organisation can survive ior more than just a briei per~

iod.

During the Spanish Civil Mar (1936 ~ 1939) there was considerable

expropriation and collectivisation within the republican areas,

prompted mainly by the anarcho—syndicalist Coniederacion Macional

de Trabajo (C.N.T)_ and its "ideological" wing the Federacion

Anarquista lberica (F.A.l). Overall it seems that there was some"

thing in the order oi one thousand collectives in all, involved in

a highly varied set oi undertakings, including agrarian and ind“

ustrial collectives (Chomsky, 1977; Dolgoii, IQY4; Leval, l?7S;

Weltssrs 1978; Miller, 1ea4; Pas, 1976; Richards, 19?2). It has
been estimated, ior example, that at one point more than three

quarters oi the land in eragon was managed collectively (Miller,

1984: 161), and in Barcelona collectivisation "embraced all iorms

oi transport, the major utilities, the telephone service, the

health service, the textile and metal industries, much oi the iood

industry, and many thousands oi smaller enterprises" ihiller,

1984: 165. See also Chomsky, 1977; Dolgoii, 1974: Leval, p-& -o~4Ln

Urwell, 1938).

These collectives, it has to be admitted, didn’t always run as

smoothly as they might have. In particular there were diiiiculties

‘U Q-I ~<i U -+»oi co—ordination between collectives, and sup goods was

sometimes a problem (Dolgoii, 1974; Leval, 1975; Miller, 1984).

Moreover, it has been claimed that the experiment lasted ior

barely a year (Miller, 1984), although this is only true oi the

large scale collectivisation, because some oi the smaller collect-

ives, particularly in remote regions, managed to survive even
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aiter the victory oi Franco, and perhaps longer. It is also worth

bearing in mind that these collectives were set up in the excep~

tional circumstances oi the civil war, and in the iace oi consid~

erable hostility irom the socialist and communist authorities

(Dolgoii,' 1974; Leval, 1975; Miller, 1984). Nevertheless, some oi

the collectives were remarkably successiul; in particular the

collectivised transport system oi Barcelona has attracted consid~

erable praise, irom anarchists and non-anarchists alike (Borkenau,

1938; Orwell, 1938). Miller, who is not himseli an anarchist,

states:

"Ii we were to draw up a iinal balance sheet on the
evidence we have examined, there would be several
entries on the credit side. To begin with, we should
have to include the personal iuliillment ielt by
many participants both in the communities and the
collectives ... we should also want to include the
evidence that these experiments provide about human
creativity: they show that people can take on quite
new tasks and iuliill them with distinction ~ that,

- indeed, conventional society makes much less than
iull use oi oi its members’ potential. Third, the
evidence bears out the anarcho—communist claim that
people do not require individual incentives in order
to carry out their share oi society’s work ...
Finally, the collectives in particular show that
industrial democracy oi quite a radical kind is not
a pipedream, given the appropriate background condi~
tions." (Miller, 1964: 1&7).

It is also worth pointing out in this context that the C.N.T was,

beiore the civil war, the largest oi the Spanish trade unions, and

is rapidly becoming so again now that the oiiicial suppression has

been liited (Christie, in press). Moreover, although bureacratic

in some respects, it is a signiiicant iact that irom 1931 to 1936
ii?

A more recent example oi anarchist organisation at work is the

Christiania Freetown, located in a converted army barracks on the

outskirts oi. Copenhagen. It was iounded in 1969 by a group oi

activists called the "Slumstormers", and degpite Dxiicial attEmpt5

to have it closed down has managed to survive until the present

day, which is no mean ieat given the prodigious death rate oi such

experiments. Christiania has been the subject oi several academic

studies, ymost oi which conclude that the social experiments being

conducted within the Freetown seem to be working successiully in

some measure (Blum, 1977).

Dne aspect oi the organisation oi Christiania is the non—violent

"Rainbow Army", which was iormed ior the deience oi the town. An

interesting ieature oi this army is that it is organised around

diiierent iunctional roles, reilected in the eight colours oi its

ilag:

"Red: Large scale construction, practical constr-
uctors, physically hard work. _

UFa"9E= Viefln propaganda, theatre, music, posters,
painting, iilm, photography.

Yellow: Child-minding, mouth-to—mouth messengers,
initiators.

Green: The Green 5UPP1Y line» b8kEF’s shop, eating~
houses, shops, pubs, kitchen gardens.

Blue: Poets, pushers, creators oi dreams and nic
experiences. _

vialeti chie+5s kings and queens who do the cleaning
and rubbish collecting (the greatest are
everybody’s servants).

at least, there was only one iull time oiiicial "ior an organisa— White: Physical and spiritual healers, iirst-aid

tion oi up to one million people“ (Mints, 1977: 38).
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Black: Maintainers oi order - those who can prevent
violence without aggression. Samurais and
Karate and other martial arts masters."

(The Support Christiania Group, 1977: 6).
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E5:1‘ ClIt ,5 instructive when reading this ligt rm Qgngider the long in independent collectives iail msky, 1977; Orwell, 1935), and

E3 1-"I"IT ITJ "'i ('1'If‘ §-IQ I3 1.811. 1"quotation {rum Bakunin given EaF1iEr_r pmgnqgt '&L is the Christiania experiment has yet to come to an end aiter nearly

interesting to note the iunctions denoted by Black, those oi 39 795F5-
- :4’—--IIf |...:. Ll‘! ip0 ‘...-I y--I C L. r- 4 T 4 r ~ t ' “ts verykeeping order wlthout agg.esslon. serves to rat . ;

well the point made earlier, that anarchists are not opposed to 6- THE PRUBLEN BF LEADERLESSNESS.

Qtggr, to organisational iorms which seek to restrict humanU. C l’i' The barriers to guge isocratic heterarchy lie not so much in human

- ' ' hose oi the .choice. The members oi the Rainbow Army c. _ } _ _ _ __ . inability, as in social processes. Freeman (1970), in her aptly
-‘ = -Pr "bons (to denoteiunctional roles they would take, and many wuss rib _ _ .< T titled "The tyranny oi structurelessness“, has described with some

223' 1'1 Zr"

their choices) oi several colours. _ _ _ _ _ .precision some oi tne social barriers that stand in the way, as

have other commentators such as Hanisch (1970, 1978), Bunch

The iact that Christiania has survived ior so long is, cons1UEFEd "fl H0 U1I!" TB "5(1974), and Bunch and (1976). Equally, the ideological

alone, impressive in view oi the iact, noted earlier, that many _ ." y objections, many oi which can be anticipated irom the discussions
_ , - ' l"" nl r'r'-r-' F"-‘L

such experiments iailed soon aiter inception. rrom mo.e ascent _ 1' _ _ . . _ _given earlier, have been delivered with similar vigour by Levine
r1- II" I'llt , h , ‘t a e"rs that Freetown has lost _ _

pergunal repmr 5' DwEvEr' 1 . pp Q (1974) in her reply to Freeman, and others such as Anna et al
' ' , d ' th o'nt oi dirsolution precipitated, so _.‘ts “‘g°“'~ 3“ *5 °“ E P 1 ° ’ P (1s7a>, Erlich <1sxa, 19771, Farrow (1974), Hornegger (19751 and
it seems, by renewed eiiorts on the part oi the Copenhagen authorr Leighton (1974). '

-1 1: '--""5,
ities to close it down. Nevertheless, ior present purposes tnis 1

less important than the iact that Christiania iurnishes yet ~ .4 The arguments about the possibility or impossibility, and the
- 4 ' = x ' "6iurther evidence that heterarchies can work, to some e tentl so ;_ _ _+ 1 _ _ 1deslrabilicy, oi leaderlessness, centre principally around two

_ . - _ - - .. 4--3 -. 4 - j__ .
that isocracy is not necessarily an entirely impracclcal ldea _ _ _ _ + _» sets oi issues. First those concerning the emergence oi structures

oi dominance and submission within groups, and second issues
. . T - ...‘: -.-- 4: -il- _.----§ ,:'_,,":,""""-

Thus, although the evidence is not unequivocal, and ll lndeeu ,en __ _ _ I _relating to the need to structure in order to achieve anything.
_-I

r""‘| 54. 1...: |-...: Q -.2. - F - F, ' ' - -._l- —,,--1-1525 ..-to inter ration anticulanly in the Spanish examp _ _ _p ’ P Among the opponents oi leaderlessness Freeman 1n particular points
. ' ,_ ' J... .1 _.-I‘: - -,.- _.' 2"‘.

1984), it is clear that heterarchical onganisation lnlplleo uy tle L R 1 ‘-1 _ . _ . 1out that when people enter social situations, especially small

~ - - - ' " * i "dream. The .isocratic ideal 15 not_ in Miller s phrase, a pipe _' groups, they gg ggt Q9 gg gggglly (see also Berger, Cohen a Zeld-
. . _ _ F 1 $0.

iailure oi the Spanish collectives, which 1s well documented
P‘ -o~4yaitch, Fisek a Gishe, 197D). As individuals each person has a

*\ g L l, 197“), c n be put dnwr not so much to _ _ . _ _
fichomsk/’ 1977' Eva ' J ' a U i unique liie history which is reilected in the skills, knowledge
n' ' ' ' " i d 1 berate sabotaoe and suppressioninnate human inabilit as o e 1 . . , _y 5 and experience that they lg to the group. These unequal liie

' ' In -'3'-4'1-' F . Pt. .b those who ior their own reasons_ wanted to lee uafiEllmEn _ 'Y ’ . ' 4 experiences could, oi course, constitute an advantage ior the
1"!" 13" YB

Ci‘ "i |,.I- "'1
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group in terms oi the range oi skills and varying points oi view

which could be mobilised on behali oi the group. But in terms oi

the attempt to establish purely isocratic structures they are

ohviwuslv a problem since diiiscenss is seldom astnselsssed eitb:
Q5; gxglggglgg. Moreover, variance in liie experiences includes

and implies diiierential experience oi education, broadly conceivf

ed, kind and quality oi occupation, and so on. These in turn have

implications ior a person’s seli concept, degree oi coniidence,

degree oi articulateness and so on. Thus, as Freeman arqflefii theie

are structuring iactors already embedded in the social situation

oi the_group itseli (Freeman, 1970; F159“ e 9i5hEa 19?U)- That 15

to say the social situation which is the small group, whatEv@F the

principal values oi those who compose the group, already, as it

were, contains structuring iactors which either are- immediately

apparent or become so once interaction gets under way £Freeman,F

l9?0; Fisek a Uishe, 1970; Hanisch, 197$, 1978). Add to thE§E

other iactors such as those that Bales (1958) has reierred to as

the "economic" iactors oi group liie, that is time constraint and

so on, and it becomes obvious that the scene is set ior diiieren“

tiation between group members in terms oi quality and fiuantitt mi

input to the group’s activities, and thereiore diiierentiation in

terms oi perceived value to the group.

fill oi this could have been adduced a priori, and indeed diiiereni

tiation oi members be iairly coniidently predicted on the basis oi

what has been discovered about small group interaCtififi5 in the

social scientiiic literatures isee ior ewampla B555: 19493 Hare’
‘I - '

1976). Thus Freeman s arguments amount to an indictment oi e
_ D ’ . _ ' ,- t‘!-',

naivete oi those who UEIIEVEU, a5 ms"? did: thet Elmp Y §55—li3

I

absolute equality would generate it (Brown Q Hosking, 1984). as

she pointed out, a strongly held principle oi equality within

which attempts to organise and diiierentiate group members in the

service oi group action were interpreted as attempts to dominate

or to achieve leader status, would iirst oi all restict the scope

oi action that a group ggglg take, and second, would nevertheless

present opportunities ior what she called tyranny. That is to say,

a strong commitment to purely isocratic heterarchy, which leit'no

room ior compromise, would prevent the group irom taking aotion

and would also stimulate ggvegt dominance structures. The latter

eiiect would occur in such situations, she argued, because members

motivated by pure isocracy would either not "see" dominance when

it occurred, having convinced themselves that the group was equal~

itarian, or, ii they did notice it would "keep it quiet“ ior iear

oi upsetting the group.

Freeman’s predictions turned out to be accurate; the eiiects which

she predicted were among those noted earlier as the kind oi prob-

lems which gig occur in heterarchical groups. Freeman’s point was

that structures which diiierentiated group members should be made

gggligit, so that they could be controlled by the group and its

members. In itseli this is not necessarily a bad point, but as her

critics point out, her position, _in their terms, is dangerously

close to an abandonment oi the search ior heterarchies itseli

(Erlich, 1977; Levine, 1974; Hornegger, l9?5). They claim, with

some justiiication, that Freeman seems to envisage a iorm oi

bureacratic hierarchy oi the sort iavoured by the more traditional

leit, and it is worth pointing out that many oi these groups began

with an explicit rejection oi such structures (Levine, 1974). They

ms ‘*7
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_ . , - - ~ _ " , tn t a lic‘t
also point out, again with some Ju5t1i1¢*t1Q". 3 E P ‘

. . ' ' ' d th t i"r
structures oi this kind would tend to become reiiied, an 5 s

t d t li out
irom being under the control oi the group, would en o 5 P

oi control On both sides oi the debate the ar9UmE“t5 ate “E”?

reminiscent oi those oiiered by Hicheli 4195?)-

There is much to iind sympathy with in both sets oi arqumantai and

it is signiiicant that protagonists are aware oi, and tfi Efime

estent show sympathy with, the arguments oi their OPP°“9“t5'

Indeed, as Erlich (1975, 1977) points out the solutions oiiered by

the opponents oi leaderlessness, to use the looser term, are fiiten

the same ones proposed by the proponents oi it, in Particular

ideas such as the rotation oi leadership. But the ar9UmE“t5! in

the iinal analysis, are unsatisiactory because they caflfifit be

resolvedt In the end the debate becomes an ideological one, and
is

the ground shiits substantially irom issues about what is or

not adaptive in terms oi group action whilst maintaining the main

ethic oi equality. Ideological arguments oi this kind are seldom

ii ever resolved because they reside not so much in evidence and

argument as in conviction oi a kind closely akin to religioufi

conviction. And, as a Situationist slogan put it, "fioflvifitifina

make Convicts oi us all" (Gray, 1974)-

. . - th d b"teE
One thing is very clear, and that is that throughout see E s

. All oi?
there is a iundamental coniusion as to what l§éQ§£§DiE 15 l

. .- ' ' is sari
the protagonists agree that some kind oi g[g§Q1§é§lQD "E555

. , . th'5 *5 'nter~
ior groups to achieve anything, but bY a"d large 1 1 1

. . - ' ' d, r t least
preted by both sides in terms oi appointed, speclile . Q 5

‘dentiiiable Yeaders. The real diiierence between the camps is.|. El .:"--------

whether they are prepared to accept leaders oi this kind or not.

But the issue is not so simple. To anticipate the conclusions oi

later chapters a little, both sides seem to agree that groups need

what we will later call leagegghigg where they disagree is whether

groups need lgagegs or not. This is by no means a trivial point;

as anyone who is iamiliar with the small groups and leadership

literatures will realise, the precise relationship between these

two terms is by no means clear cut, and can indeed be the cause oi

much coniusion. It is hardly surprising, thereiore, that the

debate on leaderlessness should be suiiused with coniusions about

what precisely is the way out oi the impasse caused by the realis-

ation that pure isocratic heterarchy, leaderless organisation, is

not easy to achieve, perhaps not even possible.

It is, I think, important to note that much oi the coniusion was

caused by the term "leaderlessness" itseli; in many ways the issue

is not Leaggglgss organisation, but organisation which gives equal

value to all the members oi a group. This does not necessarily

imply absence oi leadership. The term "heterarchy", which has been

used throughout the chapter as a synonym ior leaderlessness, and

alternatives to hierarchy, can equally suggest something rather

diiierent; something closer to Bakunin’s view oi rotated or distr—

ibuted leadership. In other words, heterarchy can suggest not only

absence oi leadership, but also leadership contributed by every-

one. As such it is a better term, but also, in that it is closely

related to Bibb’s concept oi distributed leadership (Gibb, 1959)

it allows a link to be made with at least a part oi the leadership

literature within social psychology.
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7 SDHE QUESTION.

d ' com aring them with groups inIn considering these debates, an in p

i latively straightiorward ques—which I participated, a number o re
some oi these will betions began to emerge. For convenience _

summarised as a simple list.

1) What does it mean to say that someone is a
leader?

\

2) What is leadership, and how does it relate to
the concept "leader"? ,

3) Is there one kind oi structure which typically
emerges in small groups, and ii so is it nece*
ssarily a simple hierarchy?

4) Regardless oi what kind oi structure tygigally
emerges, is there a structure which is, in some
sense, gggt ior small groups?

5) What is a small group any way?

There were, and are, many other questions which could be asked-

about small groups, but those listed above capture iairly accurat

ely those which I ielt compelled to ask when struggling with the

implications oi the problems oi heterarchical organising. Some oi

them are iamiliar ones within the leadership and small groups

literatures, although none oi them has been resolved uncontent—

iously (see Gibb, 1981; Hare, 1962, 1976; Stogdill, 1974). It will

also be noted that the questions about group structure open a
11

challenge to the inevitability oi hierarchy thesis mentioned earl

ier, and open the way ior an examination oi the main concepts in

= b t role diiierentiation (e g

15 the ll‘ u __ "is inc ion between is statements and ought" statement;

iamilia t h‘ V _F O p ilosophers (see ior ekample Flew, 1979, on Hume),
1

Gbvious th h ' ' - - - . .998 this is, the distinction is irequently either

overlook d - - - . . .E or F9mPounded in the social scientiiic literatures with

much res lt' ' - a .U 199 fiflfltuelon (Hargolis, 198;). It will be returned to

several times in the thesis.

' .- E": were the questions that stimulated the research that

iorms th b t ' - .e su s antive material oi the thesis. For the purpggeg Q{

i the thesis’ however: QFQUP5 in General, rather than those which
are iocussed primarily on isocratic iorms, will be examined ior

Etructural em9'QE"¢E- 30 the primary question will be "what. sort

oi structure, ii any, typically emerges in small group5?",

B. FINQL INTRODUCTORY NOTES.

This th ' . _1 En, is the background to the thesis. The aim, which in

retro t . . _5PEC now appears to be arrogant in its naivete, was to ’tidy

up the) literature?» mai"1Y Conceptually, and then to conduct

empirical work to test some oi the ideas. Naturally things didn’t

turn out tu be 59 tidYi t9 Paraphrase Hodges (1983: 85), as in the

Looki -G1 5Hg 355 ardE"v the aPPFoach towards the heart oi leadership

within 1 d - , _ _QFQUPB E away into a iorest oi tangled technicalities and

conceptual coniusions.

relation to Bales proposition- a ou - - S' “F omeon ' - -? E Once Said 9* mEt9PhYeics that it was an unusually stubborn

Bales & Slater, 1955) and Gibb’s concept oi distributed leadership

(e.g. Gibb, 1969). Questions 3 and 4 ask two rather diiierent

things; iirst is the question oi what kind oi structure gggg

typically emerge, and second what kind oi structure is pest. This

50

stir ,

attempt *9 t"i"k Clearly. and by this deiinition 1 have, in tat,
thesis, tried to be a good metaphysician,

The rem ' d { - - - - .ain er o the thesis is divided into iour parts: conceptual
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background; empirical background; method and results; and conc-

lusions. Q

Part one consists oi three chapters which address in turn iirst

the development and conceptual underpinnings oi Bales’ work; sec~

ond the concept "group"; and third the related concepts "leader"

and "leadership". This part develops a basis ior the empirical

work later in the thesis in terms oi the negotiated order approach

to leadership. It is argued that Bales, iirst oi all, has devel~

oped a sophisticated view oi the relationship between groups and

leadership in terms oi the "equilibrium hypothesis". The role

diiierentiation hypothesis, which is related to the concept oi

equilibrium, is argued to be a version oi Bibb’s distributed

leadership concept. It is pointed out that ior Bales leadership is

accomplished through the joint contributions oi what he calls the

task and social specialists, and that thereiore leadership does

not necessarily imply a simple hierarchy. Thus it is" suggested

that Bales’ approach is consistent with a negotiated order appro-

ach. Nekt it is argued that a "group", as opposed to an aggregate

oi people, is characterised by intersubjective understandings oi

social order, and this leads into the chapter on leadership. In

this chapter it is argued that, iirst, the concepts "leader" and

"leadership" must be distinguished and discussed separately. Lead-

ership, it is suggested, is an interpersonal process character-

ised, amongst other things, by positive interdependence in which?

acceptable iniluence is achieved to harness and direct joint

action. It is also argued that leadership is best conceived in

terms oi contributions to social order within the group, that is

to the construction oi a group level "reality", and thus leader—

Ul l"J

P

~ i 1
 

shi ' th - - . . _ _.p 15 E Pr°ce55 bY Whlfih a collection oi individuals becomes a

group, and stays and achieves as a group.

Part two consists oi iour chapters. The iirst is a detailed desc-

ription oi the empirical base which Bales claims as evidence Of

role diiierentiation. The next two chapters present 5 detailed and

systematic critique oi this empirical base. It is shown, point ior

point, that there are serious problems with the work that Bales

FEPBFt5, at all levels oi method, measurement and interpretation

oi results. The conclusion to this chapter is that Bales does not

oiier suiiicient support ior the role diiierentiation hypothesis.

The critique oi Bales’ work is iollowed by a similarly critical

review oi iurther studies oi role diiierentiation reported in the
u

lit t . ‘era ure It is concluded that most oi these iurther studies

s ii i ' ' . ,u er rom similar problems to those described in relation to

Bal ’ ' ' . . _E5 orlglnal "Dita although a number oi interesting modiiica—

tio t th . _ns o me od are noted. The overall conclusion to this part oi

the thesis is that the role diiierentiation hypmthegig ha; never

adEQUBtE1Y been tested, and that nowhere in the literature is

there any evidence that role diiierentiation ever occurs in any

identiiied, or identiiiable, groups. It is iurther suggegted that

the mEth°d5 tYPi¢B11y used to examine role diiierentiation are

invalid because iundamentally ilawed, and are thereiore incapable

Di giving reliable iniormation about emergent structure; within

groups.

Part th - -FEE presents the empirical work conducted ior the th@5i5_

The i' t h .1P5 C apter presents an overview oi the research programme,

and ' b ' - -QIVES A riei description oi some oi the problems encountered.
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There is also a presentation oi an analytical approach based on
-.

basic sociometric techniques, in particular the-sociogram which is

employed in the analysis oi the data. The iollowing iour chapters

present a systematic analysis, one group at a time, oi 18 small

iace-to—iace groups irom which data were gathered. The results

show that small groups develop a number oi structural iorms, some

iocussed and some distributed. In only seven cases, however, is

there any evidence oi role diiierentiation in Bales’ terms, and in

none oi these is the evidence very good. The implications oi these

results are discussed in relation to the role diiierentiation

hypothesis, and it is suggested that iuture research on role

diiierentiation should take a more clinical approach than that

typically adopted.

PART 1: CONCEPTUAL BRCKERDUND

The iinal part, and iinal chapter, presents summary conclusions

ior the thesis, and some considerations ior iuture research.
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CHAPTER 2! BALESI THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT.

INTRODUCTION. .

This thesis has been driven to a very great extent by the work oi

R. F. Bales and his colleagues on the dynamics oi small groups.

Speciiically it has developed around the set oi propositions about

role diiierentiation in small groups which grew out oi his empir-

ical work in the iiities.

It has already been explained in chapter 1 that experience and

observation oi some oi the social experiments in ’leaderless’

organisation during the nineteen seventies is what generated a

general interest in questions associated with leadership in small

groups, especially the emergence oi leadership structures. when

iirst encountered Bales seemed to be reporting empirical results

and presenting attendant methodologies which promised answers to

some oi the questions raised by those attempts to organise heter-

archically. Greater iamiliarity, and a more critical appraisal,

however, suggest that there are considerable problems with the

conceptual and empirical aspects oi Bales’ work, and indeed with

his presentation oi ideas. Much oi the thesis will be concerned

with tackling some oi these problems. Nevertheless, it must also

be emphasised that Bales is here regarded as one oi the most

perceptive thinkers working on the problems oi the psychology oi

a+

QFQUPS. Certainly he is one oi the iew workers in the iield syst-
t.

Ema 1Ca11Y to 5tUdY QFQUP Processes and emergent group structures

over time. Furthermore, many oi his insights anticipate much later

th' k‘ .- = - . . .1“ 1"9: {BF Example: Hflfiklng s important distinction between

’organisation’ and ’organising’ (e.g. Hosking, 1988), was antic~

ipated by B3195 35 1°"9 QQQ 55 1959; although it has remained
d . . _ _ _ Iormant and largely ignored since. Thus it must be emphasised that

althfiuqh what iollowsi will at times be extremely critical oi

ales work, nevertheless it is inspired by a genu1ne adm1rat1Qn_

The advantages oi Bales’ approach to small groups include the not

inconsiderable attempt to uniiy discussions oi individuals and

groups. Bales has consistently attempted to present irameworks

h‘ h -w ic use the same language to describe all levels ,oi analysis

(Bales et al., 1979: 13). With hindsight it is not surprising that

some areas oi such a project remain problematic since, as he

d "t ' ' .a mi s himseli in later work, to be successiul it would require

th' - r -"D lnq less than the complete integration oi the whole social

scientiiic enterprise (Bales, 1983; Bales et al., 1979: 11 - 19),

Needless to say, whatever the original, naively arrogant, inten-

tions which inspired the thesis, there will be no attempt to

Complete the integration here; what better and more experienced

workers have iailed to achieve is too much to expect irom a the-

sis.

The thesis, then, is concerned with the development oi leadership

t ' ' . . .s ructures within small groups, and since the original social
.»-

psychological inspiration was the work oi Bales, it is apposite to

begin with a general description oi his work.

as =7\.J
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This chapter is the iirst 0+ iour that .111 be devoted to Bales’
work. Here the emphasis will be on historical development and

theoretical underpinnings. The purpose oi this chapter is to set

the scene ior the chapters iollowing immediately which address

conceptual issues related to the concepts oi ’group’ and ’leader—

ship’. The next section describes iairly brieily the phases which

in Bales’ writings, and identiiies the major themesare evident

which run through his work. Following this is a description oi

IPA, and oi the major theoretical approach adopted by Bales in

terms oi the iunctional problems iacing groups, understood in

relation to the Equilibrium Hypothesis. It is this hypothesis

which constitutes Bales’ principal theory oi group dynamics, and

which places him iirmly amongst the systems theorists (see Wilson,

1978). Role diiierentiation is discussed in the light oi the

discussion oi the Equilibrium Hypothesis, and irom the discussion

is developed Bales’ theory oi leadership. From this, the discuss-

ion moves to a consideration oi SYMLDG, the 8ystem_ior the Multi—

ple Level Observation oi Groups, which is the culmination oi

Bales’ -work, and the distillation oi his theoretical approach.

Finally, the last section identiiies some oi the outstanding

conceptual problems, speciiically related to the concepts oi

’group’, ’leadership’ and ’ro1e diiierentiation’.

2. TH PHASE5 IN BALES’ HURK.
s+

Bales’ work can very conveniently be divided into three major

periods, punctuated by his major writings. The iirst phase was

principally concerned with the development oi the group observa-

tion system known as Interaction Process Analysis (IPA i Bales,

58

Lth ,

19=o b - . . _9 as 1 1970)- This was probably his most iniluential period,

cov ' t - .aring "9 9"1Y the reiinement and operational use oi IPA, but

al th 1 -5° E “Uri 9“ Pha5E 5EqUEflEEs in groups and, towards the late

1950 h' i‘ ' - - - . .s is indings on role diiierentiation (the biiurcation oi the

leadership role into task and social specia1i5m5)_

The second major period, which began around 1958, saw the introd-

uction oi a three dimensional model oi group interaction based an

iactor analytic iindings such as those oi Carter (1954), Clerk

(1953), Couch and Carter (1952), Sakoda (1952) and Wherry (1950).

This °"1mi"ai9d with the Publication Bi Esceedaliti add ldtscaece:
anal senseless (Bales, 1970). The title is 5,gn,,,,,n,, 5,nce it
highlights more than anything else Bales’ interest in the uniiica—

tion oi individual and group levels within a single_ theoretical

iramework (see also Bales, 1950 a: 259, iootnote 3).

I

I th' b - . .n 15 ook the IF“ Fateqfiflefi, somewhat modiiied irom 1950, are
- 1

linked directly with what Bales was later to reier to as the three

dimensions oi the SYMLDG space. These are Upwards—Downwards (U~D),

which 15 VEFY F°U8h1Y a dominance dimension; Forwards-Backwards

(F-81, which corresponds with task activity or orientation; and

P°5itiVe“NEQative (P—N), which reiers to iriendliness (see Bales,

19705 Bales et al., 1979). These are discernibly those orthogonal

iactors, behavioural and perceptual, that Bales discusses in 1958:

Individual Prominence; Aiding attainment by the group; and 9e;1ab_

ility (Bales, 1958: 445; Carter, 1954). In many ways the 197$ bqgk

k . . _mar s a transition between the end—pointe Qf {Pg and 5yMLg5_
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0 , . - x 1' 't
The last phase oi Bales work is rePTE5E“ted by the E p lcl -

elaboration 0+ svwtos (Bales et al., 19791, althfluqh as he admit5*
, - ' l te.

there is still a great deal to do before the 5Y5tEm 15 Comp E
. ' l Db -SYMLUB is an acronym for the System ¥or the Multiple Leve EEF

. . _ ° . t it . 0

vation oi Groups, and multiple level is precisely wha i is
Ii. - ‘ ' d t ter

presents a series oi techniques, tflqether “lth atten an ma
, . A 9 ' 1t‘ l lev-

ials, which are designed £0 taP QFQUP PF°¢955E5 at mu 1p E
I

Q

els including Overt behaviour; 5Ymb91i¢ EX¢hB"9E5 and ’¥anta5Y"F

These are conceived in terms both of groups and individuals; in
_ . - ’ 1 d —behavioural and perceptual terms, and in terms of verba an non

verbal acts The language it uses is consistent across all levels,
. _ ' ' d 1' .

and couched in terms oi the three Tactor space describe ear ier

SYMLQG 15 an impressive attempt to uniiy understandings of QFQUP5
_ . - - '1' 9 ma

{rom the wider literature, including B5Pe¢t5 59¢“ 35 C ‘qua or
- - - ~ ' _ A ted

tion and the attendant polarisation that this implies 5 H0
. . - ' ' lt h' h

earlier, it is based precisely on the empirical FEEU 5 W 15
. - , ' 1;‘ t‘ and

Bales obtained as part of his work on role diiferen ia ion,
. " ' * Ab l't d

which he claims demonstrate that Activity, Task 1 1 Y an
, , - - ' 1 l t one

Likeability are the three dimensions upon which a l eva ua i
>

Q

and interactions within small groups are based (§-9- B3195: 1955)-

3. INTERACTION PROCESS ANALYSIS.

. 1 ’ t
It is no exaggeration to say that IPA has been one of Ba es m0B

. - - f 11
durable and iniluential contributions to the study 9 5ma y

_ h . .t
groups. It has generated a considerable body of researc in 1 5

own right many imitations and devel0Pme“t5 l9-9- B°FQatta: 1992»MI

1963 Borgatta & Crowther, 1955; D""PhY! 19585 Hare & Mueller’5

' ' th 1
1979; Morley b Stephenson, 1977). It has also provided e ans

i

ytical tools for a substantial amount o+ research conducted by

other workers (e.g. Barber, 1966; McFeat, 1974; Mishler & Haxler,

l9&B). '

IPA consists of both a set of categories for the observation of

0-~ -0U1O ill I"-J U1 ‘-Jqreun interactivflsi and an sssesistsd bathed (Bales, *
258). The method is

"... a type of content analysis in the basic sense,
but the type of content which it attempts to abstr~
act from the raw material of observation is the type
o+ problem-solving relevance o+ each act ior the
total on-going process." (Bales, 1950 a: 258)

In Bales’ words, the heart oi the method is the systematic act—by—

act recording of behaviour as it occurs in gggll £ggg;tg;£ggg

groups. The restriction to ¥ace-to-face interaction is important,

and has implications for external validity, an issue which is to

be addressed later in chapter 6.

The set of categories as they appear in the earlier version o+ IPA

are given in figure 2.1. below. These were culled irom a much

larger set, and reiined into this ¥orm through empirical study

(Bales, 1950 a). Indeed Bales consistently claims that his theore-

tical orientation as a whole is grounded in empirical data (Bales,

1950 a, b, 1952, 1955, 1956, 1958, 1970; Bales et al., 1979). For

reasons given later in the thesis, this claim can be disputed. In

any case he occasionally contradicts it himsel¥:

"... the present set of categories ... took its
initial point of departure from a body oi theory
about the structure and dynamics of ¥ull—scale soc-
ial systems." (Bales, 1950, b: E57)
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It should be noted that the body of theory to which he alludes in

this npassage is never fully ekplicated, although there are good

ireasons to suppose that it is related to various forms of systems

theory (Bales et al., 1979; Wilson, 1978), informed by a variant

on Parsons’ structural—functionalism (Parsons, 1949, 1961). Some

of this is addressed below.

\

Of immediate interest is the way that Bales has grouped the twelve

categories of IPA into two broader categories labelled task and

social areas, which are then in turn further subdivided into two

sub-categories.

peel}

Figure 2.1. Qgtggggigg jg; Igtgragtion Pgocess Agglysis ( \

Social- ' 1. Shows Solidarity
Emotional A 2. Shows Tension Release
Area: Positive 5. Agrees
Reactions

Task Area: 4. Gives Suggestion
Attempted B 5. Gives Opinion
Answers 6. Gives Orientation

Task Area: 7. Asks for Orientation
Questions C 8. Asks for Opinion

9. Asks for Suggestion

Social~ 10. Disagrees
Emotional D 11. Shows Tension
Area: Negative 12. Shows Antagonism ——————————————4
Reactions I

KEY: a: Problems of Orientation; b: Problems of Evaluation.
b: Problems of Control; d: Problems of Decision.
e: Problems of tension management;
f: Problems of Integration. Q

Adapted from Bales, 1950 b: 258, chart 1.
See also Bales, 1950, a, 1952, 1970; Bales & Slater, 1955.

The main division of group interaction into task and social areas

is important, and widely recognised, although not deriving from

"5

Li» ,

B l 1 _ ' - - - - .a es a one It is a distinction which runs like a thread through—

out the literatures on groups and leadership (see for instance,

Benne a Sheats, 1948; Blake a Mouton, 19o4; Fiedler, 1ao4, 1967,
1968, 1974, 1978; Fleishman, 1973; Hat: a Hahn, 1978; Likert,

1955, 1961; Norfleet, 1948; Rauch 8 Behling, 1984; Thelen, 1956),

indeed in one form or another it is to be found as an important

distinction in most of the world’s major thought systems (see for

instance, Butler, 1964; Coudert, 1980; Halevi, 1972; Humphreys,

1961; Jung, 1967; Levi, 1915, 1923; Shah, 1957; Watts, 1975; H.

Wilhelm» 1961; R. Wilhelm, 1968). For Bales the distinction is
fundamental and it unifies many aspects of his work, informing

am9"Q5t Pther thi"85 hi5 theory of groups and, insofar as it is

articulated at all, -his theory of leadership, especially as it

1 t ' - - . . .re a es to role differentiation and the equilibrium hypflthegig

(Bales, 1953 a, 1955),

It ' .can readily be seen that far from being merely an observation

h ' - . .sc eme, IPA is also the embodiment of a specific theory of groups.

1 I . .nseparable from IPA are the propositions about phase sequencing

in group development (Bales, 1952, 1953 b, 1955; B3195 of 51

1951: B . . , _ __ ales a Strodtbeck, 1951, Borgatta a Bales, 195a a; Heinicke

Q B 1 , =, - - .9 9 95. 19¢“) 8 set of propositions which has generated, and

1' -5°" 1"“e5 t9 Generate, a considerable body of research and contro-

VEFEY (SEE e.g. Baker, 1981; Beck, 1981; Philip a Dunphy, 1959;

P°°1@= 1981; Shalinsky, 1993; Schultz, 19801. The sequence propo-
59d bY Bales (orientation, evaluation, control) has considerable

5imi1aFitY I0 other proposed developmental sequengegg Euch as

T 1; 1‘ :' 1| - __ . _ _ 'uc man s (1965) forming storming—norming-performing“ sequence,
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_ . ' h’ h Bales
but what is of most interest here are the terms in w ic

, - - - t d ' t rms of
introduces it. The sequence is sPE¢1*1Ea11Y *PFm“1a E 1“ E

" . _ . t S. :1

what he calls the functional Pr9b19m5 °* 1"f9’a°t‘°" EYE em
0 E “

"Fur purpQ5E5 of the present set of caiegzgges rogt
IPA] we postulate six interlocking ugc 13 cungrete
lems which are log1CB11Y aPP11Cabii ° Zr: in Dne_
type of interaction system. ... _ese 1 tion f
word terms: problems of orientation: 9Va_“a I
control, decision, tension management, and integra-
tion. These terms are all related to B hVP9th9t1ca€
conception of an over—archinQ PF°b1em'5°1V1"g' Eequ
uence of interaction between two or more P9F59"5-
(Bales, 1950 b: 259)

. . - ' b the
The sequence postulated is indicated on the IPA diaOFam Y

. 1 = ={’ d 1 s from
square brackets to the right, labelled a. to , B" FL"

the inside out. That is to say the phase sequence P95t“1atEd I
- = ' d asks

begins in the central IPA area (categories 6 & 7 Qlves 9“
_ . ' ( t ries 1

for orientation), and runs out towards the periphery _CB E89

& 12: shows solidarity or antaq0fli5m ' 599 B9195: 19525 Bnrgatta &

Bales, 1955 a, b; Heinicke & Bales, 1953)-

. - - d ' f these
For the purposes of this thesis the PFECIEE 9' Erlnq 9

pha5e5, indeed the postulation of phase sequencing itself, is not
_ 1 ’ tation

centrally important. But there are features of Ba es prose"

which are. The first is obviously the postulation of functional

problems which face interactin9 9F°UP5- He Pre5e“t5 51“ but typic

ally either discusses the three task problems (orientation, eval-
. - - _ ' bl s an

uation, control) while treating the 50519 Em°t1°"a1 PFQ 995 9

undifferentiated category, BF, m°5t Dita": di5C“55e5 Eimply *4?

task and social areas both as global categories (see Bales: 1953

al o 195a 19sa- Bales i Slater. 19551 B9r99tta A B9195: 1953 9'1 9 I ’
. ~ - t eral

b). Thus, at least in his earlier work, there are W0 QB"
- - ' d as task

functional problems facing groups, which can be summarise
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and social problems. It is an essential feature of Bales’ thinking

that these two areas, or more specifically the actions which they

imply, are held to be incompatible:

"A very general belief, and one which I have held in
various forms, is that there is some kind of almost
inevitable contrary or interfering relation between
the strength and elaboration of the technical div-
ision of labour and the strength and elaboration of
the network of solidary affective ties within a
given group. ... The belief in this contrariety
between technical and social demands appears in many
versions." (Bales, 1956: 148).

Nevertheless, if a group is to be effective and efficient, that is

accomplish its tasks and survive with some measure of cohesion,

then these two problem areas must be brought into dynamic harmony,

or equilibrium (Bales, 1955 a). This is the Equilibrium Hypothesis

which will be discussed further in the next section.

Secondly, it is important to appreciate that the propositions

about phases do not suggest that in each phase a particular beha-

viour will be numerically more frequent than other behaviours. For

example, it is not suggested that during the “orientation phase’

(categories 6 & 7) giving and asking for orientation is more

frequent than, say, showing solidarity. The proposition is that

during this phase giving and asking for orientation will reach its

own internal peak, that is that it will be more frequent at this

stage than lg ggy gthgg. Thus it is a proposition about relative

frequencies (Bales, 1950 a, b, 1952, 1955, 1958; Bales 8 Bales 5

Strodtbeck, 1951; Borgatta & Bales, 1955 a, b; Heinicke 5 Bales,

1955). At first sight the relevance of this might appear obscure,

but it has some importance for propositions about the equilibrium

hypothesis and role differentiation, as will be made clear later.
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4 TH EQUILIBRIUM HYPOTHSIS.

_ . - - ' me form of theImplicit In all of Bales Hrltlflq abflut 9f°“P5 15 5°
_ _ . 6 E 'l'b ‘um Problem

Equilibrium Hypothesis, and the attendant qul 1 F1
(B 1 19:, a 1956 1958, 1955, 1953 3, 1970; Bales & Slater,

a es, as 5 I

19" See also Coch 8 French, 1958; Lewina Lippitt & white’(J1-J" 8

1959; Parsons & Bales, 1955; 'Russett, 1966; Secord & Backman,
\

' hing functional
1974). In some ways the latter is the ovsrarfi

. . - ' th t k and social
problem facing interacting qrvuns. Eubaumlng E as

_ . - ' ‘t im ly the
Problems discussed earlier. The PF9b1em 15' qul E 5 P ’

- - ' teraction,- - d social areas during group inharmonisation of task an
. 4 . _ t ' th' view gt

as suggested earlier (Bales, 1955 a. 449) I 15 15

dynamic; amongst other things, which places Bales firmlygroup 1

amongst the system theorists (Wilson, 1973)-
I

I

 . . . - h‘ h ' s ecies of
Broad1Y stated, the Equlllbrium hYP9th9515I " 1° *5 3 P

 . 1 - ‘t’ roposition.
balance theory, is both a behavioural and cogni ive p

9 . - - ‘. e that has
It suggests that an effective and efficient QFQUP 15 D“

_ . . - b t its task
established or maintained an appropriate balance e WEED

end_ social-emotional problem solutions, both at the QFPUP a"d
- ' ‘ ' t nt becauseindividual member level. This last P°1"t 15 1mP°“ 3

' ' t b th l els indeed
Bales operates conceptually and EmP1F1¢a11Y 5 ° EV ’

- - ' ' ' lt to discern what isso much so that it is sometimes difficu

appropriate to which.

. as
Th argument under1Yi"Q the Equilibrium hypothesis’ broadlye

. - - ' t d t ards 0941gtated, is that task activity (that which en 5 9"
. ' ' ‘thin the

achievement) creates imbalance, and thus tensions wl

group. There is thus Q9"
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erated a need for social activity to

restore equilibrium. Social activities may, of course, be both

positive and negative (see figure 2.1. above), but also it is

positive social input which Bales sees as tending itowards the

restoration of balance, whereas negative social activities tend to

reinforce the tendency towards disequilibrium:

"Theoretically we tend to assume that a preponder—
ance of positive reactions over negative is a ggggi;
tigg of equilibrium or maintenance of the steady
state of the system." (Bales, 1955 a: 455).

Even in the absence of specific negative social acts, however, the

underlying suggestion is that there will inevitably arise a cert-

ain amount of negative affect (Bales, 1952, 1955 a, 1956, 1958)
\

The successful group is not only able to cope with moderate amo-

unts of tension release, in the form of jokes, laughter, and so on

(too much and the job doesn’t get done), but is also able to

deflect or transmute such negative affect as there is and thus

protect itself from destructive internal tendencies (Bales, 1955;

Burke, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1972; Hare, 1976; Thelen, 1956).

It can be seen that given this sort of conceptual orientation it

follows that social activity, ggtgal and gggggiggg, is an import-

ant, indeed essential, aspect of group interaction, an idea that

is to found throughout the work in the groups field (e.g. Bennis 5

Shepard, 1956; Bion, 1961; Blake 5 Mouton, 1964; Fiedler, 1964,

1978; Hare, 1976; Kat: 6 Kahn, 1978; Likert, 1955, 1961; Rauch 5

Behling, 1984; Schutz, 1955; Stock & Thelen, 1958; Thelen, 1956,

and-so on). Therefore, a successful group is one that achieves an

appropriate balance between its levels of task and social activit~

ies, and these levels are determined by the task and social needs

of the group and its members, which may, of course, be task and
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context dependent (Borgatta a Baleii 1953 ai M999» 19613 Marcus’

1960; Turk, 1951 a, b; Turk & Turk, 1962; Verbs, 1961; "i159":
1969).

It is important to note that balance need not take the form of a

simple numerical equality between task and social inputs (in

Bales’ terms IPA acts in the task and social areas). Indeed there

are good reasons for supposing that simple numerical equality is
I

"1

empirically unlikely. Conceptually it may be suggested that some

groups, under some conditions, have or develop a large need for

social input, for example because of the nature of the task,

whereas others may have a very small need (Burke, 1967, 1968;

Gustafson, 1973; Gustafson & Harrell, 1970; Hoffman & Smith, 1960;

Turk, 1961 a, b; Wilson, 1969). Thus a notional weighting of task

and social inputs may be suggested (Bales, 1953 a; Qlatfirs 1955)

such that the relative numbers of qualitative inputs needed to

restore balance will vary from group to group, and perhaps within

the same group over time. For example, in groups where task activ-

ity, or the task at hand, is perceived as a legitimate undertaking

there might be relatively little need for specifically social

activities, but in groups where for some reason task activity per

se is not perceived to be legitimate, there might be a correspond-

ingly high need for social activity both to maintain group morale

and to motivate individual members (Burke, 1972; Gustafson, 1966,

1973; Gustafson a Harrell, 1970; Turk, 1951 a, b; verbs, 1991)-
k

As another example, which also illustrates several points of some

importance for later chapters, consider a situation where task

activity per se is perceived to be legitimate and desirable, but
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attempts toidominate are not. Such an example was presented by

Verba (1961) in his criticism of Bales’ work as if it were to be
0'

found only in the alleged intractably artificial circumstances of

laboratory groups. But as noted in chapter 1, the situation is

fairly common in what are called "social movement groups“ (e.g.

Brown & Hosking, 1984 - see also Bass, 1967), particularly where

the isocratic ethic is paramount. In such situations one might

justifiably suppose that domination attempts would lead to a group

level need for social activity (Brown & Hosking, 1984). That is to

say, not only task activity per se may be the generative force

which creates the need for social activity, but also, and perhaps

more importantly, the manner of its accomplishment. Thus, gener-

ally it might be suggested that any activity which ruptures norm-

ative expectations about appropriate behaviour will create a need

for social activity to restore balance. This raises important

points about the part that shared norms and values have to play

in group activities, in particular it raises the issue of social

order, which will be addressed in some detail in later chapters,
D

especially those dealing with leadership.

It should be noted that operationally, even in the absence of

recorded social inputs, balance may be assumed to have been ach-

ieved so long as other indirect criteria are met. Dne such criter-

ion which has been suggested would be a high level of group member

satisfaction:

"... the level of accomplishment [of instrumental
adaptive goals] can not be maintained for long with-
out also maintaining the level of diffuse ggtig;
jggtigg which depends upon the achievement of expr-
essive-integrative goals." (Bales, 1953 a: 453 - see
also Heinicke & Bales, 1953).
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5. RULE DIFFERENTIATION.

 _

The formulation of the dynamic properties of groups in terms yof

task and social functions raises the question of how they are
to

be accomplished, and by whom — this has typically been discussed

l . The most obvious suggestion is that.thein the language of ;g_g§

functional problems will be handled by the ’leader’ of the group
\

(e.g._ Blake a Mouton, 1964; Fiedler, 1964), and indeed for Bales

f 'librium is central to processes ofthe accomplishment o equi

leadership. On the other hand, it could be, for example, that

e roblems or that all
particular persons specialise in one or mor p ,

members are equal in these respects. Bales has reported results,

t est that the two functional areas arehowever, which seem o sugg

typically accomplished by two persons which he
has labelled the

task and social specialists (Bales, 1955 a, 1956, 1958; Bales 5

Slater, 1955; Slater, 1955). This innocuous statement, however,
t al issues and hasconceals some extraordinarily complex concep u ,

been the cause of considerable confusion

97“) lls it (although itRole Differentiation Theory, as Burke (1 4 ca

th “) is a set of propositionshardly deserves the title " eory

1 lutions to the functional problems outconcerning structure so

lined earlier:

"... what we call the “social structure’ of groups
can be understood primarily as a system of solutions
to the functional problems of interaction. These

solutions become institutionalised in order to red- g,
uce the tensions growing out of uncertainty and
unpredictability in the actions
1953 a: 32 - 33).

To this extent the theory is a species

(Parsons, 1949; Rauch & Behling, 1984)
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of others." (Bales,

of structural-functionalism

The theory inV°1Ve5 mu1tiPlE 1EVE15 9* a"31Y5i5; specifically

individual and group levels, and the interactions between them. It

also involves some fairly complex empirical and conceptual asp-

ects. There is a basic distinction between role differentiatiqn in

a b h ' -_s_sxiee:al sense. and that In a ggrgggtggl Sens, (5,185 ,
0-1- -OUlUlSlater, In this respect it is typically not very clear

whether Bales intends it as one or the other, or indeed both,

since _he TrEquE"t1Y Writefi as if it were intended in either sense

without ever declaring a position. In view of this, the 5a{e5t

assumption to make is that it can be understood in either sense,

although later in the thesis it will be argued that it is the

PErCEPtual sense of role differentiation which is the more funda-

mental (see chapter 9).

I

Q

The literature, such as it is, is rife with misunderstandings

about Bales’ claims. To some extent the misunderstandings are his

°"“ Taulti hi5 Wfitioq, it has to be admitted, is frequently far

{rom clear’ and Olten 1eaP5 threuqh levels of analysis without

"ar"i"S- UH the other hand it is clear that he is dealing with

di+¥icu1t i55ue5’ -and a15° that ma"Y of his commentators and
critics appear not to have read him at all. This last point is

particularly true of text book authors who typically graft Bales’

work °"t° ¢haPtEF5 about groups and leadership as if it were an

a““"a'd aPP9"daqe which doesn’t really fit. Later in the thesis a

general the°'Y °* 9'°“P5 9"“ leadership will be presented which
places Bales at the very heart 0+ the matter_

The c f ' ' - - - . _on usion about role differentiation theory lies in two inter-

related b t - - .u separable questions. The first is whether a differen-
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tiated role structure, involving task and social specialists, is

one that iggyitagly emerges in interacting groups. The second is

whether such a structure is the most ggagtigg for interacting

groups. The distinction is, to some extent, related to the "is —

ought" distinction mentioned earlier in chapter 1 (pp 50 - 51). To

a great extent these are empirical questions, and as such they

will be, addressed in detail later in the thesis. They do have

theoretical aspects, however, and the remainder of the section

will be concerned with these.

Bales claims that role differentiation was an empirically grounded

discovery, much as advocated by Glaser and Strauss (1967. See

Bales, 1958, 1968), and it would be unreasonable to doubt that

this was to some extent the case. Dn the other hand_given Bales’

conviction that group structure is the product of solutions to the

functional problems of interaction, and his repeated suggestion

that task and social activity are incompatible (Bales, 1953 a, b,

1956), a suggestion which does have some empirical support (Hors-

fall & Arensberg, 1949; Lanzetta et al., 1956; Rauch 5 Behling,

1984), then it can be seen that it was already implicit in his

thinking. The data, to some extent, merely confirmed what he was

already thinking (Bales, 1955: 460). This is not the same as

claiming that task and social role differentiation is an inevita-

ble outcome of group interaction, however, it is simply to point

out that Bales’ thinking left room for the observation- of role

differentiation to occur.

In point of fact, Bales explicitly considers other possible out-

comes to group interaction, and the resolution of the equilibrium
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Problem, although it is role differentiation that he stresses For

3 1 ' " ' ' 1| -9 am? E: “E 915B Ceflslders scapeqpatism , that 15, the deflection
t t’ . .9 "E85 1V9 allefit away from the task specialist onto a low status

BFQUP mémbfir (Bales, 1955; Burke, 1969). Yet another consideration

t t ~ ~ - .“a5 5 9 "5 5tFUQQ1E W1th1fl_the group aimed at unseating the source

OI disequilibratinq tensions - the task specialist (Heinicke 5

Bales, 1953). Furthermore, -he mentions several other role types

that may Gccur "ithi" QFOUPS, including the "Great Man" (Bales,

1953 as Bales & Slater, 1955; Borgatta et al., 1954 - see below,
Shapter 5, section 2). It is, however, quite clear, and this must

be stressed, that for Bales these other options, although perhaps

functionally equivalent mechanisms for draining off negative aff-

ect’, are not EEQQLE °Pti°"5- That 15 to say, although they are

£HflEELQEéLL! Equivalent, they are not ggggtivgly equivalent, in

that they do not resore or maintain equilibrium, and cannot there-

fore ensure group survival (Bales, 195b)r

Unfortunately most commentators take Bales to be suggesting that

role differentiation is igggitgglg (e.g Kate & Hahn , 1978; Lewis,

1972= 1973? R999 9 Basal. 1994; Sanger, 1971), aha admittedly it
is not always obvious that he is not making this claim. But in a

reply to one critic, Br. Wheeler (Wheeler, 1957), Bales and Slater

specifically deny that role differentiation does, or is meant to 9

apply to all groups in all situations:

egg: ggflbiomiof agsessing the frequency of_ occurr-

different frgm :2 agree 0+ speclallgétlofi 15 quitet _ _ . e problem of describing its charac-
9F15t1¢ quality when it does occur.“ (Bales & Sla-

ter, 1957: 155)
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They do, however, describe role differentiation as a general

phenomenon, and to hsome extent they are forced to do so given

their claim that the equilibrium problem is a general problem

faced by all groups. Nevertheless the effect is clearly paradox-

ical, and to some extent this is a consequence of sloppy language

in the original papers.

\

The term ’role differentiation’ is frequently used simply to rEfEF

to the emergence of differentiated roles of any kind, for example

the development of disparities in activity rates (Bales et al,

1951). On other occasions it refers very specifically to the

perceived and enacted behavioural separation of task and social

activities (Bales, 1950 a. bi 1953 am 195°’ 1965* 1958 5* 197°‘
Bales a Slater, 1955). 0+ the first meaning of the term Bales is
unequivocal in his conviction that roles of some kind do inevita-

bly occur in interacting groups, but thi5 15 "Q WQFE tha“ the

claim that differences will emerge in the quality and quantity of

input to group activity that will be contributed -by differaflt

group members (Bales, 1952, 1955, 1956; Bales et al., 1951; Balee
& Borgatta, 1955; Bales & Hare, 1965; Bales & Strodtbeck, 1951).

This is hardly controversial, but dual use of the one term is

hardly conducive to clarity, and this partly explains the confus

ion about Bales’ claims with respect to the more specific meaning

of the term, that is the emergence of task and social roles as

enacted by different people.

Part of the difficulty can be removed if distinctions are made

between role differentiation, in the specific sense of two role

specialists, at the conceptual level, at the general empirical

7.4
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\

level and at the specific empirical level. The last two are addre-

ssed later in the thesis. At the conceptual level the propositions

amount to the claim that the general leadership role can be separ-

ated into task and social roles; nothing is said at this level

about how these roles are to be fulfilled.

Results at the empirical level suggest that the two roles may be
-

u

filled by two individuals, but got that they mug; be (Bales, 1955

a; Borgatta et al., 1954). Theoretically there is no bar to the

proposition that a single individual may, in some circumstances,

fulfil both sets of functions, (Bales & Slater, 1955, 1957; Borg-

atta & Bales, 1956; Borgatta, Couch & Bales, 1954. See also Blake

& Mouton, 1964; Boffman, 1959); that two activities are considered

to be incompatible does not mean that a single person cannot

fulfil them. Thus empirical evidence that task and social roles

are in some circumstances integrated, that is fulfilled by one

person (Lewis, 1972, 1973), is interesting but not fatal to the

theory (Burke, 1973). To be consistent, however, it follows that

if a single individual does fulfil both roles, then he or she must

do so serially rather than in parallel, that is engage in task and

social activities at different times and not simultaneously. This

is not clearly spelled out in Bales’ work, but as Bales claims

that role differentiation is not inevitable (Bales a Slater,

1957), and that task and social activities are incompatible (Bales

1953, 1956), the serial accomplishment of task and social activit-

ies is the only possible consistent interpretation. This proposi-

tion, it will be noted, is also consistent with Bales’ proposi-

tions about phase sequences in group interactions (Bales & Strod-

tbeck, 1951).
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Role differentiation, understood as the behavioural separation of

task and social functions, is one solution to the equilibrium

problem. From what has been said before, at least one other solu-

tion to the problem, in structural terms, is also possible. That

is the emergence of a single individual undertaking both functions

(albeit serially). This is the option that Bales refers to as the

Great Han option (although in deference to the contemporary Zeit-

geist it will be referred to here as the Great Person option). It

would be a mistake, however, to assume that these are the only two

options considered by Bales. As noted earlier, he does, for exam-

ple, list in all five possible emergent roles which might arise in

response to the equilibrium problem (Bales, 1956: 156; 1958: 447).

Gn the other hand, it is clear that Bales sees role differentia-

tion, and possibly the Great Person option, as the only stable

solution to the problem; the others, in his opinion, being only

short term bootstraps which can not sufficiently deflect negative

affect to ensure group survival (Bales, 1952). Theoretically,
.- n

however, there are other options available which Bales did not

address. These are described in the next section in connection

with Gibb’s concept of ’distributed leadership’ Gibb (1969), which

when combined with Bales’ formulation increases the theoretical

number of options.

J

6. SALES’ THEORY FLEADERSHIP.

The propositions about role differentiation are frequently to be

found in text books under the heading ’leadership’, and indeed

that is where they belong, because role differentiation theory is

a variety of process theory of leadership. Typically, however, the

authors of these ytexts are only really interested in the

structural aspects of role differentiation. Generally they take

Bales to be suggesting that all groups need both a task llgggggl

and social llgggggl, which has led some to propose that groups

ought to ggggigt some persons to a formal role with a specific

remit for the social aspects of group affairs (Senger, 1971). In

the political small groups movement, for example, there was at one

time a good deal of discussion about the necessity for appointing

what was referred to as a "vibes watcher" (see, for example,

Jelfs, (undated)).

Such interpretations are, however, little more than a parody of

what Bales was saying, and to some extent this can be seen in the

sort of difficulties that arise from treating role differentiation

in this way. It has already been remarked, for example, that most

text book authors really don’t know what to do with Bales, and the

result is usually a rather unsatisfactory grafting-on of descrip-

tions of his work with little integration of it into their general

discussions (see, for example, Buchanan & Huczynski, 1985; Gordon,

1985; Handy, 1985; Mitchell, 1982; Napier 5 Gershenfeld, 1981).

The reasons are not hard to find. By concentrating on the

structural aspects of Bales’ propositions about role differentia-

tion, these authors miss the important things he has to say about

leadership as interpersonal process, even though he doesn’t say

very much.

Although he says very little about it, it is clear that for Bales

leadership is conceived, as with successful groups, in terms of an

appropriate balance between task and social activity (Bales, 1953
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a; Bales 5 Slater, 1955;.Borgatta et al., 1954). That is to say,

leadership, or perhaps one should say ’effective’ leadership,

reflects the functional requirements of the group: 1

"Leadership is attributed to that member .., who
best symbolises the weighted combination and integ-
ration of the two more specialised functions, 1.e.
task and social functions." (Bales & Slater, 1955:
298). '

This point is important to bear in mind; it is one of the keys

necessary for understanding role differentiation theory. Amongst

other things it means that for Bales the task specialist is not

necessarily the leader of the group, a point which is consistently

overlooked in the literature. Authors persist in discussing task

activity as ’leadership’ (e.g. Hoomen, 1988). This may be legiti-

mate in the context of their own work; they are, as it were,

entitled to define their terms as they wish to. If h0WEVEF th9Y

use the equivalence of task activity and leadership in discussions

of Bales’ work, then they are, quite simply, misinterpreting what

he says. Leadership, for Bales, is the process of establishing and

maintaining equilibrium between task and social inputs to group

activity, although it is only fair to point out that he also

concedes that in the type of groups he was dealing with, leader-

ship was most likely to be attributed to the task specialist

l"'|' ~oonE5(Bales, 1955; Bales a Slater, Nevertheless. it must be
emphasised that ’leadership’, in Gales’ formulation, could be

attributed to the task specialist, the social specialist, or,

indeed, some other group member if neither of the specialists

represented the appropriate weighting of task and social inputs

(Bales, 1958; Bales 5 Slater, 1955; Slater, 1955). Furthermore, as

already pointed out, task and social specialists may not emerge as

separable roles in some groups (Borgatta et al., 1954).

It is also important to be critical of authors who persist in

referring to task and social ’leaders’ within the context of

Bales’ werk (see e.g. Burke, 1957, 1958, 19aa, 1972; Hare, 197a;
Gusafson & Harrell, 1970). Bales, it is true, referred to "the

hypothesis of two complementary leaders" on one occasion (Bales,

1958), but by and large he refers to task and social specialists.

This may sound like a trivial point, but it is important to main-

tain a distinction between the specialisms and leadership if some

clarity is to,be maintained in the discussion of Bales’ work. The

specialisms are only a part of the leadership process, although

taken jointly,_ and in their correct measure, they constitute that

process for Bales (Bales 5 Slater, 1955). But the clear implica-

tion, which is consistent with what has been said so far, is that

the precise nature of the leadership process will vary as the task

and social requirements of the group vary:

"Since different groups emphasise task and social
emotional problems in various proportions, the attr-
ibution of leadership will depend not only upon the
choice of one person over another but also upon the
differential stress placed upon these group problems
by the group." (Bales 5 Slater, 1955: 291).

'0

An important implication of the view of leadership proposed by

Bales, and which seems to have escaped hie notice, is that the

resolution of the functional problems, which jointly constitute

the leadership process, need not be accomplished by one or even

two group members. There are no theoretical barriers to the sugg-

estion that they can just as well be accomplished by the entire

group membership (Gibb, 1954, 1958, 1969; Shelley, 1960). So long

as the essential task and social functions are achieved in the

proportions necessary to achieve equilibrium, there is no reason

why they hhet be achieved by only a minority of the group. This is
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essentially the proposition made by Gibb (1969) which he referred

to as ’distributed leadership’, although sadly to which he ‘only

allowed a brief paragraph. Nevertheless, when combined with Bales’

functional systems view of groups and leadership, it yields a

fairly complex set of viable resolutions to the equilibrium probl-

em described by Bales, and furnishes yet another reason why the

role differentiation option is, statistically, unlikely to be the

only structural form which emerges during group interaction. Some

of the structural outcomes which are theoretically possible are

given in figure 2.2 below (see also Prince, 1986 a).

F1 aura 1 - 2- ‘sees tliaecatisal esssieilitiea iec ace-.12 a!=.o_M;.’s.ice
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One aspect of Bales’ theory of leadership which has already been

emphasised throughout the discussion is that it is presented in

the same terms as his formulation of a successful group. This is

in some ways unique because in this way Bales presents an integ-

rated view of both leadership and groups, although again it 15

important to emphasise that he does not take this formulation very

far. The implications of this sort of approach are, however, very

far reaching, and at the risk of exaggeration, it could be claimed

that it has the potential for integrating the wide and disparate

literatures on both leadership and groups in a way that has not

been achieved so far (See for example, Hare, 1976; Stogdill,

1974). This presents exciting possibilities, and some of the

issues that are connected with it are explored in some detail in

THE EQUILIBRIUM PROBLEM the chapters following immediately.
A general problem confronting all groups;_

the establishment of dynamic harmony
between task and social functional areas.

sEfiQ§...1i§fl_1.E
Process representing an appropriate

weighting and integration of task and.
social-emotional activity.

INTEGRATED FOCUSSED TASK; DISTRIBUTED
TASK & DISTRIBUTED I TASK & SOCIAL

SOCIAL ROLES SOCIAL ROLES
(The Great ROLES l
Person). I

DIFFERENTIATED DISTRIBUTED
TASK AND SOCIAL TASK; FOCUSSED

ROLES (Role SOCIAL ROLES
(Differentiation;

'_-¢—.,€_- -_-¢a?l—"'—(~fl

7. S Y H L D S.

SYMLOG is an acronym for the Sxstem for the hultiple hevel Obser-

vation of Groups. It represents the culmination of Bales worl

with groups, as a theorist, researcher, teacher and practitioner,

although as he himself admits, it is the product of a collabora-

tion between himself and a considerable number of associates

(Bales et al., 1979). The intention behind SYMLOG is ambitious,

and to a very great extent unique, because it aims to unify and

integrate insights about groups at all levels of analysis, and in

their full dynamic com lexit
one task and one w p y;

social specialist)

Adapted from Prince (1986 a).
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"The SYMLOG System ... is a "system" in the sense
that it consists of a number of different methods of
measurement, integrated with a broad and consistent
social psychological theory_on the one hand and with
practical processes on the other, ... It is adapted
for use in natural groups as well as for use in

Bl
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laboratory training and experimental groups.“ (Bales
et al., 1979: 7) *' ularly with respect what have been called ’isolates’:

As mentioned earlier, SYMLOG is in direct line of descent from

IPA, with which it has some features in common, with the princip-

al points of development marked by Bales’ major publications

(Bales, 1950, 1970; Bales et al., 1979).

The heart of SYMLOG hethgg is, as with) IPA, observation. The

levels of SYMLOG, however, go beyond the IPA (behavioural) level,

to include behaviour, perceptions, values, and so on. It comprises

a number of related techniques which can be employed either by

group members or outside observers, concurrently with the interac-

tion or retrospectively. The most basic distinction is between

what is known as "scoring" and "rating" (Bales et al., 1979: 4).

Scoring is basically the same technique as used with IPA, and can

be conducted both obtrusively or unobtrusively. Scorers use prep-

ared marking sheets and record their impressions concurrently with

the interactions (Bales et al., 1979: appendix F, pp 410 - 411).

Scoring does not, however, restrict itself to behaviour alone; it

is repeatedly emphasised that it is intended to capture:

"... information not only about the behaviour of
individuals but also about the gghteht of what they
say and the etttthgee they express." (Bales et al.,
1979: 4).

Rating, on the other hand, is fundamentally a variant on standard

sociometric techniques (Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982; Lindzey 5 Borg-

atta, 1954; Moreno, 1934, 1941, 1951, 1953; Proctor 5 Loomis,

1951) used either by group members or observers or both. There

are, however, differences between SYMLOG and Sociometry, partic-
0

"... some group members are important to the group
as a whole and yet do not appear in any particular
person’s list of individual preferences. In the
usual sociogram, they would emerge as isolates. In
the sociogram constructed from relationships signif-
icant to the group as a whole, such persons are
shown to have an importanterole either as deviants
or as linking persons in group attempts at unifica-
tion." (Bales et al., 1979: 502. See also Cohen,
1972).

The rating procedure is actually a collection of several methods,

although all use the same SYNLOG Adjective Rating Form (see below,

appendices E, F, and G, and Bales et al., 1979: appendix C, pp 592

- 595), sometimes in conjunction with the Significant Relation-

ships Form (Bales et al., 1979: appendix V, pp 498 - 502) to which

the quotation above refers. The Adjective Rating Form uses an

abbreviated set of adjectives which approximate a description at
If

the behavioural level, although there is also a less well tested

version aimed at capturing information about values (Bales et al.,

1979: appendix N, pp 503 - 504). Since the rating procedures adopt

this abbreviated form

"The levels are not clearly distinguished ... which
makes the Rating procedure much simpler than the
Scoring, though inherently more ambiguous. In prac-
tical use, however, the Ratings seem to tap very
well in most cases the intuitive global perceptions
that group members have of each other." (Bales et
al., 1979: 10).

Thus ratings provide a more straightforward source of data, but in

comparison with scoring, the data are impoverished. Nevertheless,

ratings are not simply a substitute for scoring, because they

offer information of a different order. Specifically, the ratings

procedures are designed to tap information about group member

..,.- I-en-H“ o-~ .



gehhegtthhe of interaction, as well as those of observers, whereas

scoring is rather more appropriate to observation alone:

"SYMLOG Betthg may best be understood as a simpli-
fied global version of the operations performed in
SYMLOG Sgghthg. The theoretical heart of SYMLOG is
evident only in the Scoring method, not in the
Rating.“ (Bales et al., 1979: 17).

7 1 THE SYMLOG LEVELS.

The SYMLOG Scoring Method will not be used in this thesis, so it .

is not appropriate to describe it in detail. It is important,,

however, to describe the Letete which scoring is intended to

record, since these give not only a very clear idea of just how

complex SYMLOG is, but also give some indication of those aspects

of group interaction which Bales considers to be important.

Levels", as a term, is used fairly loosely within SYMLOG. There

is a distinction drawn between overt intended acts directed tow-

ards other people (referred to as ACT within the notation of the
0

system) and "the nonverbal aspects of behaviour" (NON). Acts are

regarded as having both behavioural and content aspects, there

being a distinction between what a person ghee and what they gey-

In each case the distinction is referred to as a difference in

levels. More important, however, is that each act is considered to

have several levels, or aspects, of heehthg, and the system aims

at coding each aspect separately (Bales et al., 1979: 9).

The cghteht of interaction, what is said rather than done, is

divided into several different gteeeee, which are kept separate.

Briefly, these are:

1) References to (or descriptions of) the self (SEL),

a4  
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2) References to angtheh specific other group member (OTH),

3) References to the group as a whole (GRP),

. 4) References to the immediate external situation in which
the group interaction takes place (SIT),

.1 5) References to general features of the environing society
(SOC),

6) References to any kind of thing, real or imaginary,
which is judged by the observer to be informative about
the imagination and feeling of the person speaking (FAN,
for fantasy).

(Bales et al, 1979: 9. See also appendix A, pp 355 - 386). These

classes are also referred to as levels.

Finally, SYMLOG makes explicit reference to value judgements and

attitudinal statements. These are said to be either in favour of

(PRO) or against (CON) some content image.

All of these levels are further collapsed into a set of three

summary levels, as follows:

1) The Esbaxiescsl level.
2) The Qehteht thege level, and

3) The Males Qseseosoi level-
These are summarised in figure 2.3 below.

Figure E-3- sseoacx ei the EXBLQE lsxsle-
BEHAVIOURAL CONTENT IHABE VALUE JUDGEHNT

LEVEL LEVEL LEVEL

ACT SELF PRO
NON OTHER CON

GROUP
SITUATION

SOCIETY
FANTASY_.......___........... ....._._...._........ .___.............__._.’

‘ Adapted from Bales et al., 1979. t
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7 2. THE SYHOB SPACE.

The backbone of the system, and its primary theoretical aspect, is

the three-dimensional SYMLOG space (see figure 2.4), which was

developed from the results of factor analytic studies conducted in

the early fifties (Clark, 1955; Couch and Carter, 1952; Sakoda,

1952; Wherry, 1950; Nispé, 1955). In a review of some of these

studies ‘Carter (1954) suggested that three factors appeared

sufficiently often for them to be considered somehow ’basic’ to

interpersonal perception, which he called:

1) Individual prominence and achievement

2) Aiding attainment by the group

5) Sociability

These Bales adopted wholesale, relabelling them "activity", "task

ability" and "likeability" (Bales, 1958: 444), which in SYMLOG

became:

1) U - D (Up - Down), which is a dimension of Dominance and
Submission;

2) P - N (Positive - Negative), which is a dimension of
Friendliness and Unfriendliness; '

5) F - B (Forwards - Backwards), which is a dimension
described as Instrumentally Controlled versus Emotional
Expressiveness (Bales et al., 1979: 9. See also Bales,
1970).

His comments in 1958 reveal the thinking which lies at the heart

of the whole SYMLOG system:

"These factors seem to represent underlying ‘dimen-
sions in the evaluations persons make of each other,

0 whether as observers or as fellow group members. It
may be that the best way of looking at these factors
is ... as frameworks in which the perceiver responds
to personality traits of others." (Bales, 1958:
444).
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P
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N = NOQIHVO P = POSIIIVB
N = Unfriendly  P = Friendly

DNB DB

B = Backward
B B = Emotionally D D = DOWHWIYU

Expressive D = Submissive

 1i_.1—i

From Bales et al., 1979: 23 & 177.

Importantly, and this seems to have emerged from empirical rather

than theoretical work, the three factors are conceived of as

orthogonal. axes within a three dimensional cartesian space, or

"field". That is to say: .

"... the important thing to note is that ... the
three factors, ..., are not, in general, mutually
exclusive; a high standing on one does not preclude
or interfere with a high standing on the other. Nor
are they mutually supportive in general, but, rath-
er, they tend to be uncorrelated." (Bales, 1958:
444).
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Nevertheless, as they are operationalised in the SYMLOG ratings

scales, the factors are not completely independent (see appendix I

below). For example, the SYMLOG Adjective Rating Form assigns

values to each of the dimensions in such a way that it is imposs-

ible for an individual to receive maximum scores on all dimen-

sions. The form consists of six items measuring one dimension,

twelve items measuring all combinations of dimensions two at a

time, and eight measuring all combinations taken three at a time

(see below appendices E, F, B, H and I, and Bales et al, 1979:

appendix C, pp 392 — 395). The reasoning behind this appears to

lie in the wish to capture interactions between the dimensions:

"The fact that they are uncorrelated in general does
not necessarily mean, of course, that there are no
dynamic relationships between the phenomena
represented by these factors. It means that there is.
no simple linear relationship that tends to be found
over all populations, so that knowing where a man
stands on one does not allow for a prediction of his
standing on either or both of the others. If there
are dynamic relationships between the factors they
must be more complicated, nonlinear, or circumstan-
tial." (Bales, 1958: 444. See also Bales et al.,
1979: appendix D, pp 396 — 406).

But, confusingly, it is also stated that:

"The purpose is to clarify the behaviour and trait
descriptions referred to by each factorial combina-
tion and to attempt to construct a conception of the
dimensions so that they are conceptually indepen-

T dent." (Bales et al., 1979: 396).

From this one can only conclude that the axes of the SYMLOG space

are in fact only quasi—independent factors, although whether the

implications of this are serious is perhaps a moot point. It is,

for example, quite clear that too much talking (U~D) is likely to

affect the level of liking that one receives (F—B), although, as

Bales points out, not in a simple straightforward way (Bales,

1958; Bales & Slater, 1955) '

BB

'3

One relationship which is implicit in the SYMLOG dimension F-H

(Instrumentality versus Emotional" expressiveness) is a direct

continuation of Bales’ early thinking, in that it maintains the

element of contrariety between task and social behaviours that was

noted earlier (Bales, 1956). The effect of this is that a high

score on task related activities precludes a high score on emotio—

nally related activities, except perceived friendliness (P—N).

This points to an unresolved conceptual problem in Bales’ work. It

is, however, important to note that gggigl behaviours have never

been satisfactorily or consistently handled by Bales. Thus it is

not clear which of the dimensions is the ’social’ dimension,

assuming, of course, that there is intended to be one. On the

other hand, the P-N and F-B Dimensions both contain social elem-

ents, so perhaps for Bales these two are jointly intended charact~

erise the social dimension (see Bales et al., 1979: 355 - 387).

Nevertheless, there has been some criticism, and other workers

have suggested that, in point of fact, the space with which SYMLOG

deals is better conceived of as four dimensional, with the social

aspects of the F—H dimension clearly separated from the task

aspects (Borgatta, 1962, 1963; Hare, 1962, 1976, 1982 — See also

Mann, 1961 for a more general critique of three~factor space).

The three dimensions, then, represent the theoretical thread which

unifies the whole system, and constitute a descriptive framework,

in a theoretical sense, for all levels of analysis (Bales et al.,

1979: 9).
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7 3. FIELD DIHERAHS.

Once the data have been gathered, whether by rating or scoring

methods, they are inscribed on a SYMLOG Field Diagram (See figure

I"-J Ul U‘ elow, and Bales et al., 1979: passim. See also Hare, 1962,

1976, 1982). Field diagrams are a kind of three-dimensional graph.

The values for the F-B and P-N dimensions are plotted on a two-

dimensional ’s1ice’ of the SYMLOG space (located at ’O0’ on the U-

D dimension), as in conventional two-dimensional Cartesian coord-

inate systems. Values for U-D are indicated by an outer circle

circumscribing the point, the larger the circle, the more dominant

the person. The scale of these circles, as presented in Bales et

al (1979), is based on a restricted range of sizes which was

dictated by the limitations of commercially available circle temp-

lates (Bales et al., 1979: appendix M, pp 437 - 439)._

 Fi aw" E 2- 5 - Ins E1111.-Q5 Eielsl. P.l.§.Q'L'.§.Oe.
(Forward)

F
,—————-———1—————-1 9

i 

_5Q_j i-oii

magi

-___,-—_¢__-_-_¢u—u—-___,p~u—av-F-qnflfiw--M_—-a0——Il'-—_-“Q;1-.1-__-_.,,,,,,.,,,,-1-u-.2---,.r;)_—.<|-uI--1-Q-IIIIIP-—-u-n--"F-'-_-I-Illv-_"""'-F"°'-—""'

N PM
(Negative) (Positive)

(Backward)

From Bales et al., 1979: passim

The field idiagram, as a species of graph, lends itself to the

kinds _of quantitative and qualitative analyses that are employed

within graph theory (Harary & Norman, 1953), especially geometric

and trigonometric calculations of graph distances. It also lends

itself very well to the sorts of qualitative analyses typically

undertaken on the sociograms of traditional sociometric theory

(Lindzey & Borgatta, 1954; Moreno, 1941, 1953; Proctor & Loomis,

1951) and network analysis (Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982). There are,

however, other forms of analysis available for SYMLOG Field Diag-

rams which are unique, the most important of which is the Polari-

sation-Unification Overlay.

This overlay consists of two circles, each scaled such that the

diameter is equivalent to the side of one quadrant of the field

diagram. The circles are joined by an axis running'through the

centres of the circles, with shorter lines running perpendicular

at the point where the circles touch one another, ‘and at a point

either side of this defined as being half of the radius of the

circle (Bales et al., 1979: appendix P, pp 445 - 447). The points

of the overlay are inscribed so as to indicate the meaning which

attaches to them (see figure 2.5 below).

The overlay is intended to display the dygamig structure of the

group, and in particular the main line of tension along which the

group, or one of its members, differentiates the members of the

group. It is fitted manually onto a completed field diagram accor-

ding to specified heuristics (Bales et al., 1979: appendix O, pp

448 - 453). These latter amount to, first of all, trying to get as

many of the points of the field diagram into one circle as poss-
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1919: a"d "here it 15 "Qt P9551919 T9 F°"tai" them 311: tFYi"Q t9 oriented with respect to the main axes of the diagram, it also

obtain a ’best fit’ in which most of the points fall into one gives some indication of the sggtg of conflict that might occur,

although because of the complexity of the interrelations between

isation to a field diagram is like deriving a regression line. In

circle or another. To some extent fitting the main line of polar-

variables, and the different levels of analysis, precise predic-

suggested by Bales and his colleagues are equivalent to the deriv— ways, geared towards ’self reflective’ groups, and is intended in

ation of the product of the moments about the points of the diag-_ large measure to provide instant feedback, or ’therapeutic’ inter-

ram, and work is under way to automate the process of fitting the ventions. It is a system designed to provide insights, not predic-

°V@'1aY~ tions (Bales et al., 1979: a - 10>.
O

Figure 2.6. IQ; Eolarigation-Unijigggigg Qgerlagg
Finally the areas either side of the line of polarisation along

|

Relerence Circle R (R = RETEFEDCE Dir9Fti°") the line of balance are also important. These indicate persons who

Swing Line on ‘_\~\\\‘\\ Residual Area
the Reference on the Reference
Side " 1 51¢? Q tor, and, as noted earlier, both of these roles have implications

are likely to play, or be given, the roles of scapegoat or media-

Swing Area on for leadership phenomena (Hales & lsenberg, 1982). I
the Reference Line of Balance
Side

(SS - - - - — - -- ----1--I2" 7_5_ |1m_T1p|_E|_EvEL|:1E|_DT|.|EDRy_

Scapegoat . Mediator
Direction) Direction) So far this section has concentrated on a description of the main

Swing Area on
the Opposite Residual Area
Side on the Opposite

- Side

features of SYMLOG as a method of gaining insights about group

dynamics, and as a framework for integrating the levels of anal-

Swing Line on
the Opposite O (O = Opposite Direction)
Side

ysis. Little has been said about the underlying theory, which is

called Multiple Level Field Thery, or sometimes Systematic Mult-

Bnpelitfl Circle iple Level Field Theory (Bales et al., 1979: 12>.
Adapted from Bales et al., 1979: 446

This theory, which is not given in detail, apparently was devel-
The importance of the overlay lies in the attributions given tor

oped after the development of the field diagram, “and crystallised
the various points. In particular it indicates the main subgroups,

A in the propositions relating to the Polarisation-Unification over-
should they exist, and therefore the persons between whom conflict

’ lay (Bales et al., 1929: xv). Thus, consistently with earlier
is most likely to occur. Since the line of polarisation is also ;

5 claims, Multiple Level Field Theory is presented as an empirically
:"=|
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grounded theory (Glaser e Strauss, 1967). Nevertheless, it is

clear that elements of the broader theory, that is to say those

elements that constitute assumptions underlying the "heuristic

hypotheses" by which Multiple Level Field Theory is explicated,

owe their origins elsewhere. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to

suggest that they lie in theoretical work covering almost the

whole range of the human and social sciences. 3
I.

ln presenting the theoretical background to SYMLOG Bales and his

colleagues manage to cite an astonishing range of work. It is well

beyond the scope of this section to try and report all of the

theoretical inputs indicated, but there are some interesting inc-

lusions which can be sampled. For example motivation and personal-

ity concepts within SYMLOG are, so it is claimed, based on Freud-

ian Psychoanalytic Theory (Freud, 1900, 1933). Indeed, it is

claimed that the whole orientation of multiple level field theory

is psychoanalytic to some extent:

"... but psychoanalytic theory does not provide the
conceptual means for representing adequately the
interpersonal and total inclusive group levels of
social processes or a way of getting from a view of
the individual level of psychological processes to a
view of the pairs of individuals and on to a view of
the total inclusive social interaction field."
(Bales et al., 1979: 13).

Thus, the concept of an iggigiggal in SYMLOG is a psychoanalytic

one. But moving to concepts and assumptions about individuals in a

social context, Bales and his colleagues draw from theories of

social cognition and gestalt psychology. Quite obviously, as the

name Multiple Level Field Theory implies, there is a large influ-

ence from Kurt Lewin and the idea of life space as detailed in

Lewinian Field Theory (Lewin, 1951). Similarly, the theory of
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polarisation-unification has been influenced, inter alia, by bal-

ance theory (Newcomb, 1953; Heider, 1958), congruity theory

(Osgood & Tannenbaum, 1955), dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957),

consistency theory (Abelson et al., 1968) and attribution theory

(Kelley, 1971), (Bales et al., 1979: 11) to which might be added

Bales’ own conception of equilibrium (Bales, 1953).

From sociology Multiple Level Field Theory draws its insights from

symbolic interactionism (Mead, 1934; Blumer, 1969; Soffman, 1959)

"... in the emphasis given to the importance
of the self-image and the individual definition of
the situation, and in the stress on the communica-
tion of "meaning" in the manner and content of
social interaction, rather than on the physical
substrate of behaviour." (Bales et al., 1979: 11)‘

In addition, other theories cited mentioned social exchange theory

(Thibaut & Kelley, 1959; Homans, 1961), reference group theory

(Merton & Kitt, 1950) and structural-functionalism (Parsons,

1951). In regard to the latter they comment that the theory of

polarisation-unification is a partial resolution to the debate

within sociology

"... as to how much emphasis should be given to the
influence of common values and norms of participants
in a social interaction field and how much to con-
flicts of interest between the various participants
and to differences in their relative power. This
problem, often represented as a conflict between
adherence to structural-functional theory (Parsons,
1951) and adherence to conflict theory (Dahrendorf,
1959), receives a kind of answer, perhaps, in the
present approach, where both polarisation and unifi-
cation are recognised, but the relative preponder-
ance of the two is determined empirically and may be
different for each interaction field.“ (Bales et
al., 1979: 12)
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The ambitiousness of the SYMLOG project is nowhere more apparent

than in the discussions of the sources of influence on the general

theory. It is evident that Bales and his colleagues are aiming at

nothing less than the complete integration of the whole of group

psychology. Such an ambitious project is bound to have its loose

ends. And so it is with Multiple Level Field Theory; as they admit

in relation to the theories of social cognition cited earlier:
I

\

"... the relationships to these cognitively oriented
theories are complex and far from adequately worked
out." (Bales et al., 1979: 11). ‘

Nevertheless, they are careful to answer the charge that Multiple

Level Field Theory is simply a rag bag of theoretical bits and

pieces:

“Systematic Multiple Level Field Theory ... is not
an eclectic assembly of elements from these many
sources, ... but a newly developed and integrated
whole based on new methods of observation and expre-
ssed in a new language and set of concepts. It was
not in fact developed by a careful fitting together
of deductions from these various sources but grew
inductively from a long continued effort to‘ under-
stand social interaction from observation, to
construct measuring instruments for recording and
analysing the dynamics of small groups and for feed-
back of useful information to participants. It has
been a grounded theory (see Glaser and Strauss,
1967) from the first." (Bales et al., 1979: 12 -
13.).

Thus it can be seen that the theory and practice of SYMLOG are in

fact inseparable.

B SUHARY AND OUTSTANDING ISSUES.

This- chapter has concentrated on the historical development and

theoretical aspects of Hales’ work with small groups since the

1950s. The principal emphasis in the first part of the chapter was

- a

given to his early theory of groups, particularly with ‘reference

to the equilibrium hypothesis and role differentiation. It was

argued that his approach presented the opportunity for studying

groups in such a way as to integrate understanding of groups and

leadership under a single formulation. I

a

The last part of the chapter dealt extensively with SYMLOG, which

is the culmination of his work to date. The links and similarities

between SYMLOG and earlier work were emphasised, but the discuss-

ion went further and demonstrated the full ambitiousness of the

project. This last aspect of the discussion of SYMLOG, although to

some extent peripheral to the main themes of the thesis, was

considered to be important since it not only demonstrates the

complexity of Bales’ approach, which is often overlooked in the

literature, but also it demonstrates very well the theoretical

basis, and ultimate goals, of Bales’ work.

The discussion of Hales work, and that of his colleagues, has

provided a considerable amount of material with which to begin the

task of tackling some of the questions about leadership and the

development of structures in groups which were introduced in the

introduction. But there are some important issues which have not

been addressed, and which are not addressed by Bales. In partic-

ular, while Bales is very careful to define what he means by a

group (see chapter 3, section 2 below), what he does is little

more than give some idea of the physical attributes that such

groups have. What he does ggt do is provide any discussion or

criteria by which one may distinguish a ggggp as opposed to a mere

collection, or aggregate, of individuals who perhaps share the
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same attributes. That is, he fails to provide any indication of

what. in eesial esxslieleaisal tacos. a are-in is This. and related
issues are discussed in the next two chapters.

Finally, although leadership has been approached in this chapter,

the discussion has been very particular, being located in the

context ‘of Bales’ conception of equilibrium between task and

social needs and behaviours. Furthermore, the relationship between

the twin concepts ‘leader’ and ’leadership’ has so far been

treated in a way that is fairly standard for the literature, that

is loosely, and without any clear indication of precisely how they

relate. This is not a trivial matter since it has implications for

the way one conceives of the ways in which groups organise to

achieve their goals. This issue is also tackled in the next two

chapters.

Only after these issues have been addressed, can an adequate

critique of Bales empirical work be made. Thus discussion of the

empirical aspects of role differentiation, which is the feature of

Bales‘ work of most interest here, is left until chapters 5, 6,

and 7 below.
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CHAPTER 3| ON GROUPS.

INTRODUCTION. —

It has been argued that all of social life is group life (Douglas,

1983). This suggests that if we are to develop a full understand-

ing of human behaviour, in the broadest sense, then we need to

have a thorough understanding of groups and group phenomena,

whether as contexts for individuals, as dynamic entities in their

own right, or as parts of wider systems. As Lewin (1943) observes:

"... there is no hope for creating a better world
without a deeper insight into the function of lead-
ership and culture and of other essentials of group
life." (In Zander, 1979 a: 418).

Unfortunately, the state of epistemic grace that this implies is

typically not obvious in the general area covered by the rubric

“group research". Group work seems to have fallen under the spell

of pessimism, although a pessimism which is currently common to

most of the social sciences, psychology in particular (see for

example Nestland, 1978). Recent reviews of group research point to

the lack of well developed theories (McGuire, 1986; lander, 1979

a, b) which have limited applicability:

"For all the research in this area, relatively few
of the experimenters worked within a general theore-
tical context which would allow them systematically
to relate their results to the results of others."
(Hare, 1976: 394).
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Borgatta, in a recent review of the history of group rese&FED¢

points out, for example, that:

"... designs that were clearcut and should lead to
relatively unambiguous clarifications of theory were
few and far between, and theory tended to be not
middle range but microrange or ad hoc." (Borgatta,
1981a: 614) -

More recently McGuire (1986) has pointed to the plethora of conc-

epts and terms, mastery of which "... constitutes a formidable

initiation fee for potential recruits" (p96 ), but which, in the

view of Zander, are in turn only vaguely understood and frequently

confused:

"As things now stand, researchers in group life are
remarkably inventive in creating new terms for phen-
omena that already have a perfectly useful name,
thus creating more semantic confusion than need be."
(Zander, 1979b: 280) -

To which might be added Shotter’s point that in psychology at

large there is a general need for more, and more rigorous, concep-
Q

tual analysis (Shotter, 1975; See also Harré, 1979; 1984; Harré &

Secord, 1972). _

Whilst agreeing substantially with all of these comments, it has

to be said that they tend to present a more depressing picture

than is necessary. It is undeniable that the literature on groups,

both psychological and sociological, is vast, complex and subtle.

Hare (1976), for instance, managed to muster over 6,000 references

for his monumental flaggbggg, and as Borgatta gloomily observes: .

".4. in the great morass of literature it is poss- w I
ible to miss a great deal_ ..., unless one reads q
widely." (1981a: 617) .

This is consistent with Hare’s admission that of the references he I '

accumulated, he was able to read only a small fraction first hand,
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relying on abstracts and second hand accounts for the rest (Hare,

1976). Moreover, most of the key concepts of the area, including

the most fundamental one "group" itself, are difficult and compl-

ex. lt is hardly surprising, therefore, that this state of affairs

is reflected in the nature of the literature itself. But it is too

easy to be intimidated by the complexity and conclude that there

is no coherence to the field. Despite the manifest problems and

complexities of the groups literature, and the pessimistic progn-

ostications of commentators (McGrath a Hravitz, 1982; Zander, 1979

a, b), there are a number of themes which occur with some regular-

ity, suggesting that the field is not as disparate or as fragmen-

ted as it might initially appear. It is part of the purpose of

this chapter is to present a view which supports this claim.

1

Although necessarily selective this chapter will examine the conc-

ept "group" through the themes occurring in the literature. Sec-

tion two criticises existing attempts to define "group" as

unhelpful because they typically conflate two distinct processes;

the description of the physical attributes of the objects of

study, and the definition of the social psychological attributes

of phenomena called groups, as opposed to collections or aggreg-

ates. lt is argued that the first, that of isolating particular
I

ranges of social phenomena for study, is better covered by the

term "boundary setting", whereas the second, that of establishing

criteria by which to draw distinctions between groups and related

phenomena, is better called "defining". Following this is a brief

sketch of some of the principal features of the boundary setting

approach and some evaluation of the implications for group

research. A summary taxonomy is presented of group dimensions,
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along which definitions of group and related terms, such as aggre-

gate, vary, and a description is given of how boundaries might be

set using these dimensions. The final part of the chapter presents

a definition of group in terms of the construct "social order",

and relates this to Bales’ conception of equilibrium. This lays a

foundation for the following chapter on leadership.

- .

It is argued throughout that the fixing of the key terms of group

research is a function of pragmatic necessity, and that attempts
J

to define them universally are unnecessary. The advantages of the

approach are stressed, as a necessary step in the formulation of a

unifying framework.

2 TO HAY DEFINITIONS O 'GROU".

"From our point of view ... Ethel ... various def-
initions Eof group] simply identify different kinds
of groups, and little is to be gained from arguments
over which is the ’true’ one." (Cartwright a Zander,
1968: 46)

|

»

The multiplicity of definitions of "group" abounding in the lit-

erature might be taken to indicate the presence of serious discon-

tinuities in the field. It is of course true that there is no

single generally agreed definition of "group", and it is also true

that the scope of definitions varies enormously with respect to

what is included and what is excluded. For example, on the one

hand there are minimalist definitions, such as the one offered by

Berkowitz which includes almost nothing in the way of specified

features, and which therefore exclude almost no social phenomena:

"a group is a collection of individuals who react to
each other in some way, however indirectly." (Berk-
owitz, 1980: 407)

1. .

'7'

On the other hand there are also tightly circumscribed definitions

which attempt to list several features, and enunciate them in

precise detail, such as the one offered by Bales (1950):

"EA group is] ... any number of persons engaged in
interaction with each other in a single face-to-face
meeting or a series of meetings, in which each
member receives some impression or perception of
each other member distinct enough so that he can,
either at the time or in later questioning, give
some reaction to each of the others as an individual
person, even though it be only to recall that the
other person was present." (Bales, 1950: 33)

These and similar definitions express the intuition, described by

Douglas (1983: 36), that to many people, including researchers, a
‘

group is a collection of people gathered together in one place, at

one time, usually for a common purpose. But this is to ignore the

second tradition of group research in social psychology which

considers "groups" as sggial gatggggies; an equally venerable

tradition exemplified by the work of Sherif (e.g. 1967) and

Tajfel and his colleagues (e.g. Tajfel, 1981, 1984; Tajfel a

Turner, 1979). -As Turner and Giles (1981) point out, there is no

necessary connection between the two approaches, but then neither

are the two traditions entirely distinct, as Sherif’s "Robber’s. 1

Cave" studies demonstrate (e.g. Sherif, 1951; Sherif & Sherif,

1953).

The variety of definitions and approaches quickly leads to the

feeling that the field is lacking in unity. The view advanced

here, however, is that the state of discontinuity is more apparent

than real. Part of the problem lies in the use of the word "defin-

ition" to describe the various attempts at delimiting what are, or

are not, to count as groups for the purposes of study. The word
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"definition" carries with it connotations of universality, whether

or not these are intended by particular authors. More precisely:

"when an expression is said to be ’explicitly def~
ined’, the expression may always be eliminated from
any context in which it occurs, since it can be
replaced by the defining expression without altering
the sense of the context." (Nagel, 1979: 97)

Clearly, however, this is not the case when one is dealing with

the groups literature; when Tajfel refers to groups one .cannot

substitute, for example, Bales’ definition of group without alter-

ing the sense of what Tajfel is saying, and vice versa.

To this extent most of the competing definitions of group are not

definitions at all. That is to say, they do not have universal

applicability. More important, however, is the suspicion that they

are not igtggggg to have universal applicability. What differences

there are amongst writers appear to be principally concerned with

degrees and differences of emphasis, and, with one or two excep"

tions (see for instance De Lamater, 1974), there is little evid—

ence that writers have attempted to construct definitions that

have any reference outside their own narrow range of interests.

Most of the effort towards definition has been in the interests of

what will be referred to later as "boundary setting". Neverthe~

less, the ambiguity of the word "definition" has led to numerous

fruitless discussions about the adequacy or otherwise of different

definitions (e.g. Berkowitz, 1980; De Lamater, 1974; Turner b

Giles, 1981).

3. DEFINING, CATEGDRISATIDN AND BOUNDARY SETTING.

"Because of the multiplicity of properties of -
groups, it is difficult to formulate a definition of
ggggp that encompasses the full variety of groups

, T'

encountered in society and still provides a clear
distinction between those social entities to be
called groups and those to be given some other
name." (Cartwright a lander, 1968: 45)

All attempts to define ’group’ are essentially attempts to solve

the problem of categorisation, that is the sorting of phenomena

and objects into gsgjgl pigeon holes, which set them apart from

other phenomena. In short, defining is a ggagmatig enterprise.

In this respect the conclusions of cognitive and social psychol-

ogists working in categorisation research are of some importance

(Johnson-Laird & Wason, 1977; Sokal, 1977). These strongly suggest

that category systems, more specifically the boundaries which

define categories, are arbitrary, and that any fixed rule system

for categorising objects will sooner or later be rendered inadequ~

ate (flarsalou, 1983, 1987; Bechtel, 1988; Condor, 1387; Rosch,

1975; 1977; Rosch et al., 1976; Sokal, 1977). They are not, of

_course, arbitrary in the sense that they are random, but in the

sense that the boundary criteria which are deployed necessarily

constitute merely a subset of the incalculably many criteria that

may be employed. Wittgenstein’s famous remarks about the concept

"game", describe the situation very well:

"Consider, for example, the proceedings that we call
’games’. I mean board~games, card—games, ball-games,
Olympic games, and so on. What is common to them
all? — Don’t say: "There mgst be something common,
or they would not be called ’games’ — but Lggg agg
gee whether there is anything common to all. — For
if you look at them you will see not something that
is common to all, but similarities, relationships,
and a whole series of them at that ... Look for
example at board-games with their multifarious rela-
tionships. Now pass to card—games; here you may find
many correspondences with the first group, but many
common features drop out, and others appear. ... we .
can go through the many, many other groups of games
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in the same way; we can see how similarities crop up _ 4: INTRBDUBTIQN Tn THE BDNDARY BETTINB APPROACH,
and disappear. ... ‘we see a complicated network of
similarities overlapping and criss-crossing: some-
times overall similarities, sometimes similarities
of detail. ... I can think of no better expression
to characterise these similarities than ’family
resemblances’ ... And I shall say: ’games’ form a
Zimily." (Wittgenstein, 1958: 31e — 32s; paras 66~

/"

Since there is a strong case for suggesting that even static

objects cannot be adequately categorised with coherence in such a

way as to cover all potential circumstances (Rosch, 1975, 1977;

Rosch et al., 1976; Rosch 8 Lloyd, 1978), a similar situation mgst

obtain, a fortiori, for dynamic social phenomena like groups

(Waddington, 1977). The point is that the term ’group’, like

’game’, may also be usefully treated as a "family name“. The same

point was made by Margolis (1982) about the related term ’organi—

sation’. What. it amounts to is accepting the assumption that the

ggggggl concept ’group’ is indefinable; that it is an ’open conc~

ept’, rather in the manner of G. E. Noore’s "open question arg~

uments" (Moore, 1903. See also Lacey, 1976: 140). '

The suggestion is, therefore, that it is not possible to define

the term group in such a way as to cover all and only those

situations in which it can be used. Note that this is an ass;

umgtigg, not a demonstrated ’fact’, but it is nevertheless a

plausible extension of the documented difficulties of definition

(Cartwright a Zander, 1968; Douglas, 1983; Gibb, 1969; Sprott,
Q Q‘-'l9u8). If this assumption is correct, then it follows that att~

empts to define group once and for all will be fruitless.

I-
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It might appear that such a view is a counsel of despair, but it

is not. On the contrary, accepting the conclusion represents a

simplifying step that can help in the construction of a unifying

framework. It is not the intention of this thesis to present such

a framework in detail, but what follows is a tentatively sketched

first step.

The approach referred to earlier as ’boundary setting’ is an

alternative way of approaching the problem of definition which

allows phenomena to be closely specified, when necessary, without

requiring that the distinctions thus drawn be thought of, and

consequently defended as, rigid and exclusive category divisions.

It is an approach that has been used with some success by systems

theorists, and those influenced by systems thinking (see for

instance Beer, 1962, 1972; Emery, 1981; Espejo, 1983; Waddington,

1977), and although not new, it is a view which is starting to

become influential in a wide range of scientific and philosophical

enquiries (see, for example, Bateson, 1979; Bohm, 1983; Capra,

1975, 1982; Condor, 1987; Gardner, 1982; Haack, 1978; Harré, 1984;

Lovelock, 1979; Poundstone, 1985; Prigogine a Stengers, 1984;

Sheldrake, 1981; Sokal, 1977; Zukav, 1980).

The starting point for this approach is acceptance of the basic

proposition that boundary closures, that is category divisions,

are arbitrary. This does Qgt mean denying the necessity for sgme

sort of boundary closures around phenomena, for the purpose of

study. as commentators as widely disparate as the authors of the I

Ching (H. Wilhelm, 1961; H. wilhelm, 1968) and Tajfel (1984) have
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observed, boundaries mggt be set if we are to avoid being swamped

by the boundless complexity of what we study. But, it is submitt~

ed, it is a mistake to believe that they can, or indeed mggt, be

set in any absolute way. As Bateson puts it:

"The division of the universe into parts and wholes
is convenient and may be necessary, but no necessity
determines how it shall be done." (Bateson, 1979:
47)

\

Recognising both the desirability of setting limits, and the

absence of an independent universal necessity determining where

they are to be set, the question arises of what it is that justi~

fies the choice of boundaries and where they are set. It is sugg-

ested here that such limits are pragmatically driven. That is to

say, that they are determined by the practical needs, theoretical

or empirical, for which they are to be deployed, and'consist of a

specification not only of what is relevant, but to some extent,

also what is ggt relevant, to those needs. Gibb (1958, 1969 b)

makes a similar point using the example of a tennis doubles match.

For gggg purposes the players might be considered as a unitary

interdependent group, but for others as two groups competitively

opposed to one another.

Even with the constraints of these assumptions, it is suggested,

however, that particular manifestations of ‘group’ gag be fairly

precisely delimited according to their attributes; to quote witt-

genstein again: -

"It is as if someone were to say: "A game consists
in moving objects about on a surface according to

i certain rules ..."'* and we replied: You seem to be
thinking of board games, but there are others. You
can make your definition correct by expressly rest-
ricting it to those games." (Wittgenstein, 1958: 5e;
para 3)_
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This is not to suggest that by giving them a different name hard

and fast definitions can be smuggled in through the back door, so

to speak. It is necessary to recognise that in so ’defining’ a

group, or range of groups, boundary closure has been artificially

imposed, and such closures are, necessarily, no more than metho~

dological ploys aimed at reducing the undeniable complexity of the

objects or processes under study, much as ’schemata’ (Neisser,

1976) or ’scripts’ (Schank a Abelson, 1977) are thought to operate

in perceptual processes. This is not to trivialise the process of

boundary setting. On the contrary, it cannot be emphasised too

much that, as indicated earlier, Qggggggigg ggg gggggtigl.

It must also be emphasised once again that any boundaries adopted

are gggesgagily arbitrary (Douglas, 1983) in the "sense given

earlier, and ultimately the choice of what constitutes the bound~

aries will rest on the purposes for which they are needed. Never~

theless, although arbitrariness is the rule rather than the excep"

tion, it carries with it a responsibility on the part of the

researcher to be as clear as possible which criteria are to be

used, which excluded, and why. As Lasswell and Haplan point out,

in their discussion of analogous problems associated with social

power, it is unimportant whether different researchers use key

terms to mean different things (Zander, 1979) as long as they

maintain a level of:

"... self—consistency, and clarity sufficient to
make translation and empirical reference always
possible." (Lasswell a Kaplan, 1950: x)
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5 THE BOUNDARIES ARE FUZZY.

Une important feature of the approach advocated here is the notion

of ’fu:zy boundaries’, an idea which is making headway even in

areas as rigorously formal as logic and related fields (Bohm,

1985; Haack, 1978; Hawking, 1988; Quins, 1980), but which seems to

be absent from much of social thinking (see for instance, Hit“

chell, 1982). It is important, amongst other things, for the

implications. it has in debates about the validity of research

methods and results. ’

As applied to the problem of defining ’group’, the proposition is

that there is no clearly divinable cut—off between ’groups’ and

related social phenomena such as aggregates or organisations. This

proposition has several distinct meanings. In one sense it follows

directly from what has been said before; that is, if there is no

independent necessity driving the placing of boundaries around the

concept group, then similarly there can be no such necessity for

placing the boundaries around adjacent concepts such as aggregate

or organisation. From it emerges the proposition that once the

boundaries of group are established, then, at least partially, the

boundaries around adjacent concepts are also established, most

particularly at the point where they are thought to have a common

border, so to speak.

This is a methodological sense of the term ’fu:2y boundary’. There

is, however, a second distinct sense which carries with it implic~

ations for the ggggggtgal understanding of the relationship bet-

ween groups and those social phenomena referred to by adjacent

terms.

11$ U
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In this second sense the idea of fuzzy boundaries amounts to the

proposition that there is no gg fagtg psychological boundary

between groups and related social phenomena. That is to say, the

proposition asserts that, for example, an aggregate, however conc~

eptualised, can gggglgg agg ggaggg to become a group, again, in

whatever sense the term might be considered. ln other words,

whatever boundary there may be, in the abstract, between groups

and aggregates, can be penetrated; it is a permeable barrier which

allows movement backwards and forwards. In short, as it is conc-

eived here it is a proposition of ’degrees of groupness’ (Cart*

wright & Zander, 1968b; Douglas, 1985; Hare, 1976, 1982).

It is important to note that the difference between the two senses

of ’fuzzy boundary’ is that between physical and quasi~physical

boundaries, that is to say, roughly, observable boundaries, and

social psychological boundaries, which are by and large more

inferential than observable. Unlike ghygiggl structures, gggigl

structures can only be observed in their functioning. This points

to the two’ quite distinct purposes behind defining mentioned

earlier, and which are discussed later in relation to group dimen~

sions.

Although the degrees of groupness thesis is a widely held view

(see for instance Cartwright a Zander, 1968; De Lamater, 1974;

Douglas, 1983; Hare, 1976, 1982; Newcomb et al, 1966; Shalinsky,

1983), it is nevertheless important since it directs attention,

amongst other things, to ggggggggs within groups as opposed to

their mere physical attributes. It is, in short, an implicitly

time~based view which challenges the temptation to regard groups
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as static reified ggjggtg. Indeed, it presents an implicit criti-

que of such approaches. It is a process based view, which regards

groups in terms of dynamic, interrelated processes. Note, however,

that the permeability of boundaries understood in this way, is a

proposition about ggagge and geyglgpmggt within groups qua groups.

It has nothing to say about the ease, or lack of it, with which

new members may join the group, which is an entirely different

sense of the term permeability.

As noted earlier this sort of approach raises important issues

about what sggial and ggyghglggigal criteria, as opposed to ggysi;

ggl criteria, help to distinguish groups. This in turn has impli~

cations for the analysis and interpretation of research results.

For example, when considering Bales’ results with respect to what

he called ’low status consensus’ groups (Bales, 1958; Bales a

Slater, 1955), the question arises as to whether such groups are

really gggggg at all (see chapter 6, section 6 below).

The approach advocated here, then, represents a release from the

odium of having to define ’group’ once and for all. The shift away

from defining ’group’ towards the explicit setting of methodologi~

cally determined boundaries represents a shift away from ostensive

towards stipulative defining, or, in the terms of Hnoke and f ~I‘."A rs-|7- n:':nII01 }—I-ol

inski (1982), from "realist" to "nominalist" boundary specifica~

tion. In other words, it is a move away from trying to list all
$1

the attributes of all and any groups that may be "out there“

towards a stipulation of the attributes of the type of group that

forms the focus of interest. It is, in this sense, a conceptually

driven approach.
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6 THE DIMENSIONS BF GROUP.

The purpose of this section is to identify some of the dimensions

along which groups, or definitions of groups, vary using those

"attributes that have impressed various theorists as being espec—

ially important features of groups" (Cartwright a Zander, 1968:

48). There exist within the literature several lists of such

features, usually of five or six items, abstracted by their auth~

ors from the wider literature (Cartwright & Zander, 1968; De

Lamater, 1974; Hare, 1976; Shaw, 1976; Shalinsky, 1983; Wilson,

1978). These, with supplementary material drawn from other sources

(e.g. Newcomb et al., 1966) form the basis of the list of dimen-

sions given below in table 3.1.

One impressive feature of these lists worth noting, given the

gloominess prevalent in the literature, is the evident and subst-

antial agreement that exists between them as to what are the

significant aspects of groups. But this is partly to be explained

by the fact that, with the possible exception of Cartwright and

Zander’s list,. they are all restricted in their scope to face~to—

face groups, whether explicitly (Shaw, 1976), or implicitly (De

Lamater, 1974). Despite this restriction, however, which in fact

presents no real problems for present purposes any way, the lists

provide a valuable initial resource which can easily be supplem-

ented from other sources. Un that basis the principal themes

which occupy group theorists, and which therefore constitute group

dimensions as here conceived, seem to be fairly concisely covered

by the broad headings listed in table 3.1.
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Table 4-1= 6 list si aceue dimensions-
1) Size I
2) Time
3) Interaction
4) External definition
5) Independence
6) Proximity of membership 1
7) Openness of membership
8) Goals “
9) Norms I

10) Structures
11) Cohesion _ ,
12) Interdependence
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Lists like that in the table above, are variously referred to in

the literature as of group characteristics (e.g. Cartwright a

Zander, 1968b), group attributes (e.g. Hare, 1976) and group

dimensions (Cattell, 1953. See also Douglas, 1983). The term

’dimensions’ has been adopted here, for quite specific reasons. It

has been deliberately chosen to convey the sense that the items

within the list, when considered as part 6+ a gggggal list 6+
group dimensions, are to be conceived of as gggtigga and not as

digital all-or—none factors. That is to say, any particular inst-

ance of a group may be considered as having a strength or intensi—

ty of a specified dimension somewhere on a notional continuous

scale running from nothing upwards (Douglas, 1983). This is cons"

istent with the ‘degrees of groupness’ thesis presented earlier.

The term ’attribute’, which is also used here, is more properly

thought of in ggggijig terms. For example, in general all groups,

however conceived, may be considered in relation to the dimension

’size’; they are all of ggmg size. In any particular case of a

group, or class of groups, however, the size might be restricted,

for whatever reasons, to a range of, say, between 2 and ID. Thus,
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it is an gttgibgtg of that group, or class of groups, that they

have a size of between 2_and 10 members.

,Returning to the list above, there are some important points to be

made. First, it must be emphasised that it is offered tggtatiygly.

As noted earlier, other authors, for their own particular

purposes, may focus on giffggggt dimensions.

1

I

Second, in one important respect the items in the list, as a

general list, are without content. That is to say, they have no

specific mgggiggg assigned a priori. This is consistent with what

has been argued earlier, and it simply points to the principle

that the headings are open to interpretation, depending on the

context and purposes for which they are deployed. Consider, for

example, the dimension ’independence’, which for ggmg purposes

might simply mean autonomy, in the sense in which it is usually

employed in the organisational behaviour literature when referring

to autonomous working groups (e.g. Galbraith, 1974). In other

contexts it might more appropriately refer to the convening of the

group by the group’s members, for their own purposes, as opposed

to being convened by some extragroup authority (e.g. Simon, 1980).

The reason for drawing attention to this is recognition of Zan-

der’s point that different authors frequently use different terms

to refer to what are substantially the same things, and more

importantly, often use the same terms to refer to different things

(Zander, 1979). It follows that when using terms such as those in

the list, some care must be exercised in explaining what meanings

are being assigned, and which meanings are not considered relevant

(Lasswell a Haplan, 1950).

...!
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Third, it has not been possible to present a list of mutually

exclusive factors, partly because of the different meanings which

ggglg be assigned to each of the headings, and partly because the

factors themselves are not conceptually distinct. For example,

cohesion can be understood as an empirical function of interpers-

onal affiliative ties (Cooley, 1929) or conversely interpersonal

affiliative ties can be understood as an empirical function of
1

cohesion (Burnstein, 1969). On the other hand, positive interper-

sonal affiliations can be understood conceptually as part of what

cohesion mgggs (Theodorson, 1957). ‘Thus once more this points to

the necessity for clear analysis of what key terms are taken to

mean within a particular context.

Finally, it will be noted that the terms are ordered, broadly

speaking, in terms of their ’observability’; at the head of the

list are features which are, so to speak, relatively easily ’meas~

ured’, while those at the foot are more inferential. The ordering

is not important, but the distinction is, since it points to the

two quite distinct functions of ’defining’ mentioned earlier;

defining in terms of physical or quasi~physical attributes, and

defining in terms of social and psychological attributes.

7 DSERVABLE AND INFERENTIAL ATTRIBUTE5.

Here the two different functions of defining will be considered

more fully. The first aspect is concerned with delimiting a range
7

or class of social phenomena to be studied in terms of their

physical or quasi—physical features, such as size, proximity of

members to one another, jgggglly defined structures, and so on.
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The second aspect deals with establishing, or identifying, the

social and psychological features by which a group is to be dist-

inguished from other social entities with similar physical feat-

ures. That is to say, it is the attempt to identify, or specify,

the constituents of the "metaphysical glue" which binds a group

together; that which defines ’groupness’. These are largely inf~

erential features, such as networks of affiliative ties, cohesivef

ness, and gmgggggt structures. _

In terms of this distinction, the definition of group given by

Bales (1950; see section 2), since it is essentially concerned

with delimiting physical features, is a definition of observable

attributes. On the other hand, a definition such as the one off-

ered by Hare (Hare, 1976: 5), based on the work of Znaniecki

(1939) and Sherif (1954), is primarily a definition of inferential

attributes, since it attempts to describe the conditions under

which a group 15 a group, as opposed to something else, such as a

mere aggregate or collection. There do exist definitions which

deal with both aspects of groups, but by and large most are restr~

icted to one or the other. Nevertheless, almost without exception

there is no clear distinction made between the different aspects

of defining, and the result is inevitably muddle.

Definitions, or boundary specifications, that are couched in terms

of physical attributes, set the empirical context within which the

study is to take place. Boundaries set in this way may be used to

draw the physical distinction between groups, and related phenom-

ena such as ’organisations’, ’cadres’, ’cliques’, sub—groups, and

so on. They do ggg draw the distinction between groups and aggreg~
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-l-ates since this last distinction is primarily a matter of qual1ta~

tlvefl "fit physical, difference

The distinction between aggregates and groups 15 principally inf-

erential, to the extent that it is a quality of psychological

process For example, two collections of people might well share

the same physical attributes, such as number of members. location,

and so on But in one case it could be that the group members are

Blmplv Ce-actlnq. as Fiedler (1954) puts lt, wlth little or HO
sense of shared purpose, no particular commitment to the group and

other members, and so on On the other hand, the second collection

might have a very strong shared sense of belonging to a group,

is to be employed in the thesis. The discussion is in two parts,

related to the two functions of defining described earlier.

The first part deals with the phygiggl attributes of the types of

groups to be studied. The second part deals with the more inferen~

tial social psychological aspects. It will be argued that a coll-

ection of people can be identified as a group only if group mem-

bers perceive a sense of some order with respect to the group and

its activities. Specifically there must be a gggggg sgggg gi

gggial ggggg within the group (Hosking, 1988).

9: PYSICAL ASPECTS.with a strong sense of we-ness’ (Cooley, 19 9) In ghgrt the

second collection would be characterised as having that nebulous Conventionally enough, the physical description of the groups to
qUa11tY EBDEBIVEHESS In social psychological terms the two

collections are quite different, and in the termg wh,Ch are to be

adopted here the first would be little more than an aggregate of

PEDp1e, and only the second a group

Thus, boundary Settlnqi PFOperly spealing. involves at least two

55PEEt5~ bflufldary specification in terms of physical attrlbutes

and psychological attributes, using the so—called h1qhEF—0rder

be studied is adequately covered by Bales’ (1958) definition

quoted earlier (section 2). That is to say, the thesis is concer-

ned with the sorts of groups which form the staple of the small

groups tradition; the small face~to—face discussion group (Bales,

1958 a 8 b, 1958, 1970; Bales et al., 1979; Bass, 1960; Cartwright

a Zander, 1968b; Douglas, 1983; Gibb, 1969 a 8 b; Hare, 1976,

1982; and so on).

inferential concepts The last aspect is of particular importance §
' ' ' =' t conv—What this amounts to is that a gggggtggl group consis s o ,

where the study aims to chart development from aggregate to PFQUP
' b (Sh 1976) atheredd 1 entionally, between two and twenty mem ers aw, , g

B FDUSSINB DUN

45. for eiample, 1n Bales earlier studies (Bales 195” a) ' t t'me 'nd undertaking a task usua~together in one place, a one 1 , a ,

lly a discussion task, which requires co~ordinated interdependent
1| P\

In the light of what has been said so far about groups and bound~

ary setting, this section outlines the boundaries of group as it

 -1  .

activity for its accomplishment (Burke, 1972).

As a general physical description of certain kinds of group this
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characterisation is fine for present purposes. The restriction to

face~to—face interaction presents no problems, even though inter~

action need not be so restricted, because the kinds of groups

discussed in chapter 1 were primarily face—to—face groups, as are

a large number of other so-called ’real world’ groups, such as

juries, industrial project groups, small pressure groups when

convened for meetings, and so on. '
\

For purely practical reasons, the upper limit on size is being set

at eight members, although it is worth recalling that it is now

fairly well established that the optimum size for small face—to~

face groups is around five (Hackman & Vidmar, 1970; Hephart, 1?5D)

or six members (Slater, 1958). That is because at this size the

group is small enough to allow everyone in it to be heard, if they

want to be, and yet large enough to allow a diversity of opinion

(Napier a Gershenfeld, 1981: 45), opinions which found some echo

in the “alternative literatures’ on organising (e.g. Jelfs,

undated). It is interesting to note in passing how similar this

figure is is to Miller’s "magical number 7 plus or minus 2" (Mill~

er, 1956).

The lower limit of two members is, however, here felt to be too

low. There are two main reasons for saying this. First, it is

argued by some that there are fundamental differences between

diads and triads on the one hand, and situations involving four or

more people on the other (see Hare, 1976). For example, the oppor-

tunities for intimacy are vastly enhanced when there are only two

people than when there are more. As Bion (1961) puts it:

"The minimum size of group is three. Two members
have personal relationships; with three or more

Ii T

there is a change of quality (interpersonal re1atio*
nship)." (Bion, 1961: 26).

The saying "two’s company; three’s a crowd" captures, if nothing

else, the difference in phenomenological experience of being in

either of the situations (see Hare, 1976: 214 et seq., for a more
I

detailed discussion of the differences).

The second reason is rather more pertinent to the focus of the

thesis. It has already been indicated that the thesis is concerned

with the emergence of structure within groups, and in particular

the development of role differentiation, understood as the emerge-

nce of separate task and social specialists .(Bales, 1958. See

chapter 2). There would seem to be little point in looking for

such a structure when only two people are involved in the interac—

tions, and the situation is only marginally better'with three.

This would suggest that a minimum number of members needed is no

less than four.

Thus, it will be stipulated here that for the purposes of this

thesis, a group, or rather ggtggtigl group, will comprise of no

less than four members, and, as a matter of expediency, no more

than eight.

10: SUCIA PSYCHLDGICAL QSPECTS.

One of the objections raised against Bales’ definition of groups

is that it offers no way of distinguishing between such intuitive-

ly ungroup—like phenomena as bus queues, and "groups proper" (e.g.

De Lamater, 1974). Indeed, until Burke (1972) imported the stip~

ulation about interdependence, this was fair comment, and it
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points to the need, stressed several times, _to establish some

clear idea of what it is that distinguishes a ’group’ from a

social phenomenon which has similar physical properties, but which

in some way isn’t a group.

The literature is full of attempts at doing just that. Suggestions

range from minimalist solutions which allow everything from basic
\

social facilitation type scenarios, through bus queues to “fully-

fledged groups’ to be included under the term ’group’ (Berkowitz,

198$. See section 2 earlier), to the rather more elaborate att-

empts, such as those offered by Hare (1982). It has to be admitt-

ed, however, that the problem remains, and all solutions are to

some extent controversial. This is undoubtedly related to the

problems of definition described earlier in the chapter; much more

than with definitions in terms of physical attributes, definitions

which aim at explicating the metaphysical glue of groups are a

function of the interests of the person creating the definition.

Characterisations of ’real’ groups, as opposed to ’aggregates’, or

similarly ’ungroupy’ phenomena, have by and large proceeded ’int—

uitively’, much in the manner of Cooley’s (1929) vague sense of

’we-ness’ or Bion’s (1961) "good group spirit". as Bion comments:

"It is as hard to define as is the concept of good
health in an individual." (Bion, 1961: 25).

Nevertheless, there have been several influential attempts to

define it, including Bion’s own definition, some of the lists

mentioned earlier, and many others. The ’ingredients’, of course,

vary, although by no means to the extent that the definitions

necessarily conflict. This was the point made earlier about there
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being less discontinuity in the field than it appears.

Solutions to the problem include the suggestion that ’groups’ have

shared goals (Mitchell, 1982); are characterised by patterns of

interpersonal attractions (Hare, 1976, 1982); develop clear

structures, usually in the sense of division of labour (Hare,

1982); develop norms (Newcomb, 1953; Sherif, 1967); or simply

develop a strong sense of group identity (Sherif, 1936, 1951,

1957, 1958, 1967; Sherif & Sherif, 1953). Deutsch (1968) has

suggested that l’groups’ have unity to the extent that they are

seen to have, Qy ggegg eeegege, what he calls "promotively inter~

dependent goals", as opposed to "contriently interdependent

goals". That is to say, in Fiedler’s terms, that they are ;g§e[—

acting groups, as opposed to eeeggegacting groups (Fiedler, 1967),

within which the gegigee goals pursued by group members do not

result in closed or zerofsum competition (Handy, 1985), that is to

say win or lose situations.

Factors such as group norms, perceived interdependence of goals,

co—ordination of activity, and so on, can all be neatly and succ~

inctly subsumed under the rubric "social order" (Goffman, 1959;

Hosking, 1988; Kelvin, 1970), which is one of the so—called “high-

er order concepts" (Hosking & Morley, 1983). The suggestion is

that for a collection of people to be properly called a group, the

members must have a sense of some order within the group, reflec-

ted in eegigg and gggeigigg, and also a sense that it is shared by

the other members. The concept "group" really only makes sense in

the context of dynamic interpersonal processes.
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Understood (in this way social order is a shared sense of under~

standing about how things are done, what things are done, who does

them, and why. Ieie is what constitutes "psychological reality" in

a group as opposed to an aggregate. That is to say, a shared sense

of social order within a group is what constitutes its unity

(Deutsch, 1968; Hosking, 1988; Hosking a Morley, 1983; Morley a

Hosking, 1986). It follows, therefore, that there must be a min~

imum level of agreement, tacit, or otherwise, on critical areas

which are salient for the group and its members, including and

especially central values and status orders. ‘v

Note that this formulation does egg stipulate what form the social

order eeeglg take. It is simply a statement that for a group to be

a ’group proper’, there should be geme kind of social order; that

is to say, some form of shared group geelggy. Thus, for example,

in some groups social order might be partially manifested in the

emergence of relatively fixed and reified hierarchical structures

and division of labour, whereas in others it might manifest in

flexible shifting structures relative to the job in hand, what

Herbst (1976) calls multistructured functioning.

The discussion in chapter 2 relating to the achievement of group

goals without domination attempts by group members, is one aspect

of the social order arguments relating to the politics of organise

ing (Brown & Hosking, 1984). Therefore, some take the view that

values relating to egg things are achieved by the group is as

important as gee; they are achieved (Brown a Hosking, 1984; Hacr

Gregor—Burns, 1978). Similarly, Bales’ ideas about resolutions to

the equilibrium problem (Bales, 1956; 1958; Bales a Slater, 1955)
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can be seen as one aspect of establishing and maintaining suff~

icient social order for the group to achieve its goals and survive

with some measure of cohesion (See chapter 2). The behavioural

separation of task and social specialists, if it occurs, is one

structural manifestation of social order. lt must be emphasised,

however, that there must be some measure of eggeegege about who

does what, and some recognition (at some level) among the partic-

ipants that this is an area of intersubjective understanding and

agreement. In relation to the role differentiation propositions

this means agreement, again tacit or otherwise, about egg is task

specialist and gee is social specialist, although not necessarily

recognised in these terms.

More generally, structures do not exist within a group unless a

significant proportion of the membership agrees that they exist,

and know that they do so. That is not to say that all members must

agree absolutely on all points, but to some substantial level

there must exist a shared social reality within the group, or at

the very least a set of compatible realities, and some understan~

ding amongst the members of how they relate to that reality.

It should not be assumed from this that social order is conceived

in some sort of reified manner. The view taken here, and indeed

the only.view consistent with a social order perspective, is that

the shared reality within the group is subject to a dynamic bal~

ance between stability and change, through the process of negotia~

tion between group members, whether tacit or explicit. It is a

process based view entirely consistent with the degrees of groupf

ness thesis presented earlier. Reality, that is to say, is const~
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antly created and recreated during social interaction within the

context of existing evaluation and agreement with regard to social

order. Any summary of such reality is therefore little more than a

snapshot taken from an ongoing flux. As Democritus put it, you

never step into the same river twice.

|

<

It has been said that such a view of social life paints a picture

of implausible harmony, and neglects the important adversarial

facets of social life, such as manifest inequalities in social

power and the tactics sometimes adopted by persons and groups with

vested interests to gain or maintain power. The counter position,

argued by Dahrendorf (1959) for example, emphasises conflict of

interests between persons, called by Shotter ‘conflicted reali-

ties’ (Shotter, 1986, 1987, a, b, c). '

It is true that if carelessly stated the negotiated order perspec-

tive can give this impression. But it is not inevitable that the

term ’negotiated order’ necessarily must imply ;eeleee;gLe harmony

in social life. It is precisely between parties .with differing

views that negotiation takes place. what is important to the

negotiated order perspective is that eggeeeegee are reached, first

with respect to acceptable definitions of reality, and second with

regard to recipes for action based on those definitions. In this

way, all parties can manage their interdependencies. If a collec-

tion of people manifests high levels of debilitating conflict over

an extended period, then either they do not constitute a group, by

the criteria described earlier, or they are a group in crisis, and

if- the crisis remains unresolved the group is likely to disinte-
J

grate (Bales, 1955; Bion, 1961).
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To explain, in the first case, if the individuals are more or less

permanently conflicted, then, by definition, there is no shared

sense of social order; there is no shared reality or compatibility

of different realities. Therefore, by definition, there is no a

group. In the second case, competing realities not brought into

compatibility will undermine the group’s stability and unity,

generating instead uncertainty. If conflict is acrimonious and

protracted then the group will soon lose its shared sense of

social order, broadly understood, and is likely, therefore, to

disintegrate altogether, or split into one or more smaller groups,

as occured with monotonous regularity amongst alternative movement

groups (see chapter 1).

This would suggest that neither the conflicted realities view, nor

an exclusive emphasis on agreement and social order, provides an

exhaustive account of social relations. what is important is the

Qelegee of stability and harmony, and how that balance is achieved

and maintained. Thus, the view presented here is that the unity of

a group is reflected in the members’ shared sense of social order.

This sort of view has considerable implications for the study and

understanding of leadership, and will be discussed in greater

detail in the next chapter.

11. SUHARY OF CHATER 3.

.

I

It has been suggested that the multiplicity of definitions of

’group’ in the literature, and the lack of a generally agreed

definition, do not represent any serious discontinuities in the

field. Rather these reflect not only the actual complexity of the
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subject matter, but also, the diversity of interests of those

working in the field. lt was argued that ’group’ is an open-ended

concept; that it is not possible to construct a geeegel definition

that will adequately cover all and only those phenomena that can

be called groups. In the light of this, it was suggested that a

pragmatic process called boundary setting, using a dimensional

approach to groups, presents a better alternative to the tradif

tional construction of definitions, shifting the emphasis away

from defining ’group’ as a general concept towards the explicit

setting of pragmatic boundaries; a shift from ostensive to stipf

ulative defining. It was emphasised that such boundaries must be

recognised to be essentially arbitrary methodological fictions,

but abselutslz essential osiisctbsless-

The discussion indicated that ’defining’ has two separable

functions, and it was argued that they must be kept separate.

First that the boundaries may be set up in terms of the physical

attributes and criteria of a range of social phenomena which

constitute groups, or potential groups, for the purposes of study.

Second, the description of the social psychological attributes

and criteria which distinguish these social phenomena as groups

from mere aggregates.

Throughout the chapter, the geLe§ige nature of all key terms was

emphasised, and it was argued that the fixing of the meanings of

these terms is a function of pragmatic context, that is, the use

to which they are to be put.

2

In the light of these discussions about boundary setting, the
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boundaries of ’group’ as understood within the context of this

thesis, were set. First it was indicated that the physical attrib-

utes of groups were adequately covered by Bales’ (1950) defini-

tion, although size parameters were stipulated to be between four

and eight members. The lower number was set because anything less

was considered to be too small to test the role differentiation

hypotheses, and the upper limit purely for practical reasons.

+

The final section discussed the factors which characterise a group

as opposed to an aggregate. It was argued that a ’group’ is char—

acterised by a shared sense of social order amongst its members.

That is to say a shared understanding of what is done, how it is

done, who does it and why it is done. This, it was argued, is a

process view of groups which is consistent with the view that

aggregates can develop into groups. In this last sense, aggregates

become groups as they develop a shared sense of social order.
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CHAPTER 4: ON LEADERSHIP.
v

\

1 INTDDUCTIU. _

One of the greatest problems of conducting social research is that

many of the key concepts and terms are what might be called ’ord~

inary language’ terms (Calder, 1977; Nargolis, 1982). It might

therefore be supposed that the job of the social scientist is

relatively easy; after all, if he or she is using terms which are

the currency of ordinary discourse, then there ought to be few

problems in communicating ideas. It is not an especially clever

observation to note, however, that the ways in which social scien-

tists use terms are often far removed from ordinary language

usage, and, as Margolis (1982) notes, the assumption that the

reader shares the same interpretation as the writer is frequently

liable to be wrong. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the

study of leadership.

Un the one hand leadership is a perfectly ordinary word, the

meaning of which everyone believes he or she knows (Kelvin, 1970:

205). And yet, even in ordinary use, it is a term which evokes

conflicting interpretations, and as an ideological issue it can

even rewcite strong emotional conflict (see for example, Freeman,

1979 and Levine, 1974 - see chapter 1). There is, as Carwright and

Zander (1953 b) observe, "little consensus about what leadership

is or what it should be“, and furthermore, as Stogdill. (1974)

notes:

"ttherel are almost as many definitions of leader-
ship as there are persons who have. attempted to
define the concept." (Stogdill, 1974: 7).

Unlike the groups literature, where, it was argued earlier, dis-

agreements are more apparent than real, there are genuine and

probably unresolvable discontinuities in leadership studies. This

has led some researchers and theorists to suggest that the concept

is not useful and that it should therefore be abandoned in favour

of other concepts (Miner, 1975). Others take a different view.

Indeed House and Bast: (1979) have gone so far as to suggest that,

contrary to most views, ’leadership’ is not only a useful concept,

but that in their view the empirical work adds up very well.

Nevertheless the overwhelming impression given by the literature
1

is of a badly integrated rag bag of odds and ends, with at best

only one or two thematic ideas:

"It is difficult to know what, 1+ anything, has been
convincingly) demonstrated by replicated research.
The endless accumulation of data has not produced an
integrated understanding of leadership." (Stogdill,
1974: vii). .

and as Quinn (1984) has noted more recently, the

"... seemingly endless array of unconnected empir-
ical investigations is bewildering as well as
frustrating." (Quinn, 1984: 10)

Nevertheless, the view taken here is that the situation cannot be

resolved by simply abandoning the term ‘leadership’; at best that

would be little more than a cosmetic change, leaving many, perhaps

most, of the problems unresolved, and at worst it would only serve

to exacerbate an already confusing situation by encouraging an
~

undesirable proliferation of terms. As noted earlier, this last
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point presents a recognisable problem in the groups literature,

and there is no reason to suppose that it would be any better when

dealing with leadership.

The problem resides not so much with the yagigty of uses to which

the term is put, as with the lack of gaggjglly gigggmggribgg use,

and overwhelmingly with the singular lack of attempts at theoret-

ical integration (Brown a Hosking, 1984; Hosking, 1988; Hosking et

al., (undated), 1984; Morley a Hosking, 1984). Such a situation

has been aptly summarised by Shotter (1975) in relation to psycho—

logy as a whole:

"... to possess a wealth of facts is not necessarily
to have a richness of understanding. The explosion
in our knowledge has resulted in an ever expanding
array of disconnected and fragmented data lacking
all conceptual unity — it has provided material
appropriate perhaps for the building of a great
edifice, but no hint of a plan for its construc-
tion." (Shotter, 1975: 15)

This chapter, then, will retain the term ’leadership’. But, if it

is to be useful, it will have to be defined fairly closely, bear-

ing in mind Lasswell and Kaplan’s stricture quoted earlier (Lass~

well & Haplan, 1950). It is not intended that this chapter should

present a comprehensive review of the leadership literature. with

the existence of 8togdill’s monumentally impressive figggbggk gj

Leadership (Stogdill, 1974), and the more recent Bass update

(Bass, 1981), such a review would be superfluous, and, as the size

of the fiaggbggk demonstrates, far beyond the scope of a single

chapter.

The next section argues that if it is to be useful, and if the

confusion typical of the literature is to be avoided, then the
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term ’leadership’ mggt be articulated with respect to a clearly

stated theoretical stance. It is suggested that this is typically

avoided in the literature, but that nevertheless theoretical posi-

tions age adopted implicitly.

Taking Hosking’s distinction between ’the condition of being org-

anised’ and ’processes of organising’ (e.g. Morley & Hosking,

1988), the next section of this chapter examines critically what

are here called formal structural approaches to leadership. It is

argued that these approaches, by defining leadership as something

a leader has or does, do not present a social psychological view

of leadership, and that far from studying leadership they study a

contaminated set of control and power relations. It is argued that

leadership is a negotiated relationship between persons not a

simple function of position and status. This is followed by the

presentation of an alternative view of leadership. It is suggested

that discussions of leadership must be divorced from discussions

of leaders if it is to be usefully understood. Leadership is

characterised in terms of negotiated social order, the reduction

of uncertainty, and the functional problems facing groups des-

cribed in chapter 2. It is argued, with the use of historical

examples, that leadership in all contexts is emergent, and that it

can be adequately understood only in relation to values and

choices about means and ends. Leadership, it is suggested, is the

process of creating and maintaining social order within a group

context, _and that a major functional aspect is to bring disparate

value systems into a working harmony. The chapter concludes by

drawing explicit links with the characterisation of "group" given

earlier, and with Bales’ view of role differentiation.
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2 D THEORY.

lt seems to be perfectly clear that the term ’leadership’, as, it

is used, is less useful than it could be, simply because it is

applied in a number of sometimes incompatible ways. As Hosking et

al., suggest: L

"... the term leadership (like the terms leader and
leadership effectiveness) has a variety of meanings
sbisb oust as sistiossisbss-" (Hvskinq at al-.
(undated): 2) -

In order to make such distinctions, however, there is a clear

necessity for a more rigorous conceptual analysis than is apparent

in the bulk of the literature. At the risk of making too sweeping,

and too dismissive a claim, it seems that there is a tendency for

workers in the field to pursue the migimgm of conceptual analysis,

preferring instead intuitively plausible, but ill worked out,

operationalisations that seldom move beyond mere face validity.

The very process of operationalisation, however, implies a theory,

however badly articulated. It is simply not possible to pursue

research without being guided by sgmg notions of what are reason-

able strategies, what are interesting and sensible questions, and

most important, some idea of what the key terms, whether concep-

tual or empirical, might mean (Chalmers, 1978; Feyerabend, 1975;

Hudson, 1972; Kuhn, 1970; Lakatos & Musgrave, 1970; Nagel, 1979;

Quine, 1980; Popper, 1972, 1979, 1980; Ryan, 1970).

Unfortunately, most of the theoretical stances within the leader-

ship literatures are more implicit than otherwise, and frequently

muddled. This is a direct consequence of the lack of theoretical
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integration. Moreover, as it will be argued later, there is an

important difference between theories about lgggggg (or more spec-

ifically leader behaviour) and theories about lggggrghig, which is

seldom addressed in the literature, the two often being confounded

(Hosking, 1988). The difference is between those approaches which

focus on what a person has or ggeg as evidence of leadership, and

approaches which conceive leadership as an interactive quality of

relationships (Cartwright 8 Zander, 1955; Hosking & Morley, 1983).

That is between those approaches which emphasise lgggggg (e.g.

Fiedler, 1964; Mitchell, 1982; Wilson, 1978) and those which

emphasise lgagggshig (e.g. Gibb, 1947, 1958, 1969; Hollander,

1958, 1964, 1974; Hollander & Julian, 1970, 1978;Hosking, 1988;

Hosking & Morley, 1983; Morley s Hosking, 1984, 1986; MacBregor—

Burns, 1978).

3.. LEAEIS NI) LEADERSHIP.

The relationship between the two terms ’1eader’ and_ ’leadership’

is a difficult one, but there are two main approaches to it within

the literature.

The first, and dominant, approach emphasises Lgggggs; lgggggghig

is here synonymous with the term lggggg, and describes a personal

quality. ‘Leaders’ in this tradition are identified a priori,

usually on the basis of formal structural considerations, that is

as persons occupying specified positions within a hierarchy (Gibb,

1958, 1969). It will be argued here that such approaches are

essentially static, rely upon or assume dependencies rather than

interdependencies, and confuse structure and process. Furthermore,

because they conflate leadership with control they confound lead-
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ership with extraneous political processes that are irrelevant to

a proper understanding of leadership, and that they create need-

less confusion by insisting that leadership is something that

leaders do, or worse gage, in the absence of serious consideration

of the part that so-called followers have to play (Hollander,

1964, 1970; Hollander & Julian, 1970, 1978; Hollander & Webb,

1955).

The second approach reverses the priority, and gives emphasis to

lgggggghip as social process. In this approach, leaders are

identified a posteriori, as a result of examination of peoples’

contributions to leadership processes. The advantage of such an

approach is that it allows the potential identification of leaders

within a social context in such a way that the affects of socio-

political factors, such as formal structures, can be minimised in

favour of social psychological factors. This approach necessarily

demands serious attention to the conceptualisation of leadership
I

s

processes and leaders.

4 FDRHAL STRUTURAL APPROACHES TD LEADERSHIP.

Formal structural approaches constitute one of the earliest foci

for leadership studies. They are exemplified by the work of, for

example Fiedler (e.g. 1964, 1967, 1968, 1974, 1978), Shartle,

Stogdill and Campbell (1949), and more recently Staw and Ross

(1980), Blake and Mouton (1964), Rees & Segal (1984) and Wilson

(1978). As noted earlier, the hallmark of these approaches is that

they equate ’leader’ with specified positions within a formal

structure, that is to say, structures with positions, roles and
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status, and attendant functions, duties, rights and obligations

defined by extragroup authority. In other words ’leader’, by this

view, is an extragroup appgigtmggt. These approaches focus on the

condition of being organised (Hosking a Morley, 1985), and as

such tend to ignore the processes by which that organisation is

ggyglgpgg and maigtgiggg. They have dominated, indeed continue to

dominate, the literature, despite a number of theoretical develop~

ments 'which might have been expected to alter the situation (see

Cartwright 8 Zander, 1953b, 1960b; Gibb, 1947, 1954, 1958, 1969;

Hollander, 1958, 1964, 1974; Hollander & Julian, 1970, 1978;

Hollander 8 Webb, 1955; Hosking, 1988; Hunt et al., 1984; Morley a

Hosking, 1984, 1986; MacGregor-Burns, 1978). I

Such approaches take two forms, depending on whether studies are

conducted in the field or the laboratory. In both situations,

however, the assumption is that "whoever occupies a leader’s

office is leader" (Gibb, 1969: 20). In the former case it usually

involves investigating those individuals with rank or status des-

ignations such as ’manager’, ’supervisor’, ’officer’ and so on

(Fiedler, 1964; Blake 8 Mouton, 1964; Stewart, 1963). In the

latter case, usually with small laboratory groups, it involves the

investigation of those individuals whom the investigator, or the

group through prompting, has nominated as ’leader’ (e.g. Gibb,

1950; Lewin, Lippitt & White, 1958).

It is in this sense that these types of study are gtggig, because

the relationships between actors are defined by a formalised

structure which relains fixed whatever the quality of dynamic,

social psychological, processes that exist between then; they
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equate institutional power with leadership, but:

"In principle, institutional power is exercised by,
and with respect to, whosoever occupies the posi-
tions in question; the power relationship is, as it
were, between positions rather than between per-
sons." (Kelvin, 1970: 180).

It follows that within this tradition a lieutenant colonel, for

example, is more of a leader than a sergeant. To this extent the

terms ’leader’ and ’leadership’ are in point of fact redundant,

merely duplicating under a single term information that is more

richly available in the formal designations.

It is perhaps understandable that what are gggyggtiggaliy thought

of as leader positions should be considered a good place to start,

and convenient too. But convenient as it might be this approach

has severe drawbacks from a methodological point of view:
I

"... such a definition of the leader embraces so
wide a variety of relationships as to be of little
scientific value." (Gibb, 1969: 210).

This approach, by equating institutional power with leadership,

legitimises the view that leadership is simply being in charge of

a group (see, for representative examples, Drucker, 1955; Fiedler,

1964, 1967, 1978; Mitchell, 1982; House 8 Baeta, 1979; Stewart,

1963). That is to say, it equates leadership with supervision and

control, or as Watson (1980) puts it ’command’ (see also Brown,

1954; Dixon, 1979).

Without denying that formal structural factors can have an gffegt

on psychological processes, it is clear that a simple equation of

leadership with structure, in this sense, is itself ggt a psycho—

logical or social psychological proposition, but a political one,

in the sense of organised polity. Such a view of leadership, while

yaw"

no doubt pragmatically convenient, is both unhelpful and mistaken

because, inevitably,- it ignores the important part that the so-

called "followers" or subordinates have to play in leadership

phenomena (Hollander, 1964, 1974; Hollander a Webb, 1955) and

tends to foster a view of leadership as ggilatgflgl QEQQQQEEEE 91

the ’followers’ on the leader." This can be.seen most clearlY in

those studies that attempt to relate ’leadership style’ with

’productivity’ in small groups (Cherniss, 1980; Fiedler, 1964,

1968; Kaplan & Cowen, 1981; Likert, 1961; Lfppitt s White, 1958).

The point of this line of argument is that ’leaders’ as defined in

formal structural terms may well owe their positions to factors

other than psychological ones, such as luck, nepotism, incompet~

ence or purchase. The formal structural approach does not allow

any meaningful distinction to be made between such situations and

those where positions are acquired through processes of interper-

sonal influence. Thus this approach conflates political processes

of control with psychological processes of influence, and thereby

limits from the outset potential understanding of leadership as a

process.

If the term ’leader’ is defined in formal structural terms, that

is as role designation, then it follows that agythigg that so-

designated ’leaders’ do in their appointed role position counts as

leader behaviour, or leadership. However, there is no good reason

to suppose that the interpersonal behaviours of mere position

holders are inevitably unique or special, and therefore by equat~

ing leadership with the behaviours of holders of specified posi-

tions within a hierarchy, leadership as a term inevitably covers
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the entire gamut of human behaviour. This is the single, most

compelling, reason why trait approaches to leadership inevitably

failed, and why structural approaches require ‘the superfluous

concept ’leadership effectiveness’ to explain how it is that some

people seem to do a better job of ’being in charge’ than others

(e.g. Fiedler, 1964, 1968).

\

As a consequence there is no conceptual room left for leadership

itself; there is ’good’ (or effective) leadership, and there is

’bad’ leadership, but the term leadership cannot be explained

under this approach because it simply is what so-called ’leaders’

gg. That is to say, under the formal structural approach ’leader-

ship’, as a term in its own right, denotesan empty concept, a

near synonym merely for ’behaviour’, devoid of meaning unless

qualified by an adjective. The incomprehensively long and disjoin~

ted lists of traits and behaviours which have been mustered within

this tradition bear witness to the point (see Bass, 1981; Stog—

dill, 1974), and suggest that giving priority to leaders is per-

haps not the best way to approach questions of leadership. Apart

from anything else, the exigencies of 0ccam’s Razor, or Canon’s

Principle of Parsimony, should lead one to reject this sort of

approach.

5. LEADRSHIP AND HEADSHIP.

What has been said so far doesn’t, of course, indicate that office

holders are necessarily Qgt involved in processes of leadership,

but more importantly it has been suggested very strongly that

there is nothing in the mere possession of a title which suggests
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that they necessarily are. This of course raises questions about

where the difference lies, and Gibb (1947, 1969) provides part of

the answer with his distinction between leadership and headship.

This distinction has by and large been well received within the

literature, despite dissident voices such as those of Cooper and

McGaugh (1963), Janda (1960) and more recently Wilson (1978) and

Adair (1983). The principal differentia, listed by Gibb (1947:

213, 1969: 212f), and more recently by Hosking et al (undated:

5ff), vary in some details, but the main points are:

a) Headship is maintained through a formally organ-
ised system, and not through the choice and con-
sent of the group.

b) There is a unilateral choice of goals by the
group head in line with his or her own needs and
interests, and not those of the group.

c) There is little or no shared feeling or joint
action in the pursuit of goals, or, in other
words, headship entails some form of group alien-
ation from its activities, thus implying that
there is not really a group at all.

d) There is a wide social gap between the head and
the group, which creates the conditions amenable
to the use of coercion. That is to say, group
heads are not really part of the group.

e) The sources of influence differ in the two cases;
in headship it is derived from some extragroup
power, whereas with leadership it is afforded by
the group itself, and accepted because of perc-
eived benefits in terms of values and interests.

As it stands this list, although useful, is not entirely adequate

for present purposes. The main problem is that, as Jacobs (1970)

has pointed out, Gibb has confounded structure (leader; head) and

process (leadership; headship); some of the items are phrased in

terms of individual leaders and heads, and some in terms of inter-

personal relations and process. What the list does is describe a
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ggglity of relationship between leaders (or heads) and followers
I

but in so doing it fails to move well enough beyond the proposi-

t' ' - .ion of leadership (or headship) understood in terms of gggitigg

-rather _tha" PIQE§§§- H°FEQVEFi it leaves out of account the

functional aspects of leadership, that is, it fails to address the

qU@5ti°" Qt What léadership is as opposed ton how leaders and

f  . . ;ollowers relate to one another. As a consequence it implies a

51mP1E hiEFaF¢hY Within the group, with the leader or head at the

apex. It is unlikely that Gibb intended this implication. given

his views on distributed leadership, and leadership as a group

quality (Gibb, 1969: 215), but the net effect is still to give the

overall impression that leadership is a matter of the behaviour of

a single influential individual, and as such gives undue promin-

ence to that individual tending to reinforce the impression of

'1 ~ . . - . . ,uni ateral dependence. To this extent, the 115t Femalng w,th,n the

formal structural approach to leadership. ‘

D95Pite the difficulties presented by Gibb’s list, however, it

does nevertheless suggest some important aspects of the relation-

ship and attendant processes denoted by the term leadership. These

can be summarised conveniently by the following headings, with the

relevant items from Gibb’s list indicated in parentheses: choice

and constraint (a, e); shared values (b, c, d); intersubjectivity

3"“ 5°=ia1 Order (bi C. d, e); and what Hosking (1989) calls
acceptable influence (e). These will provide the themes for the

following sections.

at "  - -  . . .thls Point, it should be emphasised that it is here thought to

b - . . _ _E important for discussion of leadership to be d1VQFCEd ;rOm
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discussion of leaders, although it is also the case that this is

not always easy to achieve consistently. Nevertheless, the view

taken here is that ’leadership’ should be given priority, and that

for the purposes of the thesis it is conceived in terms of social

psychological processes of influence and functional contributions

to group activities, rather than in terms of position (Cartwright

i Zander, 19556 19506; Gibb, 1969; Hosking, 1999). Eggitigg isKI

here considered to be an ggtgggg of leadership processes, not the

determining fa¢tor- Specifically. leaders ass takes is as Loose
abs ssosistsoily asbisss ioilssoss xiinin s assess and are assess:
gg tg Q9 gg (Hosking & Morley, 1983; Kelvin, 1970). This is a

crucial (point, related to the important distinction between the

stgtig state of organisation and the_gygamig ggggggggs of organ-

ising (Hosking, 1988).

As suggested in earlier chapters, the structures which emerge as a

result of the processes of organising gay turn out to be simple

hierarchies, with a single leader at the apex of the triangle, but

equally, and statistically more likely, the structure may be much

more complex. Over emphasis on leaders, however, tends to create

the implicit impression that the simply organised group (Bales,

1958) is the only viable structural form, and therefore, in eff-

ect, uncritically assumes the conclusion.

6. CHDDDEIANDIDHISURAIHT.

Choice and constraint, as a theme, underlies two separable sets of

issues. The first relates to the imposition of structure on the

group (constraint), without regard to the values and aspirations

of the group membership, and the second to processes of influence
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afqued here to be dependent on choice. These will be taken in

turn.

It 15 quite Clear that structures, hierarchical or otherwise, can

be im d - _ _9°59 9" 5 9F°UP- That is to say, structures consisting of

fo 11 er‘ -- - ._rma y e ined positions and roles, with attendant, similarly

de¥inEd# fu"Cti°"5i dutieii rights and obligations. These are

usually referred to as ’formal structures’ (Buchanan & Hu 'czynski,

1989; G d . - .4, or on (1987), Mitchell, 1982). It is also clear that Other

struct , - , -“F95. not flECE558F1l/ consonant with the so—called formal

stru t 1 , - . .C “F95. emerge during the course of group activity and inter~

act‘ (H _ _ _ _ion are_ 1976). These are usually referred to dismissively as

’infor 1’ t - . . .ma 5 ructureii with the attendant implication that they

are somehow not “real” or legitimate (see Mitchell, '1982, for an

eua 1 ). T ' f. _mp 9 he difference between the two Llfldi of structure ill—

ustrat th d'f ' - . .es e i ferent emphasis on choice and constraint, informal

structures being based on the choice (intentional or oth ' ) {erwise o
¢

participants.

BY 5ibb’s formulation, the formal structures. in virtue of being

imposed, do not constitute leadership structures Un the gthef

hand, th — ' . _ __ E so called informal structures, emerging, it might be

sug est d ' -9 E , in response to the functional problems faced by the

QFDUP (Bales, 1953 a) do constitute leadership structure; because

t|-| b - . . _EV are ased on choice. But it is not that straightforward.

The point at issue i ' 's choi - 4 -g ____Q§, choice in relation to galggg, and

5PE¢iti¢911Y, values about means values about ends and value
5' s 5

about the relationship between means and ends (Brown & Hosking,
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1984; MacGregor~8urns, 1978). To be sure formal structures are

generally not made with reference to the values of the group, but

it does not follow that simply because a structure has been impo-

sed that it will not be fully acceptable to, and accepted by the

group. Moreover, although imposed structures tend to be somewhat

inflexible with respect to the changing needs of the group, they

are not all totally inflexible (see Galbraith, 1971; Gordon, 198?;

Handy, 1985; Herbst, 1976). On the other hand, emergent structures

can ossify and become inflexible (Freeman, 1970; Levine, 1974).

i
J.

The fundamental point is this, to the extent that structures,

formal or otherwise, can be, and are, imposed and ggigtgiggg

without reference to the aspirations and values of the group, and
n

in particular, perhaps in the face of opposition from the group,

then these structures do not represent leadership structures.

Thus, neither the imposition and maintenance of formal hierar—

chies, ggg of less formal heterarchies, are examples of leadership

structures if the group members are opposed to them. Better terms

already available, particularly for formal structures, would be

command or management structures.
If

The critical point is that lgggggghig structures, hierarchical or

otherwise, emerge through acceptance of influence. It is, of

course, more than simply this, as will be demonstrated below, but

it is of fundamental importance that the group has to feel that it

has been able to choose, in some sense, the active values in

relation to means, ends, and perhaps the relation between them

(Brown & Hosking, 1984; MacGregor—Burns, 1978).
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This, however entai, ls more than a simple choice about the adop-

tion of structural form or who f'll

not a proposition about the election of leaders. It

tion about l

ess in which structures of influ

on, gmggge. This is the second issue for which the t

and

ship, as opposed to behavioural control, cannot be imposed on a

group.

, i s specific positions; it is

-

eadership understood as interpersonal process; a proc-

constraint is relevant. The basic proposition is that Leaggg;

This suggestion is ' tconsis ent with the view of leadership proff—

ered by, amongst others, Dixon (1979), Gibb (1969), Hollander

(1964), Hosking (1988) and Macfiregor-Burns (1978).

MacBregor—Burns (1978)

engaging and directing

pants, and therefore,

For example,

suggests that leadership is "to do with

the motivations and commitment of partici-

in common with all of the authors cited

above, he insists that a particular kind of h l

is necessary for a re

Watson (1980) calls "command"

while it may be possible to impose certain kinds o

group, it is unlikely

can be created by fiat.

ual or group has to be,

thing, then the relationship between the forcer and the forced t

one of coerced

1983; Gibb, 1947, 1958,

By this view, leadership

tment to act in accord

compliance, not leadership (Bass, 1960; Douglas_

psyc o ogical response

lation of leadership, as opposed to what

, to obtain. The point here is that

f behaviour on a

that the requisite psychological response

The general idea is that where an individ-

or sees itself to be, forced to do some-

is

1969; Kelvin, 1970).

is characterised by the ghgigg and commi-

ance with recipes for action, thought or

is a proposi~

ence, liking, expectation, and so

heme of choice

q if

rF

4

ends which form the content of intended’ influence. Leadership

- ' ' { - of whatentails, therefore, the engagement of opinions in avour
I . . - t d . In other

is being done, how it 15 belflq d°"Ei and to “ha en 5

, _ ' ' ' f l es aboutwords, it involves the engagement and mobilisation o va u
1

means and values about ends (Brown a Hosking: 1954)? "hat Mac

d d lues. ThisGregor—Burns (1978) refers to as modal values an en Va
. . t ‘t’ e interde~

means that the relationships are those of mutual posi 1v

pendence; in terms proposed by Deutsch (1968), of promotive inter-

dependence between gll P&FtiCiPa"t5 inga 9F@UPi and B92 9* unit’

ateral dependence of followers on leaders (Gibb, 1969; Hflllafideti

1sa4; Hollander a Webb, 1955; na¢ereqer"Bur"5= 197B’- 1“ Sum it is
necessary t0 EmPha5i5E EDQLEE tather than Qgfléttétut’ with the

implication that leadership involves processes of intlufiflfie 55

opposed to coercion.

7. ACCEPTABLE IFLUCE.

, ' of control
Processes of influence are closely related to PFDCESEE5

(or coercion). The two are distinguished by the use or threat of
_ - - _ th is neverthe—

sanctions, although as it will be seen later_ Ere
. . - T f th 'tical partless an overlap. This is a direct consequence o E EF1

th t values about means and ends have tfl P15Y in the tE1atiDn5hip'a
_ t‘ nd evalua-
lt must also be stressed that because the percep ions a

. . ‘ ~ . ' t, the termstions of at; participants are to be taken into accoun _

' t1 ‘tn the termsinfluence and control do not correspond direc y wl
_ . - ' b d that the

leadership and headship FE5PECt1VE1Y- It "111 E argue

'tical aspect of correspondénce 15 Fetatfid tn: and can only becri
_ d nds (Brown

understood in terms of, EDQEEQ Values about means an E

a Hosking, 1984)-
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ln the discussion that follows, the term ’power’ will be used to

refer to access to, and use of, saggtiggs, and is therefore close-

ly allied to French and Raven’s (1959) term coercive power, and

Kelvin’s (1970) term institutional power. This is not to ignore

French and Raven’s finer grained analysis of the bases of social

power entirely, but it will be sufficient for present purposes. As

Handy (1985) comments, the use of argument, persuasion, blandish—

ments and so on, relate to attempted igflgeggg, whereas threats of

sanction or punishment and the naked use of force relate to attem-

pted gggtggl, that is to the use of power (see also Cartwright,

1959; French & Raven, 1959; Kelvin, 1970).

Very simply, then, and using the word ’persuasion’ as a neutral

term, the distinction between power and influence, ‘as the terms

are to be used here, is as follows:

Attempts to tgilgggge, from the point of view
of the sgggge, involve attempts to persuade others
to act, or think, in particular ways, and towards
particular ends without reliance on the 'use or
threat of sanctions. Attempts to gggtggt, on the
other hand, rely predominantly on the use and threat
of sanctions, over and above other methods of pers-
uasion.

From the point of view of the target, influ—
ence is characterised by perceptions of gggigg about
whether to act or not, and specifically an under-
standing that there is a right to refuse. Situations
of control are characterised by perceptions of
threat or coercion, and therefore by feelings of
unacceptable constraint with respect to action or
the ends towards which action is directed.

In terms of this formulation, the significant thing about attempts

to control behaviour is that they seek to restrict or eradicate

the element of choice, specifically the choice to ggfggg co-

operation, whereas attempts to influence do not. As A. J. Ayer
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notes, constraint:

"... appears to operate in two principal directions,
either as limiting our power of translating our
choices into acion or as limiting our power of
choice itself." (Ayer, 1986: 5).

Attempts to influence are attempts to mobilise a positive psychol~

ogical orientation in the target tgwaggg suggestions for means and

ends (French a Raven, 1959), that is, they ggggggg tbgmselygs ifl

sses~-sax is tbs xaless ei tbsss is as iailesasss- B" the ether
hand, ?attempts to control are at the least simply attempts at

generating mere behavioural compliance, and at the most attempts

to generate a psychological orientation based on fear of the

consequences of not co~operating. As a result, attempts to control

or coerce tend to trivialise, ignore, or make irrelevant modal and

end values held by those who are intended to comply.

There are three aspects of this formulation which mggt be emphas~

ised. First, the term sanctions is not intended to be understood

simply in terms of formal, institutional sanctions. It also covers

psychological sanctions, and includes examples such as moral b1ac—

kmail, the withholding of liking or approval, the threat of open

disapproval, and so on. Bgth kinds of sanctions can be mobilised

in attempts to control behaviour, and therefore coercion is not

simply a function of formal institutional settings.

To the extent that all relations can be characterised, in simple

terms, as providing some gggess to, or the potential threat of,

sanctions, then all interpersonal relations can be characterised

as power relations. Nevertheless, for present purposes the princf

ipal criteria of power relations are, first, the predominant gee
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of, or gygtt thggat to use, sanctions, over and above alternative

methods of persuasion, that is to say direct attempts to constrain,

and second ggggggtiggg that the situation is characterised by the

use or threat of sanctions, where such perceptions ggmlgate the

way in which the situation is construed. In other words, the

principal differentium lies in the levels of perceived choice.

It follows, therefore, the the terms ’power’ and ’influence’ as

here defined, denote the extreme points on a continuum, and that

any given situation can be characterised as one more or less of

influence or power. The importance of this is that most social

situations, if not all, will have some elements of choice and

coercion, perceived and actual, and therefore any specific influ-

ence attempts are unlikely to be fully accepted by all particip-

ants. In other words, it is unlikely that specific attempts to

influence will be consonant with gt; the values with respect to

means and ends of all participants, and therefore unlikely that

they will generate fully committed behaviour from -all particip-

ants.

This relates very well with the conceptual distinction, given by

Sherif (1957), of latitudes of acceptance, indifference and rejec-

tion, and Barnard’s ’zone of indifference’ (Barnard, 1938). Act-

ions in response to influence attempts may reflect a situation

where the attempt has been accepted, or it may simply be that it

hasn’t been rejected, that is to say it hasn’t been evaluated as

unacceptable. Therefore, a criterion of Lgagggshig stipulating

only gggggtgg influence is too strong. A more useful criterion is

that leadership involves aggggtaglg influence, that is, influence
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attempts which are deemed fie be assessable is the arses in tbs
gigggmgtagggg (Hosking a Morley, 1985 a, b).

In terms of the analysis so far, to be acceptable, the suggestions

for thought or action which form the content of the influence

attempt, have to be consonant with values with respect to means

and ends, that is to say, if not fully consistent with them, at

least they cannot be inconsistent. Furthermore, the suggestions

must be consonant, in the same sense, with the yggiggg ends that

participants bring to the roupsituation, that is, if not fully

facilitative of the achievement of ends, at least they should not

hinder their achievement. In other words, influence is acceptable

if there are perceived benefits in terms of values and interests

(Brown a Hosking, 1984; Lortie-Lussier, 1987).

Second, the terms ’source’ and ’target’ of persuasion attempts are

not intended as synonyms for ’leader’ and ’follower’. As noted
u

earlier the term ’leader’ is taken to mean someone who consistent-

ly achieves influence over time, and is expected to do so. Never-

theless, as every member of the group is a potential sgggge of

influence (and also a potential source of threat) so every member

is also a potential_t§gggt, even if, admittedly, the potential is

likely to be.unevenly distributed. This is a simple restatement of

the point about interdependency made earlier.

Third, although much of the discussion is couched in terms of

attempts to persuade or igtggggg persuasion, it is important to

realise that as a consequence of giving some emphasis to cognitive

factors, that is modes of construal, influence can be both inten-
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t‘ 1 .. O 0 .iona and unintentional. As French and Raven (1959) point out the

mere presence oi others can have both a behavioural and cognitive

ii . x v' - - . .E act For E ample» thE Hear PFG“lm1tY oi a policeman will inilu~

ence most PEQPIE in 999 "BY BF Bflflther, whether or not he has
h . . _ _ _s own any interest in them. The point is iurther emphasised by

1 . . - .resu ts irom social iacilitation research (fillport, 1924; Dash-

iellt 1930. 1935; Zajant, 1965; Zajonc a Sales, 1966).
\

I

T k' ' ' ~ . . .a ing this line oi reasoning iurther, some interesting implica-
’.

t' - . .ions emerge. First, because situations oi control and iniluence

d. . . . . .
are 15t1"9U15hEd; tfflm the point oi view oi the target, in terms

fii Perceptions 6+ levels oi choice, it iollows that any given
1 t‘ ‘ -re a ionship can, under some circumstances, be at the Same time

one oi ower and ' , . ,P , one oi iniluence. For example, a situation can
. t _

EFIEE: heoretically, where the source oi attempted persuasion

sees and intends a situation oi control, but the target perceivgg

it °th9F“i5e» and vice versa, as the iollowing incident irom the

American Civil war illustrates: -

?The story went round how General Wigiall, command-
1Q9 TEHB5 treops, came across a guard reclining on a
pile oi boxes, his musket leaning against a nearby
22:9‘ 1'w?at afe YOU dfilnq h§Fe, my man?’ asked the

era . Nothin much, Jes kinder takin care oi this
hYar 5tUl§» replied the private without moving irom
his reclining position. ’Do you know who I am, sir?’
_wal, now pears like I know your iace, but I can’t
355 C311 YQUF name - who is you?’ ’I’m Genera}
w19tB11-’ without rising, the soldier stuck out his
Sand. ’"Genera1, I’m pleased to meet you. My name’s
ones. (Katcher a Youens, 1975: 16)

S d ' ' - . . . .95°" 1 taking into account the view that an individual is, so to

5PEaka at thfi HBXHB Oi a Qgtgggg oi lines oi influence and power

t’ .emana ing irom all other members oi the group, it igllqwg that the

mgjgg source oi iniluence or intimidation may be the group itseli
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rather than speciiic individuals within it.. Thus,‘ ior instance,

even“ where an individual, when compared singly with each other

member oi the group, may be counted in some way as the most

iniluential, nevertheless his or her iniluence may well be temp-

ered, compromised or subverted by the iniluence exerted by the

group as a whole, tespecially ii the members are acting in coll-

usion. Furthermore, as a source oi iniluence the group is also a

potential“ source oi coercion, and any single member may ieel

constrained to act in ways that they would rather not as a result
oi group pressure. Even ’leaders’, however deiined, may ieel

intimidated by the group (see MacGregor—Burns, 1978: 422 - 425;

Nilson, 1985: 142 - 153 ior historical examples).

As a general point, thereiore, even where iniluence is distributed

asymmetrically, highly iniluential persons are not iree to deiine

situations in any way they choose; interdependency is maintained

(Hollander, 1964; Hollander & Webb, 1955; Lortie-Lussier, 1987).

These sorts oi iactors have been amply demonstrated by the behav-

iour oi subjects in the studies at Asch (e.g. 1951) and Milgram
(1974), by the results oi social iacilitation research (e.g.

fillport, 1924; Bottrell et al., 1968; Dashiell, 1930, 1935; Zai-

onc, 1965; Zajonc & Sales, 1966), research into bystander apathy

(Latané & Darley, 1970; Latané & Rodin, 1969), Sherii’s classic

studies oi the iormation oi group norms (e.g. Sherii, 1936) and

studies oi groupthink (Janis a Mann,l 1972). They are also evident
in historical accounts oi mutiny (see ior instance, Duncan, 1976;

Ereira, 1981; Danton, 1988; Neale, 1985; Rothstein, 1985; James,

1987). Amongst other things, this raises the point that issues oi
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_ choice and con '5tF&1flt are also relevant i FBF leaders’, however
deiined, as much as ior iollowers.

I

All oi these examples em ' APha th - .sise e element oi choice, speciiica—

11Y in terms oi valueg7 abflut means and ends (Brown & Hosking,

19843 Macsreqflr-Burns 1978 ). Th - .’ EV “"de’11"9 the ioiscssasossot
nature, as well as the rela " . ~____$_ t -131-Y! QT PQWEF and iniluence. They

VEFY strongly th ta eiamples oi successiul, a5~qppQ5Ed
also suggest

to att ‘ t ~emP ed, iniluence (Bass, 1961), indeed also successful con~

trol, are only successi .1 .u with the collusion oi those who cg-

operate or comply, _

It t - .mus again be emphasised that relations oi iniluence and con-

trol as here deiined are not .’ 5Y"°"Yms ior leadership and headship
respectivel Y5 Either can generate co Q -““““"" “ Peration or compliance That
is in say, either can - .generate commitment or res;

u"dE"iab19: for exam 1e th .
p ’ at {Or many P999191 ior whatever reas

D 3

n’ the Draper’ "BY to organise

stance. It is

necessarily involves iormal
' Pfisitions, rules -1 Fegulations and Sanctigns , even ii they themse1_

V95 Get the short end i t -D he Etlcki so to speak. In nther words,
the trappings oi reduced choice are - .not necessarily seen as ille—

gitimate bY Participants A '- Prime example would be the ¢1a55ic
’authoritarian person lit

9 Y’ oi Adorno at al (1950) This oi Cflurg' e
is a diiect Erample relating to values about means

It i 11
D OWE that access to’ or eve" U59 9*: sanctions is not a x

critical determinant at sit -t .th _ ua ions oi leadership or otherwise;

BY maY be regarded as an accei APtable general aspect oi the s ‘—————- , ocial
contract between partjci

1 Pants (Handy, 1935), or D, the social
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order oi the group (Hosking, 1988, Kelvin, 1978). The critical

point in sgggifig cases is whether they are used in ways and to an

extent regarded as legitimate by the group. Again this point can

be emphasised with reierence to the literature on mutiny. In many

cases mutiny was sparked by an gggg use, or an uniair use, oi

sanctions, not the use oi sanctions per se, which were oiten

regarded as legitimate (see ior example, Duncan, 1976; Ereira,

1981; Mainwaring a Dobrée, 1935; Neale, 1985; Rothstein, 1985).

The line oi legitimacy marks the point at which the use oi or

access to sanctions changes irom being acceptable to the group, to

becoming unacceptable. This thus emphasises a proposition about

acceptable ggggg as well as acceptable igflggggg. More generally,

it is a proposition about acceptable means towards ends.

I

It iollows that ggth situations oi power and iniluence, as here

deiined, can constitute either examples oi leadership, or, in

Gibb’s terms, headship. The critical diiierence lies in the values

with respect to means and ends held by all members oi a group,
I

and, to reiterate a point made earlier, the extent to which the

use oi sanctions, or even the gygigggge oi sanctions, is maint~

ained in the iace oi opposition or resistance irom the group. I--I ri'

takes no imagination to see that irom this it also iollows that a

set oi mixeg values could be a recipe ior disaster, and later, it

will be argued that a iundamental fgggtigggl aspect oi leadership

is to bring disparate value systems into a working harmony.

SHARED VALUES.

Throughout the discussions above it was emphasised that the crit-

ical issue is perceptions oi choice in relation to values about

te- U1U1
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means and ends, and perhaps the relation between means and ends.

It was suggested that ii a group was to avoid internal conilict,

some level oi intersubjective understanding with respect to these

values was essggtial. In other words, it is necessary ior these

values to be shared. The best way to illustrate this proposition

is through a consideration oi situations where“the working arran-

gements oi a group have broken down, that is to say by examining

situations oi mutiny.

This is obviously not the context to present an extended discuss—

ion oi the available literature on mutiny; a short account should

be suiiicient. Nevertheless, consideration oi such situations is

useiul and important irom the point oi view adopted here, because

it underlines most iorceiully the ggggtigteg nature.oi leadership

phenomena, as well as the critical part that values have to play.

Consider, ior example, the iollowing account oi an incident in

Italy immediately iollowing the Armistice oi 1945:

"... Nhat’s this nonsense?’ I said ’Get out on
parade.’ They stood to attention, as was right when
an oiiicer addressed them, and not a man moved. I
walked up to one man I knew well. ’You, Thomas
Atkins,’ I said, addressing him by name, ’I am
ordering you to go on parade.’ He stood still,
looking through me as ii I wasn’t there. what more
Efluld I do? as see mas can ease slant sea asst aim
ii that ace cessliss ts sissbex-" <Barrinqt@n. 1965-
Emphasis added).

This presents an interesting situation. Judging irom the reported

evidence oi their behaviour in iront oi the oiiicer, the soldiers

apparently accepted that at some level his directives were legit-

imate, that is that they had a legitimate basis, but in the circ-

umstances he was divested oi igilgeggg in the sense that he was

unable to eiiect their actions. Thus, while the oiiicer may have
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been regarded as having the flight, in some sense, to give orders,

choice had been exercised; his iniluence, at least in relation to

this issue, was not acceptable or accepted.

Similar situations have been recounted with regard to other mut~

inies, ior example that oi the Atlantic Fleet at Invergordon in

1931: -

"Diiicers were treated with normal respect except
that Orders. sine: than sees essential is: the seed
Qi the ghig, were ignored. ’Skippers’, and popular
oiiicers mostly got normal service but on the whole
the majority iound that they had to do their own
chores or allot such to midshipmen when spuds needed
peeling!" (Duncan, 1976: 4D. Emphasis added. See
also Ereira, 1981).

Dn a more militant note, there is an interesting example irom the

American Civil War. In the early stages oi the war the soldiers oi

the Coniederate Army were able to transier between units and even

arms oi the Army. The upshot was that appointed oiiicers oiten had

nothing to command. Unpopular oiiicers, particularly those with a

reputation as martinets, oiten iound that their units had trans-

ierred gg gggsg to other units, resulting in an oiiicer appointed

to command, but with nothing tg command, except on paper (Hatcher

a Youens, 19?5). This is a most striking example oi the diiierence

between iormal role position and leadership, and it underlines the

necessity ior the distinction. Moreover, since those oiiicers who

suiiered this iate were usually those with a record oi maltreat—

ment oi their troops, then this example serves to illustrate the

point that perceived legitimacy is not a simple iunction oi iormal

appointment. That is to say, the mere iact oi appointment does not

mean that that any and every kind oi behaviour is legitimate, and

that legitimacy is not an attribute that can be imposed. It also
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underlines the important part that yglggs have to play in leader-

ship phenomena.

A more direct example oi these iactors can be iound in an incident

in the ‘English Civil Nar. when Henry Lillburn (brother oi the

iamous Leveller) tried to betray Tynemouth Castle to the Royalists

on the 9th August 1648, his soldiers, who were nearly all committ~

ed Parliamentarians, simply reiused to help him. Despite coercive

measures, in the iorm oi Royalist prisoners and disaiiected sail—

ors irom nearby, plus the execution oi one oi his corporals, he

was unable to enlist their support. In the event most oi them

escaped, to return later with a counter iorce (Brailsiord,‘ 1961;

Reid, 1985).

In this example, it is clear that Lillburn’s values had ceased to

be consonant with those oi his soldiers.’ What he was trying to do

would have involved the troops in his command in actions contrary

to their expressed commitments and values, and as-a consequence

they reiused co—operation. Even worse, irom his point oi view,

they later cut his head oii and displayed it above the castle

gate, an eloquent, ii extreme, way oi showing their disapproval.

(For a similar event, see also the account oi the arrest oi Sir

Alexander Carew at Plymouth in 1643, in Gardiner, 1987, volume 1).

So what conclusions can be drawn irom these examples? First, more

than any other situation, mutiny underlines the diiierence between

leadership and headship. It demonstrates that, even in iormally

deiined situations, iniluence and power do not reside solely with

the iormally deiined head, and that thereiore gggggggggg is ggt
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sailatecal- Leaders. hswsver ¢@n¢sixsd.,saoast lead ii tbeic tell:
ggggs ggglt Lgt thgm, that is that_there is a limit to the extent

that behaviour can be iorced without due regard to the consent and

willingness oi those that are expected to iollow. It is clear that

mere institutional power (Kelvin, 1970) is not suiiicient to

guarantee co-operation and commitment: nor is it necessary. In all

oi the accounts cited above, and others, persons emerged irom the

body oi mutineers who iuliilled the iunctions oi leadership (see

Brailsiord, 1961; Denton, 1984; Duncan, 1976; Ereira, 198i; Lamb,

1977; Rothstein, 1985).

Mutiny indicates that the aiiective and evaluative reactions oi

the so—called iollowers mggt be taken into account, not as mere

epiphenomena, but as critical aspects oi leadership phenomena, and

that iniluence attempts must be regarded as acceptable to those

who are expected to iollow them.

Finally mutiny demonstrates that Lggitigggy is not simply a matter

oi iormal position, but is an attribution made by those who iollow

which cannot be imposed irom without. To the extent that legitim-

acy is an attribution based on values, this also draws close

attention to the important part that shared values play in leader~

ship phenomena.

All oi these points are properly conceived as aspects oi choice,

and the suggestion is that leadership, as opposed to institutional

control, is precisely a matter oi perceived choice in the iollow"

ers, that is to say, those who ghgggg to iollow.
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9 INTERSUBJECTIVITY AN SDEIQL ORDER.

-

Taking the points about shared values +urther, it is obviously

unlikely that all values will be shared equally by alli particip*

ants. Nevertheless, it is important that there should be a working

harmony, such that any difierences present no obstacles to perc-

eived interdependence oi actors. To take another historical exam-

ple, Presbyterians and Independents were able to work successiully

together during the Civil War while both groups could perceive a

mgfiggl Qgggjit, and while their differences presented no hindrance

(see for example Gardiner, 1987; Hill, 1974; Underdown, 1985. See

also the letter from Oliver Cromwell to the House of Commons, 14th

September, 1645, in Sprigge, 1647: 112 - 118). Once, however,

value differences became emphasised, then the working relationship

broke down (Gardiner, 1987). The same conclusion can be drawn from

the relationship between o++icers and men of the New Model Army at

the outbreak of the Second Civil Nar, which iollowed immediately

on from the so*called ’Crisis’ of 1647 (see Bemrose, 1?87; Brail-

stord, 1961; Denton, 1984; Kishlansky, 1979; Woodhouse, 1986).

This might be taken as a doctrine of expediency, but nevertheless,

the point remains that those values which need to be shared for

successful actions, are those which might be called "operative’

values, that is to say values which are relevant to, and salient

for, the work in hand. Thus, {or example, socialists and conserva-

tives can work successiully together on some projects where opera-

tive values are shared, but not those where the relevant operative

values are at variance.
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Equally important is that not only should operative values be

shared, but also that they should be understood by all partic-

ipants to be shared, that is to say, it is essential that there be

an intersubjective understanding that operative values are shared.

Evidently, where no such understanding exists, then there is no

basis ior action, that is to say, there is no basis for gggagisigg

action. Thus, intersubjective understandings oi shared operative

values is, first, an essential basis for the establishment of

social order, and second, an essential aspect of leadership rela~

tions.

If there is no shared basis for action, then attempted in¥luence

is likely to be at variance with the relevant operative values,

and as a consequence be construed negatively or simply ignored.

This was demonstrated by the examples in the last section. Equa-

lly, however, where there exists no basis For assuming that opera"

tive values are shared,, then influence attempts are likely to be

hesitant, non-existent, or inappropriate. Thereiore, intersubject~

ive understanding o¥ shared operative values is essential For

appropriate, that is acceptable, iniluence attempts to be made. By

definition, where no such attempts are made, then there can be no

leadership.

More important, however, is that it is this intersubjectivity

which lies at the heart o¥ the concept ’social order’, which was

defined in the last chapter as a shared sense o¥ understanding,

rellected in action and cognition, about how things are done, what

things are done, who does them and why (see last chapter).
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Thus, although the route is somewhat circuitous, the formulation

of ’leadership" can be linked directly with the formulation of

‘group’ given in the last chapter. Specifically, leadership is an

essential aspect of the formation and maintenance of a grggp, as

opposed to an aggregate, and to some extent the criteria by which

relations of leadership are judged are the same as those by which

a collection of people is judged to be a group.

If this were all that were involved, of course, then there would

be no need for the concept leadership at all; all that would be

necessary is an articulated concept of group. The link between rl" I7" ll

two concepts is, however, more than simply this; what the state~

ment above amounts to is that the quality of the relations between

persons in a group, as defined, is the same as the quality of

relations (which denote leadership as opposed to some other rela~

tion such as headship. It is the quality of the leadership rela~

tionship which has formed the bulk of the discussion so far, and

the various aspects of the relationship, constitute, in effect,

the necessary conditions of leadership. Dver and above this,

however, there are what may be called functional aspects, and

these help to forge the link between the concepts group and leads

ership to a much greater extent.

10. LEADERSHIP DEFINED.

Leadership is not simply a quality of relationships. it is also e

the process by which those relationships are established and

maintained. As Morley and Hosking £1986) put it, leadership is a

special kind of organising activity. In relation to the arguments

given above, it is clear that leadership is organising activity
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which -takes" place within, and is responsive to, a context of

ghgigg understood in relation to operative values with respect to

means and ends. More than this, however, Lgagg§§fliQ,;gQ§L§L§ Qt

asis ebisb ssnitiasis is tbs shaping and mainisoaoss oi that
gggtggt. In sum, leadership does not simply take place withig a

social order, but is also the process by which social order is

created and maintained (Kelvin, 1970), including the fggmigg of

operative values and the establishment of appropriate, that is

acceptable, ends towards which action is directed. Leadership is,

therefore. the Q£QE§§§ ax ebisb an aastssais basses: a 9:922-

Taking the term "reality" to refer to any set of values, perspec-

tives, understandings, aspirations, and so on, and relating this
»

to the idea of a group as a network of influence and power, it

becomes plain that any given group is likely to be composed of

people with diverse and sometimes competing realities. Moreover,

to a greater or lesser extent, there are also likely to be partial

realities, that is to say perceptions and understandings which are

inadequate as heuristic guides to action in the context of the
u

4

group.

Leadership is the process by which a group reality, that is a

shared understanding of social order, is established, and main-

tained (Kelvin, 1970). It involves the harmonising of disparate

realities, settling disagreement by satisfying (by negotiation)

the differences Lg tgg ggggigg gi_igigt agtigg. Where realities

are partial, leadership is the process by which they are completed
u

to the extent of enabling action. To this extent leadership has a

common link with teaching (MacBregor—Burns, 1976), and as Morley
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and Hosking (1984) have observed it is a process involving social

skills, but more importantly, as they suggest the processes by

iple be contributed by any member of the group, and the sum of

s T these acts therefore constitutes leadership for the group. This

which disparate realities are brought into harmony are essentially

the processes of ggggtigtigg whether tacit or overt. ~

In sum, leadership reduces uncertainty in the social contest

(Kelvin, 1970) by providing a cognitive framework for action in

relation to the values shared jointly by participants, whether

these values are created withig the group contest or are brought

to the group by its members. It involves, as Smircich and Morgan

(1982) observe, "the management of meaning" through the process of

interpersonal negotiation. This implies, of course, that any group

level reality which is established, is subject to renegotiation

either periodically or continuously (Hosking, 1988). This links

with the point about choice made earlier; people ggglt negotiate

when choices are perceived to be unequally available. Therefore

acceptable influence implies opportunities to negotiate and ref~

USE.

By this view, therefore, leadership agts are those which contrib~

ute directly to the establishment of group level reality, that is

lsadscabie asis ace Lhasa ebisb ssoiciaais is ins spaces sense si
sasial 9:92: within the sces2- In Priflflipls. thsrafvra. any spec“
ific type of act can count as a leadership act €Cartwright a

Zander, 1953b,-1960b), so long as it is perceived to contribute in

some positive way to the social order of the group.
I

Consistent with this view, although by no means a corollary of it,

is the proposition that, therefore, leadership acts can in princ"
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sort of view is at the heart of Gibb’s concept of distributed

leadership (Gibb, 1958; 1969), and, as will be apparent, underlies

to a great extent the view propounded by Bales (1953a), and disc-

ussed in chapter 2. It has, however, been criticised. Kelvin

(1970), for example, complains that it implies that any person

exerting momentary influence on the group may therefore be consid-

ered group leader. He rejects the suggestion on the grounds that,

given that it is an important part of leadership that it is the

creation and maintenance of order

"... it seems intuitively unlikely that any such
order would emerge and remain if leadership were
seen to pass in quick succession from one person to
another." (Kelvin, 1970: 208).

It is apparent, however, that Kelvin confuses leadership as proc-

ess and leadership as position, since he seems to require that in

some sense gg iggigiggal should unambiguously be identifiable as

leader (p 205). It should be apparent, however, that the view of

leadership offered here implies that such an unambiguous identif~

ication would not always be possible. This is a direct consequence

of the proposition given earlier that in principle any act can

constitute a leadership act. Contrary to kelvin’s view, the view

taken here is that there is nothing strange in the proposition

that a group can have several leaders, or even be composed entire-

ly of leaders in some sense (Bales, 1958; Gibb, 1969).

Returning to earlier discussions, if leadership is understood in

terms of contributions to social order, and also that lgagggg are

those who make consistent contributions to order over time, and
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are expected to do so,i which is Kelvin’s own definition £Kelvin,

1970: 208), then there is no problem with the proposition that all

group members may make such contributions consistently, agg be

expected to do so by the rest of the group. Indeed, as noted in

chapter 1, many of the social experiments in "leaderless" organis~

ing were aimed at precisely this sort of thing (see e.g. Erlich,

1975, 1977). That it might be empirically unlikely or difficult to

attain ~is-neither here nor there; the fact remains that it is a

thggggtigal possibility. Kelvin makes the mistake of assuming that

leadership resides in the actions of individual leaders; the view

taken here is that leadership resides in the actions of the group

as a whole in organising itself for joint action, whether the

primary source of acceptable influence is one person or many.

This, of course, relates very well with the view of leadership

taken by Bales (e.g. 1958), that the separate contributions of

different role specialists jointly constitute leadership within a

group. '

Considering Bales’ position in relation to the view of leadership

adopted here, the question remains as to whether the terms ’lead~

er’ and ’role specialist’, in the Balesian sense, are synonymous.

It is not obvious what the answer should be. On the one hand

suggest that persons who are pure role specialists, in the sense

of contributing only role specific acts, are not leaders in the

more general sense given above, although, as argued earlier, taken

jointly the contributions of role specialists constitute -leader-

ship within the group.

Bales himself draws the distinction between role specific contrib—

utions and leadership. He points out that gmpigigglly leader

status can be attributed to either of the specialists that he

identifies, or even to a different person altogether (Bales, 1958
4

— see last chapter). Leader status, he suggests, is given to that

person who best symbolises the_gpgggg;iatg weighting of task and

social contributions; appropriate, that is, to the functional

requirements of the group, its members, and its context. There-

fore, although, as he points out, leader status is most likely to

be attributed to the task specialist in the groups that he

studied, nevertheless, there is no simple correspondence between
>

the role specialists, and therefore role specific acts, and leader

status or leadership (Bales, 1958; Bales & Slater, 1955; Slater,

1955).

’ 11. SUHHHRY OF THE CHQPTER.

specialist role behaviours are, when found acceptable, clear con-

tributions to the social order of the group. For example, task Two major points of the thesis have been raised and emphasised

activity can be understood as a contribution towards the defining , throughout:

and achievement of specific ends. On the other hand, in the light

of arguments given earlier, task contributions only gagtially

constitute leadership acts, and the same is true for other role

specific acts such as social~emotiona1 contributions. This would
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k 1) That positions of institutional power, denoted by formal
titles and backed up with access to formal sanctions of
reward and punishment, do not necessarily imply process-
es of leadership. w

2) In considering questions of Lgggggghip, the evaluative
and affective reactions of group members mpg; be cons-
idered, not merely as epiphenomena but to identify lead—
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ership processes, and those who make major contribu—
tions, that is leaders.

Throughout it has been argued that leadership is a relationship of

interdependence between persons, in which acceptable influence is

achieved to harness and direct joint action. It was argued that

parties to a leadership relation are in a situation of promotive

interdependence (Deutsch, 1968), a view that relates to discussion

of the concept "group", as opposed to a mere collection of indiv-

iduals, given in chapter 2. By this view, the ascription of group

status and the inference of leadership processes are inextricably

linked in a single formulation.

It was demonstrated that the key term ggclal ggggg could be used

to link the concepts ’leadership’, ras defined here, and ’group’,

as defined in chapter 3. Taking the existence of a shared sense of

social order to be the sine qua non of a group, and understanding
\

leadership in terms of significant contributions to social order,

it was suggested that therefore leadership, the term, denotes the

process by which an aggregate of individuals becomes a group.
\ .

1

Leadership was distinguished from headship (Gibb, 1947, 1969) by a

formulation linking acceptable influence, interdependence, negoti~

ation and co—operation within a context of perceived choice and

shared values with respect to means and ends. Leadership rela~

tions, as opposed to those of headship or mggg control, have been

characterised in terms of perceived choice and acceptable influ-

ence understood in relation to intersubjective understandings of

shared operative values and social order. To this extent, all

lsadscsbia is eeecasbt leaascsbie (Hashing a Morley. 1985)-

Z-I-\|-—Iiii-=-\-I

Applying the view adopted here to the leadership literature, it

becomes plain that the value of much of it for understanding

leadership processes is limited. This is not to suggest that it is

of no use whatsoever, but insofar as it concentrates on group

heads, or headship, so its relevance to the social psychology of

leadership becomes doubtful. It has, as it were, conflated two

quite distinct conceptual categories, and as argued at the beg-

inning of the chapter it deals with a confounded set of factors,

many of- which owe rather more to socio—political considerations

than to social psychological ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

The last three chapters outlined, respectively, the theoretical

background to Bales’ work on role diiierentiation, understood in

terms oi the equilibrium hypothesis; a theory of groups in terms

o¥ negotiated social order; and a theory of leadership in terms oi

the establishment and maintenance of social order within a group.

The link between Bales’ approach, and the theoretical formulation

oiiered ‘in the succeeding chapters, lies in the contention that

leadership, understood in terms of process, can also be described

in terms of Functional contributions to the group and its activ—

ities. This is precisely the sort of view that Bales presented

when he discussed leadership as a sort of weighted combination of

task and social contributions (Bales, 1958). Thus, the role dif¥—

erentiation thesis itself can be taken as an example of distrib-

uted leadership (Gibb, 1954,1969; Shelley, 1960) in which certain

aspects of leadership, that is to say, particular kinds oi con-

tributions to social order, are taken up by different individuals

who specialise, or are perceived to specialise, in just those

functional areas. This, it will be noted, contrasts with situa-

tions in which all ¥unctional areas are handled by the partic-

ipants more or less equally. The diiierence is between those

situations in which distributed leadership manifests in terms 0+
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role specialisation, and those where all participants can be

described in some sense as leaders. ‘

This chapter presents a description of the emgigiggl backgrgund to

the proposition of role differentiation and specia1i5atiQn_ It

begins with a description of Bales’ method, and of those factors

which he measured. Following this is a description of the princ-
~

ipal empirical findings, along with descriptions of the analytical

methods employed to derive them. Critical analysis is throughout

kept to a minimum, although occasionally problems or difficulties

are noted. This approach was adopted because inclusion of the

critiques alongside the areas for which they are appropriate

tended to break up the integrity of Bales’ results. Nevertheless,

a substantial critique is not only possible, but, in relation tq

the methods and results given below, absolutely necessary. Accord-

ingly, a detailed critique is given in the chapters following.

2.. BASIC IETI-M HID NULYSIS.

Bales’ method is by now well known, indeed in some respects it

consists of what have become the standard techniques used in the

5tUdY 0* Small group dynamics. This, of course, is partly as a

consequence of the influence that Bales has had on the area (see

for instance, Cartwright & Zander, 1953, 1960, 1968; Hare, Borg-

atta & Bales, 1965; Lindzey & Aronson, 1969). Nevertheless, since

Bales’ method underlies the approach adopted here, it will need to

be summarised in some detail before his results are considered.

There QFEQ however, some problems associated with this under-

taking; most of the published studies report substantially similar
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details, but there are discrepancies (see Bales, 1953, 1956, 1958;

Bales & Slater, 1955; Heinicke & Bales, 1953; Slater, 1955).

Moreover, it is not always clear when reports are referring to the

same or to different studies (Lewis, 1972), ‘and thus it is diff-

icult to 'evaluate which studies produced which results. As a

consequence what follows is a very gggeggl summary of Bales?

methods. Areas of discrepancy will be noted where they become

apparent.

a) Subjects.

Paid male undergraduate students were organised into groups of

between 3 and 6 members which met weekly for four weeks.

"Every effort was made to insure that none of the
subjects knew one another, but there were a few
pairs where this condition was not met." (Bales &
Slater, 1955: 261).

This condition for groups to be composed of strangers has attrac~

ted some criticism (Verba, 1961; Wilson, 1969), but it is as well

to note that Bales’ intention in these studies was to capture the

development of structure from a minimum starting point:

"In effect, they were faced with the problem of
getting organised as well as with the more obvious
problem that was issued to them." (Bales, 1958: 437)

and in this respect it was important that structuring factors such

as friendship ties should be minimised

"We wanted to observe the development of role diff-
erentiation from some minimum starting rpoint."
(Bales & Slater, 1955: 261. See also Gibb, 1969, for
a similar view).

b) Task and pocedre.

The set task, referred to as the "standard task", involved disc-
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ussion of a "human relations case“, for which each participant was

given a five page summary of details (Bales,- 1952: 147; 1956: 155

— 154; 1958: 457). Details of the cases are not, unfortunately,

given in the standard sources on role differentiation (that is

Bales, 1953, 1956, 1958; Bales & Slater, 1955; Slater, 1955), but

there is an abbreviated description of a case given in Heinicke

and Bales (1953), which may well be one of those referred to in

the standard sources:

"While overseas Allen has had an affair with an
English girl, and feels obliged on his return to
tell his wife; but he hesitates because of her
strong feelings about infidelity. (Adapted from
Deutsch El949l.)" (Heinicke & Bales, 1953: 9).

\

The groups met for repeated sessions (the cases being different on

each occasion); the distribution amongst groups was counter-

balanced (Heinicke 5 Bales, 1953: 8). Participants were asked not

to compare summaries, which were taken back before the session

began: -

"Members were given separate identical copies of the
case to read ahead of time and were told that,
although each was given accurate information, we
intended to leave them uncertain as to whether they
each had exactly the same range of facts." (Bales,
1958: 437. Also, Bales, 1952: 147; 1956: 155 - 4).

Each group was told to consider itself as the administrative staff

of a central authority, and were asked to give their opinions as

to the explanation for the behaviour of the people cited in the

summaries,

".., and to decide what should be recommended as a
action for the solution to the problem presented."
(Bales, 195a: 435. Also Bales, 1952: 147; 19sa=
154). '

The groups were to time themselggg for 40 minutes, after which

they were to dictate the group solution "for the sound record" in

the final minute or two of the session (Bales, 1956: 154, 1958:

438). Thus in many respects, the group task resembled case study

analysis techniques currently popular in the teaching of Organis-

ation Behaviour (see, for example, Clegg et al., 1985; Gordon,
-

1987). The groups in Bales’ studies, however, were given minimal

information about how to solve the problem, and none at all about

how to organise themselves.

Audio recordings were made of the discussion, and the interaction

scored by observers seated behind a one-way mirror using Bales’

Interaction Process Analysis (Bales, 1950, 1956, 1958; Bales 5

Slater, 1955). It should be noted that this was done with the

knowledge of the subjects, to whom the mirror and microphones were

pointed out at the beginning of the session (Bales 5 Slater, 1955:

261).

c) Socioletric questions.

‘J-

At the end of each discussion session, participants were asked to

complete a sociometric questionnaire. There is some inconsistency

in the reporting with respect to the questions, but they are

fairly covered by what follows. In each case the principal source

is given first, and comparative sources afterwards.

1) who contributed the best ideas for solving the
problem? Please rank the members in order. Inc-
lude yourself (Bales A Slater, 1955: 262. Also
Bales, 1953a: 471, 1956: 154; Heinicke & Bales,
1953: 10, 5 11; Slater, 1955: 611).

2) Who did the most to guide the discussion and keep
it moving effectively? Please rank the members in
order. Include yourself (Bales 6 Slater, 1955:
262. Also Bales, 1953a: 471; Heinicke a Bales,
1955: 10 A 11; Slater, 1955: 611).
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3) Regardless of how valuable you felt he was to the
group,§ how well do you like each of the other
members of the group? Please rate each of the
other members on a scale of O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, where "0" is equivalent to saying: “I feel
completely neutral toward him," and "7" is equiv-
alent to saying "I like him extremely well.“
(Bales, 1956: 154. Also Bales, 1953a: 471; Bales

& Slater, 1955: 262; Heinicke & Bales, 1953: 12;
Slater, 1955: 612).

4) To what extent do you find qualities _in other
members of the group which you personally dislike
or which seem to irritate you? Please rate each
of the other members on a scale of O, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, where "O" is equivalent to saying:
"There is nothing I dislike about him," and "7"
is equivalent to saying: "I dislike everything
about him." (Bales, 1956: 154. Also Bales, 1953a:
471; Heinicke 5 Bales, 1953: 12).

d) Qialigaag (mean rating received on question 4
above)

e) Talking (total number of IPA acts initiated; this
5F5JI5aa the data for the derivation of the Basic
Initiating Rank used in most of _the gtaphical
presentations of results. (See Bales, 1953a: 473,
1956: 158, 1958: 445)

f) Eaaaaaiag (total of IPA acts received)

It _is important to note that the data thus derived from the scor-

ing techniques and questionnaires are relevant to role differen-

tiation both in the aaaagaaagal and the gagaigiga sense. That -is

to say, the data give evidence of behavioural enactment of specif-
_ , . - d ....

At the end of the fourth (and final) session, participants were ied role behaviours (derived from the IPA categories), an , EEP

asked an additional question:

5) Considering all the sessions, which member of the
group would you say stood out most definitely as
a leader in the discussion? How would you rank
the others. Include yourself. (Bales & Slater,
1955: 262. Also Heinicke a Bales, 1953: 10 & 12;
Slater, 1955: 612).

d) Basic analytical dimensions.

The results of the post-session questionnaire and the IPA scores,

were averaged, sometimes across groups, sometimes across sessions,

sometimes both, and each participant was rank ordered on each of

several dimensions, or "roles", as Bales sometimes calls them (see

especially Bales, 1953a: chart 2, p 473). Again, the numbers of

such dimensions vary according to the specific report under cons-

ideration, but overall there were six that Bales and his colleag-r ‘

ues considered at various times:

A a) laaaa (mean rank received on question 1 above)

b) fiaaaaaaa (mean rank received on question 2 above)

c) aaaaag (mean rating received on question 3 above)
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arately role enactment as it is or is not perceived to have9

= occurred. The difference is between what Bales and Slater (1955)

call the overt and latent aspects of differentiation;

i "In choosing to make both types of measurement we
assume from the very beginning that a fundamental
aspect of differentiation is a differentiation bet-
ween overt behaviour and underlying attitude."
(Bales a Slater, 1955: 263).

It is, therefore, important to keep the two senses separate bec-

ause, quite obviously, what aggaally occurs at the overt level in

a given situation, in some objective sense, does not necessarily

correspond with what has been aagaaggaa to have occurred, or,

perhaps more important, how it was construed by the actors

(Blumer, 1969; Goffman, 1959; Hewitt, 1979; Lindesmith et al.,

1977; Head, 1934; Meltser, Petras 5 Reynolds, 1975; Stang et al.,

1976). It is worth noting in passing, however, that the passage

quoted above suggests that Bales expected the behavioural and

perceptual aspects of role differentiation to be generally aagggflg

slates-
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e) Group roles.

6

In relation to the sorts of measurement described above Sales

lists a series of operational definitions of role types that may

be observed in small groups (Bales, 1956: 155 - 156, 1958: 447 —

see the bottom of this page). It must be emphasised in this cont-

ext that Bales lays great stress on having identified the three

dimensions which later underpinned SYHLDS, that is activity, task

ability and likeability. It is even more important to realise that

he considers the dimensions to be, la agiagiala, orthogonal,

although not necessarily uncorrelated in particular empirical

circumstances. In other words, he believes them to be independent

of one another, generally speaking (Bales, 1956; 149 - 151, 1958:

443 - 444 5 446). The role types, then, are as follows:

1) Iaa flggaag Eagagafl, or “Great Man", as Bales puts it, is a
member who is high on the three factors activity, task
ability and likeability. This role type, he says:

"... corresponds to the traditional conception of
the good leader ... Such [persons] are found, but if
the factors are uncorrelated, are rare." (Bales,
1958: 447). "

2) Iaa Iaag Saaaaaliaa, is a member who is high on activity
and task ability ratings (i.e. Ideas and Guidance), but
less high on Likeability.

3) Iaa Sagiaa Saaagaliaa, is a member who is high on
likeability but less high on task ability and activity.
Interestingly, Bales comments that:

"This type 'is much less rare than the first type
(the Great PEFBBHJ and ensues abisb eescate sues:
tbs seal lsasstsbia ei a man oi this ties ans ei the
assess ties Liisi task sassialistsl ace seamen-"
(Bales, 1958: 447. Emphasis added).

4) Iaa Qgagaaaiga Qagiaaa, or simply "Deviant" (Bales, 1956:?
156), is a member who is high on activity but relatively
low on task ability and likeability ratings.

A 5) Iaa Qaaagaaaiga Qaglaaa, (Bales, 1958) or "Residual Member“
(Bales, 1956) is someone who is low on all three scales,
and "may in fact be a kind of scapegoat". Of this type,
Bales says:
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"On the assumption that the factors are uncorrelated
this type should be as rare as the first type, but
since the lack of correlation traces mainly to disc-
repancies at the upper end of the scales, this type
is not actually so rare as the first type, and is,
in fact, probably very common." (Bales, 1958: 447).

Although five roles are listed in all, only two of them, the task

and social specialists, figure to any great extent in Bales’

discussions, or the commentaries of his critics. Indeed, given his

analytical procedures, it is difficult to see how he could ever

have identified any of the role types in his groups any way (see

chapter 6 below). The list is important, however, insofar as it

plainly provides evidence that Bales considered more than simply

task and social roles in his work. Indeed, he went further, and

makes it quite clear that even the list of five role types is not,

in his opinion, necessarily exhaustive: *

"Logically, of course, one can distinguish many
additional types. Those mentioned, however, have a
certain intuitive distinctness ..." (Bales, 1958:
447).

In this respect Bales’ three major works are of the utmost impor-

tance (Bales, 1950, 1970; Bales et al., 1979). In particular, the

last lists something in the order of 26 interrelated role types

(see Bales et al., 1979: appendix A).

f) Index of status consensus.

Prior to the analysis of the data, each of the groups studied were

classified according to the degree of consensus as to the rankings

group members assigned one another in response to the sociometric

questions given above. The rationale for this was based on the

results obtained by Heinicke and Bales (1953), who observed that

developmental trends in groups seemed to vary according to the
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extent of consensus within the group:

",.. the two types of groups show tendencies so
different that we feel obliged to analyse them sep-
arately." (Bales 5 Slater, 1955: 276. See also Sla-
ter, 1955: 612). .

T ,he measure used to represent status consensus was based on keno-

all’s Coefficient of Concordance, usually referred to as Hendall’s

N (Kendall, 1948). The coefficient of concordance is obtained from
~. ""

a matrix of rankings, with each group member, arranged in vertical

order on a series of rows, ranking each other member, arranged in

horizontal order on a series of columns (see appendix J below).

The formula is:

125
N = ---________

kl (n (n1 -1)

where S is the sum of the squares of the deviation of the column

totals from the grand mean, n is the number of individuals (or

item5) ranked DY k individuals. N takes values of between 0 and 1,

where 1 indicates perfect agreement (Bales 3 Slater, 1955: 276;

Heinicke 5 B9195: 1953: 19; Slater, 1955: 612. See also Kendall,

1949: 160 ff; Siegel, 1956: 229 - 238). It is important to note

that the formula given above, and used by Bales and his colleag-

UB5! is only appropriate for matrices in which the main diagonal

is non-void, that is to say, in the present context, with self

rankings included. Taylor (1951) later modified the statistic to

permit exclusion of self ratings and called it ‘W’ (see Jones,

1959; Smith, 1963, and appendix J below). 5

kendall’s W was calculated for each group from the scores on Ideas

and Guidance (questions 1 5 2, section 2c above). The mean of the

two values of N was then taken for each group, and it was this
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value which was taken as the Index of Status Consensus for that

group. Groups with a mean value of W of .500 or above agag all

fag; aaaalgaa were classified as high status consensus groups, and

those with a value of less than .500 were classified as low status

consensus groups (Bales 6 Slater, 1955: 276 - 277; Slater, 1955:

612. See also Heinicke 5 Bales, 1953: 19 - 21).
|

-

The reasoning behind the calculation of a status consensus measure

has much in common with the social order arguments presented in

chapters 3 and 4 above:

' "Role differentiation in the fully developed
sense rests on the existence of a culture common to
the members of a system. The expectation members
have as to the specialised roles each will perform
are only a part of the common culture, but they
constitute an important part of it. Possesion of a
common culture, in turn, implies some degree of
ggaaaaaaa. There are degrees of consensus. All, or
only some of the members of the system may have
similar expectations. All may have similar expecta- I
tions, but not yet "know" that they are similar. And
so on, with many degrees of complication." (Bales 6
Slater, 1955: 274. See also chapter 3 above, pp 121
- 127, and chapter 4, pp 160 - 162). '

Thus, for Bales the measurement of consensus is, in fact, a meas-

ure of 'common culture. In the terms introduced in the earlier

chapters of this thesis, it is a measure of one aspect of shared

understandings about social order. It is worth noting that this

explanation has aagag appeared in any of the commentaries on

Bales’ work in the literature.

3. RESULTS.

In evaluating the results pertinent to the role differentiation

hypothesis, it is important to emphasise again that as far as

Bales was concerned role differentiation was a genuine empirical
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discovery (Bales, 1958. Also Hales, 1968, cited in Burke. 1972.

See also chapter 2). That it was already implicit in his thinking,

as argued in chapter 2 above, is of course important, but never-

theless the empirical results can still be taken at face value for

present purposes.

As an initial working hypothesis concerning the emergence of

structure in initially unstructures groups, Bales and his coll-

eagues adopted the ‘hypothesis of a single status order’. They

posited the emergence of a status structure along a alagla qualit-

ative dimension, that is, perceived leadership (Bales, 1953a: 471,

1958: 439). What was expected was that curves on all the sociom-

etric scales would vary in the same way as observed activity rate.

That is, the most active group member was expected to score high-

est on the scales of task ability (Ideas and Guidance) and ‘soc-

iability’ (Liking), and lowest on ‘dislikeability’ (Disliking).

The rest of the group members were expected to be ranged system-

atically on all scales according to activity rate, with the least

active member scoring lowest on task and likeability, and highest

on disliking. This is what Bales referred to as the “simply organ-

ised group“ (Bales, 1953a: 471 - 472, 1958: 439), with leadership

in the group manifesting in the form of an "all round ‘great man’"

(Bales, 1958: 439. See also Borgatta, Couch 5 Bales, 1954). This

expectation, however, was not supported by events; the task spec-

ialist turned out not to be best liked. In point of fact:

".,. the stable structure is never, in our data, a
‘simply organised’ one. It is rather one in which

A Qliigflggfilalaa roles have appeared, in which one
specialist ”undoes’ the disturbance to equilibrium
created by another, and in turn is dependent upon
another to remove the strains he himself creates -
the total constellation of specialists being one
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which allows or aids the system to establish a full
orbit in its dimensions of necessary movement."
(Bales, 1953: 475. Emphasis added).

This is the crux of the evidence claimed to show differentiation

of the leadership role.

I

Again, it is important to emphasise that all of the evidence

presented by Bales and his colleagues is of -a highly gaaagal

nature. That is, the data are aggregated across groups and group

sessions, and sometimes also reassembled in such a way that the

original groups from which they are derived are, in a sense, lost

altogether. It is therefore apparent that the empirical proposi-

tions about role differentiation are, in the terms proposed in

chapter 2 above, .presented at the gaaagal (aggregated) empirical

level, and not at the aaaalfla empirical level. In other words,

oeibsce sees Bales siamiae tbs cels siiiecaotiatiea bzaetbssis iii
tacos oi single seesiiis issotiiiaels Q!'lQ!E§- This fact is imper-
tant when evaluating those critiques addressing the extent to

which role differentiation does or does not occur (e.g Wheeler,

1957). Later in the thesis there will be occasion to be highly

critical of this particular feature of Bales’ empirical approach.

The evidence of role differentiation that Bales presents falls

roughly into two categories; correlational evidence, and what is

referred to as percentage coincidence, which is essentially a

frequency count (Bales 5 Slater, Slater, 1955). These break0-1- -0U1 U1

down further as follows:

a) Correlational evidence is first used to examine the
relationship between results on the sociometric scales
and gross activity rate, and

b) to examine the relationships between the sociometric
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(perceptual) scales and behavioural measures of initia-
ting and receiving.

c) Percentage coincidence data are used in the examination
of what is called "isolated prominence", that is cases
in which individuals are rated top on one and only one
of the sociometric scales, or appear as top on the
behavioural measure of activity. It is also used

0

d) to examine the occurrence of top ratings on two measures
simultaneously, later extended to a consideration of
trends in "specialisation" over time, and the relation
between leader status attribution and the other scales.

A third area of evidence is also apparent, although it really

constitutes a development of the two areas just described. It

consists of the behavioural (IPA) analysis of persons identified

as top on Ideas, and best-Liked, identified using the results from

the sociometric questions Ideas and Liking. Each type of evidence

will be described in turn.

4. ACTIVITY RHIES AD SOCIOMETRIC RATINGS.

In general one of the first things to emerge from these studies

was a striking relationship between the amount a person talked and

how they were ranked on Ideas and Guidance. Equally striking was

the relationship between Ideas and Guidance themselves. Surpris-

ingly, however, the person ranked top on Ideas and Guidance appe-

ared to be "unaccountably low" on ratings received for Liking, in

point of fact receiving less on average than the second and third

persons on activity (Bales, 1953 a). The critical diagram, by now

well known, clearly illustrates the effect (see figure 5.1).

the task problem, that tended to ‘lose friends and \
alienate people’." (Bales, 1956: 152. Also Bales:
1958: 441).

F1 sure 5-1- “Total asses: ei xeisafi cmixsd so sash sf. ies:
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Data from twelve assorted meetings of four
5-person groups, pooled for persons of each
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t The Basic Initiating Rank is a measure of activity based on
the number of IPA acts initiated. Details of its derivation
are given in Bales at al (1951). '

From Prince (1986a: 7), adapted from Bales (1953a: 473).

See also Bales (1958: 440).

Relating this result to the conceptual proposition that task
In -Bales’ wo d th' d‘ ' " ' 'r s, is iagram raised a most interesting set of

questions" (Bales, 1958: 440); for example it appeared that:

... there was something about arriving in a top
status position, owing to technical contribution to
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activity per se creates disequilibrium within the group, and

therefore generates negative affect, Bales suggests that the neg-

ative affect would, ggaggally speaking, be directed towards that
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person perceived as the cause of the imbalance, that is the person

most active in the task area whom he calls the Iaag gaaglallal

(Bales, 1958: 441). Since the person aaal;llgag tended on average

to be the aaggag most active group member, Bales further suggested

that such a person must be engaging in some sort of aaglal activ-

ity, that is making conciliatory gestures, showing solidarity, and

so forth (Bales, 1953: 474). In other words, Bales was claiming

that the separation of Liking from the other scales was evidence

of leadership role differentiation, laaa la gf aaa aaaagaaaa gi

seascalsd task and social celes-

5. THE HYPDTHSIS OF GVERTALKING.

The relationship described by figure 5.1 above was further invest-

igated and at least one important qualification was identified.

Using the data relating to initiated and received interaction,

Sales divided his subject population according to a "Feedback

Ratio". The rationale for this was based on previous findings by

Leavitt and Mueller (1951) and Thibaut and Coules (1952) that

participants who are not allowed to communicate express hostility

and dissatisfaction. This gave rise to the "hypothesis of individ-

ual differences in overtalking“ (Bales, 1958: 444).

First Bales divided the results from his subject sample according

to activity rates (Basic Initiating Rank). Within each initiating

rank, he then further subdivided the results into three subgroups

according to the ratio of participation received to that initia-

ted. This he labelled R/I, or the "Feedback Ratio". That is, he

pooled results from all persons of, say, initiating rank 1, across

groups and sessions, and then further separated these into one of“
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three categories according to "Feedback Ratio". Q alga ELL he

defined as a situation in which an individual gggglgga comparativ-

ely more than he or she initiates. Correspondingly, therefore,

lexsctaltscsi ace 1.:-Jiess ascseis use s>l.'J.i.9.l.l1. a lei Bil (BB1 @5-
1956; 158 - 159, 1958; 444 - 445). The results from this procedure

are reproduced in figure 5.2 below.

Figure 5-1» ensue .'.'.£$.1.D.I2 csssixss! on use oi 1'.|.'!£..l.!
dismiss: 91 nausea 9i seen sstiziix can):
ssseellina :9 their. isssbssk talles-

LOW m 8150.!/1 mow an
A_ .

20

1.assucavso

'6ii ,\

1 _°
\
\ .3 .

5

0 4 5I 1 3 *4 5 1 1 3 *4 5 1 Z 320 5_|_R_ Q, ELI. V

ESnscavec 8G
D ab-~-O

5 "° 1"
DISLK
°12a4s1'zs45-12345

IDEAIUUTNGIHKINED caclE3E35;

I!F’ 1!2"

J

.3?'

flu Qaqu‘

12345113451234!0.1.1. I-LR. l.l.l.

From Bales (1956: 158).

See also Bales (1958: 444).
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It '11 b -W1 e noted that the diagrams above do not Fepreggnt raaulta

fro ; - - - _m QEQHEE. they are indicative of patterns of correlation accor-

ding to particular empirical measures of what might be ¢a11ad

lflQl!lQHél a¢tiVitY 5tY1E; it 15 apparent that scores were culled

from the groups studied and reassembled. Nevertheless, although

the patterns exhibited in the diagrams above are by no meang clear

cut’ they are 5U89estive. They would seem to suggest that role

differentiation only occurs in situations where the person making

the largest contribution to task achievement is, in this sense,

overtalking. This proposition fits in very well‘ with BurkE=5

Suggestion that role differentiation is a function of perceived

legitimacy of task activity, to the extent that the description
"overtalking" is a negative evaluation denoting an overstepping of

the b9u"daFY between what is a legitimate and what is a non-

legitimate level of comparative contribution (Burke, 1967, 1968.

1969, 1972). The results also relate well to the paint; made in

cha t 2 th - - . . _P EF at the necessity for social specialists will vary

according to th 'e circumstances of the group. 1 Talking
Receiving .41! .495 .10 1

It i ' t _ _5 1mP°F ant t0 "Ute. however, that overtalking here is opera-

tional" d ‘ ' .159 1" bsbazisucal terms- Bales simply assumes that in some
way ascsseliens of overtalking will follow naturally Thig 1, not
necess '1 ' - - _ari y a major fault in his method, although the basic ratio-

nale th t h f . ,8 e o fers would suggest that some more sociometric, that

is perceptual, sorts of measures for overtalking would have been 3

useful d‘ t .a Junc to the measures that he did use (see also Stang et

al., 1976).
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INTERCDRRELATIDNS BETWEEN ALL DIMNSIDNS.

A second limiting condition of role differentiation apparently

emerged when the intercorrelations between all the measures taken

were examined. In this case it was related to the degree of cons-

ensus observed within the group (see section 2f above). The

results are reproduced in table 5.1 below.

Table 5-1- latscseccslatiens bstssea Ialkiua. Beseixioa.
Ideas. aeisaoss and Liking-
(Mean rank order correlations of 40
sessions. Size 3 excluded)

High Status Consensus Groups.

T R I G L

Talking .908 .83! .731 .46!
Receiving .763 .73# .55#
Ideas ' 82$ .46!

I-5):-IJJ-.'I
Guidance ..53¥ 1
Liking
_______________________________________________u____

Low Status Consensus Groups.

T R I G L

.698 .36! .46! .10

l""G'IIr-|IU--I

Ideas .773 .16
- Guidance .18

I Liking
_____________________________________________________.__

X p i 0.01. Adapted from Bales 5 Slater (1955: 286).

See also Slater (1955: 615), table 3, which reports different
figures, but demonstrates the same sort of logical pattern,
and coefficients of a similar order of magnitude to those
given above (reproduced in appendix A, table A.1 below. See
also Burke, 1972: 523).

--1Lw

The results given in table 5.1. seem to be suggesting that role

differentiation, (the alfurcation of the general leadership role

into task and social specialisms), seems only to occur in groups

that exhibit high degrees of status consensus (high SC groups),
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whereas a trend towards independence of activity, task activity

and Liking becomes pronounced when status consensus is low (low SC

groups).

Table 5.1 above shows results which were averaged from a sample

consisting of two 4-person groups, four 5-person groups, and four

b~person groups (i.e. 10 groups) meeting for four sessions (40

sessions total. Bales t Slater, 1955: 261). Data from four 3-

person groups were excluded: -

"The use of rank order correlations here involves
serious statistical problems, due to the small sizes
of 9“? QFQUPS. Clearly a ghg drawn from a three-man
group means very little, and ghgg from even the
larger sizes are not too reliable. In dealing with
this problem two different techniques were used: (a)
Median values were computed; (b) Means based on the
raw ghgs of all but the three-man groups were comp-
uted. While these methods yield identical results,
neither is entirely satisfactory, and we ggggggg
that tbe cease: eeeeet tbeee iineieee with zeeetxe-"
(Bales & Slater, 1955: 285, footnote 16. Also, Sla-
ter, 1955: 614, footnote 3. Emphasis added).

Point for point, all of the correlations within low SC groups are

lower than those in the high SC groups:

"... a result which is not surprising in view of the
fact that low agreement between raters is equivalent
to low reliability of measures, which would tend to
produce lower correlations in the Low groups." (Sla—
ter, 1955: 614 — 615, footnote 4. Also Bales a
Slater, 1955: 287, footnote 19).

It is worth pointing out, however, that the trend towards low

correlations in the low SC groups is only a marked trend when

Liking is involved. It might be asked, however, in what sense the

low SC groups are "groups". It was noted earlier that for Bales

the measure of consensus that he used was a measure of the group’s

culture (see p 161), and here he is explicitly denying that there
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is a shared culture in these groups. Therefore, a further question

can be raised about the coherence of any conclusion that discusses

a stgggtgrg, of any kind, in low SD groups, because, by definition

there isn’t one.

Nevertheless, despite the reservations mentioned earlier, Bales,

and Slater, conducted a series of t-tests to test the differences

between high and low groups (see figure 5.2 below).

Table 5-3- Qiiteteeeee eeteeee bieb §Q eteeee and tee §§
eteeee en eecceletieee eeteeee letting. Beeeixiee.
Leeeet Eeideoee eee titles-
(t—test +)

T R I B L

l"'lTl"""I|-I

-369$-Ill-ii
3'

Talking n 3 X
Receiving I X
Ideas n
Guidance
Liking

3 p E 0.05. n = not significant.
+ unspecified which. 0 n.s. in Slater (1955).

Adapted from Bales & Slater (1955: 287) and Slater (1955: 615)

There is a slight difference of detail between the two sets of

results reported by Bales and Slater (1955) and Slater (195u
ll

although both indicate more or less identical trends. In both

cases it is reported that all of the giffggggggg in the values of

correlation between high and low SC groups are significant at the

0.05 level, "or better", with the exception of the Talking—

Receiving correlations "(which are not based on ratings)" and the

Ideas~Buidance correlations (Bales a Slater, 1955: 287, footnote

19 4 see table 5.2). Slater further reports that in his results

the difference between the Guidance and Liking correlations are
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also not significant (Slater, 614 — 615, footnote 4. See- -0Lfl (M

appendix A table A.1 below). No explanation is offerred as to why
3'

these particular relationships do not yield significant differ-

EfiCE5-

Dn the basis of the fact that Ideas and Guidance (the task scales)

seem to "display a fairly strong tendency to hang together even in

the Low groups", the fact that there is no significant difference

between correlations of Talking and Receiving,

“... along with the existence of several [unspec-
ified] High group-Low group differences which are
not based upon ratings, suggests that unreliability
of Low group measures plays little part in the
creation of qualitative differences between High and
Low groups." (Slater, 1955: 614 - 615, footnote 4.
Also Bales & Slater, 1955: 287 — 288, footnote 19).

Host significant for Bales and Slater, however, is the fact that

in these analyses Liking seems to separate off from all the other

scales, and appears to be an independent factor (e.g. Bales,

1958). When analysed by means of a correlated t—test (Bales e

Slater, 1955: 285), each of the mean correlation coefficients

given in table 5.1. turn out to be significant at the 0.01 level,

with the exception of those relating to Liking in the low SC

groups. Even in the high SC groups, however, Liking is obviously

much less strongly related to the other scales.

when the coefficients were compared witgig the matrices, that is,

for example, when the correlation coefficients for high SC groups

were compared to one another (and similarly for the low SC

groups), it appears that those relating to Ligigg (L—T; L—R; L-I;

L~B> ate eieoiiiteetlx lees: tbee ell ei the etbe: eee££itieote-
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Bales a Slater, (1955: 287) report, in a footnote, that when the

four Liking correlations were compared individually against the

remaining six (T—R; T-I; T—G; R-1; R~G; IQG) making 24 comparisons

each for both high and low SC groups, 14 of the possible compar-

isons for the high SC groups were significant, thus further sugg-

esting that Liking is an independant scale. Similar figures are

reported for the low SC groups, although they fail to point out

that "only 11 (that is just under 50%) of the possible comparisons

are significant (Bales & Slater, 1955: 287. See appendix A table

A.2 below). As explained in appendix A, however, the evidence is

not very good, and there are errors in the reporting.

Slater (1955: 615) reports a different technique for testing the

differences between the correlations within each correlation mat-

rix (i.e. comparisons of all the coefficients for the high SC

groups compared with each other, and similarly for the low SC

groups). without providing any rationale, he divided the coeffic-

ients given in table A.1 (appendix A) into three groups. Group 1

comprised of the T—R and I-G relations; group 2 comprised of T~I,

T-G, R~I and R-G, that is the relations between participation

measures and rated task "ability"; and group 5 comprised of L—T,

L-R, L—G, L—I, that is the relations involving Liking. This is

summarised in graphical form in appendix A below (table A.5). The

three sets were then tested against each other by means of a sign)

test (Slater, 1955: 615).

The results, which are summarised in table 5.3 below, suggest,

according to Slater, that:

"Popularity ... appears to be the most specialised
characteristic, regardless of the degree of status~
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consensus in the group. In low status consensus
groups, however, the tendency for Liking to separate
itself from other characteristics is stronger, and
seconded by the dissociation of rated task ability
from amount of participation." (Slater, 1955: 616).

Without an adequate explanation of the basis for the analysis,

however, this conclusion can be questioned.

Table 5-3- Eteetiieeese lexete at etiieteeeee teteeeo
eetteletien este-
(Sign test)

High Status Consensus Groups.

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Set 1 n.s. .01
Set 2 .05
Set 3 ,

Low Status Consensus Groups. '

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Set 1 .01 .01
Set 2 .01
Set 3

Se 1 = - - = T-I, T—G R-1 R-G.
Set 3 = - - - ~F’--I _:-I30 I"'|-I E361 f"I.fl

III
I-41"!"

I-J
I“ P’

Adapted from Slater (1955: 615).

Thus, what the evidence claimed to show role differentiation

0

"... role differentiation in the High groups seems
to be bipartite, with an actiye ‘task specialist’
and a Best—liked man [sic]. In the Low groups it
tends to be tripartite (as well as more extreme),
with an active participator who is neither well-
liked nor highly rated on task ability, a more
passive task specialist who is not well-liked, and a
popular individual who is neither active nor highly
rated on task ability." (Slater, 1955: 616. See also
Bales & Slater, 1955: 288).

I

This is all highly inferential, not to say questionable, although

to be fair Bales and Slater explicitly recognised the fact them-

1-1- -UU1U1 -Jselves (Bales a Slater, 288). They suggested that "addition-

al light" could be thrown onto the problem by means of the "perc-

entage coincidence method", which addresses itself to the percent—

age of cases in which persons occupying rank 1 on specified scales

simultaneously holds rank 1 on other specified scales.

7. PERCENTAGE CDINCIDENCE.

The simplest of the questions to be addressed using the percentage

coincidence method is that of how many times an individual can be

observed to hold rank 1 on one and only one of the specified
Q 5

. "1'scales. This is what Slater (1955. 61a) refers to as "isolated

prominence", and it is important to note in this respect that, for

the purposes of this analysis, this provides the operational

definition of the term "specialist":

"A ‘specialist’ might be considered to be a man
amounts to so far is that Likigg appears to be the "least stable" [sic] who achieves isolated prominence in only one

of these areas" [i.e. Talking, Receiving, Liking,
characteristic of those measured, and tends, gggggdggg tg figlgg

ent §lete:1e intetetetetiee ei the teeeltel ts emerge as a sep-
arate dimension, particularly in the low SC groups. The evidence

suggests, however, only a marginal trend, and some of it is cont—

entious. Nevertheless, on the basis of this they conclude that:'

etc.l. (Bales e Slater, 1955: 277). I

Slater’s results, reproduced in table 5.4 below, suggest once

again that Liking more often emerges as an independent factor

Similar results are also presented by Bales and Slater (1955 2

- 278), which are reproduced in appendix A below (table A.6)
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Table 5-4- Nenten at eeeeienet net ei e eeeeitle 59 in nnien
e nizen neceen nelee ten neeitien in ene enn enlx “
one cent etnet net ei iiee eeeeitle cent ennetet

v

gg1-II_r‘.JIwuIl

Talking 11.0 '
Receiving 10.5
Ideas E 12.0
Guidance 11.6 1
Liking 30.4

TOTAL A 75.5
I’-Ei'II*"I-U-I

 $$Zlii

\ .

X Decimals arise from ties in rankings.
1

Source: Slater(1955: 613)’

Slater takes the results in table 5.4 to be evidence of tendencies

towards specialisation. As he observes, the figures indicate that

there are more cases in which the best—Liked individual holds top

ranking in only that one characteristic than cases of any other

kind of "isolated prominence", noting that the difference between

Liking and the other four characteristics is significant at the

.001 level, using a Chi Square test (Slater, 1955: 615. See also

Hales and Slater, 1955: 277 — 278). From this he concludes, once

again, that:

Popularity is apparently a relatively specialised
achievement." (Slater, 1955: 613).

The percentage coincidence method was also extended to examine the

number of occurrences in which a given individual held top posit-

ion on two rank orders simultaneously. Again there are differences

in the figures quoted. Those reproduced below in table 5.5 are

U1Ultaken from Bales and Slater (19 289); Slater’s figures are

reproduced in appendix A, table A.4.
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Table 5-5- Eeneentene ei tetel nnneec ei eeeeiene'
let eeeeienel tn nntsn tne eene neteen nelee tee
neeitien in tee tent sneeze at tne'eene tine 2-’
(Size 3 included) A

High Status Consensus Groups.

T R I G L

Talking . 69.6# 56.1 22.5
Receiving 46.4% 43.21 53.2
Ideas 52.1# 27.5
Guidance 38.6
Liking l'_CDI-I1'-IT-l

UlU1 L-l -N-

 

Low Status Consensus Groups.

T R 1 G L

|"GTI|-III-I

I’-J0-I IJ"'-D 03¢-I
Ull'.-~l-Fe lJl~U-J II.--I11.-l-4.3 -If9(-

Talking 57.1$ 53.2
. Receiving . 40.4*

Ideas . 15.4
Guidance 8.9
Liking
 

+ Chance expectation for each cell is 24.6% for High SC
Groups, and 22.52 for Low Groups. Those percentages signific-
antly higher than this chance expectation, using a Chi-square
criterion, are followed by an asterisk in the tables.

Source: Bales a Slater <1ea5= zaea. _ '
See also Slater (1955: 614), table 2 (reproduced in appendix
A, table A.4).

The overall pattern of these results is very similar to those

reproduced in table 5.1 above. As noted in both Bales and Slater

(1955) and Slater (1955), Liking still apears to have the lowest

association with all other measures, while the task measures tend

to be "more highly interrelated" (Bales & Slater, 1955: 288).

Slater, in relation to his own figures (see appendix A) notes that

the difference in relatedness associated with Liking is signific—

ant at the .001 level for both high and low SC groups, although

Bales and Slater further note that there is overall less variation
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between high and low groups in degree of interrelatedness when

compared with the figures in table 5.1. Overall it appears that

the two participation measures (T-R) are significantly less often

associated with Ideas in the low SC groups, than in the high

groups (0.01 level), and Ideas and Guidance are significantly less

often associated with Liking in the low SC groups (0.01 level):

"In other words, in the High groups.high participa-
tion (Talking and Receiving) is associated with high
rated task ability (Ideas and Guidance), but neither<
is strongly associated with Popularity. In the Low
groups the association of high rated task ability 5
with popularity is even lower (less in fact than
chance expectancy), while the association of high
participation with high rated task ability tends to
break down." (Slater, 1955: 613 - 614). T

\

These results, then, are taken as further evidence that role

differentiation is ‘bipartite when status consensus is high and

tripartite when it is low. '

B. CHANGES OVER TIME.

A further application of the percentage coincidence method was to

test tendencies towards specialisation over time. As Slater puts

it: .

"Common sense and sociological folklore would lead
us to expect that any tendency toward role special-
isation in these groups would increase over time, as
the group became more highly ‘organised’ or
‘structured’." (Slater, 1955: 616).

The two main sources treat changes over time slightly differently,
‘Y-M

so both sets of data are reproduced below. The first, and simp-

lest, set, given in table 5.6 is taken from Slater (1955: 616); it

shows the percentage of cases, by session, in which the person

ranked top on Ideas is also rated top on Liking.‘
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. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Tee 1 e 5 - e - Eeceentene sf. eases in nnien tlie sane nensen bales
ten nesitien en titine ens leess at tne sane tines
ex sessions-

Sessions

1 :2 3 4 ’
 

56.5 12.0 20.0 8.5 1

3 The trends for High and Low groups are identical .

Source: Slater(1955: 616). Also Bales (1958: 441). l

The trend indicated in table 5.6. is apparently significant at the

0.01 (Chi Square Test), and thus tends to give support to the

proposition that, in both high SC and low SC groups, task and

social specialisms become somewhat more separated over time, al-

though it will also be noted that the trend is not ‘consistently

downwards. Indeed, it is not a systematic trend at all. Further-
-u

more, it will be noted that this table uses only Ideas as the task

measure. The rationale for this is given by Slater as follows:

"The selection of Ideas rather than Guidance as the
task measure ... is based upon the fact that it is
in general less highly correlated with Liking, and
thus in some sense ‘purer’. Guidance and Liking do
tend to correlate less with the passage of time, but
the trend is more gradual, as we might expect."
(Slater, 1955: 616).

Slater does not report figures for the latter trend, but data

relating to this are given in Bales and Slater (1955). These are

reproduced as table 5.7. below.

The trends shown in figure 5.7 are as follows: that between Ideas

and Guidance is significant at the 0.05 level, that is slightly

lower than in table 5.6., whereas that between Guidance and Liking

is not significant at all. No comment is made about the last
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The final agpgct Q; t

Slater’s investigation of the we

and

table 5.8 below.

rE5U1t1 but it' im lies thP at the separation of task and gqcial

areas is stronger in the more s ecif'
-Q____tE BFEH of Ideas, rather than

' th .In , e more general area denoted by Gu1dan;E_

It 'will be noted that there appears to be a major discontinuity

b * ' tetween sessions 1 and 2, as there was in Slater.5 reaultg (table

5.6). No comment ' +§ -is o erred about this, nor about the general

LEEE of a systemat' t dic ren overall. These results, although taken

in both cases to b ‘d . _ _e evi ence that role differentiation ififireaggg

over time that ' th¥ 151 at the task scales denoted by Idea; and

Guidance separate t‘ - -over ime from Liking, are really quite diff-

icult to interpret in thi
5 "97" ThEY 50°" "Q 5imP1E relationship

at all. '

Table 5.7. Per t . .€5_seb-ege ei eases in ebitb tbe sens Qerson holds
__e 2esi_ien en titin a "tn """' T"'""
st tbe sens tine. bx-ge§gie§;T“g£ lggég Q: Eglgéflsg

Sessions

1 Q 3 4
._____________m________________

I “ L - e.a 16.4 9,,Ul I‘-J l-~l-

s - L 34.3 25.0 12.1 23,,
_______________________________

I‘ Ideas; B: Guidance; L: Liking

Source: Bales & Slater(l955: 278)

rends over time that are investigated is
>1-‘P’

letieflehip between participation
utask . 1

In ow SC groups. The results are reprqduggd 35

No rationale is offered for not doing the
same

thing with respect to hi h 559 groups
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2

Table 5-B- Eeneentene ei eases in inn states sensensns ensues
in ubieb tbe sane nensen bales tee eesitien en s
nentieiestien neesene ileltinn en Beeeixinnl ens
s task ability neesece lleess en Eninensei at tbs
sane tines. bx sessiens- .

Sessions

1 2 3 4

' 28.7 41.3 30.0UlEH C

X Using the mean of the four possible combinations.

Source: Slater(l955: 617)

. Although it is pointed out that the trend indicated by the figures

in table 5.8. is significant at the 0.05 level (Chi Square), no

other comment is proferred. So quite what the table is meant to
\

show, ‘remains a mystery. It can be seen, however, that the same

sort of discontinuity between the first and second sessions obser-

ved earlier, is evident in this table as well. Furthermore, the

figures seem to be rather higher than one would have expected

given the consistent suggestion that low SC groups display a

tendency for scales to be independent. This suggests that there

was, perhaps, more coherence within the low SC groups that Bales

and Slater studied, than their analyses have shown, or were able

to show.

9. THE ATTRIBUTION OF LEADER STATUS.

It will be recalled that at the end of the fourth (and final)

session, group members were asked to rank order each other with

respect to who "most definitely stood out as leader". This Slater

describes as the "most generalised of criteria" (p 616 -617)-

Results from this question were computed by first identifying
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persons top on each of the other measures (for all four sessions

taken together), and then computing the percentage coincidence of

top rating on leader status and each of the other measures. Thus

it appears that Slater first computed an aggregate top status

measure for each of the dimensions, therefore identifying persons

who were overall highest ranked. No details are given, however, of

how this was achieved. The results are given in table 5.9 below.

Table 5-9- Eetsentaoe st eases in nnisn tee cent on tease:
states eeintiees.nibb tee cent en snob at iixe
etbsn neesetes- ‘

Talking 55.0
Receiving 65.0
Ideas 59.0
Guidance 80.0
Liking 25.0I-GJHSU-1

Source: Slater(l955: 617)

H Chi Square teat ifldieatee that titina eeineieen sioniiieanttx
Less etten eibb.leenan states.tben.enx.ei tbs ntben teen ebeceet:
gggggggg (0.01 level), and in point of fact the best-Liked person

was chosen as leader no better than chance expectation would

predict (Slater, 1955: 617).

Dn the other hand, as Slater points out, leader status is most

strongly associated with those characteristics which, in those

results of his which have already been considered, are themselves

most strongly associated with Liking, that is Receiving and Guid-

ance (see tables A.1 and A.4 in appendix A below). It is note-

worthy, however, that the same pattern is not apparent in the

results presented by Bales and Slater,1 at least in respect of low

SC groups (see tables 5.1 and 5.5 above).
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social activity (Gustaison, 1966, 1973; Mulder et al., 1964;
'-..

Olmsted, 1959; Taguiri 8 Hogan, 1960; Theodorson,,1957; Wheeler,

1957). Bales and Slater were apparently sensitive to this weak-

ness, since they conducted behavioural comparisons oi persons

rated best Liked and highest on Ideas using IPA. Again, Bales and

Slater (1955) and Slater (1955) give diiierent results; those

reproduced below in table 5.10 are taken irom Slater (1955: .618),

principally because the sample size is the larger oi the two.

Results irom Bales and Slater (1955: 279) are given in appendix A

(table A.7).

In both sources the criteria given ior selecting data ior incl-

usion in the table are the same. First, all sessions in which the

best—Liked person was also top on Ideas were eliminated. Second,

all sessions in which ties ior top rank occurred in either charac-

teristic were also eliminated. This leit 44 pairs ior analysis (23

in Bales 6 Slater, 1955). The raw proiiles (see Bales, 1950) oi

the remaining pairs were then added together, and percentage

proiiles calculated (Slater, 1955: 618; Bales 6 Slater, 1955:

278). It is these iigures which are reproduced in table 5.10 (and

AI7) I

Trying to work out precisely what this means is not easy, but

since the column totals are all 100, it becomes plain that the

iigures reier to igggg-personal specialisation, and not to igtg[~

personal specialisation. For example, where the iigure 14.42% is

given under the Ideas column, alongside the category "shows agree—

ment“, this indicates that, in general, those persons rated top on

Ideas in this sample spent 14.42% oi their time in agreeing with
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others’ suggestions; it does ggt indicate what proportion oi the

gross total oi agreement, at the group level, Ideas people contri-

buted. That is to say, these iigures address the question oi

whether an individual is specialising qualitatively in terms oi

gggggggl behavioural repertoire; they do not address the question

oi whether these persons are, in some sense specialising at the

ggggg level, a point ior which they will be criticised later in

chapter 7.

Table 5-10- Qemeesite sceiilss in nscssotasss ei 15 estsens
causes :22 so Ideas ans £2 ascsens cases best:
Liked ior the same sessions.

(IPA categories)

Initiated Received

Interaction Category I L I L
 

Area A: 1. Shows Solidarity
Positive 2. Shows Tension release

3.68
5.15

4.41
6.98

2.57
7.95

3.15
9.20

Social 3. Shows Agreement 14.42 16.83 23.29 18.27

Area B: 4. Gives Suggestion 8.97 6.81 7.01 7.22
Task 5. Gives Opinion 32.74 28.69 25.52 31.00
Attempts 6. Gives Orientation 18.54 17.91 14.06 14.54
 

Area C: 7. Asks ior Orientation 3.04 3.62 2.80
Ouestions 8. Asks ior Opinion 1.84 1.94 1.74

9. Asks ior Suggestion .93 .85 .84

Area D: 10. Shows Disagreement 8.04 7.60 10.65 9.35
Negative 11. Shows Tension increase 1.92 2.16 1.59 1.35
Social 12. Shows Antagonism .73 .65 .95 .45

*""'l"-J!’-'-I T.-J~0\| I1.-‘I-PI""'

Adapted irom Slater (1955: 618)
See also Bales & Slater (1955: 279), table 6, which is
reproduced in appendix A, table A.7.

In some ways this table is ggggigl ior interpreting the evidence

in iavour, or otherwise, oi role diiierentiation, ii ior no other

reason than that this, ii valid, undermines the substantial crit-

icism relating to the somewhat haphazard operationalisation- oi

"social specialist" in terms oi being best—Liked. It is quite
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clear that, as iar as Bales and Slater are concerned, the data

demonstrate that the best-Liked person is enacting social-

emotional behaviours, and more importantly is in some way sgggigl;

igigg in this area. There are, however, good reasons to dispute

this claim, and these are addressed in the critical chapters

below, in particular chapter 7. Oi more immediate interest are the

results oi statistical analysis and the attendant interpretations

that Bales and Slater oiier.

First, Slater remarks that when the sample is divided into high

and low SC groups there appear some "suggestive variations" to the

pattern given above, although no details are given. He also rem-

arks, however, that the "major outlines are the same", thus imply—

ing that his analysis oi the results is pertinent to both cases.

According to Slater, the "most salient general diiierence“ shown

by table 5.10 is that the Ideas person seems to initiate interac-

tion "most heavily" in the task area (area 8) and the best-Liked

person "most heavily" in the positive social area (area A). Obv-

iously this is in line with the general thrust oi his and Bales’

arguments with respect to specialisation. The use oi the superla-

tives might be seriously questioned, however, since, in relation

to the iigures in table 5.10, the claim oi systematic and clear

diiierences between the Ideas person and best-Liked person seems

to be overstated. This is also taken up later in chapter 7. ,

Slater points out that testing the diiierences between these areas

is "a vexed one", principally in view oi the interdependence oi

the categories (p 619. Also Bales a Slater, 1955: 280). This is an
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- ' llold problem, and one that seems continually to appear in sma

group research (Bales, 1951). Notwithstanding, he propoSE5 thFEE

diiierent techniques each one based on iggigiggal proiiles, rather

than the aggregate proiiles presented above.

First category indices were calculated ior each person based B0

the raw proiiles. The index consisted oi the total oi acts initia-

ted in area A divided by the total initiated in area B. PEFSDHB

specialising in social acts should thereiore have a comparatively

high index, and those specialising in task acts a relatively 19"

one. A sign test indicated that best~Liked persons had signiiic-

antly higher indices than those rated top on Ideas (0.01 level.

Slater, 1955: 619).

A second suggested index consists oi placing all the categories in

which the best-Liked person initiated most in the numerator, and

all those where the Ideas person initiated most in the denomina-

tor. No other iniormation is given about the technique, but appar-

ently it yielded a signiiicant result; best~Liked persons appar-

ently had signiiicantly higher scores (0.01 level; no test specii—

ied. Slater, 1955: 619).

Finally individual percentage proiiles were constructed and comp—

ered, using the sign test, category by EatEQ°FY 19' aFti°" inlt"

iated. This indicated that categories 2, 3, 4, 5: 3: and 11 dill"

erentiated Ideas specialists irom best-Liked persons (Slater,

1955: 619), thus reiniorcing results earlier iound by Mann (19u4.

See also Mann, 1961). Grouping the categories by area, however,

apparently produced stronger diiierences than those produced bY
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single categories. Thus Slater claims that there are systematic

diiierences betweenw Ideas and best-Liked persons in all areas

except area D (negative reactions). Oi this last area Slater

remarks, somewhat dismissively: _

"In Area D, grouping does not seem meaningiul, since
the three categories do not tend in the same direc-
tion. The tendency ior the Idea men to initiate more
in categories 10 and 12 [shows disagreement and
shows antagonism], however, is so weak that it may
almost be discounted." (Slater, 1955: 620).

1.

Uniortunately, because there are no iurther details oi the results

derived irom the indices Slater’s interpretations have to be taken

at iace value. It is worth remarking, however, that they do not

relate directly to those iigures given in table 5.10, even though

they accompanied one another in Slater’s text. The position is

slightly diiierent in the Bales and Slater text, although in the

iinal analysis the reader is leit in precisely the same position

with respect to the possibility oi critical scrutiny (see appendix

A, table A.7. See also Lewis, 1972, 1973; wheeler, 1ss7>.

These results, then, are taken to constitute evidence that diiier-

ences observed in group members’ ratings oi one another on the

sociometric questions are accompanied by

"... qualitative diiierentiation in the overt behav-
iour oi the subjects rated, such that Idea men tend
to specialise in active problem—solving attempts,
and Best-liked men in more reactive, less task-
oriented behaviour." (Slater, 1955: 620. See also
Bales & Slater, 1955: 280).

It can be argued, however, that this claim is exaggerated. Thié

point is addressed at greater length in chapter 7, but it is worth
I

noting here that, iirst, it is not clear what "specialise" means

in relation to these results, and second that in no sense do the

results justiiy claims that there are any strong systematic diii-
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ll. SUMMARY OF BALES AND SLATER’S EVIDENCE

erences between those whom Slater has identiiied as Ideas persons
I

and those identiiied as best-Liked.

-

1

The evidence which it has been claimed shows role diiierentiation,

consists almost entirely oi evidence that Liking, as a dimension,

seems to separate out as an independent iactor irom all, oi the

others which Bales and Slater measured. In this respect iigure

5.1. given at the beginning oi the chapter is not merely a part oi

the evidence ior role diiierentiation, it is the evidence. Not-

withstanding, it appears that whether the task specialist is rated

as best Liked in a group or not is, iirst, partly a iunction oi

whether he or she, in some sense, "overtalks", and second is

related to the degree oi status consensus within the group.

In this last aspect, when consensus is high it seems that role

diiierentiation develops into a bipartite structure, consisting oi

an active task specialist and a less active (although still comp-

aratively active at the group level) best-Liked member. The best-

Liked group member seems, on average, to be the second or third

most active group member. when consensus is low, the results, as

igtgggggtgg Q1 gglgg ggg Slgtgg, seem to suggest the development

oi a tripartite structure, consisting oi an active individual who

in terms oi the role types given earlier (section 2e) could perh-

aps be described as an "overactive deviant", a task specialist and

a best-Liked member. As noted earlier, however, the question

arises as to whether low SC groups constitute fgroups" at all, and

whether, thereiore, they can really be said to have agy structure.
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Further results, as Bales and Slater interpret them, seems to

provide evidence that the tendency ior task and social areas to

separate becomes more pronounced over time, regardless oi the

degree oi status consensus instantiated in the group. The evidence

is, however, weak, since the results show no gygtgmgtig trend,

except ior the appearance oi a discontinuity between the iirst and

second sessions, which Bales and Slater do not comment on.
\

D.

when leader status attribution is examined, it appears that, like

the task measures, it too tends not to correlate with Liking,

although it does correlate with those measures with which Liking

gggs correlate, namely Guidance and Receiving. For this reason

Slater, at least, suggests that a iactor oi generality underlies

the relationships, as opposed to the speciiicity oi'measures such

as Ideas and Talking.

F’ ll a ain as integgggtgg by Qalgg gag ‘Slater, behavioural103 Ya .8--- __ ___- _ _____,

analysis would seem to suggest that persons rated as best Liked

in a group seem to specialise behaviourally in social activities

as described by the IPA categories,‘ and Ideas persons seem to

specialise in task activities. Thus the model gggmg to be nicely

completed. Once again, however, the results are messy and lack

systematic eiiects. Furthermore, there are reasons to dispute the

claim that these results address the question oi role specialisa-

tion in a way that is relevant to the role diiierentiation hypoth—i

esis, a point which is addressed at more length in chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 6: CRITIQUE OF ALEB’ HETHDB.

1 I I Imn '"

The last chapter provided a detailed description oi the empirical

basis oi the role diiierentiation hypothesis, as it appeared in

the work oi Bales and his colleagues. That account, as noted

earlier, was deliberately descriptive, with a minimum oi critical

comment; the account that iollows in this chapter and the next is

intended to iill the critical gaps. '

Although extended over two chapters the critique will iollow the

standard structure ior empirical accounts, that is, "method",

"measurement" and "results", in that order. Those aspects oi

Bales, and Slater’s, work which relate to method and measurement,

including operationalisations, will be dealt with in this chapter,

and their results will be addressed in the next. For convenience

the material will be presented in roughly the same order as in

chapter 5, so that the description and critique map directly onto

one another.

There are, broadly, two jobs which the critique is intended to do.

First it is essential to identiiy those conditions, ii any, that

Bales identiiied as limiting the scope oi the role diiierentiation

hypothesis to particular sets oi circumstances, and which there-
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iore constitute the criteria by which subsequent attempts to study

role diiierentiation may be evaluated as "iair tests", or other-

wise, oi Bales’ work. Second, an independent critique needs to be

constructed by which both Bales’ work and subsequent studies can

be evaluated ior consistency and validity.

Accordingly, the structure oi each oi the sections below is as

iollows. In each case the iirst question will be whether Bales has

presented any clear limitations on the scope oi the role diiieren-

tiation hypothesis, explicit or implied, iollowed, in most cases

by a general discussion on each oi the topics aimed at developing

a wider critique oi both Bales and his commentators. There are

thus three ioci ior the critique. First, relating to imgligatiggg

is: the iniscecsisiien ei sales sen secs. in particular the ashtr-
alisability and interpretability oi his results. Second, imgligg;

tions £2: iscibsc ssseiss si the csls diiiscsntistiea bxesibssis
within the literature, that is the construction oi criteria by

which they may, or may not, be considered as iair tests oi the

hvpvthesis in Bales’ tsrms- Ahd third. the ieelissiiens ei tbsss
sciiissss is: tbs intscacstsiisn si saisiing cssslis. and tbs
dsxslsnmsni Q1 the studies sbisb iace tbs smeicissl ssestsose ei
this thesis-

It will be shown that with respect to method and measurement there
-.5"

are identiiiable problems in Bales’ work, although the extent to

which these problems are serious varies. flgigg problems exist in

Bales’ measurement techniques, the means by which he derives

_summary status orders, and in the operationalisation oi role types

and status consensus. It will be argued that the problems which
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literatures. Later, in the next chapter, it will also be demon

' ' - - ' . . . . . . . . - . Mr

are apparent with his measurement procedures gggggmigg tQg_ ghglg

basis as bis seoicissl results as tvnitallv presented in the

strated that there are suiiicient problems relating to Bales, and

Slater’s, published results in support oi the role diiierentiation

hypothesis to warrant an overall conclusion that iirst, much oi

the Bales’ empirical evidence is uninterpretable in the light oi

his own conceptual iormulations (described in chapter 2), second,

that Bales does not present any good evidence in iavour oi the

role diiierentiation hypothesis, and third, more strongly, that

the role diiierentiation hypothesis has not been tested in his

work at all.

2. HEIHUD.

The iollowing three sections are concerned with issues relating to

Bales’ method. These are principally concerned with the kinds oi

groups he used, his subject sample and the nature oi the task

which he set them. It is suggested that in respect oi the kinds oi

groups he was iocussed on Bales presents a clear restriction on

the scope oi the role diiierentiation hypothesis. In respect oi

his subject sample he presents a second requirement ior subsequent

research by attempting to ensure that his subjects were unacquain-

ted. It is noted that his use oi undergraduates has been critic-

ised, although it is argued here that this is not necessarily

iatal to his work. His exclusive use oi male group members is

noted, and discussed. Finally, it is argued that the unstructured

nature oi the task conironting his subjects is an important elem-

ent in his methods.

I"-J 1-1- L4
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2.1. GROUPS.

The nature oi the kinds oi groups that Bales was concerned with

has already been addressed in some detail in chapters 2 and 3

above, but it will be useiul to recap here brieily. Broadly speak-

ing Bales was gxgligitly concerned with small, iace-to-iace disc-
0

.-

ussion groups, and it is with this iocus in mind that he conducted

his research (Bales, 1950 a. See chapter 2, section 2, above).

Burke (1972) later added the stipulation that the groups should be

engaged in tasks that require interdependent co-ordinated activ-

ity, and there is no reason to suppose that Bales would have

dissented irom this.

Thus, very early, and very clearly, Bales limits the scope oi the

role diiierentiation hypothesis to a particular kind oi group. It

is important to realise, however, that he also identiiied what he

considered to be appropriate anthropological correspondences with

"primitive" cultures, and tentatively extended the scope to inclu-

de other groupings such as iamilies (Bales a Slater, 1955) and

committees (Gales, 1955).- He thereiore obviously saw a wider

applicability ior his results than just the small group. Neverthe-

less, since this was largely speculative, and because his empiric-

al examination oi the role diiierentiation hypothesis was exclus-

ively concerned with small iace-to-iace groups, then any subsequ-

ent iair tests oi his work must be similarly iocussed

2.2. SUJECTS.
I‘ I

With respect to his subject sample the iirst question to ask is

whether Bales made any restrictions, explicit or implied, on the

214

1 role diiierentiation hypothesis in terms oi the kinds oi people

that comprised the membership oi his small groups. That is, was

there a particular population, identiiied by Bales, ior whom he

considered the role diiierentiation hypothesis was relevant, and

by extension others ior whom it was not, or ior whom no comment

could be made? The answer is no. In particular he did not identiiy

populations ior whom he considered it Q9; relevant.

It will be recalled that Bales’ subject sample consisted oi una-

cquainted male undergraduates. He makes no comment on why he chose

this kind oi sample, but it is a iair assumption that his reasons

were much the same as those oi other researchers who have used

similar samples; namely that they were the most easily available

subjects. For this, like many oi the experimentalists oi the

iiities, he has been criticised (e.g. Gustaison, 1966, 1973;

Gustaison & Harrell, 1970; Turk, 1961, a & b; Verba, 1961; Wheel-

er, 1957:.

There are three signiiicant aspects to this subject sample. The

iirst relates to the iact that they were largely gggggggigtgg at

the beginning oi the study. The second relates to the iact that

they were gggggggggggggg, and the third concerns the iact that

they were gxglggiygly male. These will be taken in turn.

a) On the-use oi strangers.

The iirst aspect, the use oi strangers, can be dispensed with
‘\

immediately. As was noted in chapter 5 it was a ggliggggtg decis-

ion by Bales to try and ensure that acquaintance amongst subjects
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was as low as possible, so as to observe role diiierentiation irom

.some minimum starting point (Bales 6 Slater, 1955) by excluding as

many iactors as possible which might structure interaction a

priori (see also Gibb, 1950). This may also have be the reason ior

studying single-sex groups, although Bales doesn’t address the

issue. Thus, the use oi strangers does not constitute a problem in

relation to his research. On the contrary it is an gggggtial

starting condition, and thereiore constitutes a iundamental requi-

rement oi any subsequent iair tests oi the role. diiierentiation

hypothesis, ii conducted in Bales’ terms.

Criticisms, such as those made by Verba (1961), that the "ahistor-

ical" nature oi Bales’ groups (exempliiied by their being composed

oi strangers) might gtigglgtg role diiierentiation, because oi the

absence oi legitimation oi task activity by ggggigglgg group

members, do not undermine Bales’ work. Such comments can be taken

simply as an added restriction on the scope oi the hypothesis;

namely that it might more appropriately apply to‘ ggwly fggmgg

groups which still have to establish, in the terms introduced in

earlier chapters, an acceptable social order, than groups with an

established history. The whole point is, however, to contrive a

situation in which the emergence oi order can be ggsggygg, and

recorded. i

b) On the use oi undergraduates as subjects.

The second aspect oi the criticisms needs to be assessed more

careiully. In recent years the use oi undergraduate subject samp-

les has been increasingly criticised, usually as part oi a broader

critique oi so—called "positivistic" methods in general, and labo-
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ratory based studies in particular (Gauld & Shotter, 1977; Potter

& Netherell, 1987; Harré, 1979; 1984; Harré & Secord, 1972; Shott-

er, 1975, 1986, 1987 a, b, c). It is not, uniortunately, possible

to explore the wider issues in depth here, because it would be a

diversion irom the main purpose oi the chapter. Nevertheless gggg

discussion is necessary here, but it will be restricted only to

those issues relevant to the ioci oi the chapter.

Principally, the objection to the use oi undergraduates revolves

around the subsequent generalisability oi any results derived. It

is generally alleged that because undergraduates represent a very

narrow sample oi the population as a whole, in terms oi age,

socioeconomic background, IO range, and so on, then the results oi

studies using undergraduates cannot reasonably or validly be ass-

umed to generalise to other population samples, except perhaps to

other undergraduate samples. Thus in terms oi Bales’ work evidence

supporting the role diiierentiation hypothesis can legitimately

only be generalised to student groups. Or so one version oi the

argument goes (Harré, 1979, 1984).

Such arguments cannot be dismissed lightly, although they are not

as well iormed as some might imagine. Similar questions concerning

external validity can be raised against gll samples, and thereiore

no one piece oi research is immune. Indeed, the problem oi whether

and how one might generalise irom ggy sample to a wider population

is well known, and, other than probabalistically, it seems to be

intractable (Edwards & Pap, 1975, section 2; HacRae, 1988; Nagel,

l979;_ Russell, 1912; Swinburne, 1974). Obviously this is why

statistics, ii used properly, are not only useiul but essential.
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Nevertheless, there is some reason to be concerned that the attri-

butes oi subject samples might introduce gystgmagig bias into

results (Nunnally, 1967), and on these grounds the exclusive use

oi undergraduates has to be queried ii one wishes to generalise to

the wider population at large. This assumes, oi course, that

undergraduates constitute a homogeneous population which lg some-

how diiierent in signiiicant, systematic and reliable ways irom
\ 4|-

the general population. On the other hand there has never been a

gygtgmgtig study oi the ways in which undergraduates diiier irom

the population at large, or even a good deiinition oi what the

"wider" population lg. The alleged iactors which render undergrad-

uate samples invalid remain just that, alleged. Moreover, although

it gag be argued that undergraduates represent a narrow sample

base in relation to the population as a whole, gggggg the under-

graduate population itseli there is wide variation. As one commen-

tator put it recently, undergraduates come irom widely diiiering

backgrounds, and have widely diiiering abilities, expectations and

values. In short it can be argued that undergraduate populations

have more internal variation than, ior example:

"... elitist business communities, parochial iactory
workers, pretentious yuppies and isolated iarm comm-
unities who live a iar more myopic and stultiiying
existence than the universities." (Hulme, 1986).

The real acid test oi whether undergraduate samples are in some

sense appropriate, however, is related to the gggggggg ior which

the research is being conducted, and subject samples need to be

chosen careiully in the light oi these purposes. Obviously one

should not try to generalise willy-nilly irom agy sample to agy

population. That is to say, research oi this kind needs to be
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iocussed, indeed iocussed more precisely than is obvious either in

Bales’ work or more generally (see 1 chapters 3 and 4 above).

The problem with Bales’ use oi undergraduates was that he was not

careiul enough about assessing the restrictions on generalisabil-

ity that this might imply. Indeed, it is not obvious that he saw

any such restrictions, and, as noted earlier, it seems likely that

he at least considered it possible that his results might be

generalised quite widely (Bales, 1955, 1958). On the other hand,

iault lies as much with commentators and others who try to take

his results iurther than warrantable. Prime examples oi this are

attempts to incorporate Bales’ iindings on role diiierentiation

wholesale, and uncritically, into the management literatures (see

ior example Buchanan 8 Huczynski, 1985; Gordon, 1987; Mitchell,

1982; Senger, 1971).
Q

I

For the purposes oi the original empirical research reported in

this thesis (chapters 9 to 13 below), the iact that Bales used

undergraduates is not a problem. The kinds oi groups mentioned in

chapter 1, ior example, were predominantly composed oi graduates,

or people oi similar educational experience. Bales’ groups, altho-

ugh restricted to men, are in some ways a better research base ior

understanding these kinds oi groups than, ior example, "natural

groups" composed oi oiiicer candidates (e.g. Bass, 1949) student

nurses (Turk, 1961, a a b) or American iootball teams (Rees a

Segal, 1984). It is thereiore simply not good enough to allege

that the use oi undergraduates invalidates the research because oi

some imagined, or alleged, ’unreality’; the validity, or other-

wise, oi a sample ggs to be assessed in context. This raises yet
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again a point made much earlier in the thesis; conceptual analysis

is 55121551 in this kind oi work.

The question still remains whether a iair test oi the role diiier-

entiation hypothesis requires that an undergraduate sample be

used. Strictly speaking the answer is yes. Indeed, in strict terms

to replicate Bales’ studies his procedures should be copied exact-

ly. But in view oi the iact that to be worthwhile a proposition

such as the role diiierentiation hypothesis should have reasonably

wide application, and in view oi Bales lack oi comment about his

use oi undergraduates, it would be unreasonable to claim that the

use oi subjects other than undergraduates prevents a study irom

being considered a iair test.

<1

‘I’ c) Eh the exclusive use oi male subjects.

Relevant to the issue oi the exclusive use oi male subjects, is

the suggestion that role diiierentiation may occur along the lines

oi gender divisions (although the iacile equation oi social-

emotional behaviours with the "iemale" or "mother" role, and task

behaviours with the "male" or "iather" role, is too glib to be

taken very seriously - Grusky, 1957; Leik, 1963; Levinger, 1964;
v

Meeker & Weitzel O’Neil, 1977; Strodtbeck & Mann, 1956; Zelditch,

1955). This relates to the point made earlier (see pp 215 - 216),

that mixed sex groups may contain structuring iactors which syst-

ematically aiiect the development oi role diiierentiation within

groups, and on these grounds use oi a single-sex sample can be

justiiied. Nevertheless, an yexclusively male sample is very

restricted, and as a consequence it limits the scope oi justiii- i

able claims about the empirical incidence oi role diiierentiation.
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It would be unreasonable to criticise Bales too harshly here; no

single piece oi research can be expected to cover all eventual-

ities and variations, and at least by ggglggigg the speciiicity oi

his subject sample, Bales has leit the way open ior a systematic

study oi role diiierentiation along gender lines.m Nevertheless,

since the issue has been raised, any studies which aim to test the

role diiierentiation hypothesis in Bales’ terms, and which use

either mixed or iemale samples, should be careiul about declaring

the iact so that their results can be set alongside Bales’ work as

a partial extension oi the empirical testing oi the hypothesis.

3. TAK.

In relation to the task, the iirst question to ask, as earlier, is

whether Bales made any stipulations on the nature oi the task

which might have a bearing on the scope oi the role diiierentia-

tion hypothesis. Again the answer is no. Thus one might legitima-

tely conclude that one could test the hypothesis using any kind oi

task. There are, however, some qualiiications to this conclusion.

Although, as noted earlier, the precise details oi the tasks set

by Bales is not clear, nevertheless certain things are apparent,

and they need to be noted. First, as Burke (1972) notes, the kind

oi task undertaken by Bales’ groups was intended to stimulate

interdependent co-ordinated activity. More precisely Bales concen-

trated primarily on verbal interaction. Second the tasks used by

Bales were intended to take gigg to solve. Third, and most import-

ant, on the basis oi what little evidence there is, the tasks had

what Fiedler (1967) calls "low task structure".
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That Bales gave little or no iniormation about how to tackle the

problems that he set his groups, indeed that he took pains to

ensure that subjects weren’t even able to compare the amount oi

iniormation each had, indicates the comparative lack oi structure

to the problems, and reiniorces the point that they were princip-

ally verbal tasks. Furthermore, the kind oi "open-ended" human

relations problems, oi the sort apparently used by Bales, had no
\

obviously "correct" solutions, since they relied as much on pers-

onal values and opinion as on iact. In other words, they had what

Shaw (1971, 1973) calls "solution multiplicity", and, comparative-

ly speaking, "low goal clarity" (see also Stein a Heller, 1979).

On the assumption that the nature oi the task may have an apprec-

iable aiiect on interactional dynamics (Mann, 1961; Marcus, 1960;

Wilson, 1969), it becomes plain that iair tests oi the role diii-

erentiation hypothesis in Bales’ terms, need to employ tasks oi a

similar nature to those used by Bales. In this case, thereiore,

the tasks should be principally discussion tasks, with no obvious

solution speciiicity (Shaw, 1971, 1973; Stein a Heller, 1979), or,
_ U

in other words, with a multiplicity oi solutions any oi which

could be regarded as "correct". Naturally the role diiierentiation

hypothesis ggglg be tested using other kinds oi tasks, but in that

case it would not constitute a test oi the hypothesis in Bales’

terms.

0

3. HEASUREHNT PROCEDURES.

Turning now to the measurement procedures used by Bales, this

section addresses issues relating to the questions Bales asked his
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subjects, the empirical descriptions oi his main concepts, inc-

luding role specialists and status consensus, and, brieily, his

method ior deriving empirical summaries oi group structure. It

will be argued here that the iorm oi the questions asked by Bales,

particularly the mixed use oi rankings and ratings, and his inc-

lusion oi seli ratings in some measures and exclusion in others,

introduce iar too many areas oi unexplained variance into his

data. His role deiinitions will be criticised on the grounds oi

unacceptable vagueness, and iinally his application oi Kendall’s N

to the task scales alone will be questioned in the light oi his

conceptual iormulations. In sum it is suggested that basic ilaws

in Bales’ measurement procedures undermine the set oi interpreta-

tions he, and others, have made oi his empirical results. This

conclusion has important implications ior the reassessment oi

Bales’ evidence in relation to the occurrence oi role diiierentia-

tion; the reassessment oi the results oi other existing studies oi

role diiierentiation; and ior the approach adopted in relation to

the analyses undertaken on the empirical work undertaken as part

oi this thesis.

THE SOCIOETRIC OUSTIOS. I

when addressing the kinds oi questions that Bales asked his

subjects, commentators typically concentrate on just two aspects;

his use oi rankings, and his use oi the one measure Liking to

identiiy social specialists (Burke, 1967, 1968, 1969; 1972; Gust-

aison, 1966, 1973; Smith, 1963; Taguiri & Kogao, 1960; Theodorson,

1957; Wheeler, 1957). There are, however, other important aspects

which are overlooked, and which have important implications not

only ior the acceptance, or otherwise, oi Bales’ method and
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results, but also ior the evaluation oi other studies which claim

to be tests oi the role diiierentiation hypothesis. Oi some impor-

tance here is the very gggggg oi the questions Bales asked.

It will be recalled that Bales asked iive diiierent questions oi

his subjects, summarised as Ideas, Guidance, Liking, Disliking,

and Leader status (see pp 175 - 176 above). The "task" and "lea-
\

der" questions (Ideas, Guidance and Leader status) required resp-

ondents to gggk ggggg all group members, igglggigg themselves,

whereas the "social" questions (Liking and Disliking) required
Q

respondents to give ggtiggg oi other group members, gxglggigg

themselves. There is thus a very clear split between, broadly

speaking, task related questions and socially related questions.

There are two important issues which need to be addressed here.

The iirst relates to the use oi ggxgg measures, which breaks down

into two areas; the joint use oi rankings and ratings in the same
O

analysis, and the joint use oi measures some oi which include seli

ratings and some oi which exclude them. This is addressed in the

next section. The second aspect relates to the use oi rankings ior

part oi the measurements. This will be addressed later in section

E.-il 1'.-4 D‘ elow).

It will be argued here that Bales’ measurement procedures substan-

tially undermine the validity oi his interpretations, and there“

iore oi his conclusions, and that other results claimed to test

the role diiierentiation hypothesis using similar measurement

procedures thereiore similarly lack validity.
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3.2; ON HIXED HEHSRES.

I

The iirst thing to note about this use oi mixed measures is that

it implies that. as is: as sales ess sensscnsd. it ipnarehtlv
didn’t matter very much whether rankings or ratings were used. The

iurther implication being that the role diiierentiation hypothesis

could be tested using any variation involving rankings or ratings

with or without seli ratings. Underlying this, oi course, is a
1.

necessary assumption that whatever measures were taken the result

would, broadly speaking, be the same. Thereiore, studies which

claim to be iair tests oi Bales, and the role diiierentiation

hypothesis as he conceived it, can legitimately use ggy iorm oi

measure, in terms oi rankings or ratings and seli ratings, altho-

ugh ior reasons to be given later ratings would appear to be

preierable.

0

However, it is argued here that there are good reasons ior quest-

ioning this set oi assumptions, revolving around two interrelated

areas oi concern. The iirst being the legitimacy oi using mixed

measures in strict statistical terms, and the second, perhaps more
O

important in terms oi what Bales and others were trying to meas-

ure, the eiiects that diiierent kinds oi measures have on results.

These are taken in turn.

a) Incomnensurability.

Despite the iact that Bales converted his ratings scales to rank-

ings ior the purposes oi some analytical procedures (Bales x

Slater, 1955: 262, note 4; Slater, note 2), and that onll-5 ~oinEm o- l""|' .1“

other occasions he converted rankings into a iorm oi scale ior
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other purposes (Bales, 1958: 445, iig. 3) in strict statistical

terms the sociometric scales denoted by the questions are iggggggg

ggggglg both in iorm and content. That is to say, they gage gg

seamen basis seen ebisb dices; semescisse sea be ease. hetause
they diiier in respect to the ggality oi evaluations required and

whether seli evaluation is included or not. In the one case a

comparative within group evaluation is requested in ordinal terms

(rankings), and in the other some more independent ’universal’

criterion is being applied, such that each person evaluated could

receive equal evaluations (ratings).

Even so, as is obvious irom the last chapter, much oi the evidence

Bales presents in iavour oi the role diiierentiation hypothesis is

based precisely on intercorrelations calculated between scores

obtained through rankings (Ideas and Guidance) and scores obtained

through ratings (Liking), including the most basic evidence oi

all, that displayed in iigure 5.1. above. There are thus clear

grounds ior being concerned about the statistical validity oi at

least ggmg oi the results derived irom these questions, and in

turn, thereiore, any conclusions drawn irom them are also highly

questionable.

It might be argued in turn, oi course, that Bales’ conversion oi

his data, irom ratings to rankings, ior example, renders his

scales commensurable by giyggg them a common basis. There kl

reason to suppose, however, that the kind oi data transiormation

involved can have a severely distorting eiiect on the iinal result

(Prince, 1983, 1987), and it is worth noting that some statistical

theorists also question the basic legitimacy oi converting ratingl
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to rankings at all (MacRae, 1988; Stevens, 1951). Moreover, the

inclusion or exclusion oi seli ratings can also create quite

dramatic eiiects (Jones, 1959). Thus,‘ the objection is not made

purely on the grounds oi statistical theory; there are good gggg;

tiggl reasons why one would wish to question the use oi mixed

HIEBSUFES . '

b) The practical eiiects oi diiierent measures.

This is not the appropriate place to address the iull implications

oi the diiierent measurement procedures, but some comment is

essential, because it underlies the critiques oi Bales’ results,
\

and those oi other researchers, and also iniorms the analytical

procedures adopted later in the thesis.

It can be demonstrated that summary status orders derived irom

mean ratings diiier, in some cases dramatically, irom those der-

ived irom mean rankings based on the same data (Prince, 1983,

1987). A simple example should suiiice to illustrate the point.

Consider the iollowing set oi ratings, arranged in a matrix oi two

rows:

100 75 50 25 0

47 48 50 46 49

73.5 61.5 50 35.5 24.5

On the basis oi these results, the derived summary status order

would be:

4 (1; 2; 3; 4; 5}
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Consider the same results expressed as rankings within the rows:

l 2 3 4 . 5

4 3 1 5 2

i X 2.5 2.5" 2 4.5 3.5

irom which the derived summary status order would be:

{2.5; 2.5; 1; U1 -BL.)

Obviously these iigures are contrived, but similar observations

can be made when other methods oi data manipulation are employed

(Burke, 1972; MacRae, 1988; Prince, 1987; Reidesel, 1974), and

when seli ratings are included or excluded (Jones, 1959; Prince,

1987. See also appendix J). That is to say, the assumption that

the use oi rankings or ratings makes no diiierence to the outcome

oi analysis is clearly ialse.

c) Iolications oi diiierent asurenentprocedures.

In terms oi Bales’ work the implications are immediate and severe.

First it calls into question Qll oi his quoted correlations,

untraceable, as they are, in relation to the original raw data.

Second, because oi these sorts oi problems, the derivation oi

summary status orders is brought into question. That is, the

question is raised about how one might ygligly identiiy the emerg-

ent status order oi a group, and in particular 599 ggmgg tgg on

any particular scale. This calls into question the whole basis gi

results derived by Bales irom the "percentage coincidence method",

and his later IPA analysis oi "specialists", as he deiined them.

In iairness, it should be noted here that although Bales does not

address thggg issues precisely, he is nevertheless aware oi, and

' 22a

11

explicit about, many other statistical problems which occur in his

work. It will be recalled, ior example, that he was careiul to

warn his readers oi diiiiculties with some oi the results desc I
Ii

ribed in the last chapter (see Bales 5 Slater, 1955; Slater, 1955.

See also Bales, 1951). Notwithstanding, ior the moment it is

important to note that there lg a problem with the nature oi the
I

.

questions asked by Bales, so iundamental indeed, that it calls H
.|
.I
ziinto question Q11 oi his empirical results as presented. ’

These arguments have several implications. It is very clear that I
4

attempts to test the role diiierentiation hypothesis in Bales’ H

terms cannot use precisely the same measures, and analytical y

procedures, as he did. It would be pointless because the same

problems would then be.transierred wholesale. At its most basic

the questions asked need to be brought into commensurability, that ,
1‘.

is they should be consistently based on either rankings or rat- y
I

i

L j:?_:;—

ings, gg; ggt Qgtg. They should also consistently include or ,

exclude seli ratings.

The wider implications suggest, however, that ggy piece oi V

research that attempts to study role diiierentiation through the
I

use oi giggle means, whether oi rankings, ratings, or some other

variation, can be called into question on the grounds that they

may be based on summaries oi emergent structures that are artii-

acts oi the method rather than "true" descriptions oi the

structure (Pollay, 1968). This,'as it will be obvious, is a iund

amental, and extremely iar reaching issue.

I-Jl"J -O
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3.3. RATINGS VERSUS RANKINGS.

Bales has been criticised for his use of rankings, in relation to

the task and leader questions, in his attempts to discover and

describe a group’s emergent structure (Burke, 1972; Lewis, 1972;

Wheeler, 1957). Burke in particular has pointed out that although

rankings allow group members to indicate relative evaluations of

other group members, they do not allow group members to indicate

the gmgggt by which they evaluate the other members (Burke, 1972.

See also Riedesel, 1974; Wheeler, 1957). Put a different way,

although rankings may allow one to make inferences about the

Qigggtigg in which a group may be structuring itself with respect

to its members, it does not allow one to draw conclusions in

regard to the lgygl of differentiation. For example, assuming a

scale of 0 — 100, the following ratings would be treated as equiv-

alent if they were to be transformed into rankings:

1) , 100; 43; 4 .9o-

M ua I-F O an ~0up .5? -I

Each of these would appear as:

§ l"'\ I-5 I? ca -nHI‘

DI"

-P W1 -i? £4 I? u-~ H4

depending on which system of ranking was adopted. But clearly, in

psychological terms the two sets of ratings indicate rather diff-

erent things. ln particular one might wish to conclude that sit

(2) above indicates that there has been gg differentiation amongst

members, and that therefore the group has not developed hierarch-

ical structuring. Indeed, in view of the very low level of thl

ratings in relation to the maximum possible score (100), one might
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draw the stronger conclusion that no gtgggtugg has developed at

all. It might be noted that the possibility that summaries might

indicate the lagk of any structure is typically ignored in empir-

ical studies of emergent leadership (Prince, 1987).

In other words, by using rank orderings instead of some form of

ratings Bales effectively masks important information about the

group and its structure. ln stronger terms he treats as equivalent
-—-._

quite dissimilar sets of circumstances, but because he uses rank-

ings he allows neither himself nor anyone wishing to study his

results the opportunity of making the distinction in relation to

his results. More important, he may inadvertantly be treating

groups with very pronounced structural evolution as equivalent to

those with no structural emergence, and quite clearly these ought

to be treated as different.

Related to these issues is the fact that by using rankings, and in

particular mggg rankings, as his method of summarising a group’s

structure (in relation to the particular scale measured), Bales

also ‘casts his enquiry in such a way that almost inevitably he

will discover sgmg form of simple hierarchy. For example, because

he ignores the amount by which a person whom he identifies as top

is top, and concentrates simply on the bare fact that, as far as

his measures are concerned, they age top, then a simple hierarchy

is just about all he can identify, unless there are ties. It must

be stressed that this will be in relation to one particular socio-

metric scale only, as is obvious from the fact that he is able to

report differentiated roles at all. Nevertheless, he cannot disc—

over other, more complex structures in relation to these scales

I"-J L-‘I r-I-



because“ his system of measurement does not allow him Tto (see

chapters 2 and 3 above. Also Prince, 1986 a, b).

Thus, to summarise this section and the last. It has been argued

that Bales’ mixed use of rankings and ratings render his task and

social scales incommensurable from the outset; rankings and rat-

ings measure different things (MacRae, 1988), and they can, under

some circumstances give dramatically different results based on

the same data, a point which was illustrated by example, and which

will be examined in more detail later. It has also been pointed

out that the inclusion or exclusion of self ratings can have a

dramatic effect on results, and therefore by using both kinds of

measures side by side, Bales has introduced yet another aspect of

incommensurability into his measurements, with clear practical

implications. Finally, arguments against the simple use of rank-

ings were presented, which suggested that a summary order based on

mean ranks alone could mask important aspects of group structure,

and may treat as equivalent quite dissimilar group situations.

In sum, Bales measurement procedures introduce so much noise and

statistical detritus into the analysis from the outset, that his

results mggt be regarded as highly questionable. Furthermore,

because different summary status orders can be associated with the

use of ratings or rankings, there is a problem relating to tho
~

identification of that person, if any, who gggs come top on ’$

scale. This has been partially demonstrated here, although morn

detail needs to be presented to assess the full implications. It

can be seen, however, that there is a very real problem in rela-

tion to this kind of research. The implications are first, that
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Bales’ results cannot be taken as good evidence of role differen-

tiatinn. axes abate aeeassailx senses. and aacnnd. that any
research which uses Bales’ methods without some modifications is

similarly suspect; for our immediate purposes it is enough to say

that without more sophisticated procedures, the evidence for role

differentiation will remain weak.

4. RULE DESCRIPTIONS.

.9

The operational definitions of role types offered by Bales (see p

178 above), are, on the face of it fairly precise, and tied in

directly with the basic analytical dimensions also described earl~

ier (p 176 - 177 above). On closer examination, however, they turn

out to be less precise than they appear at first sight, which

renders them less useful as operational definitions than they

might be.

First, it might be noted, there is a lack of clarity in the use of

the term "role". “It is sometimes used to refer simply to the

sgglgg defined by sociometric questions Ideas, Guidance and Liking

(see Bales, 1953a: 473), and at other times, as in the list pres-

ented on p 178 above, it refers to a pooled glggtgg of sociometric

dimensions.

Second, the use of the imprecise descriptions "high" and "low", in

relation to the three factors which constitute the basic analytic

dimensions, Activity, Task ability and Likeability, is not partic~

ularly helpful. For example, the "Great Person" role is described

as high on all three, and the social specialist as "high on

I‘-J II.-'-III.--I
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Likeability, but less high on task ability and activity (Bales,

1958: 447). This is, however, far too vague to be of much use. The

problem is that the use of "high" and "low" in this context tends

to blur the distinctions between the different role types. For

example, consider a situation in which a person is most active

within the group, i.e. top on activity, is rated top on Ideas and

Guidance, -but rated only second on Liking. Is an example of a
J n

"Great Person" or a "task specialist"? By the definitions given on

page 178, he, or she, could be either. But, it seems to be fairly

clear that for Bales this is an example of a task specialist, Q9;

a "Great Person". Therefore, the definitions need to be tightened

to the extent that what is clearly intended by Bales is not that

the person should merely be "high" on whichever scale, but tgg

(Borgatta, Couch & Bales, 1954).

This, however, presents a problem in relation to the evaluation of

activity levels. If it were to be insisted that, for example, a

"social specialist", as defined by Liking, should be "top" on

activity, then, in most circumstances, there could be only one

specialist of any kind in a group, because probabilistically it is

only a remote possibility that two group members will be equally

active (Bales, 1953 a; Bales et al., 1951; Lewis, 1970). There-

fore, ig tggmg gi ggtiyity ggtgg, one is forced back onto the

relative term "high" as part of the characterisation of the role

types "task specialist", "social specialist" and "Great Personl.

Nevertheless, discrimination between different role types is still

possible, because it can be described purely in terms of evalua-

tions according to the sociometric criteria Ideas, Guidance and

Liking, and this seems to be broadly what Bales had in mind.
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Note, however, the implications of this. It means that, although

behavioural evaluation, in this case in terms of gross activitya

levels, plays sgmg part in the identification of persons adopting

particular roles, it is, nevertheless, subsidiary to the ggggggtg

gal evaluations in terms of the sociometric criteria described

above. Thus, in Bales’ terms a task specialist is someone who is

rated tgg on Ideas (and possibly also Guidance), but is not top on

Liking. He or she also needs to be active within the group, altho-

ugh it is arguable to what extent this is a necessary criterion if

the group has evaluated them as top in relation to the task

scales. A "social specialist", again in Bales’ terms, is someone

who is rated as best-Liked, but is not top on either of the task

criteria; a "Great Person" is both top on Ideas (and possibly

Guidance) and best-Liked. -

Bales’ use of vague terms such as "high" in this context indicates

some equivocation on his part; he is never very clear about what

he means by the term "specialist". In point of fact two quite

different senses of the term can be distinguished in his writing

and analysis, although he never makes the distinction clear him-

self, and frequently confounds them. We turn to this next.

5. DIFFERENT HEANINS DF THE TERH ‘SPECIALIST’.

As noted above, there are at least two different senses of the

term "specialist" as Bales uses it. The first refers to someone

who for example, only ever engages in task activities, perhaps as

a personal preference; the second refers to a person who, more

than any other group member, makes the major contribution to the

I"-J 1'.-'~lU1
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group members, but does not necessarily engage ggly in task activ

\

task activities of the group, when judged relative to the other

ities. The first case can almost be viewed as a personality varia-

ble. The second is an undeniably sggigl concept relying as much,

or more, on the perceptions and expectations of the rest of the

group’s members, as it does on the behaviour of the "specialist"

thus construed. By this view "specialist" is to be understood in

pretty much the same sorts of terms as it was argued earlier that

"leader" should (see chapter 4).

The two meanings should be clearly distinguished. So, although not

entirely adequate, the following terms will be introduced. The

first sense of "specialist", the person who largely engages in one

sort of behaviour, or is seen in this way, will be called an

"igtrgpersonal" specialist. The second, which is the more import- T

ant sense in terms of the role differentiation hypothesis, will be

referred to by one of the following: "igtggpersonal" specialist; E

"ggggg" specialist; or simply ggggigligt. Any of the terms may be

prefixed by a qualification such as task or social. It is essent-

ial to emphasise that the two senses of the term are not equiva-

lsnt. and that ens sense; zslielx mete iniscseses sees; the ens
£599 the gthgg. Amongst other things this has implications for the

IPA analysis of "task" and "social" specialists which Bales and

Slater conducted, as will be shown later.

To try and make the distinction clearer, taking as an example task

specialisation, the following theoretical descriptions can be

distinguished in relation to the quality of behaviour, as percei-

ved or enacted, of any particular individual within a group:

I‘-J II.-4U‘

a) Igtggpersonal task specialist, but not igtggpersonal
task specialist: someone who only engages, qr is only
seen to engage, in task activities, but someone else
makes a higher level of task contributions within the
group.

b) lgtggpersonal task specialist, but not igtgapersonal
task specialist: someone who makes the highest level of
task contributions within the group, but also contrib-
utes in other areas aswell.

c) flgithgg intrapersonal, nor interpersonal task special-
ist. i

d) Both.
iiij

u

There remains the problem, because of this confusion of the two

senses of "specialist", about what it is that a "fair" test ought

to be testing, that is whether the role differentiation hypothesis

can be tested in terms of intrapersonal specialisation, or whether

it can only be tested in terms of group specialists. In some ways

it would be legitimate to test it either way, because Bales is so

confused on the matter. Reference to his conceptual formulations,

however, make it abundantly clear that whatever Bales’ own conf-

usion on the matter, when he refers to flggggiglistsfl he has in

mind what is hsrs sallsd 9:222. es intecescsenall sessialists ~
the second sense of the term. Amongst other things this is made

clear when it is considered that Bales was concerned to explain

his rnls analvsis in tsrms ni iensiienal sentcieeiiens is the
ggggg, and, as remarked above, these cannot be inferred from a

simple proposition about personal preference for behavioural spec-

ialisation (see chapters 2 and 4 above). Thus studies which aim at

an analysis in terms of intrapersonal behavioural specialisation

are not testing the role differentiation hypothesis as Bales

formulated it.
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6 STATUS CUSENUS.

The concept "status consensus" is important in relation to the

role differentiation hypothesis. Bales regarded it as of suffic-

ient importance that he suggested that groups exhibiting different

degrees of consensus should be treated separately (Heinicke a

Bales, 1953; Bales & Slater, 1955 - see pp 179 - 181’above). More

important, he suggested that the pattern of role differentiation

would be contingent on the degree of consensus within the group

(Bales, 1958; ,Bales & Slater, 1955; Slater, 1955). Thus status

consensus is properly regarded as an important qualification to

the role differentiation hypothesis, and therefore fair tests

should take it into account.

This much is uncontroversial, indeed, had Bales ggt-included some

such measure, then, in the light of arguments introduced in chap-

ters 2, 3 and 4, it would have been necessary to introduce one.

Nevertheless, there are problems with the way that Bales chose to

ggggatiggglisg the concept,‘ and these are sufficiently important

to give further grounds for questioning his results.

It will be recalled that operationally Bales derived his Index of

Status Consensus by means of Kendall’s H calculated on scores from

the questions relating to Ideas and Guidance (Hales s Slater,

1955: 276 - 277; Slater, 1955: 612. See also pp 179 - 181 above).

These questions Bales identified as the task questions, Idea?

relating to "specifically task-oriented achievement" and Guidance

relating to "regulation and management of the group process in the

service of task-oriented achievement" (Bales, 1953: 471). Thus,

high and low status consensus groups were operationally defined by
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Bales on the basis of the task dimensions algae. It 15 d1{{i¢u1t
.

Q

to see why he did this. Granted that consensus is important, ,it

then makes little sense not to measure it in relation to the

social scale (Liking) aswell as the task scales.

Part of the reason might be related to the exclusion of self

ratings in the social questions, thus making it difficult to

calculate Kenda1l’s W. But this cannot be the whole of the case,

because, although he doesnit discuss it, he wag W911 aware D; a

paper by Taylor (1951) which outlined a modification to Kendall’s

N permitting the exclusion of self ratings, having cited it an

several occasions (see, for example, Bales a Slater, 1955: 276;

Heinicke & Bales, 1953: 38). The reason would therefore seem to

lie elsewhere. In fact this issue points to another area of equiv-

ocation on Bales’ part; his subordination of the social function

to the task function.

Despite contrary appearances, one detects throughout Bales’ disc-

ussions an unwarrantable, if slight, emphasis on the task activ-

ities of the group thus vitiating discussion and understanding of

the social aspects. It is as if for Bales, as for most other

writers, the only issue of interest is whether the group eventua-

lly fulfills its task. And yet such an emphasis in Gales is inapp-

ropriate in view of his arguments about equilibrium, the force of

which would suggest that social activities, and those who perform

them, are as important as task activities, if not more so in some

circumstances:

"... it should be noted that the nature of the task
twhich lacks a clear criterion of successful solu-
ion other than group agreement) and the fact that
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This passage suggests that

 i

the groups are initially leaderless tends to maketig
very important whether or not the members o _
group can work out a satisfactory set of social-
emotional relationships to each other. ... the lack
of status consensus may be one important underlying
factor associated with the degree of social-emotio-
nal conflict on the overt level." (Heinicke a Bales,
1953: 21).

the social function, and by implifiatiflfi

. - - ' t - Ithe social role, is independently important of the task func ion

f ole differentiation as itNevertheless, in his explanations BF F i
. . , - - ' h

will be recalled, Bales suggests that it is task activity whit

directly stimulates a need for social activity. That is to say, he
, . . . - ' i t. -'-

suggests that social activity is contingent on prior tas) ac 1v

ities, thus rendering the social function subordinate.

he still cannot proceed with analyses in respect of the

. - - - " th tThe practical outcome of this bias is that. EVE" QFa"t1"9 3

Bales’ operationalisation of the social specialist is acceptable,
social

A . . " ’ is an indica-specialist. Consensus, as measured by Kendall s W,

tion of the amount of agreement between sets of rankings. It Bah
. ftherefore be crudely interpreted as a measure of the amount o

- - - - t fagreement about who it is that is top, It B"Y9"E- The BITE“ D
. - ' - , ' h texcluding the social scales from such analysis, therefore. 15 t 3

there is nd indication d+ whether an individual adgagegglx ratsd
best Liked is, so to speak, the QF°UP'5 Fh°i¢E'

There are many ways in which an individual can emerge as top

choice, some of them presenting fairly well known problems Oi

interpretation (see for example Gillett, 1984a: bi 1935): 399 1"
t‘ lthe absence of ggmg measure of agreement there must be substan ia

room to doubt that any overall measure indicating someone as top
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has any validity as an indication of group level preference. That

is to say, there remains the problem that the result might simply

be a statistical artifact, with very little or no relation to
0

actual psychological processes within the group (Prince, 1983. See

also section 3.2., b, c, pp 227 - 229 above). Thus, those analyses

offered by Bales and his colleagues in respect of social "special-

ists" must be regarded as doubtful simply because there is no

indication that the group is in agreement that the person so

identified, on the basis of mean ratings of Liking, is the social

specialist, or indeed that there is one.

It is clear from this bias in measuring consensus, plus his weak

operationalisation, that Bales’ conception of the social special-

ist is nowhere near as closely specified or understood as that of

the task specialist, and in some ways the emergence of a social

specialist appears to be of less interest than that social

functions should be performed, whether by an individual or by the

group as a whole. That is, Bales somehow seems to be content to

leave performance of the social function at an inferential level,

rather than examine it too closely. Nevertheless, by failing to

take measures of consensus with respect to Liking, his principal

social scale, Bales in effect weakens his own arguments, explana-

tions and analyses with respect to the emergence of social specia-

lists, even if it is allowed that being best-Liked is_a sufficient

operational definition. In particular, as will be obvious, the

analyses which require a clear identification of a person ,best—

Liked, those relating to the percentage coincidence method, and

the IPA analysis of Ideas person’s and best-Liked group member’s

behavioural profiles, are very much weakened.
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In further consideration, it is worth pointing out that low status

consensus with respect to task activity does not necessarily imply

low status consensus with respect to social activity, although the

subordination of the social function in Bales analyses seems to
1 .

imply that it does. But consider this; if a group fails to "get

its act together", so to speak, with respect to its task, then

there might be sufficient necessity for social activity to reduce
-.

|

frustrations generated by thg jgttghg tg ggt gt gtt. That is to

say, low status consensus with respect to the task scales suggests

the failure to develop a sufficiently acceptable task structure to

enable the group to proceed with its task, but a social structure

might nevertheless emerge. In other words, low consensus with

respect to task scales can be perfectly consistent with high

consensus with respect to the social scales.

In sum then, it has been argued here that while status consensus

is an important aspect of the role differentiation hypothesis,

Bales’ application of the consensus measures to the task scales

alone is unwarranted, and results in an undermining of his own

subsequent analyses. In particular it has been suggested that

because he does not assess the levels of consensus with respect to

the social scales, his analyses in terms of percentage coincidence

and behavioural analysis of "specialists" in terms of IPA are
I

particularly vulnerable.
=1!‘

7. SHHARY OF THE CHAPTER.

This chapter presented a critique of Bales’ method and measurement

procedures. There were three foci to the chapter. The first rela-
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ting to implications for the interpretation, acceptance or rejec-

tion of Bales’ own work. The second relating to the evaluation of
1

subsequent role differentiation research, both in terms of the

criteria by which it might be judged as presenting "fair tests",

and also by which it too might be accepted or rejected as having

tested the role differentiation hypothesis. The third focus rel-

ated to the empirical work conducted within the present study.

In terms of limitations in the scope of the role differentiation

hypothesis which Bales identified, there were, in terms of method

and measurement, only four. First, the nature of the kind of group

which Bales studied, being the "traditional" small face to face

discussion group. (Second, the subjects which Bales employed were

unacquainted at the beginning of the study, and this was argued to

be an important initial condition. Third, the nature of the task,

which in Bales case was an open-ended discussion task with no

obvious solution to it. Finally, and perhaps the most important,

was status consensus, which is considered by Bales to be an impor-

tant limiting factor. To these should be added the limitation

adduced from results relating to overtalking (see pp 186 - 188

above).

Dnly the last two have a direct bearing on measurement procedures,

and of these Bales only placed emphasis on status consensus. The

rest all relate to attributes of the population of study. There-

fore, in some ways it is only status consensus which represents a

genuine limitation on the scope of the role differentiation hypo-

thesis, since the rest can legitimately be the object of extension

studies.
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In terms of the measurement procedures employed by Bales there

appear to be no limitations apart from the requirement for some

measure of consensus. By employing mixed measures of rankings and

ratings, both with and without self ratings, Bales seems to be

assuming that it makes little difference which is used. Therefore

fair tests can use whichever kind of measure is preferred, altho-

ugh as it was argued ratings seem to be the better option. In
.

wider terms, however, it was suggested, with illustrations, that

the use of rankings or ratings, and the inclusion or exclusion of

self ratings, gg make a difference, and that quite dramatic eff-

ects on results can be observed depending on which choice is made.

It was argued that Bales’ use of mixed measures raised questions

of commensurability. Furthermore, related to this- question of

mixed measures, there was some doubt, about whether Hales’

results, because based on the use of simple means, actually repre-

sented accurately the emergent structures of the groups he was

studying. In particular it was pointed out that because he used

mean rankings he was unable to distinguish between groups with a

very differentiated emergent structure and those where little

consistent differentiation is found. It was also argued that his

measurement procedures almost inevitably guarantee that the only

structure" that Gales could observe with respect to any one socio-

metric scale is the simple hierarchy.
.9‘

The operational definitions offered by Bales were criticised for

being too vague, and for confusing two different senses of the

term "specialist", which were referred to here as the intraperson-

al specialist, and the group specialist. It was argued that the
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two senses are entirely distinct, although Bales tends to confuse

them, and in the process creates difficulty around which sense of

the term he takes to be the one most appropriate to the role

differentiation hypothesis. It was further argued, however, that

it was the sense called here the group specialist which he had

principally in mind, because of his analysis in terms of function-

al contributions to the group.

Finally, Bales measurement of status consensus, although status

consensus itself was acknowledged to an important aspect of the

role differentiation hypothesis, was criticised because it was

conducted in relation to the task scales only. It was suggested

that this indicated an unwarrantable emphasis on task aspects, and

in effect made the social function subordinate to the task

function. Furthermore, it was argued, by emphasising the task

aspects to the detriment of the social, Bales’ analyses and disc-

ussions revolving around social specialists were weakened consid-

erably.

It was argued throughout that because of the weaknesses and prob-

lems with Bales methods and measurement procedures, the whole

basis of his empirical results was brought into question. This

is addressed in the next chapter. 9
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CHAPTER 7| CRITIQUE OF BALES' RESULTS.

INTRIJDIICTIGN.

Embarking on a detailed examination of the data that Bales claimed

to demonstrate role differentiation is like walking into a mine-

field. There are conceptual, theoretical and statistical diff-

iculties everywhere, often of bewildering complexity. what at

first seems clear and concrete becomes as elusive as a ball of
r

mercury upon closer examination. It has to be said that the data,

the "evidence", presented by Bales and Slater is sg messy, and the

analyses and interpretations so bizarre in places, that it is

frequently not at all clear hhgt is being examined, hhy it is

being examined, and what the supposed significance of the results

is. There is no obvious link between the data, and the theory

which allegedly grew from it.

At this point it will be useful to distinguish clearly the two

senses of role differentiation which are pertinent to this chap-

ter. First, the gghgggthgt version of role differentiation, which

has been discussed at length earlier in the thesis (chapter 2, and

parts of chapter 4). This is expressed in terms of functional

contributions to the group by one or more group members. It is as
v

part of the conceptual formulation that the concepts of tgsh and

gggtgt or socio-emotional specialists are employed, with tho
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suggestion that the one makes the most significant contributions

towards accomplishment of the group task (the task specialist),

and the other makes the most significant_ contribution towards

group maintenance (the social specialist). The second, ghgthtggt

sense, however, is articulated in terms of persons rated as top on

the sociometric scales Ideas, Guidance, Liking, and sometimes_

Disliking, and the behavioural measures Talking and Receiving. In

discussing this sense in which the term role differentiation is

used, the term "specialist" comes to mean simply someone rated top

on a specified scale, and for present purposes this use of the

term will be referred to by the construction "sociometric" spec-

ialist.

There are obvious difficulties of correspondence between the con-

ceptual and empirical versions of the role differentiation hypoth-

esis, for example the rather shaky relationship between the con-

ceptual construction "social specialist" and the empirical constr-

uction of being "best-Liked" which was noted previously (see also

Burke, 1967, 1969, 1972; Olmsted, 1959; Theodorson, 1957; Wheeler,

1957). Nevertheless, the primary purpose of this chapter is to

examine the results presented by Bales and Slater for evidence of

role differentiation in the empirical sense. Dnly secondarily will

the evidence be examined in relation to the conceptual sense. Part

of the critique of these empirical results has already been pres-

ented in the last two chapters. This chapter will complete it.

It is not proposed here to re-examine every aspect of the results

as Bales and Slater presented them, but to examine systematically

only the main ones. These, broadly speaking, are the data falling
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into the global categories of data identified earlier as "correl-

ational evidence",' "percentage coincidence evidence" and "behav-

ioural evidence". It will be demonstrated that at these global

levels the data are fundamentally flawed to the extent that the

further analyses offered by Bales and Slater of developments over

time and the attribution of leader status, by extension, can also

legitimately be regarded as flawed. In any event, it is apparent
\

|

from the lack of detailed discussion presented by Bales and Slater

in respect of these further analyses, that they are legitimately

regarded as of less importance than the larger categories of data

(see chapter 5 above).

As indicated in the last chapter there are identifiable difficult-

previously, there are inconsistencies in the analyses and inter

ies associated with Bales’ methods and measurement procedures
I

which tend to undermine the whole data base. Furthermore, as noted

I pretations offered by Bales and Slater, based on selective inter-

pretation, confounding of levels of analysis, and frequent use of

what Huff (1973) calls "semi-attached figures", that is sets of

numbers which gggh to be demonstrating one thing, but are in fact

measuring something quite different, albeit with a similar sound-

ing name.

1

These problems have important and far reaching implications for
53-’

what is or is not acceptable as a test of the role differentiation

hypothesis, particularly for the evaluation of replication studies

of Bales’ work, and of any research aimed at testing the hypoth-

esis whether in Bales’ terms or any other. Taken 'together thl

inescapable conclusion is that nowhere does Bales, or anyone who
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imitates his methods and procedures exactly, present ghy evidence

of role differentiation in the empirical sense. .Bales’ analytical

procedures in respect of his data are such that they obscure what

ought to be the most basic unit of analysis, the ghghg, thus

preventing any serious empirical consideration of role differen

tiation as it might or might not occur in particular groups.

2. BASIC EVIDENE.-

Here we examine the most basic results presented by Bales, those

expressed as the graph shown in figure 5.1. above (p 185. See also

Bales, 1953: 473, 1958: 440). It was remarked earlier that this

figure constituted not only the hggtg for the role differentiation

hypothesis, but also, in effect, most of the evidence in favour of

it as well. Certainly of all the evidence presented by Bales it is

by far the clearest and most striking.

Figure 5.1 demonstrates one of the most irritating features of

Bales’ treatment of results; his penchant for obscure data trans-

formations which Wheeler (1957) criticised:

-"Each entry at a given activity rank is a mean over
12 sessions for the persons who occupied that rank
as of each meeting. (Four separate five-man groups

» were involved.) The idea index is not actually a
rating but an index obtained by adding rankings
received (including self rankings) and subtracting
the total from the highest possible, 25. The like
and dislike indexes are average ratings received,
with the highest possible, 28." (Bales, 1958: 440).

No rationale is given for the method of transforming rankings into

ratings that Bales describes. Furthermore, without systematic

investigation the effects of this particular transformation on the

structure of the data are unpredictable. Thus, even at the most
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basic level, there is reason to be concerned about the evidence

that Bales presents, and that is without taking into account the

kinds of problems identified in the last chapter.

:

The aggregate levels at which Bales presented and tested his data

is well illustrated here. The data upon which figure 5.1 is based

were assembled from 12 "assorted" meetings of four 5-person
, .

groups:

"No distinction was made as to which meetings in the
series of four were represented. The identity of men
was not preserved from meeting to meeting. We simply
took each meeting, listed the men in rank order of
total amounts of participation given out, and recor-
ded the "number of votes received" on each role. The
data for all rank one men on total acts initiated
were pooled , and so for all rank two men, and so on
for the five. The fact that Joe Smith might have
been rank one man in the first meeting, rank two man
in the second, and so on, was ignored." (Bales, 1953'
a: 472).

Thus, the role differentiation hypothesis, in the empirical terms

laid down by Bales in respect of figure 5.1., is not couched in

terms of sgggtftg empirical instances. The same observation can be

made in relation to all of the results derived from the correla-

tional method. This underlines the important point, noted previou-

sly, that the emphasis of Bales’ work was on the identification of

the principal dimensions underlying social interaction, which

culminated in SYMLOG (Bales, 1953 a, 1958, 1970, 1981, 1983; Bales

et al., 1979 - see chapter 2, p 81 et seq., and chapter 5 p 178 -

179).

It should be stressed that this aggregation of data, and subsequ-

ent analysis of overall general trends and clustering, is not

being criticised as an exercise in its own right. Taken in rela-
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tion to Bales’ later interests it is a perfectly reasonable appro-

ach. Nevertheless the question can be raised, as indeed Bales and

Slater themselves point out, whether inferences can legitimately

hs mass with ceases; is sessialisaiisn ex eectisslec escsens
htthih gggttggtgg gggggg on the basis of such results (Bales a

Slater, 1955: 288; Lewis, 1972, 1973).

As noted previously, Bales summarises the results given in figure

5.1 in phrases which imply specific instances. For example he says

"the person best-Liked tended, on average, to be the second most

active group member" (Bales, 1953 a: 474). The interpretation
u

1

typically put on this is something like the following:

a) Person A is top on Ideas and Guidance at times Tl, T2,
T3 ... Tn, and is not best-Liked.

b) Person B is best-Liked at time T1, T2, T3 ... Tn, and is
not top on Ideas and Guidance.

c) Person A is not person B.

In other words, the impression given by Bales is that on most

occasions, in most groups, there is a person rated top on Ideas

and Guidance who is not the same person as the one rated best-

Liked~ (Burke, 1973). There is also an attendant implication of

persistence through time (wheeler, 1957). On the basis of Bales’

own words quoted earlier, however, these data cannot be interpre-

ted in this way.

Bales uses the terms "in general" and "on average" as a sort of

escape clause, which allows him to make specific sounding inter-

pretations of his data, while avoiding criticisms relating to the

frequency of role differentiation (see for example Bales, 1953 a,

1958; Bales & Slater, 1957; Wheeler, 1957). Part of the problem
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station of the term "on average", or synon-relates to the interpr

yms of it, which is a notoriously tricky concept, particularly

when used to make statements about the world (Huff, 1973; Moore,

1980). Bales has employed ggghgggtgg hghghtggt hgghg, but in his

interpretations has implied ggggggg-jhgggghgtgg.
I

Strictly speaking all that figure 5.1 shows is that, in some

general sense, Liking and not-Liking vary systematically together,

as do Ideas and Guidance. Furthermore, ratings on Ideas and Guid-

ance are related again in some general sense to relative levels of

activity within a group. This, of course, is a restatement of one

of the conclusions that Bales himself drew (Bales, 1953, 1958;

Bales a Slater, 1955; Slater, 1955). This, however, does not

constitute evidence that in any one of the groups. studied was

there a situation where one person was rated top on Ideas and

Guidance, and a different person was rated best-Liked. In other

wards. ibscs is as ssissnss is tbsss cssalis ei eels siiiscsniis:
ties in tbs eseicisel sense-

3. THE HYPDTHSIS OF DVERTALKING.

The proposition that overtalking might be a moderater to role

differentiation is an important one. Indeed, as noted in the last

chapter, if it is correct then it serves as a clear limitation on

the scope of the role differentiation hypothesis. Furthermore, tt

has obvious conceptual correspondence with the idea of legitimacy

) Gddl however once having ident-of task activity (Burke, 1972 . y, ,

_ ified what he took to be evidence of a link between role differen

tiation and overtalking (that is, a low feedback
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ii
than he" or she initiated, (low feedback ratio), then that per

son’s ratings on Ideas and Liking are depressed, and it is

most active member exhibits medium or high feedback ratios,

ratio - see pp

- 187 above) Bales then completely ignored it. It does not

appear in any of the later analyses. Why is not clear. The evid-

ence which allegedly links role differentiation and overtalking

(feedback ratios) is reproduced in figure 5.2 above (p 187).
1

The conclusion that Bales drew from his analysis was that where

I the person most active in the group received iproportionately less

the

second or third most active members who get the higher ratings

(Guidance was excluded from the analysis). In situations where the

how-

ever, then there is a linear relationship between Activity, Ideas

and Liking (Bales, 1956, 1956). He claimed, therefore, that the
pattern of results given in table 5.1 is principally due to eff-

ects attributable to levels of feedback, and in particular

"The falling-off of liking received among the indiv
iduals who talk the most in total population is
attributable especially to the ... extreme third of
the population, who talk proportionately most above
the amount they receive." (Bales, 1958: 446. Also
Bales, 1956: 160). A

The operationalisation of "overtalking" by the behavioural measure

in the absence of perceptual and evaluative scores has already

been criticised (chapter 5, section 5 above). Leaving this crit-

icism to one side, the question remains of what one might expect

in an analysis of overtalking and role differentiation (in the

empirical sense). Taking Bales’ conclusion and casting it in terms

of specifiable groups, one would need data that allowed one to

state conclusively that in those particular ghghgg where the most

active group members exhibit a low feedback ratio, then they do
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not receive top ratings on Ideas or Liking. Conversely, in those

groups where the most active group members exhibit a medium or

high feedback ratio, that they receive highest ratings on Ideas

and Liking.

Insofar as the data upon which this evidence is based are the same

as those which were presented in figure 5.1., however, then this

sort_ of inference cannot be made, for the reasons given in the

last section. In addition, however, the data in figure 5.2. are

further confounded because of the method that Bales used to assem-

ble them. It will be recalled that he reassembled his subject

sample first according to activity, and then according to feedback

ratio (Bales, 1956: 158-9, 1958: 445 . See chapter 5, pp 186 -.188

above). In effect he broke up the groups from which the data were

gathered. He then simply tabulated the ratings (loosely speaking),

and took means. In other words, he took the ratings that each of

his subjects (now assembled by activity rank and feedback ratio)

received, and calculated means from them. Gne might, however,

seriously question the legitimacy of this method.

By breaking up the scores the data no longer relate in any obvious

way to the groups from which they were gathered. The ratings which

hs. has tahulatsd wars ssssiiis ts the scsss ssstest sitbis esisb
flhgy gggg ggthgggg, and therefore have little or no meaning out-

side that context. To explain, a person ranked 2 in group A, ts
_-\'

I

ranked second only in relation to the other members of his or her

group, and in relation, so it might be assumed, to the processes

of interaction that took place within that group. Similarly, a

person from group B who is ranked 2, is ranked in relation to the
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rest of the members of that group. Beyond both being ranked number

2'in their groups, however, these two people share no common basis

by which they can be compared directly. Especially, one gghhgt

validly calculate means on their respective received ratings on

Ideas and Liking, because, divorced from the social context within

which thsv wars sathsrsd. they ece ssi sicesslx ssssscesle-

The evidence relating overtalking and role differentiation is,

therefore, not very good, and for present purposes can be safely

ignored. The ghggggtttgh linking the two, however, is still impor-

tant. Bales’ evidence neither refutes nor corroborates it, but

there are still good reasons for taking it seriously (See, for

example, Burke, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1972).

4. CORELATIONS BETWEEN ALL DIMENSIONS.

The complete correlation matrices given by both Bales and Slater

(1955) and Slater (1955) constitute some of the most important

evidence that is offered in support of the role differentiation

hypothesis if only because both authors seem to place so much

emphasis on them. The pattern of results reported in both papers

is substantially the same, and therefore the evidence is, prima

facie, fairly strong (see tables 5.1. and A.1.). It is as part of

this evidence that the link is explicitly made with status cons-

ensus as a moderating variable; role differentiation being claimed

to vary systematically with levels of consensus. Thus, this evid-

ence hgttgg on the assumption that Bales’ measurement of status

consensus by Kendall’s N calculated on the task scales is accept

able, that is, has some level of construct validity, reliability

and discrimination. This has already been criticised in the last
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chapter, where it was argued that Bales’ measure of status consen-

sus was inadequate. Nevertheless, the correlational evidence has

I ' b ther commentators_ and must therefore bebeen taken seriously y o .

examined here.

In common with the evidence discussed earlier, the data from which

the correlation matrices were derived were aggregated across

groups and sessions. Unlike the results discussed above, however,

the groups from which these results are derived also varied in

size from 4 to 5 persons (see chapter 5, section 6 above). One

feature of this evidence which is noteworthy, and which must be

emphasised, is Bales’ own reticence about it. He specifically

points out that there are statistical difficulties associated with

the derivation of the coefficients he gives, and in particular the

probability levels associated with them. As noted previously he

advises his readers to treat with caution both the results and the

conclusions drawn from them (Bales & Slater, 1955:_ 285; Slater,

1955: 614. See also Bales, 1951). Thus, from the very outset there

are gggggwlggggg difficulties associated with this evidence. As
this section proceeds it will be seen that the difficulties mult-

iply.

From the manner in which he presented and discussed his results it

is obvious that here Bales is, as noted earlier, mainly interested

in identifying the fundamental dimensions of social interation. HI

presents a series of correlation coefficients, and examines them

for general patterns of correspondence between all of his measura-

ment scales, both behavioural and perceptual. The interpretations

he offers are nearly all focussed on one major aspect of the data,

I'-JUIO‘

L

as he sees it th t . .1 e endency for Liking to separate out as an

independent dimension Thus the oh‘ ' u' Jections raised earlier about

drawing inferences 'th - . .W1 respect to role differentiation (in the

empirical sense) in relation to garticular groups also a l h
--------- PP Y ere.

Nith this in mind h t ' - - .1 W a legitimate inferences might be made with

respect to the data if taken at face value? Dn the assumption that

Bales and Slater have correctly identified the main feature; O;

the results, then a modified form of their“ general conglugiqn

could be presented. Briefly this is that within groups with high

states ssosensss (High 59 groups) General structuring seems to
occur along the lines of a bipartite separation between an Ideas-

Quidance cluster and Liking, with activity rates appearing. to

associate most closely with Ideas and Guidance. Within groups

"“‘°" exhibit lee siaiss ssnesnsss (Low so groups), however, ther,

appears to be a tripartite Structuring with respect to activity,
Ideas—Buidance, and Liking (Bales & Slater, 1955; Slater, 1q55)_

The important question here is whether the data, has presented,

actually support this conclusion. In relation to this question

there are practical aspects of the data, the way they were repor-

ted and interpreted, which are of some importance,

It will be recalled that, in order to test differences between the

high Sc a"d 1°" 55 QFDUPEQ Bales and Slater tested the d'ff1 erences
between specifi ' - - .C correlation coefficients which appeared in the

matrices (re d o '
pro uce In table 5'1 above: and table A.1 below).

Bales reports that ' h‘ .’ 1" 15 data: the correlations between Guidance
and Liking in hi h d l '9 an D" Sc QFDUPB are 0.53 & 0.18 respectively,
and that these ' - - . Iare are 519"1§1C3"t1Y different at the 0.05 level.
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In Slater’s data, where the corresponding values are 0.49 a 0.27

the difference is reported as not significant (see tables 5.1 a

5.2, pp 199 & 191 above, and table A.1, appendix A below). Altho-
ugh attention is drawn to this result (Slater, 1955: 614 — 615,

footnote 4) there is no comment about it. This is curious. Guid-

ance is identified as one of the task scales, and Liking as the

social scale (Disliking having been excluded from the analysis),

and the fact that in Slater’s results the levels of correlation

between them does not differ significantly in relation to levels

of consensus, tends to undermine part of the overall conclusion

given above.

A similar conclusion can be drawn when the results purporting to

demonstrate that Liking is less well correlated than the other

scales, particularly in low SC groups, are scrutinised. It will be

recalled that to demonstrate this proposition comparisons were

made between those coefficients involving Liking and the other

coefficients witflig each correlation matrix for high and low SC

groups (see chapter 5, section 6, pp 189 — 195 above). First,

there are errors in the reporting of these results in the account

given by Bales and Slater (1955: 287), described in appendix A

below. More important, however, is that of the 24 comparisons made

within each matrix, 15 of those for High SC groups are significant

(not 14 as they report), and only 11 are significant for Low SC

groups. This result is gggiggsly a consequence of the generally

lower correlations within Low SC groups. Nevertheless, insofar an

one could argue from these results at all then the conclusion

should be that Liking is ggttgg correlated with the other scalll

in the low SC groups than it is in the High SC groups. That is to
~

n
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say, the conclusion is precisely the contradictory of the one that

Bales and Slater draw from these figures, which is that Liking is

Less well correlated with the other scales in low SC groups (see

appendix A).

Further difficulties for their conclusion emerge when the figures

detailing the pattern of differences between low and high SC

groups are examined in relation to Talking and Liking, and Liking

and Ideas. These correlations are significantly smaller than all

of the other coefficients in the High SC groups, lbut not in the

Low SC groups (see table A.2). This suggests that Liking and

Talking, and Liking and Ideas are ggttgg related in low SC groups

than they are in high SC groups, again a conclusion which contra~
v

dicts the one drawn by Bales and Slater. J .

Finally, what of Slater’s sorting of the correlation matrix? It

was noted earlier that there was no rationale given for the group-

ing of the correlations that Slater adopted (see pp 193 - 194

above, and table A.3 below). when his sets are examined further,

however, it appears that set 1 (T—R, I—G) comprises those areas of

comparison where the Liking coefficients give consistently lower

results, particularly for the low SC groups (see table A.2). This

raises the suspicion that the claimed lower levels of correspond-

ence with Liking for low SC groups is in fact a statistical artif-

act.

These "alternative" conclusions should notxbe pushed too far,

however. The object of the exercise was got to demonstrate that

Bales and Slater’s conclusions were incorrect, but to demonstrate
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that there is a serious problem of interpretation of the data.

Much of what has just been suggested can be traced back to the

problems of reliability in the statistics which have been mention-

ed previously, and to which Bales himself drew attention. Never-

theless, taken together, the conclusions given above, together

with the arguments about measurement procedures given in the last

chapter, suggest that there are sufficient difficulties and incon-

sistencies in the correlational data of Bales and Slater to quest-

ion the overall conclusion that they draw, which is that

structuring within groups occurs systematically with status cons-

ensus. Add to this the absence of consensus measures for Liking,

and there is more than sufficient reason for wanting to dismiss,

or at least treat with the greatest suspicion, this particular

body of evidence and the conclusions that Bales and Slater draw

from it. F

Nevertheless, as in the case of overtalking, the proposition that

status consensus is important in relation to role differentiation,

is itself important, and most be taken seriously. Theoretically,

at least, there are grounds for wanting to take it into account,

if for no other reason than to exclude those collections of people

that do not count as a group for the reason that they do not share

a sense of social order - at least in relation to the contribu-

tions of group members (see chapters 3 & 4). This point will bl

expanded later in the thesis. g

5. SHARY CRITIQUE FTHE CORELATIDNAL DATA.

It has been suggested that even the most basic evidence presentld

“Z60

‘I

r

by Bales and Slater in support of the role differentiation hypoth-

esis is sufficiently flawed that at best it must be treated with

extreme caution. Examination of the results suggests that Bales

and Slater were measuring correspondences between Activity, Ideas,

_Guidance, Liking, and in some instances Disliking, got 15 sugg g

sax that it seals use as slsimee that in any single insianss use s
9:292 sesscxsd in snisb :nscs use one necess raise :92 so loses

r

and Esisaassi and s diiierent esteem sated as,Qssi:Li£se-

l n

Because of the methods used for aggregating data across groups,

which relies on numerical means rather than average frequencies,

there is a serious question as to whether the inferences they

drew, which were couched in terms of specifiable individuals

within groups, are warrantable, although to be fair it has to be

acknowledged that they drew attention to this problem themselves.

when these criticisms are combined with those made in the last

chapter, relating to problems with measurement procedures, then

the whole basis for taking the correlational data ‘seriously, as

evidence of role differentiation within groups, is removed.

We turn now to examine the percentage coincidence data, beginning

with those relating to isolated prominence.

6. I5ULflIED>PRUHIHENCE.

The percentage coincidence method addresses itself to the percen-

tage of cases in which persons occupying rank 1 on a specified

scale simultaneously holds rank 1 on one or more other specified

scales. As such the method goes some way towards answering the

criticisms of the correlational method about aggregation across
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groups without regard to within group features. Nevertheless, the

way in which the data are presented and analysed, using the "group

session" as the basic unit of analysis, still makes it difficult

to identify specific instances of groups in which there is one

person rated top on Ideas and Guidance and a different person

rated best-Liked, and renders any estimate of the frequency with

which it might occur impossible.

The basic evidence drawn from percentage coincidence is that which

Slater refers to as isolated prominence (see p 195 above). The

simpler version of the evidence (Slater, 613), which is|-n ~lJUlU1

reproduced as table 5.4. (p 196 above), apparently shows that of

the five scales which Bales and Slater consider, more cases occur

in which persons are ranked top on Liking and only -Liking than

occur for any other scale. Slater takes this to be indicative of

the "relatively specialised" nature of Liking, showing in his

view, the separation of Liking as a factor independent of Ideas,

Guidance and activity rate. Thus, the emphasis on identifying the

fundamental dimensions of social interaction, observed in relation

to the correlational data, is preserved in these analyses as well.

That is, the emphasis of Bales and Slater’s approach is still on

the search for clusters of scales and patterns of covariance

across groups, rather than on the identification of role special-

ists within groups. Furthermore, although the isolated prominence

results are very striking, there is reason to suppose that thei

very large total given for Liking may be an artifact.

The isolated prominence figures are presented, as indeed are all
I

of the percentage coincidence data, in relation to numbers of
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"group sessions". For example, the results reproduced in table 5.4

illustrate, according to the caption, the “number of sessions out

of a possible 80 in which a given person holds top position in one

and only one rank order out of five possible rank orders" (see p

196 above, also Slater, 1955: 613). Interpreting this in relation

to the role differentiation hypothesis, in the empirical sense, is

not, however, straightforward.
4-

First, because the basic unit of analysis is the ggggg session,

rather than the group, there is no basis for relating them back to

groups. For example, where a person is rated top on Ideas, we

cannot tell if, in the same group during the same session, another

person was rated top on Guidance and Liking simultaneously, or if

two other people were rated top on Guidance and Liking separately.

Furthermore, there is no indication of who was most active, except

to the extent that, because the figures are of isolated promin-

ence, in the example just given it could not have been the person

rated top on Ideas.

Second, because the basic unit of analysis was the group session,

we cannot tell if the persons rated as top on Ideas, Guidance or

Liking were the same as those rated top in subsequent sessions.

Third, because the basic unit of analysis was the group session,

we have no data about the comparative frequency of role differen-

tiation and role integration. That is, we cannot tell ~if, in

Bales’ groups as a whole, there was more role differentiation, in

the empirical sense, than there was role integration.
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The situation is, however, slightly different with respect to the

results of isolated prominence for Liking. If an individual can be

identified who is rated top on Liking and only Liking, then it

follows that someone else most have been rated as top on the task

scales Ideas and Guidance. This, of course, is virtually the

empirical definition of role differentiation. As evidence, how-

ever, it is oblique and incomplete. Again, because the basic unit

of analysis is the gnoup session, this information can give no

clue as to the frequency with which this state of affairs occurred

in relation to particular groups. Furthermore, no inference can be

made about whether one other person was rated top on both Ideas

and Guidance, or whether it was two people separately top on Ideas

and Guidance. Finally, although it can be concluded that the

person best-Liked was not the most active, in situations where

isolated prominence with respect to Liking was observed, no infor-

mation can be derived with respect to who it was that was most

active, whether it was the person rated top on Ideas, or Guidance,

or indeed someone entirely different.

In sum, the isolated prominence figures cannot, for the most part,

be translated into statements about role differentiation, in the

empirical sense, within particular groups. Beyond this, there in

the separate problem about whether the total given for Liking in

table 5.4 is anything more than an artifact of the measurement

procedure. "

Bf the five measures used to derive the isolated prominencl

results, two can be fairly classified as behavioural (Talking and

Receiving); two as task scales (Ideas and Guidance); and only onl
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as social (Liking). Therefore, if the members of a group wished to
-.

evaluate one of their number as having been very active in, or

having made a major contribution to, the task activity of the

group, there are three possibilities open to them. If, however,

they wished to evaluate someone positively in a social-emotional

sense, they have'bnly the one choice, and that is to rate them

best-Liked. No finer-grained discrimination is available, apart

from Disliking, which was not used in these results.

In practical terms it is impossible to predict what effect, if

any, a second or third social scale might have had on the figures.

For example, had there been another social scale, then it is

reasonable to assume that there would have been examples where a

person was identified as top on both this second scale and Liking,

as in the case of Ideas and Guidance, thus reducing the observed

isolated prominence total for Liking. The implication is that with

only one social-emotional measure figures for Liking may have been

inflated in comparison with those for Ideas and Guidance. The best

way to explain this is by means of an example.

Consider a situation in which in 9 sessions group members had

discriminated between those people they wished to evaluate top in

regards to task activity and Liking. In other words 9 (assorted)

sessions in which role differentiation had occurred in the empir-

ical sense. Ignoring comparative activity levels for the moment,

since we are dealing with isolated prominence, imagine that in

three of these sessions the raters identified one person top on

Ideas, and a different person best-Liked. In three others, the

groups had rated one person top on Guidance, and another person
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5 Ideas & Guidance-

best—Liked. In the final three sessions, the groups rated one

person top on both Ideas and Guidance, and someone else as best-

Liked. Each of these is, by definition, an illustration of role

differentiation in the empirical sense. It is instructive to

consider what happens when the figures are tabulated:

Ideas: 3 -
Guidance: 3

Ideas & Guidance: 3
Liking: 9

I

It can be seen what effect there is due to the singfle presence of

Liking as the sole scale through which group members might make

social-emotional or affective judgements of each other.

Recalling that Bales defined task specialists operationally as

being relatively active within the group, and as receiving high

ratings on Ideas and Guidance, then, in order for the isolated

prominence figures to have any bearing on role differentiation, in

the empirical sense, the gggggg comparison for the results on

Liking is not those for Ideas and Guidance taken separately, but

Ideas and Guidance taken jgigtly. This implies at least that the

totals given by Slater in respect of Ideas and Guidance should be

added together. when this is done, the revised figures for isol—

ated prominence, based on totals given in figure 5.4, and each

expressed as a total number of sessions observed out of BO, are:

U-II-J§>o1 -PO‘Liking:

It might be asked, in passing, how it is that numerical tgtglg,

even allowing for ties, can ever be expressed with figures after

the decimal point. It suggests that the figures are not totals at

all, but some other measure which has not been explained. More
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important, however, the figures above are far less impressive than

those quoted by Slater (see p 196 above), and give an impression

of a much less striking separation of Liking from the other

scales.

Thus, although the isolated prominence results appear at first

glance to be relatively striking, there are clear grounds for

arguing, first, that they give at best oblique and incomplete

evidence in relation to role differentiation (in the empirical

sense), because they do not allow statements to be made about what

was actually observed in Bales’ groups in relation to the number

of occasions when one person was rated top on Ideas and (or)

Guidance, and a different person was rated as best—Liked lg the

game ggggg. Second, it can be argued that the figures, taken as an

indicator of the independence, or otherwise, of Liking, reflect

little more than the use of one scale only to measure the social

dimension. That is to say, the totals for Liking are artifactually

inflated by the sole use of Liking to measure the social dimen~

sion, and the simultaneous treatment of the igigt task scales as

separate measures. To this extent the isolated prominence figures,

especially for Liking, can legitimately be regarded as artifacts

of the measurement and analytical procedures.

7. PROMINENCE UN TN SCALES SIHULTANEDUSLY.

Turning now to the joint prominence figures, it will be recalled

that Bales and Slater presented these data in much the same way as

they presented the results of the correlational method with resp~

ect to all scales (Bales & Slater, 1955: 289; Slater, 1955: 614.
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See also tables 5.5 on p 197 and A.4 in appendix A). Again their

analysis is very clearly aimed at identifying scale clustering, as

noted earlier. Nevertheless, they conclude that:

"In the High [SC] groups, then, the man who receives
the highest rating on the performance of task
functions (Ideas and Guidance) tends to be the same
person who Talks and Receives most. In the Low [SC]
groups this congruence breaks down. More often there
is a separate individual who fails to achieve high-
est task status. The task specialist in the Low
groups is almost never best Liked - if anything the
probability is below chance - while the more active
participator achieves this position about one time
out of three." (Bales & Slater, 1955: 290).

As with the results examined previously, the question to consider

here is whether the results that Bales and Slater present in

relation to joint prominence warrant this conclusion. It is worth

noting in passing, however, that the phraseology of the conclusion

refers to role differentiation in the empirical sense:

The same fundamental problems as were identified with the isolated

prominence results also attend the analysis of prominence on two

scales simultaneously. These are exacerbated in the present case

by the faulty measurement of status consensus, and, of course, by
‘I

the use of mixed measures (see the last chapter). Nevertheless,

because this body of results is important in relation to claimed

evidence in favour of the role differentiation hypothesis, a re-

examination of the data is important.

As in the isolated prominence results, the basic unit of analyse!

for the joint prominence data is the ggggg sgggigg, and not the

group itself. In the present case, however, the results are div-

ided according to the level of status consensus of the groups from

which they were derived, and are expressed as percentages of the

R68
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number of sessions in which joint prominence of a specified kind

occurs. Quite what this means in relation to the raw data, how-

ever, is a mystery (wheeler, 1957). "

To expand, it is clear that the percentages are not based on the

total number of sessions from which the data were gathered. For

example, in those figures reproduced in table 5.5 above (from

Bales a Slater, 1955: 289), the figures quoted for joint promin-

ence on Talking and Receiving are 55.3% and 57.1% for high and low

SB groups respectively. If these were percentages of the total

given of 80 sessions for high SC and low SC groups taken together,

then they would suggest that joint prominence in Talking and

Receiving occurs in no less than 112.4% of cases. Obviously this

cannot be what the figures refer to. Alternatively, and more

likely, the percentages may be based on the proportion of the

total of B0 sessions which high and low SC groups each contrib-

uted. For example, the figure of 57.1% quoted for low SC groups

may be taken to indicate that in 57.1% of the sessions which can

be accounted for by low SC groups, joint prominence was observed

on Talking and Receiving. Without the knowing the ggmggg of groups

to which this refers, however, the percentages cannot be converted

into frequencies.

In other words, there is very little in the joint prominence

figures which can be taken as evidence of. role differentiation,

and what there is is very poor. That is, there is little in these

results to suggest that in any particular groups which Bales

studied, there emerged one person who was rated top on Ideas and

(or) Guidance, and a different person who was best-Liked. The

2&9
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conclusion that Bales and Slater drew from these data, which was

quoted at the beginning of the section, is utterly without warr—'

ant.’

B. SUHHRY CRITIQU UF THE PERCENTAGE CDINCIDENCE DATA.

It has been argued that the percentage coincidence data do not

stand up to scrutiny as evidence in relation to the role differen-
\

v

tiation hypothesis principally because, in arranging it, Bales and

Slater used as the basic unit of analysis the group session rather

than the groups from which it was derived. In practical terms very

few inferences can be made in relation to the patterns of status

evolution in particular groups.

Some evidence indicating that role differentiation may have occ-

urred in some of Bales’ groups can, however, be derived from the

isolated prominence figures in relation to Liking, and the joint

prominence figures relating to Ideas and Guidance. Nevertheless

the evidence is oblique and incomplete. In particular no estimate

of relative frequencies can be derived from any of the results.

Furthermore, in relation to the isolated prominence data partic-

ularly there are grounds for alleging that the use of Liking as

the sole social scale tends to inflate the totals that are obser-

ved in relation to this scale, thus giving the impression of

greater isolation than is actually warrantable. In any event, the

very specific claim that Bales and Slater make which alleges that

these figures give evidence of role differentiation are without

any firm foundation, notwithstanding the weak evidence mentioned

above.
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The final job for this section is to consider whether or not there

is evidence that requires a substantive explanation - even if not

in terms of role differentiation. .

fill lof the percentage coincidence data rely on the relatively

unproblemmatic identification of who comes top on a scale. Unfort-

unately such identification Lg problematic. The use of simple

means ‘to summarise group level data, particularly in relation to

emergent structure, has already been argued to be inadequate

because different bases for the summaries can give radically

different answers (see pp 227 - 229). That is, different bases for

means (e.g. rankings or ratings) can produce different summary

status orders (see for example, Burke, 1972; Prince, 1987; NacRae,

1988; Reidesel, 1974). The problems of identifying .social choice

are well known and long-standing (Gillett, 1984; 1985); it is

gage; a straightforward matter to identify who is a group’s

choice, but the use of simple means is certainly not one of the

most valid or reliable methods.

The percentage coincidence data, therefore, rests on the faulty

premise that Bales’ measurement techniques are capable of ident-

ifying who comes top on any particular scale. There are thus

sufficient legitimate grounds for concluding that the whole of the

percentage coincidence data base collapses in the light of these

criticisms. That is to say, not only do the isolated prominence

results, and the joint prominence results, collapse, but also,

because they are based on the same kind of data and analyses, the

later examination of trends over time and the results relating to

the attribution of leader status must collapse also.
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9 BHAVIDURAL DIFFERENCES BETHEEN 'SPEBIALISTS'.

The final area of evidence to be discussed is the behavioural

analysis of the "specialists" which Bales and Slater claim to have

found (the "sociometric specialists" being defined as persons who

came top on Ideas, or who came top on Liking. See table 5.10, p

205 above, and table A.7, appendix A below). This of course relies

on the straightforward identification of who came top in the first

place, in precisely the same way as did the percentage coincidence

data. Thus, from the outset there is one major weakness to the

results. There are others.

It is clear that the results reproduced in table 5.10 represent

1g;§§gg;§gggl_specialisation, that is an individual who is, or is

seen to be, most active in certain behavioural categories, and

less so in others. Ne have until now been referring to igtggg

gggggggl specialists, where the referrent is gggggggl to the

individual, that is, judgements of "more" or "less" active are

made gglgtigg to the contributions of all other group members.

Thus the IPA analysis of "specialists" which Bales offers can have

no definitive bearing on questions relating to role differentia-

tion when this is understood in the conceptual sense as the emer-

gence of separate task and social specialists who make significant

functional contributions towards solving the group task, and main-
. ea

taining group integrity. Nevertheless, notwithstanding the diff-

iculty of identifying who is best-Liked, and who is rated top on

Ideas, if the evidence gggg show that the persons that Bales’

identified as top demonstrate a marked bias in terms of qualita-
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tive acts (as defined by IPA), then it is certainly an important

result. In particular, if the person identified as best-Liked

Showed a marked bias in favour of the social categories, it would,

as argued previously, force us to take seriously Bales’ 'claims

that being best-Liked is related to social activity, even if it

were not conclusive. So, a close examination of the results here,

and the conclusions drawn from them, is important.

According to their interpretation, the most basic result, what

they call the "most salient general feature", is that the Ideas

person seems to initiate interaction most heavily in the task

area, and the best-Liked person in the social area. This is the

fundamental claim which follows through, and to some extent deter-

mines, subsequent analysis. But, like so much else about the role

differentiation data base, it is flawed and misleading. It is

certainly overstated.

The impression that one gets from this claim is that, in some way,

the best-Liked person initiates ggggtggtially more in the social

area than the Ideas person, and conversely that the Ideas person

initiates substantially more than the best-Liked person in the

task areas. This is, however, ambiguous; it could mean, for exam-

ple, that the best-Liked person contributes more in the social

area than in the task area, thus referring to intrapersonal spec-

ialisation. Dn the other hand, it could mean that whgg ggmgaggg

Qigggtly the best-Liked person contributes more in the social area

than does the Ideas person, thus referring to interpersonal spec-

ialisation. ln neither case, however, do the data support the

claim. I
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The data are shown as percentages of each "specialist’s" time

which is spent in the different qualitative categories. That is to

say, there are no [aw jgggugggigg published which allow a Qigggt

comparison of the "specialists" in terms of the gross amount of

input each makes in the different categories. Therefore the data,

at best, can only show comparative amounts of time that each
, .-

spends, iggiyiggglly, in the different areas. when the results are

viewed with this in mind then there is little basis for the claim

described above. The best way to show this.is to express the

figures given in table 5.10 in terms of totals within each of the

four main IPA categories. This is shown in table 7.1 below.

Table 7-1- Qemeesiis eceiilss in eecseetases ei 55 escseas
ranked to on Ideas and 44 ersons rated best-____-_ __2 __ _____ ___ __ 2------ _____ _-_-_
Liked iec abs same sessions-

I
U

Ietals ex IE6 asia satsaex-
Initiated Received

Interaction Category I L I L

Area A: Positive Social 23.25 28.22 33.81 30.62

Area B: Task Attempts 60.25 53.41 46.59

Area C: Questions 5.81 7.98 6.41 5.58

Area D: Negative Social 10.69 10.39 15.19 11.15

TOTALS 100 100 100 100

Adapted from Slater (1955: 618). See table 5.10 above, p 205
See also Bales & Slater (1955: 279), table 6, which is
reproduced in appendix A, as table A.7r

U1I-J IIIUl

Even if one were to be generous, the totals in table 7.1. could

hardly be claimed to show dramatic differences which warrant the

description "heavy initiation". What they show is a slight trend

in which the Ideas person seems to spend a marginally greater

amount of his or her time active in task area (B) than the best-
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Liked person, and the best-Liked person spends marginally more in

social area 0A). But the difference in proportions in both cases

is very small, and doesn’t really say anything. Because the fig-

ures are relative to the activity rate igtgapersonally, and not

igtggpersonally, then the figures have no real comparative value.

For example, the 23.25% activity that the Ideas person spends in

positive social activity could represent double the social input

represented by the 28.22% for the best-Liked person, but there is

no basis to make any judgement on such matters.

When. the totals are compared intrapersonally, there still is no

basis for the claim of substantial specialisation. Both the Ideas

person and the best-Liked person spend most of their time engaged

in task area B, task attempts 160.25% and 53.41% respectively). In

both cases positive social activity accounts for something around

a quarter to a third of total input (25.25% and 28.22%). Thus, in

respect of these data Bales and Slater tend to overlook important

aspects which undermine the overall conclusion, while exaggerating

those features which support it. This criticism is further streng-

thened by Slater’s rather off-hand dismissal of the IPA data in

respect of categories 10 to 12 (area D: negative social activity)

because it didn’t seem to fit a systematic pattern in line with

the general conclusion (see p 208 above).

It is worth pointing out at this stage that despite Slater’s claim

to have found systematic differences between the best-Liked person

and the Ideas person, in relation to their respective IPA profiles

(see chapter 5, section 10 above) a reanalysis of the results that

Slater gives (and also those given by Bales and Slater - see

l"J \lUl
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conducted their analyses on results whigh they Q9 Q9; gggggt

appendix A) conducted category by category by means of a t-test,
>

yielded gg significant differences at all; Admittedly this is in

f ' t st because Bales and Slater evidentlysome ways an un air e ,

(see

pp 206 - 209). But in the absence of any other data it is the

t t testin the differences that they claim 8nearest one can ge o g

their data demonstrates.

Thus, this, the last set of results which Bales and Slater present

as evidence in favour of the role differentiation hypothesis has

been demonstrated to be deficient. This particular body of evid-

ence is unacceptable principally because of problems associated

with identifying who it is that comes top on any scale, which in

turn is related to the problems associated with the use of mixed

measures and simple means as summaries.

If these are overlooked, however, then nevertheless the data can

be shown to be deficient on a number of other counts. They are

based on a confusion between the two sense of the term "special-

ist",i that is between the senses that were earlier called the

"interpersonal specialist" and the "intrapersonal specialist".

Furthermore, because of the nature of the data, percentages based

th 's no basis whatsoever for comp-on intrapersonal profiles, ere 1 __

arisons between the so-called "specialists"; the Ideas person and

the best-Liked person. Beyond this, the data give no evi

all of significant differences between the "specialists", and what

differences they might show are very marginal, and, as far as one
' I

can tell, non significant.
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Nith this the entire corpus of results has been systematically

shown to be inadequate in relation to the role differentiation

hypothesis as it applies to particular groups.

10. CONCLUSIONS.

It has been demonstrated throughout this chapter that all of the

supposed evidence that Bales and Slater present in favour of the

role differentiation hypothesis is flawed. To put it crudely the

wrong things were measured with flawed measurement procedures, and

in some cases the flawed results were interpreted incorrectly.

Examination of the evidence demonstrates that results derived from

the correlational method, and much of that from the percentage

coincidence method as well, is presented principally in the inter-

ests of identifying the fundamental independent dimensions of

interaction. IQ itself this has not been criticised; it is evident

from Bales’ later work that he was interested in wider issues than

just role differentiation (Bales et al., 1979). But it does not

address the role differentiation hypothesis as he described it

empirically. That is, it does not address itself gigggtly to the

emergence of different people rated top on Ideas and Guidance, and

those rated as best-Liked, within identifiable groups. In view of

this, it follows that the data have nothing to contribute in

relation to role differentiation as Bales conceptualised it in

relation to the equilibrium hypothesis (see chapter 2). That is,

it does not address questions relating to the emergence of separ-

ate task and social specialists who make different functional

contributions to group activity and maintenance.
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The percentage coincidence results, where not used to demonstrate

the independence of the Liking dimension, evidently address the

Likeabi1ity,' or otherwise, of those rated top on Ideas and (or)

Guidance. These results are better in a number of respects than

those derived from the correlational method, but they are never-

theless flawed. The principle objections rest on the use of the‘

group session as the basic unit of analysis, which has the unfort-

unate effect of obscuring what happens in particular groups. For

this reason it was argued that the percentage coincidence results

did not give evidence of role differentiation in the empirical

sense, except for some oblique and incomplete indicators. These,

however, were dismissed on the basis of arguments given in the

last chapter about problems with Bales’ measurement procedures.

The behavioural analysis of the so-called specialists, as identif-

ied by Bales and Slater, says very little, and can in fact be

shown to be selectively, and badly, interpreted. Thus, at best the
-

evidence does not furnish evidence one way or the other in rela-

tion to the role differentiation hypothesis.

Besides those problems discussed above, the force of the arguments

assembled in the last chapter suggest that the whole of the body

of evidence is based on faulty measures anyway. The correlational

evidence requires that the simple summaries of group structure, in

relation to each of the scales used, is-a fair and accurate repre-,.

sentation of what has emerged. But this is far from obviously the

case. The percentage coincidence data, the time series data and

the IPA analysis, rely on the assumption that the person who come!

top on any particular scale can be identified with reasonabll
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assurance. Again this is far from being obviously the case, part-

icularly in relation to the measures that Bales actually employed.

Dn these grounds it can be concluded that nowhere in the reported

results is there sufficient evidence to warrant the hypothesis

that role differentiation, in the empirical sense, occurs in any

identifiable groups; A fortiori, therefore, there is no evidence

of role differentiation in the conceptual sense either, that is in

terms of the emergence of separate task and social specialists, as

Bales conceptualised them in relation to the equilibrium hypoth-

esis. The question that needs to be considered next is has anybody

else?
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CHAPTER 8| FURTHER STUDIES OF ROLE DIFFERENTIATION.

J;

' 1 IN1'ROI)l.l2TIII\l.

The work of Bales and his colleagues on role differentiation is

frequently cited, but seldom tested. A recent on-line computer

search of the Social Science Citation Index, for example, yielded
4

over 4,000 references related to role differentiation alone. Cf

these however, only a handful were concerned with actually testing

the role differentiation hypothesis, in any sense. -

Of those empirical studies which claim to be, or have been taken

to be, tests of the role differentiation hypothesis, only a very

small number meet all the criteria of a fair test. A similarly

small number of other studies, however,fl can be regarded as valid

and useful extensions to the role differentiation hypothesis,

introducing important conceptual considerations which might

further limit the scope of the role differentiation hypothesis.

It is the purpose of this chapter to review these studies. Each

will be examined against the following questions: if

1) Is it a fair test of the role differentiation hypothesis
in the terms specified by Bales and his colleagues?

2) Does it show evidence of role differentiation in either
the empirical sense or the conceptual sense?
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3) If it does show evidence of role differentiation, under
what circumstances did it occur?

4) Regardless of whether the study shows gyiggggg of role
differentiation, or indeed of whether it meets the crit-
eria of a fair test, are there any important conceptual
or theoretical points which need to be taken seriously?

It is as well to reiterate what is being looked for here. In these

studies we will be looking for evidence that in one or more of the

groups studied, a structure emerged in which the person rated top

on task criteria (Ideas and Guidance, or some more sophisticated

measures) is not the same person as the one rated best-Liked (or

in relation to some more sophisticated measure of social-emotional

contribution).

It will be argued that in no case does any study show unequivocal

evidence of role differentiation, although some interesting modif-

ications and extensions to both the role differentiation hypoth-

esis and to method are noted.

2. REVIEH OF THE CRITERIA D A FAIR TEST.

Although already discussed earlier, it will be useful to reiterate

briefly what are here taken to be the criteria for fair tests of

the role differentiation hypothesis; that is, those criteria which

distinguish tests of the hypothesis Lg §glg§1'tgg@§. These can be

broadly separated into two groups; methodological and analytical

criteria. Of the two groups it is the former that is most import-

ant since this limits the scope of fair tests in relation to the

nature of the kinds of group examined, and the type of task which

it faces.
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2.1. LIMITS IN RELATION TO GROUPS AND GROUP MEMBERS.

Bales specifically limits the scope of his research into role

differentiation to what are generally known as small face to face

(.--Igroups (Bales, 1950 a; see chapters 2 a In practical terms

this means groups of between 3 and 6 members, which meet together

in circumstances allowing face to face interaction (Bales & Slat-

er, 1955; see chapter 5).

The two sets of limits described above will be taken as the min-

imum requirements of a fair test. These are, broadly speaking, the

methodological limitations- which will be applied rigorously to

those studies which claim to test the role differentiation hypoth-

esis in Bales’ terms. Studies which fail to meet these criteria

will be excluded from further consideration in relation to gyig;

gggg of role differentiation in Bales’ terms.

e 2.3. LIMITS IN RELATION TO NAT IS MEASURED.The groups should be initially unstructured (Bales, 19o3 a, 1956,

1958; see chapter 5). Amongst other things this means that, at the

outset, the groups studied should not have an identifiable set of

roles and positions, whether formal or otherwise. Related to this

in important ways is the stipulation that the groups should there-

fore be composed, as far is practically possible, of strangers or

near strangers, so as to contrive a situation as near as possible

which contains few structuring factors from outside the group

context (Bales & Slater, 1955; see chapters 5 a 6).

2.2. LIMITS IN RELATION TD THE GRDP TASK. ‘ I

The task with which the group is faced should be principally

yegggl in nature, and should be of the sort that stimulates open-

ended discussion (Bales, 1950 a). Taking Bales’ descriptions of ‘

the "standard group task" (Bales, 1952) as implying further rest-

rictions, it may be inferred that the task should have, in Shaw’s

terms, solution multiplicity (Shaw, 1975; Stein & Heller, 1979),

with a low task structure (Fiedler, 1967). Finally, the nature of

the task should be such that it requires interdependent co-ordin-

ated activity to derive a solution (Burke, 1972; see chapter 6).
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Since role differentiation, as Bales consistently describes it, is

concerned with the bifurcation of the general leadership role into

task and social specialisms, some further criteria of fair tests

need to be observed. A fair test must attempt, in some way, to

examine the relationship between task behaviours and social behav-

iours, as perceived or enacted. At the yep! lgggt this requires an

examination in terms of the kinds of measures used by Bales, that

is in terms of Ideas, Guidance and Liking. Studies which meet the

methodological criteria described earlier, but which do not use

these or very similar measures will not be considered as fair

tests of role differentiation in Bales’_terms, although some will

be examined further as examples of extensions or modifications to

the hypothesis, or to method.

2.4. ANALYTICAL LIMITATIONS.

Bales identified two limitations on the scope of the role differ-

entiation hypothesis; overtalking (Bales, 1956, 1958) and status

consensus (Heinicke & Bales, 1953; Bales, 1958; Bales 8 Slater,

1955; Slater, 1955). From the manner in which Bales drew attention
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to them, both are obviously important. Nevertheless, since he

evidently ignored overtalking in the majority of his analyses (see

chapter 7), it would be unreasonable to require that fair tests of

the role differentiation hypothesis, in Bales’ terms, should obs-

erve it.

As to status consensus, the situation is rather more complex.

Since Bales evidently placed much emphasis on it, and in the light

of some of the arguments advanced independently within the thesis

(see chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 a 7), status consensus is a fundamentally

important aspect of role differentiation research. Nevertheless,

Bales offers evidence that would seem to suggest that it is not as

important as he first suggests (Bales a Slater, 1955; Slater 1955;

see chapter 5, pp 195 - 203 above), and his analyses-do not thems-

elves consistently take it into account (see chapter 5, pp 198

203). Again, therefore, it would be unreasonable to insist that

tests of the hypothesis should observe what Bales himself only

occasionally observes. Nevertheless, we will take him at his word

here, and include as fair tests only those studies which take

status consensus into account. Those that do not, providing they

meet the methodological criteria described earlier, will be

treated as extensions or modifications of the role differentiation

hypothesis, and assessed on their own terms.

3. REVIEW OF STUIES OF ROLE DIFFERENTIATION.

The following is a list of published studies which their authors,

or others, claim to be tests of the role differentiation hypoth-

esis: Burke (1967, 1968, 1969, 1972); Etzioni (1965); Gustafson
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(1973); Gustafson and Harrell (1970); Grusky (1957); Kipper et al

(1981); Koomen (1988); Leik (1963); Levinger (1964); Marcus

(1960); Rees and Segal (1984); Schroder (1964); Shelley (1960);
0

Slater (1961); Smith (1963); Stang (1973); Strodtbeck and Mann

(1956); Taguiri and Kogan (1960); Theodorson (1957); Turk (1961, a

a b); Turk and Turk (1962); Wilson (1969); Zelditch (1955).
c

| -

Of those listed, several can be dispensed with immediately. Leik

(1963), Levinger (1964), Slater (1961) and Zelditch (1955) do not

specifically test the role differentiation hypothesis at all.

Instead they are more concerned with applying role differentiation

theory to the family, and insofar as the family is a structured

group, composed of non-strangers, then it fails to meet at least

one of the criteria for fair tests described earlier.
I

Q

Grusky (1957), applied the concept of "familial role differentia-

tion" (i.e. role differentiation) in a study of a 15 member group

comprising the staff of a psychological clinic. In this case the

group was far larger than those used by Bales, but more important

the relations amongst group members were already structured form-

ally. In particular the director of the clinic was present as a

member, and the group members were obviously very well acquainted

with one another through working together.

Etzioni (1965) studied large organisations with formal structures,

and was more interested in applying the role differentiation

concept than in studying the emergence of role differentiation.

Marcus (1960) and Schroder (1964) both studied "natural work

groups" composed of working colleagues (i.e. non-strangers) whose
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relations were partially structured in formal terms. For example,

Marcus studied the emergence of "informal leaders" in relation to

the "leadership style" of appointed supervisors. Similarly, Rees

and Segal (1984) studied role differentiation in "natural" groups

comprising of two American football teams. Team 1 consisted of 60

members, and team 2 of 42 (out of 101) members. Furthermore, the

members of the teams were defined by formal positions, and were

not strangers.

Strodtbeck and Mann (1956), although frequently cited in relation

to role differentiation, do not really attempt to study the same

phenomenon as that described by Bales. Their primary interest was

in qualitative behavioural differences between men and women, and
f

although they employed IPA to gather their data, the meaning of

"role differentiation" in their work does not correspond with that

of Bales. In particular they were not interested in "identifying

task and social specialists in the group sense discussed earlier

(see chapters 2, 4, 5 & 7). '

Kipper et al (1981) studied two groups of 30 members, who were

engaged in a role play exercise. Furthermore, group members did

not rate ggg gggtggg, but were asked to rate disembodied voices

heard on a sound recording in terms of preference for future co-

working and like-ability. This study therefore cannot be consid-

ered in terms of evidence in relation to the role differentiation

hypothesis, as presented by Bales, since it bears no relation to

group processes.
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The same can be said of Stang (1973), who used a similar method to

Kipper at al. He had three groups of 10 listen to prerecorded

tapes of "group" discussions, and then rate the disembodied voices

in terms of leadership within the "group",' general leadership

ability, and whether the rater thought that she would like the

owner of the voice if they ever met. This is clearly not role

differentiation research in Bales’ terms. It is‘ interesting to

note in passing, however, that Stang’s results suggest that lead-

ership attribution is an increasing monotonic function of activity

level, whereas Liking is an inverted U-shaped function, a result

remarkably similar to Bales’ finding discussed earlier, and pres-

ented as figure 5.1 (see chapters 5 and 7).

The study by Taguiri and Kogan (1960), although couched in terms

relevant to the study of role differentiation in Bales’ terms, is

not aimed at observing or identifying emergent task and social

specialists (however defined). It is, instead, focussed on indiv-

idual preferences for task or social specialists. That is to say,

they were interested in, broadly speaking, identifying the kinds

of people who prefer task related behaviours in others, and those

who prefer social-emotional type behaviours in others. Thus, they

suggest that task and social specialists may fit the needs of

different types of group members, but do not discuss, or try to

identify, the part that these specialists play in terms of the

group itself.

Shelley (1960) was not principally concerned with role differen-

tiation at all. His main interest was in the relationship between

levels of agreement about those who were rated number 1 on socio-
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metric scales and group cohesiveness. His work contains several

important and interesting comments on the use of correlations, and

consensus measures based on complete rank orderings (i.e. Kend-

all’s N) rather than on top rank alone, and these will be disc-

ussed where appropriate later on. Nevertheless, his study does not

have direct relevance to questions relating to role differentia-

tion in either the conceptual or empirical sense discussed earl-

ier, because that was not the object of his study.

Finally, the studies by Turk (Turk, 1961 a, b; Turk a Turk, 1962)

are frequently cited as important studies of the role differentia-

tion hypothesis in a "natural setting" (Turk, 1961, a; Gustafson,

1966). when examined closely, however, then it becomes apparent

that they meet none of the methodological criteria given above.

The groups from which the data were gathered varied in size bet-

WEED 10 ehe 2e, which is far higher than the limits set by Bales.
Furthermore, the group members were not strangers, and were, to

some extent, subject to formal status relations, ‘being student

nurses. Finally, although it is not entirely clear what the activ-

ities of Turk’s groups were, it is nevertheless clear that they

were not engaged in tasks which were principally verbal in nature.

Thus, whatever Turk’s results, they are not relevant to the role

differentiation hypothesis as described empirically by Bales.

Nevertheless, Turk’s arguments in relation to legitimacy and task

orientation, which are similar to those of Burke (1967, 1968,

1969, 1972), Gustafson and Harrell (1970) and Verba (1961), are

important, and need to be taken seriously. They are discussed

later.
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None of the studies discussed above can be understood as furnish-

ing evidence in relation to the role differentiation hypothesis as

presented by Bales. In other words, whatever the results of these

studies, they do not bear on the role differentiation hypothesis

as it was examined by Bales, and as it is being examined within

this thesis. It must be emphasised, of course, that in saying so

it is not being suggested that the studies are poor, do not have

- worth, or are in some general sense irrelevant. Not at all. Never-

theless, since they do not study the same things, or in the same

way, generally speaking, as Bales, then their results are not

relevant to the purpose of this thesis.

Of the studies that remain in the list given at the beginning of

the section, only one meets all of the criteria of a fair test

described earlier, that is including overtalking (Smith, 1963).

when the overtalking criterion is relaxed, however, then two

further studies can be considered fair tests of Bales’ role diff-

erentiation hypothesis, that is which meet both the methodological

criteria and the analytical criterion related to status consensus:

Gustafson (1973); Gustafson and Harrell (1970). Each of these

three also constitutes an extension of the study of role differen-

tiation, as will be explained later. The remaining studies (Burke,

1967, 1968, 1969, 1972; Koomen, 1988; Shelley, 1960; Theodorson,

1957; Wilson, 1969), fail to meet the criterion of status consen-

sus, but all meet the methodological criteria, so they will be

treated as extension studies.

4. REVIEW OF THE FAIR TESTS.

Smith (1963) set out to test four different theories related to
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l hi h osit the systematicA the role differentiation hypothesis, w ic p

I emergence of role differentiation in relation to:

n 1) group cohesiveness (Theodorson, 1957)

S 2) status consensus (Heinicke a Bales, 1953)

-p.._.._
_IIi, 3) feedback (Bales, 1959; Shelley, 1950)
I! 4) personal values of group members (Turk, 1961, a, b; Turk
ll & Turk, 1962).

The references given in parentheses are Smith’s (see Smith, 1963:
l

335 — 338).

ix Smith structured his enquiry around a general postulate that:
5'.

‘ "... subjects who do not differentiate between their
If sociometric rankings are those who are highly attra-. , 1
I! cted to their group." (Smith, 196a: Sub).

I In this sense his study extends the role differentiation hypoth-fig

' esis in relation to the concept "group cohesiveness", operationsif
lised, following Van Bergen and Koekebakker (1959) and Theodorson

if (1957), through measures of individual members’ "Attraction to the

i, Group" (ATS).

In terms of role differentiation Smith’s general postulate quoted

y“ above is revealing. He u

I ggg to the bifurcation of the leadership role into task and social

ses the term "differentiation" to refer

specialisms, but to refer to the process by which iggiyigggl group

members distinguish between those they like, and those that they
I

’ regard as making task contributions. In other words Smith wad

studying the circumstances under which group members will or will

i not like those they perceive as active in pursuit of the task.'\
SH Crudely speaking, Smith was studying personality variables.vi.T  

|‘
Q *, .

'-
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for all of his analyses. Thus, as in the case of Bales’ examina

This view is reinforced by consideration of Smith’s analytical

procedures. For each group ggmggg he calculated correlation coeff—

icients for each of his sociometric questions (Ideas, Leader

status and Liking), and then divided them "into four types accord-“

ing to the magnitude of the correlations between the rankings made

by each subject on (i) ’ideas’ and ’leader’ and (ii) ’leader’ and

’liking’" (Smith, 1963: 338). These four types then form the basis

tion of the overtalking hypothesis, Smith’s results are not ggggg

based, in that although the data were initially derived from a

group context, they have been subsequently reassembled in such a

way that the group has been lost altogether.

IXThus Smith’s results, whatever their merits and demerits in rela

tion to individual propensity to differentiate between those who

are rated as likeable or otherwise, cannot have any direct bearing

on the role differentiation hypothesis as it is being examined

within this thesis. In other words, Smith’s results do not furnish

evidence one way or the other in relation to the emergence of

separate task and social specialists within groups. Nevertheless,

the proposition that role differentiation might vary in relation

to levels of ATS is worth taking seriously, and Smith makes some

interesting comments about the use of Kendall’s W as a measure of

status consensus which will be discussed later in the thesis.

Like Smith, Gustafson (L973) examines role differentiation in

relation to ATE, as well as in relation to status consensus and

commitment. In point

structures his study. His principal hypothesis is that:
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"Small unstructured groups that are highly committed
to the task will have less role differentiation than
groups in which there is little commitment to the
task. In highly committed groups the leader at the
end of a number of sessions will tend to be ranked
high on task activities and will be well liked. In
less committed groups the leader will be ranked high
on task activities but will be less well liked.“
(Gustafson, 1973: 668).

To test this hypothesis Gustafson studied 50 randomly assembled

groups of undergraduates, the groups being composed of between_ 4

and 6 members. Each group met for 4 sessions of 30 minutes, during
.1

J

which they were asked to discuss a human relations or business

policy case study, which was selected so as to be relevant to the

course for which the group members were studying. Presumably

(because Gustafson is not specific) at the end of each discussion

session, each group member was asked to rank order all other group
I

I
\

members on the basis of 7 sociometric criteria (Gustafson, 1973:

678) which can be paraphrased as follows:

1) For which member was the task most important?

2) which member participated the most during the disc-
ussion? '

3) Who contributed the best ideas?

4) who did the most to guide the discussion?

5) which member tended to laugh and joke the most?

6) which member most definitiely stood out as leader?

7) Which_member do you like best?

Of these seven Gustafson concentrated on Ideas and Liking, in

order to follow Bales’ procedures (Gustafson, 1973: 669, footnote

4). It is important to note, however, that Gustafson includes in

his sociometric questions all (except Disliking) that Bales asked,

plus a sociometric evaluation of activity and an extension quest-
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ion in relation to social~emotional activity (joking). In addition

he also asked three further questions designed to measure ATE
ZI

which will be discussed later.

The principal roles that Gustafson was concerned to measure were:

1) ggggggghig gglg: based on the sociometric question on
who was the leader (question 6 above).

2) Task sgggiglist: based on the question as to who contri—
buted the best ideas (question 3 above).

3) Essialzsssiisaal ssssislisi= based an the question who
was best liked (question 7 above).

Role occupancy was defined in terms of the highest collective

ranking (i.e. total rankings received): .

"The individual with the highest collective ranking
was assigned the top rank and considered as the
performer of that role." (Gustafson, 1973: 669).

4

Role differentiation was defined as a state of affairs in which

different individuals "tended to be ranked No 1 on these socio-

metric questions" (Gustafson, 1973: 669), thus Gustafson’s appro~

ach is completely consonant with that of Bales.

I, O

Bustafson’s principal analytical technique consisted of the perc—

entage coincidence method used by Bales (see chapter 5, section

7). Unfortunately he uses the same unit of analysis as Bales, the

group sggsigg, and thus all the arguments presented earlier in

relation to Bales’ percentage coincidence data apply here. In

particular, although Gustafson, almost alone among Bales’ comment—

ators, gives a very clear and precise definition of role differen~

tiation in terms of specifiable groups, he then ignores it in

favour of an analytical technique which makes it impossible to

evaluate levels of role differentiation as it occurs, or fails to
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occur, in specifiable groups. In other words, Sustafson’s analysis

in terms of percentage coincidence suffers from-the same flaws as

that of Bales, with the same consequences. That is, the results

can have no direct bearing on propositions relating to role diffs

erentiation in particular groups, because the analysis isn’t foc-

ussed on role differentiation in particular groups. ,

' ...

Bustafson’s further analysis in terms of individual group members’

propensity to rank other group members top on two scales simultan- =

eously, analysed in relation to individual commitment to the task

(Gustafson, 1973: 673, table 2), does nothing to clarify the

situation. In fact it further clouds it by concentrating on indiv~

iduals rather than groups. It is not clear, for example, how the

data for the analysis were assembled, whether the-same persons

contributed to several cells in the contingency matrix, how many

failed to appear in any cell, and so on. Furthermore, it is not

clear how the data relate to the groups from which they were

gathered. In other words this aspect of Gustafson’s study fails to

provide evidence in relation to role specialisation in groups for

the same reasons as those given earlier in relation to Smith’s

study.

Thus, although Gustafson’s study goes some way towards studying

role differentiation in Bales’ terms, because it contains the same

basic flaws that Bales’ studies contained, it therefore does not,

that is ggg_not, furnish evidence in support of the proposition

that role differentiation ever occurs in any single specifiable
u

1

group.
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Gustafson and Harrell (1970) set out to study role differentiation

amongst groups of MBA students, using task commitment as the

overall structuring factor of their study. Their subjects were

first year MBA students on an Organisational Behaviour course, 60

assembled from each of two years, 1966 and 1967. These subjects

were assembled into 24 groups of 5 members each (12 groups for

each year) which met for four sessions. It seems that the group

members were given no choice about which group they joined, since

Gustafson and Harrell use the term "assigned". It is not clear to

what extent groups were composed of strangers, although since they

were first. year students it is reasonable to suppose that they

were not well acquainted.

Sessions lasted for 30 minutes, during which the groups were asked

to discuss case studies. For the 1966 groups these cases were

assigned as part of the course, but because of changes in course

emphasis during the following year, the 1967 groups had cases

which were not always so obviously related. Thus, due to practical

circumstances, Gustafson and Harrell had a fortuitous division
.-

between those groups for whom the task had a relevance beyond the

confines of the laboratory and those that didn’t. In other words,

as they assumed, one set of groups for whom task commitment was

likely to be high, and another for whom it was probably less high

(Gustafson a Harrell, 1970: 300 & 311).

The 1966 groups were asked to complete a sociometric questionnaire

at the end of the 1st and 4th sessions, and the 1967 groups were

asked to complete the same questionnaire at the end of each sess-
-u

ion (Gustafson & Harrell, 1970: 300). The measures taken included

I‘-J -DUI
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items 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 from those listed above for Gustafson

(1973), that is, Participation, Ideas, Guidance, Leader, Liking,

plus an evaluation of the quality of the group decision, an eval-

uation of the effectiveness of the group, and a measure of enjoy~

ment of participation (Gustafson 3 Harrell, 1970: 301). In addi-

tion behavioural data were gathered from the 1966 sessions using

an adaptation of an Observation Coding Sheet from Carter (1955).

The data thus gathered were compared directly with the results
\

published by Slater (1955 - discussed earlier in chapters 5 ~ 7),

to the extent that Gustafson and Harrell’s results were tabulated

alongside those of Slater. This, of course, entailed that Gustaf-

son and Harrell used the same analytical techniques as Slater, and

those of Bales. Their data are analysed using isolated prominence

and joint prominence tabulated by group session (Gusafson a Harr-

E11, 1s7o= :02 - 303, tables 1 a 2), as well as ‘through the

correlational method derived from data pooled across groups and

group sessions (Gustafson 3 Harrell, 1970: 304, tables 3 a 4). In

point of fact, their analysis used all of the techniques employed

by Bales and Slater, and thus their study is, in the strictest

sense, an attempted replication. Indeed it is the ggly strict

replication that the literature seems to contain.

Their results bear some resemblance to those of Bales and Slater,

but there are also striking differences. For example:

"Bales and Slater found that there tended to be
three roles performed in low status consensus
groups: the active participant, the task specialist,
and the best—liked. Our results, Table 8, do not
show such differentiation between the active partic-
ipator and the task specialist by the fourth session
— especially in the class of 1966.“ (Gustafson a
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Harrell, 31970: 307. Table S, to which the quotation
refers, is on the same page).

They try to explain this, and other differences, in terms of their

basic postulate about task commitment (Gustafson a Harrell, 1970:

311), but in the end they are forced to the lame conclusion that

the basic situation, particularly in relation to the factors which

may affect role differentiation, is not well enough understood,
r

and that further research is required. There is another explana-

tion, however, which is more fundamental.

It was argued in chapters 6 and 7 above, that there are fundamen~

tal flaws in the measurement and analytical procedures adopted by

Bales. Gustafson and Harrell are fully aware that such flaws

exist, but they fail to do anything about it. For example, they

draw attention to the problems engendered by using rank order

correlations, reiterating a point made earlier by Shelley (1960)

that variations at the bottom of a rank ordering can have as much

effect on a derived coefficient as variations at the top of a rank

ordering (Gustafson 3 Harrell, 1970: 303, footnote 3). They conc-

lude, again reiterating Shelley (1960), that:

"... more concern should be placed on the relation~
ships between the top ranks on the various sociom~
etric questions." (Gustafson 3 Harrell, 1970: 303,
footnote 3).

This, however, they fail to do, and they repeat the same analyt-

ically dubious procedures of Bales and Slater without modifica-

tion. In particular they, like Bales, aggregate data across diff-

erent groups and sessions, and therefore cannot give any clear

indications about role differentiation within particular identi-

fiable groups. Furthermore, because they used the same basic
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technique for deriving status orders in respect of their sociom~ _ 5

etric scales as did Bales, that is mean rankings, then there is

the serious question about whether they have correctly identified

who came top on their scales. In chapter 6 above it was argued

that the assumption was unwarranted (see also Burke, 1972;'Pollay,

1968; Reidesel, 1974). In other words, Gustafson and Harrell do
1

¢

not present evidence that role differentiation occurred within any

of their groups.

The overall conclusion of this section is, then, wholly negative,

in the sense that none of those studies included here as fair

tests present any evidence 6+ role differentiation. Again, it must
be stressed that this means, in the present context, evidence that

in at least one group a structure emerged such that there was one

person identified (by some measure other than simple mean rankings

or ratings) as top on a task criterion, and a different person

rated top on a social—emotional criterion. Ne turn now to those

studies classified earlier as extension studies. ' =‘ '

5 REVIEW D TH EXTENSID STUDIES.

Two themes dominate the extension studies of role differentiation:

group cohesiveness (Gustafson, 1973; Koomen, 1988; Shelley, 1960;

Smith, 1963; Theodorson, 1957) and task legitimacy or commitment

(Burke, 1967, 1968, 1972; Gustafson, 1973; Gustafson a Harrell,

1970; Wilson, l969).- Before reviewing the evidence presented in

these studies, therefore, it will be useful to review, briefly,

the arguments advanced in relation to these concepts.
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1. ARGUENTS IN RELATION TD COHESIVENESS.

The argument in relation to group cohesiveness is a straightfor~

ward one. Taking the definition that a cohesive group is one

where there is high identification with the group amongst group

members, Theodorson (1957) reasons that the basis of cohesiveness,

that is the basis for this attachment, is related to the degree to

which the group satisfies the individual needs that members bring

to the group context. In other words, the extent to which the

group is rewarding for its group members, taken collectively, is
\

the extent of its cohesiveness (Bass, 1960; Secord a Backman,

1974)."

0

He further suggests that as, and because, the group provides these

satisfactions, so it takes on a value such that members, consid-

ered collectively or individually, will.be willing to abandon

satisfaction of some of their personal needs in return for the

satisfaction of other needs. An important part of this process, he

argues is that there develops -

"... an increasing tendency to judge [other] members »
in terms of their contributions to the group."
(Theodorson, 1957: 59).

And finally:

"The greatest contributions to a group are made by
the leaders, since attainment of a position of lead-
ership depends on contributing to the group’s welf~
are and progress." (Theodorson, 1957: 59).

Thus, in a cohesive group it follows, according to Theodorson,

that the group members’ needs, individually and collectively, are

being satisfied, and the symbol, or focus, of these satisfactions

is, or are, the group leaders. Therefore, in a cohesive group the

leader or leaders are likely to be rewarded with positive affect
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(Theodorson, 1957: 58 - 60. See also Smith, 1963: 335). Casting

this in terms of the role differentiation hypothesis, Theodorson

(1957: 60) proposes that:

1. The higher the cohesiveness of a group, the higher will
be the correlation between popularity rank and rank
based on the perceived amount of valuable contributions
to the group.

a

2. The higher the cohesiveness-of a group the higher will
be the correlation between popularity rank and perceived
leadership.

The use of "needs satisfaction“ as a fundamental motive for group

members, could be disputed, and substitution made of terms couched

instead in the language of values and goals used elsewhere in. the

thesis, but this would be beside the point. The argument given by

Theodorson is substantially that which others have adopted (where

they have bothered to present an argument at all — see Shelley,

1960) straight from Theodorson’s work (Gustafson, 1973; Hoomen,

1988; Smith, 1963).

2. REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE IN RELATION TD CDHSIVENESS.

The studies mentioned above uniformly operationalise cohesiveness

in terms of some measure of Attraction to the Group (ATS). Smith

(1963) justifies this in the light of arguments presented by

Eisman (1959), and Van Bergen and Nienhuis (1960) that the various

aspects of cohesiveness do not relate to one another, and the

assertion by Van Bergen and Hoekebakker (1959) that:

"... the only valid measure of cohesiveness is a
measure of the resultant intention to leave or stay
in a group, rather than any of the components of
cohesiveness." (Smith, 1963: 336).

Thus cohesiveness is typically measured through such questions as:

300

If you were to be given the opportunity to move tofianother
group would you be pleased about it? (Smith, 1963: 339. See
appendices E and B below).

It has been argued already that two of the studies which examine

role differentiation in relation to ATS do not provide evidence of

role differentiation in particular groups (Gustafson, 1973; Smith,

1963), so these will not be addressed again here.

Theodorson (1957), from whom the argument in relation to ATS was

taken, studied four groups: two of them were laboratory groups,

and two were "natural" groups, by which Theodorson means they were

convened by someone other than himself or a colleague connected

with the study (Theodorson, 1937: 61). The natural groups need not

be considered here. In terms of sise they are outside the param—

eters specified earlier (being between 9 and 14 members), and each

one had at least one formal "leader" (Theodorson, 1957: 61).

The two laboratory groups consisted of 4 separated married coup-

les, that is each group consisted of four people whose partners

were assigned to the other group, the groups being composed of two

men and two women each. It is not made clear if the members of the

groups knew one another. The groups met 2 hours weekly for VB

weeks, ostensibly to "better the marital adjustment of each coup~

le". Each group met in a different room for one hour to plan a

fifteen minute "sociodrama dealing with a problem of family liv-

ing". They then came together, presented their dramas and finally

had a half hour session during which they criticised each other’s

dramas (Theodorson, 1957: 60).

A questionnaire was administered to all group members at the end
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of each session, each member being asked to rate all the members
§

of his or her group (including self-ratings) on a five point scale

on the following questions:

1) Amount of leadership
2) Amount of valuable contributions (good ideas)
3) How much did each member enjoy the meeting?

' 4) How much is each member concerned about and willing to

—..--—v-—;-ai-

’3
L

sacrifice for the group?

Each member was also asked to give a rating between -4 and +4 for

each other member on the question about how much they liked them

(Theodorson, 1957: 61).

Oohesiveness was assessed using three different indices. The first

was based on answers to question 3 (enjoyment), assembled for each

different group member. The number of 3s and 4s (high ratings) and

that of 0s, ls and 2s (low ratings) were counted and totalled

across sessions. These were then expressed as percentages and

analysed by means of Chi Square (Theodorson, 1957: 62). The second

index was based on answers to the Liking question (which thus

plays a dual role in the results). Again low ratings, which in

this case included all minus ratings plus 0, 1 and 2 were comp-

ared with high ratings (+3s to +4s) as described above (Theodor-

son, 1957: 62 — 63). The final index was based on answers to

question 4 (sacrifice), again as described above (Theodorson,

1957: as). '

By these indices one of the groups gave consistently higher rat-

ings than the other, and thus Theodorson was placed in a position

where he could make a test of his hypothesis that role differen-

tiation varies with cohesiveness. To do this he first totalled
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each person’s received ratings, at the end of each session, on

Liking, Ideas (question 2) and leader status (question 1). These
' _r

,were then averaged across sessions, and linear correlations (not

specified,: but presumably Pearson’s Product Homent - see Yaremko

et al., 1982) were calculated from the means, although for some

reason session 4 was consistently excluded from the analysis

(Theodorson, 1957: tables 1 to 6).

The results suggest that Ideas and Liking are uncorrelated overall

(that is when results are combined across all sessions) in both

the higher cohesive group, and the lower cohesive group. However,

when the results for the early sessions (1 a 2) are compared with

those from the late sessions (3 to S, excluding number 4, and 6 to

8), then the results seem to suggest that in the higher cohesive

group Ideas and Liking are significantly related in the later

sessions but not in the earlier ones (if, that is, one accepts the

rather generous probability level of .10). The two scales are not

significantly related at all in the lower cohesive group (Theodor-

son, 1957: 65, table 5). Exactly the same pattern of results
I 1

occurs between Leader status and Liking (Theodorson, 1957: 65,

table 6).

What, then, do Theodorson’s results tell us about role differen-

tiation in his groups? First it has to be noted that, in virtue of

having only two groups to examine, Theodorson was forced to exam-

ine them independently. On this basis it was to be hoped that his

results would furnish the kind of evidence which, it has been

argued, was not furnished by any other study so far considered. To

some extent he has, in that the relationships between Ideas,
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Liking and, in this case, Leader status are presented relative to

particular groups, and to some extent in relation to stages of

development. In this last respect it is to be regretted that he

failed to take the analysis a stage further and examine the data

session—by-session. Even had he done so, however, there are never-

theless grounds for concluding that his data tell us little about

role differentiation in his groups.

-T‘ .\

If taken at face value Theodorson’s results suggest that in a

group that is cohesive those who are perceived to be making task

contributions, after an initial period during which expectations

presumably develop, are rated as being Liked. Indeed they suggest

more than this. Because this conclusion is based on correlational

evidence, which takes into account the entire status ordering, it

can be suggested that members of a cohesive group begin, in later

sessions, to evaluate the members of their group according to a

consistent rank ordering across all evaluation criteria. In other

words, they begin to approximate Bales’ "simply ordered group“

(Bales, 1953). But what of the earlier sessions? Here Theodorson’s

results ~tell us merely that Ideas, Liking and Leader status are

uncorrelated. But what does this mean in terms of role differen-

tiation? The answer is - nothing.

As a consequence of presenting the results as correlations no

interpretation in terms of roles, differentiated or otherwise, can

be made. That two scales are uncorrelated, that is to say are not

significantly related, does not entail that the person rated top

on Ideas is not also rated top on Liking, unless the correlation

coefficient is 0. The problem is, as Shelley (1960) pointed out,
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correlations ltake into account the entire ordering of group mem-

bers, from the top to the bottom. Variation at any point of the

status ordering, top, bottom or middle, affects the outcome. Role

differentiation, however, is principally couched in terms of those

who emerge as top of the scales (whether one or many), and only

with those. That the same person is not, for example, ranked third

on each of two scales is irrelevant, thus suggesting that correla-

tions are entirely inappropriate (see also Gustafson 3 Harrell,

1970)

In other words, Theodorson’s results may give some indication that

Ideas and Liking become integrated in cohesive groups, after an

initial period of interaction, although because of problems asso-

ciated with his derivation of summary status orders (which are the

same as those of Bales - see chapter 6 above) even this is cont-

entious. The results do not, however, have any bearing on role

giffggggtiatigg which is necessarily masked by his analytical

procedures, even if it had occured in either of his groups.

koomen (1988) claimed to be studying role differentiation in

relation to ATS. In point of fact his main focus is on the rela-

tionship between activity rate and Liking, with ATS as a moderator

variable. In this respect, therefore, he is only partially

studying role differentiation (in the empirical sense) since he

leaves out of account task performance measures such as Ideas.

Nevertheless, he justifies his approach by claiming first, that

leadership, by which he means task activity, is most often meas-

ured behaviourally in terms of activity levels, and second, there-

fore, that participation rate may safely be substituted for perc-
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eived leadership (Roomen, 1988: 128). That this is a highly

dubious set of assumptions need not be elaborated here, save to

note that, whatever the status of the evidence in relation to role

differentiation, the literature makes it dramatically and abund-

antly clear that such simple-minded substitutions cannot be made;

the relationship between behavioural measures of activity and

perceived task contributions is simply not that straightforward

(Bales, 1953 a, 1956, 1958; Borgatta, Couch 3 Bales, 1954; Stein 3

Heller, 1979; Stang, 1973; Stang et al., 1976; Shelley, 1960,

amongst others).

Roomen argues, following Smith (1963), that ATE is an individual

level variable, and should be treated as such. Accordingly he

adopts individual level analytical procedures. His results, like

those of Smith (1963) were assembled into five sets according to

activity rank. He informs us, for example, that set A consisted of

all those subjects who ranked highest in their group according to

participation. Thus, also like Smith, and Bales, in some cases,

before him, Roomen divorces his data from the group context within

which they were gathered, and that context cannot be reconstructed

from his data. This sort of procedure has already been criticised

above (see chapter 7, pp 254 - 255). It does mean, of course, that

whatever the merits or otherwise of Hoomen’s study, it is incap-

able of providing egg evidence of role differentiation, in the

empirical or conceptual sense, since the results are not analysed

at the group level. Roomen, that is to say, did not actually study

his gggggs, and therefore does not provide evidence at the group

level.
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In sum then, although the argument with respect to the relation-

ship between ATO and role differentiation has been.persuasive for

several researchers, and perhaps deserves to be considered ser-

iously, none of the studies considered here which claim to test

the relationship, provide any gyiggggg that role differentiation

occurs in relation to ATS or otherwise. That is, there is no
A

evidence that in gay of the groups examined within these studies

did a state of affairs emerge in which one person was rated top on

Ideas, or an equivalent measure, and a different person was rated
I

top on Liking.

3. ABUMENT5 IN RELATION TD COMMITMENT AND LEGITIMACY.

The twin concepts commitment and legitimacy are analytically dist-

inct. Nevertheless, as they are deployed within the-role differ-

entiation literature they are clearly related, indeed related so

closely that for present purposes they can be treated as a single

concept. The basic idea, as with the cohesiveness argument given

earlier, is very simple, and stems mainly from the critical comm-

ents made by Verba (1961). Roughly, the argument as it appears in

Verba’s account is that where task activities are seen as legit-

imate within a group, then the person who is seen to make the

greatest contribution to task accomplishment is rewarded with

positive affect and vice versa (Verba, 1961: 142 — 184). As clear

as this sounds, however, it is beset with some ambiguity.

In Verba’s account the legitimacy to which he refers relates to

tgkigg the lead in task activity. Thus he argues that in situa-

tions typified by the "laboratory group" no one individual within

the group is seen to have any especial right or gggggggigillty to
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take the lead in task, or indeed any other kind of activities

(Verba, ,1sai= 170 - 172). In other words leadership attempts, or
more precisely what are perceived as attempts to dominate are not

regarded as legitimate. Thus the person making such attempts is

not Liked, and another person becomes best-Liked group member.

This is the point, of course, where Bales’ arguments about social-

emotional specialists enter.

Burke (1967, 1972) repeats and extends this argument. He presents

his version in five stages:

1) Task acts generate tension and hostility if they go
beyond "a legitimate expected level“, a concept that he
leaves deliberately vague.

2) Subject to condition 1 above, when there is inequality
of participation in the task area, the person most
active in this area is seen to be the primary source of
undesired non-legitimate change, and is consequently the
target of hostility.

3) The person who is thus illegitimately high in task
activity is likely to be preoccupied with task action
and is therefore unlikely to be engaging in social-
emotional activity. '

4) As the principal source of destabilising tensions, the
task specialist, as defined above, is unlikely to be
able to resolve the tension, and therefore someone else
has to do it.

5) Therefore, subject to conditions 1, 3 above, role
differentiation occurs. (Burke, 1967: 3 1968: 404 -
405. See also Burke, 1972: 529 - 531).

I-J
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It is noteworthy, however, that in Burke’s emgigiggl translation

of the concept, there is a subtle change of emphasis. His attempts

to manipulate legitimacy of task activity, become manipulations of

commitment (and interest) in the task, that is to say there is a

shift towards an operationalisation in terms of legitimacy of the

task itself (see also Secord 3 Backman, 1974; Wilson, 1969). There

51-— _ _ i

are elements of this in Verba’s original account as well (Verba,

1961: 150).

4-

The concern with legitimacy of the task itself makes sense concep-

tually, but it is not equivalent to legitimacy of task activity by

any gagtigulgg group member. The group, even though committed to

the task, could still be resentful of dominance attempts (Brown.3

Hosking, 1984. See chapter 3). On the other hand, of course, one

ggglg argue that where commitment is high, which therefore implies

that engaging in the task is in some sense legitimate, those who

are seen to provide the greatest contributions towards task accom-

plishment will not create tensions, because they are helping the

group to achieve what it wants (Secord 3 Backman, 1974). Therefore

there is no need for social activity to restore balance, and

therefore no role differentiation. It is the same argument given

earlier in the cruder language of Liking. It is essentially also

the argument presented by Gustafson and Harrell (1970) and Turk

(1961 a). '

It can be seen, therefore, that arguments initially couched in

terms of legitimacy are also intimately concerned with the concept

commitment. It is for this reason that they are being treated as

equivalent here; all of the studies which deal with the concept

legitimacy emphasise commitment to the task (Burke, 1967, 1968,

1972; Gustafson, 1973; Gustafson 3 Harrell, 1970; Turk, 1961 a, b;

Turk 3 Turk, 1962; Wilson, 1969).

The arguments about legitimacy stem principally from concerns

about the artificiality of the traditional laboratory group, and
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with the "reality", or otherwise, of laboratory tasks. Wilson

(1969) makes the point this way: I

"Although not true in all experiments, in disc-
ussion-group research it is usually clear to the
subjects that the task is not real; that is his
[sic] work is not relevant or productive since any-
thing he produces is of no external value. ... Thus,
one feature of the discussion-group experiment is
that, for the subject, the experimental task product
is worthless or useless." (Wilson, 1969: 221).

The view expressed in this passage is based on the naive assump-

tion that "unreal" tasks are necessarily considered not worth

doing, or not worth doing seriously, by those who are asked to

perform them. In other words, it is a view which asserts that

where a group task is perceived as "artificial", in some sense,

then necessarily there will be little or no commitment to perform

it. In other words, the task will not be seen as legitimate, again

in some unspecified sense. The corollary is that if a task is

perceived to be legitimate, then it will generate commitment. This

view, however, can be challenged on the grounds that, first,

novelty and interest can create their own legitimacy, and there-

fore generate commitment, and second, that tasks which are perc-

eived to be legitimate can, nevertheless, also be seen as trivial

and boring, and therefore generate resistance and lack of commit-

ment.

Nevertheless the basic point that Wilson and others.raise needs to

be taken seriously. The task, whatever it is, may or may not

generate commitment, but fairly obviously levels of commitment and

perceived legitimacy are likely to have ggmg effect on the process
\

and outcome of group activities. Therefore one needs to be sensi-

tive to these levels and take them into account in any analysis of
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group processes (see also Burke, 1972; Gustafson 3 Harrell, 1970).

5.4. THE EVIDENCE IN RELATION TD COMMITMENT HND LEGITIMACY.

Several of the studies named earlier have already been argued to

be either not pertinent to present concerns in terms of gyiggggg

for or against role differentiation (Turk, 1961, a, b; Turk 3

Turk, 1962), or have been examined and found not to present evid-

ence of the sort which allows one to say whether role differentia-

tion has or has not occurred (Gustafson, 1973; Gustafson 3 Harr-

ell, 1970). This leaves the studies by Burke (1967, 1968, 1972)

and Wilson (1969).

Wilson (1969), as noted earlier, was interested in the effects

that "relevance of task" and observation of the group had on the

outcome of role differentiation (separation between Ideas and

Liking). He studied 20 five-member groups, all composed of paid

male undergraduates. These were recruited through a newspaper

advertisement, and steps were taken to ensure that they were not

tatooacquainted with one another (Wilson, 1969: - 223). The groups

were (asked to write, as a group, human relations case studies

around common problems of campus life. At the end of the session

participants completed a questionnaire which asked group members

to rank order one another according to best-Ideas and Liking.

The design of the study was a two by two factorial design giving

four conditions based around two factors: Task-relevant, Task-

irrelevant; Observed, Unobserved. The task relevance manipuation
F

failed, however, and was therefore dropped from the analysis. Post

session interviews showed that the majority of subjects either
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forgot the relevant information that was designed to manipulate

their commitment, or gave it little heed. This is a familiar

story. Gustafson and Harrell (1970) also tried to manipulate

commitment, and failed. Wilson makes an important point here,

however: his subjects, it seems, felt an obligation to take the

task seriously and arrive at a conclusion whatever the condition

they were assigned to (Wilson, 1969: 224).

For each subject the rankings they each received for_ Ideas and

Liking were totalled separately. Those members who received the

highest or second highest totals within each group were assigned,

for the purposes of analysis, into a "High-rank group", and the

remaining three were assigned to a "Low-rank group“. Thus each of

his subjects was assigned to one, and only one, of four categories

with respect to Ideas and Liking: High Ideas, High Liking; High

Ideas, Low Liking; Low Ideas, High Liking; Low Ideas, Low Liking.

Since these were also tabulated according to the Observed and not-

Observed conditions there were thus eight independant cells of a

contingency table showing the total numbers of group members, in

the observed and not-observed conditions, who were ranked high on

one or both of Ideas and Liking (Wilson, 1969: 229, table 2).

Wilson’s method of separating his subjects into different analyt-

ical groups is, practically speaking, the same as Bales’ percent-

age coincidence method, except that Wilson takes into account rank

orders 1 and 2. Since he has also reassembled his data according

to individual scores, his analytical procedures are similar to

some of those adopted by Gustafson (1973), Hoomen (1988), and

Smith (1963) which were argued earlier to be unable to provide
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evidence of role differentiation in virtue of divorcing the data

from the group context within which they were gathered. Wilson’s

data are also divorced from their group contexts; they are assem-

bled in such a way that it is not clear exactly how they relate to

his groups. We are, however, in a somewhat better position with

regard to his data than in the cases given above.

Because Wilson reassembled his data into independent mutually

exclusive categories with respect to rankings on Ideas and Liking,

and because all of his groups had five members, it is possible to

show deductively that in at least 3 of his groups there was one

person ranked top (by his methods) on Ideas, who was ranked at

best only 3rd on Liking. It is also possible to show that in at

least 4 of his groups there was one person ranked top on Liking

but at best only 2nd on Ideas. Thus role differentiation in the

empirical sense must have occurred in some of his groups, assuming

that his measurement and analytical procedures are valid.

No further conclusions can be drawn in respect of role differen-

tiation from these results. It is not clear how the two totals

indicated above relate to one another, and of course role differ-

entiation, as defined by Wilson’s measurement procedures, may have

occurred in more of the groups than the total of three or four

derived above. Nevertheless, this is the first clear indication

anywhere in the literature that something which looks‘ like role

differentiation must have occurred in some of the groups studied.

It is,’ however, flawed as evidence. First because, as Wheeler

(1957) observed in relation to Bales’ work, there is no indication

that the person ranked top is top in anything other than a very
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marginal sense. Second, because there is no indication whether the

person ranked top was anything other than the best of" a poor

sample. And third, because, as argued earlier (chapter 7) the use

of simple means (or totals) to summarise emergent status orders is

not a valid technique.

The studies by P.J. Burke (1967, 1968, 1969, 1972) constitute the

most serious attempt to test and refine the role differentiation

hypothesis in the literature. Those conducted in 1967 and 1968 are

separate studies; that of 1969 is an extension of the 1967 study,

in the sense that it is based on the same data; and the paper of

1972 is a summary of the 1967 and 1968 studies.

The 1967 study involved 21 groups, 10 of 5 members'and 11 of 4

members, composed of undergraduate students, who were involved as

part of a course requirement. The groups met for one session of 30

minutes, during which time they were asked to discuss a human

relations case (for example “Jonny Rocco" from Schacter, 1960 -

see Burke, 1967: 383). “Task legitimacy" was measured by observer

ratings of the acceptance of a "task ethic“ during the group

discussion (Burke, 1967: 386).

At the end of the session participants were asked to give a rating

for each other on each of 11 items using a 10 point scale (Burke,

1967: 384). Paraphrased, these items were:

1. Providing fuel for discussion by introducing ideas and
opinions.

2. Doing most to guide the discussion.
3. Joking and kidding.
4. Doing most to keep relations between members cordial and

friendly.
I 5. Making most attempts to influence the group’s opinion.
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6. Being the most successful in influencing the group’s
opinion. I
Providing clarification during the discussion.
Liking.
Standing out as leader in the discussion.
Making tactful comments to heal any hurt feelings.
Providing the best ideas for discussion.|"*""l"""

Ratings received on each of these scales were averaged for each

= person rated, and the averages were: .

"... standardised within each group, across the
members, to have a zero mean. This was done in order
to eliminate idiosyncratic differences in the aver-
age level of ratings from individual to individual.“
(Burke, 1967: 384. See Burke, 1972: 532 for more
details).

These scores were then factor analysed and two orthogonal factors

retained which accounted for 82% of the variance. These factors he

referred to as the task factor and the social-emotional factor.

Taking the factor loadings for each item listed above, factor

scores were generated for every member of each group, thus yield-

ing a measure of “task leadership performance" and "social-

emotional leadership performance" for each participant (Burke,

1967: 385. See also footnote 19 on the same page). On the basis of

these measures the task specialist (Burke uses the term task

leader) and the social specialist of each group were identified,

being the persons with the highest task and social factor scores

respectively. He compared this method of identifying group spec-

ialists to that employed by Bales (and everyone else), and, some-

what too blithely, indicates that in 81% of cases his method

yields an identical result with respect to the task specialist

(and also, therefore, yields a 19% miss rate). For the social

specialist the concurrence between the methods yields an identical

result in only 57% of cases (and therefore a miss rate of 43%).
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Two measures of inequality of participation on the task dimension

were generated: first the variance of the task factor scores

within each group (task variance) and the task factor score of the

task specialist (task score).

Using the task and social factors as orthogonal axes in a Cartes-

ian coordinate system, Burke was able to plot the positions of

those whom he had identified as task and social specialists, and

calculate a graph distance measure between them. This provided a

mgggggg of role differentiation, something that no other

researcher had attempted.

Burke tested two "working hypotheses" using these data:

That "legitimation of task activity in a group":

1. prevented the task specialist from being disliked, and

2. freed the task specialist from having to concentrate too
heavily on task activity, allowing him or her to engage
in social-emotional activity. _

As a subsidiary hypothesis to the second one he suggested that:

2a. where legitimation of task activity is low, someone
other than the task specialist must handle social-
emotional activities (Burke, 1967: 390).

To test the first he calculated correlations based on the task

variance of the group, and the task score of the task specialist

against the mean Liking score received by the task specialist. To

I test the second he calculated correlation coefficients between ther

task scores of task specialists and their respective social-

emotional scores. To test the subsidiary second hypothesis, he

calculated correlation coefficients between the task variance of

the group, the task score of the task specialist, and the measure
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of role differentiation (graph distance) between the task and

social specialists. All three hypotheses received some corrobora-

tion in his results, in particular the coefficients between the

measures of task inequality and the measure of role differentia-

tion were significant (p € 0.05) in the low legitimation groups,

but not in the high legitimation groups (Burke, 1967: 389, table

3).
...

Burke (1968) repeated, with some modifications, the procedures

adopted in 1967, using 12 groups of undergraduates (the number of

members in each group was not specified). In this study Burke

r1- Ii" (Dattempted to manipulate, rather than simply measure, levels of

legitimation afforded the task by the group members. All groups

were told that they would be judged on the outcome of their disc-

ussions. After an initial discussion of 25 minutes, and prior to a

second discussion session (also of 25 minutes) groups in the high

legitimation condition were told that they had scored only 140

compared to a fictitious average score of 150. Groups in the low

legitimation condition groups were told that they had scored 160.
.

This, it will be noted, is a direct attempt to manipulate some

farm of sspeitpsat- I

Participants were asked to rate one another on 8 items; 4 task and

4 social (Burke, 1972: 540) at the end of each discussion session.

Six of these were listed earlier as items: 1; 2; 4; 9; 10. Thetn

following items were also included (the numbers are those given by

Burke, 1968: 407):

6. Attempting to harmonise differences of opinion.

7. Intervening to smooth over disagreements.
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Two hypotheses were tested:

1. That correlations between measures of inequality of task
participation and role differentiation will be greater
in the low legitimacy condition than in the high legit-
imacy condition, and

2. That there will be an inverse relationship between task
and social-emotional scores of the task specialist in
low legitimation conditions (Burke, 1968: 409).

These- were tested using correlations calculated first between the

measures of inequality of participation (task variance and task

score of the task specialist) and the graph distance measure of

role differentiation, and second between the task and social

scores of the task specialist. In both cases the hypotheses rec-

eived corroboration (Burke, 1958: 408 ~ 410, tables 2 a 3 respec~

tively). r

Finally, in 1969 Burke set out to test Bales’ proposition that

"scapegoatism" might operate as an alternative mechanism to role

differentiation by which groups deflect negative affect from the

task specialist. In other words he tested the proposition that in

low legitimacy conditions groups might displace negative affect
-r

onto a low status group member, which in this case meant the

lowest status member on the task dimension (Burke, 1969: 1&3). I

formal terms he tested three hypotheses:

1) when legitimacy is low, the greater the activity of the
task specialist, the greater will be the amount of
displaced hostility directed towards the lowest status
member.

2) when legitimacy is low the greater the amount of disp-
laced hostility directed towards the lowest status mem~
ber, the less will be the hostility directed towards the
task specialist.

3) when legitimacy is low the greater the amount of task
activity by the task specialist, the less will be the
hostility directed towards him or her.
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In all cases he expected no relationship between the variables in

conditions of high legitimacy (Burke, 1969: 160 - 1&1).

To test the hypotheses Burke used the same measures as he did in

the 1967 study, plus behavioural measures of residual hostility

}-I» 7--Jreceived, based on totals of IPA acts in categories 10 and

minus totals in categories 1 and 3 (Bales,. 1950 a; Burke, 1969:

163).

By and large Burke claims corroboration for the hypotheses adyan~

ced, although he is careful to point out that his sample is too

small to support adequately strong general conclusions (Burke,
1 \

1969: 167). Nevertheless, the most important conclusion he draws

is a modification of a conclusion he drew earlier. In Burke (1957)

he concluded that in conditions of low legitimacy the greater the

amount of task activity on the part of the task specialist, the

greater the amount of hostility he or she would receive, and

consequently the_ less Liking he or she would receive. In Burke

(19b9) this is modified to included the clause "unless hostility

is not displaced onto a scapegoat“ (Burke, 1969: 161 — 162, foot—

-Hrnote a).

So, the question to consider now is the status of Burke’s data in

terms of evidence for or against the proposition that role differ—

entiation occurs. In other words, can it be claimed, on the basis
~

of Burke’s results that role differentiation occurred in one or

more of his groups? The answer is obviously yes, providing his

analytical methods can be taken as valid. Role differentiation is

implicit throughout his results in virtue of the graph distance
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measure that he employed. Thus, although he doesn’t locate and

identify role differentiation in any particular groups, the fact

that he is able to calculate correlations with his measure of role

differentiation at all implies that he must have " positiveIII" El £1-

values on that measure. Qgy.value of this measure above zero

indicates role differentiation. It would have been more usefui, of
I

course, if he had given summary tables of the values of his role

differentiation measure group by group. Nevertheless it can be

claimed with some confidence that, according to his measurement

and analytical procedures Burke does provide evidence that role

differentiation occurred in at least some of his groups, and that

its occurrence apparently coincided with levels of legitimacy or

commitment to the task he set his groups (again with the proviso

that his measurement and manipulation of legitimacy has construct
.-

validity).

There are, however, difficulties with his procedures. The graph

distance measure of role differentiation has, for ekample, attrac-

ted some criticism. Lewis (1972) claims that Burke’s measure

"does not ... lend itself readily to measuring the
converse of role differentiation, via. role integra~
tion.“ (Lewis, 19?2: 431).

It is obvious, however, that Lewis has missed the point. Burkeis
a

measure of role differentiation is perfectly adequate for indica-

ting role integration. when task and social roles, as defined by

Burke’s procedures, are vested in one person, the measure returns

a value of zero. Lewis also makes some errors in interpretation

since he defines a situation of makimum role differentiation by

Burke’s method incorrectly (Lewis, 19Y2: 431, test and figures 1 a

E)I I
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The problems with Burke’s procedures are more fundamental than

just his measure of role differentiation; they centre on the

initial identification of specialists. First Burke’s procedures

are based on a factor analysis of his results. In itself this is

not a problem, but he derives one set of weightings derived by

pooling results across all his groups. The logic of his procedures

would suggest, however, that he ought to have calculated his

weightings individually for each of his groups. That is he should

have factor analysed the data group by group. The reason for this

is obvious. If the different sociometric scales are thought to

contribute differently to task and social factors according to

context, then a set of weightings cannot be derived across groups

— the appropriate weightings might be considerably different from

group to group.

Second, because Burke’s factor analysis is based on mean ratings

(corrected for idiosyncratic effects) the question can be raised

about whether its basis is adequate. This is related to the crit-

icism raised several times so far that the use of simple means

derived from interpersonal data is not valid. The reason it is not

valid is because it rests on the assumption that simple means

reveal the true structure of the data, but because such a techn-

ique necessarily clouds or ignores possible complek structures

(such as sub-groups), this assumption is not warranted.

Third, and related to the point just made, insofar as different

methods for deriving simple means from the data can provide dram-

atically different orderings of the data, in particular identif-

ying different status orders, then the knock—on effect on derived
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correlation coefficients can be equally dramatic {see for example

Prince, 1987, where values of Spearman’s Rho from —O.? to +6.81

were derived from one set of figures). Thus, since factor analysis

is a complex multidimensional correlational technique (Yaremko et

al., IBBE) one can raise questions about the extent to which the

derived factor loadings have been distorted by the method, that is

the extent to which they are artifacts of the method rather than

true reflections of the structure of the data.

Finally, because Burke took his factor loadings, and used them to

derive weighted estimates for each person, by multiplying the mean

rating each person received on a specified sociometric scale by

the factor loading derived for that scale, then the sources of

possible error themselves become multiplied. He has, in effect,

multiplied a rating which is of dubious validity by a factor score

the validity of which is also in doubt. Thus the task factor

scores, and the social-emotional factor scores upon which Burke

identifies task and social specialists are, although highly sophf

isticated, questionnable. ~

Nevertheless, there are important features of Burke’s work which

should not be overlooked. The most obvious is his operationalisa-

tion of perceived social~emotional activity. He has extended the

range of questions asked so as to include the kinds of activities

which Bales claims are the substance of social-emotional contrib-

utions. Although Burke cites Davis (1961) as his source for sever~

al of the questions he asked (Burke, 1Qp7: 384, figure 1), it is

clear that his questions relate very closely with the picture of

social~emotional acts embodied in IPA (Bales, 1950 a - see figure

'=r*".v';.\
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2.1., p B2 above). To this extent Burke’s approach is more in

harmony with the spirit of Bales’ conception than even Bales’ own

work.

Burke’s attempt to develop a procedure which allowed for differen~

tial weightings of the sociometric scales should also not be

overlooked. Again this is more in the spirit of what Bales appear~

ed to have in mind than Bales’ own approach. Certainly Burke’s

method is considerably more sophisticated than any other to be

found in the literature, and seems to capture the whole point of

the role differentiation hypothesis. '

Alas, sophistication is not a guarantee of validity. Although

Burke very clearly goes a long way towards testing the role diff-

erentiation hypothesis in the terms that Bales set conceptually,
I

-1

and, indeed, presents evidence which according to his measures

suggests that role differentiation does occur in some groups, it
n 0

is with the greatest reluctance that one is forced to iconclude

that his measures are flawed to the extent that a question mark

must be placed against them. In other words, although there is

evidence of role differentiation in Burke’s results, it is quest-

ionnable and cannot be accepted without considerable reservation.

In sum then, the studies examined in this section — those of

Wilson (1969) and Burke (1967, 1968, 19&9, 19?2) ~ both provide

some evidence that role differentiation of one sort or another

occurred in their groups. In both cases, however, the evidence was

indirect and contentious, and therefore could not be accepted

without reservation. In other words, what evidence there is that

'-!""J"-‘.'-..1.c.-...:
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role differentiation ever occurs in identifiable groups is very

weak.

6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS.

This chapter has presented a systematic critical examination of

those empirical studies which their authors or others have claimed

as tests of the role differentiation hypothesis. It has_ been

argued that many of the studies do not, in point of fact, repres~

ent tests of the role differentiation hypothesis in the terms set

by Bales, either because they do not measure and examine the same

phenomena, or because they were conducted in social settings which

are sufficiently different to those within which Bales conducted

his studies to exclude them as fair tests.

Bf the remaining studies, it has been argued that in almost no

case is there any evidence that role differentiation occurred in

any particular groups studied, principally because the analytical

techniques typically employed do not allow inferences to be made

at the specific group level. The studies of only two authors

allowed any inferences to be drawn with respect to particular

groups. In these, role differentiation may have occurred, if it is

allowed that the procedures adopted for deriving summarise Eifltui

orders is valid. The information, however, had to be derived

deductively - there was no attempt in either case to present

direct evidence at the group level. Because of this, estimates of

the frequency with which role differentiation may have occurred,

as opposed to, for example, role integration, are impossible to

derive. The methods for deriving summaries were, however, of the
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same sort used by Bales, that is simple means calculated on the

basis of ratings or rankings received, and this procedure has

already been argued to be invalid and unreliable.

Nevertheless,_ the arguments which some researchers have presented

in relation to cohesiveness (ATE) and legitimacy (or commitment)

have been argued to be of sufficient importance that they should

be considered seriously in any attempt to study role differentia-

tion, assuming that evidence for role differentiation can be

found.

7. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS FDR PART 2.

As an overall conclusion to the empirical part of the thesis, it

has been argued and demonstrated throughout that nowhere in the

published literature is there any good evidence that role differf

entiation ever occurs in specific identifiable groups. What there

_ is tends to be weak and indirect. Furthermore, as Hosking and

f Morley observe, albeit in a different context: '

“Even when definitions are made explicit, they are
often far from being implemented in subsequent meas~
urement procedures". (Hosking h Morley, 1984: 5).

In the present case, only three researchers bothered to provide

definitions of role types and role differentiation (Bales, e.g.

1958; Burke, e.g. 1972; Gustafson, 1973). with the exception of

Burke’s studies, however, these definitions appear to play no

obvious part in the analyses. This is a consequence of the fact

that in every study examined in section 2, that claimed to be a
\

study of the role differentiation and the role differentiation

hypothesis, ther unit of analysis was always something other than

the ggggg. Some studied the individuals within groups, but most
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studies were conducted at an aggregate level which pooled data

across groups and group sessions. It is at the ggggg level, how-

ever, that all explanations are articulated, which suggests that

in most cases it is the specific group which is intended to be the

focus of attention.

Overall, then, it would appear that there is some_necessity for an

examination of role differentiation which is conducted in terms of

individual groups. This, necessarily, implies a somewhat more

clinical orientation to the data and analyses than that typically

adopted in the literature. There is also some need to consider

very carefully the approach adopted towards deriving summaries of

group structure. with these issues in mind, then, we turn to the

empirical work conducted for the thesis.

I
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CHAPTER 9| OVERVIEW OF METHOD.

1 INTRODUCTION.

The preceding chapters have presented a detailed, systematic and

critical examination of the role differentiation hypothesis as it

appears conceptually and empirically. It has been argued that the

basic proposition, the bifurcation of the leadership function into

task and social specialisms in relation to what Bales (1953 a)

calls the equilibrium problem, can be successfully integrated into

a coherent theory of groups and leadership articulated in terms of

negotiated social order. The proposition fares less well empiric-

ally, however.

By far the bulk of the empirical literature which claims to exam-

ine the role differentiation hypothesis does so in terms of gener-

al trends using data aggregated across groups and group sessions

(e.g. Bales, 1958; Bales & Slater, 1955; Gustafson 1973; Gustafson

& Harrell, 1970; Slater, 1955). Other studies concentrate on the

attributes of individuals within groups, taken either generally or

identified according to some specific criterion such as being

rated top on Liking (e.g. Bales, 1956, 1958; Bales B Slater, 1955;

Koomen, 1988; Smith, 1963; Hilson, 1969). In no case, however, is

there any evidence presented which demonstrates unequivocally that

role differentiation, the emergence of separate task and social
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specialists, ever occurs in any identifiable gggggs. To be sure

the studies by Burke (1967, 1968, 1969, 1972) and Wilson (1969)

present their results in such a way that role differentiation, in

some sense, can be inferred to have occured, but in both cases the

evidence is oblique and has to be derived deductively. Overall

there is_ no direct evidence of role differentiation. In other

Nerds. it has zet to be dseeostcates that cola diiieceotiatisa
sxec assets so cslatiso to saesiiis ideatiiiaals aceuas- That.
therefore, is the principal aim of the empirical research within

this thesis, which therefore will be focussed on the search for

evidence that within some specific identifiable groups there emer-

ge identifiable individuals who separately perform task and social

roles, however defined.

The remainder of this chapter presents an overview of the research

aims and methods, and clarifies, briefly, some of the issues

introduced in earlier chapters which are relevant to the proced—

ures adopted. Some of the problems of conducting the research are

also briefly noted. I

2. STRUCTURE AND RATIONALE OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME.

The original projected structure of the research programme was to

move systematically from the laboratory to the "real" world in

stages, studying small groups of the kind already discussed exten-
I

sively elsewhere in the thesis. Thus, as originally conceived, the

research was intended to begin with laboratory groups composed of

undergraduates, move on to some kind of half—way group, also

composed of undergraduates, and finally concentrate on groups

L-'-IHI ~O



which were convened by people other than the researcher for

purposes other than research, in a context completely divorced

from a university setting, and composed of people who were ggt

undergraduates. The rationale for this approach is very straight-

forward.

First, the availability of undergraduates to take part in this

kind of research makes them an asset not to be lightly ignored.

Such a freely available pool of potential participants presents
1

the possiblity of gathering large amounts of data, which might not

be possible otherwise. Furthermore, as argued earlier, undergrad-

uates represent a reasonably good approximation to the kind of

person that comprised the membership of the groups which stimu—

lated the research in the first place (see chapter 1). Neverthe~

less, the arguments against the use of undergraduates as subjects

(e.g. Douglas, 1983; Turk, 1981 a, bg Verba, 1961) cannot be

ignored entirely. Any study which aims at a general understanding

of groups, as opposed simply to undergraduate groups, must move

away from total reliance on students to populations outside the

university.

Second, convening groups in a laboratory also presents advantages.

The laboratory, in virtue of being designed specifically as a

context for research, allows for close observation of group inter-
0

actions without directly affecting them. Moreover the laboratory

also presents the opportunity for making a permanent audio—visual

record of the group session, which is useful, indeed essential,

for some kinds of analysis (e.g. behavioural analysis).
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As with the use of undergraduate participants, however, remaining

in the laboratory is not acceptable if the research is to have

relevance beyond the laboratory door. Although it has been sugges-

ted earlier that the arguments against the use of laboratory

groups are less well formed than they appear prima facie, never-

theless the point is well taken that laboratory groups, in virtue

of being convened specifically for research and observation, gight

be systematically different in some way from groups meeting under

other circumstances (Douglas, 1983; Tajfel, 1981; Turner & Siles,

1981; Verba, 1961; Wilson, 1969). Allied to this, of course, is

Wilson’s point that laboratory groups are typically set tasks

which have no relevance beyond the laboratory door, and that this

might also have serious systematic affects on the outcome of

interaction (Wilson, 1969).

It was considered that making a transition from the laboratory

directly to the "real" world would, however, represent too great a

leap. Studying groups that were not convened with research in mind

involves a substantial loss of ability to direct the proceedings

for the purpose of gathering data. Hence the decision to find a

half-way position. In the present case this was represented by

tutorial groups that the researcher was teaching. As part of the

teaching method a large group of students was split into small

groups of between four and six, and asked to discuss topics relev~

ant to their course. Some of the groups agreed to take part in the

research. These groups, composed of volunteers, undertook exactly

the same tasks as other groups working alongside them who were not

taking part in the research. The only difference was that they

were asked to complete questionnaires at the end of the group
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session (see appendices C & D). In research terms this was cons-

idered to be an acceptable compromise between the laboratory and

the real world; groups undertaking "real" tasks, that they would

be expected to undertake even if not taking part in research, but

under circumstances that allowed fairly close observation of their

interaction (although without the opportunity for audio—visual

recordings).

The only real disadvantage of the tutorial groups related to their

being composed of undergraduates, although there were also some

difficulties in arranging sessions so that data could be gathered

before they were required to attend lectures. It was, however,

still considered important to try and make the full transition to

non—laboratory groups meeting totally outside a university cont~

ext. l

In the event gaining access to groups outside the university

proved to be almost impossible. Several groups agreed to take

part, only to pull out at the last moment, usually, so it seems,

at the instigation of one particular member. Interestingly the

stated reason most often given was because the study was a social

ggyghglggiggl one, although even when this feature of the research

was not stated there remained a general reluctance to be the

object of study.

One group, however, did take part and provided data for one sess~

ion, before pulling out. Unfortunately the data were not usable.

Because the group was a closed one, the researcher was not perm~

itted to be present, and this resulted in one of the questionn-
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aires being completed incorrectly thus rendering the entire set of

results impossible to interpret. Hence this group has not been

included in the results.

Overall, then, although the intention was to conduct the study in

three main phases (laboratory, transition and real world) in the

event data were only available for the first two phases.

~

I

In addition to the main phases outlined above, a decision was made

early on to gather data over several sessions for as many groups

as possible. As it turned out it was only possible for the tutor-

ial groups, and then with difficulty. Nevertheless there are

sufficient data available to make a time series analysis possible

and worthwhile. A complete record of the groups studied, their

composition, measuring instruments used and size, is given in

appendix B.

3. FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF ROLE DIFFERENTIATION.

I

Before describing the kinds of measurements which were made, it is

essential to clarify the view taken here about which aspect of the

role differentiation hypothesis is taken to be fundamental, and

which therefore underlay decisions about measurement procedures.

It has been noted previously that there is some confusion in the

literature as to whether the role differentiation hypothesis is a

behavioural or perceptual proposition. This confusion is not conf-

ined to commentators, but is also evident throughout Bales’ orig~

inal presentations (see, for example, Bales, 1953, 1956, 1958;

Bales b Slater, 1955). From the way in which Bales discusses the
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hypothesis, and the nature of the data presented, the safest 4. MASURING INSTRUMENTS. I

inference is that it is intended to be both, and in point of fact

both sorts of data are presented (see chapter 5). ‘Nevertheless,

the view taken here is that it is the ggggggtggl sense which is

more fundamental, and to which priority must be given. This claim

rests simply on the fact that Bales, in his analytical procedures,

gives priority to his perceptual data, although it is also consis-

tent with the general view of leadership adopted earlier in the

thesis (chapter 4). The point is easy to support.

Bales frequently discusses task and social specialists in terms of

task and social ggtiyity, and offers behavioural (IPA) data as

part of his evidence in support of the role differentiation hypo-
.

th'-==“-=-i 5 - lisxectbelsss tbs eebaxieucal aoalxsis is aluaxs subacsia:
egg pg the ggggggtggl ggglygig. The composite behavioural profiles

that are presented in the original studies (Bales b Slater, 1955;

Slater, 1955 — see tables 5.10 & A.7) are of those individuals

whom Bales and Slater identify as best-Liked and top on Ideas,

based on the results derived from their sociometric questions.

That is, decisions made on the basis of the perceptual results

were used to select those individuals who were to be examined

behaviourally. In other words, the behavioural evidence is ggiyeg

by the perceptual data, and does not stand independently.

Therefore, to examine the role differentiation hypothesis in

Bales’ terms one cannot look for.evidence of behavioural role

differentiation independently of perceptual data, and it is the

perceptual data which takes priority. This suggests questionnaire

data.

L-J(.--I -PI

The questionnaire was used as the principal measuring instrument.

Two different versions were used; the Warwick Ouestionnaire

(NarwO) which was developed for an earlier study (Prince, 1983),

and the Small Groups Ouestionnaire (SGO or Narwfl version II) which

is an extension and modification of the Narwfl. The NarwO was used

in the early stages of the research, and the SGO in the later

’stages.

It must be emphasised at this point that because of severe time

constraints decisions were made with respect to data collection

before most of the critique, presented earlier, was completed. As

a consequence a great deal of data were gathered which will not be

used in the results sections, and some data were not gathered

which would, in retrospect, have been useful.

4.1. THE WARWICK QUESTIONNAIRE (flarwfl).

The Narwfl comprised of six sociometric questions using an uncali-

brated ratings scale set at 100mm long (see appendix E). Three of

the questions, Ideas, Guidance and Liking, were taken directly

from Bales (e.g. Bales a Slater, 1955). The others comprised of

two questions relating to leadership functions (question 4) and

leaderlike behaviour (question 6), and one question asking about

preference for future colleagues (question 5).

v

In addition to the sociometric questions there were seven other

questions, loosely referred to here as attitude scales for want of

a better term. These comprised two questions relating to personal
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enjoyment and satisfaction (questions 7 and 12); one question

aimed at assessing a general response to the procedure in terms of

a willingness to repeat the experience (question B); two questions

aimed at assessing general attitudes towards leaders in small

groups, in terms of the necessity for them (question R) and pref-

erence (question 14), in addition participants were asked to

nominate their preferred choice (if any) for future leader of the

group -(question 13); finally two questions, taken from Smith

(1963), were intended to assess attraction to the group (ATE) as a

general measure of cohesiveness, in terms of desire to continue as

a member of the current group (question 10), and preference for a

different group (question 11).

The questionnaire also included Fied1er’s Asfl (MPCLLPC) scales,

taken from Hosking (1978), and the SYMLOG Ratings Form for Inter-

personal Behaviour (Bales et al., 1979, appendix C). Originally

the Warwfi also included a set of cognitive complexity scales, also

taken from Hosking (1978), and the SYMLOG Ratings Porm for Inter-

personal Values (Bales et al., 1979, appendix N), but these were

later excluded for reasons of parsimony.

4.2. TE SHALL GROUPS QUESTIONNAIRE (SEQ).
a

The SEQ comprised two parts; a pre~session questionnaire which was

administered once, and a post—session questionnaire which was

administered at the end of each session.

a) The Pre-Sessio Questionnaire.

The SEQ Part I was designed in 3 sections each colour coded for

ease of data retrieval. Section 1 (green) comprised of Belbin’s
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Self Perception Inventory (Belbin, 1981). Section 2 comprised of

the SYMLOG Rating Form for Interpensonal Behaviour adapted to

yield information about personal behaviour (Self — blue) and about

the ideal self (Wish - purple). These were taken from Bales et al

(1979). Section 3 comprised of Fiedler’s fisfi (MPG/LPC) adapted

from Hosking (1978) and Fiedler (1967) and the SYMLOG Rating Form

for Interpersonal Behaviour adapted to yield information about the

Least. Preferred Co—Worker (pink) and Most Preferred Co-worker

(salmon — Fiedler, 1967). This questionnaire is reproduced (with-

out colour) in appendix F.

The decision to gather these data was made early on in the

research process. At the time it was assumed that the identifica~

tion of role differentiation, should it occur, wou1d.be relatively

unproblematic, and that further analyses of those identified as

task and social specialists would be both desirable and possible.

In addition these data would have allowed further analyses of

persons taking other roles such as scapegoat (Bales, 1958; Burke,

1969), overactive deviant (Bales, 1958) and so on, and an examina-
. \

tion of Smith’s basic postulate given earlier (Smith, 1963).

As it turned out, however, the identification of role differentia-

tion was not straightforward. Indeed identifying ggy group

structure, particularly in terms of persons rated top on specific

scales, turned out to be an extremely vexed issue (see Prince,

1987 and chapter 6 above). As a consequence the data gathered from

SEQ Part I have been excluded from further analysis within this

thesis, as have the similar data from WarwB. It is important to

appreciate, however, that these data wage gathered, since it was a
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significant aspect of the method, and it is also important to note

that they are available for analysis at some future time.

l

b) The Post-Session Questionnaire.

SEQ Part II (see appendix G) was designed in 3 sections, each

colour coded. Section 1 (green) comprised of 27 sociometric ques-

tions using the same 100mm uncalibrated ratings scale as the

Warwfl. Unfortunately the vagaries of,the printing process resulted

in a scale 107mm long, but this didnft really present any major

problems.

The questions in SEQ Part II were of three basic kinds: how much;

how good; how effective. These were based around the related

distinctions quality versus quantity (e.g. Sorrentino a Boutill—

ier, 1975) and attempted contributions versus successful contribu-

tions (e.g. Bass, 1961).

The questions themselves consisted of:

Escssixas taikaiixaosss (Stang st al. 1976)-
Lgggg egg figigaggg (Bales, 1958), adapted to take account

W of the quality-quantity distinction (questions 2 — 4b).

gigigg ggg Qigligigg (Bales, 1956, 1958; questions 5 and
8).

Eiaciiisaiieo at iaaectaoi asides in the dissussieo (Burks.1967, 1972:.

duct ieeiiass ape Hesiiiitx. Psrcsivsd in self and others.
and perceived attempts to soothe or calm them (questions
9, a, b, c - adapted from Burke, 1967, 1972). a

leiiaa ans Qecdiaiiix (questions 11, s. b. and 20 s. b s
adapted from Burke, 1967, 1968, 1972).

loilssnsei aiiapeies and sasssssisl <qusstisns 17 s. b -
Bass, 1961).

Qusstisfls sbsui aecseixes seaiaaiieo aiieaats and execiaii:

sea

(1 “

Y

ins <qus- 10 and 15>); laxels ei qseoiciauiien isles
eseesiaiiens ans aiibdcaeai fqus- is snd 16>; ea2es_a;
iisos about EQEEDEABL sQili£i§§v(9U- 7); snd §Q--ss9!§-
(qu. 19, taken from Prince, 198a).

In addition there were two important questions which aimed at

revealing expectations within the group (qus. 13 and 143- The Word

"expectations", as it appears in the literature, is typically

meant to refer to gggmatigg expectations (e.g. Verba, 1961). It

is, however, an ambiguous word, since it can also be taken to mean

something like empirical predictions (what we here refer to as

anticipations). It is, as will be realised, the same distinction

between "is" and "ought" referred to earlier in the thesis. It was

considered important to try and capture both senses of the word,

particularly since it was also felt to be extremely unlikely that

normative expectations as to role performance would develop in the

early stages of group life.

The questions were actually very difficult to frame. Ideally a

question relating both to anticipations and expectations of future

performance should have been added to each of the other SDCID“

metric questions, but this was clearly impractical since it would

have resulted in a questionnaire of at least 75 sociqmEtFiE

scales. Therefore, the decision was made to try and frame one

question of each kind in very general terms. For this the vague

term "activity" was selected, although it is not entirely adequ~

ate.

It will be noted also that all the questions relatinq ts lssdsr"
. -r I d

ship from the Narwfi (questions 4, 6, 9, is: 9 14) were e“c1“de

from the SEQ. There were two reasons for this. First, those
-1
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subjects who completed the warwfl complained, almost without excep~

tion, that they were impossible to answer. As it turned out,

however, they seemed to show remarkable agreement on their answers

despite the alleged difficulty. Second, however, it was felt that

including questions about leadership might somehow distort the

responses, particularly in those groups meeting for more than one

session. In retrospect, it was not a fruitful decision, and in

future versions of the SGB some attempt will be made to include

similar questions.

Section 2 of the SSE Part II (blue) comprised of 11 attitude

scales of a similar sort to those in the Narwu. Briefly, these

WEFE:

Three questions intended to measure AIQ in terms of feel;
inos ooooi noxino to snotnec ocooo <qu- 21>; ieelinos
sooot stienoino ioctbsc neetinos oi one oocceni ocooo
<qu- 22>; and ioeiinos snout one iinal ocooo neetino
(qu. 29). These were adapted from Smith (1963).

Several questions stout intecest in the tooio oi oissossion
one one session itseli <qus- 24 and 30>; ssiisisoiion
niin one oonslosions cesoneo one one sex the iooio nos
oisoossso <qus- 25 and 27); and onoine: one session ess
enioxsole (qu- 31>- ‘

fins question about niiiinoness to take ooct in iocinec
t sessions <qu- 28>

Two questions stout oecoeixeo oenisi oi ooooctoniiz to take
osct in one oisoossion (qu- 23> snq ielt cesoonsioilitx
to enosoe in the oisoossion <qu- Bo)-

Section 3 (pink) comprised solely of the SYMLOG Interpersonal

Rating Form for Behaviour.

5. RECORDING THE DATA.

Data from the questionnaires were recorded and tabulated on forms

specially designed for the purpose (see appendix H). These were
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also colour coded to match the different sections of the question~

naires, so that results could be compared directly with raw’ data

if necessary.

The most important data, those derived from the sociometric quest-

ions, were entered into a matrix, what Bales calls a who—whom

matrix (Bales, 1950 a) but which is referred to here as an inter—

personal matrix. The version used here is included as part of

appendix H. ,

Originally the data were analysed descriptively (totals,_ means,

standard deviations, etc) by hand, using a pocket calculator, but

this proved to be too time consuming and prone to error. Donseque—

ntly a suite of computer programmes (called Doormat),were written

to automate the procedures (appendices K and L). The programs also

returned values for Kendall’s Coefficient of Concordance, and a

complementary statistic called Sigma (see appendix J, and section

10 below). 5

6. NOTE ABOUT ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES.

The principal aim of the research was to identify and examine the

emergent structures of small groups for evidence of role differen—

tiation. To do this it was necessary to identify who came top on

specified sociometric scales (Gustafson & Harrell, 1970; Shelley,

1960). Moreover, it was necessary to have some indication that

that person was, in some sense, the group’s choice. In other

words, some criterion was necessary by which the relative amount

of agreement within the group that the person rated top was top
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could be judged; that is status consensus. These two issues will

be taken in turn in the following sections.

7' IDENTIFYIN THOSE WHO COME TOP.

The most pressing problem was to find a way to identify those who

were rated top by the group, whether on one or more criteria.

Typically it is assumed, or implied, that there is no problem; one

calculates the means of the scores received, be they ratings or

rankings (see chapter 8). But it is not that simple.

It has already been argued and demonstrated that the use of simple

means ‘to derive a summary status order of a group is neither

reliable nor valid (chapter 6). Mean ranks and mean ratings can

give quite different orderings under circumstances_that are not

entirely obvious Prince, (1987). Nor is the situation much improv-

ed when alternative procedures such as that proposed by Riedesel

(1974) are taken into account.

Riedesel suggested that rather than simply calculating mean rat-

ings,. because these may be distorted by idiosyncratic use of the

scale by different subjects, scores should instead be expressed as

a deviation from the row mean, before the column means were calc-

ulated (Riedesel, 1974; Prince, 1987). But this only serves to

further complicate the issue because it presents yet another set

of summaries which might be different from those derived from mean

ratings or mean rankings.

The point is that there is really nothing to choose between these

different methods. They each interrogate the data in different
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ways, none of which is necessarily superior to the other. More

important, however, none of them is adequate for the purpose

intended. Each one has the same undesirable consequences in terms

of identifying group structures. Apart from the rare occasions

when all group members rate each other equally, all three procedf

ures will, most of the time, return simple hierarchical

structures, whatever the nature of the scores which contributed to

the summary. In other words these techniques are incapable ‘of

identifying complex structures, such as groups that have formed

themselves into mutually exclusive cliques, or those in which

there is distributed leadership, for example. Nor are they capable

of identifying those groups where there is no structure to speak

of. Pollay (1968) has described the techniques as simplistic. Paul

Golder, in personal conversation, has pointed out more positively

that the use of simple mean summaries is equivalent to forcing a

multi—dimensional situation, as represented by the interpersonal

matrix, into a one~dimensional straightjacket.

To resolve the situation, and to force a way out of the impasse

caused by these problems, it was decided to abandon the search for

a simple summary procedure, and opt for a more clinical approach.

For this purpose a return to the basics of sociometry (Moreno,

1934) was considered useful. Although not strictly in accordance

with Moreno’s prescriptions, the general consensus is that ratings

procedures of the sort adopted here for the purpose of generating

data, are sufficiently similar to Moreno’s approach to make basic

sociometric analysis possible and appropriate (Knoke & Kuklinski,

1982; Lindsey a Borgatta, 1954).
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B. BASIC SOCIOMETRIC ANLYSIS.

I

This is not the appropriate place to conduct a thorough survey of

the sociometric literatures, for which there exist several useful

reviews (Glanzer & Glaser, 1959; Lindsey 8 Borgatta, 1954; Proctor

s Loomis, 1951). Neither is it necessary, for current purposes, to

draw clear distinctions between sociometry and related approaches,

such as graph theory (Doreian, 1970; Harary s Norman, 1953) or

network analysis (Knoke & Kuklinski,' 1982). In terms of present

concerns the most significant aspect of basic sociometry is the

sggiggtag, which all three approaches share to some extent (Hnoke

& Kuklinski, 1982).

The sociogram is, essentially, nothing more than a diagrammatic

representation of sociometric data (Moreno, 1934; Borgatta, 1951;

Doreian, 1970; Lindsey & Borgatta, 1954). Although it is generally

considered to be a useful analytical tool, it has by and large

been superceded by the interpersonal matrix (also called the

sociomatrix - Glanzer & Glaser, 1959). This has occurred mainly

because, as researchers such as Kata (1947), Festinger (1949) and

Harary and Ross (1957) have demonstrated, matrix algebraic techni-

ques can be applied directly to the interpersonal matrix for the

detection of, amongst other things, clique formation, whereas

similar techniques do not exist for application directly to the

sociogram (Alba, 1981; Doreian, 1970; Knoke &.Kuklinski, 1982;

Leik & Nagasawa, 1970; Scott 8 Cohen, 1978).

In many ways it is a great pity that the sociogram flag been

superceded. The view taken here is that the kinds of oversimplif-
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ied methods for detecting group structures described earlier,

could only have been taken seriously because no diagrams such as
r

the sociogram were produced to demonstrate their short comings.

Nevertheless, the sociogram also has short comings. As Hnoke and

Kuklinski comment:

"Nell constructed visual displays of network rela-
tions often have a dramatic impact on viewers and
can convey an intuitive feel for the structure of a
system. Unfortunately, a virtually limitless number
of diagrams can be drawn that contain the same
relational information but impart starkly different
impressions." (Knoke 8 Kuklinski, 1982: 38).

In addition, as Hnoke and Kuklinski also point out, there is a

particular problem with regard to statistical analysis of diagrams

such as the sociogram, and indeed of sociometric data in general,

whether expressed in diagrammatic or matrix form. What tests there

are available appear to be mathematically arcane, require powerful

computers and software (much of which has yet to be developed),

and are not very well developed (Knoke & Kuklinski,(1982: 77 -86).

Dn balance, however, it was felt that the problems associated

with the sociogram are outweighed by the advantages, as far as

present considerations are concerned. It is ggggiggly the gisual

inoooi inst no one oonoecneo to cetcieze icoo ins sosicsotion oi
one noisie-

9. PROCEDURE FR CONSTRUCTING SOCIOBRAMS.

Sociograms are generally, if not always, constructed on the basis

of binary choice data, that is data which records either the

presence or absence of a choice between two people according to

some specified criterion. Indeed sociometric analysis in general
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seems to proceed most often in terms of binary data (Alba, 1981;

Doreian, 1970; Glanzer s Glaser, 1959; Hnoke e Huklinski, 1982;

Lindsey t Borgatta, 1954; Proctor 8 Loomis, 1951; Scott 8 Cohen,

1978). Clearly the data which were derived from the sociometric

questions described earlier were not of this sort, so some proced-

ure had to be devised for transforming the scores in such a way

that they were appropriate for sociogrammatic presentation.

First, the object of the analysis was to identify who, if anyone,

was rated overall top on any specified sociometric criterion. To

do this it was considered important to examine each individual

member’s ratings of the other members of his or her group. In

effect this meant extracting the information from the interperson-

al matrix row by row, noting in each case who was given top

ratings.

Being given top rating, however, was alone insufficient for anyone

to be considered top. It was important, given the theoretical

background to the research, that whoever was rated top was also

rated gggitiygly on the criterion of judgement. For example, if,

on a criterion of Liking, using a scale of 0 - IOO, person A gave

person B a rating of 10, it is hardly to be considered that B has

therefore received any particularly noteworthy accolade, even if

it is the top rating that A gave to anyone in the group. On the

contrary, and in such a case it seems preferable to conclude that

A has not chosen anyone in terms of Liking.

In addition to the requirement that whoever was identified as top

be rated positively on the specified criterion, it was also cons-
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idered important that whoever was chosen as top should also be

gleggly top, and not merely marginally ahead (Burke, 1967; Lewis,

1972; Olmsted, 1959; Wheeler, 1957). Therefore, some criterion of

differentiation was required.

with these considerations in mind, the following procedure was

developed.

/
9 1. DIVISIO OF THE SOCIOMETRIC SCALE.

The scales used for measurement were, it will be recalled, 100mm

long (give or take the capriciousness of the printing press). Each

one was anchored at either end with a descriptive statement which

was either positive or negative. In this respect the ratings

scales have some similarity with the semantic differential of

Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum (1957). It should be noted, however,

that in each case care was taken that the negative pole was def-

ined by an gbsgggg of the choice criterion, rather than its con-

trary. Thus Liking, for example, is counterposed with Not-Liking

rather than Disliking. '

For the purposes of sociogrammatic analysis the scale was divided

into three zones, as follows:

" 45 55
O -——--—-—-————-————+—-.——+—-————-——————----- 100

Negative Rating Neutral Positive Rating
Rating

The boundaries of the three cones were arbitrarily chosen. They

could presumably have been derived empirically, but for present

purposes that didn’t seem to be worthwhile. The reason for making

the middle zone narrow is that beyond 55 the ratings seemed to
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reflect clearly positive intentions, and similarly below 45 they

appeared to be clearly negative.

-a

Only those scores which fell within the positive rating area were

considered as potential top ratings. Thus those people who rated

everyone equally at 50 (the mid-point) were considered not to have

made any choice. Similarly, those who gave a top rating within the

neutral rating zone were considered to have made no choice.

The reason for these decisions is simple. Group members were

iggitgg to record their judgements of the the other members of

their group according to the named criterion. The mid point was

clearly marked on each scale (see appendix F), so the scale itself

was clearly divided into positive and negative areas. Therefore,

respondents were given the opportunity to make clear qualitative

judgements in terms of the named criterion; those who wished to

make high ratings could see precisely where they needed to mark

the scale. Similarly so for those respondents who wished to record

low ratings. Those who considered that the top rating was only ’

around 50 were, it may be assumed, recording their judgement that

there was no-one clearly to be rated highly on that criterion.

Thus, the analytical judgements described above simply reflect the

fact that, Pas far as respondents were concerned, the ratings had

ggggigg; in effect these judgements are taking the subjects at

their word and interpreting their ratings as meaningful state-

ments.

! -...,

2. CRITERION OF DIFFERENTIATION.

Having identified the top score in each row of the interpersonal

matrix using the criteria above, a further criterion was applied.

If the second to top score was within 10 points of the top score,

in each row of the matrix, then it was considered that the person

making the rating was, in effect, making only a very slight dist-

inction between the two people to whom they had given the ratings.

That is, if person A gave person B a rating of 98, person C a

rating of 90, and everyone else a rating of 70, then it would seem

to be reasonable to assume that he or she is indicating that there

is very little difference between B and C, but a large difference

between these two and everyone else. The ten points criterion is,

of course, arbitrary in the same way as are the divisions of the

sociometric scale.

9.3. SUMMARY O THE PROCEDURE.

The steps in the procedure can be summarised very easily.

For each row of the matrix:

1) Identify the top score.

2) If this score is less than 55, move on to the next row.

3) If the score is greater than 55, identify the next
highest score.

4) If the two scores are within 10 scale points, look for
the third highest score. Otherwise move on to the next
row.

For recording purposes, when a score was identified as top using

the criteria above, it was entered into a new matrix as a 1.

Scores which came within the 10 points of this score were recorded
9

as a 2. It should also be noted that where a second score came
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within 10 points of the top score, but was also within the neutral for the constructed sociograms. It will be noted that self ratings

rating area (45 - 55), then it was excluded. The following hypoth- have been excluded from both column totals (see the total for
. if

etical example illustrates the process. group member 5). The reason for this, and the treatment of self

ratings, is discussed in the next section.
J

Imagine that a group provides the following data:

9.4. CONSTRUCTING THE SOIOSRAH.
1 2 3 4 5

1 0 20 30 40 45 Each person in a group is represented, conventionally enough, by a

2 100 80 70 60 50 number within a circle. A choice from one group member to another

3 100 95 70 60 50 -_ is represented by an arrow indicating the direction of the choice

4 O 10 20 30 100 2 (from who to whom). In this respect the sociograms that are cons-

5 0 20 30 95 100 tructed resemble, indeed are examples of, directed graphs (Harary

I 40 45 44 57 so a Norman, noke a Ruklinski, 1982).
 

0-»- --OUl I.-'-I PE

Using the criteria described above, a second matrix,.which we call Taking seriously Knoke and Nuklinski’s point, quoted,earlier, that

the first-choice matrix, is constructed: 1 gthere is a virtually limitless number of diagrams that could be

drawn from any given set of data (Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982: 38),
l 2 3 4 5
' and bearing in mind that the sociograms were intended to show who,

1 g .
if anyone, came top on any particular scale, it was considered

2 1

3 1 2

4 1

5 2 1

 T(1)'

important to introduce some restriction on the scope of the diag-

rams.» Instead of simply showing the pattern of choices within the

data, it was considered important to try and give some indication

of magnitude as well. Accordingly each sociogram has, on the left

side, a numerical scale from 0 - (n - 1). Using this scale points
T(1+)

This yields two sets of column totals, as shown. The first (T(1))

gives the totals based solely on top scores; the second (T(1+))

includes those scores which come within 10 points of the highest

score in that row. It is these totals that were used as the basis _
ghgigg on the named sociometric criterion.
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were plotted according to the number of choices received, based on

the column totals of the first choice matrix. An important feature

of these sociograms, therefore, is that tgg gggtigal scale is

igtgggggtgblgg the distribution of the plots indicates the gxtggt

to which any given person is chosen within the group as figgt

7 7 __--_—.-—-- \ 
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The horizontal distribution of the points, however, has no mean+

ing, and in point of fact was mostly arranged according to conv-

enience and clarity, that is, to reduce the number of crossing

arrows (see Borgatta, 1951). Experiments using a second numerical

scale along the bottom of the diagram (an ordinate) turned out to

be fruitless; the resulting diagrams were messy and difficult to

interpret.

In practice two sociograms were constructed for each sociometric

scale, one based entirely on first choices only (the ls in the

first choice matrix) and one based on the first and close second

choices (the ls and 2s of the first choice matrix). First choices

were indicated in both diagrams by a bold arrow; second choices

were indicated by a dotted one. Mutual choices were indicated by a

double arrow, comprising two bold arrows, two dotted ones, or one

of "each, depending on the nature of the choices made. These are

demonstrated in figure 9.1 below.

1
-

Self ratings were not included in the plotting of the points. That

is, self ratings were excluded from the totals, and played no part

in the position of the points within the sociogram. The reason is

that people who are unduly modest or immodest in their self eval-

uations can frequently create distorting effects on the overall

results (Jones, 1959; Reidesel, 1974). Besides this, however,

given the theoretical formulations presented earlier in the thesis

(chapters 3 & 4) self ratings are of less interest than those of

the rest of the group. That is, we are here primarily interested

only in the ratings that group members give to one another.
~
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Nevertheless, in some ways self ratings present important inform-
-.

ation which should not be ignored. For example, a person who

presents a high self evaluation, but remains unchosen by the rest

of the group, is an interesting individual, someone, perhaps,

whose social reality is at variance with the rest of the group.

Such a person might well be an outsider, an overactive deviant, a

scapegoat, fo example. Accordingly, self evaluations were indic-

ated on the circle surrounding the number of the point plotted on

the diagrams. A first choice self rating is indicated by a bold

outer circle, a second choice self rating indicated by a light

outer circle.

It should also be noted that where an individual made a high self

evaluation, and rated no other group member within.10 points of
P-0

that self rating, then that person was considered to have made no

choice within the group according to the specified criterion.

Applying all the considerations just discussed to the hypothetical

data given earlier, the following sociogram results (figure 9.1).

F19)-"'9 9- 1- §9§lQ§B.Q!1  I§Q EBM t1!EQIt|§Il§£|= 9616.-.
5

' 4

3

2 .

0
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It should be stressed that the sociogram in figure 9.1 is a £1551;

ghgigg sociogram. This means that ggggy arrow within the diagram

indicates that a choice for tgg on the named criterion has been

made. Each person chosen, therefore, represents a departure from a

purely hierarchical structure with a single person at the apex,

and indicates some move towards a distributed structure. This will

be made clearer when the results are discussed.

10. STATUS CDNENSUS.
If

It has been argued several times throughout the thesis that status

consensus is an important concept. It is important in relation to

the negotiated order arguments given earlier in the thesis (chapt-

ers 3 a 4) and in relation to the role differentiation hypothesis

(Bales, 1958). Nevertheless, it is a difficult concept to opera~

tionalise. Bales, as noted previously, used Kendal1’s Coefficient

of Qoncordance (Kendall’s W) to measure consensus in his groups.

The way in which he employed the measure, in relation to his task

scales alone, has already been criticised in chapter 6. There are,

however, more general considerations which need to be taken into

account.

Smith (1963: 337) has noted that differences in the values of

Kendall’s W could theoretically be attributed to any or all of the

following reasons:

>5-1'

1) Differences in the personal values of those making the
evaluations, leading to disagreement on ratings because
they are based on‘different premisses.

2) Differences in the ability of those making evaluations
to perceive the different contributions made by other
group members.
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3) Differences in the degree to which various kinds, of
contributions are actually present in the group. For
example, if everyone agrees that everyone contributed
equally gag Ideas, then Kendal1’s N registers total lack
of consensus (see appendix # below).

To these might be added the following:

4) The emergence of sub—groups, or cliques, each focussed
on different people rated as top, and with different
status orders for the entire group.

Point 4 is, of course, a specific extension of point 1.

I
~

If considered in relation to the theoretical formulation given in

chapters 3 and 4, points 1, 3 and 4 suggest a failure to establish

a shared understanding of social order. That is to say, low status

consensus suggests not gggggg but gggggggtgg (as these terms were

defined in chapter 3). This further suggests that it makes little

sense to examine groups with low status consensus for emergent

structure because, by definition, there is little or no agreement

within the group as to what it is. Certainly, low values of Kend-

al1’s N are typically interpreted as an indication that there is

no agreement about who comes top.

Smith (1963) makes the further point, however, that if group

members rate one another equally then Kendall’s N returns a value

of zero. That is to say, this particular statistical procedure is

only sensitive to agreement on hierarchical ordering and not to

agreement on equality. This is a direct consequence of the ration-

ale which lies behind the statistic (see Kendall, 1948; Siegel,

1956; appendix J below). Taken in relation to the arguments given

in the first three chapters of the thesis this is a problem, and

it is for this reason that a complementary coefficient of concord-

L-\lUlUI
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ance sensitive to agreement on equality (called Sigma) was devel-

oped as part of the work for this thesis (appendix J).

Like Kendall’s N, Sigma takes account of the entire rank ordering

within the group. That is, both statistical procedures take acc-

ount of each person’s complete rank ordering of the members of the

group in the calculation of the final value. Shelley (1960) arg~

ues, however, that this is neither necessary nor desirable if the

object of study is whoever is top of the rank ordering within the

group, as it is in role differentiation research. As he points

out, the fact that group members disagree on who is third in the

rank ordering is irrelevant, and yet it plays a significant part,

perhaps even the most significant part in some cases, in the final

value returned by Kendall’s N and similar measures., Thus coeff-

icients of this sort cannot be taken as measures of agreement on

the person apparently rated top on any particular scale, let alone

overall. In 'this sense it is not a measure of consensus. It is

arguable, therefore, whether Kendall’s W, or any similar measure,

is adequate as a measure of status consensus at all.

Nevertheless, some measure of consensus is important. It is of

little use to know who is top if there is no estimate of the

extent to which they are top.

The sociometric literature contains several measures, or indices,

which are intended to measure similar constructs. For example,

group cohesion has been measured by the ratio of number of mutual

choices to the total of possible mutual choices; group integration

has been measured as the inverse of the number of isolates in the
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group, and so on (Hnoke a Kuklinski, 1982; Hrech, Crutchfield &

Ballachey, i1962; Proctor a Loomis, 1951). In similar vein, Hohn

(1953), Hat: (1953), and Landau (1951) have all developed differ~

ent forms of "hierarchy index", or "index of concentration" (see

Blanzer a Glaser, 1959). Bavelas (1950) and Leavitt (1951) both

used a measure of "centrality of the actor" based on the ratio of

the aggregate relations involving the individual over all rela-

tions in a network (Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982). These, unfortunat-

ely, are all focussed on special cases. Kata £1953), for example,

concentrates exclusively on the binary matrix. Hohn (1953) devel-

oped his index in relation to matrices with weighted entries, and,

moreover, used the entire rank ordering within the matrix as the

basis for calculation, in much the same way as Kendall’s N.

All of these measures are unduly complex for what is required

here. Moreover, most seem to be measuring aspects of the data

which don’t quite capture what it is that we require. In simple
01

terms, what is required is a simple measure of agreement that the

person rated top is top. Accordingly, a different measure was

developed based around the first—choice matrix discussed earlier.

This we call the "index of focusedness".

First, if person A, who is a member of a five-member group, rec—

eives 4 choices within the first choice matrix, then he or she has

received the maximum choice that was available. If, however,

everyone else received the same number of choices, then the group

is obviously far less focussed on person A than if everyone else

had received no choices. Accordingly the first step in the calcul-

ation of the index of focusedness is to express the score of' the
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most choices as a proportion of all choices made:person receiving

n(l)
1) r = --

T

where n(1) is the number of choices received by the person recei

ving most choices, and T is the total number of choices made‘ by

all group members. This ensures that if person A receives all the

choices made within the group, then r = 1.

As it stands, however, this is still not adequate for present

purposes. If A receives 1 choice, and that was the only choice

made within the group, then r = 1. But clearly, in this case the

group could hardly be said to be focussed in any useful sense on

person A. If person A receives only one choice, then she or he

has, as a member of a five-person group, received only % of the

choices that she or he could have received. So, a second ratio

needs to be calculated which takes account of the number of

choices received by the person receiving most choices divided by

the total number that she or he could have received:

n(1)
2> -.=.=--"---

- n(max)

where n(max) equals the number of choices that any one person

the group could have received

n(max) = 4). As with the first ratio, if person A receives

maximum number of choices then s = 1.

To derive the index of focusedness, the two ratios can be multip

ied. That is, the index is the product of r and

through, it gives the following equation:
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(in the case of a five-member group

the

1..

s. If multiplied

do
L

Thus. if person

choices made in the group, then the index wi

n(1)1 -
T) f = ------
- _ T'x n(max)

, _ A receives 4 choices, and there were only four

ll be calculated by:

42
4) f = -————- - 1

4 x 4

If, however, everyone in the group receives 4 choices, then:

42
5) f = -——————- = 0.2

1 EU x 4

If no-one receives any votes, then f = 0.

11. NOTE ABOUT THE PRESENTATION DF RESULTS.

The results are presented in the following chapters in the form of

sociograms, as described above, together with attendant statistic~

al and summary information. Each diagram will be accompanied by

values for the index of focusedness (f), together with values for

Kendall’s N and Sigma. Although these last two have been argued to

be suspect as measures of status consensus in terms of the one

person, if any, who emerges as top on any particular sociometric

scale, nevertheless it was felt that they could usefully be pres-

ented alongside the other information for comparison. Similarly,

summary vectors for the interpersonal matrix calculated according

rankings and mean deviations from the rowto mean ratings, mean 1 ,

mean are also included, for the same reas

this extra information wi

comparison with the structures derived from the procedures desc

t ' ecessary to demonstrateribed above. By and large no commen is n

e com lev and more dynamic viewthat the sociograms present a mor p N’

of group st
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ructures than any of the other summary measures, and
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this mute comparison will reinforce the point made several times

already. that steels %.e!is_¢ as asiibsc xalis net callable
ggggggigg Q1 energggt ggggg ggggtggg. Commentaries on the results

will focus on the description and interpretation of the structures

which emerge from the sociogrammatic presentation in the light of

the role differntiation hypothesis as understood empirically.

»

CHAPTER 10: STUDY ONE - SINSLE SESSION GROUPS (Part One).

As an example of the presentation method, the hypothetical data ,_ INTRDDUTIDN

presented earlier are reproduced below together with the other

information.

F191-I"-' 9-2- §Q§lQ§B£L| §9N5....__...TR!§I§Q .E..RQ!! !Y.._.._P9T.t|§IlQ£L.|- 9.618;
5 f = 0.2

4 ' KN = 0.07

3 0 s 0.11

2

1 \
0 R ={ 1.5; 1.5; 3.5HUN I'lI!I_IUl we

‘Blue x'_,.,.
I-"*0-~wool NM

12. SUHHARY HF THE RESEARCH PRDBRHHHE.

The studies conducted fo this thesis will be presented in the

following chaptes in the following order (see also appendix B):

1) One-session laboratory groups using the Harw (groups 1
- 6).

2) One-session tutorial groups using the Warwfl (groups 7 he
83.4

3) Hulti-session tutorial groups using the Harwfl (groups 9
- 11). -

4) One-session laboratory groups using the SGQ (groups 12 -
18).
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The groups examined in this study met for one session in a labor-

atory, and completed the Warwu (see p 360, last chapter).

Since the Narwfi was based very closely on Bales’ original studies,

there are no questions relating to perceived activity level, and

there are no extended questions relating to perceived social-

emotional activity (e.g. Burke, 1972). Therefore, this study, and

all of those involving the Narwfl, examines role differentiation in

the simple empirical sense described by Bales (e.g. 1958). That

is, for the purposes of this study role differentiation will be

considered to have occurred if the person identified as the top on

Ideas and (or) Guidance, should there be one, is not the best-

Liked group member.

2. HETHDD.

2.1. SUBECTS.

38 subjects (Ss), 26 women and 12 men, were arranged into 6 mixed

sex groups: 5 groups of 6 and 1 of 8 members. All participants

were undergraduate psychology students fulfilling a course requi-
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rement. Every effort was made to ensure that Ss did not know one
|
I

- n

another prior to the group sessions, but inevitably there were

occasions where this requirement was not met.

2C2‘  -

The apparatus consisted of the Warwfl (see appendix E), and a 1%

hour tape recording based on the transcript of a rape trial. The

latter was supplied by Dr. Ian Morley of Warwick University.

Group sessions took place in the social psychology laboratory at

Warwick University, which was equipped with 4 video ‘cameras, a

one-way mirror, and a circular table with chairs. Two microphones

were placed centrally on the table, and armchairs were placed

around the periphery of the room.

Each group was told to consider itself as the jury convened for

the trial of two alleged rapists; Bryce and Harrison. They were to

listen to the trial (the tape recording), and then to consider the

evidence presented and arrive at a verdict for each of the two

defendants: guilty of rape; guilty of attempted rape; not guilty.

At the end of the discussion session, when they had reached their

verdict, all participants were asked to complete the NarwQ.

2.3. PRDEDURE.

Dnce all the members of a group had assembled in the laboratory,

the purpose of the study was briefly explained to them. Particip-

ants were told that we were interested in the dynamics of small
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groups, although they were not told in detail which aspects were

of ‘most interest. They were assured that they were not being

deceived, and that there were no hidden purposes which were being

kept from them. It was further explained that full details could

not be given because this might distort the interactions of the

group.

The nature of the task was then explained, and participants were

asked if they understood, or had any further questions. All quest-

ions not relating to the purpose of the study were answered free-

ly. Group members were then given a guided tour of the laboratory.

Microphones, video cameras and the one-way mirror were all pointed

out, and their purpose explained. Participants were also shown the

control room, and it was explained to them what the researcher (R)

would be doing during the group session.

Participants were then asked again if they understood the task,

and if, in the circumstances they were prepared to continue. In no

case did any participant express reservations. -

All participants having agreed that they understood what they were

to do, were asked to seat themselves where they felt most comfort-

able. The tape recording was switched on, and R left the room.

when the tape had finished, participants were given 15 minutes

break for coffee, which was essential since a full session lasted

in the region of three hours. Following coffee, participants were

asked to arrange themselves around the circular table, and discuss

the evidence that they had heard. It was stressed that this was a
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jury simulation exercise, and that they were therefore expected to

reach a consensus verdict for each of the two defendents. Queries

were once again invited, and when these had been answered R once

again left the room. The group discussion was allowed to continue

for 45 minutes, and was recorded audio-visually.

After 45 minutes, R re-entered the room and asked if a verdict had

been reached. Participants were then each given a copy of the

Narwfl, which they were asked to complete.

The questionnaires were distributed very carefully. It was felt

that if they had been numbered overtly, then the numbers themsel-

ves might have affected the responses. Therefore each participant

was asked to consider him or herself as group member number one,

and to record their responses with respect to the other members by

numbering them in a clockwise direction. This is best explained

with reference to the instructions on the cover of the questionn-

aire (see appendix E and appendix G). For the purposes of collat-

ing the data, the group member who appeared in at the left of the

upper monitor screen (there were two) was tagged by R as S1. The

questionnaires, which were prepared during the group discussion,

were covertly numbered using the following simple code: 1: -; 2:

X; 3: A; and so on, in each case the number of lines making up the

code character corresponding with the number assigned to the group

member. They were distributed as casually as possible, but in

strict order, rotating in a clockwise direction to ensure that

numbers assigned to group members corresponded with their position

around the table.

I
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Dnce the questionnaires were distributed, participants were told

that they could, if they wished, leave the central table and seat

themselves in the easy chairs. It was stressed, however, that they

should iarrange themselves strictly in the same relative order as

they had had around the table. R remained in the room to answer

queries, and make more coffee. Participants were invited, indeed

encouraged, to add pertinent comments to the questionnaires if

they felt moved to do so.

3. REULTS.

Scores from the uncalibrated ratings scales were derived using a

simple ruler measurement in millimetres. In effect the scale

became a 100 point scale (0 - 100), which allowed a lot of scope

for fine discrimination in ratings. Scores were entered on an

interpersonal matrix (see appendix H), and first choice sociograms

were prepared as described in the last chapter. For present

purposes results from Ideas, Guidance and Liking are of most

interest. These will be presented first. Results from "Leader

Behaviour" (LdrB - question 6) will be presented alongside as an

estimate of overall status structure. The results are presented

systematically group by group.

3.1. KI’ 1.

The first results to be considered here are those for Ideas and

Guidance (Bales’ task scales) for group 1. These are reproduced as

figure 10.1 below.
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The first thing to note is that member 6 seems to be fairly well

established in this group as far as Ideas is concerned. Quite

clearly this person is seen by the rest of the group as having

contributed the most Ideas to the discussion, having been chosen

top by 4 out of 5 of the other group members. The only exception

is member number 5, who nevertheless selects 6 as second choice.

Note, however, that the choice is not an absolutely clear one. It

must be emphasised once again that these sociograms are figgt

ghgigg sociograms, and gyggy arrow within them is a choice for

number 1. In other words, each choice diminishes the purely hier-

archical nature of the derived structure.
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In this case, persons 2, 3, and 5 have aslo been selected as top

by at least two other members. 6, however, was selected by 4

members (that is two thirds of the membership), so it is 6 who

appears as most chosen on Ideas. Therefore, although it is clear

that number 6 is top on Ideas, nevertheless there is a certain
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amount of distribution in the structure, reflected in the value of

the index of focusedness (f = 0.357). This distribution is caused

partly, it might be noted by the fact that number 6 also chooses

three other members (2, 3, and 4).

By Bales’ criterion (see chapter 5), this group would be consid-

ered as'a high SC group,i at least with respect to Ideas, since

Kendall’s W’ (corrected for excluded main diagonal) gives a value

of 0.55. /

The picture is not so clear cut in relation to Guidance, however.

Although by Bales’ criterion these results also suggest that the

group is High SC (Kendall’s W’ = 0.59), nevertheless there is no

member -who is clearly top (f = 0.2). On the contrary, the

structure is highly distributed amongst five of the group members.

It is not, however, totally distributed; the cluster of members at

the top of the diagram shows only 3, out of a possible 10, mutual

choices.

If first choices (the bold arrows) only are taken into account,

then number 6 once again comes top, but it is hardly to be claimed

that it is a clear cut choice. Interestingly, the summary vectors

recorded on the sociogram for Guidance would have suggested a

similar conclusion, but for a different group member. If these are

examined it will be seen that the summary vectors calculated from

mean ggtiggg (top row) and mean gggkiggg (middle row) indicate

that number 2 comes top on the scale, and number 6 comes second.

The summary vector based on mean ggyigtiggs from the row’ mean,

however, places number 6 first, and number 2 third. Number 5, in
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this case, comes second. So the different summaries juggle, so to
' /

speak, those who come in the top three places. It is interesting

to note that the three group members who swap top places are the

same three who are placed at the top of the sociogram.

Of some interest, in relation to these diagrams, is the fact that

1 consistently receives low scores from all the other group mem-

bers, except number 3, on both Ideas and Guidance. Number 4, who

appears quite high in the diagram for Guidance, receives low

scores (less than 45) from 2 and 5.

Dverall, these two diagrams suggest that 6 is the Ideas person of

the group, but is not the sole discussion Guide. This is consist-

ent with Bales’ suggestion that Guidance is a very generalised

task function (e.g. Bales, 1958), although, of course, it is

doubtful whether he meant it in terms of the numbers who performed

it. The low ratings received by number 1 may be evidence of scape-

goating taking place.

when the sociogram for Liking is considered, apparently number 6

comes top again. In this case, therefore, role differentiation has

not occurred. Looking at the diagram more closely, however, it

will be seen that, in some ways, the initial impression is misl-

eading. It is true that number 6 receives most votes, but again it

is not clear cut (f = 0.28). Moreover, when the raw scores are

examined, the inescapeable conclusion is that number 6 comes top

almost by default. The fact of the matter is that this group

demonstrates very little interpersonal attraction.
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highest score given is 67, but most are less than 60. Number 1 is

most definitely a low status member, receiving an average Liking

score of 27.8, with a range of 11 - 40.

Turning finally to the structure derived from the leader behaviour

question, which can be interpreted as a rating of general leader

status within the group, here we see that once again it is number

6 who comes top. In this case consensus (as measured by the index

of focusedness) is higher than it is for any of the other scales

except Ideas (f = 0.356), with which diagram it bears a strong

resemblance.

Generally speaking,‘ this group shows no evidence of role differ-

entiation. Dne person (number 6) seems to emerge as top in rela-

tion to Ideas and perceived leader status, but in both cases the
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choice is not absolutely clear cut. There is no one person who

emerges as top in relation to Liking or Guidance, although the

same person who comes top in relation to Ideas (number 6) is high

in both.

In many respects, and particularly in relation to Liking, it is

difficult to believe that this group has really established itself

as a group. There is little evidence of any shared basis upon

which ratings are made. For example, instead of group members

choosing one or more of their fellow group members as high on the

different criteria, there is a tendency for "chains" to form.

Instead of, for example, persons A and B choosing persons C and D,

there is a tendency for person A to choose B; B to choose C; C to

choose D, and so on. There is, in short, less coherence in the

choices than initially appears, and this suggests that they are

made on the basis of different premisses (compare the comments

about Kendall’s W made by Smith, 1963). In the terms introduced in

chapters 3 and 4 above, this group has yet to establish a clear

shared sense of social order.

3.2. GROUP 2.

In contrast with group 1, the ratings given by group 2 are much

more coherent. It will be seen, for example, that although with

respect to Ideas, person 4 is, to some extent, accompanied by

group member number 1, nevertheless there is some convergence in

the way that the way that the group has made its choices. In point

of fact, the diagram for Ideas would suggest that numbers 4 and 1

are working together as some sort of team. This is reinforced to

some extent if the first choices only are considered (the bold
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arrows), where, it will be seen, the only mutual choice in the

diagram is between these two. Interestingly, the diagram that

results if the nominations for gggt Ideas are plotted, reverses

the order of numbers 1 and 2; group members 2, 3, 5 and 5 choose

numberl, and numbers 1 and 6 choose number 4. That is, there is

again a mutual choice between 1 and 4.

Figure 10.3. EIBQI QHOIOE QQQIQQBQQS EQB GROUP 3, (N = 6)
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The sociogram for Guidance also reinforces this impression. Here,

as it will be seen, number 1 receives most choices (4), with

number 4 coming second (with 2 choices).

In contrast to the Ideas and Guidance sociograms, that for Liking

is very much more distributed, and much less coherent. It can be

seen that number 4 is clearly not best-Liked in the group, althou-

gh number 1 is among those rated highest. The apparent integration

of the diagram is primarily a function of the choices made by

group member 5, who appears to be playing the part of an integra-
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tor of some kind. If the choices made by person 5 are removed from

the diagram, then the coherence vanishes, and the diagram begins

to take on the appearance of a chain.

Figure 10.4. ELBQI CHOICE SQQIQQQAMS EQB QBQQE 2, (N = 6)
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If this diagram is compared to the Ideas and Guidance diagrams, it

will be seen that person 5 receives no choices in relation to

Ideas and Guidance, but is clearly a popular individual within the

group. Similarly, person 26 receives little choice on Ideas and

Guidance, but is clearly also very popular. Number 1 is the group

member who was chosen top on Guidance, so the high popularity

rating is in itself interesting. It will be recalled that Slater

(1955) suggested that Liking was closely related to Guidance (see

chapter 5), and this result seems to provide some corroboration. H

There are some tensions detectable within the group, however.

Although ratings on Liking tend to be overall high (mean rating

overall = 63.75), 3 does not appear to Like number 1 very much,
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giving a rating of only 44 in contrast to the 78 given to all

other members. Moreover, number 4 seems to be fairly indifferent

to the rest of the group, giving no-one a rating above 56, and

giving number 2 a rating of 3 points. In contrast, 5 seems to Like

everyone, giving a uniform rating of 78, and so does 6 who gave

ratings of between 61 and 99, although it is interesting to note

that the lowest score was given to number 1. It is clear also that

persons 2 and 3 are low status members within the group.

Finally, considering the Leader Behaviour sociogram, number 1 is

clearly first choice, although number 6 seems to be a dissenter.

Overall, this group displays a coherence about its choices that

were not evident in group 1. There is apparently a team effort

between 1 and 4 on Ideas, although 1 begins to emerge more clearly

on Guidance and Leader Behaviour. Liking is much less clear cut,

and although number 1 is up at the top of the diagram, in conjunc-

tion with 5 and 6, there are some indications that the degree .of

Liking received by 1 is equivocal, especially from number 3 and

possibly from number 6. In contrast number 5 Likes everyone, and

seems in turn to be popular with everyone (except with number 4

who doesn’t seem to Like anyone). Similarly, notwithstanding the

hint of ambivalence about number 1, number 6 seems generally to

Like everyone, and to be in turn popular.

This is an interesting group, and it seems possible, making due
O

allowance for the use of Liking as the only social-emotional

scale, that what has emerged here is something that could reason-
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ably be described as double role differentiation. That is dual

task specialists working in tandem, and dual social-emotional

specialists also working in tandem. The links between these two

"teams", if that is what they are, seems to be through the regard

that 1 has for 6 (even if not reciprocated) and the regard that 6

has for 4 (also not reciprocated). In this case it is regrettable

that some of the data that would have been available through the

SGO is not available for this group.

3.3. GROUP 3.
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Group 3 is the first truly focussed group to be considered so far.

There is no doubt whatsoever that number 6 is top both with resp-

ect to Ideas and Guidance (f = 0.56 in both cases). Indeed both

diagrams bear a strong resemblance to one another overall. There

is, for example, the same curious grouping involving members 2, 3,

and 5 in both.
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The picture, once again is not as clearly focussed in the diagram

for Liking (figure 10.6 below). In this sociogram it will be seen

that whilst 6 is still rated top, nevertheless the differentiation
1

is not as obvious as it is in the Ideas and Guidance sociograms.

Number 6 is joint top with number 1, and to some extent they are
o

joined by number 5. Number 1 received no first or second ratings

for either Ideas or Guidance, whilst number 5 received some first

ratings although) not very many. It is interesting to note that

these three members (1, 5, & 6), are involved in a triangle of

mutual choices, which suggests a clique within the overall group.
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Members 2, 4, and 3, although each receiving one choice (either

from 5 or 6) appear, on the face of it to be outside the core of

the group, and are to some extent peripheral. This impression is

reinforced through a consideration of the raw scores.
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Group member 1 gives generally low ratings to everyone, and in

particular number 3 (rating =-5). Member 4 gives ratings of less

than 41 to numbers 2, 3, and 5 (compare the member clusters in the

diagrams for Ideas and Guidance). Number 5 gives high ratings to

everyone (ratings all greater than 90) except to number 3 (rating

18), who reciprocates the disregard (rating = 14). Member 6

gives ratings greater than 64 to everyone except to number 2

(rating = 47). In addition, numbers‘2 and 4 give each other low

ratings (less than 49 in each case) and there are two sets of

unreciprocated Liking: 3 rates 4 at 63 (3’s highest rating) but 4

rates 3 at 24 (4’s lowest rating); 6 rates 3 at 76 (second highest

rating), but 3 rates 6 at 8 (3’s lowest rating).

In sum, the three members appearing in the lower half of the

diagram are, one way and another, involved in negative tensions

within the group. Although the same is true to some extent of the

three at the top of the diagram, it is not as obvious. One thing

is very clear from these data, and that is that group member

number 3 is least Liked by everyone except number 6, and the

feeling is largely mutual. In which case number 3 could well be

playing the part of a scapegoat, although without further evidence

L this cannot be claimed with any confidence. Nevertheless, although

no-one seems to emerge clearly as the gg§;;g;ggg group member, the

;gg§;;g;ggg group member is without doubt number 3.

Notwithstanding the tensions within the group, however, there is

near unanimity amongst the members about who is top in respect of

Leader Behaviour (f = 0.83). All agree that number 6 is top,

although 2 makes a close second choice for number 5. Perhaps this
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The sociograms for group 4 on Ideas and Guidance

for their total

hapter 3). In relation to neither Ideas nor Guidanc

great deal of sense

 

is further evidence, albeit very indirect, that number 3 is acting

as scapegoat, draining away the negative affect from person 6

(Bales, 1958; Burke, 1969).

Overall, this group is fairly closely focussed around person 6,

although, as in the other groups examined so far, Liking seems to

be distributed amongst several members with no one person emerging

clearly as best-Liked. This lack of focus in terms of Liking seems

to be emerging as a general feature in these groups.

3.4. GROUP 4.
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are remarkable

lack of integration. This is a group that has

clearly not progressed much be o d thy n e state of an aggregate (see

e is there a

in discussing an emergent structure, because,
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to put it bluntly, there isn’t one. In no sense can any single

individual within this group be said to have emerged as top on

either scale.

The lack of coherence in this group is ¥urther reiniorced by an

examination of the nominations for best-Ideas. In all groups

considered so far, these nominations have largely corresponded

with first choices on Ideas. In this group, however, not only is

there little correspondence between first choices (there are only

three of these) and nominations for best Ideas, but the latter

forms an almost perfect chain: 1 chooses 3; 3 chooses 6; 6 chooses

*2 2 chooses 5; and 5 chooses 6 (who there¥ore appears to be the

most chosen person by default). Person 4 is, technically speaking,

an isolate, neither choosing nor being chosen, at least in rela-

tion to best Ideas, although it is person 5 who is isolated with

respect to Ideas generally.

These results underline most Torcefully the point made several

times already; that the use oi simple means to summarise emergent

group structures is neither a sa¥e nor reliable method. In this

case, from the summary vectors one would have concluded that

number 4 came top on both scales, but the sociograms indicate that

this is not a reasonable conclusion.

In contrast to the other groups examined in this chapter (and in

contrast with the sociograms ior Ideas and Guidance), group 4

seems to have developed a structure in relation to Liking, rather

than Ideas and Guidance. Here it can be seen that 3 emerges as the
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strongest candidate {or top rating. Even so, it is not unanimous;

numbers 5 and 6, for example, choose no-one, and, except Tor the

choices that 3 gives and receives, and those that 4 gives, the

general level of ratings is low, averaging only 49. -In point of

iact the sociogram {or Liking only achieves any coherence at all

because of the choice pattern of numbers 3 and 4; number 4 chooses

everyone, while 3 chooses everyone except number 4 (giving a low

rating of only 48), so there is some tension there. These two,

nevertheless, seem to be jointly holding the group together, a

¥act which seems to be reflected in the choice pattern ior Leader

Behaviour.  

Figure 10.8. EIQQI QQQIQE §Q§IO§Rflfl§ [QB QRUQP Q, (N = 6)
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there is a mutual choice between them. Number 5 appears to be

isolated, neither choosing nor being chosen, a pattern consistent

with the choice pattern on Ideas.
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This is-a curious group, overall. It seems to have developed no

coherent structure with relation to task contributions (Ideas and

Guidance), but has developed some structure with relation to

Liking and Leader Behaviour. whatever the basis for the ratings on

Leader Behaviour, therefore, it is not in terms of contribution to

the task. Assuming that the Liking given and received is to some

extent a function of group activities (and not, _for example,
9 -.

primarily based on extra-group factors such as physical attract-

iveness), the most likely explanation for this group’s emergent

structure is that the group has failed to establish a social order

with respect to the tggk, but has concentrated on social-emotional

factors instead. That is, group 4 appears to have no task special~

ists, but has developed at least one, possibly two, social spec-

ialists. In a sense this is truncated role differentiation.

3.5 énuue 5.

Group 5, the largest in this sample, seems to have developed a

dual specialist structure with respect to Ideas. Although number 7

is clearly the group’s choice, there is nevertheless a small

collection of people clustering around number 5, including number

7. This choice is not reciprocated, and could, therefore indicate

rivalry within the group for top place. Un the other hand it could

also indicate a form of dual, distributed specialisation.

The sociogram for Guidance doesn’t resolve the question of joint

specialisation, or rivalry, but it makes plain the fact that for

this group it is persons 5 and 7 who are considered top in relar

tion to task activity. The structure in this case is more diffuse
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than Ideas, suggesting once again that Guidance is a more distrib—

uted, and generalised task function than Ideas. Once again person

7 makes an unreciprocated choice of number 5. Nevrtheless, by and

large the structure appears to be well integrated, with few, if

any, discontinuities within the group.
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The Liking sociogram is revealing. First number 7 is clearly the

group’s choice as best-Liked person, thus making this a Great
J

Person group (see chapters 2 and 5). Second, number 5 is high up

in the group’s choices, and in fact appears to acting as a sort of

link between two groupings (b,2,7 and 8,1,7), as well as integra-

ting number 4, who would otherwise be an isolate. Technically

speaking, number 5 represents a "cut-point" in the diagram, that

is, if 5’s given and received choices were removed from the diag-
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ram, then there would result, in graph theory.terms, a disconected

graph (Harary & Norman, 1953; Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982).
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The third point to note is that number 1, who doesn’t figure very

prominently in the Ideas and Guidance diagrams, is fairly highly

rated on Liking. Finally, and of most interest in the context of

the relationship between 5 and 7 mentioned earlier, they choose

each other, thus suggesting that there is co-operation rather than

rivalry between them. At least there appears to be no enmity, and

therefore what rivalry there may be is not destructive.

The Leader Behaviour diagram is perhaps the most interesting of

all. Again number 7 is top choice, but closely followed by number

5. The mutual choice between them, albeit a second choice by
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number 5 (who makes a self choice for top rating), indicates once

more that the relationship is perhaps a co—operative one.

Dverall, this group takes on the appearance of a Great Person

group, but the situation is not altogether one which this

description is adequate to cover. A better description would

perhaps be one in which there is dual distributed leadership, of
0

some form, over all scales. Person 7, the Great Person, making the

major perceived contributions, but possibly aided in these by

number 5 as a lieutenant.

6 3.6. GROUP 6.

¢

e
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The Ideas sociogram for group 5 seems to suggest that person 2

comes top, with 6 a close second. But a closer examination reveals

that, in point of fact, there is little agreement within the group
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to this effect. The diagram is principally a function of the

choices made by just three of the group’s members (3, 5, and 6).

Person 1, at least, clearly does not share these group members’

perception that 2 contributed the most, or the best Ideas, select—

ing instead numbers 5 and 6. The scores that underlie this diagram

are, for the most part very low (overall mean rating = 44.73). 2

rates 4 at only 5; 2 and 1 mutually reject one another (rating in

both cases = 10); person 4, who is an isolate, rates person 3 at

only 3. Overall, it is difficult to conclude that 2 has emerged as

Ideas specialist, because the group itself seems not to have

settled to any particular structure, and there are clear tensions

in the group in this respect.

The diagram for Guidance is, in many ways, quite different, and

more coherent. Here number 6 clearly emerges as top, being chosen

by everyone, and is seconded by person 5. This diagram is remini~

scent of figure 10.10 (for Leader Behaviour) in the last section,

and suggests a dual team operating to guide the group discussion.

The coherence ends, however, when diagrams for Liking and Leader

Behaviour are examined. The sociogram for Liking indicates that

this group is really very unstructured in relation to interpers-

onal affect. The raw scores are even more revealing. There are no

mutual choices, and by and large all ratings, except those for top

ratings are less than 50 (mean rating = 49). The top ratings,

those shown on the diagram, are all greater than 90, except the

one from 1 to 5 (rating = 66)., This demonstrates that there are

strong feelings of Liking for those chosen top, but not for anyone

else. Moreover, as can be seen on the diagram, there is no coher-
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ent“ form to the pattern of who is best-Liked within the group,

because there is a tendency to chaining. It is difficult to know

quite how this diagram should be interpreted.
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The diagram for Leader Behaviour is a little better. There is some

coherence, although number 6, who comes top, is only chosen by

half the group, and 1’s rejection of 6 noted earlier on the Ideas

sociogram, is repeated here. It seems reasonable, in this diagram,

to conclude that 6 is indeed top, but it is obviously not a clear

and enthusiastic choice from the group’s membership. Nevertheless,

there is some similarity with the Guidance diagram, and persons 6

and 5 seem to be the most significant members of the group as far

as.most of the scales are concerned.

Overall it is difficult to interpret the structure of this group.

Person 6 is seen clearly as discussion guide, perhaps with number
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5 as a lieutenant. The structure for Ideas, however, seems to be

very weak, and the Liking structure is fractured and disconnected.

Overall Leader Behaviour ratings seem to reflect those for Guid-

ance, but in a much less clear cut way. It doesn’t seem unreason-

able to suggest that this group has, strictly speaking, failed to

become a group in the full sense of the word.

4 SUHARY AND COCLUSIONB.
1

Overall there is not a lot of evidence of role differentiation in

these groups.

In group 1, there emerged no clear structures with respect to

Ideas, Guidance, Liking or Leader Behaviour. Although one member

(number 6) was chosen most on Ideas, Guidance and Leader behav-

iour, and joint top on Liking (thus suggesting a Great Person

group), in each case the structures were weak, and lacking integr~

ation (in terms of patterns and strengths of choice).

Group) 2 had one significant individual (number 1) who emerged as

most chosen on Ideas, Guidance and Leader Behaviour. On Ideas and

Guidance there also emerged a second individual (number 4), less

chosen than number 1, but apparently acting as a sort of deputy.

The structure for Liking yielded no-one who was clearly best-

Liked, although number 1 was joint top with two others (5 and 6).

It is possible that this group had developed a double role differ-

entiation; two task specialists (1 and 4) and two social-emotionaL

‘specialists (5 6 6), although without further evidence this conc-

lusion cannot be accepted without reservations.
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Group 3 also had one significant individual emerge (number 6) with

respect to Ideas, Guidance and Leader Behaviour. In each case the

group was very clearly focussed on this particular member. Liking

was less clear cut. Although 6 was joint top with person 1, and to

some extent with person 5, which suggests a form of Great Person

group, nevertheless there was no—one person who could be said to

be best-Liked. What did apparently emerge, however, was a clique

composed of persons 1, 5, and 6, who all made mutual choices on

Liking, and therefore appeared to form the core of the group, and

three peripheral members (2, 3, and 4). The latter three, it

appears, were all involved in interpersonal tensions with one or

more of the other group members.

Group 4 was not a group. No clear structures emerged in relation

to Ideas and Guidance, and only weak structures emerged in

relation to Liking and Leader Behaviour.

Group 5, which was the largest of the sample, developed a Great
5

Person structure, with one individual (number 7) emerging as the

most chosen person on all scales, including Liking. Interestingly,

however, there was a second person (number 5), less highly chosen

than number 7, but nevertheless appearing as a significant

individual within the group. Overall, it appears that this group

developed a form of dual distributed leader structure, with person

7 as the Great Perosn, and person 5 acting as a deputy.

Finally, group 6 developed only weak structures in relation to

Ideas and Leader Behaviour, and had a semi—coherent Liking
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structure, which tended towards a chain. The Guidance structure,

on the other hand, seemed to have more clarity, with two persons

emerging as discussion guides (6 and 5). In this case the

structure bore some resemblance to that for Leader Behaviour in

group 5, although the rest of the structures lacked coherence and

integration. This was a difficult group to interpret, although by
1

and large it seems reasonable to conclude that it never fully made

the transition from an aggregate state. H

In sum, there was only one example of role differentiation, and

this did not follow the "classic form" of one person top on Ideas

and Guidance, and another one top on Liking. There seemed, inst-

ead, to be two teams of "specialists", each diadic. Thus this

group (group 2) displayed a sort of double role differentiation,

displaying as well as role differentiation in Bales’ sense, also a

form of distributed leadership (Gibb, 1969).

The rest of the groups either seemed to develop into different

forms of the Great Person group, or failed to make the transition

to a group at all. This, it will be noted, rather undermines the

comments of Verba (1961), who seemed to suggest that role differ~

entiation would occur in precisely these sorts of groups, that is
|D .

laboratory groups composed of undergraduates. It also tends to

suggest that role differentiation is not very widespread, although

with such a small sample this conclusion can hardly be pushed too

far.

One thing that did emerge, and which is very important, is the

fact that in only one group was there a Liking structure such that
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any, particular individual could be identified as best-Liked. The

norm seems to be that Liking structures are either distributed, or

lack coherence. In terms of role differentiation research using

Bales’ empirical definition, it is clear that if a best-Liked

person cannot be identified, then strictly speaking neither can

role differentiation.
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CHAPTER 11: STUDY

1

TWO - SINGLE SESSION GROUPS (Part Two).

_;

INTRODUCTION.

Only two groups were examined in this study, both being tutorial

groups (see chapter 9) from whom data were gathered for just one

session. Strictly speaking these groups were not one—session

roups, because they met regularly throughout the academic year.Q

Moreover, they had been meeting for some time before the data were

gathered, partly as a consequence of the procedure required by the

university ethical committee on human experimentation (see appen-
51-1

dices C & D). This, of course, means that they fail to meet one of

the criteria for a fair test of Bales’ role differentiation hypo-

thesis (see chapter 8, section 2). Nevertheless, it was considered

reasonable to include them here for two reasons. First, in view of

the fact that they had been meeting for some time prior to data

gathering, both groups should have had time to develop structures

of some kind, and such structure as there was could be examined

for evidence of role differentiation. Second, this study consti-

tuted a pilot for the procedure which was subsequently adopted for

other tutorial groups.

Like the groups in study

the Narwfl, so that role differentiation here will once aga
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1, these groups were asked to complete

in be
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1'

examined in terms of Ideas, Guidance and Liking.

2. HETHOD.

2. 1. SUBJECTS.

8 subjects (Gs), 4 women and 4 men, were arranged into 2 mixed sex

groups, both of four members, and each comprising two men and two

women. Participants were undergraduate management students meeting

as tutorial groups as part of a course in tHe "Fundamentals of

Social Science". They were all volunteers (see appendices G 3 D).

2.2. TASK.

The apparatus consisted of the Warwfl (see appendix E). Group

sessions took place in a tutorial room, equipped conventionally

for teaching purposes.

The two groups worked alongside other tutorial groups who were not

the research. All groups, participating and othertaking part in

wise, were required to undertake the same task. In this case, as

part of their course, they were asked to discuss the topic "Elites

in Britain".

At the end of the discussion session, which lasted for 45 minutes,

the participating groups were asked to complete the Narwfl.

2.3. PROCEDURE.

Two weeks before the session in which the data were gathered,

volunteers were requested to help push back the frontiers of
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ignorance (see appendix C). Those who showed interest were told

that we were interested in the dynamics of small groups, although'

as in study 1, they were not told precisely in what sense. Gues-

tions, other than those relating to the purpose of the study, were

answered freely, and volunteers were given the intervening fort-

night to consider whether they would take part. Each one was given

a copy of the explanation and consent forms (appendices C 3 D).

Those who agreed to take part were asked to assemble themselves

into two groups. The nature of the task was then explained, and

participants were asked if they understood, or had any further

questions. Again all questions not relating to the purpose of the

study were answered freely. Participants were asked again if they

understood the task, and if, in the circumstances they were prep-

ared to continue. It was stressed that they were under no obliga-

tion to continue, and that they were entitled to pull out at any

point (appendices C 3 D). In no case did any participant express

reservations.

Following the briefing, the tutorial session continued. All groups

were asked to discuss the topic for the full 45 minutes, at which

point ythe session was terminated by the researcher (R). Those

groups participating in the study were asked to remain behind, and

the rest of the groups were dismissed. At this point the questio-

nnaires, which had been prepared during the discussion sessions,

were distributed to participants.

As in study 1, the questionnaires were distributed very carefully.

The same covert numbering procedure was used as in studyl, and the
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questionnaires were distributed in the same fashion. In addition,

the questionnaires were covertly marked to indicate whether the

participant was male or female, using variants on the traditional

alchemical symbols for Mars and Venus: * for males; + for females.

Once the questionnaires were distributed, participants were told

that they could, if they wished, leave the table at which they had

sat during the discussions, but it was stressed that they should

arrange themselves strictly in the same relative order as they had

had around the table. R remained in the room to answer queries.

Participants were invited to add pertinent comments to the quest-

ionnaires if they felt they were appropriate.

3. RESUTS.

3

Scores from the uncalibrated ratings scales were derived using a

simple ruler measurement in millimetres. Results were entered on

an interpersonal matrix (see appendix H), and first choice socio-

grams were prepared as described in chapter 9.

1. GROUP 7.

Group 7 shows some evidence of role differentiation; there were

two members (4 6 1) prominent on Ideas, although only one of them

(1) appeared prominently on Guidance (see figure 11.1). On Liking,

however, group member 3 achieved most prominence, and the same

person also received most choices on Leader Behaviour. So, not

only does the group give evidence of role differentiation, but, it

seems, selected its Leader, in terms of the Leader Behaviour

II.--I ~Oll.-|
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question, on the basis of social-emotional criteria, as denoted by

Liking. .
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Looking more closely, however, the situation is less clear than

the summary given above suggests. Ratings given on Ideas and

Guidance are generally low (average scores = 49 and 55 respective-

ly). Moreover, although the structure for Ideas displays some

coherence, that for Guidance has the appearance of a chain, inter-

rupted only by the mutual choice of 1 and 3. A similar situation
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is apparent in relation to the Leader Behaviour diagram. It is

only in relation to Liking that there is any real coherence. Here

number 3 is most definitely the best-Liked group member, and,

moreover, everyone receives some choice. Ratings here are general-

ly high (mean rating overall = 69), which would indicate a fairly

cohesive group in terms of interpersonal affect (Knoke 6 Kuklin-

ski, 1982). The only low rating is that from 2 to 4 (46).

Overall, it seems reasonable to conclude that, although a cohesive

group, group 7 hasn’t developed strong task structures; there is

no-one who emerges glgagly as task specialist, although person 1

seems to be the best candidate. Nevertheless, there is some indic-

ation that a weak form of role differentiation (weak, that is,

because of the weak task structures), might have occurred.

One feature of the groups that have been examined so far and which

can be seen in group 7, cannot be over stressed. This is the fact

that in many cases it is not at all obvious who is most chosen on

any of the sociometric criteria. Although there is often some one

person who emerges at the top of the diagrams, because these

diagrams are figst gggigg sociograms, each choice for a different

person diminishes the focus of the group on the person who does

appear at the top. The analytical implication is that each such

choice makes it less clear who, if anyone, should be identified at

the top of the scale, and this, of course, makes it less easy to

conclude whether role differentiation has, or has not, occurred.

'

On the other hand, the complexity, and frequent lack of clarity,
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in the derived structures, gives an impression of dynamic

processes in the groups, which is lacking from the conventional

approach as exemplified by the use of simple summary vectors.

3.2. KP 8.
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The diagrams from group 8 in relation to Guidance, Liking and

Leader Behaviour, serve, to some extent, to reinforce the point

made at the end of the last section, that is, it is not clear who,
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if anyone, should be identified as top on these criteria. The

diagram for Ideas, however, exemplifies the situation when it is

beyond doubt who comes top. Number 3 is clearly the Ideas person

of this group, with no rivals or assistants. For Guidance, how-

ever, the structure is very loose, and although number 3 is again

at the top, number 2 dissents, ‘and makes no choices at all, and

presumably, therefore, does not consider anyone to have been a

discussion guide.

The raw scores underlying both of these diagrams are generally low

(mean ratings for Ideas = 50; Guidance = 45). Those for person 3

on Ideas are, of course, higher than everyone else’s received

ratings, but even so the range is only 53 - 72, with person 4

making the lowest rating. This suggests that although person 3 is

seen to have contributed most of the Ideas, and marginally most in

relation to Guidance, nevertheless the group seems not to have

developed clear task specialisation in terms of perceived quality.

The Liking diagram suggests that 3 (the Ideas person) and 4 are

jointly the most popular group members. It is interesting that

these two make a mutual choice, despite 4’s mediocre rating of 3

on Ideas. Overall, however, the scores are middling (mean score =

50), and seldom rise above 60. 3 makes the highest ratings

(average 64, with a range of 41 for person 2, to 76 for person 4).

Number 1 does not rate anyone as Likeable (average rating = 20,

with a range of 11 to 29). So overall it appears that the group is

not a particularly cohesive one in terms of interpersonal affect.

The Leader Behaviour diagram once again has number 3 at the top.
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This would suggest that the group is approaching a Great Person

structure, notwithstanding the discussions above. It can be seen,
4|

however, that number 4 once more dissents, and rates only herself

as top (rating = 100). Everyone else gives number 3 a top rating

(100), including number 3 hersel¥, and gives the rest of the

group’s members very low ratings (range = 0 — 47). The ewception

here is number 3, who rates number 4 at 84. This perhaps indicates

that number 3 sees number 4 as a lieutenant, although number 4
0

clearly doesn’t see it that way. »

Dverall, then, group 8 has one person (number 3), who comes

clearly top on Ideas and marginally top on Guidance. She is joint

top (with number 4) on Liking , and seems to be the majority

choice for Leader, although with some dissent irom number 4. This

suggests a Great Person group, although in view of the background

to the diagrams (the raw scores), it seems better to describe it

as a group approaching a Great Person structure, but which hasn’t

fully developed it.

SUHAY AD CDNCLUSINS.

In these two groups, then, there is one which shows a tendency
if-.

towards role diiierentiation (group 7) and one which shows a

tendency towards a Great Person structure (group G). In neither

case, however, is the structure clear and unequivocal. §
I

In the first case, there is one person who comes clearly top in

relation Liking, but the task structures (Ideas and Guidance) are

weak, and so is the Leader Behaviour structure. Nevertheless, it
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is apparent that the person who is rated as best-Liked within the

group is not the same as those who appear to come top on Ideas and

Guidance, which, by deiinition, is an occurrence o¥ role di¥¥eren-

tiation. On the other hand, the best—Liked group member appears to

be top in relation to Leader Behaviour, and so this group appears

to be structuring itself around social-emotional +actors, perhaps

as a result of the failure to establish clear task structures.

Group G, on the other hand, displays a weak tendency towards a

Great Person structure. There is a clear choice in relation to

Ideas, and the same person is rated joint top on Liking. The same

person is also highly chosen in relation to Guidance and Leader

Behaviour, but in both these cases the structures are weak and not

clear cut.
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CHAPTER 12! STUDY THREE - MULTI-SESSION GROUPS.

l INTRODUCTION.

This study is concerned with three tutorial groups from which data

were gathered for three sessions. As in studies 1 and 2, groups

were asked to complete the Narwfl, and thereiore role di¥¥erentia—

tion will again be examined in relation to Ideas, Guidance and

Liking. '

2 HETHD.

2 1. SUBJECTS;

14 subjects (Ss), 5 women and 9 men, arranged themselves into 3

groups, two single-sex and one mixed sex (see appendix B). Partic-

ipants were undergraduate management students meeting as tutorial

groups as part of a course in the "Fundamentals oi Social Sci-

ence". ‘Participants were all volunteers (see appendices C a D),

and group sessions took place early in the course beiore the

students had time to develop extensive friendships with one anoth-

er, although in other respects it proved to be impossible to

ensure that they were completely unacquainted.
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2.2. TASK.

The apparatus consisted oi the warwfl (see appendix E). Group

sessions took place in a tutorial room conventionally equipped ior

teaching purposes.

As in study 2 the participating groups worked alongside other

groups who_ were not taking part in the research; all' groups

undertaking ¢~the same tasks withi the exception that the

participating groups were asked to complete the questionnaire at

the end oi the session (see appendices C & D).

All groups were asked, as part o+ their course, to discuss set

topics relevant to a recent lecture. These, it should be noted,
I

were set by the course convener, and not by the researcher. For

the period during which the research was carried out the set

topics were:

Session 1: Scientific Management and the Human Relations
Movement.

Session 2: "Has the managerial revolution succeeded?“

Session 3: "Can management "cure" alienation? ~ What makes
people work?"

2.3. PRDEDURE.

The procedure was exactly the same as {or study 2, with one excep-

tion. In this case, because data were to be gathered over several

sessions, it was necessary to devise some procedure which would

allow data to be matched from session to session without comprom-

ising confidentiality. The system which was adopted (and later
u

incorporated into the SGQ ~ see appendix G) was to ask particip-
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3 RESULTS

ants to tag their questionnaires with a symbol of their own dev-

ising, and which -they could keep comparatively secret. These

symbols were recorded under the group’s number (see appendix H).

It should be noted that this procedure ensured the confidentiality

of the participants, but also created a situation in which the

researcher had to rely on participants to remember both their

groups and their symbols, there being no independent record.

Scores were derived using the procedures described in studies 1

and 2.

3 1. GROUP 9.

a) Session 1;-
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Group 9 was, by choice, an all-male group.

From the four sociograms shown above (figures 12.1 & 12.2) it can

be seen that there is one individual who begins to emerge from the

rest of the group (person 5) who is, to a large extent seconded by

another (person 3). This is particularly clear in regard to Ideas,

where a pattern which is becoming familiar in these analyses is

shown. Person 5 receives.most choices (in this case 3)‘ but is

closely followed by number 3 (who received 2 choices). As it has

been seen in other similar cases there is a mutual choice between

them, suggesting some form of joint co—operative effort (for

examples, see fig. 10.3, group 2 on Guidance; fig. 10.10, group 5

on Liking and Leader Behaviour; and fig. 10.11., group A on Guid-

ance. — Other similar examples are shown later). The only dissent

shown in regard to number S as Ideas person is from number 4, who

chooses no—one, although the highest rating he gives is to number

5 (rating = 54).
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with respect to Guidance, however, there is a change at the top.

Person 5 is replaced by person 3, who receives 3 out of 4 possible

choices. Dissent here comes from person 2 who chooses instead

numbers 4 and 5. Nevertheless, the occurrence of number 3 as

discussion Guide, coupled with the structure on Ideas, would

suggest that persons 3 and 5 are jointly carrying out the task

functions (Ideas and Guidance) with 5 contributing the more prec-

ise ldeas, and 3 conducting the general discussion. This is also a

pattern that has been seen before (for example group 2, Ideas and

Guidance, fig. 10.3; group 5, fig. 10.9).

Liking seems to suggest that number 5 once more comes top, but in

this case there is really little coherence, or integration, in the

structure. Generally the scores are low (mean rating = 55), and

numbers 4 and 3 choose no-one. Number 3, who appeared to be the

discussion Guide, is generally not very popular (mean rating =

41), except with number 5, who gave him a rating of 69. 2 and 1

appear to have formed a small clique, which includes number 5 but

receives no choice from him. Overall, there is not a lot of Liking

within this group, and number 5 emerges as top not so much by

general approbation from the group, but rather because he is most

chosen in a situation where there are few choices.

The same situation is observable with respect to Leader Behaviour.

Here, once again, number 5 is apparently top choice, but again it

is principally because there are few choices generally. As with

Liking, ratings in respect of Leader Behaviour are generally low

to middling (mean rating = SS), especially from number 3 (who gave
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ratings of between 33 - 54, with a mean of 48). Number 2 chose no-

one except himself. In respect of Leader Behaviour, therefore, it

seems that this group has not developed anything other than a weak

structure. r

Dverall, group 9 in its first session, shows a tendency towards a
an

I

Great Person structure, although in no sense an unequivocal tend-

ency. The person who seemed to emerge top (number 5) was certainly

rated top with respect to Ideas, but apparently had a lieutenant

(number 3). It was this lieutenant who emerged as the discussion

Guide. It would thus appear that there is some form of role diff-

erentiation with respect to the task scales, with 3 and 4 appar-

ently accomplishing the task activities of the group jointly. In

relation to Liking and Leader Behaviour there are only weak

structures, although with number 5 again appearing as top choice.

In both cases, however, number 5 only appears as top choice bec-

ause there are generally few choices made, thus it would appear to

be more reasonable to conclude that there is no ggg person who

emerges as top choice on these two scales. '

b) Session 2.

Session 2 for this group did not occur because only two of the

group members were present. It is perhaps significant that one of

these was number 5, who, insofar as it is possible to talk in

these terms in relation to this group, appeared to be fairly high

in the status order of the group, appearing most evibently as the

Ideas person of the group. The other member present was person 4.
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Group 9 had an unscheduled personnel change for session 3 which
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only became apparent after the questionnaires had been completed

and returned. Person 3 (the group member who emerged as discussion
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Guide in session 1) failed to reappear and was replaced by a new

member signified as number 6 on the sociograms. It is to be regre-

tted that the change was not noticed earlier because it might have

been useful to discover why number 3 dropped out. Number 6 gave

his reason for joining the group as "intrigue" about what the

group was doing.

Dnce again person 5 emerges as top in relation to Ideas., The

structure this time, however, is very much weaker than it was for

session 1. In point of fact the whole structure takes on the

appearance of a chain; if the ratings given by person 4 are remov-

ed, the entire structure disappears, thus making person 4, in the

language of graph theory, a "cut-point" (Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982).

In this case, therefore, it is possible that number 4 is playing

something of an integrative role.

Apart from the ratings given by person 4 (whose average rating

given to others is 95.5), overall ratings are mediocre. Person 5

chooses no-one except himself, and person 2 chooses no-one at all.

Thus, group 9 failed to develop a clear structure with regard to

Ideas in session 2.

Unlike the Ideas structure, that for Guidance is well integrated,

if diffuse. Person 1 emerges as the discussion Guide this time. It

is interesting to note that this member did not generally figure

prominently in the structures derived from session 1, but never-

theless does appear quite high on Guidance for that session.

Indeed, number 1 and number 3 (the discussion Guide of session 1)
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make a mutual choice on Guidance (see fig. 12.1). Furthermore, it

is interesting to note that number 1 makes a self-choice only, for

Ideas, in this session. It is also noteworthy that members 2 and 5

choose everyone, and that it isonly their choices which lend

integration and give the distributed appearance to the structure.

The Liking structure is very interesting. Number 6 (the new mem-

ber) is clearly very popular. Apparently his entry into the group

did not create any difficulties. Indeed, he is apparently the most

popular group member. The most interesting feature of the Liking

structure is, however, the integration that it displays. There is

a lot of mutual choosing, which is interesting in itself because

this is a figs; choice sociogram. What this suggests is a lot of

high mutual regard within the group. The ggly point of tension

detectable is in the rating given to number 4 by number 1 (31).

Also, person 6 chooses no-one, although this is as likely to be as

a result of his being a new member, and therefore unfamiliar with
.¢

I

the others, as it is to be a sign of disregard. Otherwise, ratings

are generally high (mean rating overall = 67), and, in terms of

the figure above, are mutual first choices.

Thus, athough number 6 emerges as top choice, which is principally

as a result of his not having chosen anyone else in the group, the

structure is fairly clearly a distributed one, with no one person

emerging as best-Liked.

Finally, turning to the Leader Behaviour sociogram (fig. 12.4)

member 5 clearly emerges as top, being chosen by everyone. It is

also interesting to note that he in turn chooses everyone, as does
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person number 4. This repeats the choice pattern for Ideas (fig.

12.3) although ‘with a different outcome because there are

generally more choices made.

There is something curious about the development of this group.

Person 5 seems to have relinquished, in some way, prominence on

all individual scales. It will be recalled that in session 1 he

appeared prominently on all of them, especially Ideas. This time,

although he is not ugchosen with respect to any particular scale,

he is not obviously the most chosen person either. Even with

regard to Ideas, where he appears as top, it is not an unequivocal

choice by the group. In respect of Leader Behaviour, however, the

choice is clear. So, whatever person 5 did within the discussion

of session 3, it was apparently not related particularly to the

contribution of Ideas or to discussion Guidance. Neither was he

the most popular individual. And yet whatever he was doing was

sufficient for the group to choose him as Leader, in terms of the

Leader Behaviour scale.

It is not obvious how the development of this group relates to the

role differentiation hypothesis. In session 1 there was a clear

Ideas person, who had a deputy. The deputy appeared to be the

discussion Guide. There was no obviously best-Liked person, and

Liking was generally low. There was no obviously chosen Leader. In

session 3, there was a marginal Ideas person (the same person as

in session 1), and a discussion Guide who was not the Ideas pers-

on. There. was no one person who was obviously best-Liked (this

time because Liking was generally high and distributed) and a
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clearly chosen Leader. The most obvious role differentiation in

both cases was not between the task and social-emotional areas,

but between the specific and general task functions denoted by

Ideas and Guidance.

3 2. KP 10.

a) Session 1. .
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Group 10 was an all-female group (for which they laid the respon-

sibility on group 9). It seems that some of the members of this

group wanted to join group 9 but were rejected. Which members this

involved, and why they were rejected, was not made clear, and all

of those involved were reticent about giving the reasons.

Turning to the sociograms, it can be seen that with respect to

Ideas there is something of a joint structure involving persons 4

and 2. As noted earlier, this seems to be a fairly common arrange-

ment. In this case both are selected by the other two members, and

also make a mutual choice. Looking more closely, it will be seen
>

that person 2 receives first choices (bold arrows), and person 4

receives second choices (dotted arrows), so it is possible that

number 2 is seen as the group Ideas person, with number 4 as a

deputy of some sort.

The pattern for Ideas is repeated to some extent in relation to

Guidance, although this time person 4 receives most. votes, and

overall the structure is more distributed. It is worth repeating

that this tendency for the Guidance structure to be more diffuse

and distributed than those for Ideas seems to be a general feature

that is emerging in these examinations (see for example group 1,

fig. 10.1). In relation to group 10 we see that the same two

people who emerged as top in relation to Ideas are also high in

relation to Guidance. Person 4, who was described above as a

possible deputy to number 2 in relation to Ideas, here emerges as

discussion Guide, with number 2 as deputy. Once more, this form of

role differentiation, in terms of specific task activities (Ideas)
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deputy. This is

and general task act’ 'tivi ies (Guidance) seems to be fairly common

(see section 3.1.a above). Nevert

of the structure is worth emphasisin = altho hg, ug number 4 and, to a

lesser extent number 2 l2, are c early the discussion Guides of the

(group, the general feelin (lar l dg ge y ue to the rating given by 2 3

4) seems to be that everyone contributed t

ussion Guidance.

The apparent coherence of this group breaks down in relation to

Liking (fig. 12.6). There is a tendency towards chaining, and,

apart from 3’s choice of number 1, the only group member who

chooses anyone is number 4, who chooses everyone. Person 1 gives

everyone the same low rating (uniformly 49); person 3 chooses only

number 1, and gives everyone else a low rating (39, 46). So, this

group seems not to be very cohesive, in terms of interpersonal

affect. In particular, the apparent emergence of number 1 as best-

Liked person appears to be more artifactual than based on a gen-

uine group choice. r

In relation to Leader Behaviour, the coherence returns. Member

number 4 is clearly the group’s choice, being chosen by everyone,

including herself. Number 2 is chosen by number 3, and is given a

second choice by number 1, although it is outside the 10 point

criterion given earlier (chapter 9). ‘

So what seems to have emerged within this group during session 1

is a clear, dual structure in relation to Ideas, with person 2

apparently being seen as the Ideas person, with number 4 playing

repeated to some extent in relation to Guidance,

I

heless, the general diffuseness

o some extent to disc-

F
I
I

- been reversed, with number 4although the choices seem to have
i

1

t‘ as main discussion Guide, and number 2 acting a5 dEPUtY-ac ing
_ . t t Leader Behav-

The pattern is carried through, to Some Bate" 1 9

- although in this case number 4 clearly emer9E5 as tsp. i"iour, .
. ' ' denoted by Guidance seems towhich case the generalised function

_ . . - ' h made its LeadEF
be the main criterion upon which this 9T°"P 35

.-

h - The Liking structure of the group i5: h°"9V9r' lacking inc oice.
. - b t-L'ked group ‘mem’coherence.- There is no clear choice of the es 1

. - ‘ ' t of interpersonal affect theher, and in point of fact in respec

group seems to be lacking in COhE5i°"-

b) Session 2.
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1, was not present. The reasons for her absence are unknown. Th15

means that technically the QFQHP 131196 t° meet one D4 the basic

criteria for a "QFDUP" 91V?" earlier (chapter 3)’ because it was

less than 4 members. Nevertheless, there is some sense in ob5EFV*
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ing what took place during session 2, because it seems to have a

bearing on what took place during session 3.

In terms of Ideas (fig. 12.7) person 3 emerges as the choice of

the other two, although person 1 makes a dual choice and includes

number 2. This is interesting, because person 1 didn’t figure

prominently on any of the criteria during session 1, and perhaps

her current prominence is due to the absence of number 4. It is

also interesting to note that person 2 was the Ideas person for

session 1, and appeared as deputy discussion Guide for the same

session.

In relation to Guidance, the positions of 2 and 3 are reversed,

principally because number 3 chooses 2 (which she didn’t in rela-

tion to Ideas), and number 2 doesn’t choose 3 (which she did on

Ideas). Assuming that this can be taken to indicate that number 2

is properly considered as the discussion Guide for session 2, then

the same feature of reversed prominence from Ideas to Guidance

observed in session 1, is repeated for session 2.

Liking (figure 12.8) is very clearly not differentiated, and in

fact repeats some of the same disjointure observed during session

1. Person 3 gives low ratings all round (mean = 43), which is

interesting in view of the fact that she gave number 1 a high

rating during session 1. Person 1 Likes both of the other two, and

person 2 also Likes both of the others, although she Likes number

3 less than number 2. By any interpretation, however, no-one is

clearly best-Liked. '
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The structure for Leader Behaviour (fig. 12.8) is a pure chain,

with no general coherence; 1 chooses 3; 3 chooses 2; 2 chooses 1.

Obviously no sense can be made of such a structure, and it seems
I

best to conclude that there isn’t one. It is interesting to note

that the value for Kendall’s N, calculated from the raw data, is

0.67 (p < 0.05), which by Bales’ criterion makes this a high SC

group in relation to Leader Behaviour. In the present circum-

stances, however, this information seems to be oddly at variance

with the structure that seems to have not emerged.

It is difficult to interpret the structures that seem to have

emerged in this group during its second session, principally

because of the small number of people involved. The most

interesting feature overall, however, is that person 3, who did

not figure with any prominence during session 1 seems to have

become active during session 2. She appears, in this respect, to

have emerged as the Ideas person, although not discussion Guide.

It is person 2 who appears to be discussion Guide for session 2,
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and it is interesting to note that she was the Ideas person, and

possibly also deputy discussion Guide, for session 1. The Liking

structure shows the same disjointure that it did during session 1,

and the Leader Behaviour structure is a pure chain showing no

coherence.

Taken jointly, there+ore, this group seems on two occasions to

have developed fairly clear task (Ideas and Guidance) structures,

and weak Liking structures. The Leader Behaviour structure for

session 1 was very clear, but in session 2 was very weak. It is

important to note that the person top on this structure during

session 1 (person 4) was absent during session 2, and this may,

perhaps, explain the weak structure during the later session.
>

I

c) Sssio 3.

Person 4 returned to the group for the third, and final, session.

Once more, as it can be seen in the sociograms, she resumed a

position of prominence within the group, but clearly the interven-

ing session seems to have had an eifect on the nature of the

structures which eventually emerged.

The sociogram for Ideas (Fig. 12.9) shows that person 3 has emer—

ged very clearly as the Ideas person, receiving choices from all

other group members. Person 4, who was joint top on Ideas For

session 1, receives only one choice, and that ¥rom person 3.

Person 2, who was also joint top on Ideas in session 1, and was

probably chosen as Ideas person for that session, again receives

only one choice, ¥rom person 3.
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The Guidance sociogram repeats earlier trends, in that the person

chosen as Ideas person is to some extent replaced by another

member as discussion Guide. In this case, however, both persons 3

and 4 are clearly seen as joint discussion Guides, receiving 3

choices each, all, first choices. They also choose each other.

Person 2 receives 2 choices (from 1 and 4) but nevertheless (does

not achieve the same prominence that she had in session 1. Over-

all, however, although persons 3 and 4 are joint top in regard to
0

Guidance, once more the structure is more distributed than that

ior Ideas.
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coherence than it had in either session 1 or 2. The ratings are

overall higher .(mean rating overall = 68), but there are still
I

1

tensions apparent. Person 3 doesn’t Like person 4, giving her a

rating oi only 56, whereas the rest of the ratings she gives are

68. Perhaps she sees person 4 as a rival, but it is perhaps
.

significant that she gave a similarly low rating to number 4 in
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session 1. Person 1 only Likes person 3 (rating = 73), but seems
I

4

not to Like the rest of the group (ratings ranging from 43 — 47).

Person 4, however, as in session 1, gives everyone a high rating

(83 — 88). Obviously, from the shape of the structure, there is no

one person who emerges as best-Liked, but nevertheless, it is

doubtful whether the Liking structure for this group really is

particularly coherent anyway because of the under tow of "not-

Liking". . ‘ I
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exactly the structure observed for Guidance. Quite clearly person

3 established herself during the absence of person 4, and has

achieved prominence within the group. It is not stretching infer-

ence too far to suggest that it may have been her performance

during session 2 which established her. Person 2 seems to have

lost‘ influence, although she too is high in relation to Leader

Behaviour. The most consistently low rated person within the group

is person 1, although only in relation to Ideas, Guidance and
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Leader Behaviour, because she receives a number of choices in
r.

1

relation to Liking.

-Taken overall, the development of this group seems to have progr-

essed on the basis of task activities alone, because in each of

the three sessions there were strong Ideas and Guidance structures

but otherwise only weak structures. As far as role differentiation

is concerned it is giggig the task activities that it seems to

have occurred in this group. In session 1 there was apparently one

person who was Ideas person, and a second one who became discuss-

ion Guide. This pattern repeated itself in sessions 2 and 3,

although not involving the same people.

The group seemed to develop strong Leader Behaviour structures in

sessions 1 and 3, but not in session 2 where it was weak and

fragmented. In session 1 there was a clear overall "leader", in

terms of this scale, but in session 3 it had become-a dual distri-

buted structure, with the same two people who were prominent on

Guidance appearing‘top on Leader Behaviour.

The Liking structure of the group never properly developed, cert-

ainly not to the point where any one person could be identified as
I

best-Liked in any of the sessions.

3.3. GRDLP 11.

a) Session 1.

The final group in this series of studies is group 11. This,

unlike the other two groups of the series, was a mixed group,
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comprising one female member (person 1) and four males. For the

purposes of the diagrams that follow, the female group member will

be distinguished by a +,

I

J

Figure 12.11. F;Rs1 §flQ1§§ gggzoagggg 595 gggur 11. <~ = 5)
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The first thing of note about group 11 is the structure that

emerges in relation to Ideas (fig. 12.11). Person 4 is clearly

chosen as Ideas person, receiving the choices of all other group

members. (It will be seen, however, that he is closely followed by

person 3, who receives 3 choices. This yields a structure which

has become familiar through studying these groups; one person who

is most chosen, apparently seconded by another person. This is

what has been referred to earlier as a form of dual distributed

specialisation.

The structure is repeated almost identically for Guidance, with

only minor differences. Amongst these is the choice for number 1

from number 3. Thus for this group there is a form of distributed

task specialisation which involves two members of the group (4 &

3). That these two make mutual choices for both Ideas and Guidance

suggests a co—operative situation rather than one of rivalry.

0

when the Liking structure is examined, however, the structure

changes, and in some respects quite dramatically. Neither of the

two who appeared at the top of the task scales is top on Liking,

although number 4 is high. Indeed number 3 is unchosen on Liking

at all, and, although he apparently Likes everyone else, on the

basis of his received ratings it is reasonable to assume that he

is not very popular (mean rating received = 51; range: 42 - 56).

The person most chosen is clearly number 2, who although not top

in relation to Ideas and Guidance, is also not bottom either. It

should be noted, however, that although undeniably top on Liking,

the Liking structure also displays some degree of distribution
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amongst the group members. Nevertheless, in Bales’ terms this is

an example of role differentiation, because the Ideas person (who

is also the discussion Guide) is not best-Liked. It can be seen,

however, that number 4 is not disliked either. It should also be

noted that, although this is an example of role differentiation in

Bales’ terms, role differentiation of this sort is a comparatively

rare occurrence in the groups studied so far in this research.

When the Leader Behaviour structure is examined, it is clear that

number 4 is most chosen, receiving choices from all other group

members. It is interesting, however, to note that number 3 is once

again near the top, as is number 2 (the person who emerged as

best-Liked). These three, then, would seem to constitute something

like the hierarchy of the group, with number 4 at the head and

numbers 2 and 3 fulfilling different functions as lieutenants.

Of course it is not really possible to speculate on the reasons

for these structures, in Bales’ or any other terms, but looking at

the Liking sociogram again, one is struck by the lack of positive

affect directed at number 3, and the contrast it makes with his

other received ratings. Assuming Bales’ equilibrium hypothesis to

be correct, it is possible that the negative affect that should

have been directed at number 4 (as the task specialist, and there-

fore as the focus of disequilibrium) has been directed at number

3. In this case number 3 may be playing the part of a scapegoat,

but if so, he is not a scapegoat as typically conceived in the

literature (see for example Bales, 1956, 1958; Burke, 1969). If

number 3 really is a scapegoat, draining or deflecting the neg-

ative affect from number 4 (Bales, 1953 a), then he plays the role
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while being comparatively active as a task specialist himself,

albeit a secondary one who is perhaps subordinate in some way to

number 4. It may be that, as a secondary task specialist, it is

safer for the group to direct negative affect at him, rather than

at the primary task specialist, thus reducing tension but not

losing the services of the primary task specialist himself.
_.

b) Session 2. _

The sociograms for session 2 (figs. 12.13 & 12.14) indicate clear-

ly that the structures from session 1 have persisted across sess-

ions. Person 4 once again emerges as the Ideas person, and again
J 4.

is closely followed by person 3. Indeed the structures for Ideas

from sessions 1 and 2 are remarkably similar. The principal diff-

erences. seems to be that number 1 has received some choice in

session 2, whereas she received no choices in session 1, and

person 2 has received one choice less.

Fiql-"'9 12-13- E1351 §!:|QlL3§ §%lQ§Bfi.."|§ EQB E391-.|E ll.-. (N = 5)

(Session: 2)
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Figure 12.14. EIBQI §flQ1§§ §QQIOGRAH§ EQB QBQQE ll, (N = 5)

(Session: 2)
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As it was for Ideas, so also was it for the Guidance structure,

which is again remarkably similar to that from session 1. Dnce
again it is number 4 who emerges as top, although less strikingly

than in the first session, and person 3 comes a close second.

The Liking structure for session 2 (fig. 12.14) is, however, quite

different to that of session 1. For session 2 Liking is very

distributed with a large number of mutual choices. It has to be

emphasised again that this is all the more noteworthy because this

15 B fiiggfi gflgigg sociogram, rather than one produced on the basis

of general Liking within the group. It is also remarkable because

person 3, who received no choices in session 1 on Liking, now

appears to be joint top with person 4, insofar as that is possible

in relation to the distributed nature of the structure. Person 2,

who was best-Liked in session 1, now appears to be least chosen.
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Finally, the Leader Behaviour structure repeats very closely the

structures from Ideas and Guidance, with person 4 as most chosen,

and person 2 as a sort of deputy. This particular form of

structure is, so it seems, a very common one, a point which will

be discussed in more detail at the end of the thesis.

Dverall, taking the two sessions together, it seems that the basic

structure which developed in session 1 (that is the dual promin-

ence of persons 3 & 4), has been carried across to session 2. The

differences that have occurred are principally in relation to

Liking. Here persons 4 and 3, who are consistently rated high on

the task scales (Ideas and Guidance), and Leader Behaviour, were

not rated highly on Liking in session 1. In particular person 3

was unchosen. In session 2, however, both are rated-more or less

joint top, in which case role differentiation, in Bales’ terms,

has ggggggg in this group over the two sessions. It is also note-

worthy, however, that the Liking structure has become more diffuse

from session 1 to 2, and displays a tight knit group with a

considerable number of mutual choices. In this respect there

really are no members who are best-Liked within the group.

c) Session 3.

For the third session of this group (group 11) person 1 (who was

the only female member of the group) was not present. It was not

possible to discover why.

It appears that in session 3 the structures which developed in

sessions 1 and 2 have developed further into a more distributed

pattern. Person 4, who was the principal member of the group in
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the earlier sessions, still appears at the top on Ideas, but by no

means as clearly as in the earlier sessions (see fig. 12.15). The

Ideas sociogram (fig. 12.15) shows that overall the group members

perceive one another as generally much more active, and the

structure is close to being a completely distributed one. Never-

theless, the structure from sessions 1 and 2 reappears in the

Guidance structure, ~where once again it is persons 4 and 3 who

appear as most chosen. In this case, however, the ratings given

are generally lower than in the previous sessions (overall mean

rating = 61), and the structure is much looser than previously. In

point of fact it is largely a product of the choices made by

number 2, without whose ratings the structure would be almost

entirely disconnected. So, in this case, although the old

structure has reasserted itself, in real terms it is not possible

to identify a most chosen individual, or most chosen individuals,

because in strict terms the group has not made any firm choices.

(Session: 3)
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The Liking structure for session 3 (fig. 12.16) is striking; it is

a pure example ofta completely distributed structure. Every member

chooses every other member, and although there are preferences (as

indicated by the mixture of bold and dotted arrows), nevertheless

all the choices are very closely arranged. This group displays

very high cohesion in terms of interpersonal Liking.
Q

Figure 12.16. EIQQI §fl1§§ SOCIQQQAQS [Q3 QQQE ll, (N = 5)

(Session: 3)
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Figure 12-15- ELBEI QBQLEE SQELQBBEE EQB EBQQE lls (N = 5)

Finally, in relation to Leader Behaviour, the old structure is

once again apparent, this time more strongly than in the case of

Guidance. Here it can be seen (fig. 12.16) that number 4 is again

most chosen, along with number 3.

Overall, this group displays a tendency from the beginning to

structure itself around the two members denoted as numbers 3 and

4. There was some tendency in the first session towards role

differentiation, in Bales’ empirical sense, where those rated top

in relation to the task scales were not best-Liked, and indeed one
i

of them was unchosen. By session 2, however, this tendency had
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disappeared, and the group tended towards a dual Great Person

structure, involving the two members 4 and 3, rather than just

number 4. Gn the other hand, the Liking structure for session 2

was more diffuse and distributed in comparison with session 1, and

it was less apparent that anyone was best~Liked. By session 3 the

Liking structure had become completely distributed, and there was

no one person who could be identified as best-Liked because all

were equally chosen. Nevertheless, the old structure, involving

persons 4 and 3, was again apparent in relation to Leader Behav-

iour for session 3, although the structures for Ideas and Guidance

were weaker. It is possible, of course, that the topic set for

discussion for session 3 did not provide enough stimulus for any

group discussion. '

In terms of the role differentiation hypothesis, there really is

little in the way of evidence from this group apart from the

slight tendency noted in the first session. The disappearance of

this tendency by session 2 tends to undermine the general thesis

that role differentiation increases over time (e.g. Slater, 1955),

although on the basis of this group alone there is clearly not

enough data to claim that the proposition has been refuted. What

is noteworthy from this group, however, is the type of dual

structure which has been observed several times previously, that

is a tendency for some groups to choose one person as top, with

another closely chosen alongside, perhaps as a deputy.

4. SUHHRY AND CDNLUSIDNS.

Overall there is little support for the role differentiation
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hypothesis, in Bales’ empirical sense, within any of these groups.

Group 9 displayed a tendency towards a form of task focussed role

differentiation which has been noted before, that is'a differen—

tiation between an Ideas person and a discussion Guide, who joint~

ly seem to undertake the task activities of the group, working in

tandem both on Ideas and Guidance but taking precedence on differ-

ent scales. There was no one person who was obviously best-Liked

in this group in either the first or the third session (this being

the group that missed session 2), in the first case because the

Liking structure was weak, and in the second because it was a

distributed structure.

Group 10 seemed to develop only task structures. In each of the

three sessions there were strong structures for- Ideas and
§

I

Guidance, and, as in group 9, such role differentiation as there

was occured in relation to the task scales. In all sessions there

emerged one person as Ideas person, and a different person who was
-

discussion Guide. The people who filled these roles, however,

changed from session to session, partly, it might be supposed, due

to the absence of one key member during the middle session. This

group never fully developed a coherent Liking structure.

Group 11, ‘on the other hand, developed strong structures right

from the beginning, although those for Ideas and Guidance became

weak towards session 3. This group began with a tendency towards

role differentiation, in the Bales’ sense, in session 1, although

this had disappeared by session 2. The best way to summarise this

group is as a dual Great Person structure; one person who seems to

take the general lead and a deputy. Of most interest in relation
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to this group, however, is the development of the Liking

structure. This became gradually more diffuse, finally becoming a

completely distributed structure by session 3. This can be inter-

preted as the development of a group identity, in the sense that

as the group met over the three sessions the interpersonal affect

developed to the point where everyone seemed to Like everyone

else.-
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CHGPTER 13! STUDY FOUR - SINGLE SESSION GROUPS (Part Three).

' 1. INTRDUCTIUN.

Examined in this study were seven groups which met for a single

session in a social psychology laboratory. The measuring instrum-

ent in this case was the Small Groups Questionnaire (SGG — see

appendices F & G), which, in comparison with the Warwfl, incorpor-

ates extended questions in relation to task and, especially,

social-emotional activities, and therefore allows a more detailed

examination of enacted role behaviours as they are perceived to

have occurred within the group. Nevertheless the empirical defin-

ition of role differentiation, in terms of Ideas,‘ Guidance and

Liking, which has formed the focus for the other studies, will be

used as the principal focus in the examination of each of the

groups in what follows.

2. HETHUD.

2.1. SIEJECTS. »

40 subjects (Gs), 32 women and 8 men, arranged themselves into 7

groups, two single-sex and five mixed sex (see appendix B).

Participants were undergraduate psychology students fulfilling a

course requirement. Every effort was made to ensure that Ss did
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not know one another prior to the group sessions, but there were

inevitable occasions where this condition was not met.

2 2. TASK.

The apparatus consisted of the GGQ (see appendices F & G), and the

same 1! hour tape recording (based on the transcript of a rape

trial) used for study 1.

The group sessions took place in the social psychology laboratory

at larwick University, which, as noted in study 1, was equipped

with 4 video cameras, a one-way mirror, and a circular table with

chairs. Two microphones were placed centrally on the table, and

there were armchairs arranged around the periphery of the room.

As in study 1, each group was told to consider itself as the jury

convened for the trial of the alleged rapists Bryce and Harrison,

and were told that they would have to arrive at a verdict for each

of them after hearing the presentation of evidence.
‘ Q

The SGO Parts I and II were given to each participant to complete.

2. 3..  .

The procedure for this study was identical to that used in study

1, with the following modifications. After the briefing session,

explaining the purpose of the study, participants were asked to

complete the SGO Part I, which took something in the region of 15

to 30 minutes. During this part of the procedure, and for the tln

minutes following, participants were supplied with coffee.
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Once all the questionnaires were completed and returned, partic-

ipants were asked to seat themselves where they felt most comfor-

table The tape recording was switched on, and R left the room

R re-entered the room once the tape had finished, and participants

were allowed 15 minutes for a coffee break, following which they

were asked to seat themselves around the circular table The

purpose of the discussion was again stressed, and once particip-

ants agreed that they understood what they had to do, R left the

2 room and the discussion began

The discussion was allowed to continue for 45 minutes, when R re-

entered the room and asked the group if it had reached a verdict

for each of the accused Participants were then each given a copy

of the SGO, prepared during the discussion, which they were asked

to complete The distribution of the questionnaires followed the

same procedure as that used in the previous studies

As in study 1, participants were allowed to leave the central

table for the purpose of completing the questionnaire, but it was

stressed that they should retain the same relative ordering as

that which they had around the table R remained in the room t

answer queries and make more coffee

3 RESULTS

Scores were derived from the questionnaires using the procedures

described previously
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As noted earlier, the SGO contains several different or extended

questions to the WarwO. In all the questionnaire comprises 27

sociometric questions (see chapter 9 section 4.2.b), and it is

clearly out of the question to examine results on all of these in

detail. For present purposes the most important questions are

those relating to perceived Talking (qu. 1); Ideas (qus. hJ as E3

Guidance (qus. 4 a & b); Liking and Disliking (qus. 5 & S); Hurt

Feelings (qus. 9, a, b, & c); Joking (qu. 11); Hostility (qus. 18,

a, b, & c); and Cordiality (qus. 20 a & b) - see appendix G. Even

so, there is still too much information in these questions for it
1

to be presented succinctly using the sociogrammatic approach, so a

selective presentation is necessary. In the present circumstances,

therefore, the following results will be considered:

Ou.1: Talking.
Ou.2: Ouality of Ideas.
Ou.4b: Successful Guidance. _
Ou.5: Liking.
Qu.9c: Effective attempts to Soothe Hurt Feelings.
Ou.11: Joking.
Ou.1Sc: Successful attempts to Calm Hostility.
Ou.20b: Successful Cordiality.

Of these, ‘Talking is a general scale; Ideas and Guidance will be

regarded as task scales, as in previous studies; Hurt Feelings,

Joking, and Hostility will be regarded as social-emotional scales.

Liking and Gordiality seem to be half-way measures, neither stric-

tly task nor social (Burke, 1972). Nevertheless, in the analyses

that follow, they will be used more as indicators of social-

emotional activity than task activity, for reasons to be given im*

the next section.
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J.

At the time of compiling the SGG, it was thought that asking

questions about attempts to soothe hurt feelings, and attempts to

Q. calm hostility, made little sense if there was not also a question
_ J?-.

4 ii asking whether there were, in fact, any hurt feelings or hostilityE within the group. As a consequence, questions 9 and 18 were headed

by a filter question of the form:

"Did you, or anyone else, show any hostility?" (Ou.
18 filter question. See appendix G).

As it 1=\-Wed But. as acese csasctsd. sitlisc Iiuct. tssliries at best:
iLg§y, and consequently questions 9 and 18, which were designed as

the principal means of identifying social specialists, yielded no

information whatsoever. This presented problems, because it meant

either that the empirical definition of role differentiation used

up to now should be retained. or some other means of identifying

role differentiation, should it occur, should be devised.

from the list above.

3.2. GRCIP 12.

The first group in this sample, group 12, comprised 4 members,
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On the other hand, one could simply conclude that role differen-

tiation did not occur in any of these groups because here was no

need for a social specialist. But this would be facile. On balance

the analyses that have been offered hitherto in these studies have

been relatively fruitful, so it was considered reasonable to

continue with the same approach, using the remaining six scales

three female, and one male. The male is indicated on the following



diagrams with an attenuated version of the alchemical symbol for

Mars, and is therefore shown by a A. I

Figure 13-1- ELBSI QGQIEE SQQIQSBAES EQB GBQQE l2a_<N = 4)
TALKING I QUALITY or IDEAS

3 2 i //1E) \
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considerable input from each of its members. It is noteworthy that

the tendency, noted before, for the Guidance structure to be more

distributed than that for Ideas is once again apparent in this

group.

Figure 13-2- E1821 QHQLQE SQELQQBQUS EQB QBQQE l2i_<N = 4)
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seen as most active within the group, seconded to some extent by

number 4, although this latter effect is solely due to the choice

of number 2 herself. This feature of the group is reflected in the

structure for Ideas, which also has number 2 at the top, although
;

in this case the structure is more distributed (as reflected in

the values of f: 0.75 and 0.33 respectively). Overall this last

structure is fairly tight; each member being chosen at least once.

Overall, however, the most salient feature of the structure is

that everyone chooses number 2.

In respect of Guidance (fig. 13.2), the structure changes. Althou-

gh number 2 is still at the top of the diagram, she is very

clearly accompanied by number 3, and it is noteworthy that these

two also choose each other. Nevertheless, the structure is fairly

well distributed (f = 0.22), and it is clear that the group sees I
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ves very little choice on the other scales, appears at the top of

the diagram accompanied by person 3'(joint discussion Guide). To

the extent that person 2, the Ideas person, fails to appear at the

top of the diagram, then this constitutes an example of role
O

differentiation in Bales’ empirical sense. On the other hand, the

structure is a weak one, and principally a product of the choices

of person 2 (the Ideas person). Without her choices the structure

would be disconnected apart from the mutual choice of 1 and 3.

Overall, however, apart from a mediocre rating from 3 to 4 (53)

the level of ratings is not low (overall mean rating = 69), so the

group is not one that is lacking in cohesion in terms of interper-

sonal affect. Nevertheless, it remains a group for which there is

no one person who is obviously best-Liked.
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very distributed, and there is no -one who is clearly seen by the

group as most Cordial. In point of fact group members 2 to 4 give i 4  \~.
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equal ratings to everyone, although number 3 seems not to perceive 3 6
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entiates between the group members, and, as it can be seen he
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chooses person 4 (rating = 75). Otherwise he too gives low ratings  
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much Cordiality all the same (rating = 53). Only person 1 differ-
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Overall, this group seems not to have had-much social activity of R = { = {

any kind. Certainly there seems to have been no Joking to any

extent, and group members seem to be divided about whether there
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the exception of 3’s rating for number 4. ,
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There can be little doubt about the structure which has developed
/

in group 13 with respect to Talking. Clearly it is person 5 who

was most active, seconded by person 2. This is a kind of structure

which has been observed before (see for example group 5 on Leader

Behaviour, fig. 10.10), and which has been referred to as a dual

distributed structure.

This particular structure is not, however, carried over to Ideas.

Here (fig. 13.4) although person 5 is still clearly at the top,

the structure is much more distributed, and to some extent less

integrated. Apart from the clear overall choice of number 5 as

Ideas person, there seems to be a large tendency towards chaining
0

(see for example the choice pattern between persons 2, 3, 4, and

6). This suggests a certain amount of disagreement about what

constituted "good" Ideas within this group.

Figure 1=-'-=- EIBSI 95.01;; §Q§lQ@.B£.t.1§ EQB segue ii. <~ = en

,1

The, Guidance structure (fig. 13.5) once again shows person 5 as

top. To a lesser extent than in the Talking sociogram he is also

seconded by persons 2 and 3, and in this respect it is interesting

to compare the two diagrams for Ideas and Guidance (see figs. 13.4

& 13.5). There can be little doubt that person 5 is properly

considered as the task specialist of this group.

when the Liking structure (fig. 13.5) is examined, it can be seen

that person 5 is not top; it is person 3, (who was also chosen to

some extent on Ideas and Guidance) who is best-Liked, being chosen

by -everyone. Nevertheless it will be observed that, as noted

before, the Liking structure is more distributed than those for

Ideas and Guidance. In point of fact there are no serious giglikes

within this group, and everyone seems to Like everyone else to

some extent. It is undeniable, however, that this group presents

an example of role differentiation in the Balesian sense.
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Role differentiation does not, however, seem to extend to behav-

iours which were earlier idenified as social-emotional, that is

Joking and perceived Cordiality. In relation to Joking, (fig.

13.6) the structure that was observed in respect of Talking is

repeated very closely. The only real difference seems to be that

number 3 (the best-Liked person) has received some choice as a

person who contributes humour. Besides this, however, clearly

person 5 is seen as providing most Jokes, seconded by person 2.

To some extent the same structure is repeated with respect to

Cordiality as well (fig. 13.6). In this case, however, it can be

seen that the structure is very much less focussed on persons 2

and 5, and is, in fact, fairly well distributed amongst the mem-

bership (f = 0.23). There are many choices apparent in this diag-

ram, although only one mutual choice (4 and 1). Number 6 chooses

everyone, but is unchosen. It seems that number 6 was seen as

relatively inactive in all aspects of the groupis activities.

Nevertheless, although the choices made by number 6 give a lot of
1|

the coherence to the diagram, the structure does not lose all its

coherence when these are removed. Thus, the cordiality structure,

although diffuse, is nevertheless coherent and relatively strong.

»:

Overall, this group tends towards a Great Person structure, in

that one person (number 5) seems to be prominently chosen on all
..:%Ir".

scales. In this case it seems to take a form which has become

familiar; one person most chosen (number 5) with a second person

(person 2), less chosen but clearly differentiated from the rest

of the group. Nevertheless, the group displays role differentia-
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tion, in Bales’ empirical sense, because this person is not best-

Liked, and someone else (person 3) is. Role differentiation does

not, however, extend to activities which have been designated as

social-emotional, such as~Joking and Cordiality. For these scales

the same structure as that observed for Talking is once mgre

apparent, that is- person 5 receiving most choices followed by

person 2.

3. 4. QCIJ’ 14.
1
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Group 14 was an all-female group comprising just four members.

Considering first the Talking structure, it will be seen that

person 2 was apparently seen as having Talked the most during the

session. If looked at more closely, however, it will be seen that

the structure is actually very weak. Apart from person 1, who is

an isolate in this sociogram, the group’s choices tend to form s

chain. In this case person 4 chooses 2; 2 chooses 3; and 3 chooses

4. It is true that 3 and 2 choose each other, and it is this

feature that renders number 2 top. Overall,  however, there is

little coherence to the structure and it is really too weak to

allow anyone to be identified as clearly top.
1-I

0

-3

Quite why the group should have so much trouble deciding who
2%?’

Talked most is not clear. It could be that as a group there was

little in the way of discussion generally, thus making ratings to

some extent arbitrary. The ratings that are given would seem to

bear this out; they are generally low or middling (mean rating
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overall = 59) with only 3 and 4 apparently perceiving any clear

differentiation in the way of activity. It is for these two that

number 2 Talked most, but number 2 herself saw very little diff-

erence in activity, the mean rating that she gave being 54 (stand-

ard deviation = 3.74). Beyond this the raw ratings are really of

little further help, but the actual levels of activity, which as

noted may have been low, can be checked at some future time using

behavioural data from the audio-visual tapes.

The weakness of the Talking structure is carried over, to some

-extent, into that for Ideas (fig. 13.7), which is not altogether

surprising. Number 2 is, however, more clearly top on this scale,

being chosen by 3 and 4 again,_ although number 1 is once more

isolated. Apart from the two ratings for 2, however, the ratings

for Ideas are also low to middling (mean overall = 58), with both

persons 1 and 2 apparently not being very impressed with anyone’s

Ideas (mean ratings given by 1 = 50; S.D. = 4.24; given by 2 = 53;

S.D. = 2.87). In view of this it is difficult to interpret the

structure. It seems best to conclude that number 2 is indeed the

Ideas~ person for the group, but in view of the apparent lack of

unanimity, there is the attendant implication that the structure

is a weak one, which is to say that number 2 is only just Ideas

person.

In contrast to the Ideas structure, that for Guidance (fig. 13.8)

is much more integrated, and therefore stronger. Here both persons

2 and 3 are joint top, being chosen by everyone, including each

other. Number 1, who in this is instance unchosen rather than

isolated, chooses everyone equally. ‘
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The stronger structure for Guidance, in comparison with that for

Ideas, is in apparent contrast with the general trend observed

many times so far. But it is only apparent. Although the Guidance

structure in this group is gtgggggg, because there are more

choices made, it is nevertheless more diffuse (the values for

Ideas and Guidance respectively are: 0.67 and 0.43). Thus the

structure for Guidance is more distributed than that for Ideas,
-.-

thus following a trend noted before. 1

With respect to Liking (fig. 13.8), it is person 3 who emerges as

most chosen, being selected by all the other members. Number 4 is

unchosen, although from the ratings she has received she is no

more not-Liked, or Disliked than everyone else. Generally ratings

are middling (mean overall = 57), and even number 3 receives only

middle range ratings apart from the rating she receives from

number 4 (56; 58; 74). On the other hand, no-one in the group

actively Qiglikgg anyone else (mean rating overall for Disliking =

92, with no rating less than 79). Overall the impression is that

the group members are largely indifferent to one another; number 4

(who gave the higher ratings) commented: “I don’t really know

them".

The’ Joking structure (fig. 13.9) indicates that number 3 is most

chosen, seconded by number 1, which may account for her status on

Liking. 3

The Cordiality structure, although showing number 2 as top, is to

some extent a distributed one. Everyone is chosen at least once,

and there is a strong mutual choice between 3 and 4.
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_ . . tThis is a difficult group to comment on. From the struc ures

relating to Talking and Ideas, the impression is that the group

seemed to experience difficulty with the task, and never really

. ' A -~ thgot going. The structures for Liking suggest that although EFE

is a best-Liked person, nevertheless the QFPUPC HEVEF properly

formed itself as a ggggg. Overall persons 2 and 3 seem to have

done most to try and "motivate" the group: both of them as disc-

ussion Guides; number 2 as Ideas person and the most Cordial

member; and number 3 (seconded by number 1) by contributinq m95t

Joking. But it seems unlikely that the group ever really moved

from the stage of simply jflkinq their "BY thrfluqh the di5FP55i°n

without really achieving anything. This, of course, is all hiQh1Y
. - - 1inferential, although much of it can be checked using behavlgurg

data.

In terms of role differentiation, insofar as the best-Liked peregfl

' ' ' ' G ‘d )was not the Ideas person (although she was Joint discussion ui e
. - - d L'k-this group does provide some evidence in terms of Ideas an 1

ing But the evidence can hardly be claimed £0 be 5tF°"Q- 'FiF5t=
. - - ' th tthe Ideas structure is too weak to claim with anY F9"I1de“FE a

there really was an Ideas person. Second: the Liking Structure’
. ' h 'although a fairly focussed one, does not lend itself to t e view

. - t-L'k dthat the person best-Liked was anything more than the bes i e
. e t t

member of a group whose members were generally indifferen o One

another.

3.5. BROU 15.

_ 0 s b I

Group 15 was also a completely female group, comprlelflq 5 mem 9'5
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Considering first the sociogram for Talking (fig. 13.10) for group

15, it will be seen that two people (5 and 3) emerge as top, in a

pattern that has become familiar, namely person 5 is most chosen,

receiving choices from the whole group, with person 3 being less

chosen but nevertheless high. These two also choose each other.

The pattern, however, is not repeated in the Ideas structure.

Person 5 is most chosen, again receiving choices from all other

group members, but this time number 3 is chosen only once. This

suggests that whatever activity number 3 was engaging in, it was

not, seen by the rest of the group in terms of good Ideas. It is

clear from the structure that number 5 should be identified as the

Ideas person for the group, but it should also be noted that the
0

structure is not focussed on her alone. To some extent the

structure is distributed, so that although number 5 may have made

the greatest Ideas input, nevertheless important contributions

were made by other members as well, notably numbers 2 and 4.
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In terms of Guidance (fig. 13.11), number 5 once more appears as

top, although less clearly than in Ideas. This time she receives

fewer choices, and she is more obviously seconded by another

member, person 2. Again, it will be noted that Guidance is seen by

the group in more diffuse distributed forms than Ideas.

Person 3, the member seen as second most active, is unchosen with

respect to Guidance, and number 1 is an isolate. In point of fact

number 1 gives very low ratings all round (mean rating given =

35), although her highest rating (53) she gives to number 5. This

suggests perhaps some dissatisfaction with the group, or the group

session. As to number 3, her low number of choices on the task

scales, in comparison with her high number for Talking, suggests

either that she was active in some other area, or was, in Bales’

terms, an overactive deviant.
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The Liking structure for this group (fig. 13.11) suggests a fairly

well integrated group. Gut of 10 possible mutual choices there are
. I

I

5 apparent, which is interesting because, as noted before, this is

a first choice sociogram, and not one based on overall Liking

within the group. Apart from number 1, who gives a uniform 53

rating and therefore does not choose anyone, the overall level of

ratings is moderately high (mean overall = 67). Nevertheless there

are some tensions apparent. Person 3 gives lw ratings to number 1
.

(46) and to 4 (53). 4, in her turn gives number 3 a middling

rating (55). Dn the other hand there are no serious examples of

Disliking; the mean overall rating on question 8 was B0, with no

examples of low scores. From the shape of the structure, however,

and the level of focus (f = 0.17) it is clear that there is no-one

within this group who can be identified as the best-Liked group

member.

Figure 13-12- E1851 959195 §Q§l9BBfi!§ EQB QBQUB 15. (N = 5)
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structure for Guidance (fig. 13.11). Person 5 is chosen by everyr
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one except number 1 as the person who did most Joking, seconded,

once again, by number 2. This suggests that 5 and 2 may have

formed a "team" of some sort, although it is perhaps of some

interest in this respect that number 5 does not reciprocate number

5’s choice.

Finally the structure for Cordiality (fig. 13.12) is quite differ—
-.-

ent to the other structures for this group, and a good deal loos-

er. It is so different, in fact, that it is difficult to believe

that it is from the same group. There are few choices made, and

the majority of these come from one person (number 2). Otherwise

the only choice made is for number 3 from number 5, and number 1

appears as an isolate, as she did in relation to Guidance (fig.

13.11). Overall, there is really no structure to-speak of for

Cordiality, and although number 3 is most chosen, this is really

only marginal.

The raw scores for Cordiality seem to be remarkably mixed. Person

2 makes a firm choice for herself, and gives high ratings to
1

numbers 3 and 5 (102). She also makes a second choice of number 4

(96), but apparently dismisses number 1 (who is an isolate in this

structure) with a very low rating (6). Person 1, in her turn,
1

chooses no-one, giving a uniform rating of 53. Persons 3 and 4

give similarly middle range ratings (mean rating given by number 3

= 54; S.D. = 1.87; number 4 = 47.5; S.D. = 13.07). Person 5

apparently perceived Cordiality only in herself and number 3; for

the rest she gave ratings of less than 48. This would suggest that

whatever the other features of the interactions of this group,

Cordiality was certainly not one of them. To the extent that
\
‘U

1
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Gordiality-can be taken as a measure of perceived friendliness, as

opposed to Likeability, this would further suggest that the

group’s interactions were not friendly ones.

I Dverall, there is one person within this group (person 5) who

appears prominently in relation to all the sociometric criteria

except Cordiality. She is to some extent seconded by another group
v

member (number 2) on Ideas, Guidance and Joking, although she is

seconded by person 3 on Talking (who appears marginally most

chosen on Cordiality). with respect to Liking, person 5 appears

prominently, but she cannot be identified as the best-Liked group

member because the structure is a diffuse and distributed one.

with respect to Cordiality, although person 3 appears as margin-

ally most chosen, the structure is weak, and therefore no-one is

clearly chosen as most Cordial. _

In relation to the role differentiation hypothesis, this group

lends little corroboration. If anything the group tends more

towards a dual distributed Great Person structure. This is not a

firm description, however, because the Liking structure does not

allow anyone to be identified as best-Liked, and the the weak

Cordiality structure does not suggest a great deal of Cordiality

within the group.

3 6.. GRDLP 16.

Group 16 comprised 6 women and one man (person 4). The latter ll

designated on the following diagrams with “.
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From the evidence of the Talking sociogram (fig. 13.13), group 16

seems to have been a highly active group in general. Person 4
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appears to have been the most Talkative, but there is nevertheless

a very tight cluster of members who also seem to have contributed

substantially to the discussion. It will be seen that persons 1,

2, 3, 4, and 5 make a considerable number of choices amongst

themselves, including several which are mutual. On balance it

seems fair to conclude from this diagram that the cluster of

members comprising 3, 4, and 5 constitute the most Talkative group

members, with 1 and 2 being more secondary.

Of some interest is the position of members 6 and 7, who are

unchosen. In view of the general pattern of the structure this

would seem to suggest that they were relatively inactive, and

this, indeed is borne out by the ratings they each received.

Person 6 received a mean rating of only 31 (S.D. =-14.87), with

the scores ranging from 14 to 59. Person 7 received even lower

ratings, receiving a mean rating of 17 (S.D. = 17.08), with a

range of 2 to 53.

The structure for Ideas (fig. 13.13) reveals a similar, if

somewhat more diffuse, pattern of choices. It is noteworthy,

however, that person 4 is no longer prominent at the top of the

diagram, but is relatively unchosen. The two members who appeared

in"a secondary position to him in the Talking diagram have now

emerged at the top, although once again there is a considerable

number of choices amongst the cluster of members identified in the

Talking diagram; members 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. These five seem to

have formed themselves into a relatively close knit group, which

has excluded numbers 6 and 7.
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On the basis of these two diagrams, it is already difficult to

pinpoint anyone who is clearly top in respect of Talking and

Ideas. On balance, it seems reasonable to conclude that members 3

and 5 are joint Ideas persons for the group, but with some

reservations due to the distributed nature of the overall

structure.

Unlike most of the other groups examined, the Guidance structure

for group 16 (fig. 13.14) is more focussed than the structure for

Ideas (the values of f for Ideas and Guidance respectively are

0.17 and 0.26). It can be seen that 3 and 5 are once more at _the

top, but with 3 marginally ahead. From the choice pattern, how-

ever, it seems that person 5 receives more first choices from the

clique identified earlier, .and it is the choices made by the

marginalised pair 6 and 7 which have made the difference. Never-

theless, it is clear that persons 3 and 5 are, in some way, acting

as joint discussion Guides, and the difference between them is

only slight. In passing, it is interesting to note that number 3,

although reciprocating person 5’s choice, does so with a second

choice (dotted arrow). She gives her first choice to number 4,

who, it will be recalled appeared at the top of the diagram for

Talking. ~

The Liking structure for this group is very interesting. Once
I

I

again it can be seen that there is a clustering of five group

members, as noted in relation to the other structures, and once

again two are unchosen. The personnel, however, are different.

Person 6 forms part of a small group comprising also numbers 2 and
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4, who all choose each other. So, although she is‘ apparently

inactive within the group, she is nevertheless fairly well Liked.

Person 7, who is the other member consistently unchosen on the

other scales, remains unchosen on Liking as well. Person 1, how-

ever, is a surprise. Although not high in the other structures,

she was nevertheless not unchosen as she is on Liking.

When the raw data are examined for- Liking ratings, some

interesting tensions seem to emerge. Person 1 gives a low rating

to number 6 (10) and middle range ratings to 2 and 7. To the rest

she gives a rating of 80. Person 2 gives ratings which seldom rise

above the middle range (mean = 57; S.D. = 3.21), and the same is

Ul1'.-Itrue for person 3 (mean rating = S.D. = 4.27). Person 4 is

very definite in his Likes, rating number 2 at 77 and number 6 at

72, but the rest at less than 53. The same is true of person 5,

who gives high ratings to numbers 2 and 3 (67 and 69), but middle

to low ones for everyone else (all less than 51). Person 6 seems

to Like everyone moderately well, except number 5, to whom she

gives a rating of only 47. Person 7 rates everyone moderately

highly, although she gives ratings of only 53 to 1 and 2.

when the Disliking raw scores are examined with these tensions in
I .

mind, it appears that person 1 definitely Dislikes number 6 (rate

ing = 18); person 3 definitely Dislikes numbers 4 and 6 (ratings *

1:: ,, "'45; 48), person 4 definitely Dislikes number 5 (rating = 16); and

person 6 definitely Dislikes number 5 (rating = 39). Number 7, by

these scores, is not particularly Disliked by anyone, despite her

consistently unchosen status.
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On the basis of this information, it appears that the clique at

the top of the diagram is, in point of fact, a series of three

overlapping cliques, whose points of contact are persons 2 and 5.

Taking this into account, and also considering the low value of

focus (f = 0.22), it is not possible to identify anyone as best-

Liked, although person 3 is marginally at the toP 9* the diagram-
Hore important, however, is the suggestion that the group is nflt

as’ cohesive as the diagram implies, although to all intents and
1

purposes, given the amount of choosing within the diagram it seems

fair to conclude that the group has sufficient cohesion to warrant

the supposition that it is not damagingly fragmented-
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From figure 13.15, it appears that there was not a lot of humour

during the group discussion. Persons 1 and 3 apparently saw some

Joking from person 4,» who considered himself to have been Joking,

but the rest of the group clearly failed to perceive it. In which
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case it seems most reasonable to suggest that there really is no-
I

one within this group seen as the Joker.

Finally, the diagram showing the Cordiality structure (fig. 13.15)

is a fairly diffuse one. It is not, however, a very strong

structure, as can be seen if it is considered that the highest

number of choices is only 3, that is half-way up the scale on the

left. In point of fact, there is a small number of members on the

upper left of the structure, who seem to have formed into some-

thing like a clique (although without maximum mutual choice).

These are persons 1, 2, and 3. 1 and 2 also choose number 4, thus

bringing him into the orbit of this group, although he chooses no-

one. Person 3 also chooses number 5, thus bringing her within the

same orbit. It is number 5’s choices, however, which lend the

appearance of integration to the diagram, because she chooses

everyone. So, although the structure is prima facie a strong if

distributed one, on closer scrutiny it appears to be much weaker.

In either event, however, it would not have been possible to

identify anyone as top.

Overall, this group seems to have been highly active, with only

two imembers appearing as relatively inactive. The Talking

structure is strong and distributed. The same comments also apply

to the structure for Ideas. In neither case is it really possible
-.~=‘--\

to pinpoint anyone who is clearly top. For Guidance, however, two

members (3 and 5) appear to be taking the part of joint discussion

Guide. I
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The Liking structure, as it was the case with Talking and Ideas,

is diffuse and distributed, with only two members unchosen. On

closer scrutiny, however, it appears that the structure as it

appears in figure 13.14 conceals a series of three overlapping

cliques. The apparent integration of the group conceals some

interesting tensions, although it is unlikely that these are

sufficiently) strong to undermine seriously the cohesion of the

group. In view of some of the results from the multiple session

groups, it would have been interesting to have followed this group

through several more sessions to see whether the tensions would

have increased or disappeared.

The Joking structure for the group never really appeared, suggest-

ing a low level of humour during the group discussion.

Finally, the Cordiality structure displays a similar adiffuseness

and distribution to that observed on Talking, Ideas and (Liking,

but is very much weaker than any of these. The overall impression

is that the group discussion was taken to be a serious business,

with little time for social-emotional activity.

In sum, then, this group tended to produce diffuse distributed

structures, with the exception of that for Guidance which took on

the appearance of a dual distributed structure. In view of this,

it was possible to identify top people only in relation to

Guidance, and therefore,‘ in terms of the role differentiation

hypothesis, there was, strictly speaking, only one role which was

not distributed amongst the group’s members ~ discussion Guide.
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3 7. GROUP 17.

Figure 13-1b- EIB§I QEQIQE §Q§IQ§B£fl§ EQB QBQQE 12. (N = 7)
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Group 17 comprised six women and one man (person 3), who will be
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identified by 0.

The diagram +3? Talking (fig. 13.131 clearly shows a dual distrib~
uted structure, with one person (number 2) at the top, seconded by

another group member (number 6). This structure is not, however,

carried over to Ideas (also fig. 13.16). Here it will be seen that

person 2 has emerged more clearly at the top, with number 6 much

lower down in terms of choices. In terms of this structure,

number 2 is chosen by everyone except number 5, who chooses number
.15;

.53“.

7. It is interesting to note that person 3 (the male participant),

is generally rejected by the other group members, receiving low

ratings overall on Ideas (mean rating received = 16.5; S.D. *

4.11). This may be due to relative inactivity on his part, eince

I
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his ratings for activity are also very low (mean rating received =

7.33; S.D. = 4.68).

Figure 13.17. EIQQI QHOIQE §OCIQ§RAMS EQB QEQQE 11, (N = 7)
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structure derived from the Talking scale is repeated. Person 2 is

again at the top, but very clearly seconded by number 6.

The same structure is reflected to some extent by that for Liking

(also fig. 13.17), although in this case the structure is much

weaker, and person 6 appears at the top. The dissenters are person

7, who is an isolate, and person 5, who chooses no-one. Persons 3

and 4 are also unchosen. In point of fact the general level of
I

u

ratings on Liking are low (overall mean = 52), and with the excep-

tion of persons 2 and 6, most members give and receive low to

middle ratings. Person 6 receives overall high ratings except from

number 4 who gives a low rating to everyone. Person 2 receives
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mixed ratings; from 1 and 6 she receives high scores (G3 and 82

respectively), but from the rest she receives only low or middle

range scores (29 to 56). The only member to receive consistently

low scores is number 3 (mean rating = 29; S.D. = 13.43). Overall,

therefore, it seems reasonable to identify person 6 as the best-

Liked group member, in which case this group shows role differen-

tiation, in the empirical sense.

Figure 13.18. FLQST §flQI§_§QQIQ§Afl§ Egg QQQQB £1, (N = 7)
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The Joking structure for this group (fig. 13. 18) is really not

developed at all, and is largely the product of the ratings of one
»1

member only - number 1. The only other person who perceives any

Joking at all is number 2, although it is interesting to note that

they both choose number 6 (the best-Liked group member).

Finally the Dordiality structure once more places number 2 at the

top,‘ although jointly with number 5. This is curious; number I
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seems to have tome from nowhere, not being particularly highly

chosen on any of the other scales. The structure is fairly well

integrated, although no-one receives more than 3 choices which

would suggest that it is not a strong structure. There is, in

fact, some tendency towards chaining, although in several cases,

because of multiple choosing, this is not a major feature of the

structure. Nevertheless, quite clearly there is no one person who

is seen as most Cordial.

Overall, this group displays a tendency towards a dual distributed

structure with respect to Talking and Guidance, involving two

members 6 and 2. A similar structure emerged for Ideas, although

with number 2 very clearly at the top, and again with respect to

Liking but with number 6 at the top. In this case, therefore, is

an example of role differentiation in the Bales’ empirical sense.

The role differentiation does not, however, extend to Joking,

where there was really no structure at all, or to Cordiality where

there was a weak distributed structure. In neither of these cases

was it possible, therefore, to identify anyone clearly top.

3.8. GRDP 18.

Group 18 comprised five women and two men (numbers 5 3 7). These

last will be distinguished on the following diagrams by the

truncated alchemical symbol for Mars, and therefore are designated

by a 0.

The Talking sociogram for this group (fig. 13.19) suggests that

person 7 is clearly the most active group member. It will be seen,
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however, that the structure is to some extent distributed (f =

0.43), and two other members also appear prominently (3 & 4).
1
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The structure observed on Talking is repeated to some extent in

the diagram for Ideas (also fig. 13.19). On this diagram person 5

still appears at the top, but with fewer choices received. In

point of fact everyone chooses number 7 except number 3. 3 and 4

once again appear prominently in the diagram, and overall the

structure is more distributed than that for Talking (f = 0.28).

The ,Guidance structure (fig. 13.20) is, as has been noted in

previous cases, more distributed than that for Ideas, although in

this case only marginally (f = 0.26). Nevertheless, it can be seen

that there is a dual distributed structure with persons 7 and 3

appearing at the top. Thus this group appears to have two discuss-

ion Guides, number 7 (who is the Ideas person) and number 3, who

is also high on Ideas and Talking.

The Liking structure for this group (fig. 13.20) is very distrib-

uted (f = 0.12), and is such that no one person can legitimately

be regarded as best—Liked. It is interesting to note, however,

that numbers 7, 3, and 4, who were identified earlier as the most

active group members, all appear as equally chosen at the top of

the diagram. The structure is characterised by a high number of

mutual choices (7 out of a possible 21), and everyone is chosen by

at least two other members. Number 6 chooses everyone, but the

structure does not rely for its integrated appearance on these

choices alone. Number 6 is, nevertheless, the least chosen member,

but she is neither, in terms of the raw scores, not—Liked nor

Disliked (mean rating received on Liking = 70; S.D. =16.25; mean

rating received on Disliking = 91; S.D.) = 17.1). Overall, the

ratings given and received within this group are comparatively
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high (overall mean rating = 75), with no low ratings at all. This

suggests a well integrated group with no important negative tens-

ions.
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The structure ior Joking (+19. 13.21), in comparison with the is
other structures considered, relatively weak. Persons 3, 4, and 7

still appear at the top, although with number 3 most chosen this

time, but they all appear lower down in the diagram than previous-

ly. This means that there were fewer choices made overall, and

indeed this can be seen irom the diagram. There is some tendency

towards chaining, and the overall impression is that the structuro

is a loose one, with one person appearing as an isolate (numbog

6). This suggests that there was little perceived Joking in tho

group, and the raw scores bear this out. The overall moan rating

given and received was 43, ‘which is relatively low. Host lcorll

are below 50, although one or two reach into the 705 (5’| I010
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rating.= 75; 4 to 3 = 71; 4 to 7 = 71; 7 to 3 = 72; 7 to 5 = 71).

In view oi these scores, it is debateable whether any oi the group

members can be considered as top in relation to Joking, although
-

it seems resonable to conclude that 3, 4, and 7 jointly provided

the most oi what little Joking there appears to have been.

The Bordiality structure ior this group (iig. 13.21) is highly

distributed (i = 0.16), with number 7 again appearing at the top,

but this time jointly with number 4. The structure again is char~

acterised by a high number oi mutual choices (9 out oi a possible

21), and everyone is chosen at least 3 times. Thus, although it is

reasonable to conclude that numbers 4 and 7 are seen as overall

most Cordial, it must also be acknowledged that they are only

marginally so in relation to the overall structure.

Dverall, it seems clear that the trio 3, 4, and 7_are somehow

jointly making the major contributions to the group eiiort. These

three appear prominently in all the structures; person 7 is seen

as most Talkative, and as the Ideas person, but in both cases he

is closely acompanied by numbers 3 and 4. Numbers 7 and 3 appear

as joint discussion Guides, and the three oi them are most chosen

in terms oi Liking. Persons 7 and 4 are jointly top in regard to

Cordiality. Two oi these structures, however, are widely distribu~

ted (Liking and Cordiality), and in both cases, thereiore, it is

not possible to claim that any oi these three are glgggly top in

relation to the rest oi the group. Finally, the Joking structure

is comparatively loose, and although once again it is the same

three members who appear prominently, with number 3 marginally

' \
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most chosen, it is not possible to claim that anyone is clearly

top because there are so iew choices made, and the structure is

thereiore a weak one, as well as being comparatively distributed.

This group does not display role diiierentiation in Bales’ empir-

ical sense. What role diiierentiation there appears to be is once

again iocussed in terms oi Ideas and Guidance. The structure tends

towards a Great Person structure, but it cannot be concluded that

'it deiinitely is a Great Person structure because oi the complex

dynamics which exist between the three members 3, 4, and 7.

4 SUHHHRY AND DUDLUSIDNS.

I
There were three groups in this sample (12, 13, & 17) which showed

some evidence oi role diiierentiation in the empirical sense, that

is, where the Ideas person was not best-Liked. In no case, how-

ever, was the tendency strong, and in no case did it extend

iurther to include scales other than Liking. '

Group 12 developed strongly diiierentiated structures in respect

oi Talking and Ideas, with the same person top on both. The Guid-

ance structure had the same person as top, but seconded by another

member. Dverall, however, the structure was much weaker. The three

remaining structures, Liking, Joking and Cordiality, were‘ very

weak.

Group 13 tended overall towards a Great Person structure, with one

member who was prominent on all scales. This person was, however,

seconded by another group member on Talking, Ideas and Guidance,
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Joking and Cordiality, ‘although was more clearly top on Guidance.

There was a diiierent person most chosen on Liking, although the

Liking structure was a distributed one, and thereiore no one

person was clearly best~Liked.

Group 17 developed structures which were principally dual distrib—

uted structures. Talking and Guidance comprised structures which

had one person at the top, but with a second member also very

closely chosen. The Ideas structure also tended towards a dual

distributed one, but one person was more clearly top than on

Talking and Guidance, although it was the same person who was top

on Talking and Guidance. Liking also tended towards a dual distri~

buted structure, with the same two members who appeared promini

ently on Talking, Ideas and Guidance on top, but in this case the

"subordinate" member on Talking, Ideas and Guidance was chosen

marginally as best-Liked. This group did not develop. strong

structures in relation to Joking or Cordiality.

The remaining groups showed no evidence oi role diiierentiation at
, ‘I

all. Group l4 seemed to have some diiiiculty iorming structures in

relation to the task. The Talking and Ideas structures were both

very weak. Guidance was stronger, but distributed between two

members, one who was marginally top on Talking and Ideas, and the

other who emerged as best-Liked. The best—Liked person also emer~

ged as top in relation to Joking and Cordiality. Dverall, however,

this group seems not to have developed clear and strong structures

oi any kind, and it is thereiore debateable whether they developed

into a "group" at all, at least in relation to the measures used.
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Group 15 had one member emerge prominently on all scales except

Bordiality ior which there was a weak structure. This person was,

however, closely seconded by other group members on Talking,

Guidance and Joking, although she emerged more clearly in relation

to Ideas. The Liking structure was diiiuse and distributed.

Group 16 developed strongly distributed structures on Talking,

Ideas and Cordiality, and a dual distributed structure in relation

to Guidance. Liking was also diiiuse and distributed, but appeared

to be composed oi at least three overlapping cliques. The Joking

structure was very weak.

Finally group 18 developed a dynamic tripartite structure involv-

ing three members who all appeared prominently across all scales.

One person emerged as top on Talking and Ideas, but was seconded

by two other members. One oi these was joint top with the Ideas

person on Liking, and the other was joint top with the Ideas

person on Cordiality. In both these cases, however, the structures

were also very highly distributed. The only weak structure irom

this group was that ior Joking.

In sum, thereiore, these groups provide only weak evidence that

role diiierentiation, in Bales’ terms ever occurs in identiiiable

small groups. What evidence there is is equivocal; it certainly

presents a picture which is more complex than the simple propolir

tion that two identiiiable specialists emerge during group inter“

actions, and iurther suggests that role diiierentiation, in the
|

\

sense oi identiiiable task and social specialists, is not a common
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ieature oi group dynamics at all. Dn the other hand, the evidence

does not support Lewis’s contention that role integration is the

more@common outcome either (Lewis, 1972).
.‘_ J;
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INTRODUCTION.

Dverall the results do not lend much corroboration to the proposi-

tion that role diiierentiation is a common structural iorm within

small groups. The conclusion is the same whether role.diiierentia-

tion is considered in the empirical sense, described in terms oi

Ideas, Guidance and Liking, or the broader, more conceptual, sense

described in terms oi Task and Social role specialists. It has to

be admitted, however, that there were considerable problems assoc-

iated with the examinination oi role diiierentiation in the broad-

er sense, because the data upon which the analysis was to be based

were not available, mainly due to measurement problems (see chap-

ter I3, section 3.1). In the end, these problems constrained the

choices available, and the analysis thereiore continued as an

examination oi role diiierentiation in Bales’ empirical sense.

Notwithstanding, there were some useiul general points which have

emerged irom the analysis. In particular, the criticisms made in

relation to the use oi simple summary statistics to reilect group

structures (see ior example chapter 6, section 3.2) can be broad-

ened and strengthened in the light oi what has emerged using the

approach adopted here. Furthermore, there have emerged some gener-

al points about the kind oi structures which can and do emerge,
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both in general and in relation to individual scales. For example,

it was noted several times during the analysis that structures

relating to Guidance were irequently less iocussed than those ior

Ideas.

This chapter, then, will summarise the results described in the

previous iour chapters, in terms oi role diiierentiation and in
U1

terms oi general structures. It will conclude with some comments

about measurement and analytical procedures, and make some recomm-

endations ior iuture research. A

I

THE ROLE DIFFERENTIATION HYPOTHESIS.

The evidence in iavour oi the role diiierentiation hypothesis is

very sparse in these studies. Admittedly role diiierentiation in

relation to Ideas, Guidance and Liking occurred in seven oi the

groups observed in one iorm or another (see commentaries on groups

7, 9, 10, 11, 13, & 17 - See also table 14.1). In addition there

was one group within which a dual iorm oi role diiierentiation

(two task and two social specialists) seemed to occur (group 2).

Taken at iace value, this suggests that role diiierentiation in

relation to Ideas, Guidance and Liking, occurred in 44% oi the

groups studied. Nevertheless, in each case the evidence was equiv-

@<=a1- Put armthsr way. L'.).%'..§ was as single iastaocs in which it
use eessiels to sat uitbeet aualiiisatiee that cels <..1.i.i£sceut1r
tier). has eesuccse

The diiiiculties surrounding unqualiiied identiiication oi role

diiierentiation lie in the nature oi the structures which were
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observed within the groups. In each case one or other oi the key

scales (Ideas, Guidance or Liking) produced either a diiiuse or a

weak structure; in either case rendering identiiication oi who

came top either impossible or controversial."

In view oi the complexity oi the structures observed in the

results, it can saiely be concluded that the original iraming oi

the role diiierentiation hypothesis is unhelpiul. Bales consist-

ently describes role diiierentiation in terms oi single identiii-

able specialists, whether empirically in terms oi Ideas, Guidance

and Liking, or conceptually in terms oi Task and Social Special-

ists (e.g. Bales, 1953, 1956, 1958; Bales & Slater, 1955; Slater,

1955). This assumes and implies that groups will develop in such a

way that Qgg person shoulders the responsibility ior Task activ-

ities, perceived and enacted, and another diiierent person should-

ers the responsibility ior Social-emotional activities, perceived

and enacted. In other words, as originally iramed the role diiier-

entiation hypothesis assumes and implies two co-ordinate, but

separately identiiiable, simple hierarchies within the group.

As originally examined and measured by Bales, the role diiieren-

tiation hypothesis iurther assumes and implies that groups will

develop in such a way that all group members will be simply and

systematically ordered in relation to the diiierent individual

scales, with one person at the top, and the others ranged neatly

in subordinate order below her or him. This was criticised by

Shelley (1960) as unrealistic, and the evidence irom the groups

examined above supports to some extent Shelley’s view; none oi the

groups were so neatly ordered. As presented the results above do
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not lend themselves to any iirm conclusions on the point, but

levels oi agreement amongst group members clearly varied substan-

tially; what agreement there was appeared to iocus on those who

were either giggly rated on the scales, or those who were Lgw

1%1aVI
rated. In other words, there was some convergence in relation to

those who stood out, or were salient, in some way. The middle

ranks tended towards a random sorting. This, oi course, is a

proposition which can be examined in more detail in the iuture.

Tab 1 E 1 4 -1- §l=.|!.|!.|fiB! Iffil-..E QE B§§L"=l'.§ Q! Ifielilflfis l.Q§.B§.1.

Goup Session Talking

1 ....

2 ...

3 ....

4 ....

5 _

5 _

7 _

3 _

9' l

3

IO 1
In

2
3

11 1

2

3

| 1 2 "'

Ideas

A(B,D)

n<a,c>
A

0
(weak)

A(B)

QQIQQQQE QQQ gggggg. (All groups; all sessions).

Guidance Liking
   

A,B,D A (weak)
B(A) A,B,D

A a,s<c>
0 A(B,C,D,E)

(weak) (weak)

a,a (dist) A(B,C)
A(B weak) B,C O (weak)

A,B (weak)

A (low)

A(B)

A (weak)

a,a
n
0

A(B,C)

A (weak) B

A (weak) ' A,B (dist)

B(A,C) A (weak)

C (dist) D (dist)

A(B dist) C (weak)

B 0 (weak)

a,n(a> B,C,D (dist)
A(B,C) B(A,D)

(dist)~- (dist) (dist)
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A(C dist) A(B) A,C (v.diet)

A(B,C,D dist) A,B (weak) O (v. diet)

A(B) A A,C (dist) C,D (diet)

i
I

=!

"4h"'..'“

HW“m

Table 14.1 (continued).

1-

.1

13 - A(B) A A E (dist)

14 - 0 (weak) O (weak) A,B B

15 - A(B) A A(B) A,B,C (dist)

16 - A(B,C) A(B) B(A) B
(v. dist) (v. dist) (3 cliques)

17 - A(B) A A(B) B (weak)

18 - A(B) A(B,C) A(B) A,B,C
(v. dist)

KEY: The letters within the rows reier to group members; ior
each group the same letter reiers to the same person through-
out. In addition, the iollowing conventions have been
observed:

A single letter in a column indicates an unequivocal choice
oi one person as top on the scale; '

The iorm A(B) indicates that person A has been chosen top,
but person B is also closely chosen on the scale;

v

A,B,C indicates that persons A, B, and C are equally chosen
at the top oi the scale;

A(B,C) indicates that person A is most chosen, but closely
iollowed by persons B and C; '

0 indicates that the structure was either too weak or too
distributed to identiiy anyone as top;

(weak) indicates a weak structure; (dist) indicates a distr-
ibuted structure.

The overwhelming impression irom the results described above, and

summarised in table 14.1., is that the original iraming oi the

role diiierentiation hypothesis, and all the subsequent tests oi

it, imply a view oi small groups which is rather too neat to

capture anything like the iull dynamic complexity that small

groups seem to display. In the light oi this, empirical and conc-
Q

eptual extensions oi the hypothesis in terms oi ATG, task legitim-

acy, and so on, which were earlier argued to be important, appear
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to be premature. There is still considerable work to be done in

terms oi identiiying and classiiying the kinds oi structures which

do emerge in small groups, both within and across scales. Some oi

what iollows is intended as a briei preliminary sketch aimed in

this direction.

3. TAK RULE DIFFERENTIATION.

One oi the most interesting ieatures oi the results related to the

relationship between the two task scales Ideas and Guidance. In

several cases diiierent people appeared as Ideas person and disc-

ussion Guide (groups 2, 6, 9 (sessions 1 and 3), 10 (session 2)

and 16). In other words there appeared a iorm oi role diiierentia-

tion related to the task scales. The emergence oi this arrange-

ment, however, was not necessarily straightiorwardn For example,

in group 16 (chapter 13, section 3.6) one person emerged as Ideas

person, although the structure overall was highly distributed,

seconded by another group member. In the Guidance structure these

two swapped places, the subordinate member was chosen as the

group’s discussion Guide, and the Ideas person appeared to be

acting as lieutenant. This suggests a complex dynamic arrangement,

one that is certainly not adequately captured by any simple summ-

ary,,procedure that aims at identiiying solely who received the

highest mean rating, or mean ranking, or any equivalent iormula.

st

Related to this iorm oi role diiierentiation is that ieature oi

the results which was commented on several times: Guidance

structures seemed to be oiten more distributed than those ior

Ideas. For example, group 1 (chapter 10, section 3.1) developed en
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:1 Ideas structure with one person most chosen, although seconded by

two others, and a Guidance structure that had three group members

equally chosen on top, including the Ideas person. Similarly,

group 5 (chapter 10, section 3.5) had one person most chosen on

Ideas, seconded by another member, and a Guidance structure which

had both members equally chosen on top, as well as being more
0

distributed overall. Similar observations were made in 14 diii-

erent cases, 60.87% oi all cases observed, covering results irom

11 groups (see tables 14.1 & 14.2).

T491 E 1 4 - 5-’ - 2!.-l|=.l1§§ QE I115. .1..!!D.E.?l !.E EQP.L!§ED.flE.§.§. 1.1.2.. EQB. 19.5.6.5;
QQLQQNQE AND CLEQQG. (All groups, all sessions).

Group IDEAS GUIDANCE LIKING

' .36 .14 .26
.36 .48 .14

STUDY 1 .56 .56 - .16
(Chapter 10) .07 .20 .16

.40 .15 .32
.30 _ .42 .14O'*l-'1-PL-'~|l“J""'

STUDY 2 7 .27 .33 .38
(Chapter ll) B 1.00 .33 .27

9 .38 .28 .17
.17 .23 .27

10 .50 .43 .33
STUDY 3- .67 .48 .17

(Chapter 12) .43 .33 .22
11 .40 .36 .33

.40 .38 .25

.33 .33 .25

12 .33 .22 .20
13 .42 .36 .29

STUDY 4 14 .67 .43 .60
(Chapter 13) 15 .44 .38 .17

16 .17 .26 .22
17 .21 .52 .30»
18 .28 .26 .12

HEAN .40 .34 .25
S.D. .20 .11 .11
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These results are remarkably consistent with Bales’ view that the

activities denoted by Guidance are more generalised than those

denoted by Ideas (e.g. Bales, 1959; Slater, 1955). As it turned
\ -

out, however, although the eiiect seems to be iairly consistent,

nevertheless it is not signiiicant (Correlated T-test; T = 1.41,

di = 22, p = 0.086 - Gustaison, 1984 - see table 14.3).

LIKINB.

It was remarked earlier that the structures ior Liking-were by and

large either weak or highly distributed. This scale produced weak

structures in 8 cases; distributed structures in 13; and clearly

diiierentiated structures in only two cases (groups 7 e 14 - see

tables 14.1 and 14.2). In both oi the last, however, either or

both oi Ideas and Guidance were weakly structured (see table

14.1), so even where it was possible to identiiy unequivocally a

best-Liked person, it was still not possible to conclude without

qualiiication that role diiierentiation had occurred.

The general diiiuseness oi the Liking structures is clearly illus-

trated by the values ior the index oi iocusedness (i) given in

table 14.2. Statistically the mean value ior Liking diiiers sign-

iiicantly irom those ior Ideas and Guidance (see table 14.3), thus

suggesting (that this diiiuseness is indeed a general ieature oi

aiiective structures. This, once again, is remarkably similar to

the conclusions drawn by Bales (e.g. Bales & Slater, 1955; Slater

1955), in that Liking here appears as a separated dimension. But,

perhaps the nature oi the iigures gives some clue as to why Bales

consistently iound Liking to be independently variable.
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Tab 1 E 14 - 3 - !=§!§|.=§ QE §.1.§.|!lE.I§E)HEE EQB. D.lEE§B§.|!£§§ EEILIEEN
.I.Q§fi§ ELIIQBHQE QED £15155 !-lfi! !£I|.=.\J§§ QE IHE INDEX
QE EQ§L.1§.€QH.E.§§ ii). - ‘

(Correlated T-test)

GUIDANCE LIKING
  

P

IDEA T = 1.41; p = 0.09, ns T = 3.59; p i 0.001

BIDANCE T = 2.91; p { 0.001
I

Where structures are weak or distributed, it iollows that any

simple summary vectors, such as those that Bales used in his

analysis, are likely to be as much the product oi random or near

random numerical eiiects as they are to be reilections oi the

structure oi the data. An examination oi the summary vectors

reproduced alongside the sociograms will reiniorce the point. It

will be seen that it is in cases where the structures are weak or

diiiuse that they demonstrate the most erratic diiierences, and it

is this which suggests near randomness. Correlation coeiiicients

calculated on the basis oi random assortments oi numbers ought to

be relatively low (Blalock, 1979; Connor & Morrell, 1967; Guiliord

& Fruchter, 1978; Moore, 1980; Siegel, 1956), as they were in

Bales results, as well as those oi other researchers (e.g. Burke,

1967, 1968, 1972; Gustaison & Harrell, 1970). So, perhaps once

again, the explanation ior an important part oi Bales results lies
I

more in the direction oi statistical artiiact than in social

psychological process.

In some ways the diiiuseness oi the Liking structures is not

surprising. Bales assumed, or appeared to assume, that Liking was

an outcome solely oi group interactions, related in important and

particular ways to the task activities oi the group. But clearly
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this is not necessarily always, or even oiten, the case (Mulder et

al., 1964). Liking can be an outcome oi many iactors, some oi

which will be extraneous to what occurs in the group; physical

attractiveness is an obvious example. The diiiuseness does, how-

ever, render the identiiication oi role diiierentiation in Bales’

terms diiiicult or impossible, because, as described and operat-

ionalised by Bales, the hypothesis ggligg on the straightiorward
|
1

identiiication oi someone who is top on each scale, Liking in

particular.

5 STRUCTURES NITHIN SCALES.

The analytical procedures adopted here, and the results which were

derived irom them, demonstrate two things. First it is not always

possible to identiiy clearly someone who is top on 5 scale, and

second, when the structures which emerge are examined, they are

irequently more interesting, and appear to be more dynamic, than

those which emerge when it is assumed that a simple hierarchy will

appear. In other words, the approach adopted here, because it

abandons the assumption that a group will order itseli, in rela-

tion to particular scales, into a simple hierarchy, and thereiore

abandons the use oi simple summary vectors to summarise emergent

structure, phas demonstrated that the structures which do emerge

are irequently complex structures. In some ways the results that

have been derived irom this approach are more in the spirit og

Bales’ conceptual iormulations than were his empirical proceduree.

They are certainly more in line with the theoretical, negotiated

order, view presented early in the thesis.
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What iollows is a briei survey oi the kinds oi structures which

did emerge within the groups studied. It must be stressed that

these structures were derived irom single scales; they are not

summaries oi the overall structures oi groups when all scales are
1

taken into account. The latter will be discussed in the next

section.

5.1. FUJI} STRI.II'l'l.IiE.

Figure 14-1- Efilmfi E B SIBQEIIEE.
(For a group oi N members)

N-II -f:1

Number oi
choices
received

O

The totally iocussed structure is one in which one person is

chosen by all group members, and no-one else is chosen. Again it

has to be stressed that the diagram represents a ji;§t;gQgi5g

sociogram, which contains no iniormation about the general level

oi choices within the group otherwise. For example, ii the diagram

above represented a Liking structure, it would not necessarily

suggest that the grup had low levels oi Liking generally, simply

that the person at the top oi the diagram is the iirst choice ior

everyone within the group. The index oi iocusedness ior a iully

iocussed structure is always 1, because oi the way the index is

calculated.
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The summary measures which-have been criticised several; times

throughout the thesis, are necessarily based on the assumption

that a fully focussed structure, or something very similar, will

emerge on all scales. The results described in the previous four

chapters make it clear, however, that this is neither always, nor

even most often the case. In point of fact, fully focussed, or

almost fully focussed, structures emerged on only 7 occasions for

Ideas (30%); 3 occasions for Guidance (13%); and 2 occasions for

Liking (9%) - see table 14.1.

‘F191-"'9 14-Z EQLEBI-1!! DE. 8. QQQELE EQQU.§§§Q 9..iTR_!QIU.RE;_=. ‘.
I

not taking into account whether the structure was a weak or a

distributed one, occurred once on Ideas (4%); five times on Guid-

ance (22Z), and three times on Liking (13%) — see table 14.1.

The Index of Focusedness always returns a value of 0.5 for pure

forms of the dual distributed structure.
3

5.3. Dill. DISTRIHITED STR\.II'l'l.IiE.

Fiqwe 14-3- fifififl QE. 6. 211% QIEIBLE  =
_ (For a group of N members)

5.2. III.B..E FEBSED S'l'RlI.'ZTl.IiE. N._.1 1:

Number of
- (For a group of N members) ii choices

N-1 K ' f = 0.5

Number of
choices
received

g o

The double focussed structure is one in which two people are both

chosen by all other members, and no-one else is chosen. Structures
,-I

of this sort did occur in the groups studied, although there were

few examples, and in all cases the structure approximated the form

given above, which can be considered the pure form, rather thefif

reflected it exactly. In most cases, the structure which actually

emerged contained other choices rather than those just for the two

most chosen. The approximations to the double focussed structure,
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received

0

Similar to the double focussed structure, and not always easy to
.

v

distinguish from it, is the dual distributed structure. This has

one person most chosen in the group, in relation to a specific

scale, and a second person also very closely chosen, but not quite

as much. There are obviously many different ways in which such a

structure could emerge, depending on the choice pattern within the

group and the number of memers, hence it is not possible to

calculate a general value of f for this structure.

Structures of this kind were observed quite often in the groups

studied above: 6 times on Ideas and the same for Guidance (26% in

both cases), although none for Liking.
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5 4. DISTRIBUTED*flR HULTI FOCUSSED STRUCTURE.

Figure 14.4. ggglggggg EQ QLQIBIQQIEQ QB HULT1-FDCQ§SEQ
. §IBQ§IQB§; .

(For a group of N members)

I
Number of .
choices
received

l -- _ A

I Z {Q
74/

Q : u :
1

_ .

Distributed, or multi-focussed, structures obviously overlap with

the double focussed and dual distributed structures described

earlier.~ They can take several forms. In the grpups studied,

structures occasionally emerged in which two people were most
.u

chosen, with one other close behind (e.g. group 10, session 3, on

Guidance). On other occasions one person would emerge as most

chosen, with two or more other members close behind (e.g. group 1,

Ideas). As presented here, these sorts of structures also overlap

with more fully distributed structures in which a large proportion

of the membership receives some choice; the more choices made in

the group, and the more members who receive choices, the more
_ |

I, .

distributed the structure. L

Structures of this kind were fairly common: 5 times- on Ideas

(22%); 4 times on Guidance (172); 7 times on Liking (30%).
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5.5. Fl.I.LY DIBTRIHJTED S'l'Rl.l3'I'l.IiE.

Figure “-5- straw QE .e zuux malmuzsa _1su§_u_sI Rs.-
(For a group of N members)  

_ I

N_1 . 'i _ -\ zI  
Number of
choices
received

0

The final structure to be considered here is the fully distributed

structure in which everyone chooses everyone else. Structures of

this sort wggg observed (see for example fig. 12.16., group 11,
_ =5

Liking on p 427 above). Host examples, however, were approxima-

tions to the distributed structure, rather than pure examples, and

these have been included under the other headings above for the

purposes of assessing frequencies. On only one occasion was there

a fully distributed structure such as that illustrated in figure
. ‘U

14.5 which was group 11 on Liking for session 3 mentioned above.

6. 8ENERflL.CflHHENTS ABOUT THE STRUCTURflL.FDRHS.
I

Apart from the fully focussed and fully distributed structures

illustrated above, it is obvious that there is a considerable

overlap between the different structural forms described, and the

division between them is to a very great extent arbitrary. There

is, in this respect, a considerable amount of work which needs to

be done, both empirical and conceptual, in order'to develop a
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clearer taxonomy of structural forms. Furthermore, as it became

apparent during the analysis, there is still much work to be done

in developing criteria by which one might identify situations when

an individual is properly considered to be clearly differentiated

from others, and also when small groups of individuals within the

overall group may be similarly identified. The issues are clearly

related to one another, and also to similar concerns expressed in

the literature about cliques (see for example Knoke b Kuklinski,

Ll i

~

1982).

Nevertheless, for present purposes, those forms Give" ab°Ve are

adequate to make the point that the emergent structures which were

observed within the groups examined here, and in relation to

particular scales, were seldom simple ones. The implications for

research into role differentiation, and similar undertakings, are

obvious; there are no short cuts to the study of emergent

structures. '

Dverall, the results suggest that a somewhat more clinical appro-

ach to small groups is essential, as opposed to the blanket gath-

ering and analysis of data aggregated across groups, group 5955'

ions, and so on. This thesis has illustrated the beginnings of an

approach such as the former, and the advantages to be gained from

it,. as well as some of the severe shortcomings of the latter.

Nevertheless, there is a price to pay. The approach adopted here,

because it is more clinical in orientation than the approach

typically adopted, is inevitably more time consuming.
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7. BUHPQRING STRUCTURES RRDSS SCALES. ~
1

I

In order to examine role differentiation as Bales conceived it, it

was, and is, necessary, to make comparisons across sociometric

scales. In the empirical version of the role differentiation

hypothesis this meant deriving measures relating Ideas, Guidance

and Liking. In this respect we were hampered by the lack of stat-

istical procedures which could compute comparisons between socio~

grams (see for example Doreian, 1970; Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982;

Lindsey k Borgatta, 1954; Proctor & Loomis, 1951). Nevertheless,

qualitative examination of the diagrams revealed an_ unmistakeably

dynamic relationship between the different scales, and it seems

that this approach is therefore a potentially very fruitful one

for future research. '

On the other hand, it doesn’t seem to be adequate to rely solely

on qualitative and intuitive approaches. Some work needs to be

carried out on deriving appropriate measures, although in view of

the considerable and well attested statistical problems which are

encountered in this sort of research (see for example Bales, 1951;

Bales & Slater, 1955), and which seem not to have been resolved to

date, it is doubtful whether any progress will be easy. Neverthe—

less, there is a clear need for work of this sort to be conducted;

it is essential, if progress is to be made in the study of small

groups, that statistical procedures are developed ggggijigglly for

group research. Clearly, the statistical procedures which are

available "off—the—peg“ are not adequate.
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FUTRE RESEARCH.

M

Dn a more positive note, the structures which were observed are

consistent with the theoretical view of leadership and small

groups propounded in the earlier part of the thesis (chapters 3 a

4). In particular it is encouraging to note that there is.evidence

of distributed, as well as focussed, structural forms within

groups, which therefore lends credence to the views of, for exam-

ple, Gibb (1969), and certainly supports some aspects of the

negotiated order view of leadership (e.g. Hosking, 1988).

This suggests several directions for future research. For example,

there are obvious questions to ask in relation to the differences

between groups which develop distributed rather than focussed

structures. There are also obvious questions about the kinds of

questions which generate distributed or focussed structures. It

was observed earlier, for example, that questions which denote

specific types of contributions such as Ideas, generate focussed

structures, whereas those which are more abstract, such as Guid-

ance, seem to generate a proponderance of distributed structures

(although in this instance the effect was not significant).

Similarly, one could ask pertinent questions about the members of
'1

groups who emerge distinctly from the rest of the membership, and

those who emerge marginally. These are, of course, questions which

have already been examined (see for example, Bales s Slater, 1955f?

Horgatta et al., 1954; Smith, 1963, and so on). The difference

here is that the analytical procedures adopted within this theeie
I

allows much finer discriminations between different situation!

than the dominant approach typically adopted in the area.
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9. OVERALL CDCLUSID5.

Dverall, the results of the research conducted as part of this

thesis cast considerable doubt on the proposition that role diff-

erentiation, as it is typically portrayed in the literature,

occurs with much regularity within small groups. Certainly, in the

light of the kinds of structures which were observed to have

emerged, the proposition that there occur identifiable task and

social specialists, particularly when understood as identifiable

individuals, seems to be a rather shaky one. Furthermore, concl-

usions which suggest that the person most active in the task area

is "on average", or "in general", the second or third most popular

group member (e.g. Bales, 1953 a, 1958) become comparatively

meaningless.

The role differentiation hypothesis is not, however, ‘refuted. On

the contrary, the suggestion that dynamic relations between group

members making different qualitative contributions to overall

group dynamics is strengthened by the results. What needs to be

revised is not the basic proposition itself, but the manner in

which it is presented. In particular, it should be recast in terms

of dynamic processes, and not in terms of individual specialists.

This, it will be recalled, is broadly what was argued in relation

to leadership early in the thesis, and this conclusion, therefore,

brings the role differentiation hypothesis more clearly into corr~

espondence with that view. In other words, the stage is set for a

thgggggh examination of the role differentiation hypothesis. The

research has only just begun.
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The results suggest that the kinds of structures which typically

emerge are comparatively complex ones, often approximating distri-

buted structures (Gibb, 1969), although there were really too few

groups examined to allow statistical estimates to be made. Never—

theless, in the light of these results, it makes little sense to

examine groups as if all the structures which emerge are, even
4

<

approximately, amenable to the sorts of analysis that rely on

straightforward and unproblemmatic identification of person rated

top on particular scales, as research in this area typically does.

The analytical approach advocated here is more clinical in orien—

tation than that typically adopted, which makes it more time

consuming, if nevertheless more fruitful. Un the other hand, there

are aspects of this approach which need some attention. In partic—

ular there is a need for clearer criteria for concluding that

differentiation amongst members has occurred, and a better taxon-

omy of group structures needs to be formulated. There is also a

considerable need for the development of statistical procedures

specifically designed for small group work.

Despite these problems, however, the approach as adopted here has

generated results which are broadly consistent with the theoreti~

cal "stance, adopted at the beginning of the thesis, and this is

encouraging. Future research should therefore be aimed at identifs

ying the circumstances in which distributed, as opposed to focueex

ed, structures emerge, and there is every indication that this

might be very fruitful. The role differentiation hypothesis, res

cast in terms of dynamic processes, should be an integral part of

this future research.
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Finally, since much of this thesis has been concerned with the

work of Bales, and since much of it has been highly critical, it

seems appropriate to let him have the last word:

‘The fact that we ... have to learn more should not
worry us. As our measuring instruments become out-
dated, we will know better how to reconstruct them.
And as our generalisations and expectations require
more and more qualification, I am confident that we
will be able to construct and use more complex
mdels. ...

If we wish to build an integrated and fully comet-
ent social psychology we must do more of our work in
complex real-life situations,‘ where we ourselves
must show competence in order to survive. We must
render services that make the people we work with
glad to have us around. He must be able to deal with
complexity. ... To be realistic and copetent we
will have to develop our knowledge in the instit-
utional and organisational settings where we expect
them to be useful. ... This will tend to divide the
practioners of the discipline, but it is also the
way to development. The differentiated findings and
theory so produced will have to be reintegrated by
the academic social psychologist, who will have his
[or her] hands full if he [or she] does his [or her]
job right. We are all in for a hard job if we are to
make our discipline what it should be. But I am
confident that w can and will do it.” (Bales, 1983:
11 - 12).
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APPENDIX A: THE EHPIRICA BACKGROUND TD THE ROLE
DIFFERENTIATION HYPOTE8I8i Extended data set related to

APENDICES the discussions in Chapters 5, 6, & 7 above)

re

TABLE A 1 Intercorrelations between Talking, Receiving,
and ratings on Ideas, Guidance and Liking

TABLE A 2 Levels of significance of differences between
correlation coefficients involving Liking

TABLE A 3 Slater’s grouping of the intercorrelation
matrix

TABLE A 4 Percentage of the total number of sessions (B0)
in which the same person holds top position in two
rank orders at the same time

TABLE A 5 Direction of differences of association on
sociometric scales between high SC groups and low SC
groups

TABLE A 6 Number of sessions out of a possible 56 in which
a given person holds top position in one and only
one rank order out of five possible rank orders

TABLE A 7 Composite profiles in percentages of Eu persons
ranked top on Ideas and 23 persons rated best-Liked
for the same Sessions
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Table A-1- lntscceccslatisos estasso Ialkiusi
Bessixiosi lssssi Euiiause ass Liaise» I
(Mean rank order correlations of 64
sessions. Size 3 excluded)

High Status Consensus Groups. ¢ A

T R I G L ii. it

Talking .88 .80 .75 .38

["'ETJi--ISU-I

Ideas
Guidance
Liking
 

Low Status Consensus Groups.

T R I G

|""I.'Do-130-I

&~ ~13 L-COTalking -51
Receiving .44 .52 .16
Ideas -71
Guidance -27
Liking
 

No significance levels cited.

Adapted from Slater (1955: 615).
See also p 189 above.

These figures are those given by Slater (1955), and partly dis-
cussed in chapter 5 above. No significance levels are given, but
since the magnitude of the coefficients is comparable with those
given by Bales and Slater (1955: 286), and the sample size in
larger, it is reasonable to assume that all of the coefficients
are significant at p S 0.01, with the possible exception of the
right hand column of the low SC groups.

It is interesting to note that, of the ten coefficients presented
above for high SC groups, seven of them are lower, and three
higher, than those quoted by Bales and Slater, whereas for the low
SC groups six are higher, two the same, and two lower. a
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Table “-2- lsxsls 2i sisniiissnss ei Qiiiecensss
between seczelstien sQsiiisisnis-
inxelxins Liking-
(Values of rho given in parentheses)

High Status Consensus Groups.

T-R T-I T-G R—I R-8 1-s
(.90) <.s3> (.73) (.75) (.73) (.92)

l"'l"'|"'|" lTl"""L'-U-'|

- 46) .01 .01 .05 .05 .05 .05
- 55) .05 '
- .45) .01 .01 .05 .01 .05 .01

.01 .05- 53)

Low Status Consensus Groups. ‘

T-R T-I T-G R-I R-G I-G
(.69) (.36) (.46) (.41) (.49) (.77)

l"'l"'l"l"' ID:-III-I

- .10) .01 .05 .01
- 10) .01 .05 .01
- .16) .01 .05 .01‘
- 18) .01 .01

T = Talking; R = Receiving; I = Ideas; G = Guidance;
L = Liking. _

Adapted from Bales & Slater (1955: 287)

.|

O‘

These figures were quoted by Bales and Slater (1955: 287), as part
of the demonstration that Liking seems to separate out as an
independent factor particularly in low SC groups (see pp 192 - 193
above). They don’t seem to have taken these results particularly
seriously, yhowever, first because they were tucked away in a
footnote, and second because they contain three errors.

It will be noted that the value of [hp for L-T is the same as that
for L-I (rs = .46). On this basis the rows of values for these two
ought to be identical. A comparison of the values under the
columns R-I and I-G, however, reveals discrepancies. Furthermore,
the value for L-T under column T-G was missed out altogether. It
has been supplied in the table above. Thus, rather than 14 out of
the 24 comparisons for high SC groups being significant, there
are, in point of fact 15. "

It might be remarked that of the 24 comparisons for the low SC
groups, only 11 are significant. This is obviously a consequence
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of generally lower coefficients for these groups, as compared with
the high SC groups. But, using the logic of Bales and Slater’s own
arguments, this fact could be interpreted as indicating that the
tendency for Liking to separate as an independent factor is lggg
pronounced in low SC groups than in high SC groups. This is exact-
ly the opposite effect to that which they claim to have found in
their results. I

The logic behind making just the 24 comparisons listed above, was
to test the proposition that correlations involving Liking were
lower than those involving all other scales. It might be noted as
a point of information, however, that with 5 scales grouped into
10 unique transitive pairs (for example where T—R E R-T) there is
a total of 45 potential comparisons, and for comparisons of coeff-
icients involving a specified scale (e.g. Liking) there is a total
of 30 in each case. Bales and Slater, in their comparisons, simply
ignored the six that involved comparisons of two coefficients
relating to Liking (i.e. L-T with L-R, L-I, S L-G; L-R with L-I, &
L-G; and L-I with L-G). _

 

Table A-3- Elsisrls 95222129 oi ins
iniscsercslsiien mainla-

T R I G L

Talking T [:1
2

Receiving R

Ideas I

Guidance G

Liking L

Adapted from Slater (1955: 615).

For discussions related to this diagram see pp I93 and 259 ebove.a.
O

“ 49¢

Table A.4.

' Talking
Receiving
Ideas
Guidance
Liking

Talking
Receiving
Ideas
Guidance
Liking

Table A.5.

Talking
Receiving
Ideas
Guidance
Liking

Eezssoisss si easel names: oi
ssssieos £891 in ebisb ins same season
bales £22 essiiien in ies cans sneeze
at ins same time-
(Size 3 included) A L

High Status Consensus Groups.

. T R I G L

|_‘lTl""‘IU'-l

uIo~ tuna natu

.s<x<aro‘"TJ*“§} u|c>oqLn

51.3 . 36.5
‘ 39.0

55.3

Low Status Consensus Groups.

- T R I G L

l"G]*'4.'I|-I

I"-J-blex *~|\l

I‘-Jl'.4|.'.-IseasOLNOO

52.5 40.0 .
42.5
50.0

I

No significance levels given.

Adapted from Slater (1955: 614).

Qicssiien ei Qiiiscensss Qi sssesisiies
so sesiemsitis Qimsnsieos Qsiessn High SE
952222 and Lew 59 959222

L

T R I 8 _ L

I-61‘-"5-U--I

+ -" + +

- + +

Based on the figures given in table A.4 above.
\.

I

These figures relate to the discussions given on p 197 -198 and
267 — 271 above. They are intended for comparison with table 5.5,
on p 197.
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Table A-b- Homes: Qi sessions! ess oi a esssiele
59 in-ebisb a siren eecsen melee tee
aeeiiien in ens ans only one cant sise:
est ei iixs eessible cane steers-

High sc Low sc All i
Groups Groups GrouP5 _

(28 Sessions) (28 Sessions) (56 Sessions)

~oarfnagd !OU~C'U\Q l""" ?'“‘?‘f'?' CULUOOO I“-J hio:§1o~Q~ O3:-l-OUIQ

Talking
Receiving  
Ideas
Guidance 2
Liking

0

TOTAL 18.1 32.3 ‘ 50.4' gg

K Decimals arise from ties in rankings.

Source: Bales a Slater (1955: 278)

This table is intended for comparison with table 5.4 on page. 196
above. According to Bales and Slater, the figures for Liking
overall are significantly higher than all other characteristics at
the 0.001 level (Chi Square). For the high SC groups alone the
difference is significant at the 0.01 level, and for the 10" 55
groups it is significant at the 0.001 level. It is_perhaps_ worth
pointing out, however, that the incidence of isolated prominence,
which this table purports to show, with the sole exception: of
Liking in the low SC groups, nowhere reaches a level of even 504.
This means, if isolated.prominence can be taken as a measure of
differentiation 6+ roles, that there is an incldence Of Lela
iggggratigg greater than 50% in all cases. That is to say, in mflfl
than half the cases all characteristics, including Liking, ari
associated with at least one other characteristic, although becfi
ause no details are given it is not possible t0 say with which.
This, of course, tends to undermine the empirical support for the
role differentiation hypothesis.

It is not clear what purpose the inclusion of the column total;
serves. .
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Table A-7- Eeoeeeiis eceiilss in ascssniasss Qi 23

eecseos tented tee so lease ans 22
2 eecssns [sise eesiztitsé £2: its same

§essi2ns- I
(IPA categories)

Interaction Initiated Received
Category --——-———-— —-—————-—-

------- 1 L I L
Area A: 1. Solidarity 4.19 4.79 2.90 3.68
Positive 2. Tension rel! 5.97 7.71 8.40 10.38
Social+ 3. Agreement 14.60 14.97 22.92 17.88

Area B: 4. Suggestion 8.66 5.68 6.14 6.36
Task 5. Opinion 31.30 27.20 26.28 28.86
Attempts 6. Orientation 17.90 17.91 15.24 13.73

Area C: 7. Orientation 3.66 . . .01
Questions 8. Opinion 2.39 _ . 1.98

9. Suggestion .98 .33l"""--JC.-'~l LII‘-I-I50:-:.-|f.-I 'I’-..'l|"J ‘sl-".J‘~JI‘--JC-III

II.--I

Area D: 10. Disagreement 7.31 8.43 9. .2
Negative 11. Tension inc! 1.97 3.67
Social 12. Antagonism 1.07 1.90 2|--r- ‘I \lIL-'-IUI -F?-'3-O

I-'5

T-Jr-~C' J11--I-J |--~._|i-=-

+ The interaction category labels have been short-
ened because of lack of space. The complete labels
should include the following verbs: A — "Shows"
(e.g. Shows solidarity); B — "Gives" (e.g. Gives
orientation); C - "Asks" (e.g. Asks Opinion); C -
"Shows" (e.g. Shows antagonism).

8 Category 2: Tension Release;
Category 11: Tension Increase.

Adapted from Bales & Slater (1955: 279).

Differences between the two persons were tested on the following
sets of categories by means of'a correlated t—test. The signific-
ance levels are shown in parentheses.

Initiated: 1+2 (0.05 level)
4+5 (0.01 level)
10+11+12 (0.05 level)

Received: 1+2 (0.05 level)
4+5 (not significant)
10+11+12 (not significant) '

No rationale is offered for the analysis of only these groups of
characteristics, although Bales and Slater do draw attention to
the difficulty of analysing the results at all, principally on the
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grounds of interdependence of categories (p 280). They also make
the following comment:

"Although these tests do not directly test the diff-
erences in [table A.7J which are based on the comp-
osite profiles of raw scores rather than means of
individual percentage profiles, we assume that the
differences are of the same order and the tests
therefore relevant." (Bales a Slater, 1955: 280).

In the light of this comment, it is actually very difficult to
work out precisely what the analyses are meant to show, or indeed
what they do show. Unfortunately this sort of obscure data trans-
formation tends to be a feature of Bales’ writing and analyses.
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Study 1:
Ch.10: p 361

Study 2:
Ch.11; p 390
Study 3:
Ch.l2: p 400

Study 4:
Ch.13; p 431

GROUP TYPE

0*l'J'l-P-L‘-lhJ"""

7
B

9
10
ll

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

I Size and composition
session; each group had

U‘-lD&U"'U'~D‘

Laboratory

Tutorial

\l\l-lU'l-I=l‘.'I'-Ii

Laboratory

; APPENDIX B: SUMMARY DF THE SRDUPS STUDIED.

H(f SESSIONS QUESTIONAIRE

:-J

2F;2M
2F;2M

5M
4F

1F;4M

3F:1N
3F:3M

4F
5F

6F:1M
6F;1M
5F;2M

|..A.l—l-|....n.l--I-Q-I»!-5

|-5|-A-|...n.l-I-|-I.)-b|.-I.

 

HarwO

um
=5:

so

for these groups is given for the first
one member absent for at least one sess-

ion, and group 9 had a sustitution - see chapter 12 above.
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LUNTEERS 771$ OF ASTON  7' III\I BIRMINGHAM
i

I3 . MP MEMORANDUM
All students in tutorial groups E & F. l~*AS(l).

F'°"" Les Prince . g
 

CIEILFORVOIINTEERS.

chance to help push back the frontiers of ignorance . VolunteersThis is your
are needed to assist in research on mall groups.

i___I

The procedure involves taking part in a series of discussions, and the
completion of two questionnaires, me of which is ocmpleted only_aice. and

other after each session The questionnaires take between‘ 15 61;:
detai on

the .
half an hour to complete. The procedure is explained :i.n nore
enclosed consent form.

Manbers of my tutorial groups who agree to take part will be asked _q-31
to undertake their usual tutorial activities, and then to complete the
questionnaires immediately after each session, thus requiring only about a
quarter of an hour of their time each fortnight. _

It must be stressed that participation in this research is on a
A COURSE REQUIREMENT, and course resultsvoluntary basis only. IT IS N31‘

will not be affected either by participation or non-participation.
' ' ts are free to terminate their involvement at anyFlJI'th€l‘Il'O1'9, participan

time. no prejudice to thenselves.

-IQ.i5.z ~%oonsent formIf are interested in or8 3 I2.9A *3which accompanies this letter, and return
at the next tutorial session .

5-PPiP-

/K *7’
Prinoe.
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APPENDIX n: EXPLANATION awn cowsewr FORM FOR votuwrsen
SUBJECTS.
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Res/B2/325

 wAND CONSENT sonm FOR voumrssn susascrs.

PRQTBC1‘ TITLE: THE  ION OF ORDER IN S1~')AI..I.. GROUPS.

nssaanoa mi-‘aces: Les Prince,

 Iw OF PROCEDURE AND HAZARDS. I

1) Pre-session gestionnaire: Subjects are asked to complete a pre—session
questionnaire, consisting of 7 sub-questionnaires, eachof which is
concerned with a different aspect of the subject's view of team-
working. This [questionnaire is cxmpleted only once, regardless of the
number of sessions that the subject takes part in, and takes
approximately l5 to 30 minutes to complete .

2) § Subjects are assembled into groups of 4 to 5 members. It is usual
for subjects to choose their own groups, rather than being assigned by
the researcher.

3) Grou discussion: Each group is asked to discuss a topic, usually
supplied, for 52) to 45 minutes. There is one topic per session, and
groups nay meet for one or more sessions, usually spaced by about a
fortnight.

4) Post-session ggestionnaire: After each session, group members are asked
to complete a post-session questionnaire consisting of :

_ a) 20 sociometric questions in which each group member. gives a
rating for each other group rneuber on a supplied scale,

b) 10 attitude scales concerning the group and the session,

c) a further set of rating scales (SYMLOG), the nuzrber of which
varies with the number of members in the group.

5) Hazards to subjects: The hazards to individuals are min.irral. However, it
is recognised that should sane of the information gathered, being in
the nature of personal assessments of other people, be nade available

I in such a way that specific persons could be identified, then ‘Ifl'1B1'E is
a Qnger that a loss of self—esteem or friendship ties might occur . The
procedure has been specifically designed to avoid this possibility, and
to naintain the strictest confidence .

6) Oonfidentiality: ALL information received from the questionnaires is
treated with the strictest confidence . Moreover , personal detail which
might help in the identification of individuals is specifically
excluded. Questionnaires are filed by group alone, and not by the
subject's name.

L 2 Nevertheless, the nature of the research is such that data frcm
different sessions need to be collated with one another, and in order
to accomplish this subjects are requested to key their questionnaires
with a symbol or personal rrark which they must remember. Again, these
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I

" Res/B2/325
- O

I

syni;>o1s_ are filed §L_gr_o3_E_ and in such a way that only the person
whose symbol it is an recognise it.

The . procedure is such that the researcher depends upon the
mabjecmtormuwberboflnflwgmmfidmflagxbeimflflzeirmm

‘ giig, because there is no record of this infornation.
'1'hat_1-B 11° 8&1!» the procedure is such that even the researcher is
unable to identify Qecific individuals . '-

. EEQEEQEELQEJEEQEEEEE;
I have read and understand the explanation given above. I have had the
°PP°rtun:|.ty to discuss it_vzi.th the investigator, and to ask any questions I
had. I agree to take part in the project described above, and I understand
thatIam:Ereetowithdrawatanytime.

Signed:

Tutor Group:

Date:
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APPENDIX El THE WARWICK QUESTIONNAIRE (lnlarulil) .-

DESCRIPTIDN OF PROCEDURE.2
SOCIOMETRIC SCALES.
ATTITUDE scntss. A
LEAST PREFERRED CD-WORKER SCALE.
nosr PREFERRED CD-WORKER SCALE.
SYHLDB INTERPERSDNAL RATING FORM (Behaviour).
SYMLOG INTERPERSDNAL RATING FORM (Values).
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I

This questionnaire is the final part of the study. It is not a test;
there are no right or wrong answers and you.will not be scored on

9 E

your performance.He would like you simply to record your impressions
of the members of’your group as thgy behaved in the discussion in
which'you have Just taken part.
PLEASE D0 NOT PUT'TOUR NAME OR AN!'0THER DISTINGUISHENG HERE ON TRIS

~

PAPER, since you.will not be identified.'Your answers are confidential
and the procedure has been.designed to preserve your-anonymity.
PLEASE DO NOT COHPER WITH'OTHER GROUP MEMBERS AS YOU COMPLETE TRIS

QUESTIUNRLIRE.
In order to proceed could you please adopt the following procedure:

i) Consider yourself as group member no. 1, the remaining members
of'your group should be numbered successively in a clockwise direction
(see diagramfi. If your group consists of less than or more than 6
members, number consecutively from l up to and including the total
number of group members. You are here‘

ii) Read the first question carefully.
iii) When.you are sure that you have understood the question,

indicate your answer on the accompanying scale with a cross, as follows:
E .p-_______-______+-____-_-_____-------4

Please be sure that your answer cuts the scale clearly at a definite
p°int 0

If you.wish.to alter your answer, erase the incorrect mark with a box

and PB¢°rd your new answer as above. However please try to avoid
altering your answers.

-——a---+———-——~
iv) Please answer each question as quickly and carefully as you-

can. However this is not a time trial, and you will not be scored
on.your performance.

Please turn to the next page.
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first scale:
 

Q‘¥.-W-P’-\"

K _

v) Repeat the procedure until you have completed each section of
each.question, at no point referring back to your earlier answers.

IMPORTANT THAT YOU ALNSHER EACH‘ QUESTION FULLY ANTI)
REFERENCE TO EARLIER ANSWERS. This is because we are looking for your
spontaneous impressions and memories.
D0 NOT START UNTIL'YOU ARE CERTAIN HEAT WE WOULD LIKE YOU T0 D0
Pmss ASK IF YOU sure ANY Qomlss, we WILL es PLEASED so mam

I Finally, ‘if you have any comments which you think may be relevant
or interesting, please write them on the back of the last sheet.

mxmou mm‘ moon: roe YOUR co-orsmmoze.

If you are clear what we would like you.to.do, pleasebegin with this

Qu.l. For each member of the group, could you give an estimate of
the number of_gggQ ideas contributed that were useful for solving
problems? A cross at the left of the scale would indicate that that
person contributed few, or even no ideas; a cross at the right of
the scale indicates that that person contributed many.

Hone Many
at all

p----------+----—--—--———————4

 

H————————————————————-—--—---—--“"_--4
E---------—-----—-—-—————-——~
s----------—---—-—--—--—--—---R
r-—---------——--—-—---—————-—-s
 

h—-——-———————-——————————————————————-—-—-4

Rho contributed the best ideas? Please indicate by putting a circle
. around that personfis number.
 

Now, if'you are quite clear about what we would like you to do,
please turn to the next page.
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Q11-4- For: eaclr member of the poup, could you indicate how much: you
Qu.2. For each member of the group, could you give an estimate of thifik they fim°fi°n°d_ as. a leader In the discussion? .
the contribution made towards guiding the discussion. and keeping it

.

moving" effectively? L - Not V very

\

1.

1

2

I

Qu. 3. For each member of the group, could you please indicate how much
you personally liked. them?‘ (If possible please try to make your
assessment on the basis of that person's behavour in the group discussion)

l
2

Q°>.l9‘¥.-.11-P~\"

None Much
at all

%ii@ 

 i—§

--__________.__.+.
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' ! t Not Very
at all much
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Qu.5. If you were asked to take part in a similar group session,

at all much

| 
.:-$--—?-———-—————1
 —A
.._____._--___---___------1
. 
.-------ii-—---—--1
I--———-#-Z-———--—--1---—-"
|—————————-—————-———————----'

which members of this group would you welcome as collegues?

1

2

(Pf-tl$.7\$!!.-P~\-"

5

Not Very
at all much

r—i11 

| 
|--—--—-—-————-—————1
he-—-—-———-—--—--—-'
r——-———-—-————-—,———————-—i-----'
 

 
.-E--------i---—--1

I

\

I

___;i=

II
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the reouest?
no-1; willingly

q|;,6. In your opinion, would you say that o.ne particular individual -
stood out most definitely as a leader in the discussion? If o.~
please indicate who it was by putting a circle around his or her
number below.
For the remaining group members please indicate how much you consider
their behaviour to. have been leaderlike.

a

Hot: Very
at all ' 11111011

|----—-:-i—————-i-—-—-——'
 ———~
 

 

1-i———-—— 

 

 

:-—-——-——-—i-————-—-Z-—-‘

Qu 7 Did you find the discussion enjoyable?
Not Very
at all much
|--—-—--—--—————-—-—-—-'--'—"'

Qu 8 If asked to take part in a similar sesion, would you accept

at all

|--—————-—-———————————-—--—-—--'

Qu 9 Do you think that a discussion group, such. as the one that
you have just taken: part. in-, needs a leader?

Hort.  Very
at all !=T_-‘-oh

|————-——-—-————————-——-——'

Qu l0 If asked to take part in a similar session, would you like
to continue with the present gmup?

Not Veil‘?
at all 1l\1¢h
|—--—,-——-———i———-—-—-—----"4

P

Q_u.ll. If you were asked to take part in a similar session, would
yon‘ prefer as different group? . .

P Not Very
' ' at all _ much.
| 

Q11-12. Didi you find. the discussion personally satisfying?
' No.1: ' Very

at all much

 

Qu.l3. If you were asked to take part in a similar session, with
the same gr.oup,and you were asked to select a group leader, who
would you select? Please indicate by putting a circle around that
person's number. .

1234557'8

Qu.14. If given a free choice in the matter, would you prefer to
take part in a group with or without a leader? -

P Without With a
a leader leader

|---i-——--i——i--i-—————'
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People differ in the ways they thinks about those with whom they work.
This may be important in working with others. Think of the person with
whom you can works least" well. This may be someone you work with now,
or someone you knew in the past. It is not neccessarily someone in the
group you are with at the moment.
This person does not have to: be the person you like least well, but
should be the person: with whom you had the most difficulty" in gotiifld B
Job done. Describe this person as he or she appears to you. Please give
your immediate first reaction.

H‘FICIE1“~‘T

U'I¥PLEASAIs‘T

HELPFUL

PRODUCTE

U'!x"'FRIE1¥DLY'

CONSIDERATE

ADVEHTUROUS

COLD

RELIABLE

MIBITIOUS

GLOOI-II

CLOSE

ENTERPRISING

CARELESS

OPEN

IITIERESTIHG

ri——i-———-———-——i—-*

|———ii—--——-—-—-————-i--—-*-A

.---------—--—-———--——|

P—————— 

 

1-—---—i-—-—-Z—————i——-—-I

|—--—--—-E-—-—i-——————-—-I

 l
 

| 

»—————i— 

 |

|——-—-—i-—————-—--—-i-i-—-"
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I'I@'t"'ICIENT

PLEASAHT

FHUSTRATIIIG

URPRODUCTIVE

FRIENDLY

INCONSIDERATE

uwmvsxsmoeous
WARM

URRELIABLE

U'H.A1~I'.'5I TIOUS

OEEERFUL

DI STANT

UNENTERPRI SINO

CAREFUL

GUARDED

BORIRG

5E

I

Now think of the person: with whom yon can; work best. Again, it may be
someone you work with now or. someone" you knew in the past. It is not
neccessarily someone in the group you are with at the moment.
This person does not have to be the person you like best, but should
be the person; with whom you have been able to work best. Describe
this person as he or she appears to you. Please give your immediate
first reaction.

EFFICIENT

UNPLEASANT

HELPFUL

PRODUCTIVE

UTIFRIENDLY

CONSIDERATE

ADVEIPTUROUS

COLD

RELIABLE

AI-EBITIOUS

GLOOMY

CLOSE

ENTERPRISING

CARELESS

OPEH

INTERESTING

O

|——i-—----------__.-_----I

I 

 

|—————--—-———---—----------—-I

 |

 l

|———————-—-----—-——————-I
| 

| 
+-ii-----_---------__|
» 
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 I

 |
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IHEFFICIENT

PLEASANT

FRPSTRATING

UNPRODUCTITE

FRIENDLY

INOONSIDERATE

URADVEHTUROUS

W.A.RI~5

UNI-1E‘LI.ABLE

UIEITIOUS

CHERFUL

DI START

UHEI-ITE.RPRISIHG

CAREFUL

GUARIDEID

BOEING

____, 



U

UP

UPF

UF

UNF

UN

UND

U3

UPB

P

F

F

NF

N

NB

B

PB

DP

DPF

HF

DNF

DN

DNB

DB

DPB

D

behaved

number in this space

active, dominant, talks a lot .
ertroverted, outgoing, positive
a purposeful democratic task leader
an assertive business-like manager
authoritarian, controlling, disapproving
domineering, tough-minded, powerful
provocative, egocentric, shows off
jokes around, expressive, dramatic
entertaining, sociable, smiling, warm
friendly, equalitarian.
works cooperatively with others
analytical, task-oriented, problem-solving
legalistic, has to be right
unfriendly, negativistic
irritable, cynical, won't cooperate
shows feelings and emotions '
affectionate, likeable, fun to be with:
looks up to others, appreciative, trustful
gentle, willing to accept responsibility
obedient, works submissively
self punishing, works too hard
depressed, sad, resentful, rejecting
alienated, quits, withdraws
afraid to try, doubts own ability

quietly happy just to be with others
passive, introverted, says little

rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely

1

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

In this section we would like you to describe how the members of your
_group (including yourself) during the discussion, using the
descriptions below. Please use a seperate sheet for each person'
described. To complete your description simply circle the choice which
boflt fits the person.you are describing_£Qp_g§Q§_§jg§3 Thfire Bra 26 There are 26 items altogether, please complete them all. When.you have
items alto ethe l l fg r’ P ease comp eta them all’ whgn'y°u have inished you 1 finished you should have a seperate description for each member of
should have a seperate description for each member of'your group.

often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often

U

UP

UPF

U?

UNF

UH

UN3

C1L1]

UP3

P

PF

F

NF

N

N3

B

PB

DP

DPF

DF

DNF

DN

DNB

DD

DPB

D

Hhre we would like you to describe the kinds of values that the
members of your group (includingqyourself) seemed to favour during the

E
4-

I \
l \

'\

discussion, using the descriptions below. Please use a seperate sheet
for each person described. To complete your description simply circle
the choice which best fits the person.you.are describing, for

I your group.

number in this space

material success and power ,
popularity and social success
social solidarity and progress
efficiency, strong effective management
a powerful authority, law and order
tough-minded assertiveness
rugged individualism, self gratification
having a good time, self expression
making others feel happy
equalitarianism, democratic participation
altruism, idealism, cooperation
established social beliefs and values
value-determined restraint of desires
individual dissent, self-sufficienqy
social noncomformity
unconvential beliefs and values
friendship, liberalism, sharing
trust in the goodness of others
love, faithfulness, loyalty
hard work, self-knowledge, subjectivity
suffering

rejection of popularity
admission of failure, withdrawal
nonnooperation with authority
quiet contentment, taking it easy
giving up all selfish desires

rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely

sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

each.item.

Please indicate which personlyou are describing by writing their ~gi Please indicate which person you are describing by writing their

often
often
often
often
often

often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often



APPENDIX F: THE SMALL GROUPS QUESTIONNAIRE (BBQ)
PART ONE The Presession Questions

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE

BELBIN S SELF PERCEPTION INVENTORY

SYMLOG RATING FORM - SELF

SYMLOG RATING FORM — WISH

LEAST PREFERRED CO-WORKER SCALE

SYMLOG RATING FORM - LEAST PREFERRED CO—NORKER

MOST PREFERRED CO—WORKER SCALE

SYMLOG RATING FORM — MOST PREFERRED CO-WORFER

51 9

52 1

525

5'26

527

528

529

530
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The University of Aston For office use only. A: Please
Managanent Centre.  ,

mte:______/ /

Series :

SHALL KUPS QUESTIONNAIRE
Part Que Presession

CONFIDENTIAL
This booklet. contains several questionnaires. It is not a test: there are no
right or wrong answers, and you will not be scored on your performance. We
would like you simply to describe the my you see yourself, and two other
people who are described below.

1) roux ANSWERS ARE CONFIDENTIAL, and the procedure has been
designed to preserve your anonymity.

2) Please devise a symbol to place in the box rrerked "A" at the
top of the page. This symbol can take any form you wish; a word,
a phrase, an abstract symbol, or even, if you wish, your
initials. This will become your personal identification mark for
all other sessions, and you will need to renanber it. "

These symbols will be placed in a directory under your group,
not under £15 name, and will help us to arrange the information .
so that we can put together the results we get from this session
with descriptions fron past or future sessions.

3) Instructions for completing the questionnaires are given in
the appropriate places below.

4) This booklet contains seven separate questionnaires , PLEASE BE
SURE TU @'4PLETE THEM ALL.

PBYw fiEQEflI :

5&5
lease answer each question as quickly and as carefully as you

. However, this is not a time trial so please take as much
as you need.

¥) PLEASE ID NOT REFER T0 YOUR EARLIER ANSWERS, we are interested
In your Fniate first :i.mpressions.

3) PLEASE no NOT conrsn wm-1 OTHER enoup MEMBERS AS YOU
COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRES. It is your zinpressions which are
mportant.

4)Pleasedonotstartxmtilyouaresurewl-xattodo.Ifyou
are uncertain, at any point, please ask. 1
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s-rioumim ovssnsar could you please slve us ‘=11?-eated in theBEFORE STARIING THE QUE
fiollowiiginfonmtion As stated earlier, alldetailswillbetr

ctest confidence, and you will not be i'dentified persofifiiy in‘ anystri
report that nay Ellow

(a) How old are you (to the nearest year)? ______________

(b) Phat is yoir Sex (M/F)?

‘IHAMCYUJ

Ifyouare clear aboutwhatwe
begin the first questionnaire

FOR YCIJR CI)-OPERATION

would like you to do, please tu

MJCH

rn over and

(3e) 9 s as sso (Warw II)/Pro 2

\

I
l

I
BELBIN'S SELF PE.‘RCEP'I‘ICN mvrmomr

DIRBC'I'ICNSEOR@\4PL.ETI1fi'II-IEINVENIURY.

For each section distribute a total of ten points among the sentences which
you think best describe your behaviour . These might be spread anong all the
sentences, or ten points may be given to a single sentence. Enter the points
in the column next to the sentences.

estionnaire, please ccmplete than all.‘mere are seven sectims _in this qu

in with the first sectionIf you are clear about what to do, please beg
below.

1) that I believe I can contribute to a team:

and take advantage of new(a) I think I can quickly see
opportunities.

(b) I can work well with a very wide range of people.

(c) Producing ideas is one of rry natural assets.

(d) My ability rests in being able to draw people out whenever I
detect they have scxnething of value to oontribite to group

l_LL
objectives.

(e) Mycapacitytofollowthroughhasrruchtodowithmypersonal *
effectiveness.

(f) I am ready to face tauporary unpopularity if it leads to '
wcrthwhile results in the end.

(9) sense mat is likely to work in a situation " ~
familiar.

(h) I can offer a reasoned case for alternative courses of action I
l

asas it.as He2
without introducing bias or prejudice.

'ID'I‘AL:. is I

Ifyoa are sure what to do, please turn over.

soo (Warw. II)/Pre 3(3e):9:8;85.
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<-i-__

?

e

2) If I have a sible shortcomin in teamwork, it could be‘that-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

(h)

3) men involved in a gject with other ple:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

(h)

(3e):9:B:85. SGQ (warw. II)/Pre. 4

\ I a

I
\

1 . 1 _

Section.l: sex '

I amnot at ease_unlessmeeti.ngs arewell structuredand
controlled and generally well ctnducted.

LLLLLLLL\_(_u_(_u_(_

Iamincl.inedtobetooge'1erou'stouerdsotha'sw1-rahavea
validviewpointthathasnotbeaigivenaproperairing.

Ihaveatendencytotalkalotoncethegroupgetsonto
new ideas.

My objective outlook rakes it difficult for me to join in
readily and enthusiastically with colleagues .

I am sometimes seen as forceful and authoritarian if there
isaneedtogetsonethingdone.

I find it difficult to lead frun the front, perhaps because
I am over responsive to group atmosphere .

Iamapttogettooaughtupinideasthatoccurtomeand
so lose track of what is happening .

My colleagues tend to see me as worrying unnecessarily over
detail and the possibility that things nay go wrong.

I have an aptitude for influencing people without
pressurising them.

My general vigilance prevents careless mistakes and
omissions being made . '

ess for action to make sure that the meeting
time or lose sight of the min objective .§§ YEE2'2

I an be counted oi to contribute sonething original.

I am always ready to back a good suggestion in the ccrmon
interest

Iamkeentolcokforthelatestinnewideasand
jdevelopnents.

I believe my capacity for cool judgenent is appreciated
by others .

Icanbereliedupontoseethatallessentialwork is
organised.

ml‘ ‘fin I‘ F.‘-1-‘i.--, i_|- --ia -o. I. , -_ _ _ . .4 __.‘III-*\-11-non-I-titan-us-,.-.,\.,... ...-- -.., .- -...-_-.¢-.-4-....-...--._....... ___ ....__. ..~_

4) ifl characteristic ail: to Egg work is that

I have a quiet interest in getting to know colleagues better(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)

(h)

5) I En satisfaction in a J92 because

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(e)"

(f)

(Q)

(h)

(3e) 9 s as soc (Warw II)/Pre s

Section 1: SPI

LLLLLLLL

I am not reluctant to challenge the views of others or to
hold a minority view myself

Icanusuallyfindalineofargumenttorefutemisound
propositions

talent for neking things work once a plan
to operationE’:-1 Bi834 T-1%Sm

I have a tendency to avoid the obvious and to cone out with
the unexpected

I can bring a touch of perfectionism to any team job I
undertake

I am ready to make use of contacts outside the group itself

While I am interested in all views I have no hesitation in
making up my nind once a decision has to be made

I enjoy analysing situations and weighing up all the
possible choices

LLLLLLLL

I am interested in finding practical solutions to problens

like to feel I am fostering good working relationships

can have a strong influence on decisions

can meet people who my have something new to offer

can get people to agree on a necessary course of action

feel in my element where I can give a task ny full
attention

I like to find a field that stretches my iueginaticn

1 
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_ , Sectionl: SPI
I .
I .

(\-
.\_

6) If I am suddenl iven a difficult task with limited time and unfamiliar
£2

(a) Iwouldfeel like retiringtoacornertodeviseaway i
out of the impasse before developing a line.

(c) I would find sane wayof reducing the size of the task
establishing what different individuals might best contribute .

(d) My natural sense of urgency would help to ensure that we did
not fall behind schedule.

(e) I believe I would keep cool and maintain my capacity to
think straight .

(f) I would retain a steadiness of purpose in spite of the
pressures .

(g) I would be prepared to take a positive lead if I felt the
group was making no progress.

(h) I would open up discussions with a view to stimulating new
thoughts and getting scnething moving .

(b) Iwoildbereadytoworkwiththepersonwhoshowedthenost \
‘positive approach, however difficult he or she might be .

U

UP

UPF

UF

! UNF

UNB

UB

UPB

P

PF

F

NF

N

LLLLLL
' us

7) with reference to the roblems to which I am sub'ect in workin in B
.F_2.“§ PB
(a) Iamaptto showmyirrpatience with thosewhoare obstructing DP

PI'OgI'888 0

(b) Others nay criticise me for being too analytical and
insufficiently intuitive .

(c) My desire to ensure that work is properly done can hold
up proceedings.

(d) I tend to get bored rathrer easily and rely on one or two
stimulating menbers to spark me off.

(e) I find it difficult to get started unless the goals are clear.

(f) I am sometimes poor at explaining and clarifying conplex
, points thatoccurtome.

(g) I am conscious of denanding fron others the things that I
cannot do myself.

(h) I hesitate to get my points across when I run up against
real opposition.

(3e):9:8:85. SGQ (WEI)-fi II)/PIE-» 5
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[L ,

DPF

DF

INF

IN

INB

DB

DPB

LLLLLLL
.»

active, doninant, talks a lot.
extroverted, outgoing, positive.
e purposeful democratic leader.
an assertive business-like nanager
authoritarian, controlling, disapproving .
domineering, tough-minded, powerful.
Pr°V°¢/ative, egocentric, shows off
jokes around, expressive, dramatic
entertaining, sociable, smiling, warm.
friendly, equalitarian .
works co-qaeratively with omers .
analytical, task-oriented, problen-solving .
legalistic, has to be right .
unfriendly, negativistic .
irritable, cynical, won't co-operate.
shows feelings and emotions.
affectionate, l:i.keable, fun to be with.

1°°k$ UP 1’-0 01'-hers, appreciative, trustful .
gentle, willing to accept responsibility.
obedient, works sulrnissively.
self punishing, works too hard.
depressed, sad, resentful, rejecting.
alienated, quits, withdraws.
afraid PO try. doubts own ability.
quietly happy just to be with others.
passive, introverted, says little.

525

rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely

sonetimes
sonetimes
sm1etimes
scxnetimes
sometimes
someti.mes
sonetimes
scrnetimes
scmetimes
scmetimes
sometimes
sonetimes
scrnetimes
scrnetimes
scnetimes
sunetimes
sometimes
someti.mes
scrnetimes
scmetirnes
sonetimes
scmetirnes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
scmeti.mes

Section 2: SYMLLB-B

In we would like you to describe how you behave during group
e¢l=-WI-111-e8, using the descriptions below.

T° your description simply circle or highlight. the choice which
best fits your behaviour, on each item. There are 26 descriptions
elwseflver, pleeee eerroler-em have finished you should have
a complete description consisting of ratings on all 26 items .

often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often

(3e):9:8:85. $43 (war-w_ II)/P1-e_ 7
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using the same descriptions, please describe how you W015 like ‘C0
behave, in group discussions. 2 I

Remember, please conplete all 26 descriptions.

U

UP

UPF

UF

LNF

UN

UNB

UB

UPB

P

PF

F

NF

N

NB

B

PB

W

DPF

DF

INF

EN

[NB

DB

DPB

D

(3e):9:8:85. sso (Warw. 11)/Pr» B

active, dominant, ta.lks a lot.
extroverted, outgoing, positive .
a purposeful democratic leader. 1
an assertive hisiness-like manager .
authoritarian , coitrolling , disapproving .
domineering , tough-minded, powerful .
provocative, egocentric, shows off.
jokes around, expressive, dramatic.
entertaining, sociable, smiling, warm
friendly, equalitarian.
works co-operatively with others .
analytical , task-oriented, problem-solving .
legalistic, has to be right.
unfriendly, negativistic .
irritable, cynical, won't co-operate.
shows feelings and enotions.
affectionate, li.keable, fun to be with. I
looks up to others, appreciative, trustful .
gentle, willing to accept responsibility.
obedient, works sulzmissively.
self punishing, works too hard.
depressed, sad, resentful, rejecting.
alienated, quits, withdraws.
afraid to try, doubts own ability
quietly happy just to be with others.
passive , introverted, says little

526
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rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely

----

sometimes
sometimes
sonetimss
sometimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sonetirres
sometimes
sonetimes
sometimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sometimes
sometimes
sonetimes. . S

sonetimes
sometimes
sometimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sonetitres
sonetimes

Section2: SYMILB-B

often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often.
often
often
often
often
often

»

often
often
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Section 3: LPC/MPC

People differ in the_ways that they think about those with whon they work.
This nay be important in working with others.

Think of the person with whon yoi can work least well. This may be someone
you \\D1')<.WI|.'|'.'h now, or soneone you knew in the past. It is not necessarily
soneoraeinthegroupyouarewithatthemonerrt.

This person does not have to be the person that you like least well, but
ggogld be the person with whou you had the nost difficulty in getting a job

Igezcnbefldspersonasheordnappears toyou. Pleasegiveginuediate
st reaction.

T° 5-"P1.-‘F31’-9 your answer, sinply put a slash acrossthe scale where you think
 J.&tB, Please be sure that our answer cuts the scale clearl at a

finite Eint .

There are 16 descriptions below, please conplete them all .

EFFICIENT INEFFICIEINI‘

UNPI.EASANI' H PLEASANT

HEPPWL FRus'rRAi'ms
PRDIIJCITVE ' INPRODUCTIVE

 Y I-RIESILDLY

OQNSIDERATE JNCIINSIDERATE
mwnmis  s

$113 yQRM

RELIABLE_ UNRELIABIE
AMBITIQU5 LNAMBITIOUS

GTDOMY CHEZEREUL
Q9513 DISTANT

ENIERPRISING LNEN'I'.E',RPRISING

cmosss CAREFUL
OPEN GUARDED

mrsnssrnrs '  DB

(3°)=9=9‘85' soc) (warw. II)/Pre. 9
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Section 3: IPC/MPC (smrbs-B)
1

Now we would like you to describe the person with whon you can work least
well , using the descriptions below. '

To conplete your description simply circle or highlight the choice which
best fits the person you are describing, on each item. There are 26
descriptions altogether, please complete than all .When you have finished you
should have a conplete description consisting of ratings on all 26 itons.

U

UP

UPF

UP

UNF

IN

UNB

UB

UPB

P

PF

F

NF

N

NB

B

PB

DP

DPF

DF

INF

EN

DNB

DB

DPB

D

‘in

(3e):9:8:85. SGQ (Warw. II)/Pre. 16

active, doninant, talks a lot.
extrover-ted , outgoing, positive .
a purposeful donocratic leader .
an assertive business-li.ke manager.
authoritarian, controlling, disapproving .
domineering , tough-minded, powerful .
provocative , egocentric, shows off .
jokes around, expressive, dramatic,
entertaining, sociable, smiling, warm.
friendly, equalitarian .
works co-operatively with others .
analytical , task-oriented, problem-solving
legalistic, has to be right .
unfriendly, negativistic.
irritable, cynical, won't co-operate.
shows feelings and .
affectionate, likeable, fun to be with.
looks up to others, appreciative, trustful
gentle, willing to accept responsibility.
obedient, works sutmissively.
self punishing, works too hard.
depressed, sad, resentful, rejecting.
alienated, quits, withdraws .
afraid to try, doubts own ability.
quietly happy just to be with others.
passive , introverted , says little .

528

rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely

sometimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sometimes
sonetimes
sometimes
sonetimes
sometimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sonet_imes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sometimes
sometimes
sonetimes
sonetimes
sometimes
sometimes
sonetirres
sometimes
sonetines
sometimes
sonetimes
sonetimes

often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often

10'
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Section 3= IPC/MPC

Now think of the person with whom you can work best. Again, it may be
soneone you work with now, or someone you knew in the past. It is not
necessarily sonsone in the group you are with at the rrrrnent.

Thispersondoesnothave tobethe personyoulike best, butshouldbe the
oiewithwinnyouhavebeenabletoworkwithbest.

\ Q

Describe this person as he or she appears to you. Please give g inmsdiate
first reaction

r

Remonber, please give ananswer on all 16 itons.

EFFICIENT

UNPIBASANI‘

HEZ'L,PFLIL

PIDHJCTIVE

LNFRIENDI.X

ESIDERATE

 S

COLD

RELIABLE

AMBITIOUS

GICIZMY

CLOSE

ENTERPRISING

CARELESS

OPEN

DTTERESTING

(3e):9:8:85. SGQ (warw. II)/Pre ll
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INEFFICIENI‘
PLEASANT
musrnarms
UNPRODUCTIVE
FRIENDLY
moonsibmais
 s
WARM
UNRELIABLE
UNAMBITIOUS
Cl-IEERFUL
nisrmr
um-:n'rsRPR1smcs
CAREFUL
GUARDED
UNIl\TI'ERESTING
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Sectiaa 3: LPC/MPC (smmc;-B)
2’

-

....__ ‘....

IQFWWEBHDIJK E3: 'TFflE Efl1Ffl.L.lBFflDLfl’SiIDLHEEFFICNWBMQIFHE 1UENI).
Now, please describe the person with whcm you work best, using the PQRT TWCH The PO51‘-fiéfifiiflfl QUE5tiOI"I5-
dafimipdknslxdow.

Remember, complete your description by circling or highlighting the choice
mid: best fits the person you are describing, on each iten.

Please remenber to ounplete all 26 itans.

U active, dcminant, talks a lot.
UP extroverted, outgoing, positive .
UPF a purposeful denocratic leader.
UF an assertive business-1.ike manager.
UNF authoritarian, ctntrolling, disapproving.
UN da'n.ineer:i.ng, tough-minded, powerful .
UNB provocative, egocentric, shows off.

. UB jokes around, expressive, dramatic.
UPB entertaining, sociable, smiling, warm.
P friendly, equalitarian .
PF works oo-operatively with amen .
F analytical , task-oriented, poblen-solving
NF legalistic, has to be right.
N unfriendly, negativistic .
NB irritable, cynical, won't co-operate.
B shows feelings and emotions .
PB affectionate, l:iJ<eable, fun to be with.
DP looks up to others , appreciative, trustful
DPF gmtle, willing to accept responsibility.
DP obedient, works suhnissively.
INF self punishing, works too hard.
EN depressed, sad, resentful, rejecting.

P INB afliemnmfl,cpdts,vdth&nmm.
DB afraid to try, doubts om ability.
DPB quietly happy just to be with others.
D passive, introverted, says little.

'IHANKYC1ICNCEPGAINFDRYUJR@-OPERATIG.\I.

(3e):9:8:85. $0 (Warw. II)/Pre. 12
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rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely

 

smetimes
scrretimes
scrnetin'es
scmetimes
salretirres
scmetimes
sometimes
scmetimes
sanetimes
scmetimes
sanetimes
sclretimes
scrnetimes

.

stmetimes
scmetimes
sc:net:i.mes
sometimes
scmetines
scrretimes
scmetirnes
sometimes
sonetimes
scnetimes
sanetimes
scmetimes

often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
oftm
often
often

.-. __
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Sectionl

person iumediatelycn your left will be person number 2, and the
581'ie8= ' person inmediately m your right will be person nmnber 5.

Gn: : N: YCIJ____Sess ___ ___

S: Gr: A:

T:

 

SIALL GHJJPS ClJE3I‘ICI.*NAIRE.

CONFIDENTIAL
Thisquestionnaireisthefinalpartofthesession. Itisnotatest: there
are no right or wrong answers, and you will not be scored on your
performance . We would like you simply to record your impressions of the
menbers of your group as they behaved in the discussion in which you have
just taken part.

1-

1) Youn mswsns ARE CDNFIDENTIAL, and the procedure has been
designed to praerve your ancriymity.

2) Please devise a symbol to place in the box marked "A" at the
top of the page. This symbol can take any formyouwish: aword,
a phrase, an abstract symbol, or even, if you wish, your
initials. This will beccme your personal idaztificaticn nark for
allothersessiom, andyouwill needtorananber it.

These synbolswillbeplacedinadirectoryunderycurgroup,
rmoturflerinarne, andwill helpustoarrangetheinformation
so that we canp.1ttoget‘nertheresultswegetfrcmthis session
with descriptions frtrupastor future sessions. .

'IOCDMPI..E'I‘E'I!-IE(1JE‘.?I‘I<1\1NAIRE

Please adopt the follow.i.ng procedure: consider yourself as group
merbermmbarl. '1herernainingnmbersofycn:rgroupwillthenbe
numbered cnnsecutively in a clockwise direction (see diagran) .

‘ 4
3 5

Thus, the persm on your immediate left is number two, and so
on. For instance, if your group consists of 5 people, then the

You are here.

n

532
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__g_
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 VHUMIBmRYUm Q€. \

CII'4PL|E'I'E THIS (IIESTICNNAIIE:

1)P1aAsEnomrRsisR1oYouREAnL1sRAusaaRs. Weare interested
mm =m1=flw- .
2) PLEASE mmrmusawrmommasnommmsasasvwcuupmm
‘H-IIS QLESTIQNAIRE. It is EIIIQIIGSSICIIBI Tifich are important.

3) Pleasedonotstartuntilyouareaarewhattodo. Ifyouare
uncertain,  lase ask.

How '10 use ma scams. ‘
l) mad the first questiai carefully, being careful to note the
descriptions at the top of the scale.

2) Broadly speaking, there are three kinds of questions; how
much; row good; and how effective.

3) Mien you are sure that you understand, please put a slash to
indicate your answer on the acocrnpanying scale:

Please be sure that your answer cuts the scale clearly, at a
definite h‘t . .

4) Please answer each question as quickly and as carefully as you
can. However, this is not a time trial so please take as mach
timeasyouneed. -

5). Repeat the procedure untilyouhave conpleted each section of
eacha11swer.PL-EASEBESIJRETDCI-IEIKTHEDESCZRIPTICNSATTPIEIOP
OFEAO-Ififl.-EVEI~lYC¥\.REE‘lII.LY.

-

If you are clear about uhat we would like you to do, please begin with the
first scale overleaf.

(3e):9.8.85. sec (Wa.tw.II) . 2
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Qu.l. sow uuca talking did each member cf the gm-=9 6°? ____X2-£°.2_Ir=1\1d@f-
(Rsnmber, you are number 1).

Talkfli
Thlkivery

little 5 1°‘

 

 ii-i‘.

 '-'Z”___ii

 Z--ii

 "Z—'Zi

 

 

&__ 

as YCIJ ANSWER '11-1:-: grate
, y in}; ‘ rtant or interesting

I‘. you any OGIIIBZI;-3 q\18:€?-OITFCJJI on the back Of the
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section 1

te clear about \-hat we wznld like Y°'-1 13° cbv Please tum

(se) =9.a.as. Sm ("""'"‘m ' 3

‘i-|H‘lf‘“

i
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Sectionl

Qu.2) when a groupie trying to solve a problem, some people might
contribute better ideas than others. Forget the number of ideas they
contributed, EM (IDD were the ideas of the people in your group (including
g om)?

‘ Notvery Verygood
good .:.ndeed

1

2
0

1

3

4

5 -% 

6

7 i 

8? 

Qu.3. Althoughapersonrrayomtributeverygood ideas, itmnybethat they
<bn't produce verynanyof them. I-DWMAN!gcnd ideas which were useful for
solving problems did each member of the group (including Eurself)
contribute?

None 1’.ots_

1
2 v

_ ‘b

3 _ I
4

5

6
7 . .

B

(3e):9.8.85. SID (Warw.II)- 4
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Secticnl I

-. ....- --_...-,.__.-.....-.---.u--------.q-n_-g.';1-pa-an nu no 0.. 1-. --

. _ . . Qu.5. Regardless of how valuable you felt they wereto the group how well
ggegaltgm anycme else’ try t° guide the d"'s°usB1°n and ; do you persmally like each of the other mmbers of the group? '

%t V 1'Il.l'2I'l
Not‘ very uuch81:31.1 nuch

 ,iii—.
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HIM USEFUL were these attempts?

Not useful Very
at all . useful

 

 

 

 

 

¢

|

 

i 

 

0

(Be) 9 e as. seq (Wnrw.II). I
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\

Qu.6. HIM EFFECTIVE was eadz each msrber of the group (including Eurself)
in getting the discussion to the -point by providing clar cation, getting
terms defined and pointing out logical difficmlties?

Q

Not effective ' Very
at all effective

(3e):9.8.85. sec (Warw 11) 6
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alot Alot

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

~ Disliked
Disliked V9-FY
a lot litt1Q
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Section l

Qu.7. In your opinion, HOW MUCH help COULD each member of the group
(fizzle iself) have been in solving the problan?

 

Qu.8. ‘IO WHAT do you find qualities in other members, of the group
whichyoapersonallydislikeorwhich seemtoirritate you?

. 7

Please write yes or no here:

egis :3 &E§
 

i 

 

 

 

 '

 

 

Made no Made
atteupt $1”
at all attaupts

i 

 

 

i"- 

L- 

 

. 
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Sectionl

Qu.9. Didyou, Q anyone else, appear to have any hurt feelings as a result
of the discussion?

IF YOUR {WSWER IS YES, please answer the following questions. IF NO, go on
to question lfl. _

Qu.9a._vl-no sewed to have hurt feelings? Please give a rating for everyone,
including yourself. '

Qu.Pb. Did anyone A'I"I'EMP'I‘ to soothe these hurt feelings? Please give a J
rating for everytne, including yourself. - =

(3a) =9-8-Bi sec (Warw.II) . e M
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Qu.9c. HM EF.E':".CI‘IV1_?. were these attempts?

Not at all Very
effective effective

It
I

I

Qu.lB. TO WHAT EXTENT did any person try to dominate the proceedings
f (iraclg £.:_1_'_self)?

I | ‘-

Not Very
at all mach

(Be) =9.e.e5. sec (warw-II) - 9
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' "'~-*~%i%l Aw¢‘' 1fi -' 1......-...,g.'..".-1.5.-..-I..i'§“......"I-.';'...-..'-. -N.

YESOIDOQ

None
at all A lot

 

 

 

 

i"*— 

 

ii' 

 

Didn't
Contributed Qontrihjte
much less than less than
desired desired
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Sectionl

Qu.1l. was there any joking, kidding or humour during the discussicn?

IF_YES, please answer the next question. IF N0, go on to question l2.

Qu.lla. IDW MUCH joking and kidding did each person (including Egself) do?

I

Qu_.l2. _Did anyone contribute less to the discussion than you would have
liked (including Eself) ? Please give a rating for each person.

(3e) :9.8.85. SGQ (Warw.II) . lfl
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Sectionl 5°°Fi°“1'

.‘ . . . Qu. 15. Did anyone in the group (inclug yourself) talk too much in the
Qu'13’ -If a snub‘: session were to be conducted m'the_$§-fame group’ Hm discussion. pe-rhaP5 stopping others ran contributing? Please give a ratingACI'IVE\-n:.ldyouWISHeachx11embertobe(i.nclg Qgs foradnpersm.

I I*::z::=“=  we we

‘ I I . Q\.1.l4. If a similar session were to be conducted with the same group, HOW
I ACTIVE do you think each msnber WUJLD BE (including iself)?

Not active Very
at all active

-O

(ae) =9.s.as. sec (warw-II) - 11
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In.  e

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

I 7

8

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

talk fartoo
toomuch much

_ 

Qu.l6. Occasionally in group discussions, some people withdraw from the
conversation and beccrne quiet. Ignoring the reasons my, to what extent did
each member of the group (including Euiself) beccrne quiet and withdrawn?

withdrew Hardly
a great withdrew
deal at all

"*3!
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I Not
at all Very
successful successful

n
.
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Section 1

\.

Q-1.l8a. I-IZM MEH host.i.lity did each person show (incl%g' gself)?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Qu.l7b. HOW SUCCESSFUL was each menber of the group (including Euiself) in 8
influencing the group's opinion?7

give a

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Qu°17' . During 917°“? activities same Pe°Pl° might £1 to become more I Qu.l8. Occasionall in rou activities le ma show hostility and
influential than “hers? theY might be successful’ they mght mt‘ aggressicn: scrnetine1.s'forggoodPreasons and rgt. Forget the reasons
Qu.17a. sow MANY ATIEMPTS did each member of the group (inclgig gem
make to try and inf‘Iuence the group's opinion? Yes or mg

why, did you, or anycne else,show any hostility?

-gem Mzfiemany - IFYES,pleaseanswerthefollouingquestions.IFNOgoontoquestionl9

Qaowed Showed
a lot. of no
hostility hostility

Qu.l8b. Did anyone (including Eself) TRY to calm the hostility? Please
rating for each person.

Maie Made
no attempt many
at all attanpts

(3e):9.8.85. SGQ (Warw II) 14
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Qu.l8c. HM SUCCESSFUL were the attanpts to calm the hostility?

Not at all VQIY
successful successful
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Qu.l9. If, in a future session, the group had to tackle a similar problem,
WI-10InDULDYOlJCH(IJSEtctakepartwi'tJ1yo:.:?
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Section 1

Qu.2B. Quring group activities some people might. E1 to keep relations
between group members cordial and friendly; they might be successful, they
might not.

Qu.2fla_. HOW MUCH did each member of the group (incl_u§£§g' Egself) TRY to
keep relations between manbers cordial and friezdly? '

* Not Very
at all mud";

1
1

I

2 .

3"
4

5

6

7

8

Qu.2Bb. 'I'O WHAT EXTENT was each member of the group (including Eself)
SUCCESSFUL in keqing the relationship between menbers cordial and friendly?

Not Very
at all muc:h-

1

2
3 .

4

5

6 I .

7

8
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Secticn2
Section?

"l bl if weretobennvedtoanothergroup :

III-.l
\

Qu.2l. _Given a sinu. ar pro em, you , _ _ '
haw mgd ya; feel? 1 Qu.2B. I-low would youfeel if asked to take part a similar session?

Qu.22. Given the choice, how likely would it be that you would attend
further meetings of this grotp?

Qu.23. Did you ever feel that you were denied the opportunity to ccmmmicate
and contribute to the discussion?

Qu._24. Did you find the session interesting?

Qu.25 . were you satisfied with the conclusions reached by the group?

I , Not Very

Qu.26. Did you personally feel that you had any responsibilty to engage in
the group discussion?

I Not

Qu.2'7. Were you satisfied with the may the topic was discussed? we

IL _ I III jun?

Very Very
I-mhaRP.Y TBPPYI~ I

\

Very _ Very
unlilcely likely

Often Never

Not Very
at all much

at all _ satisfied

_ A great
at all deal

Not Very
at all satisfied

548

N011 Very
interested interested

 

gu.:?_?. If this were to be the last meeting of this group, raw would you
ee

Very Very
ham’ unhapw

Qu.3B. How interesting did you find the topic that you were discussing?

Not Very
at all interesting

Qu.3l. Did you find the session mjoyable?

Not Very
at all much

(3e):9:8:85. l SGQ (warw. II) 18
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. Sec:ticn3-stump-3

Inthis-sectionwewo.1ldl_iJteycutodescri.beInweachrnenber f
I‘ 1 di - - . . ° Y°“". 9‘T°‘-‘PCV2-___V.11 1°‘-11-‘Self )y behaved during the discussion, using the d8SCt1pt‘.J,q:1$

To ppmplete your despription simply circle or highli ~ -. _ _ ght the choice whichbest fits the person you are dacribing, cu Baa-1 1'1-1-14,

There are 26? descriptions altogether, please. . canplete than all. hhen you‘;‘i‘;?.§‘?;‘§f=‘§°.,.’°“.,9 apes“ was is as as s Mon an 26 items. . ea ccmplete description ctnsistung of ratings

PLEASEUSEASE?ERATESHEIE‘I‘FDRBACEiPERSQ\TlESCRIBED.
If you understand what we would like you to do, please turn over

3 - -I e)=9.e.as. SGQ (warm In 19

.40

"I-

 

ir

-EL

I.a....a-.........-......‘

Indicate which person you are describing by writing their nunber in this
space: . (Please start with yourself).

u
up
upp
up
UN?
tn
uns
up
ups
p
pp
E
up
N
us
B
pa
up
opp
up
mp
m
ms
na
ops
n

active, dominant, talks a lot.
extroverted, outgoing, positive .
a purposeful darocratic leader.
an assertive business-like zranager
authoritarian, controlling, disapproving .
danineering, tough-rruinded, powerful
provocative , egocentric , shows off
jokes around, expressive, dramatic.
entertaining, sociable, sailing, warm.
friendly, equalitarian.
wmks co-cperatively with others.
analytical, task-oriented, problem-solving .
legalistic, has to be right. _
unfriendly, negativistic.
irritable, cynical, wcn ' t co-operate.
shows feelings and enotions .
affectionate, likeable, fun to be with.
looks up to others, appreciative, trustful.
gentle, willing to accept responsibility.
obedient, works surmissively.
self punishing, works too hard.
depressed, sad, resentful, rejecting .
alienated, quits , withdraws .
afraid to try, doubts can ability.
quietly happy just to be with others.
passive , introverted, says little .

5'5

Section 3 - SYMLOB—B

rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely

scmetines
scmetimes
scmetimes
scmetirres
scnetirres
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sanetimes
sometimes
scme-I-_i.mes
scxnetimes
scmetimes
sometimes
sonetimes
srrnetimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometines
sometimes
SCII‘BtiIlBS
sometimes
sutetimes

_._. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I

often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often

(3e):9:8:85. $0 (warw. II)



Secticn 3 - SYMLDB-B

Now, please continue with the renaining nanbers of your group.

Remerrber, please ccmplete all 26 itens.

Indicate which person you are describing by wri ' ' nunber ' thi
space

U active, dcminant, talks a lot.
UP

UPF

extroverted , outgoing, positive.
a purposeful dntic leader .

UF an assertive_ business-like rranager.
UNF authoritarian, controlling, disapproving.
UN domineering, tough-minded, powerful .
UNB provocative, egocentric, shows off.
UB

UPB

P

jokes around, expressive, dramatic.
entertaining, sociable, smiling, warm.
friendly, equalitarian.

PF works co-operatively with others .
F analytical , task-oriented, problem-solving .
NF legalistic, has to be right.
N unfriendly, negativistic.
NB

B

PB

DP

irritable, cynical, wcn't co-operate
shows feelings and auctions .
affectionate, likeable, fun to be with.
looks up to others, appreciative, trustful .

DPF geutle, willing to accept responsibility.
DF obedient, works subnissively.
DSIF self panishing, works too hard.
EN depressed, sad, resentful, rejecting
11% alienated, quits, withdraws .
DB afraid to try, doubts can ability.
DPB quietly happy just to be with others
D passive, introverted, says little.

(3e):9:8:85. SGQ (Warm II)
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ting their in s

rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely
rarely

IIIII II “

scmetimes
scmetimes
sometimes
sometimes
scmetines
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
scrnetimes
sometimes
sometimes
sanetimes
sunedmes
sometimes
scrnetimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sanetimes
scrnetines
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes
sometimes

lac-iI£Ii~0Qainl0¢\_--u-e.-u-nun--L-_ av---‘L - -' """" "“"' " -

often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
often
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METHOD RECORD SHEET FOR SINGLE GROUPS.

SYMBOL SYSTEM KET.

SPI ANALYSIS SHEET.

LPC/MPO ANALYSIS SHEET.

INTERPERSONAL MATRIX.

ATTITUDE SCALE ANALYSIS SHEET.

SYMLOG DIRECTIONAL PROFILE FORM;

SYMLOG INTERPERSONAL MATRIX FORM.

SYMLOG INTERPERSONAL MATRIX FORM (Totals)
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5°11”, ' Gm $11; Session:______Date of ~session:_/___/___ N

Section
I

E5<1QH‘III flflflflflllfl
TOTAL

Primary Team Hole 1& 

Back-up Team Boles 38 

Possible areas of weakness

KEY:

CW

CY:
SH:
BI:
‘I'll:

CH SH

flflflflflflfl

2i______________________________________________

4: 

5:_______________________________________________.

6:______________________________________________

7: 

Company Worker
Shaper
Resource Investigator
Team Worker

PL

OH:
PL:
H:
OF:
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RI

Chairman
Plant

Monitor Evaluator
Completer Finisher
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Session:
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RAH DATA RECORD: 0- om MATRIX, Version 2 (werwiok Q, &=2).

From
whom

Minus
self
rating

D

SD

Description: ,

Minus
whom self rating

111

11111111 .111111'1.-111111 ..1111.1

_1:u:1:1:1:1‘1 1 1 1
I I I I I I I I 1 0;.g2;.;.;.;.;._. . . .

.1.1‘1-1.1.0.13 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

:1:1'1'1:1:1:1:1 1 1 1
1.I:1:1.1‘1-.1 1 1 . 1
.s.1.1-1.1.1:L_o 1 1_

1 1 . . 1 1 1 . -

.'.'1'1'1'.'1'1'1'1'.‘.1 ..;.:.;1;.;.;1j1§._. .1._._._._._._._.._._.j. .
1.1‘1_1_._1'._..1.1_. 1

1_1_.'1.1_1 .‘1'1_._._.
11111111-1111 1 1 1 . . 1. 1 . 11 1 . . 1 1 . . . I

1..'11‘11.1.1'1
1'.'1'1'1'1'1'1'1‘1'1'1'11.11111111-11111111111-111.1 1111.111.1_1...1I1_1_1_1.1.1_1.
111111111111-1-1-1_1'1.....1|1_1'._1
.1.1'1.1‘1‘1.1I1.1_1_1‘1
.1 - -.1‘. 1 1_1_1'1_1_1
1’1'1111'1-1111

. . . 1 1 - '1 A
11.11.1111‘.
111111. 11_1_1_
1.1.111 11_1'1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 . 1 1 . 1 1'1'.'1'
1 1 . 1 1 1 1'1'1‘1‘1'
1 1 1 1 . 1‘1‘1'.‘.‘1'
1 . 1 1'.‘.'.'1‘.'.'

1 1 1'1'1'1'1' ' :' 1
1 1'.:.'1'.'1:1: ' .
1 1'1 1:1 1:1‘-_ :
1 1'1'1_1'._1.1 ' _
1 1'1'1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1'1'1'1'1'1'1'1' ‘ '
1 1'1'1'1'.'1'1'1'.'.".'11.1.1111...1 1_1_. .‘1_.'1 1_1_1.1_
'1'11.'-1.1- 1.

.11, 1 . 1‘_.‘_
11.111...1..
11111-111111
111111111.1.
111.111.1111
,1,...1..1.1
.1..1111.11.11'111.1-1...1
.'1‘.'. . 1.1.1.11 1 1 -

1 1 . . '
1.....1....1
111-1-11-1111
| 1 1 . 1 ._1_1_._... 1
:1:1:n:1-:1:/1:1'1'.'1'
11 1 1 1 1 1 1'1'.'1'3...‘... , . . 1 1 . .

1 1 - . .'.‘.-.' '1'1'.

.'.'.'. ‘.'.-,'.‘.'.. 1 . . . . . 1 1 1 11 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 .1 . 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 . 1
'1'1'. . 1 .'.'.'.’ '.‘1._1. _ _ _ _ _....._._.
..... .. ..-.1.-
1.111-.1'.1 1
1 1111111-1-1
1...-11-....

I 111111 .11
1.11-1 '

11111111 1.111111 ...-11.. 11111111
111.111

11.111
11111

1111

11111 1111-
11..

111111 1111.1
1111.

1111 111111
0 1

...... 1.-101
.11111

11111.1.- .1..1.11-1 1111111-1 1.1111111 11111111- 111.1111
1111111

11.11111 .11-111

..._...11_.:
111" ...;.j

I1

'-'-'1

11-11 111111 11111.11 -11.1111 111111.. 11.111 .1111 111

111111.1111 III-I01111111 1'1'1'11111
1'1'1'1'111 1_11..1 :111 111111 11111. 11 1‘1:1_11111 1:1:1:11.11'1:-:-:-:1111_1_1'11'.-.'. .'1'1‘. 1'.‘1‘1 11'1'1._1_.'.1_1_111_1_1_1 111.1111_._1_1 I-1'1’:11111111'1'1'11.11111.11111'0.11

1111 11111
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1 . INTRODUCTION.

In chapter 2 it was pointed out that due to the interdependence
bgilt lg to the SYMLOG dimensions, as implemented in the SYMLOG
Adjective Ratings Scales, it was impossible ior an one to ive orY 9
receive maximum ratings on all dimensions simultaneously. That is
to say, no-one can give or receive a rating oi, ior example, 18U,
18P, 18F (see pp Sb — 89 above). This appendix is an expansion oi
that point. Here are presented the numerical limits oi the SYMLOG
dimensions,_ in both tabular iorm and plotted on a SYMLOG Field
Diagram.

Because oi the multi-iaceted nature oi SYMLOG some care needs to
be taken with terminology ii coniusion is to be avoided, so ior
the purposes oi this discussion the iollowing stipulative deiin-
itions will be used.

1) The SYMLOG Qimgggiggg are: U - D (Up — Down); P — N
(Positive - Negative); F — B (Forward - Backward).

2) Because these dimensions are bi-directional, that is having
a positive direction and a negative direction balanced
symmetrically about a zero point, then the term gigggtigg
will be used to indicate any oi U, D, P, N, F, or B.

The Qggitigg directions are U, P, and F, and the Qgggtiyg or
gggtgggy directions are D, N, and B. F

Occasionally an alternative construction will be used, to the
eiiect that dimension x - y takes on values oi i n. This is
completely consistent with the deiinitions above; ii ior example
it is stated that dimension U — D can take on values oi i18, then
this is stating no more than the proposition that the dimension U
- D runs irom 18U (+18) to 18D (~18).

31 The term dirisosieoal. Label. dicsstieoal label. or Si mpl v
label, reiers to the set oi 86 letter clusters a" earin in-_-__ A PP S
the leit hand column oi the SYMLOG Adjective Rating Form
(see appendices E, F, & B).

These labels constitute a systematic and exhaustive sorting oi
dimensional directions in groups oi 1, 2, or 3. The adjective
clusters which accompany these labels have been selected to rei~
lect the kinds oi overt behaviour which Bales and his colleagues
consider to be appropriate to the indicated position within the
SYMLOG space. Thus the adjectives alongside UPF have been chosen
to indicate dominant, iriendly and instrumental behaviours (see
Bales et al., 1979: appendix A, pp 355 - 386; appendix S, pp 392 —
395).

G

2. HTHD.

:_' -_~. ~.-.-.-.-r _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . .

"1

be noted, however, that a complete ennumeration oi all parameters
has not been attempted here, iirst because the essential point oi
the exercise can be made without it, and second because oi dimin—
ishing returns. Beyond simple maximisation procedures, the exer-
cise becomes more complex, and the overall contribution to the
thesis becomes much less.

a) Stage 1: Maximisation oi one dimension.

The iirst step in this stage was to give one direction a maximum
score oi 18. In this case direction U in the dimension U - D was
selected, but the selection was arbitrary; because oi the symmetry
oi the relationships between the dimensions, ggy dimension, and
agy direction within that dimension, could have been selected. The
Qgmggigal values would have been the same, ’although, oi course,
they would have been assigned to diiierent directions.

The maximisation oi a particular direction is simple; it involves
scoring 2 where that direction is indicated, and O where its
contrary is indicated. Thus, the dimension U-D has the two direc—
tions U (ior Up) and D (ior Down). To maximise U all adjectives
having a designation U, singly or in combination, are given 2, and
all adjectives with a designation containing D are given 0. Eggs;
ggggily, this operation limits the maximum score that may be
assigned to the other dimensions. As noted above, however, the
point oi this exercise is to discover the extent to which the
limitation occurs. *

The next step, aiter the maximisation oi one dimension, was to
maximise one oi the two remaining dimensions using those label
clusters leit over. The principle is the same as that described
above, although the number oi appropriate labels leit is oi course
reduced. In this step the direction P, irom the dimension P ~ N,
was selected ior constrained secondary maximisation;

Finally in this stage, the remaining dimension (F - B) was_ given
tertiary maximisation in the direction F. Again the principle here
is the same as that described above. Di the remaining labels those
with ascriptions containing F were given 2 points, and those with
ascriptions containing B were given 0.

A variation used in this stage involved the maximisation oi the U
- D dimension in the U direction, iollowed by the simgltggggus
maximisation oi the remaining two directions as iollows: P — N in
the N direction and F - B in the B direction. Details oi this
operation are the same as those ior stage 2, except that the
simultaneous maximisation is accomplished last instead oi iirst
(see table 1.1. below).

b) Stage 2: Simultaneous maximisation oi two dimensions.

Values ior the numerical limits were derived irom a systematic Ifl_ thl5 stage twfl dimeflfiiflfls Were selected ior simultaneous max—
maximisation oi selected directions within the SYMLOG dimensions. im15at1°"- ThE59 were U T D 1" the U d1rEct1°"* and P ' N 1" the P

provide the limits in extension, that is, to give a complete
enumeration oi the parameters derived irom maximisation. It should

564

This was a three stage operation, iollowed by an extrapolation to diF9Eti°"- 9931": the 53mE Principle °Ut1iD9d'ab°VE W55 °b5EFVEd=
although in this case directional labels containing both U and P
were assigned a value oi 2, and all oi those containing the con-

565



‘ h d i th l t dEgfigiiiong (ing NfiNFEV§gF§hDzZr:h:€v:%S3 a one D E SE EC E . The leit hand column oi table 1.1 is taken directly irom the
- - : s ' SYMLOG Adjective Rating Form (see Bales et al., 1979, appendix C,

Finally in this stage the dimension F — B was maximised in the F pp 392 _ 395' See 515° appendices E ' H in this Volume)‘
direction F using what was leit (see tables 1.1. and 1.2. below).

Table I-1- Qisicibeiieo oi ssecss sizes is the SXBLQE
cl Stage 3: Simultaneous maximisation oi three dimensions.

Dimensions tabulatid by Directional Labels In this stage all three dimensions were maximised as iollows: U -
__________; _______;_ _ __------- ------' D in the U direction; P — N in the P direction; F — B in the F

. . 2 St 1 direction. For this stage only those labels containing the selec-
Elgzitlunal agfigziie fiizgzise Ma:?;i;E ted directions were given a score oi 2, and all oi those contain-

a U & P U P & F ing any oi the contraries were given 0. This is made clearer in
FV U

a

u
UP

UPF
UF

UNF
um

uws _
us

UPB
P

PF
F

NF
N

NB
B

PB
DP

DPF
DF

our
on

nwa
no

DPB
0

mil-iiiii uuliii

()<)c)c)C>c>C>c)C>hJC>C>C>C>hJhJhJnJhJrJhJhJhJrJtJrJ

KEY: Sgggg ll Q: Maximise U - D in the U direction; then
limaximise P — N in the N direction; then maximise F - B
in the F direction.

gtggg ll Q: Maximise U - D in the U direction; then
simultaneously maximise P — N in the N direction and
F - B in the F direction

Stage 2: Simultaneously maximise U — D in the D direction
and P — N in the P direction; then maximise F - B in the
F direction.

Stage 2: Simultaneously maximise U — D in the U direction;
P - N in the N direction; and F— B in the F direction.

b

c>c>c>c>c>c>c>c>c>c>c>c>c>c>haroraraharararuharahara
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table 1.1., and the results are given in table 1.2. '

3. RESULTS. '

SYMLDB totals are derived as iollows. First the totals ior the
' positive directions U, P, F, and the negative directions, D, N, B,

are tabulated separately. The latter is then subtracted irom the
iormer, which gives an overall total, together with net direction.
This can be accomplished by hand using a scoring overlay (see
Bales et al., 1979: appendix H, pp 418 — 419). For present
purposes, however, they were derived via the computer programme
Doormat (see appendices K & L in this volume). The results are
given in table 1.2. below.

Table I-2- SZUBQE Matisse Yalessi Istsls ssciiss
ices sistsostis esiioisatieo ei Slbtqfi
Qiesosisoe is sessiiiee dissatisfie-

Stage 1 A
Maximise Maximise Maximise
U U & P U, P, a F

a b

U 18 U 18 U 12 U 8 .
18 U 18 U 12 U B U

D 0 D O D O D O
i—i—nliiiii iliiliiiiii iii

Stage 2 Stage 3

iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii

, P 12 P 10 P 12 P 8
6 P 4 P 12 P 8 P

N 6 N 6 N O N 0 "
m-———-_—- lnjflijiii i—_—_--im iiiililliii

F_10 F 10 F a F a
2 F 4 F 2 F a F

B a B s B a B 0

KEY: See table 1.1. above.

The numerical values reported in table 1.2. are not, oi course,
restricted to the directions U, P, and F in the manner shown, but,
ior the moment, the discussion will be kept to that particular
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presentation. It will be noted here that when the direction U is
assigned the maximum value 18, the hlghggl value that P can attain
when given secondary maximisation is 6, that is to say lggg lhgg
hali Q5! Qlgflg Qflg ggglg. Even more severe, when P lg given sec—
ondary maximisation, F is restricted to a hlghggg gggglglg yglgg
oi 2, which represents very little deviation irom O. The situation
is hardly better when the two directions P and F are simultane-
ously given secondary maximisation; both attain, as 5 hlggggl
Qgggiblg yalgg, only 4, which, on a scale oi 0 - 18, is a very
small value. Thus it is the nature oi the SYMLOG dimensions that
when U is given a maximum value the degrees oi ireedom oi the
other two dimensions are very restricted indeed.
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It will also be noted that when all three dimensions are maximised
simultaneously, that is when none oi the contrary directions have
a value above zero, then the mgxlmgm gggslglg yglgg is only 8,
which is less than hali way along the scale. Again this seems to
be a very severe restriction.

The symmetrical relationships between SYMLDB Dimensions, and the
indicative directions within them, was noted above. What this
means is that any set oi totals such as those in table 1.2. can be
transierred by simple substitution to other combinations oi dimen~
sional directions. For example, the iigures in table 1.2. under
the heading "Stage 1, a" indicate that when U takes on a value oi
18, then the glghggl ggsslglg value that P can take is 12, and ii
it does then the highest value that F can take is 2. However, the
iigures can be interpreted more generally to indicate that when
gay dimension takes on a value oi i18, then the highest possible
value that either oi the two remaining dimensions can take is 112,
and ii it does then the remaining dimension can take at most a
value oi 12.

This property has one important consequence ior the establishment
oi upper limits. That is that once having derived one set oi
values, as in table 1.2 above, then a complete set oi values can
be derived by direct substitution. The iact that such substitu-
tions can be made means that some oi the parameters ior the SYMLOG
Rating Method can be established readily by direct substitution
ior all possible combinations. This was undertaken here, and the
results are shown in iigure 1.1. above. .

It should be noted that, although only 13 out oi a possible 100
cells in iigure 1.1 have numerical values in them, these actually
represent 104 separate data points. To see that this is so, cons~
ider that ior the cell at the intersection ior values £8 the
iollowing permutations are available:

1) eu, SP, 8F.
2) au, SP,

i2 118 112 to

(I)

HEY: t = “Impossible cell".

This iigure shows the values that SYMLOG Dimensions
may take. Ii the values oi two oi the dimensions are
known, then the mgxlmgm value that the third
dimension can take is shown at the intersection. The
"impossible cells" indicate areas where ii one
dimension takes on a speciiied value, then the
second one cannot take on a value indicated by the
scale at the top or the leit. For example, ii the
iirst dimension takes on a value oi 118, then the
second and third dimensions cannot take on values

ijijij

between 8 and 18 in any direction.
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3) au, aw, 8F.
4) au, aw, ea.
5) so, 8P, SF.
s) an, SP, as.
7) an, ox, BF.
a) so, aw, es.

This is a simple example; ior the remainder oi the cells in iigure
1.1. the number oi separate data points varies, but not straight-
iorwardly. For example, the six cells representing values 18, 6,
2, jointly represent 48 points. It might also be noted that they
convey the ggmg iniormation, so there is a certain amount oi
redundancy in the iigure, although nothing very serious in terms
oi the present exercise.

Di most interest in this table is the top right hand corner; the
"impossible cells". These represent areas which gagggg be com-
pleted because the attainment oi any oi the values speciiied by
the scales at the top or leit oi the table by one dimension
gggglgggg the attainment oi values indicated by the cells. For
example, ii one dimension was assigned the value +16, then neither
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of the two other dimensions could attain agy value between 10 -
18 in any direction.

It would be interesting to see how the figures developed in the
bottom left hand corner, but here, as for the remaining blank
cells in the matrix, deriving figures is more complex than it was
in the derivation of those given. The reason for this is very
straightforward. when a dimension is assigned maximum points in a
specified direction, there is only ggg way that it can be done.
when a dimension is minimised, however, that is assigned a value
of O there are several different ways available. In point of fact
there are at lgggt 45 different ways it can be achieved, and
probably more. Moreover, each different method has different im-
plications for the remaining two dimensions.

when it comes to computing the number of different ways in which a
dimension can be assigned values intermediate to 0 and those
maxima already given, then the number becomes considerably larger.
In terms of the present exercise, the computational complexity
would be unacceptably high, and the additional information gained
negligible.
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As a final part of the exercise, the figures used in the deriva-
tion of figure 1.1. have been plotted on a SYMLOG Field Diagram
(see figure I.2.). In point of fact this is only a partial plott-
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M ing because some of the points (those involving different values
y for U - D) map directly onto one another. For example, the two

points of the diagram denoted by the co-ordinates {18U, 6P, 2F}
and {18D, 6P, 2f} appear on top of one another because, as noted

n in chapter 2, the diagram is a two-dimensional representation of a
three-dimensional space. Again,'this is not too serious for pres-
ent purposes. Nevertheless, in the diagram the U ~ D dimension is
indicated in numerical form, as in standard field diagrams, but
with the notation in.

It will be seen at once that the pattern indicated by figure 1.1.
is repeated in the field diagram; there are very clearly circum-
scribed areas in the corners which are not attainable. The area
within which the SYMLOG ratings fall appears to be octagonal,
which would indicate that the ggggative space for SYMLOG is not a
cube, but something a good deal more complex. Interestingly, one
would have predicted the space to have been spherical, and perhaps
if the mathematics were worked out in more detail it might well
yet turn out to be.

Q

I 4. DISCUSSIU.

The main message of the results above is obvious; large areas of
the SYMLOG space are not accessible via raw ratings derived from
the SYMLOG Adjective Rating Form. Indeed, the theoretical space
upon which SYMLOG is posited is not, in this instance at least,
cubic as Bales et al (1979) suggest, but a more complex shape.

The extent to which this is a problem for SYMLOG as a whole is not
clear, although it must be remarked that theoretically at least
Bales is being consistent. For example, it is theoretically plaus-
ible that extremes of dominant and friendly behaviour will to some
extent preclude task related behaviours. Moreover this sort of
proposition has also received some empirical corroboration, not
least in Bales own work (e.g. Bales, 1958), although it might also
be remarked that a large part of this thesis has called much of
this evidence into question.

Nevertheless, there are problems here. Bales discusses SYMLOG in
terms of independent orthogonal axes and yet proceeds to measure
group member perceptions in terms of axes which, although orthog-
onal, are quite clearly igtggdependent. He has preserved the
hypothesis of contrariety which he discussed in 1956 (Bales, 1956,
1958). Moreover, although one can easily accept that behaviour of
one sort will tend to reduce the extent to which behaviour of

'1:-."$:=:=:=:§:=:=:5:§":;' _ __ _ __._._.-. .. . ...-.-. . .. - - - - - -fififififi. ,eaa. 0 0 0 0 0 0 figaaeeeees er the extent of this sort of interaction is quite so severe as

Dverall, there is an inconsistency here, although quite what can
be done to resolve it is not clear. What it does point to, how-
ever, is that SYMLOG still has some areas of development yet to be
completed, a fact that Bales is well aware of (Bales et al., 1979:
11 - 13).  

It is not altogether clear what implications these results might
have for the practical use of SYMLOG, and in particular the inter-
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pretation of empirical results derived from the rating scales.
However, it is important that the fact that raw ratings cannot
give maximum scores on all dimensions simultaneously is borne in
mind when the ratings scales are being used. .

Finally, one aspect to this exercise which has not been emphasised
is that it has concentrated on raw scores alone. The reason for
mentioning it here is that within the methods allied to the field
diagrams is what is known as the expansion multiplier. This is
applied to diagrams in order to expand the points within the
space, and make their relationships clearer. It is therefore
possible that if someone received ratings of, for example, BU, SP,
SF, then by application of the expansion multiplier (in this case
something in the order of 2.25) the net result would be 18U, ISP,
18F, or something very close to it.

The nature of the calculations involved in deriving the expansion
multiplier, however, have no mathematical properties which have
any direct relevance to the interpretation of the Field Diagrams
(see Bales, et al., 1979: appendix K, pp 433 — 444). The Expansion
Multiplier is, in fact, a topographical modification of the distr-
ibution of the points relative to the gigggl area which they
occupy, but not relative to the mathematical area, or the concep-
tual space which this is thought to denote. It simply expands the
visual aspect of the points, while leaving unchanged the essential
distributive relationships between them. In other words, it is
simply a graphical ploy which applies a linear expansion to ink
marks on a two dimensional surface. So, although something appro~
aching maximum scores on all three dimensions simultaneously gag
be obtained after expansion, it is misleading. The expansion does
not affect interpretation, and therefore it has no essential
meanings r
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1 INTRODUTION.

It was remarked in chapter 9 that Kendall’s Coefficient of Concor-
dance (Kendall’s N) presents some problems when used to assess
levels of agreement within groups. In particular, as Smith (1963)
noted, when group members consistently give equal ratings to all
other members, that is when there is agreement but no perceived or
rated differentiation with respect to a specified sociometric
scale, then Kendall’s N returns a value of 0. In conventional
interpretation this would, or should, be taken to indicate that
there is gg agreement amongst group members with respect to a
derived status order. It should be remarked that this is not
Qgggggggily a problem; for some purposes a refusal to differen-
tiate ggg be interpreted as a lack of agreement, particularly in
cases where it is inanimate objects that are to be sorted rather
than people. And it should also be remembered that Kendall devel—
oped his measure in respect of situations other than those of
human groups (Kendall, 1948, 1970; Siegel, 1956). In terms of the
model of "group" used in this thesis, however, the restriction
imposed by Kendall’s N is a problem.

Kendall’s N can only be applied when there is hierarchical
structuring. That is to say, if there is structuring along the
lines of relative rank ordering, then Kendall’s N gives a good
estimate of the degree of agreement, since it offers a statistical
comparison of several different sets of rankings with respect to
the same objects. If this is recast in terms of human groups,
however, then it implies that a group of people can only constit~
ute a "group", as opposed to some other kind of human collectivi-
ty, if its emergent structure is hierarchical, that is, if its
members are differentiated in terms of their worth and contribu-
tion. Thus, if the restrictions imposed by Kendall’s N are accep-
ted, then it implies a definition of group such that the term
group ggggsgggily implies hierarchical structure. For the purpose
of this thesis, however, this is not acceptable.

Chapters 3 and 4 above present arguments in which the term "group"
is defined in terms of a shared sense of social order; social
order- in this context including both hierarchical and isocratic
forms of structure (see also chapters 1 & 2). The latter kind of
structure, however, would be assigned a value of 0 by Kendall’s N,
and thus be excluded from consideration a priori. Therefore,
Kendall’s N is alone not sufficient as a measure of inter—rater
agreement for the purposes of this thesis. What is required is
another measure which is sensitive Qgth to hierarchical ggg isocr-
atic structures. This appendix presents such a measure called, for
reasons to be given later, Sigma (r).

The remainder of this appendix consists of a brief examination of
the rationale behind Kendall’s N based on mean ranks, and the
presentation of an alternative rationale based on the standard
deviation of sets of rankings. It is the latter which underlies
Sigma. Following this is a description of the calculation of
Sigma, together with its formalisation, and a short set of valid~
ations for matrices both with and without the main diagonal. Some
problems of the latter are identified, and as a result a table of
upper limits is given. Finally the discussion centres on the use
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of Sigma as a gggglgmggtgry measure to Kendal1’s N, rather than as
a replacement. The reason for this is that within the context of
this thesis, mainly because of time, it would be impossible to
develop Sigma as a "stand alone" statistic, and at its present
level of development it cannot be used without the backup of a
well founded measure such as Kendall’ N.

.0

2. THE RATIOLE BEHIND KENALL’S N.

Kendall’s N is appropriate where n people rank k objects. The
results of this process are typically presented in a k x n matrix.
fly ggjigitigg, where a group of people are in perfect agreement as
to the relative ordering of a set of objects, then each column of
the k x n matrix will contain ranks of only one value. It follows,
therefore, that the column totals will take values in the series:
{n, 2n, En ... kn}, although not necessarily in that order (Sie-
gel, 1956: 230 - 231). This is illustrated in matrix [A], below.

[A] Objects

1 2 3 .. k

1 1 2 3 .. k

2 1 2 3 ... k

Raters 3 l 2 3 .. k

n l 2 3 ... k

Total n 2n 3n .. kn

Mean 1 2 3 .. k

 

This can perhaps be illustrated more clearly by means of a conc-
rete example. Since the thesis is concerned almost exclusively
with square matrices, that is where k = n, the examples that
follow will all be of square matrices, based loosely around the
idea of interpersonal sociometric evaluation. Nevertheless, the
discussion ggglg be extended to rectangular matrices without too
much difficulty. For the purpose of the following examples consi-
der a situation where five people rank order each other with
respect to some sociometric criterion, Liking, for example. Matrix
[Bl illustrates the result when all of these agree with one anothf
er as to their relative rank ordering:

U1 \lUl
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9 P P[3] Ratees rankin s which do not sort objects or eo le into a hierarchical
1 2 3 4 5 .

1 1 2 3 4 5

2 1 2 3 4 5
Raters

3 1 2 3 4 5

4 1 2 3 4 5

5 1 2 3 4 5

Total 5 10 20 25
Mean 1
 

Y-J

I--

L-ilU1 -P U1

In this example n = 5, and it will be noted that the column totals
do indeed follow the series {n, 2n ...}, as mentioned previously.

Conversely, when there is gg agreement amongst assigned rankings
within the matrix, then the column totals, in a rectangular mat-
rix, will all aggggximgtg the same value (Siegel, 1956: 230 -
231). In a square matrix they will all tgkg the same value. In
point of fact this value will be equal to:

[2] ZR
i

which, _because the maximum rank that can be assigned in a square
matrix is equal to n, is equivalent to:

[31 (1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n)

Thus, in a 5 x 5 matrix where the rankings are in total disagree-
ment, the column totals will all be equal to (5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1) =
15. This is illustrated in matrix EC].

[5] Ratees
1 2 3 4 5

1 l 2 3 4 5

2 5 1 2 3 4
f, Raters

3 4 5 1 2 3

4 3 4 5 1 2

5 2 3 4 5 1

Total 15 15 15 15 15

The means by which Kendall takes these pieces of information, and
uses them to derive his coefficient of concordance, is not really
relevant here (see Siegel, 1955: 229 - 232 for an account). what
is relevant, however, is that it becomes plain why a matrix of
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structure, that is a matrix of equal rankings, will return a value
of zero like a matrix demonstrating disagreement (see matrix [Dl).

[D]
1

1 3

2 3
Raters

3 3

4 3

5 3

Total 15

Ratees
3

"1"
0_\

3

3

"5!’._|

"."’
-(J

15

1:-
1-I

'-T-...‘

T-.1

"-T~..r

'1"
1-J

3

15 15

It will be noted that the vector of column totals for matrix [Dl
is exactly the same as that for matrix [C]. Since it is this set
of figures which Kendall’s W uses to derive its result, then it
treats the two matrices as gggigalggt, even though in psycholog-
ical terms they are quite different. This becomes a problem if one
wishes to retain the idea of equal ranking as a possible empirical
alternative to hierarchical differentiation. Thus, some other
measure is obviously necessary. The suggestion to be made here,
which developed out of earlier work (Prince, 1983), is that as an
alternative to using column totals as the basis of a measure of
concordance, one could instead make use of the standard deviations
of the ranks within the columns.

3. DEFINITIOS.

At this point it might be useful to consider, in formal terms,
what it is that an alternative measure would be used to evaluate,
that is, it would be helpful to identify "criterial situations".
It would also be helpful to construct some basic requirements of
the statistic itself. To this end some formal definitions are in
order, beginning with "agreement" and "disagreement

Definition [1]. Qgmglgtg gggggmggt is indicated by a matrix iff
the distribution of ranks is such that each column comp-
rises one and only one value of rank.

This corresponds to matrix EB] above, and also to
might, however, be more useful to characterise ED]
special case.

Definition E2]. Cgmglgtg gisgggggmggg is indicated
the distribution of ranks is such that each
all and every possible rank assignment.

This corresponds to matrix [Cl above. It might be
_ definition is ggly appropriate to square matrices

matrix ED]. It
separately as a

by a matrix iff
column contains

noted that this
with the main

I diagonal included. Rectangular matrices, and those with the main
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diagona
be cons

l excluded need a different definition. The latter will not
idered here, because as noted earlier the thesis is mainly Secondary criteria for an alternative statistic would have to

concerned with square matrices._ The former will, however, be include the stipulations that it returns equal values for compara-
treated

Definit

separately later on. ble situations, and that the interpretation of any given value can
be seen to have, at the very least, face validity in the light of

ion [3]. Qgmglgte agggggent githgut diffegegtiatigg is raw data. These are extremely important, but unfortunately well
indicated by a matrix iff all cells within the matrix beyond the scope of this thesis.
contain the same value rank assignments.

So, these are the definitions and criteria which an alternative
This definition is intended to cover the situation illustrated by MEBSUFE t0 KEflda11’5 W will have £0 mEEt- A5 flflted Earlier. the
matrix
definit
which
equal v

ED]. Emphasis here should be placed on the fact that this suggestion is that they can be met by making use of the standard
ion refers to [egg assignments only; a matrix of gattggs deviations of the values appearing within the columns of a matrix.
indicated agreement without differentiation need only have The discussion will now turn to consider this proposition. At this
alues within each row. point the name "Sigma" will be introduced to refer to the alterna-

tive statistic. The reason for this name is quite simply because
’ this statistic is based on standard deviations, and it seemed

4. CRITERIA. 2 appropriate to acknowledge the fact in some way.

For con
yield
ment".
correla
Product

Such a
the fol

Criteri

This re
returns a value of 1, then so should the alternative statistic. t5ki"Q the Value returned and 5ubtF3¢ti"Q it ‘FUN 1-

Criteri

This r
defined
value o

Criteri

Here,
defined
tic.

By set
ready
set up.
against
e {u11 develnpmentg hut {hr present nurnn5E5, which are Simply tn size. This value can be defined as the standard deviation of the
constru
tions
suffice

1-.__._

venience of interpretation an alternative statistic should
a value of 0 for "no agreement" and 1 for "complete agree- 5. THE RATIOALE BEHIND SIGMA.
This will make it consistent with both Kendall’s W and with
tion coefficients _such as Spearman’s Rho and Pearson’s i The rationale behind Sigma is even more straightforward than that
Moment. behind Kendall’s N. when a column contains all the same figures,

then the standard deviation of those figures will be zero. Trans-
etetieti; will he enneidered uggful it end uniy it it meete ferring this to the discussion above, it will be seen readily that
lowing initial criteria: in cases both where Kendall’s N indicates agreement and in those

where there is agreement but no differentiation, the columns
on [1], It ehduld return e veiue gt 1 {gr thuee eituetinne contain uniform values. Hence, the standard deviations are zero in
defined as complete agreement (i.e. definition [1] and both cases. Taking this as a basis, then it should be possible to
matrix [B])_ - construct an alternative statistic which will indicate agreement

in both situations. Here, of course, the value returned is zero,
quirement is, in effect, a stipulation that if Hendall’s N - but it 15 A 5tTai9htF°F"5Fd matter to turn it intfl 1 PY 5imP1Y

0

dn [2], It ehduld return 3 va1ue Q; 1 rur thnee eituatiune The evaluation of disagreement is less straightforward than that
detined ee of enmplete agreement, hut nithuut di+{erentie~ of agreement, because there is no obvious criterion by which to
tinn (i.e, definition [3] end metriy [D])_ judge it. What is important here is that whatever value is derived

it should equal 1, so that when subtracted from 1 it will yield a
equirement etipuletee that in the epeeiei eirtumetuntee net value of O. This would further suggest the necessity for the

by detinitidn [3], the e1ternetive etatietit u111 y1e1d a calculation of some value which, so to speak, automatically refl-
f 1, even though Kenda11’5 w yielde e value gt Q, ects a situation of disagreement. This value would then act as a

divisor, so that when a set of empirically derived figures reflect
n [3], It 5hQu1d return e velue nt Q {gr eituatinne net» the same situation, the net result is 1. It is therefore important

ined 35 "nu agreement" (i_e_ derinitinn [3] and matrix to have some estimate of how high the standard deviation can get,
[C])_ - that is its upper limits, and this, of course, will depend very

much on particular cases. Fortunately at least one upper limit can
where kende11’e w returng e veiue gt tern tur eituatiuns be readily established with reference to the definitions given

by definition E2], then so should the alternative statis- 9AF1iEF- u

The situation of complete disagreement was defined above
ting up the eriterie in thi; nay, it ui11 he Egan that a (defintion E21) as a state of affairs in which in and every poss-
meene gt teeting against an independent triterinn ,5 a15n ible rank assignement appeared in each column of the matrix. Thus
That is, the alternative statistic can be tested initially fer any qiven value of H. a value fer the standard deviatifln ¢an
Kende11’e w, This, gt tnuree, uuuld nnt he gufficient {hr be calculated which will be constant for all matrices of that

ct a means by which the two situations defined by defini- 5EFi@5 PT Va1UE5 {la 35 3: --- O}-
[2] and [3] may be readily distinguished, then it should
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a) Calculation of the constant.
Using this value as a divisor guagagtggs that whenever a situation
of disagreement is observed within a set of figures, the result is
1, and when subtracted from l, as for situations of agreement, the
net result is therefore guaranteed to be O. Thus two steps in the
development of Sigma have been established. Now they need to be
combined, and for this it is essential that the use of the divisor
described above does not disrupt the result for the calculation of
agreement. This will be examined later.

It has been suggested that for any matrix of size n, a constant
value can be calculated which reflects a situation~ of disagree-
ment. This constant was defined as the standard deviation of the
set of values (1, 2, 3, ... n}. For convenience this value will be
referred to as k, which is the conventional mathematical symbol
for a constant. Thus, in formal terms the calculation of this
constant can be given as

So far the calculations have been focussed at the level of indiv~

I-lI'II

[4]
idual columns, and not at a more general level taking into account 1+2+ ... + n I
the whole matrix. They need to be made more general. What this (R -- ( \
suggests is that some form of averaging needs to take place, but 1 n _
the question is what needs to be averaged, and what does one then k 2 --------------
do with the result? __ * r n i

One obvious suggestion would be to divide the standard deviations where;
for each column by the value denoting disagreement, since this is
a constant upper value, then take the mean value. This would then R is any rank value in the series (1, 2, 3, ... n};
be subtracted from 1 to give an overall value. In effect this is i
testing the observed figures against a null hypothesis that there
is no disagreement. 1+2+ ... + n is the mean value of the series

"""""""""-"-"""""""""'-""""""-"" (1, 2, 3’ ace l'|}¢ ,

I1An alternative, which yields identical results, but is less invol-
ved, is to take the mean of the column standard deviations, than
divide by the constant for disagreement, and finally subtract from A table of values for these constants is given at the end Qt thi5
1. appendix. t

I

In both of these cases what is happening is that the mean amount
by which the pooled columns deviate from the independent criterion b) Calculation of the coluln standard deviations.
given by the constant value for disagreement is being evaluated.
This would seem, prima facie, to be a reasonable strategy for Using the conventional formula, sample standard deviations are
developing the measure of concordance. Accordingly, the second calculated for each column of the matrix.
alternative will be adopted, on the grounds of greater simplicity.

Thus, several steps have been described in the rationale behind cl Calculation of the lean standard deviation.
Sigma, and simultaneously the possible steps in its calculation.
These steps, will now be summarised, and some formalisation intro- Using the conventional formula, the mean standard deviation ier
duced. Following this an evaluation will be presented. the matrix is calculated. For clarity this will be labelled S.

6. STEPS IN THE CALCULATION OF SIGMA. d) Calculation O§ Sigma.
4

For the purpose of the calculation of Sigma, a decision needs to To calculate Sigma, divide the result of step (cl, the mean stan-
be taken about which kind of standard deviation will be most : dard deviation, by the result of step (a), the constant k, and
appropriate. The decision taken here is that all values will be subtract the result from 1. This can be shown formally as:
calculated on the basis of the sample standard deviation, not the '

J
I

more usual population standard deviation. The reason for this is [5] 8 5
very straightforward; the matrices for which the statistic is I I 1 - -- J
being constructed are here regarded as representing the whole of “ k E
the appropriate population and not just a sample of it. Therefore
an estimate for the population from which they are drawn is neith~
er helpful nor relevant. The whole of what follows proceeds, vi 7. TRIALS AND COMPARISONS.
therefore, on the basis of this assumption.

Having demonstrated the procedure for calculating Sigma, it is now
essential to demonstrate that it gives the required results. To

, achieve this Sigma will be calculated for the three matrices EB],

581
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EC], ED] given earlier. These, it will be recalled, represent
situations of agreement, disagreement, and agreement without diff-
erentiation respectively.

The first step is to calculate the constant. This will be the same
for all three matrices, since they are all size S. Thus, from step
ta) above (equation 4), the constant will take the value of the
standard deviation of the series {1,2,3,4,5}, which is 1.4142.
That is

k = 1.4142

At this point the calculations are different for each matrix. In
this case the calculations are being conducted on matrix [B], the
one illustrating complete agreement. The next step in the calcula~
tion is to derive sample standard deviations for each of the
columns. In the case of matrix [Bl this produces the following
vector: '

{0,0,0,0,0}

From this vector a mean value is calculated in the usual manner,
that is by adding the values and dividing by n. Obviously in this
example the mean value is also 0. Thus:

' s=o
Finally, Sigma is calculated by dividing the value of S by the
value of the constant k, and then subtracting from 1 (equation 5).
In this case, therefore, the calculation is:

O
g--.-:.1-........_......-.-

1.4142

therefore: w = 1 — 0

therefore: c = 1

Therefore, in a situation defined as one of complete agreement,
Sigma yields a value of 1, thus meeting criterion E1] above.

bl Calculatin of Sigma for disagreement.

For this calculation matrix [Cl will be used. The constant k
remains at a value of 1.4142. Calculating the standard deviations
of the columns yields the following vector: {1.4142; 1.4142;
1.4142; 1.4142; 1.4142}, therefore the mean standard deviation
will also have the value 1.4142. Thus, the value of Sigma will be
derived from the equation:

1.4142
g--.:1--.._..........-....

1.4142

therefore r = 1 — 1

therefore 0 s O

Therefore in a situation defined as one of complete disagreement,
Sigma yields a value of O, thus meeting criterion E31.

cl Calculation of Sigma for non—differentiated agreement.

In this example matrix ED] is being used. Again the constant
remains at a value of 1.4142. The column standard deviations yield
a vector of {0,0,0,0,0}, thus giving a mean standard deviation of

3) Cilfiulitiflfi 9‘ 519"! ‘Dr 39rE9l9"t- O. Therefore Sigma is calculated by:

Q
g'::1--.......................

1.4142

therefore r = 1 - 0

therefore r = 1

Therefore in a situation defined as one of complete agreement, but
without differentiation, Sigma yields a value of 1, thus meeting
criterion E2].

Thus, in terms of the three criteria set out earlier, Sigma del-
ivers the right kind of results. Obviously what has» been given
above does not constitute a sufficient validation of Sigma, for
that considerably more work needs to be undertaken. Nevertheless,
that it meets the basic criteria is a factor in its favour.

B. HTRICES EXCLUDING THE HAIN DIABUAL.

Unfortunately, while Sigma passes its trials in complete square
matrices, it does not give such consistently good results in those
where the main diagonal has been left out. It is unfortunate
because the bulk of the analysis in the thesis is concerned with
just such matrices.

Taking out the main diagonal of a matrix causes several problems
in relation to the calculation of Sigma, as it does in general
methodological terms. Nevertheless, for reasons given in chapter 9
above, it was considered necessary that self ratings be excluded

1 from the general analyses, and this necessitates in turn the
I exclusion of the main diagonal from all of the interpersonal

matrices.

Of immediate concern is the effect that leaving out the main
diagonal has on matrices instantiating complete agreement in hier-
archical differentiation. There is no effect on those illustrating

L disagreement or agreement with no differentiation. Sigma, as
F should be obvious from the discussion above, [alias on the fact

that in situations of agreement the columns contain constant
values, and in situations of disagreement they contain the great-
est variety of values possible. Thus leaving out the main diagonal
does not greatly affect matrices showing non—differentiated agrf
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eement and disagreement, but it does affect those showing agree-
ment quite substantially. To see this consider the effect on
matrix EB] when the main diagonal is removed:

[E] w Ratees
1 2 3 4 5

1 1 2 3 4

. 2 1 2 3 4
Raters

_ 3 1 2 3 4

4 1 2 3 4

’ 5 1 2 3 4

Total 4 7' 10 13 lo

It is obvious here that the column standard deviations are not
going to be.equal. Hence the basis for calculating Sigma and
deriving a value of 1, as this example requires, is lost. It is
also clear that'the definition of complete agreement given earlier
(definition Ell) is not appropriate in this case, and thus requ-
ires some modification:

Definition E4]. Qgmglgtg gggggmggt in matrices excluding the main
diagonal, is indicated iff the relative rank ordering is in
a constant direction within all rows of the matrix.

This, of course, is only a minor adjustment, since it does not
solve the problem indicated above, that is, that when the main
diagonal is excluded, Sigma does not meet criterion 1 given earl-
ier. '

In addition to this problem, excluding the main diagonal also
requires some change in the equations. This is actually rather
minor, and simply consists of substituting the term (n - 1) for
the term (n) where it occurs, to take account of the fact that an
n x n matrix without a main diagonal actually consists of n(n — 1)
data points. -

That there is obviously a problem here cannot be denied. That it
is not obvious how it can be resolved is also undeniable. Never-
theless, there are reasons for not wishing to abandon Sigma at
this point, in particular the fact that it gag fairly successfully
discriminate situations of agreement without differentiation and
non agreement. To this extent it is still useful, and serves to
provide slightly different information to that given by Kendall’s
N. This suggests that the two statistics could be used side by
side.

So, the question is, what effect does leaving out the main diagon-
al have on Sigma? The answer is that it depresses the maximum
value in situations of agreement in hierarchical’evaluation. Tak-
ing matrix [El as an example.

9

The constant in this example can be defined as the standard devia-
tion of the series {1, 2, 3, ... n-1}, which in this case is equal
to 1.118. Thus:

A e x = 1.11a
v

The standard deviations of the columns yield the vector:
L.

- to; 0.433; 0.5; 0.433; 01

which in turn gives a value of S (the mean standard deviation) of:

S = 0.273

Taking these values and substituting them into equation [S] gives
the following:

0.273
v = 1 - —-————-

1.118

therefore F = 1 “ 9-344

therefore F = 0-756

Obviously this value is some way from 1. What is clear, hPWeVE£!
is that this value will be a constant for matrices of sise 4:
because the situation illustrated by matrix [E1 gtill constitutes
a general illustration of agreement in matrices of this kind and
size. Therefore, although a value of 1 is not attainable 1n these
circumstances by Sigma at its present stage of development, never-
theless there is an upper value which remains constant, This of
course will alter with the size of the matrix, but being a con-
stant with respect to size means that the values can be tabulated.
These are given at the end of the appendix.

. SIGMA AND KENDALL’S N USED IN CONJUNCTION.

It is obvious that Sigma cannot stand alone as.a measure of conc-
ordance. lndeed it was not really the intention to develop 1t as
such, but to develop it as an ggiuggt to Kendall’s W. The reason
for this is quite simply that the time necessary for developing
any statistic fully was not available, and Kendall’s. W, haviflq
been developed, tested and evaluated, and also having had lts
critical values tabulated, provides a well founded base of infor-
mation that it would be rather foolish to try and do without.

So the intention was to try and use the two measures in tandem.
Figure J.1. below gives an indication of how.

It will be seen that when used together, Kendallis N and Qiqma :4?
help to distinguish the main Situations with which this appen 1x
has been concerned. The blank cell in the diagram is pr0bab1Y
unattainable; in no cases so far observed has Sigma taken on a low
value when Kendall’s W takes on a high value.
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Figure J.l. Kendall’s W and Sigma: Comglgmggtagv_________ _ ___ __ ___ __ Tab e J 1 Iablg 9i 351525 £95 the capstan: E-
é§E§EL§- Square matrices si e 4 to 10
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High Low .

High agreement High agreement
High on on non~

differentiation. differentiation.
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Low ,Low agreement.

Tabla J 2 Iable ai seas: raises ei Eiaaa £9:10. DISCUSSION. the evaluation of agreement on
differentiationThe main purpose of this appendix was to introduce a new statis~

tical procedure, so that situations described above as high agree-
ment with no differentiation could be readily distinguished from
situations of no agreement. The procedure offered was called
Sigma, in deference to its origin in the standard deviation.

It was shown that Sigma returned values of O when there was no
agreement, and 1 when there was agreement both for -hierarchical
differentiation and for non— differentiation. This, however, was
shown to be the case only for square matrices with the main diag-
onal included. Where the main diagonal was excluded, it was dem-
onstrated that the upper values of Sigma, for situations of agree-
ment on hierarchical structuring, were deflated. This was acknow-
ledged as a problem, although no obvious solution presented it—
self. Nevertheless, if used in tandem with Kendall’s N, rather
than as a substitute, it was suggested that the desired distinc-
tions could be readily, and effectively, discerned.

Quite clearly, however, if Sigma is to become a useful statistic
in more than the limited way suggested here, then more research
needs to be carried out. In particular some kind of correction
needs to be worked out for excluded self ratings, and, a factor
not yet mentioned, a set of critical values would need to be
constructed. If nothing else the distribution of Sigma values
should be established, and from this an estimate of probabilities.
These, however, need the attention of a statistician.

For the present two tables of values are appended here. The first
is a table of values of the constant k, for square matrices of

with main diagonal

1 1 414 1 7uB 2.LuO 2 291 2. 2 2 2

Without main diagonal

O 8 41 1 708 ° D00 2. 2.

Square matrices 51aE 4 to 10
Main diagonal e>cluded

Matrix site

O 5 9 2 L 5 0

size 4 to 10. The second is a table of upper values of Sigma, in”
situations of complete agreement on differentiation, for matrices
size 4 to 10 with the main diagonal excluded.
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APPENDIX Kl DOORMAT| A SUITE OF BASIC PROGRAMMES FOR
INITIAL ANALYSES OF RAW DATA MATRICES DERIVED FROM
SOCIOMETRIC OUEBTIONNAIRES, SYMLOG, ASO AND SPI-

1. INTRODUCTION.

2. PROGRAMME "MENU"

3. PROGRAMME "NATO"

4. PROGRAMME "SYMLOG

589

591

591

609

1 INTRODUCTION.

ln view of the enormous amount of data collected, and the necess-
ity for conducting a considerable number of initial analyses it
was considered important to try and automate as much of the proc-
ess as possible. The reasons for this are obvious, but neverthe-
less may be summarised briefly in terms of the sheer amount of
time that manual computation takes in this kind of work, and the
fact that such computation is, even when conducted assiduously,
liable to be error prone. with these in mind, a suite of prog-
rammes was written for the IBM PC (and later the Amstrad 1512),
called DOORMAT (largely because it affords an entry into some
aspects of the matrices which formed the bulk of the data).

In its present form DOORMAT consists of five programmes linked
through an overarching "front end". Including the front end these
programmes are loosely grouped into three areas. Area 1 consists
of a programme called "MENU", and this acts as a link to all the
other programmes; the listing of "Menu" follows this introduction.

Area 2 consists of four programmes, each with the filetype "MAT#".
These are "Hat4", "Mat5", "Matb7" and "MatS", and are designed to
analyse matrices of the size indicated at the end of the name.
Thus “Mat4" is designed specifically to analyse 4x4 matrices. It
might be noted that a more elegant approach to the problem, one
that would have allowed analysis of matrices of any size, only
presented itself when the algorithm for automatic .ranking was
being constructed. By then it was too late to rewrite. Neverthe-
less, within the requirements of these programmes they do their
job as it was intended.

Each of the "Mat#" programmes calculates, for a matrix of the
specified size, totals means and standard deviations on both the
columns and rows, as well as the Grand Total and Mean for the
matrix. Two things should be noted, however. First, these calcula-
tions, and those which are described below, are conducted on a
matrix with the main diagonal void (that is with self ratings
excluded). The reasons for this are given in chapter 9 above.
Second, the value for the standard deviation which is returned
represents the population standard deviation rather than the sam-
ple standard deviation (that is the numerator used is n, not n—1).
The reason for this is that for the purposes to which the analyses
were to be put, the groups from which the data were gathered
themselves constituted the population of interest, that is to say,
they were not considered as a sample of some other population. In
particular the standard deviations were used as guides to the
amount of consensus within the group, and the extent to which
individuals within the group differentiated the other group mem-
bers. In the light of this, an estimate for a supragroup popu1a—
tion seemed to be unintelligible and uninterpretable.

If requested via the sub—menus within the programme, all of the
"Mat#" programmes will automatically assign rankings to values
within the cells (row by row) and then return column means. They
also calculate, for each cell of the matrix, deviations from the
row means and then return column mean deviations. In addition two
coefficients of concordance are calculated; Hendall’s W (with

saa i 59‘?
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Taylor’s modification — see Taylor, 1951), and Sigma (see appendix
J above).

Finally, each of these programmes provide, if requested, summaries
of the preceeding operations, with rankings automatically iassig~
ned. A sample of the output from these programmes is given in
appendix L below.

The listing given below is that of "MatS", the largest of these
programmes. A complete listing of all the programmes is not nece-
ssary since "MatS" displays all the essential structural features.
Neither is a complete listing possible; in total DOORMAT comprises
over 4,500 lines of code of which the "Mat#" programmes account
for 3,267. If listed in toto this would require at least 110 pages
- far too large for present purposes.

The third and last area into which the programmes are grouped is
covered by the single programme "Symlog". rln its present state
this actually comprises of three integrated programmes, although
four were originally projected. These consist of first what has
been called "Intrapersonal SYMLOG" which calculates SYMLOG totals
on ratings for "Self", "Wish", "LPC" and "NPC" (see appendix L
below). In addition it returns values for graph distances between
these points in both two and three dimensions, although it is
worth noting that the two dimesional values are equivalent to
values of Cronbach’s D calculated on raw SYMLOG data.

The second programme calculates values of ASO from ratings of LPC
and MPC. It returns values of ASO for Task activity, Social activ-
ity and overall ASO, labelling the values as High, Medium or Low,
thus allowing for ready scanning of the data. Additionally, bec-
ause the LPC/MPC scales used in the Warwick O were different to
those used in the SSO (see appendices F and S above), there is
also a conversion of Warwick O scores to the 7-point convention
used in SGO. 1 '

Finally the programme SPI takes data entered direct from Belbin’s
questionnaire and calculates column totals. It has the additional
feature of allowing re—entry of incorrect data (as do all the
programmes discussed here) without having to enter all of the data
points again, and of disallowing data entry where the row totals
do not add up to the required 10.

The fourth programme was to be labelled "Interpersonal SYMLOG",
which speaks for itself. Time, however, simply ran out.

The full listing for programme "SYMLOG" is given at the end of
this appendix.

It should be noted that the various algorithms are clearly labell-
ed throughout the listings, and should, therefore, be relatively
easy to identify. That for automatic ranking was originally given
to me, in BBC Basic, by Dr. I. E. Morley of the University of
Warwick, and I gratefully acknowledge the fact here that without
it these programmes would have been of considerably less use than
they have turned out to be. 2
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1

1
2
"-T-...=

5
10
15
20
I-_is.-4....)

30
35
40
45
5U
55
60
65
70
75
SO
B5
90
S5

PROGRAM ME

HEY OFF
cotoa 9,7,3
cts

ijiijiji
iiiijiii

iii-I—ji-d1IjIi—flII|I_I|IIlIn_.|II
ijlifljiijiijiii-1

ijjliiiiiiliiiiiiiiiilliii
iiliiiilillifldfiiikiiifltifliiitfliixi

I

jiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiji
iclijjiiiifltifl-Zoiiiiitlfliinliliilij

LOCATE 4,53:PRINT"MAIN MENU"
LOCATE 5,33:PRINT
LOCATE 7,25:PRINT"[11 INPUT A MATRIX"
LOCATE 9,25:PRINT"[21 INTERPERSONAL SYMLOG"
LOCATE 1l,25:PRINT"[3] INTRAPERSONAL SYMLOG"
LOCATE 13,25:PRINT"[4] ASO (LPC/NFC)"
LOCATE 15,25:PRINT"[5] BELBIN’S SPI"
LOCATE 17,25:PRINT"[b1 EXIT TO SYSTEM"
LOCATE 20,25:INPUT"ENTER YOUR CHOICE HERE -—?",CHOICE$

"1" 130IF CHOICE$
IF CHOICE$
IF CHOICE$'
IF CHOICES
IF CHOICES
IF CHOICE$
BEEP: GOTO

)

_
i

_
1

i
i

i
l

i
lul-

3

1:211

||-5|:

u_q_n

1:511

labs;

GOTO 1
SOTO 1a0
THEN RUN
THEN RUN
THEN RUN
SOTO 140

N/= THEN RUN MAT4
O N/— THEN RUN MAT5

115 IF NZ= THEN RUN "MAT67"
120 IF NZ=7 THEN RUN "MATS7"
125 IF NZ=B THEN RUN "MATS"
130 COLOR 14,1,5: CLS: FOR DO = 1 TO 35

LOCATE 11,25:PRINT"SORRY NO SOFTWARE YET": NEXT DO135
140
145
150
155 END

1
'1.'..

5
5
10
15

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
SO
B5

_ 7

iiiiiiijiii
u—|Qn—-I|$_Qj1iiil1QQi

iiiiiiiiltii
illiiliiii

KEY OFF
COLOR 14,1, -J

1

-I 1

.iij_mi
ilijiiii

SYMLOG"
SYMLOG"
SYMLOG"

55
100 CLS: LOCATE 11,1a=1mPuT"o.k. BUSTER, HOW waxy aauue ncwacasa

<4-a " Ni
105 IF 2 4 " "
11 IF 2 s " "

a

COLOR 1a,s,12= CLS: FDR no = 1 TO as
LOCATE 11,25:PRINT"BYEEEEEEEEEEEEE!": NEXT DO
IF CHOICE$="b" THEN SYSTEM

iiiiigiijiiiIliiliiiiiiiiliii
iiiiinjiiiiiiiiiiilmiiiii

’PROSRAH MATS '
iijjit-jdililiiitil|l0ncI—cIn_I$IlQjQQia-gimp-iii
Iltiihlliiiifii-Q1-IQIZIQIiliiIIIIlI-UIUQQIIOKIIUIUQQZIIQIIIII

CLS:LOCATE 1l,4:INPUT"Is this a continuation of data input from
the same group? (Y/N) “,PORT$

DEF FNS(X)=SOR(X)
DEF FNM(X)=X/(NZ~1)
DEF FNR(X)=INT(X*lOO!+.5)£100!
OPTION BASE 1
GOTO 115
RESTORE
PORT$="O"
ERASE RDATA
ERASE RANK
ERASE RSUM
ERASE SRANK
ERASE TIEZ
ERASE TDATA
ERASE TRANK
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90 ERASE TTIE
95 ERASE MRANK
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135

140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175

180
185
190

195

200
205
210
215
220
225
230
235
240
245

250
255
260
265
270

275
280

285
290
295
300
305
310
315
320
325
330

335

GATEZ=0
COLOR 14,1,s
REM-—-—liiiuqiiijijnjiiiiiiitil

340
345
350

‘FISH’
______________________-- ;,‘__g|_J

REM MAIN MENU MATRIX ANALYSIS 360
REM———————————————————————-
CLS: X$="0": XZ=0

----------------------~- aas
370

LOCATE 4,2l:PRINT"ANALYSIS or DATA FROM AN S-PERSON GROUP"
LOCATE 5,21:PRINT"--------------------------------- 375

380
LOCATE 7,22:PRINT"[1] INPUT A MATRIX OR START A SERIES" 385
LOCATE 9,22:PRINT"[2] COMPLETE A SERIES OF MATRICES" 390
LOCATE 11,22:PRINT"[3] RETURN TO MAIN MENU"
LOCATE 13,22:PRINT"[4] EXIT TO SYSTEM" 395
LOCATE 20,22:INPUT"ENTER YOUR CHOICE HERE —-}",CHOICE$ 400
IF CHOICE$ = "3" THEN RUN "MENU" 405
IF
IF

IF

CHOICES = "4" THEN COLOR l3,5,12: CLS 419
CHOICES = "4" THEN LOCATE 11,25:PRINT "BYEEEEEEEEEEEE!": 415
SYSTEM
PORT$="Y" GOTO 215

420
425

CLSILOCRTE 11,25:INPUT"Warwick Q (1) BF SGQ (2)? ",DOOR$ 430
IF DOOR$="1" THEN LOCATE 14,25:PRlNT"You have selected Warwick 435

IF
O.":GOTO 205 440
DOOR$="2" THEN LOCATE 14,25:PRINT"You have selected 445
SGO.":GOTO 205

BEEP: GOTO 185
450

' 455
LOCATE 16,25:INPUT"IS THIS CORRECT? (YIN) ",H$ - 450
IF K$="N" GOTO 185
IF CHOICES = "1" GOTO 245
IF CHOICE$ = "2" GOTO 230
BEEP: GOTO 160

465
470
475
480

CLS: LocATE 11,25: INPUT"START WITH WHICH QUESTION? ",xa 485
LOCATE 13,25:lNPUT"ARE YOU SURE? (Y/N) ",K$ 490
IF K$="N" GOTO 230 - 495
CLS:LOCATE 11,20:INPUT"Do you want to save data on disc? (Y/N) 500

ll’K$

IF H$="N" GOTO 575
EATEx=1
cLs=LocATE 11,25:PRlNT"PUT DATA DISC IN DRIvE= a" 520
LOCATE 13,25:INPUT"Strike RETURN when ready.",H$ 525
CLS:LOCATE 4,l5:PRlNT"To save data you need to enter a unique

filename"

505
510
515

530
LOCATE 5,15:PRINT"consisting of up to 14 characters." 535
LOCATE l4,15:PRlNT"The files you already have stored are

listed be1ow:": FILES "B:" 540
LOCATE 6,1S:lNPUT"ENTER FILENAME HERE: ",INFILE$ 545
INFILE$="B:"+INFILE$
CLOSE #1:OPEN INFILE$ FOR APPEND AS #1 LEN=256 550
GOTO 575
REM
REM SUB MENU
REM

555

0
----------------------~- asUlU1

O“

coLoR 14,1,3= LocATE 1,71:INPUT "",CHOICE$: CLS 70
LOCATE 1,2S:PRINT"SUB-MENU: ANALYSINB S H a MATRIX" ova
LocATE 2,20:PRINT" --------------------------------- sac

llUl

585
LOCATE 3,20:PRINT"[1] DEVIATIONS FROM ROW MEANS" 590

LOCATE 4,20:PRINT"E2l
LOCATE 5,20:PRlNT"[3]

MEAN RANKS"
SUMMARIES" -

LOCATE 6,20:PRlNT" ---------------------------------
LOCATE 7,20:PRINT"[4]
LOCATE S,20:PRINT"[5]
LOCATE 9,20:PRINT"[6]
LOCATE

LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE

LOCATE
LOCATE

I

DISPLAY LAST SET-OF SUMMARIES"
10,20:PRlNT" ---------------------~—
11,20:PRINT"[7I RE-ENTER LAST RAW DATA MATRIX"
12,20:PRINT"[S] ENTER NEW MATRIX IN THE SERIES"
13,20:PRINT"E9] ENTER DATA FOR ANOTHER S—PERSON GROUP“
14,20:PRINT" ------------------------------—- '
15,20:PRINT"[10] GO BACK TO MAIN MENU"
22,20:PRINT"ENTER YOUR CHOICE HERE —-F"

LOCATE 22,4S:INPUT "",CHOICE$

DISPLAY LAST RAW DATA MATRIX“
DISPLAY LAST SET or RARRS"

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

CHOICE$
CHOICES
CHOICE$
CHOICES
CHOICE$
CHOICE$
CHOICE$
CHOICE$

1
1

1
an

i
1

—q
i

1
1

"1" GOTO
"2" GOTO
"3" GOTO
"4" GOTO
"5" GOTO
Iléll GOTO
"7" GOTO
"S" GOTO

2635
2930
3655
2340
3210
3860
470
4390

’Deviations from row mean
’Ranks
’Summaries
“Display last raw data
’Display last ranks
’Display last summaries
’Re—enter raw data
’Enter new matrix

IF CHOICE$ = "9" GOTO 45 ’Enter data for new group'
IF CHUICE$ = "ID" THEN RUN "MENU"
BEEP:GOTD 400 .
REM----------------------------------------------~-
DLS:LDCATE 11,25:PRINT"ARE YDU ABSOLUTELY SURE THAT"
LOCATE 12,25:INPUT"YOU WANT TO DO THIS THING? (Y/N) ",K$

IIF K$="N" THEN CLS: SOTO 325 "
BLS:SOTO 1405
REM-------------------------------------------------—
REM PRINT sunnav MATRIX (No data); All sizes, 4 to B
REM--------------------------------------------------
SOTO sea
CLS
GOSUB 895
LOCATE
LOCATE

1,1:PRINT QU$ " SUMMARIES (Means)
3,1: PRINT " ________________________________

“—____-iii iiil’_“iiiiiijjjjjii1i_—iiijiii

LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LocATE
LDDATE
LOCATE
RETURN

5,1: PRINT "RATINGS": LDcATE 7,1: PRINT "(Ranks)"
8,1: PRINT " _______________________________“
I5IT§'RRIRT'"DE§IATI555"?'[5EATE"I5:Y?—RRIRT'"<Ranka>"
13,1: PRINT " _______________________________
15,1: PRINT "RANKS": LOCATE 17,1: PRINT "(Ranks)"
18,1: PRINT " _______________________________

aosua 510
REM------------------------------------------------
REM xixnnwnix DETAILS IwuTxii _
REM------------------------------------------------
IF PORT$="Y" THEN OPEN "DETAIL" FUR INPUT AS #2
IF PORT$="Y" THEN INPUT #2,SC$,SN$,SN$,SD$,NZ,DDOR$,SATEZ:

592 5 593
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595
600
605
610
615
620
625
630
635
640
645
650
655
660
665

1670
675
680
685
690
695
700
705
710
715
720
725
730
735
740
745
750
755
760
765
770
775
780
785
790
795
800
805
810
815

.820
S25
830
835
840
845
850
855
860
865
870

Li__-1-\--'iQ@

CLOSE #2
IF PORT$="Y" GOTO 975
CLS
NZ=8
LOCATE 4,25:PRINT"(1) WHAT IS THE SERIES CODE? _____"

<-

LOCATE 4 59:INPUT"" SC$ A3 5

LDDATE 6,2S:PRlNT"(2) WHAT IS THE ERouF NUMBER? __;_" "
LOCATE 6,59:lNPUT"",SN$
LDcATE 8,2S:PRINT"(3) WHAT IS THE SESSION NUMBER? __
LOCATE S,59:lNPUT"",SN$
LOCATE 10,25:PRINT"(4) WHAT Is THE sEssIoN DATE? ____"
LocATE 10,59:lNPUT"",SD$
LOCATE 12,25:PRlNT"(5) NUMBER oF GROUP MEMBERS ______";Ni
LOCATE l6,25:PRINT"ARE THESE DETAILS CORRECT? TYPE Y or N"
LDEATE 16,64:INPUT"",D$
IF D$="Y" soTD ass
IF D$="N" soTo 700
BEEP: LocATE 1S,2S:PRINT"PLEASE TYPE Y or N"  "
SOTO 660
REM—————————————————————————————————————————————— —*
REM DETAIL AMENDMENT RouTINE
REM-----------------------------------------------—
LOCATE 1B,25:PRINT"WHAT Do You WANT To ALTER? "

1|. 1

llqlilhl-I{Bill-‘"“—

LOCATE 20,25:PRINT"PLEASE TYPE: All, 1, 2, 3, or 4" i
LOCATE 20,60:INPUT"",A$ -
IF A$="ALL" soTo 600
IF A$="1" THEN sosus 780
IF A$="2" THEN GOSUB abs
IF A$="3" THEN sosua aao
IF A$="4" THEN sosua ass
LocATE 1S,25:PRINT"DD You WANT To ALTER ANYTHING ELSE? Y or N"
LocATE 20,25:PRINT" "
LocATE 18,68:INPUT"",B$
IF B$="Y" SOTO 700
IF B$="N" EDTD ass
BEEP: LOCATE 20,25:PRlNT"PLEASE TYRE Y OF N "
soTo 750
REM----------------------------------------------~*
REM SUBUUTINE: ALTER SERIES CODE
REM------------------------------------------------
LocATE 4,59:INPUT"",SC$
RETuRN
REM------------------------------------------------
REM SUBRDUTINE: ALTER GROUP NUMBER
LOCATE 6,59:INPUT"",SN$
RETuRN
REM-------------------------------------------~-
REM SUBRDUTINE: ALTER SESSION NMER
REM------------------------------------------------
LOCATE S,59:INPUT"",SN$
RETURN
REM----------------------------------------------—-
REM suoRoTINE= ALTER SESSION DATE
REM-------------------------------+—————————————— —-
LocATE 10,59:lNPUT"",SD$
RETURN

594

875
880
885
890
895
900

905

910

915
920
921
925

930
935

940
945
950
955
960
965
970
975
980
985
990
995
1000
1005
1010
1015
1020
1025
1030
1035
1040
1045
1050
1055
1060
1065
1070
1075
1080
1085

1090
1095
1100
1105
1110
1115
1120
1125

REM----------------------------------------------~-
rem SUBDTIE: PRINT GROUP DETAILS
REM----------------------------------------------~-
G O 945C5.
LDDATE 1,1:PRINT“SERIES: ";SC$;". IERDDF No.: ";sNa,".

xsEssIDN No.: ";SN$;"."
LocATE 3,1:PRINT"DATE DF SESSION: ";SD$;". IND. DF MEMBERS:

IISNZS ll. II

LOCATE 4,1:PRINT" ______________

1NFfiT5"IE€?'EE§""""""""""" '
IF K${}"P" GOTO 940
LPRINT CHR$(27) + "R"
LPRINT"SERIES: ";SC$;". XGROUP No.: ";GN$;". XSESSION No.:

II II ' ll

LPRINT"DATE OF SESSION: ";SD$;". XNU. OF MEMBERS: ";NZ;"."
LPRINT" ______________________

__n_—_ii"ii_—__“iiiiij_i—_

RETURN
GOSUB 895
REM------------------------------------------------
REM ousTIDN TITLES & BREAK-IN LDDP
REM------------------------~~
cLDsE #2: OPEN "DETAIL" FDR ouTFuT AS #2
WRITE #2,SC$,GN$,SN$,SD$,N%,DDOR$,GATEZ:CLOSE #2
TIz=INT<INi-I)/2)
DIM RDATA<Nx,Nz>
DIM RANk<Nx,Nx>
DIM RSUM(3,NZ)
DIM sRANR<3,Nx>

DIM TIEx1Nz,TIi1
DIM TDATA<Nx,Nz>
DIM TRANk<I,Nx>
DIM TTIE<Nx,1>
DIM MRANK(NZ+2, /1Nu
REM---------------------------------------------~~
DATA "Ou.1: TALKING"
DATA "Ou.2: QUALITY-OF IDEAS"
DATA "Ou.3: OUANTITY OF IDEAS"
DATA "Ou.4a: GUIDANCE ATTEMPTS"
DATA "Ou.4b: OUALITY OF GUIDANCE"
DATA "Ou.5: LIKING"
DATA "Ou.6: CLARIFICATION
DATA "@u.7: POTENTIAL HELP"
DATA "Ou.8: DISLIKING"
DATA "Qu.9a: HURT FEELINGS (FiItered)"
DATA "Ou.9b: ATTEMPTS TO SOOTHE HURT FEELINGS"
DATA "Qu.9c: EFFECTIVENESS OF ATTEMPTS TO SOOTHE HURT

FEELINGS"
DATA "Qu.10: ATTEMPTED DOMINATION"
DATA "Ou.11: JOKING (Filtered)"
DATA "Ou.12: LESS THAN DESIRED CONTRIBUTION"
DATA "Ou.13: EXPECTATIONS (Wished for)" V
DATA "Ou.14: EXPECTATIONS (Predictions)"
DATA "Ou.15: OVERTALKING"
DATA "Ou.16: WITHDRAWAL" I
DATA "Ou.17a: ATTEMPTED INFLUENCE"

 1?.“ —
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11 U
1135
1140
1145
1150
1155
I160
1165
1170
I175
1180
I185
1190
1194
1700
I 05
1210
1215
1250

,___._i_-—._

1230
1255
1240
1245
1250
1255
1260
1255
1 70
1275
1280
1285
I290
1295
1300
1305
1310
1315
1320
1J&J

1330
1335
1:40
1345
1350
1355
1 60
1365
1370
I375
ICBO
1585
1390
1395
1400
1404

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA "Ou.1: IDEAS"
DATA "Ou.2: GUIDANCE"
DATA "Ou.3: LIKING"
DATA
DATA
DATA
IF.
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

X$="2",THEN xx=2
X$="3",THEN xz=s
X$="4",THEN xz=A
X$=“4A",THEN xx=4
X$="4B",THEN xx=s
X$="5",THEN xz=a
X$="6",THEN xx=T
X$="7",THEN xx=s
X$="B",THEN XZ=9
X$="9",THEN xz=10
X$="9A",THEN xx=10
X$="9B",THEN xi=11
X$="9C",THEN xx=12
X$="10",THEN xx=Ia
X$="11",THEN xi=14
X$="12",THEN xx=15
X$="13",THEN XZ=l6
X$="14",THEN xx=17
X$="15",THEN xi=1s
X$="16",THEN xx=1a
X$="17",THEN xx=2o
X$="17A",THEN xi=20
X$="17B",THEN xi=2I
X$="1S",THEN xz=22
X$="1SA",THEN xi=z2
X$="1BB",THEN xi=2s
X$="1SC",THEN xi=24
X$="19",THEN xx=2s
X$="20",THEN xi=2a
X$="20A",THEN XZ=26
X$="20B",THEN xi=2T
DOOR$="2" GOTO 1375

LET XZ=VAL(X$)
FOR DO = 1 TO XZ~1: READ OU$: NEXT DO
IF DOOR$="1" THEN YZ=6
IF DOOR$="2" THEN YZ=27
FOR OU = XX TO YZ
READ OU$ ‘
GOSUB 895
LOCATE 1,1:PRINT OU$

i _

"Ou.17b: SUCCESSFUL INFLUENCE"
"Ou.1Ba: HOSTILITY (Fi1tered)"
"Ou.18b: ATTEMPTS TO CALM HOSTILITY"
"Ou.18c: EFFECTIVENESS OF ATTEMPTS TO CALM HOSTILITY"
"Ou.19: FUTURE COLLEAGUES"
"Ou.20a: ATTEMPTED CORDIALITY"
"Ou.20b: SUCCESSFUL CORDIALITY"

111
1

"Ou.4: FUNCTIONS AS LEADER"
"Ou.5: COLLEAGUES"
“Ou.6: STANDS OUT AS LEADER"

DOOR$="1" THEN FOR DO=1 TO 27: READ OU$: NEXT DO
X$="1", THEN GOTO 1390
DOOR$="1" GOTO 1370

' sea

 

1410 REM_______________________________________________
1415 REM suouTINE= PRINT AN s x B MATRIx
1420 REM_______________________________________________
1425 GOTO 1500 I
1430 LOCATE 3,1:PRINT"S 1 2 3 4 5 6"
1435 LOCATE 4,1;PR1NT" _________________________________

1440 LOCATE 3,42:PRINT"7" B"
1445 LOCATE 4,37:PRINT" _______________n

1450 LOCATE 5,1:PRINT"1"
1455 LOCATE 6,1:PRINT"2"
1460 LOCATE 7,1:PRINT"3"
1465 LOCATE 8,l:PRINT"4"
1470 LOCATE 9,1:PRINT"5"
1475 LOCATE 10,1:PRINT"6"
1480 LOCATE 11,1:PRINT"7"
1485 LOCATE 12,1:PRINT"8" '
1490 LOCATE 13,1;PR1NT" ________________________________

1495 RETURN
1500 GOSUB 1430
1505 REMf______________________________________________
1510 REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT ’T,X,SD’
1515 REM______________________________________________m
1520 GOTO 1560
1525 LOCATE 14 1:PRINT" ": . N H. _18,1:PRINT"SD"s T LOCATE 16,1.PRINT X . LOCATE

1530 LOCATE 13,1;PR1NT" ________________?_____________F_

1535 LOCATE 10,1,pR1NT~ _______ 'UI''''“"

¢

1540 LoEATE'§:Z§?PRIfiT"5""'5""""""f”*"'§"“““'§5:"""
1545 LOCATE 4,37;PR[NT" _______________________________
1550 LOCATE 19,1:PRINT" ______
1555 RETURN""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""~-
1560 GOSUB 1525
1565 GOTO 1615
1570 REM_______________________________________________
1575 suoRouTINE= PRINT 'x*
1580 REM_______________________________________________
1585 GOTO 1605
1590 LOCATE I4,1=PRINT"x"
1595 LOCATE 15,1;PR1NT" _________________-

—II_- Itlii-_n— —|niiiq—|n||nu-M
I

1600 RETURN""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""——"
1605 sosua 1590 J
1610 REM_______________________________________________
1515 REM ENTER AN B x s RAW DATA MATRIX
1620 REM_______________________________________________
1525 LOCATE 5,6:INPUT"",A: LOCATE 5,12:INPUT"" a- LOCATE

5,18-INPUT"" c ’
1530 LOCATE 5,24:INPUT"",D: LOCATE 5.30:INPUT"" E- LOCATE

5,36:lNPUT"",F ' ’
1635 LOCATE 5,42:INPUT"",AB
1640 LOCATE 5,48:INPUT"",AC ‘
1545 LOCATE 6,6:INPUT"",G: LOCATE 6,12:INPUT"" H- LOCATE

6,18:INPUT"",I I ’
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WW1.  \6~~ 55555 m;_mE5 L

LOCATE 6,24:INPUT"",J: LOCATE 6,30:INPUT"",H: LOCATE
6,36:INPUT"";L

LOCATE 6,42:INPUT"",AD
LOCATE 6,48:INPUT"",AE I
LOCATE 7,6:INPUT"",M: LOCATE 7,12:INPUT"",N: LOCATE

7,18:INPUT"",O
LOCATE 7,24:INPUT"",P: LOCATE 7,30:INPUT"",O: LOCATE

7;36:INPUT"",R
LOCATE 7,42:INPUT"",AF
LOCATE 7,48:INPUT"",AG
LOCATE a,6=1NPuT"",s= LOCATE 8,12:INPUT"",T: LOCATE

8,18:INPUT"",U
LOCATE 8,24:INPUT"",V: LOCATE 8,30:INPUT"",w: LOCATE

B,36:INPUT"“,X
LOCATE B,42:INPUT"",AH
LOCATE 8,48:INPUT"",AI
LOCATE 9,6:INPUT"",Y: LOCATE 9,12:INPUT"",Z: LOCATE

9,1B:INPUT"",AA
LOCATE 9,24:INPUT"",BB: LOCATE 9,30:INPUT"",CC: LOCATE

9,36:INPUT"",DD A 6
LOCATE 9,42:1NPUT"",AJ
LOCATE 9,48:INPUT"",AK
LOCATE 10,6:INPOT“",EE: LOCATE 10,12:INPUT"",FF: LOCATE

10,18:INPUT"",BG
LOCATE 10,24:INPUT"",HH: LOCATE 10,30:INPUT"“,II: LOCATE

10,36:INPUT"",JJ
LOCATE 10,42:INPUT"",AL  '
LOCATE 10,48:INPUT"",AH .
LOCATE 11,6:INPUT"",KK: LOCATE 11,12:INPUT"",LL: LOCATE

11,1B:INPUT"",MM
LOCATE 11,24:INPUT"",NN: LOCATE 11,30:INPUT"",OO: LOCATE

11,36:INPUT"“,PP
LOCATE 11,42:INPUT"",AN
LOCATE 11,48:INPUT"",AO '
LOCATE 12,6:INPUT"",QO: LOCATE 12,12:INPUT"",RR: LOCATE

12,18:INPUT"",SS
LOCATE 12,24:INPUT"",TT: LOCATE 12,30:INPUT"",UU: LOCATE

12,36:INPUT"",VV
LOCATE 12,42:INPUT"",AP: LOCATE 12,48:INPUT"",AO
REM---------------------------------------------_-
LET T1=(B+C+D+E+F+AB+AC): LET T2=(G+I+J+K+L+AD+AE>: LET

T3=(M+M+P+Q+R+AF+AB)
LET T4=(S+T+U+W+X+AH+AI): LET T5=(Y+Z+AA+BB+DD+AJ+

AK): LET T6=(EE+FF+BG+HH+II+AL+AM)
TLET T7=(KH+LL+MM+NN+OO+PP+AO>
LET TEE(OO+RR+SS+TT+UU+VV+AP)
REM---------------------------------------------__
LET X1=T1/7: LET X2=T2/7: LET X3=T3/7: LET X4=T4/7: LET

X5=T5/7
LET X6=T6/7: LET X7=T7/7: LET XB=TB/7
REM---------------------------------------------__
LET RD12=(B-X1): LET RD13=(C-X1): LET RD14=(D—X1): LET

RD15=(E—X1)
LET D12=(B—X1)*2: LET n13=<c~x1>*2= LET n14=<n-x1>*2= LET

D15=(E-X1)“2
LET RD16=(F—X1)
LET D16=(F-X1)*2
LET RD17=(AB-X1): LET D17=(AB—X1)“2
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LET
LET

RD18=(AC-X1): LET D18=(AC~X1}*2
RD21=(8"X2): LET RD23=(I~X2): LET RD24=(J~X2): LET

RD25=(K—X2) A
LET D21=(G—X2)*2: LET D23=(I-X2302: LET D24=(J~X2)“2: LET

D25=(K-X2)*2 .
LET
LET
LET
LET

RD26=(L~X2): LET D26=£L~X2)“2
RD27=(AD-X2): LET D27=(AD-X2302 I
RD28=(AE-X2): LET D28=(AE"X2)“2 T
RD31=(N-X3): LET RD32=(N~X3): LET RD34=(P—X3): LET

RD35=(Q-X3)
LET D31=(H-X3)“2: LET D32=(N—X3)*2: LET D34=(P~X3)“2: LET

D35=(Q-X3)“2
LET
LET
LET
LET

RD36=(R~X3): LET D36=iR~X3)“2
RD37=(AF~X3): LET D37=(AF*X3)“2
RD38=(A8-X3): LET_D38=(AG-X3302
RD41=(8-X4): LET RD42=(T-X4): LET RD43=(U—X4): LET

RD45=(W—X4) 3
LET D41=(8-X4)“2: LET D42=(T—X4)“2: LET D43=(U“X4)“2: LET

D45=(W~X4)“2
LET
LET
LET
LET

RD46=(X~X4): LET D46={X—X4)“2
RD47=(AH—X4): LET D47=(AH-X4)“2
RD48=(AI—X4): LET D48=£AI-X4)“2
RD51=(Y—X5): LET RD52=(Z—X5): LET RD53=(AA~X5): LET

RD54=(BB-X5)
LET D51=(Y-X5)“2: LET D52=(Z~X5)*2: LET D53=(AA~X5)“2: LET

D54=(BB—X5)*2
LET
LET
LET
LET

RD56=(DD-X5): LET D56=(DD-X5)“2
RD57=(AJ~X5): LET D57=(AJ~X5)*2 -
RD58=(AK-X5): LET D58=(AK-X5)“2
RD61=(EE"X6): LET RD62=(FF-X6): LET RD63=£8G-X6): LET

RD64=(HH"X6)
LET D61=(EE~X6)“2: LET D62=(FF—X6)“2: LET D63=(BG—X6)“2: LET

D64=(HH—X6)“2
LET
LET
LET
LET

RD65=(II-X6): LET D65=(II—X6)“2
RD67=(AL-X6): LET D67=(AL—X6)”2 '
RD68=(AH*X6): LET D68=(AM-X6122
RD71=(KK—X7): LET RD72=(LL-X7): LET RD73=€MM~X7): LET

RD74=(NN-X7)
LET .D71=(KK-X7)“2: LET D72=(LL-X7102: LET D73=(MH~X7}“2: LET

~ D74=(NN-X7)“2
LET RD75=(D8—X7): LET HD76=(PP-X7): LET D75=(DD~X7) 2: LET

D76=(PP—X7)“2
LET
LET

RD78=(AD“X7): LET D78=(AD~X7)*2
RD81=(88-X8): LET RD82=(RR-X8): LET RD83=(88-X8): LET

RD84=(TT-X8)
LET D81=(QQ—X8)“2: LET D82=(RR*X8)“2: LET D83=(S8~X8)”2: LET

D84=(TT-X8122 I
LET
LET
REM
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

RD85=(UU~X8): LET RD86=(VV-X8): LET RD87=(AP*X8)
D85=(UU-X8)“2: LET D86=(VV*X8)“2: LET D87=(AP-X8102

jjjjjjjijjjjjiiijiijjijjiiwkiiijqiiqigiiiiiiciixcjx-iii

D1=8QR((D12+D13+D14+D15+D16+D17+D18)/7)
D2=SQR((D21+D23+D24+D25+D26+D27+D28)/7)
D3=S@R((D31+D32+D34+D35+D36+D37+D38)/7)
D4=88R((D41+D42+D43+D45+D46+D47+D481/7)
D5=8QR((D51+D52+D53+D54+D56+D57+D581/7)
D6=S8R((D61+D62+D63+D64+D65+D67+D681X7)
D7=SQR((D71+D72+D73+D74+D75+D76+D78)77)
D8=8QR((D81+D82+D83+D84+D85+D86+D87)17)
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2330

HEM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-—----------------------~
LET GTOTAL=(B+C+D+E+F+G+I+J+K+L+M+N+P+Q+R+5+T+U+w+

H X+Y+Z+AA+B B+DD+EE+FF+GB+HH+II)
LET GTOTAL=(BTOTAL+AB+AD+AF+AH+AJ+AL+HE+LL+MH+NN+OO+PF)~
LET GTOTAL=(GTOTAL+AC+AE+AG+AI+AH+AM+AU+QQ+RR+55+TT+UU+V0+AP)
IF Nz=E, THEN LET GMEAN=GTOTAL/56
REN-----------------------------------------------
LET T9=(8+H+8+Y+EE+KK+OO): LET T10=(B+N+T+Z+FF+LL+RR): LET

T11=(C+I+U+AA+GG+HM+SS)
LET T12=(D+J+P+BB+HH+NN+TT): LET T1E=<E+N+@+N+II+00+uu>:

T14=IE+L+R+x+nn+PP+vv>
LET T15=(AB+AD+AF+AH+AJ+AL+AP)
LET T16=(AC+AE+AB+AI+AK+AM+AO)
REN-----------------------------------------------
LET X9=T9/7: LET X10=T10/7: LET X11=T11/7: LET X12=T12f7

LET

LET X13=T13/7: LET X14=T14/7: LET X15=T15/7: LET X16=T16/7
REN-----------------------------------------------
LET n112=<E-xP>P2: LET D113=(M-X9)“2: LET D114=(S—X9)“2:

n115=<v-x9142
LET D116=(EE—X9)“2
LET n117=INE-xP>P2
LET D118=(0O~X9)“2
LET D221=(B-X10)“2: LET D223=IN-X10102: LET D224=(T—X10)
LET n225=<z-x1o>*2: LET D226=(FF~X10)“2
LET D227=(LL~X10)“2
LET D22B=(RR-X10)“2
LET 0331=<c~x11>*2: LET D332=(I—X11)“2: LET D334=(U-X11)
LET D335=(AA—X11)*2: LET D336=(BG-X11102 .
LET D337=(MM-X11102
LET D338=(SS-X11702
LET n441=<n-x12>P2: LET D442=(J—X12)“2: LET D443=(P-X12)
LET D445=(HB-X12)*2: LET D446=(HH-X12102
LET D447=(NN—X12)“2
LET D448=(TT—X12)“2
LET D551=(E-X13152: LET D552=(K—X13)*2: LET D553=(O-X13)
LET n5s4=<N-x13>*2: LET D556=(II—X13)*2
LET D557=(OO*X13)“2 -
LET D55B=(UU-X13102
LET D661=(F—X14)“2: LET D662=(L-X14102: LET n663=IR~x14>
LET n664=<x-x14>“2: LET n66s=1no~x14>P2
LET n667=<PP—x14>P2
LET D668=(VV-X14)02
LET D771=(AE~X15)*2: LET D772=(AD—X15)*2: LET D773=(AF-X15)“2
LET D774=(AH*X15)“2: LET D775=(AJ-X15122: LET D776=(AL-X15)*2
LET D778=(AP—X15)“2
LET D881=£AC*X16)*2: LET D882=(AE—X16)“2: LET D883=1AE-X16) 2
LET D884=(AI~X16)*2: LET D885=(AK-X16)“2: LET D886=(AN-X16102

2LET D887=(AO-X16)“
REN-----------------------------------------------
LET D9 =SOR((D112+D113+D114+D115+D116+D117+D118)/7)
LET D10=SOR((D221+D223+D224+D225+D226+D227+D228)/7)
LET D11=SOR((D331+D332+D334+D335+D336+D33?+D3381/7)
LET D12=SOR((D441+D442+D443+D445+D44b+D447+D448)17)
LET D13=SOR((D551+D552+D553+D554+D556+D557+D55B)/Y)
LET D14=5OR((D661+D662+D663+D664+D665+D667+D668)/7)
LET D15=SOR((D771+D772+D7?3+D774+D775+D??6+D77B)/7)
LET D16=SOR((D881+D582+D883+D884+D885+DB86+D887)/7)
GOTO 2530 A
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REH-~-iit-1&_li1_TIcIIiiliniioiliicpzilintwtniliijiiatItiuiildflliii1-iiaifltio;

REM DISPLAY OLD RAN DATA MATRIX; 8 X 8 MATRIX
REN~-— iiijuitlliililiiiiflilijiijioijiiiiiiiiiiiui1u|ij3uI—IIini|ln-Il1nnIIln-|

GOSUB 895
GOSUB 1430
GOSUB
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE

DD
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE

1 525
1,1:PRINT @u6 ~
5,5:PRINT A: LOCATE 5,11:PRINT E: LOCATE 5,17:PRINT C
5,23:PRINT 0: LOCATE 5,2P:PRINT E: LOCATE 5,35:PR1NT F
5,41:PRINT AB
5,47:PRINT AC
6,5:PRINT G: LOCATE 6,11:PRINT H: LOCATE 6,17:PRINT I
6,23:PRINT J: LOCATE 6,29:PRINT E: LOCATE 6,35:PRINT L
6,41:PHINT an .
6,47:PRINT AE
7,5:PRINT N: LOCATE 7,11:PRINT N: LOCATE 7,17:PHINT 0
?,23:PRINT P: LOCATE 7,29:PRINT 0: LOCATE 7,35:FRINT R
7,41:PRINT AF
7,47:PRINT AG
8,5:PRINT E: LOCATE a,11:PRINT T: LOCATE E,17:PRINT u
8,23:PRINT v: LOCATE B,29:PRINT N: LOCATE 8,35:PRINT x
B,41:PRINT AH
8,47:PRINT AI
9,5:PRINT Y: LOCATE P,11:PRINT 2: LOCATE 9,1?:PRINT 66
P,2E:PRINT BB: LOCATE 9,29:PRINT cc: LOCATE 9,35:PRINT

9,41:PRINT AJ
9,47:PRINT AK -
10,5:PRINT EE: LOCATE 10,11:PRINT FF: LOCATE

10:17:FRINT GB
LOCATE 10,23:PRINT HH: LOCATE 10,29:PRINT II: LOCATE

10,35:PRINT JJ '
LOCATE 10,41:PRINT AL
LOCATE 10,47:PRINT AM
LOCATE 11,5:PRINT EE: LOCATE 11,11:PRINT LL: LOCATE 11,17:

PRINT NN
LOCATE 11,23:PRINT NN: LOCATE 11,29:PRINT nu: LOCATE 11,35:

PRINT PP
LOCATE 11,41:PRINT AN
LOCATE 11,47:PRINT AO
LOCATE 12,5:PRINT O0: LOCATE 12,11:PRINT RR: LOCATE 12,17:

PRINT SS
LOCATE 12,23:PRINT TT: LOCATE 12,29:PRIMT uu: LOCATE 12,15:

PRINT vv
LOCATE 12,41:PRINT AP: LOCATE 12,47:PHINT A0 1
REN—--
LOCATE 5,55:PRINT T1: LOCATE 5,61:PRINT FNRKX1): LOCATE 5,6

iiiiiiiiiliwiaiuinhbnlb:03itiijiiiitiliiiijijijiiliiliiihflni

64
PRINT FNR(D1)

LOCATE 6,55:PRINT T2: LOCATE 6,61:PRINT PNR<x2>: LOCATE 6,67:
PRINT FNR(D2) -

LOCATE 7,55:PRINT T3: LOCATE 7,61:PRINT FNR(X3): LOCATE 7,67:
PRINT FNR(D3)

LOCATE 8,55:PRINT T4: LOCATE E,61:PRINT ENR<x4>: LOCATE 8,67:
PRINT FNR(D4)

LOCATE 9,55:PRINT T5: LOCATE 9,61:PRINT FNRTX5): LOCATE 9,67:
PRINT FNR£D5)

F’OCATE 10,55:PRINT T6: LOCATE 10,61:PRINT FNR(X6): LOCATE
10,67: PRINT FNR(D6) I
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2560

2565

2570
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2580
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2590
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2720
2725
2730
2735

2740

2745
2750

LOCATE 11,55:PRINT T7: LOCATE 11,61:PRINT ENR<x7>: LOCATE
11,67: PRINT FNR(D7)

LOCATE 12,55:PRINT T8: LOCATE 12,61:PRINT PNR:xE1: LOCATE
12,67: PRINT ENR<0E1

LOCATE 14,55:PRINT"I Brand Total = "BTOTAL: LOCATE
PRINT":"

LOCATE 16,5s:PRINT": Brand Mean = "FNR(GMEAN)
REM----------------------------------------------—
LOCATE 14,5:PRINT T9: LOCATE 16,5:PRINT FNRIX9): LOCATE

18,5:PRINT FNRID9) _
LOCATE 14,11:PRINT T10: LOCATE 16,11:PRINT FNR(X10): LOCATE

18,11: PRINT FNR(D10) I _
LOCATE 14,17:PRINT T11: LOCATE 16,17:PRINT FNR(X11): LOCATE

18,17: PRINT FNR(D11) ‘
LOCATE 14,23:PRINT T12: LOCATE 16,23:PRINT FNR(X12): LOCATE

18,23: PRINT FNRID12) ' '
LOCATE 14,29:PRINT T13: LOCATE 16,29:PRINT FNR€X13): LOCATE

18,29: PRINT FNR(D13) I
LOCATE 14,35:PRINT T14: LOCATE 16,35:PRINT FNR(X14): LOCATE

18,35: PRINT FNR(D14)
LOCATE 14,41:PRINT T15: LOCATE 16,41:PRINT FNR(X15>: LOCATE

18,41: PRINT FNR(D15) .
LOCATE 14,47:PRINT T16: LOCATE 16,47:PRINT FNRIXI6): LOCATE

18,47: PRINT FNRIDI6)
GOTO 310
REM——————————————————————————————————————————————-
REM DEVIATIONS FROM RON MEAN; 8 X 8 MATRIX
REM-------------------------------------------~—~—
CLS: GOSUB 1430
BOSUB 1590
LOCATE 1,1:PRINT OU$;" (Deviations Tram row mean)"
LOCATE 5,11:PRINT USINB"###.##";RD12: LOCATE 5,17:PRINT

U5ING"###.##";RD13
LOCATE 5,23:PRINT USING"###.##";RD14: LOCATE 5,29:PRINT

U8INB"###.##";RD15 '
LOCATE 5,35:PRINT USING"###.##";RD16
LOCATE 5,41:PRINT U8ING"###.##";RD17
LOCATE 5,47:PRINT U8ING"###.##";RD18
LOCATE 6,5:PRINT USING"###.0#“;RD21: LOCATE 6,17:PRINT

I U5INB"###.##";RD23
LOCATE 6,23:PRINT U5ING"###.##";RD24: LOCATE 6,29:PRINT

U8ING"###.##";RD25
LOCATE 6,35:PRINT USING"###.##";RD26
LOCATE 6,41:PRINT USING"###.##";RD27
LOCATE 6,47:PRINT USIN8"###.##";RD28

I-~ U1 UT UT

LOCATE 7,5:PRINT U8IN8"###.##";RD31: LOCATE 7,11:PRINT
USING"###.##";RD32

LOCATE 7,23:PRINT USING“###.##";RD34: LOCATE 7,29:PRINT
USIN8“###.##";RD35

LOCATE 7,35:PRINT USING"###.##";RD36
LOCATE 7,41:PRINT uEINE"###.##";R007
LOCATE 7,47:PRINT USINB"###.##";RD38
LOCATE 8,5:PRINT USINB"###.##";RD41: LOCATE a,11:PRINT

U8ING"###.##";RD42
LOCATE 8,17:PRINT USINB"###.##“;RD43: LOCATE 8,29:PRINT

USINB"###.##“;RD45
LOCATE 8,35:PRINT U8INB"###.##";RD46
LOCATE 8,41:PRINT USING ###.## ;RD47 A
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LOCATE 8,47:PRINT U8ING"###.##";RD48
LOCATE 9,5:PRINT U8IN8"###.##";RD51: LOCATE 9,11:PRINT

U8INB"###.##";RD52
LOCATE 9,17:PRINT USIN8"###.##";RD53: LOCATE 9,23:PRINT

USIN8"###.##“:RD54 A
LOCATE 9,35:PRINT U8ING"###.##";RD56
LOCATE 9,41:PRINT USING"###.##";RD57
LOCATE 9,47:PRINT USIN8“###.##";RD58
LOCATE 10,5:PRINT USIN8"###.##":RD61: LOCATE 10,11:PRINT

USINB"###.##"; RD62
LOCATE 10,17:PRINT USINB"###.##";RD63: LOCATE 10,23:PRINT

USING"4##.##"; RD64
LOCATE 1o,2P:PRINT USING"###.##";RD65
LOCATE 10,41:PRINT USINB"###.##";RD67
LOCATE 10,47:PRINT USING"###.##";RD68
LOCATE 11,5:PRINT USING"###.##";RD71: LOCATE 11,11:PRINT

USING"###.##"; RD72
LOCATE 11,17:PRINT U8ING"###.##";RD73: LOCATE 11,23:PRINT

USINB"###.##"; RD74
LOCATE 11,29:PRINT USINB"###.##“;RD75: LOCATE 11,35:PRINT

USINB"###.##"; RD76
LOCATE 11,47:PRINT USING“###.##";RD78
LOCATE 12,5:PRINT USINB"###.##";RD81: LOCATE 12,11:PRINT

USING"###.##"; RD82 A
LOCATE 12,17:PRINT USINB"###.##";RD83: LOCATE 12,23:PRINT

USING“###.##"; RD84
LOCATE 12,29:PRINT usINE"###.##";R0as: LOCATE 12,35:PRINT

USIN8"###.##"; RD86 .
LOCATE 12,41:PRINT USINO"###.##";RD87
REM-----------------------------------------------
LET TD1=(RD21+RD31+RD41+RD51+RD61+RD71+RD81)
LET TD2=(RD12+RD32+RD42+RD52+RD62+RD72+RD82)
LET TD3=(RD13+RD23+RD43+RD53+RD63+RD73+RD83)
LET TD4=(RD14+RD24+RD34+RD54+RD64+RD74+RD841
LET TD5=(RD15+RD25+RD35+RD45+RD65+RD75+RD85) ~
LET TD6=(RD16+RD26+RD36+RD46+RD56+RD76+RD86)
LET TD7=(RD17+RD27+RD37+RD47+RD57+RD67+RD87)
LET TD8=(RD18+RD28+RD38+RD48+RD58+RD68+RD78)
REN—cALcuLRTE-6—PRINT-NERNE-----------------------"
LOCATE 14,5:PRINT FNR(FNM(TD1)): LOCATE 14_11: PRINT

FNR(FNM(TD2)) 1 A
LOCATE 14,17:PRINT FNR(FNM(TD3)): LOCATE 14,23: PRINT

FNR(FNM(TD4))
LOCATE 14,29:PRINT FNR(FNM(TD5)): LOCATE 14,35: PRINT

FNR(FNM(TD6))
LOCATE 14,41:PRINT FNR(FNM(TD7)): LOCATE 14,47: PRINT I

FNR(FNM(TD8))
GOTO 310 .
REM------------------------------------------~~~~—
REM RANKING RUUTIE (A11 51295)
REM"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""“P———————————————~
KW$="O"
LET RDATA(1,1)=-99: LET RDATA(1,2)=E: LET RDATA€1,3)=C: LET

RDATA(1,4)=D
LET RDATA(1,5)=E: LET RDATA(1,6)=F: LET RDATA(2,1)=G: LET

RDATA(2,2)=-99
LET RDATA(2,3)=I: LET RDATA(2,4)=J: LET RDATA(2,5)=R: LET

RDATA(2,6)=L I

603



2960

2965

2970
a

2975

2980

2985

2990

2995
3000

3005
3010

3015

3020

3025
3030
3035
3040
3045

3050
3055
3060
3065
3070
3075
3080
3085
3090
3095
3100
3105
3110
0115

3120
3125
3130
3135
3140
3145
3150
3155
3160
3165
3170
3175
3180

LET RDATA(3,1>=M:
RDATA(3,4J=P -

LET RDATA{3,5)=8:
RDATA(4,2)=T

LET RDATA(4,3>=U:
RDATA(4,6)=X

LET RDATA(5,1>=Y:
RDATA(5,4>=R8

LET RDATA(5,5)=—99: LET RDATA€5,6)=DD: LET RDATA(6,1}=EE: LET ~
RDATA(6,2)=FF

LET RDATA(6,3)=80:
RDATA(6,6)=-99

LET RDATA(1,7)=AB:
RDATA(4,7)=AH

LET RDATA(5,7)=AJ:
LET R0RTRI7,1>=RR:

RDATA(7,4)=NN
LET RDATA(7,5)=OO:
LET RDATA(1,8>=AC:

RDATA(4,8)=AI
LET RDATA(5,8)=AK:

RDATA(8,8)=—99
LET R0RTR<E,11=00:

RDATA(8,4)=TT
LET RDATA(8,5)=UU:
REM---------------~
GOTO 3200
COLOR 10,2,2

LET RDATA(3,2)=N: LET RDATA(3,3)=—99: LET

LET RDATA(3,6)=R: LET RDATA(4,1)=5: LET

LET RDATA(4,4)=—99: LET RDATA(4,5)=N: LET

LET RDATA(5,2)=Z: LET RDATA(5,3)=AA: LET

LET RDATA(6,4)=HH: LET RDATA(6,5)=II: LET

LET RDATA(2,7)=AD: LET RDATA(3,7)=AF: LET

LET RDATA(6,7)=AL: LET RDATA(7,7)=~99
LET RDATA(7,2)=LL: LET RDATA(7,3)=MM: LET

LET RDATA(7,6)=PP
LET RDATAI2,8)=AE: LET RDATA(3,8)=AG: -r- r1 »+

LET RDATA(6,8)=AM: LET RDATA(7,8)=AO: LET
LET RDATA(8,2)=RR: LET RDATA(8,3)=8S: LET
LET R0RTRIE,6>=vv: LET RDATA(8,7)=AP

llunininniiltuiiiuiijiiijinncilliliiliitfljliiixdfltili

I

CL5:LOCATE 12,12:PRINT"I am going into DEEP THOUGHT. PIEEEE
do not disturb"

FOR RON%=1 TO NZ
FOR COLZ=1 TO NZ
IF RDATA(ROWZ,COLZ)=-1, THEN RANR(ROWZ,COL2)=-1: GOTO 3105
COUNTZ=1
FOR RZ=1 TO NZ
IF RONZ=COLZ THEN GOTO 3105
IF K2=COLZ, THEN GOTO 3095
IF RDATA(RONZ,RZ)=-1, THEN GOTO 3095
IF RDATA(RONZ,COLZ){RDATA(RONZ,KZ) THEN COUNTZ=COUNT2+1 ,
NEXT H7
RANN(RONZ,COL2)=COUNTZ
NEXT COLX
NEXT RONZ
COLOR 4,2,2: BEEP: LOCATE 12,12:PRINT"
- STAND BY
’COMPUTE TIES-~"~~
FOR RONZ=1 TO NZ
FOR COLZ=1 TO N2

l1|l—uh-ul——iIntnncI-I01-_npunnn__pp—g_g_@-_-‘gig.--.--—_g-—

IF RDATA(RONZ,COL2)=—1 THEN GOTO 3180
T2=0
FOR R2=1 TO NZ
IF RON2=COLZ, THEN GOTO 3180
IF NK=COLZ OR RDATA(RON%,KZ)="1 THEN GOTO 3165
IF RDATA(RONZ,COLZ)=RDATA(RON2,H2) THEN TZ=TZ+1
NEXT NZ
IF TZ=0 THEN GOTO 3180 ‘
RANN(RON2,COLZ)=((RANN(RONZ,COLZ)+RANR(RONZ,COLZ)+TZ)/2)
NEXT COLE

604 ; 600

'1
L. _ _  _

3185
3190
3195
3200
3205
3210
3215
3220
3225
3230
"if TI?
-‘<‘l?-5-‘H-J

3240
3245
3250
3255
3260
3265
3270
3275
3280
3285
3290
3295
3300
3305
3310
3315
3320
3325
3330
3335
3340
3345
3350
3355
3360
3365
3370
3375
3380
3385
3390
'?“'."'§'0595
3400
3405
3410
3415
3420
3425
5430
3455
3440
5445
3450
3455
3460
3465
3470

_f

NEXT RONZ
COLOR 15,0,3: CLS
RETURN
BOSUB 3040
REM---------------------~-~~~~~~~~—P~:~;E—:~~P-E~*:~
REM PRINT RANKS AND CALCULATE MEANS
REM------------------------------------*”?“Z‘*w“**?

CL8:GO8UB 1430
BOSUB 1590

1,1:PRINT OU$;" (Mean Ranks)"LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
REM~CALCULATE-MEANS-----------~
KZ=1

5,11:PRINT RANN(1,2): LOCATE 5,17:PRINT RANRI1,3
5,23:PRINT RANN(1,4): LOCATE 5,29:PRINT RANRI1:

GOSUE 895 1

II

5,35:PRINT RRNR<1,6> '
5,41:PRINT RRNR<1,7>
5,47:PRINT RRNN<1,E>
6,5:PRINT RANR(2,11: LOCATE 6,17:PRINT RANR{2,31
6,23:PRINT RANR(2,4): LOCATE 6,29:PRINT RANHI2,5}
6,35:PRINT RRNR<2,6>
6,41:PRINT RRNN<2,7>
6,47:PRINT RRNN<2,E>
7 5:P I T RAN’ 7 ' 7, R N L<:,1>. LOCATE :,11:PRINT RRNR<:,1
7,23:PRINT RRNR<3,4>: LOCATE 7,29:PRINT RANH€3,;.
7,35:PRINT RRNR13,6>
7,41:PRINT RRNNTE,71
7,47:PRINT RANK(3,8)

J

_T'-—'

8,5:PRINT RANK(4,1): LOCATE 8,11:PRINT RANR14,2}
8,17:PRINT RANR(4,3): LOCATE 8,29:PRINT RANH(4,51
8,35:PRINT RANH£4,6)
8,41:PRINT RRNRI4,7>
8,47:PRINT RRNR<4,E>
9,5:PRINT RANK(5,1): LOCATE 9,11:PRINT RANR€5,2)
9,17:PRINT RANR(5,3}: LOCATE 9,23:PRINT RANR(5,4)
9,35:PRINT RRNN<s,61
9,41:PRINT RRNNI5,7>
9,47:PRINT RRNRI5,ET
10,5:PRINT RANH(6,1): LOCATE 10,11:PRINT RANR(6,2)
10,17:PRINT RANN(6,3): LOCATE 10,23:PRINT RANR(6,4)
10,29:PRINT RRNN<6,E>
10,41:PRINT RRNR<6,7>
10,47:PRINT RRNR16,E1
11,5:PRINT RANR(7,1): LOCATE 11,11:PRINT RANH{7,2)
11,17:PRINT RRNR<7,:>
11,29:PRINT RRNRI7,51
11,47:PRINT RANN(7,8)'
12,11:PRINT RRNR<E,2>
12,23:PRINT RRNRIE,4T
12,35:PRINT RRNN1E,6>

FOR cLx=1 TO NZ
MRANK(1,CLZ)=0
FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ
IF R0x=cLx GOTO 3460
NRRNR<1,cLx>=NRRNR<1,cLz>+RRNRIR0:,cLx1
NExT ROZ
MRANR(1,CLZ)=FNM(MRANR(1,CL2))
NEXT CLZ

LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE

11,23:PRINT RANHi7,4)
11,35:PRINT RRNN<7,61
12,5:PRINT RRNRIE,11
12,17:PRINT RRNEIe,:>
12,29:PRINT RRNN1E,E>
12,41:PRINT RRNE:E,71

n-nwiinnnfirxnr-nn—QannQin-10:-Q1:--manna.



3475
3480

3485

3490

3495

3500
3505

3510
3515
3520
3525
3530
3535
3540
3545
3550
3555
3560
3565
3570
3575
3580
3585
3590
3595
3600
3605
3610
3615
3620
3625
3630

C.-"J0'" I’.-'~lUl

3640
3645

3650
3655
3660
3665
3670
3675
3680

3685

3690
3695

3700

REM—PRINT-MEANS——————————— —+--------------------~—
LOCATE 14,5:PRINT FNR(MRANH(1,1T): LOCATE 14,11: PRINT

FNR(MRANK(1,2)) I '
LOCATE 14,17:PRINT FNR(MRANR(1,3}): LOCATE 14,23:

FNR(MRANH(1,4))
LOCATE 14,29:PRINT FNR(MRANH(1,53): LOCATE 14,35: PRINT

FNR(MRANH(1,6))
LOCATE 14,41:PRINT FNR(MRANH(1,7}): LOCATE 14,47: PRINT

FNR(MRANK(1,8))
IF NN$="1" GOTO 3625
8EEP:COLOR 12,0,3:LOCATE 17,1:PRINT"8TAND BY; Calculati

Kenda1I’s N"
REM—————————————————————————————————————————————— —-
FOR CLZ=1 TO NZ “Deviations
FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ
HZ=ROX+1
IF ROZ=CLZ GOTO 3540
MRANK(RZ,CLZ)=(RANH(ROX,CLZ)—MRANK(1,CLX)192
NEXT ROZ
NEXT CLZ
HZ=NZ+2 “Standard deviations
FOR CLZ=1 TO NZ _
MRANH(KZ,CLZ)=0
FOR ROZ=2 TO NZ+1
MRANK(KZ,CLZ)=MRANR(K%,CL%)+HRANH(ROZ,CL%)
NEXT ROZ '
MRANH(KZ,CLX)=S8R(FNM(MRANH£NZ,CLZ))3
NEXT CLZ
SDR=0
FOR CLZ=1 TO NZ
SDR=SDR+MRANH(H%,CLZ)
NEXT CLZ
SDR=SDR/NZ
KN=2
SIBMA=(1~(SDR/HN)): GOSUB 4040 '
KZ=NX+2
LOCATE 17,1:PRINT"NENDALL’S N (TayIEr’E Mudificatiun) =

";FNR(KW);" (S’ = ";SOS;")
OCATE 18,1:PRINT"Chi Square = ";FNR(CHI): LOCATE

~ 19,1:PRINT"SDr: ";: FOR CLK=1 TO NZ
PRINT FNR(MRANK£HZ,CLX));: NEXT CLZ

'0:3 I---I 33

I-

LOCATE 20,1:PRINT"Xsdr = ";SDR;" Sigma = ";FNR(8I8MA>: GOT8
310

REM---------------------------------------------~-
REM CALCULATE RANS FOR SUMMARIES
REM----------------------------------------------—
LET RSUM(1,1)=X9: LET R8UM(1,2)=X10: LET R8UN{1,3)=X11
LET R8UM(1,4)=X12: LET R8UM(1,5)=X13: LET R8UM£1,6)=K14
LET RSUM(1,7)=X15: LET RSUM(1,8)=X16
LET RSUH(2,1)=FNM(TD1): LET RSUM(2,2)=FNH£TD2): LET

RSUM(2,3)=FNM(TD3)
LET RSUM(2,4)=FNM(TD4): LET R8UM(2,5)=FNM£TD5): LET

RSUM(2,6)=FNM(TD6)
LET RSUM(2,7)=FNM(TD7): LET R8UM(2,8)=FNM(TD8)
LET RSUM(3,1)=(1/MRANH(1,1)): LET RsuMc3,2>=

(1/MRANH(1,2)): LET R8UM(3,3)=(1/MRANR€1,3))
LET RSUM(3,4)=(1/HRANK(1,4)): LET R8UM(3,5)=

(1/MRANN(1,5)): LET RSUM(3,6}=(1/MRANH(1,8)3

606

_  

3705
3710
3715
3720
3725
3730
77:‘
.;\? ._'\ “J

3740
3745
3750
3755
3760
3765
3770
3775
3780
3785
3790
3795
3800
3805
3810
3815
3820
3825
3830
3835
3840
3845
3850
3855
3860
3865
3870
3875
3880
3885
3890
3895
3900

3905

3910

3915
3920
3925

3930

3935

3940
3945
3950
3955

LET R8UM(3.7)=£17MRANHi1,7}E:
REM—————————————————————— —~

)

I... O1 --!

REM CALCULATE RANKS FOR SUMMARIES
REM —————————————————————-
EOTO 3950
COLOR 13,5,12= CL8
LOCATE 12,12:PRINT"I will new hibernate Tar a while: pIEaEE

be patient"
FOR ROX=1 TO 3
FOR CLK=1 TO NZ
COUNTZ=1
FOR KAX=1 TO NZ
IF R8UM(ROX,CLZ)iRSUM(ROX,HAH) THEN COONTZ=COUNTZ+1
NEXT RAZ
8RANK{ROZ,CLZ)=COUNTZ
NEXT CLZ
NEXT ROX
’COMPUTE TIES--—~-
FOR RO%=1 TO 3
FOR CLZ=1 TO NZ
TZ=0
FOR MAZ=1 TO NZ
IF RSUM(ROZ,CLK)=RSUM(ROK,NAX) THEN T%=TX+1
NEXT MAX
IF TZ=0 THEN GOTO 3830
SRANE(ROZ,CLZ)=((8RANN€ROI,CLZ)+SRANH(ROZ,CLZ)+TZ-1)/2)
NEXT CLZ
NEXT ROZ
COLOR 15,0,3:CL8
RETURN
GOSUH 3730
MEM~--
REM PRINT SUMMARIES; 8,Square MATRIX
REM———
ensue
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE

ll|1iIInlI—¢_i~nulnQIQq1II_uIlI

Ib1.iIIOIii£|IiQl-QB-Icnyii

10

--nu_¢1n|u-auninnn-u||-nu—p|—|luI|nuj--|Qcn|-IuIII|p-

up-nu-nn1nIu&nnn-onullo-count

nu-lin-noiaini-III-It-1

RSUM(3,8)=(1fMRANH(1 81‘
nppn-taxes-0-Ina-Q-___:-—nu—nn$|IIiQq|n$$-I-1!

.-an-_;---u-0.-T-pig-pin:-1-l$Igxoiuu-lhlnctlhliv

-nirnlcluunnna-unnuoininuouio-QonIQiIIil'I?l'¥.

iiiii-It-Iiittciunntnlll-l0$7%i&bIilIIiiIllI_'_-I-I-I—""—."—"?.?i1'1‘.-

Iliujain-Inn-do-noc_o-—nnio_x1iiiiiIIlD€lI€II'—'-iii"$'_."-"'-_—"""""“'-

5,15:PRINT FNR(X9): LOCATE 5,21:FRINT FNR€X10)
5,27:PRINT FNR(X11): LOCATE 5,33:PRINT FNR(X12)
5,39:PRINT FNR(X13): LOCATE 5,45:PRINT FNR(X14)
5,51:RRINT FNR(X15)

10,15:PRINT
FNR(FNM(TD2))

LOCATE 10,27:RRINT
FNR(FNM(TD4})

LOCATE 10,39:PRINT
FNR(FNM(TD6))

LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE

10,51:RRINT
10,57:PRINT
15,15:PRINT

FNR(MRANHI1,2))
LOCATE 15,27:RRINT

FNR(MRANH(1,4))
LOCATE 15,39:PRINT

FNR(MRANH(1,6))
LOCATE
LOCATE
REM~--
LOCATE 7,15:FRINT SRANH(1,1): LOCATE 7;21:FRINT SRANH(1._)

15,51:RRINT
15,57:PRINT

-1.-nu-tio-fljliidttiwiid-In-ii

5,57:PRINT FNR(X16)
FNR(FNM(TD1)): LOCATE

FNR(FNM(TD3)): LOCATE

FNR€FNM(TD5)): LOCATE

FNR€FNMiTD7))
FNR(FNM(TD8))
FNR(MRANH(1,1})

FNR(MRANH£1,3))
FNR(MRANN(1,5))
FNR£MRANRi1,7))
FNR(MRANN€1,8))
ujnlhxijoqlnn-ups-llqlnnnunn-unnnnnnlllnnulocnnq-I—Irnn_n|Q—na

U‘-. 1'31 ~4

10,21:RRINT

10,33:RRINT

10,45:PRINT

= LOCATE 15,21:PRINT

= LOCATE 15,33:PRINT

= LOCATE 15,45:PRINT

-¢--p-‘p1-nun-01--uric-Iluuwllu-an-nun!



3960
3965
3970
3975
3980
3985
3990
3995
4000
4005
4010
4015

4020

4025
4030
4035
4040
4045
4050
4055
4960
4065
4070
4075
4080
4085
4090
4095
4100
4105
4110
4115
4120
4125
4130
4135
4140
4145
4150
4155
4160
4165
4170
4175
4180
4185
4190
4195
4200
4205
4210
4215
4220
4225
4230
4235

LOCATE 7,27:PRINT SRANN(1,3): LOCATE 7,33:PRINT SRANN(1,4)
LOCATE 7,39:FRINT SRANN(1,5): LOCATE 7,45:PRINT SRANN11,6)
LOCATE 7,51:PRINT SRANN11,7): LOCATE 7 57:PRINT SRANN(1 8}
LOCATE 12,15:PRINT SRANH(2

5

,1): LOCATE 12,21:RRINT
LOCATE 12,27:FRINT SRANN(2,3): LOCATE 12,33iPRINT
LOCATE 12,39:PRINT SRANNI2 ,5): LOCATE 12,45:RRINT
LOCATE 12,51:FRINT SRANN(2,7): LOCATE 12,57:FRINT
LOCATE 17,15:PRINT SRANH(3 ,1}: LOCATE 17,21:FRINT
LOCATE 17,27:FRINT SRANR£3,3): LOCATE 17,33:PRINT
LOCATE 17,39:PRINT SRANN(3,5): LOCATE 17,45:PRINT
LOCATE 17,51:PRINT SRANK(3,7): LOCATE 17,57:PRINT
LOCATE 20,1:PRINT"KENDALL’S w ITay1or’E ModiTiEation) =

";FMR<Rw>;" (S’ = ";sos;">"
LOCATE 21,1:PRINT"Chi Square = ";FNR(CHI): LOCATE 22,1:

PRINT"Sigma = “;FNR(SIGNA)
COLOR 15,0,3
GOTO 310
REM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
’CALCULATE KENDALL’S N
REM---------------------~—
5TI=0
It-;w$:n 111

JulfliOZOQIfiOII|lQiItlil1lII—QiI1jiIiI0|I|I1|I$iiolij

jiiliiliiiifliiiijjtfliiiii

FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ ’CLEAR TIEZ
FOR CLZ=1 TO TIZ
TIEZ(ROZ,CLZ)=0
NEXT CLZ
NEXT ROZ
FOR CLZ=1 TO NZ
TRANK(1,CLZ)=0
FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ
IF ROZ=CLZ GOTO 4110

’Sum ranks by column-

TRANH(1,CLZ)=TRANN(1,CLZ)+RANN(ROZ,CLZ)
NEXT ROZ
NEXT CLZ
FOR CLZ=1 TO NZ
TRANH(1,CLZ)=(TRANN(1,CLZ)
NEXT CLZ
FOR CLZ=1 TO NZ ’Sum squared deviations
IF CLZ=1 GOTO 4150

“Squared deviations'
—(NZ$(NZ—1))!2)“2

TRANK(1,1)=TRANN(1,1)+TRANN€1,CLZ)
NEXT CLL
SOS=TRANK(1,1)*((NZ“2)7(NZ—2)“2) ’ COMRUTE S A
FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ ’Compute denominator
FOR CLZ=1 TO NZ
TDATA(ROZ,CLZ)=RANK(ROZ,CLZ)
NEXT CLZ
NEXT ROZ
FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ “COUNT TIES BY SET BY RON
JZ=1
FOR CLZ=1 TO NZ ”
TZ=0
FOR KZ=1 TO NZ
IF ROZ=CLZ GOTO 4265
IF KZ=CLZ GOTO 4240
IF KZ<CLZ GOTO 4240
IF TDATA(ROZ,RZ)=—2 GOTO 4240 _
IF TDATA(ROZ,CLZ)=TDATA(ROZ,KZ) THEN TZ=TZ+1
IF TDATA(ROZ,CLZ)=TDATA(ROZ,KZ) THEN TDATA(ROZ,NZ>=-2

5

ERRRR<2,21
SRANN(2,4)
SRANN€2,61
SRANE(2,8)
8RANN€3,2)
8RANN(3,41
SRANH(3,6}
sRRMM<3,E>

4240
4245
4250
4255
4260
4265
4270
4275
4280
4285
4290
4295
4300
4305
4310
4315
4320
4325
4330
4335
4340
4345
4350
4355
4360
4365
4370
4375
4380
4385
4390
4395

4400
4405
4410

LflL4hJ**
u' u

NEXT KZ
IF TZ=0 GOTO 4265
TIEZ(ROZ,JZ)=TZ+1
JZ=JZ+1
IF JZ7TIZ GOTO 4270
NEXT CLZ
NEXT ROZ
FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ ’PRINT TIEZ—————————--
FOR CLZ=1 TO TIZ
LPRINT TIEZ(ROZ,CLZ);:NEXT CLZ
LPRINT: NEXT ROZ I ’END PRINT TIEZ——————-
FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ ’Compute Sigma T
FOR CLZ=1 TO TIZ
TIEZ(ROZ,CLZ)=(TIEZ(ROZ,CLZ)*3)—TIEZ(ROZ,CLZ)
NEXT CLZ - 1
NEXT ROZ
FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ
FOR CLZ=1 TO TIZ
IF CLZ=1 GOTO 4340
TIEZIROZ,1)=TIEZ(ROZ,1)+TIEZ(ROZ,CLZ)
NEXT CLZ
TTIE(ROZ,1)=TIEZ(ROZ,1)/12
NEXT ROZ
FOR ROZ=1 TO NZ ~
STI=STI+TTIE(ROZ,1)
NEXT ROZ
STI=((NZ“3)*((NZ“2)—1)/12)-(NZXSTI)
KN=SOS/STI: CHI=NZ$(NZ~1)*NN
BEEP:COLOR 15,0,3
RETURN
IF 8ATEZ{>1 THEN SOTO 4405 .
WRITE #1,SC$,8N$,SN$,SD$,NZ,OU$,A, ,AC,

G,H,I,J,K,L,AD,AE,M,N,O,P,8,R,AF,A ,N,X,
AH,AI,Y,Z,AA,BB,CC,DD,AJ,AK,EE,FF, ,JJ,AL,
AM,KK,LL,MM,NN,OO,PP,AN,AO,80,RR,S ,VV,AP,A8

CLOSE #1
NEXT GU
END

CU

IDUTIUII-J ‘klmu“ -"I"UJC3 -133““- "'IE-IITI Cfilqgfil C:|""4C'|'|

l""i‘\I"-

‘CID

U3

ijliiiiil-11iii-up013.3015110111-$1jiiiiiliiiiijiliiilbilkihiii IDIIOO IQIIIIii
iiiiiiiliuiiiiitoii1jiijji1-1111|QQOnIIo_i0QQI-00111-1iiilIliiiiiiln-I-IQIIUO-DI

PROGRAM SYMLOG

KEY OFF
16 COLOR 14,1,3
15 DEF FND(X)=INT((8¥X)/100)+1
20 CLS:LOCATE 11,4:INPUT"Ie this a continuation o¥ data input Tor

the same group? (Y/N) ",PORT$
25 SOTO 35
30 RESTORE
35 LET FLAGZ=0
40 REM-------------------------------------------------
45 REM INPUT nuuvAND SERIES DETAILS
so REM------------------------------------------------~
55 IF PORT$="Y" THEN OPEN "DETAIL" FOR INPUT AS #2
so IF PORT$=“Y". THEN INPUT #2,SC$,8N$,SN$,SD$,NZ,DOOR$,GATEZ:

CLOSE #2 I
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65 IF FORT$="Y" GOTO 395
70 CLS =
vs LOCATE 4,2s=IMPuT"I11 wHAT Is THE SERIES CODE? _____",so$
so LOCATE 6,25:INPUT"E2] WHAT Is THE GROUP NUMBER? ____",GN$
as LOCATE 8,25:INPUT"E3] MHAT Is THE sEss1oM NUMBER? __",SN$
so LOCATE 10,25:INPUT"[4] WHAT IS THE sEssIDM DATE? ____",SD$
95 LOCATE 12,25:INPUT"E5J How MAMY sRouP MEMBERS? ______",NZ
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
145
150
155
160
165
170
175
180
185

190
195
200
205
210
215
220
225
230
235
240
245
250
255
260
265
270
275
280
285
290
295
300
305
310
315
320
325
330
335
340
345

LOCATE 16,25:INPUT"ARE THESE DETAILS CORRECT? (Y/N) ",D$
IF D$="Y" soTo ass  - »
IF D$="N" GOTO 140
BEEP: LOCATE 18,25:PRINT”PLEASE TYPE Y or M"
soTo 100
REM--------------------------------------------"f"-
REM DETAIL AMENDMENT RouTIME
REM------------------------------------------------
LOCATE 18,25:PRINT"NHAT Do You MAMT TO ALTER? "
LOCATE 20,25: IMPuT"PLEAsE TYPE: A11, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. ",A$
IF A$="ALL" GOTO 70 -
IF A$="1" THEN sosus 215
IF A$="2“ THEN sosus 240
IF A$="3" THEN sosus 265
IF A$="4” THEN sosus 290
IF A$="5" THEN BOSUB 31s
LOCATE 20,25:PRINT" "
LOCATE 1s,2s=IMPuT"Do You MAMT To ALTER ANYTHING ELsE? (Y/N)

Il,B$

IF B$="Y" GOTO 140
IF B$="N" GOTO ass.
BEEP: LOCATE 2o,25=PRIMT"PLEAsE TYPE Y or N "
GOTO 185
REM------------------------------------------------
REM suRDuTIM= ALTER sER1Es cone "
REM------------------------------------------------
LOCATE 4,59:INPUT"",SC$
RETuRM -
REM------------------------------------------------
REM SUBROUTINE: ALTER sRouP NUHER
REM------------------------------------------------
LOCATE 6,59:INPUT"",GN$
RETuRM
REM------------------------------------------------
REM SUBROUTIN: ALTER SESSION MMER
REM------------------------------------------------
LOCATE 8,59:INPUT"",SN$
RETuRM
REM----~--------------—----------------------------
REM suRouTIM= ALTER SESSION DATE"
REM------------------------------------------------
LOCATE 10,59:INPUT"",SD$
RETuRM
REM-------------------------—-+-------------------- I
REM SUBROUTINE: ALTER GROP sIzE
REM------------------------------------------------
LOCATE 12,59:INPUT"",NZ
RETuRM A
REM-------l----------------------------------------
REM suoRouTIME= PRINT GROUP DTAILs
REM------------------------------------~-----------

610
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350
355
360

365

370
375
380
385
390
395
400
405
410
415
420
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
465
470
475
480
485
490
495
500
505
510
515
520
525
530
535
540
545
550
555
560
565
570
575
580
585
590
595
600
605
610
615
620
625

SOTO 375
CLS
LOCATE 1,1:PRINT SC$, , $; ; , ;S $,

Date: ";SD$, SubJect '0
LOCATE 2,1:PRINT

RETURN
BOSUB 355
REM-
CLOSE #2: OPEN DETAIL FDR OUTPUT AS #2

TE #2,SC$,BN$,SN$,SD$,NZ,DOOR$,GATE! CLOSE #2
D = 1 TO N7
RESET KEY

NR1
FOR
REM-
REM
REM-
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
REM-
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

SUZ=0
SUPZ=0
SUPFZ=0
SUFZ=0
SUNFZ=0
SUNZ=0
SUN8Z=0
SUBZ=0
SUPBZ=0
SPZ=0
SPFZ=0
SFZ=0
SNFZ=0
SNZ=0
SNBZ=0
SBZ=0
SPBZ=0
SDPZ=0
SDPFZAO
SDFZ=0
SDNFZ=0
SDNZ=0
SDNBZ=0
SDBZ=0
SDPBZ=0
SDZ=0

NUZ=0
NUPZ=0
NUPFZ=0
WUFZ=0
WUNFZ=0
NUNZ=0
NUNBZ=0
NUBZ=0
WUPBZ=0
WPZ=0
WPFZ=0
NFZ=0
WNFZ=0
WNZ=0
NNBZ=0
WBZ=0

i 



630
635
640
645
650
655
660
665
670
675
680
685
690
695
700
705
710
715
720
725
730
735
740
745
750
755
760
765
770
775
780
785
790
795
800
805
810
815
820
825
830
835
840
845
850
855
860
865
870
875
880
885
890
895
900
905
910
915

LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
REM
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET‘
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

NPBZ=0
NDPZ=O
NDPFZ=0
NDFZ=0
NDNFZ=0
NDNZ=0
NDNBZ=0
NDBZ=0
NDPBZ=0
NDZ=0
LUZ=0
LUPZ=0
LUPFZ=0 \
LUFZ=0
LUNFZ=O
LUNZ=0
LUNBZ=O
LUHZ=0
LUPBZ=0
LPZ=0
LPFZ=0
LFZ=0
LNFZ=0
LNZ=0
LNBZ=0
LBZ=0
LPBZ=0
LDPZ=0
LDPFZ=0
LDFZ=0
LDNFZ=0
LDNZ=0
LDNBZ=0
LDBZ=O
LDPBZ=0
LDZ=0

REM---------------------------------------------------_
MUZ=0
MUPZ=0
MUPFZ=O
MUFZ=0
MUNFZ=0
MUNZ=0
MUNBZ=0
MUBZ=0
HUPBZ=0
MPZ=0
MPFZ=0
MFZ=0
MNFZ=0
MNZ=0
NNBZ=0
MBZ=0
MPBZ=0
MDPZ=0
MDPFZ=0
MDFZ=O

920 LET
925 LET
930 LET
935 LET
940 LET
945 LET
950 REM-
?ss LET
960 LET
965 LET
970 LET
?7s LET
980 LET
985 REM-
??o LET
??s LET
1000
1005
1010
1015
1020
1025
1030
1035
1040
1045
1050
1055
1060
1065
1070
1075
1080
1085
1090
1095

1100

1105

1110

1115

1120

1125

1130
r

LET
LET
LET
LET

MDNFZ=0
MDNZ=0
MDNBZ=0
MDBZ=0
MDPBZ=0
MDZ=0

USZ=0
DSZ=0
PSZ=0
NSZ=0
FSZ=0
BSZ=0

UNZ=O
DNZ=0

PNZ=0
NNZ=0
FNZ=0
BWZ=0

REM—————————————————————————————————————————————--
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

LET

LET A1=0: LET B1=0; LET C1=0:
LET G1=0: LET H1=0: LET I1=0:
LET H1=0: LET N1=0: LET O1=0:

LET A2=0: LET B2=0: LET C2=0:
LET G2=0: LET H2=0: LET I2=0:
LET M2=0: LET N2=0: LET O2=0:

LET A3=0: LET B3=0: LET C3=0:
LET 83=O: LET H3=O: LET I3=0:
LET M3=0: LET N3=0: LET O3=0:

LET A4=0: LET B4=0: LET C4=0:
LET G4=0: LET H4=0: LET I4=0:
LET M4=0: LET N4=0: LET O4=0:

LET A5=O: LET B5=0: LET C5=0:
LET O5=0: LET H5=0: LET I5=0:
LET M5=0: LET N5=0: LET O5=0:

LET A6=0: LET B6=0: LET C6=0:
LET G6=0: LET H6=0: LET I6=0:
LET M6=0: LET N6=0: LET O6=0:

LET A7=0: LET B7=0: LET C7=0:
LET 87=0: LET H7=0: LET I7=0:

ULZ=0
DLZ=0
PLZ=0
NLZ=0
FLZ=0
BLZ=0

REM-------------------------------------------—-
UMZ=0
DMZ=0
PMZ=O
NMZ=0
FHZ=0
BMZ=0

REM---------------------------—-

LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

'0 LET B=0: LET C=0: LET D=O: LET E=0: LET F=0
B=0: LET H=0: LET I=0: LET J=0: LET K=0: LET L=0: LET M=0: 1
LET N=0: LET O=0: LET P=0

$§u1u—I—

D1=0: LET E1=0
J1=0: LET K1=0:
P1=0
D2=0: LET E2=0:
J2=0: LET M2=0
P2=0
D3=0: LET E3=0
J3=0: LET K3=0:
P3=0
D4=
J4=
P4=0

O0 l"'I"'ITIITI —-I--I 7"?-Il'Tl -Ii-Sh O

D5=0: LET E5=0
J5=0: LET K5=0:
P5=0
D6=0: LET E6=0:
J6=0: LET K6=0:
P6=0
D7=0: LET E7=0
J7=0: LET K7=0:

O

LET
LET

LET
LET

LET
LET

LET
LET

LET
LET

LET
LET

LET
LET

. LET

-F1=0:
L1=0:

F2=0:
L2=0:

(--III.»-I RE
F:

[__::

F4=0: 1
L4=0:

|"'|"lUIUI <=>:=.>
F6=O:
L6=0:

F7=0:
L7=0:

 



1135

1140

1145
1150
1155
1160
1165
1170

1175
1180
1185
1190
1195
1200
1205
1210
1215
1220
1225
1230
1235
1240
1245
1250
1255
1260
1265

1270
1275
1280
1285
1290
1295
1300
1305
1310
1315
1320
1325
1330
1335
1340
1345
1350
1355
1360
1365
1370
1375
1380
1385

LET M7=0: LET N7=0:
LET A8=0: LET B8=0:

LET 88=0: LET H8=0:
LET M8=0: LET N8=0:

LET A9=0: LET B9=0:
LET S9=0: LET H9=0:
LET M9=0: LET N9=0:

REM-----~-

LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

O7=0
C8=0
I8=0
O8=0
C9=0
I9=0
O9=0

Q

LET P7=0
LET D8=0: LET E8=0: LET F8=0:
LET J8=0: LET K8=0: LET L8=0:
LET P8=0
LET D9=0: LET E9=0: LET F9=0:
LET J9=0: LET K9=0: LET L9=0:
LET P9=0'

LET LPC=0: LET LPCT=0: LET LPCS=0
LET MPC=0: LET MPCT=0: LET MPCS=0
LET ASO=0: LET ASOT=0: LET ASOS=0
REM-------
LET CNZ=0: LET CHZ=0: LET SHZ=0: LET PLAZ=0: LET RIZ=0: LET

MEZ=0: LET TNZ=0: LET CFZ=0
REM———————--
IF FLASZ=1, GOTO 1325
REM-------

iiiiiliiii

REM PRINT MAIN MENU
REM-----~~
CLS
SOSUB 355

ijiii

 i

iiiiijiiiljiiljijjjijiii

LOCATE 3,30:PRINT"MENU: INTRAPERSONAL SCALES"
LOCATE 4,30:PRINT ~—--
LOCATE 6,26:PRINT"[1] INPUT OR RE~INPUT ASO (LPC/MPC)“
LOCATE 7,26:PRINT"[2] INPUT OR RE—INPUT SYMLOG"
LOCATE 8,26:PRINT"[3J INPUT BELBIN’S SPI"
LOCATE 9,26:PRINT"[4] RE-INPUT BELBIN’S SPI"
LOCATE 10,26:PRINT"[5] DISPLAY SYMLOG & ASO TOTALS" 1
LOCATE 11,26:PRINT"[6] DISPLAY BELBIN’S SP1 TOTALS"
LOCATE 12,26:PRINT“[7] INPUT DATA FOR A NEW VICTIM"
LOCATE 13,26:PRINT"[8] INPUT DATA FROM ANOTHER GROUP"
LOCATE 14,26:PRINT"E91 RETURN TO MAIN MENU"

LOCATE 20,26:INPUT"TELL ME NHAT IS YOUR PLEASURE HERE 5
",CHDICE

IF CHDICE$
IF BHDICE$
IF CHDICE$
IF CHDICE$
IF CHDICE$
IF CHDICE$
IF CHUICE$

$

5
i

_
i

"1", euro
_"2", @010
"3", 6010
4 , BDTD

"5", euro
"5", GDTD

7 , GDTD

3000
1320
5620
5465
4965
6010
6170

IF CHDICE$="B", GOTO 30
IF BHUICE$ = "9" THEN RUN "menu"
BEEP: GOTO 1255
REM--------
REM SYNLO SUB-MEN
REM------—-
CLS
BOSUB 355

iii“-Ii-2-ii cu-alumna:-—a1——u1jiinq1-—-¢p¢1¢|_@g1i
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LOCATE 3,29:PRINT"SYMLOS SUB—MENU"
LOCATE 4,29:PRINT"——~—
LOCATE 6,26:PRINT"[1] INPUT SYMLOG SELF
LOCATE 7,26:PRINT"[2] INPUT SYMLOG NISH
LOCATE 8,26:PRINT"C3] INPUT SYMLOG LPC
LOCATE 9,26:PRINT"[4] INPUT SYMLOG MPC
LOCATE 10,26:PRINT"E5] INPUT SYMLOG TOTALS DIRECT"
LOCATE 11,26:PRINT"[6] DISPLAY SYMLOG TOTALS"
LOCATE 12,26:PRINT"[7] INPUT SYMLOG DATA FOR A NEN VICTIM"

614
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1390

1395
1400

1405
1410
1415
1420
1425
1430
1435
1440
1445
1450
1455
1460
1465
1470
1475
1480
1485
1490
1495
1500
1505
1510
1515
1520
1525
1530
1535
1540
1545
1550
1555
1560
1565
1570
1575
1580
1585
1590
1595
1600
1605
1610
1615
1620
1625
1630
1635
1640
1645
1650

1655
1660

_ ,________________________________________________________________._¢qI

LOCATE 13,26:PRINT"[8] RETURN TO MENU FOR INTRAPERSONAL
SCALES"

LOCATE 14,26:PRINT"[9] RETURN TD MAIN MENU
LDCATE 20,26:INPUT"NHAT Is YOUR PLEASURE on ILLUSTRIUUS owe"

",CHDICE$
IF CHUICE$="1", GOTO
IF CHDICE$=“2", @010
IF CHOICE$="3", BDTD
IF CHDICE$=“4", sown
IF CHDICE$=“5", 6010
IF CHDICE$="6", @010
IF CHDICE$="7“, sown
IF GHDICE$="B", GOTO
IF CHUICE$=“9" THEN RUN "MENU"
BEEP: GOTO 1400
LET FLASZ=1: SOTO 6170
REM------------------
REM INPUT SYMLOG SELF DATA
REM----------------~-
SOSUB 355

1465
1835
2205
2575
3830
4965
1455
1190

LOCATE 1,70:PRINT"SELF"
PRINT
INPUT" U
INPUT" UP
INPUT"UPF
INPUT" UF
INPUT"UNF
INPUT" UN
INPUT“UNB
INPUT" UB
INPUT"UPB
INPUT" P
INPUT" PF
INPUT" F
INPUT" NF
INPUT" N
INPUT" NB
INPUT" B
INPUT" PB
INPUT" DP
INPUT"DPF
INPUT" DF
INPUT"DNF
INPUT" DN
INPUT"DND
INPUT"1DB
INPUT"DPB
INPUT" D !

INPUT"",K$
REM------
REM PRINT U,D,P,N,F,B & Totals fur SYMDG Self
REM————————-
GOSUB 355
GOSUB 2960
LOCATE 3,30:PRINT“TOTALS FOR LOCATE 4,30 PRINT "SYMLOG

SELF"
LOCATE 5,30:PRINT" ~~~~~—— "
LET USZ=(SUZ+SUPZ+SUPFZ+SUF/+SUNF/+SUN/+SUNH/+SUB/+SUPB/)

",sux
",suFz
",suPFz
",suFz
",suNFz
”,SUNZ
",SUNBZ
",SUBZ
,suFaz
,SPZ
,sFFz
,SFZ
,SNFZ
,SN7
,SNBZ
,SBZ
,SPBA
,s0Pz
,5DPFZ
,snFz

",snuFz
SDNZ

SDZ

,SDNBZ 1
,soBz
,SDPBZ



1665
1070
1075
1000
1005
1500
1095
1700
1705
1710
1715
1720
1725
1730
1735
1740
1745
1750
1755
1700
1705
1770
1775
1700
1785
1790
1705
1000
1005

LET DSZ=1SDPZ+SDPFZ+SDFZ+SDNFZ+SDNZ+SDNBZ+5D8Z+SDPBZ+SDZ)
LET PSZ=(SUPZ+SUPFZ+SUPBZ+SPZ+SPFZ+SPBZ+SDPZ+SDPFZ+SDP8Z1
LET NSZ=1SUNFZ+SUNZ+SUNBZ+SNFZ+SNZ+SNBZ+SDNFZ+SDNZ+SDNBZ)
LET FSZ=(SUPFZ+SUFZ+SUNFZ+SPFZ+SFZ+SNFZ+SDPFZ+SDFZ+SDNFZ)
LET BSZ=(SUNBZ+SUBZ+SUPBZ+SNHZ+SBZ+SPBZ+SDNBZ+SDBZ+SDPBZ)
REM----------------------------+-----------------~
LET SUDZ = USZ-DSZ
IF USZRDSZ, THEN SUDZ=SUDZ*(-1)
LOCATE 7,30:PRINT"U ";USZ: LOCATE 9,30:PRINT "D ";DSZ
IF USZ{DSZ, SOTO 1725
IF USZ}DSZ, GOTO 1730
LOCATE 8,40:PRINT "00": SOTO 1740
LOCATE 8,38:PRINT SUDZ;"D": GOTO 1740
LOCATE B,3B:PRINT sunz;"u"
REM-----------------------------------------------

I

LOCATE 11,30:PRINT"P ";PSZ: LOCATE 13,30:PRINT "N "'NSZ
FLET sPNz = Psz-Nsz

IF PSZ<NSZ, THEN sPNx=sPNzI<-II
IF Psz<Nsz, GDTD 1770
IF Psz>Nsz, GDTD 1775
LOCATE 12,40:PRINT"OO":GUTO 1705
LOCATE 12,3B:PRINT SPNZ;"N": BDTD 1705
LOCATE 12,38:PRINT sPNz;"P"
REM----------------------------------------------— I
LOCATE 15,30:PRINT"F ";FSZ: LOCATE 17,30:PRINT "B ";BSZ
LET SFBZ = FSZ-BSZ
IF FSZ<BSZ, THEN SF8Z=SF8Z¥(—1)
IF FSZRBSZ, GOTO 1815
IF FSZ>BSZ, SOTO 1820

1810 LOCATE 16,40:PRINT"00":8OTO 1825
1815 LOCATE 16,38:PRINT SF8Z;"8": SOTO 1825
1820 LOCATE 16,38:PRINT SFBZ;"F"
1825 INPUT"",K$: SOTO 1325
1830 REM-----------------------------------------------
1835 REM INPUT SYHLDB HISH DATA -
1940 REM----------------------------------------------~
1045 ensue 355
1850 LOCATE 1,70:PRINT"WISH“
1855 PRINT
1960 INPUT" u ",wuz
1865 INPUT" UP ",NUPZ
1070 INPUT"UPF ",wuPFz
1875 INPUT" UF ",NUFZ 1
1880 INPUT"UNF ",NUNFf
1885 INPUT" UN ",NUNZ
1890 INPUT"UNB ",wuNBz
1995 INPUT" us ",WUBZ
1000 INPUT"UPB ",wuPBz
1005 INPUT" P ",wPz
1010 INPUT" PF ",WPFZ
1015 INPUT" F ",NFz
1920 INPUT" NF ",wNFz
1025 INPUT" N ",NNZ
1930 INPUT" NB “,WNBZ
1935 INPUT" B ",wBz
1040 INPUT" PB ",wPsx
1945 INPUT" DP ",wnPz
1950 INPUT"DPF ",wnPFz
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1955
1950
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990
1995
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020

2025
2030
2035
2040
2045
2050
2055
2060
2065
2070
2075
2080
2085
2090
2095
2100
2105
2110
2115
2120
2125
2130
2135
2140
2145
2150
2155
2160
2165
2170
2175
2180
2185
2190
2195
2200
2205
2210
2215
2220
2225
2230
2235

INPUT" DF ",HDF%
INPUT"UNF ",WDNFZ
INPUT“ DN ",NDNZ
INPUT"DNB ",NDNBZ
INPUT“ DB ",WDBZ
INPUT"DPH ",NDPBZ
INPUT" D ",w0x
INPUT"",H$
REM——————-- _
REM PRINT U,D,P,N,F,B & Totals for SYMLOG Nlsh
REM————————————-
BDSUB 355
GDSUB 2960 .
LOCATE 3,30:PRINT"TDTALS FDR": LOCATE 4,30:PRINT "SYMLOG

WISH"

I
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LOCATE 5,30:PRINT ------------F“ _ _
LET UwZ=(WUZ+wUPZ+WUPFZ+WUFZ+WUNFZ+NUNZ+NUNBZ+WUBA+wUPBA)
LET DWZ=(NDPZ+wDPFZ+NDF%+WDNFZ+wDNZ+WDNBZ+NDBZ+wDPBZ+wDZ)
LET PNz=IMuPz+wuPFz+wuPBz+wPx+wPFz+NPEz+wnPx+w0PFM+w0PBMI
LET NNx=IwuNFz+wuN%+wuNEx+NNFz+wNz+wNEx+w0MFz+w0N§+wnMEII
LET FMz=IMuPFz+wuFx+wuNFx+wPFz+wFx+wNFz+wnPFx+w0FI+wnMFI>
LET BWZ=IwUNBZ+NUBZ+WUPHZ+NNB%+WBZ+wPBZ+WDNBZ+NDBZ+wDPBAI
REM-----------—-
LET NUDZ = uwz-nwz
IF uwx<owz, THEN wu0z=wu0zx1—1> _
LOCATE 7,30:PRINT"U ";uwz= LOCATE 9,30:PRINT "0 "IBWA
IF uwxqnwz, GOTO 2095
IF uwz>nwz, BDTD 2100
LOCATE 8,40:PRINT "00": GOTO 2110
LOCATE 8,38:PRINT wu0z;"n"= GOTO 2110
LOCATE 8,38:PRINT wu0x;"u"
REM-----------—— _ »
LOCATE 11,30:PRINT"P ";Pwz= LOCATE 13,30:PRINT ";NWL l
LET NPNZ = PWZ—NNZ g
IF PNIINNI, THEN MPNz=wPNzx1-11 " I
IF PwZ{NW%, GOTO 2140 I
IF PNz>Mwx, GOTO 2145 1
LOCATE 12,40:PRINT"00":GDTD 2155
LOCATE 12,38:PRINT MPNz;"N"= E0T0 2155 .
LOCATE 12,3B:PRINT wPNz;"P"
REM--------------------------------------------'“ _
LOCATE 15,30:PRINT"F ";Fwx= LOCATE 17,30:PRINT"B ";BNA
LET NFBZ = FWZ—BWZ
IF Fwz<Rwz, THEN wFBx=wFEzx1—1>
IF FMIIBNI, GOTO 2195
IF Fwz>Bwx, BDTD 2100
LOCATE 16,40:PRINT"O0":GOTD 2105
LOCATE 16,3B:PRINT wFBz;"B"= GDTU 2105
LOCATE 16,3B:PRINT wFRx;"F"
INPUT"",K$: GOTO 1325
REM--------------------------------------------"'
REM INPUT SYMLOG LPC DATA
REM---------------------------------------------T"
BUSUB 355
LOCATE 1,70:PRINT"LPC“
PRINT
INPUT“ u ",Luz
INPUT" UP ",LUPZ
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2240
2245
2250
2255
2200
2205
2270
2275
2280
2285
2290
2295
2300
2305
2310
2315
2320
2325
2330
2335
2340
2345
2350
2355
2360
2365
2370
2375
2380
2385
2390
2395
2400
2405
2410
2415
2420
2425
2430
2435
2440
2445
2450
2455
2460
2465
2470
2475
2480
2485
2490
2495
2500
2505
2510
2515
2520
2525

INPUT"UPF
INPUT" UF
INPUT"UNF
INPUT" UN
INPUT"UN8
INPUT" U8
INPUT"UP8
INPUT" P
INPUT" PF
INPUT" F
INPUT" NF
INPUT" N
INPUT“ N8
INPUT" B
INPUT" P8
INPUT"_DP
INPUT"DPF
INPUT" DF
INPUT"DNF
INPUT" DN
INPUT"DNB
INPUT" D8
INPUT"DP8
INPUT" D
INPUT"",K$
REM------
REM PRINT U,D,P,N,F,B a Totals {or sYML0E LPC
REM--------------------------------------------—~-
GOSUB 355
BDSUB 2900 _
LOCATE 3,30:PRINT"TDTALS FDR": LOCATE 4,30:PRINT"SYMLUG LPC“
LOCATE 5,30:PRINT" --------------"
LET ULz=1LU2+LUPx+LUPF2+LUF2+LUNF2+LuNz+LuNR2+LU02+LUPR2I
LET 0Lz=IL0Pz+L0PFz+LnFz+L0NF2+L0Nx+L0NRz+LnRz+L0PRz+L02I
LET PL2=ILUPz+LUPFz+LUPEz+LP2+LPFz+LPBz+L0P2+L0PFz+L0PE2I
LET NLz=ILUNFz+LUNz+LUNRz+LNF2+LN2+LNRz+LnNFx+LnN2+LnN02I
LET FL2=ILUPFx+LUFz+LuNF2+LPFz+LF2+LNFz+LnPF2+L0Fx+LnNFzI
LET BL2=ILuN02+LUaz+LUPEx+LNRx+L02+LP02+L0NR2+LnE2+L0Pa2I
REM-----------------------------—-
LET Lunz = ULZ—DL7

,LUPF2
,LUFZ
,LUNFZ
,LUNz
,LUNHZ
,LUEz
,LUPBZ
,LP7
,LPF2
,LFz
,LNFZ
,LN2
,LNBz
,LBZ
,LPa2
,LnPz

",LDPFZ
,LnF2
,LDNFZ
,LDNZ
,LDNBZ
,L0R2
,LDPBZ
,Ln2

IF ULZ€DLZ, THEN LUDZ=LUDZ*(*1)
LOCATE 7,30:PRINT"U ";ULZ: LOCATE 9,30:PRINT"D ";DLK
IF ULZ{DLZ, SOTO 2465
IF ULZPDLZ, GOTO 2470
LOCATE 8,40:PRINT "00": GOTO 2480
LOCATE 8,38:PRINT LUDZ;"D": SOTO 2480
LOCATE 8,38:PRINT LUDZ;"U"
REM~~~~—-
LOCATE 11,30:PRINT"P ";PLZ: LOCATE 13,30:PRINT"N ";NLZ
LET LPNZ = PLZ"NLZ

iimlijiiiimiil-iiliiiilflfliiiijiji

IF PLZRNLA, THEN LPNZ=LPNA#(—1)
IF PLZ{NLZ, GOTO 2510
IF PLZ§NLZ, SOTO 2515
LOCATE 12,40:PRINT"00":8OTO 2525
LOCATE 12,38:PRINT LPNZ;"N": GOTO
LOCATE 12,38:PRINT LPNZ;"P"
REM-----------------
LOCATE 15,30:PRINT"F ";FLz= LOCATE 17,30:PRINT"B ";BLz

liiiii

l'~J U1I‘-J U1

liliiijixii:-iii I‘

2530
2535
2540
2545
2550
2555
2560
2565
2570
2575
2580
2585
2590
2595
2600
2605
2610
2615
2620
2625
2630
2635
2640
2645
2650
2655
2660
2665
2670
2675
2680
2685
2690
2695
2700
2705
2710
2715
2720
2725
2730
2735
2740
2745
2750
2755
2760
2765
2770
2775
2780
2785
2790
2795
2800
2805
2810
2815

P

LET LFBZ = FLZ-BLZ   
IF FLZ€BLZ, THEN LFRz=LFR21<-1:
IF FLZ{BLZ, GDTD 2555
IF FLZ>BLZ, E0T0 2500
LOCATE 16,40:PRINT"0O":GOTU 2505
LOCATE 16,38:PRINT LFBZ;"B“: E0T0 250
LOCATE 16,38:PRINT LFa2;"F"
INPUT“",H$: 00T0 1325
REM-----------------------------------------------
REM INPUT SYMLOG Mc DATA
REM-------------------------------------------—+-—
BDSUB 355 I
LOCATE 1,70:PRINT"MPC"
PRINT
INPUT" U ",Mu2
INPUT" UP ",MUPZ
INPUT"UPF ",MUPFz
INPUT" UF ",MUFZ
INPUT"UNF ",MUNFZ
INPUT" UN ",MUN2
INPUT“UNB “,MUNB%
INPUT" UB ",MUR2
INPUT"UPB ",MUPB2
INPUT" P ",MPz
INPUT" PF ",MPFz
INPUT" F ",MFz
INPUT" NF ",MNFz A
INPUT"  N ",MN2
INPUT" NB ",MNR2
INPUT" B ",MBZ
INPUT" PB ",MPBZ
INPUT“ DP ",M0Pz
INPUT"DPF ",M0PF2
INPUT" DF ",MoFz
INPUT"0NF ",M0NFz
INPUT" DN ",MnNz
INPUT"DNB ",MDNBZ
INPUT“ 00 ",MnRz
INPUT"DPB ",MDPBZ
INPUT" 0 ",Mnz
INPUT"",K$
REM-----------------------------------------------

U1

REM PRINT U,D,P,N,F,B 0 Totals for SYMLOG MP0 ‘
REM---------------------------------------------~~
GDSUB 355
ensue 2900
LOCATE 3,30:PRINT"TUTALS FDR“: LOCATE 4,30:FRINT"SYMLDB MPC"
LOCATE 5,30:PRINT" --------------"
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET
REM
LET

UMZ=(MUZ+MUPZ+MUPFZ+MUFZ+MUNFZ+MUNZ+MUNBZ+MUBZ+MUP82)
DM%=(MDPZ+MDPFZ+MDFZ+MDNFZ+MDNZ+MDNBZ+MD8Z+MDPBZ+MD2)
PMZ=(MUPZ+MUPFZ+MUP8Z+MPZ+MPFZ+MPBZ+MDPZ+MDPFZ+MDPBZ)
NMZ=(MUNFZ+MUNZ+MUN8Z+MNFZ+MN%+MNBZ+MDNFZ+MDNZ+MDN8Z)
FMZ=1MUPFZ+MUFZ+MUNFZ+MPFZ+MFZ+MNFZ+MDPFZ+MDFZ+MDNF23
BMZ=(MUNHZ+MUBZ+MUP8Z+MN8Z+MBZ+MP8Z+MDN8Z+MDBZ+MDP8Z)
ijjjjijjjjjlijjiiijiiiikflflbj¢|iiI$jil|i—lliiiiZ|IiiiII—IlIIbIIIIbIIIII

I

MUD7 = UM7~DM7
IF UMZRDMX, THEN MUDZ=MUDZ$(-1)
LOCATE 7,30:PRINT"U ";UMZ: LOCATE 9330:PRINT"D ";DMZ
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2820
2825
2830
2835
2840
2845
2850
2855
2860
2865
2870
2875
2880
2885
2890
2895
2900
2905
2910
2915
2920
2925
2930
2935
2940
2945
2950
2955
2960
2965
2970
2975
2980
2985
2990
2995
3000
3005
3010

3015

3020
3025
3030
3035
3040
3045
3050
3055
3060
3065
3070
3075
3080
3085
3090
3095

IF UMZ€DMZ, GOTO 2835
IF UMZFDMZ, GOTO 2840
LOCATE 8,40:PRINT "00": SOTO 2850
LOCATE 8,38:PRINT MUDZ;“D": GOTO 2850
LOCATE 8,38:PRINT MUn2;"U"
REM---------------------------------------*~
LOCATE 11,30:PRINT"P ";PMz= LOCATE 13,30:PRINT"N ";NM2
LET MPNZ = PM2-NM2
IF PMZ{NMA, THEN MPNZ=MPNZ*(—1)
IF PMZ{NMZ, GOTO 2880
IF PMZ2NMZ, SOTO 2885
LOCATE 12,40:PRINT"00":8OTO 2890
LOCATE 12,38:PRINT MPNZ;"N": SOTO 2890
LOCATE 12,38:PRINT MPMz;"P"
REM--------------------------
LOCATE 15,30:PRINT"F ";FMZ: LOCATE 17,30:PRINT"8 ";BMZ
LET MFBZ = FMZ-BMZ
IF FMz<0M2, THEN MFBZ=MFBZ*(—1)
IF FMx<0M2, GUTD 2925
IF FM2>sM2, GOTO 2920
LOCATE 16,40:PRINT"00":80T8 2935
LOCATE 16,38:PRINT MF02;"R"= GOTO 29:5
LOCATE 16,38:PRINT MFaz;"F"
INPUT"",K$: SOTO 1325
REM--------------------
REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT SOME LINES
REM-----------------------------------------------
BOTO 2980
LOCATE 10,30:PRINT" -------------~"
LOCATE 14,30:PRINT“ -------------~"
LOCATE 18,30:PRINT --""' ll ll

RETURN
GOSUB 2960
REM---------------------------------------~~
REM LPC
REM---------------------------------------------~-
IF PORT$="Y" GOTO 3035
CLS:LOCATE 11,25:INPUT"Narwick 8 (1) or S88 (2)?",DODR$
IF DOOR$="1“ THEN LOCATE 14,25:PRINT“You have selected

Warwick 8“:GOTO 3025
IF DOOR$="2" THEN LOCATE 14,25:PRINT"Y0u have selected S88"

:8OTO 3025
BEEP:8OTO 3000
LOCATE 16,25:INPUT"IS THIS CORRECT? (Y/N) ",K$
IF K$="N" GOTO 3000
CLS
SOSU8 355
LOCATE 1,60:PRINT"LPC"
PRINT
INPUT“ EFFICIENT "
INPUT" UNPLEASANT "
INPUT" HELPFUL "

INPUT" UNFRIENDLY "
INPUT" CONSIDERATE "
INPUT" ADVENTUROUS ",S8:

.H8:INPUT" COLD "
INPUT" RELIABLE "

,A8
,B8:
,C8:

INPUT" PRODUCTIVE ",D8:
,E8:
,F8

,I8:

itiiljiiiijjjj

A8299
B8299
C8299
D8299
E8299
F8299
88299
H8299
ISF99

ijjiiiiiijjoiiinililliji

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

1

A8=99
88=99
C8=99
D8=99
E8=99
F8=99
88=99
H8=99
I8=99

Clfifitdifliiiil
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iiiiiiii
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3100
3105
3110
3115
3120
3125
3130
3135
3140
3145
3150
3155
3160
3165
3170
3175
3180
3185
3190
3195
3200
3205
3210
3215
3220
3225

3230
3235
3240
3245
3250
3255
3260
3265
3270
3275
3280
3285
3290
3295
3300
3305
3310
3315
3320
3325
3330
3335
3340
3345
"""'7='5350
5555
5560
5565
5570
5375
3580

INPUT" AMBITIOUS
INPUT" GLOOMY
INPUT" CLOSE
INPUT"ENTERPRISIN8
INPUT" CARELESS
INPUT" OPEN
INPUT" INTERESTING

",J8: IF
: IF

",L8: IF
I IF

",N8: IF
",O8: IF
",P8: IF

",K8
II’MB

IF DOOR$="2" SOTO 3220
LET A8=FND(A8): LOCATE
LET 88=FND(B8): LOCATE
LET C8=FND(C8): LOCATE
LET D8=FND(D8): LOCATE
LET E8=FND(E8): LOCATE
LET F8=FND(F8): LOCATE
LET B8=FND(88): LOCATE
LET H8=FND(H8): LOCATE
LET I8=FND(I8): LOCATE
LET J8=FND(J8): LOCATE
LET H8=FND(K8): LOCATE
LET L8=FND(L8): LOCATE
LET M8=FND(M8): LOCATE
LET N8=FND(N8): LOCATE
LET O8=FND(O8): LOCATE
LET P8=FND(P8): LOCATE
INPUT"“,K$

J8299
K8299
L8}99
M8299
N8}99
O8§99
P8299

CLS:LOCATE 11,18:INPUT"ARE LPC RAN

THEN J8=99
THEN K8=99
THEN L8=99
THEN M8=99
THEN N8=99
THEN O8=99
THEN P8=99

3,20:PRINT A8
4,20:PRINT B8
5,20=PRINT ca
6,20:PRINT ma
7,20:PRINT E8
8,20:PRINT F8
9,20:PRINT 88
10,20=PRINT
11,20:PRINT
12,20:PRINT
13,20:PRINT
14,20:PRINT
15,20=PRIMT
16,20:PRINT
17,20:PRINT
1a,20=PRINT

H8
I8
J8
K8
L8
M8
N8
O8
P8

SCORES ENTERED
CORRECTLY?(Y/N)",CHOICE$

IF CHOICE$="N", GOTO 3035
LET LPC = (A8+B8+C8+D8+E8tF8+88+H8+I8+J8+N8+L8+M8+N8+O8+P8)
CLS
REM-----------------
REM MC
REM---------------——
BOSUB 355

iiiliiiijiiiii

LOCATE 1,60:PRINT"MPC"
PRINT
INPUT" EFFICIENT
INPUT" UNPLEASANT
INPUT" HELPFUL
INPUT" PRODUCTIVE
INPUT" UNFRIENDLY
INPUT" CONSIDERATE
INPUT" ADVENTUROUS
INPUT" COLD
INPUT" RELIABLE
INPUT" AMBITIOUS
INPUT" GLOOMY
INPUT" CLOSE
INPUT"ENTERPRISIN8
INPUT" CARELESS
INPUT“ OPEN
INPUT" INTERESTING

",A9
",B9:
ll ,C9

",D9:
",E9:
ll’F9

",89:
ll’Hq

II , IQ.

",J9:
",K9:
",L9:
",M9:
",N9:
",89:
ll!Pq

IF DOOR$="2“ SOTO 3440

A9299
B9299
C9299
D9}99
E9299
F9299
89299
H9299
19299
J9299
H9099
L9299
M9299
N9>99
89299
P9299

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

LET A9=FND(A9): LOCATE
LET 89=FND(B9): LOCATE
LET C9=FND(C9): LOCATE
LET D9=FND(D9): LOCATE
LET E9=FND(E9): LOCATE

3,20:PRINT A9
4,20:PRINT B9
5,20:PRINT C9
6,20:PRINT D9
7,20:PRINT E9

621

A9=99
B9=99
C9=99
D9=99
E9=99
F9=99
89=99
H9=99
I9=99
J9=99
K9=99
L9=99
M9=99
N9=99
O9=99
P9=99
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3385
3390
3395
3400
3405
3410
3415
3420
3425
3430
3435
3440
3445

3450
3455
3460
3465
3470
3475
3480

3485

3490

3495

3500
3505
3510
3515
3520
3525
3530
3535

3540

3545
3550
3555
3560
3565
3570
3575
3580
3585
3590
3595
3600
3605
3610
3615
3620
3625
3630
3635

LET F9=FND(F9): LOCATE
LET 89=FND(89): LOCATE
LET H9=FND(H9): LOCATE
LET I9=FND(I9): LOCATE
LET J9=FND(J9): LOCATE
LET K9=FND(K9): LOCATE
LET L9=FND(L9): LOCATE
LET M9=FND(M9): LOCATE
LET N9=FND(N9): LOCATE
LET O9=FND(O9): LOCATE
LET P9=FND(P9): LOCATE
1MRuT"",R$
CLS: LOCATE 11,18:INPUT"ARE MPC RAW SCORES ENTERED

8,20:PRINT F9
9,20:PRINT 55
10,20=PR1MT H9
11,20=PR1MT 10
12,20:PRINT J9
13,20=PR1MT H9
14,20:PRINT L9
15,20=PR1MT M9
16,20:PRINT N9
17,20:PRINT 09
18,20:PRINT P9

CORRECTLY?(Y/N)",CHOICE$
IF CHOICE$="N", GOTO 3250
LET MPC = (A9+B9+C9+D9+E9+F9+89+H9+I9+J9+H9+L9+M9+N9+O9+P9)
CLS
REM~
REM
REM-
LET

P
LET

8
LET

K
LET

O
LET
REM
LET
LET
LET
LET
REM
LET

REM
BOSUB 355

CALCULATE ASO; ASO(T); ASO(S) ..

A = (A8—A9)*2: LET B = (88-89102: LET C = (C8-C9102: LET
= (P8—P9)“2
D = (D8—D9)“2: LET E = (E8—E9)“2: LET F = (F8-F9102: LET
= (88-89)“2
H = (H8-H9102: LET I = (I8-I9)“2: LET J = (J8~J9)“2: LET
= (K8-K9102
L = (L8-L9)“2: LET M = (M8—M9)“2: LET N = (N8-N9)“2: LET
= (O8—O9)“2
ASO = SQR(A+B+C+D+E+F+8+H+I+J+H+L+M+N+O+P)

LPCT
LPCS
MPCT
MPCS

ASOT = S8R((A8-A9)02+(C8-C9)“2+(D8-D9)“2+(88-89)“2+ (I8—
I9)“2+(J8-J9)“2+(M8-M9)“2+(N8—N9)“2) |
LET ASOS = S8R((B8-B9)“2+(E8—E9)“2+(F8-F9)“2+(H8-H9)“2+(K8-
K9)02+(L8-L9)*2+(O8-O9)“2+(P8—P9)02)

j

_
i

l
-

1
I

1
i

1

(A8+C8+D8+88+I8+J8+M8+N8)
(B8+E8+F8+H8+K8+L8+O8+P8)
(A9+C9+D9+89+I9+J9+M9+N9)
(B9+E9+F9+H9+K9+L9+O9+P9)

iiiilliiijjjiiiiiiiiii
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LOCATE 3,1:PRINT"ASO Tota1s:"
IF LPCTQZ7, GOTO 3575
IF LPCT>45, GOTO 3580
LOCATE 4,6:PRINT"LPC(T)";LPCT;"CH1": GOTO 3585
LOCATE 4,6:PRINT"LPC(T)";LPCT;"EL]": GOTO 3585
LOCATE 4,6:PRINT"LPC(T)";LPCT;"EH1"
REM
IF MRcT<27, GOTO 3505
IF MPcT>45, GOTO 3510
LOCATE 4,25:PRINT"MPC(T)";MPCT;"EMJ": GOTO
LOCATE 4,25:PRINT"MPC(T)";MPCT;"ELJ": GOTO
LOCATE 4,25:PRINT"MPC(T)";MPCT;"[H]"
REM
IF ASOT{7.542, GOTO 3635
IF ASOT}15.0857, SOTO 3640
LOCATE 4,44:PRINT"ASO(T)";ASOT;"EM]": GOTO
LOCATE 4,44:PRINT"ASO(T)";ASOT;"[L]": GOTO

O‘- I‘-J I‘-J
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3615
3615

3645
3645

3640
3645
3650
3655
3660
3665
3670
3675
3680
3685
3690
3695
3700
3705
3710
3715
3720
3725
3730
3735

3740
3745
3750
3755
3760
3765
3770
3775
3780
3785
3790
3795
3800
3805
3810
3815
3820
3825
3830
3835
3840
3845
3850
3855
3860
3865

3870
3875

3880

3885

3890

3895

LOCATE 4,44:PRINT"ASO(T)";ASOT;W[H]"
REM----------------------------------------------
IF LPCS<27, SOTO 3665
IF LPCS}45, GOTO 3670
LOCATE 5,6:PRINT"LPC(S)";LPCS;"[M]": SOTO 3675
LOCATE 5,6:PRINT"LPC(S)";LPCS;"[L]": GOTO 3675
LOCATE 5,6:PRINT"LPC(S)";LPCS;"[H]"
REM---------------------------------------------~-
IF MPCS<27, GOTO 3395 T
IF MRcs>45, GOTO 3700
LOCATE 5,25:PRINT"MPC(S)";MPCS;"EM]": GOTO 3705
LOCATE 5,25:PRINT"MPC(S)";HPCS;"ELJ": GOTO 3705
LOCATE 5,25:PRINT"MPC(S)";MPCS;"EH]"
REM-----------------------------------------------
IF A505<7.542, GOTO 3725
IF As0s>15.0557, GOTO 3730
LOCATE 5,44:PRINT"ASO(S)";ASOS;"[M]": GOTO 3735
LOCATE 5,44:PRINT"ASO&S)";ASOS;"ELI": GOTO 3735
LOCATE 5,44:PRINT"ASO(S)";ASOS;"[H]"
LOCATE 6,1:PRINT"---------------------------------
IF LRc<54, GOTO 3755
IF LPC>90, GOTO 3750
LOCATE 7,6:PRINT"LPC";LPC;"EH1": GOTO 3735
LOCATE 7,6:PRINT"LPC";LPB;"ELI": GOTO 3755
LOCATE 7,6:PRINT"LPC";LPC;"EHJ"
REM-----------------------------------------------
.IF HPC<54, GOTO 3755 .
IF MPC>90, GOTO 3790
LOCATE 7,25:PRINT"MPC";MPC;"EMJ": GOTO 3795
LOCATE 7,25:PRINT"MPC";MPC;"ELI": GOTO 3795
LOCATE 7,25:PRINT"MPC";MPC;"EH1"
REM-----------------------------------------------
IF ASO<10.668, GOTO 3515
IF A50>21.334, GOTO 3520
LOCATE 7,44:PRINT"ASO";ASO;"EH1": GOTO 3525
LOCATE 7,44:PRINT"ASO";ASO;"ELI": GOTO 3525
LOCATE 7,44:PRINT"ASO";ASO;"EH1"
INPUT"",K$:GOTO 1200
REM-----------------------------------------------
REM SUBROUTINE: PRINT SYMLOG TOTALS GRID -
REM-----------------------------------------------
GOTO 3905
REM
CLS A
sosua 355 A
LOCATE 2,1:PRINT" ---------------------------------

LOCATE 3,1-PR1MT"sYML05"
LOCATE 5,1:PRINT" SELF WISH LPC

MPC"
LOCATE 6,1:PRINT" ------------------------------

LOCATE 14,1=PR1MT" ------------------------------

LOCATE 19,1:PRINT" ------------------------------~~
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LOCATE 10,1=RR1MT" ------------------------------ -



LL__.__.3

3900
3905
3910
3915
3920
3925
3930
3935
3940
3945
3950
3955
3960
3965
3970
3975
3980
3985
3990
3995
4000
4005
4010
4015
4020
4025
4030
4035
4040
4045
4050
4055
4060
4065
4070
4075
4080
4085
4090
4095
4100
4105
4110
4115
4120
4125
4130
4135
4140
4145
4150
4155
4160
4165
4170
4175
4180

RETuRM
50505 3550
REM-----------------------------4————————————————~
REM SYMLOG SELF: DIRECT INUT TOTALS
REM---------------------------------------------~-
LOCATE 7,1:INPUT"U ",usz= LOCATE 5,I=IMFuT"0 ",052
LET 5002 = 052-052
IF 0554052, THEM 5u0z=5u02x<-1)
50T0 3575
IF 0524053, 50T0 3550
IF u5z>05z, 50T0 3555
LOCATE 8,11:PRINT "00": 50T0 3570
LOCATE 8,9:PRINT 5u0z;"0"= GOTO 3570
LOCATE 5,5=FRIMT 5u0z;"u" I
RETuRM
50505 3545
REM-----------------------------------------------
LOCATE 11,1:INPUT"P ",PSZ: LOCATE I3,1=IMFuT"M ",Ms2 ;
LET SPNZ = PSZ-NSZ ‘
IF PSZ<NSZ, THEN SPNZ=SPNZ¥(-1) 1
GOTO 4035 1
IF PSZ<NSZ, 50T0 4020 _ ;
IF F52>M5z, 50T0 4025 ;
LOCATE 12,11:PRINT"00":GOTO 4030 I
LOCATE I2,5=PRIMT 5FM2;"M"= 50T0 4030
LOCATE 12,9EPRINT sPMz;"P" I
RETuRM - I
50505 4005 ~ I
REM---------------------------------------------—— E
LOCATE 15,1:INPUT"F ",FSZ: LOCATE 17,1:INPUT"B ",552
LET 5F5z = F52—55z
IF Fsz<55z, THEM 5F5z=sF5zx<-1)
50T0 4055
IF FSZ<BS%, 50T0 4050
IF F5z>55z, 50T0 4055
LOCATE 16,11:PRINT"00":BOTO 4050
LOCATE 16,9:PR1NT 5F5z;"5"= 5070 4050
LOCATE 16,9:PRINT 5F5z;"F"
RETuRM
50505 4055
REM---------------------------------------------—-
REM 5YMLO M155: DIRECT INPUT TOTAS
REM-----------------------------------------------
LOCATE 7,I5=IMFuT"",uwz= LOCATE 5,15=IMFuT"",0Mz
LET wunx = uwz-nwz
IF uMx<0Mz, THEN wu0z=wu03x<-I)
50T0 4155
IF uMz<0Mz, 5070 4150 "
IF uwz>0wz, 50T0 4155
LOCATE 5,23=FRIMT "00": 50T0 4150 _
LOCATE 8,21:PRINT Munz;"0"= 50T0 4150
LOCATE 5,21=PRIMT wu0x;"u"
RETuRM
50505 4135
REM-----------------------------------------------
LOCATE 11,I5=IMFuT"",Fwz= LOCATE I3,1a=IMFuT"",Mw2 "\
LET NPNZ = PNA-NNZ I

624
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4185
4190
4195
4200
4205
4210
4215
4220
4225
4230
4235
4240
4245
4250
4255
4260
4265
4270
4275
4280
4285
4290
4295
4300
4305
4310
4315
4320
4325
4330
4335
4340
4345
4350
4355
4360
4365
4370
4375
4380
4385
4390
4395
4400
4405
4410
4415
4420
4425
4430
4435
4440
4445
4450
4455
4460
4465
4470

IF RNZ{NNZ, THEN NPNZ=WFNZ#(—1)
GOTO 4225
IF PNZ€NNZ, GOTO 4210
IF PNZ?NWZ, GOTO 4215
LOCATE 12,23:PRINT"00": GOTO 4220
LOCATE 12,21:PRINT NPNZ;"N": GOTO 4220
LOCATE 12,21:PRINT NPNZ;"P"
RETURN
GOSUH 4195
REM-----------------------------------------------
LOCATE 15,18:INPUT"",FWZ: LOCATE 17,18:INPUT"",8NZ *
LET NFBZ = FWA-BWZ ‘
IF FMz<5Mx, THEM MF52=wF52x<—1>
50T0 4250
IF Fwx<5w2, 50T0 4270
IF Fwz>5M2, 50T0 4250
LOCATE 16,23:PRINT"00": 50T0 4255
LOCATE 16,21:PRINT MF52;"5"=50T0 4255
IMFuT"",M4
LOCATE 16,21:PRINT NFBZ;"F"
RETuRM
50505 4
REM---------------------------------------------_-
REM SYLOB LPC: DIRECT INUT TOTALS
REM---------------------------------------------_-
LOCATE 7,30=IMFuT"",uLx= LOCATE 5,30=IMFuT"",nLz
LET LUDZ =uLz-0L2
IF uLz<0Lz, THEM LUDZ=LUDZ*(~1)
50T0 4330
IF uLz<0L2, 5070 4345
IF uLz>nLz, 50T0 4350
LOCATE 5,35=FRIMT"00"= 50T0 4355
LOCATE 5,33=FRIMT LUDZ;"D": 50T0 4355
LOCATE 8,33:PRINT Lunz;"u"
RETuRM
50505 4330
REM---------------------------------------------~-
LOCATE 1I,30=IMFuT"",FLx= LOCATE 13,30:INPUT"",NLZ
LET LFMz = FLz-ML2
IF FLz<ML2, THEM LPNZ=LPNZ*(—1)
50T0 4420
IF PLZ{NLZ, 50T0 4405  
IF PL2>MLx, 50T0 4410
LOCATE 12,35=FRIMT"00"= 50T0 4415
LOCATE 12,33:PRINT LFMz;"M"= 50T0 4415
LOCATE I2,33=FRIMT LRM2;"F"
RETuRM I
50505 4350
REM---------------------------------------------__
LOCATE 15,30:INPUT"",FLZ: LOCATE 17,30=IMFuT"",5Lx
LET LF5z = FLZ—BLZ
IF FLz<5Lx; THEM LFBZ=LFBZ¥(—1)
50T0 4450
IF FLz<5Lz, 5070 4455
IF FLz>5Lx, 5070 4470
LOCATE 16,35:PRINT"00": 50T0 4475
LOCATE 16,33:PRINT LF5z;"5"= 50T0 4475
LOCATE 16,33:PRINT LF52;"F"
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4475
4480
4485
4490
4495
4500
4505
4510
4515
4520
4525
4530
4535
4540
4545
4550
4555
4560
4565
4570
4575
4580
4585
4590
4595
4600
4605
4610
4615
4620
4625
4630
4635
4640
4645
4650
4655
4660
4665
4670
4675
4680
4685
4690
4695
4700
4705
4710
4715
4720
4725
4730
4735
4740
4745
4750
4755
4760

RETuRM V
50505 4450  
REM-----------------------------------------------
REM SYHO MPC: DIRECT INUT TOTALS
REM-----------------------------------------------
LOCATE 7,42=IMF0T"",0M2= LOCATE 5,42=IMF0T"",0Mz
LET MUDZ = UMZ—DMZ . "
IF 0M2<0Mz, THEM M00x=M00zx<-1)
50T0 4550
IF UMZ<DMZ, 50T0 4535
IF 0Mx>0Mz, 50T0 4540
LOCATE 8,45:PRINT"O0": 50T0 4545
LOCATE 5,45=FRIMT MUDZ;"D": 50T0 4545
LOCATE 8,45:PRINT MUDZ;"U"
RETuRM
50505 4520
REM-----------------------------------------------
LOCATE 11,42:INPUT"",PMZ: LOCATE 13,42=IMF0T"",MMz
LET MFM2 = PMZ—NHZ
IF FMz<MMz, THEM MPNZ=MPNZ¥(-1)
50T0 4510
IF FMz<MMz, 50T0 4555
IF FMz>MMz, 50T0 4500
LOCATE 12,47:PRINT"0O“: 50T0 4505
LOCATE 12,45=FRIMT MFMz;"M"= 50T0 4505
LOCATE 12,45:PRINT MPMx;"F"
RETuRM
50505 4550 -
REM-----------------------------------------------
LOCATE 15,42=IMF0T"",FMz= LOCATE 17,42=IMR0T"",5M2
LET MF52 = FM2-5M2
IF FMz<5Mx, THEN MF5z=MF5zxI—1> ‘
50T0 4555
IF FMz<5Mx, 50T0 4555
IF FMZ>BMZ, 50T0 4550
LOCATE 16,47:PRINT"00": 50T0 4555
LOCATE 16,45:PRINT MF5z;"5"= 50T0 4555
LOCATE 15,45=FRIMT MF5z;"F"
50505 5150 4
REM--------------------------------------------——
LOCATE 20,1:PRINT"ASO:"
IF LFcT<27, 50T0 4555
IF LFcT>45, 50T0 4700
LOCATE 20,6:PRINT"LPC(T) = ";LPCT;"[M3;": 50T0 4705
LOCATE 20,6:PRINT"LPC(T) = ";LPCT;"[L];": 50T0 4705
LOCATE 20,6:PRINT"LPC(T) = ";LPCT;"[H];“
REM---------------------------------------------—-
IF MFcT<27, 50T0 4725
IF MFcT>45, 50T0 4730
LOCATE 20,30:PRINT"MPC(T) = ";MPDT;"EM];": 50T0 4735
LOCATE 20,30:PRINT"MPC(T) = ";MPCT;"ELJ;": 50T0 4735
LOCATE 20,30:PRINT"MPC(T) = ";MPOT;"[H];"
REM-----------------------------------------------
IF 450T<7.542, 50T0 4755
IF 450T>15.0557, 50T0 4750
LOCATE 20,54:PRINT"ASO(T) = ";ASOT;"[H]": 50T0 4755
LOCATE 20,54:PRINT"ASO(T) = ";ASOT;"[L1": 50T0 4755
LOCATE 20,54:PRINT"ASO(T) = ";ASOT;"EHJ"
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4765
4770
4775
4780
4785
4790
4795
4800
4805
4810
4815
4820
4825
4830
4835
4840
4845
4850
4855
4860
4865
4870
4875
4880
4885
4890
4895
4900
4905
4910
4915
4920
4925
4930
4935
4940
4945

4950
4955
4960
4965
4970
4975
4980
4985
4990
4995
5000
5005
5010
5015
5020
5025
5030
5035
5040
5045

REM----------------------
IF LPCS€27, GOTO 4785
IF LPCS>45, GOTO 4790
LOCATE 21,6:PRINT"LFC(S)
LOCATE 21,6:PRINT"LPC(S)
LOCATE 21,6:PRINT"LRC(S)
REM----------------------
IF MPCS€27, GOTO 4815
IF MPCS}45, BOTO 4820
LOCATE 21,30:PRINT"MPC(S)
LOCATE 21,30:PRINT“MPC(S)
LOCATE 21,30:PRINT"MPC(S)
REM----------------------
IF ASOS{7.542, GOTO 4845

";LPCS;"[M];": 50T0 4755
";LFCS;"[L];": 50T0 4755
";LPCS;"[H];"

Okjjiifljiifliiiluijliiijiijliiiii

IF ASOS}15.0857, GOTO 4850
LOCATE 21,54:PRINT"A50(S)
LOCATE 21,54:PRINT"ASO(S)
LOCATE 21,54:PRINT"ASO(S)
REM----------------------
IF LPC(54, GOTO 4875
IF LPC}90, GOTO 4880
LOCATE 22,6:PRINT"LPC
LOCATE 22,6:PRINT"LPC
LOCATE 22,6:PRINT"LPC
REM-+--------------------
IF M50454, 50T0 4505
IF MPC}90, 50T0 4510
LOCATE 22,30=FRIMT"MFc
LOCATE 22,30=FRIMT"MFc
LOCATE 22,30=FRIMT"MFc
REM----------------------
IF 450410.555, 50T0 4535
IF 450321.334, 50T0 4540
LOCATE 22,54:PRINT"ASO
LOCATE 22,54:PHINT"ASO
LOCATE 22,54:PRINT"ASO T

LOCATE 23,1:PRINT" ------------------------------~~ “

1
L

in
11

ii

1
i

i
5

RETuRM
50505 4540
INPUT"",H$:GOTO 1325
REM------------------------
REM DISLAY 5YM05 5 ASO TOTAS
REM------------------------
GOSU8 3850
LOCATE 7,1:PRINT"U": LOCATE 9,1:PRINT"D

";MPCS;"IM1;": GOTO 4825
“;MPCS;"[L];": GOTO 4825

;MPCS; EH1;

COOJU1U1U1U1
";ASOS;"[M]": 50T0 4
";ASOS;"[LJ": 5070 4
";ASOS;"[H]"

;LPC;"[M];": GOTO 4885
;LPC;"[L];": GOTO 4885
;LPC;"[H1;"

";MFc;"IM1;"= 50T0 4515
";MPC;"[LJ;": 50T0 4515
|I;MPC;uEH];u |

";ASO;"[M]“: GOTO 4945
";ASO;"[L]": GOTO 4945
";ASO;"[H]"

iiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliii

iiiiliiifliijijiiiiiiiijji

LOCATE 7,6:PRINT USA: LOCATE 9,6:FRINT DSZ
50505 3545
LOCATE 13,1:PRINT"N"
LOCATE 11,1=FRIMT"F"
LOCATE 11,6:PRINT PSZ: LOCATE 13,6:PRINT NSZ
SOSUB 4005 ,
LOCATE 15,1:PRINT"F": LOCATE 17,1:PRINT"B"
LOCATE 15,6:PRINT FSZ: LOCATE 17,6:PRINT BSZ
BOSUB 4065
LOCATE 7,18:FRINT UNZ: LOCATE 9,18:PRINT DNZ
BOSUB 4135
LOCATE 13,18:PRINT NNZ
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5050
5055
5060
5065
5070
5075
5080
5085
5090
5095
5100
5105
5110
‘5115
5120
5125
5130
5135

5140
5145
5150
5155
5160
5165
5170
5175
5180
5185
5190
5195
5200
5205
5210
5215
5220
5225
5230

U1 1*-J L-IUl

5240

5245

5250

U11‘-JU1U1

5260
5265
5270
5275
5280
5285
5290
5295
5300

LOCATE 11,18:PRINT PWZ
GOSUB 4195
LOCATE 15,18:PRINT FNZ: LOCATE 17,18:PRINT BWZ
GOSU8 4255
LOCATE 7,30:PRINT ULZ: LOCATE 9,30:PRINT DLZ
GOSUB 4330
LOCATE 11,30:PRINT PLZ: LOCATE 13,30:PRINT NLZ
BOSU8 4390
LOCATE 15,30:PRINT FLZ: LOCATE 17,30:FRINT ELK
GOSU8 4450
LOCATE 7,42:PRINT UMZ: LOCATE 9,42:PRINT DMZ
50505 4520
LOCATE 11,42=FRIMT FMz= LOCATE 13,42=FRIMT MM2
GOSUB 4580
LOCATE 15,42:PRINT FMZ: LOCATE 17,42:PRINT BMZ
BOSUB 4640'
REM~
REM CALCULATE AND PRINT GRAPH DISTANCE MEASURES & CRONBACH’S _

D (SYMLOG)
REM-
GOTO 5455
LET
LET
LET

ASUDZ
ASPNZ
ASFBZ

REM------
LET
LET
LET
REM
LET
LET
LET
REM
LET
LET
LET
REM
LET

ANUDZ
AWPNZ
AWFBZ

ALUDZ
ALPNZ
ALFBZ

AMUD7
AMPNZ
AMFBZ

SSW =
AWFBZ)“2)

F’
AMFBZ)*2)

LET GSL = S8R((ASUDZ*ALUDZ)“2+(ASPNZ~ALPNZ)“2+(ASFBZ—
ALFBZ)“2)

LET GSM = S8R((ASUDZ-AMUDZ)02+(ASPNZ—AMPNZ)“2+(ASF8Z—
TAMFBZ)“2)

LET GWL = S8R((ANUDZ-ALUDZ)“2+(AWPNZ-ALPNZ)*2+(ANFBZ—
ALF8Z)*2)

LET GWM = S8R((AWUDZ-AMUDZ)“2+(ANPNZ-AMPNZ)“2+(AWF8Z~
AMF8Z)“2)

REM-
LOCATE 3
LOCATE 4
LOCATE 5
LOCATE 6
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE

Ul1'1.111‘LIIE:-IHII.-II‘.-l

‘U'0‘U

- __

iiflm

USZ—DSZ
PSZ—NSZ
FSZ-BSZ

UWZ-DNZ
PNZ-NWZ
FNZ—8NZ

ULZ—DLZ
PLZ—NLZ
FLZ-BLZ

UMZ-DM7
PMZ-NM£
FMZ-BMZ

‘URIMT"-
7,53:PRINT"Se1¥/LPC
8,53:PRINT"Se1¥/MPC
9,53:PRINT"Ni5h/LPC
10,53:PRINT"Wish/MPC = ";8WM

[ _

miiiiii

iij_lii_i

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii11-»

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii-—-:

-__Z—__-__jiiiiFWi"

j11Ziiiii1iZZii§tIclinc-

i
i
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S8R((ASUDZ-ANUDZ)“2+(ASPNZ~AWPNZ)*2+(ASF8Z-

ET BLM = S8R((ALUDZ~AMUDZ)02+(ALFNZ"AMPNX)“2+(ALFBZ"

RINT"8raph Distance5:"
RINT"Se1¥/Wish
RINT"LPC/MPC

;GSW
;GLM

;8SL
f8SM

";BNL

U1 L-~l

U1U1L-'1L-

jjiiljjijjijijjiiiiiiibijflttit

liiulii

l—*—§}*—-Li-7-._.<-._"

5365 LET CDSL
5370 LET CSM1

\\ _

5 LOCATE 11,53 PRINT_ O ________
15 REM CRONBACH S D for SYHOB Scores

5320 REM——————--
5325 LET CSM1 = 4(SU/-NU/)"2+(SUP/-WUP/)“2+(SUPF/-NUPF/)‘2+(SUF/—

NUFZ)*2+(SUNF/—WUNF/)*2+(SUN/—WUN/)*5+(SUNB/-
WUNBZ)*2+(SUB/-WUB/)*2+(SUPB/—wUPB/)“2+(SP/-NP/)‘2+(SPF/~
wFFZ)*2+(SF/—NF/)“2+(SNF/—wNF/)*°)

5330 LET CSW2 = (TSN/-NN/)*2+(SNB/-WNB/)“2+iSB/-NB/)*2+(SPB/—
WPBZ)*2+(SDP/—WDP/)‘2+(SDPF/~WDPF/)”2+(SDF/~NDF/1‘2+(SDNF/~
WDNFZ)“2+(SDN/~WDN/)‘2+(SDNB/-NDNB/)*2+(SDB/—
WDBZ)“2+(SDPB/—WDPB/J*2+(5D/—wD/)5")

5335 LET CDSW = SOR(CSN1+CSN")
5340 LET CLM1 = ((LU/—HUf)“2+(LUP/—MUP/)*2+(LUPF/—MUPF/)“2+(LUF/-

MUFZ)52+(LUNF/~MUNF/)“2+(LUN/-MUN/J“"+(LUNB/—
MUNBZ)“2+(LUB/-HUB/)‘2+(LUPB/—MUPB/)*2+(LP/—MP/D 2+(LPF/-
NPFZ)“2+{LF/—MF/)“2+(LNF/—MNF/) 2)

5345 LET CLM2 = ((LN/—HN/)“2+(LNB/—MNB/)‘°+(LB/—MBf)*“+(LPB/-
MPBZ)“2+(LDP/—MDP/)“2+(LDPF/~MDPF!)“2+fLDF/—MDF/1 2+fLDNF/—
MDNFZ)“2+(LDN/-MDN/)“2+(LDNB/—MDNB/)“2+(LDB/—
MDBZ)“2+(LDPB/—MDPB/)“2+(LD/—MD/)“"3

5350 LET CDLM = SQR(CLM1+CLM2)
5355 LET CSL1 = ((SU/—LU/)“2+(SUP/—LUP/)“2+(SUPF/-LUPF/)‘2+(SUF/—

LUFZ)“2+(SUNF/—LUNF/)“2+(SUN7—LUN/)“°+(SUNB/—
LUNBZ)“2+(SUB/—LUB/)“2+(SUPB/—LUPB/)”2+(SP/—LP/) °+(SPF/~
LPFZ)“2+(SF/-LF/)“2+(SNF/—LNF/)“2+(SN/—LN/) °)

5360 LET CSL2 = ((SNB/-LNB/1“2+(SB/—LB/)“2+(SPB/—LPB/) “+(SDP/~
LDPZ)“2+(SDPF/—LDPF/1*2+(SDF/-LDF/)“°+(SDNF/—
LDNFZ)*2+(SDN/—LDN/)“2+(SDNB/—LDNB/)“2+(SDB/-
LDBZ)“2+(SDPB/-LDPB/)“2+(SD/-LD/) )

SQR(CSL1+CSL“)
((SU/—MU/)*2+(SUP/-MUP/)“2+(SUPF/—HUPF/)‘2+(SUF/-

MUFZ)*2+(SUNF/-MUNF/)“2+(SUN/—MUN/)“2+(SUNB/~
MUNBZ)“2+(SUB/—MUB/)*“+(SUPB/—HUPB/)*2+(SP/-MP/)*2+(SPF/—
MPFZ)*2+(SF/—MF/)“2+(SNF/—NNF/)“2+(SN/*MN/) 2)

5375 LET CSH2 = ((SNB/-MNB/)”2+(SB/—MB/)”2+(SPB/-MPH/)“2+(SDP/—
MDP%)“2+(SDPF/—MDPFf)*2+(SDF/—HDF/)"2+(SDNF/—
MDNFZ)*2+(SDN/-MDN/)*2+(SDNB/-MDNB/)“2+(°DB/-
MDBZ)*2+(SDPB/*MDPB/)“2+(SD/~MD/)*2)

5380 LET CDSM
5385 LET CWL1

SOR(CSM1+CSM 1
((WU/—LU/)“2+(WUP/—LUP/)“2+(HUPF/~LUPF/)“2+(HUF/~

LUF%)“2+(wUNF/-LUNF/)“2+(WUN/—LUN/) 2+<M0M5/—
LUNBZ)*2+(NUB/-LUB/)“2+(NUPB/—LUPB/)“2+£wP/—LPf)‘2+(WPF/~
LPFZ)“2+(NF/-LF/)*2+(NNF/—LNF/J‘2+(WN/~LN/)“")

5350 LET CNL2 = ((WNB/—LNB/)‘2+(WB/-LB/)*2+(WPB/—LPB/)‘2+(NDP/-
LDPZ)“2+(NDPF/-LDPF/)“2+(wDF/—LDF/) 2+(NDNF/-
LDNFZ)“2+(WDN/-LDN/)”2+(NDNB/*LDNB/)“2+(NDB/~
LDBZ)*2+(WDPB/—LDPB/)‘2+(wD/—LD/)“2)

5355 LET c0wL = 50R<0ML1+cwL5>
5400 LET cwM1 = ((WU/—MU/)‘2+(WUP/—MUP/)“2+(WUPF/—MUPF/)“°+(NUF/-

M0Fz>02+<M0MF/—M0MF/102+<M0M/-M0M/102+<w0M5/~
MUNBZ)*2+(HUB/—MUB/)*°+(WUPB/—MUPH/)*2+(WP/-MP/)“2+(WPF/—
MFF2102+IMF/-MF/>05+<wMF/-MMF/>*2+<MM/~MM/>0")

5405 LET EMM2 = ((wNB/-MNB/)”2+(NB/—MB/)‘2+(WPB/~MPB/)“2+(wDP/—
MDPZ)*2+(WDPF/—MDPF/1*2+(NDF/—MDF/)’2+(NDNF/—
MDNFZ)*2+(wDN/—MDN/)“2+(WDNB/—HDNB/)*2+(WDB/~
MDBZ)“2+(NDPB/~NDPB/)*2+(ND/~MD/)”2)

5410 LET c0MM = SOR(CWM1+CWM2)



5415
5420
5425
5430
5435
5440
5445
5450
5455
5460
5465
5470
5475
5480
5485
5490
5495
5500
5505
5510
5515
5520
5525
5530
5535
5540
5545
5550
5555
5560
5565
5570
5575
5580
5585
5590
5595
5600
5605
5610
5615
5620
5625
5630
5635
5640
5645

5650

5655

5660

5665

5670

LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
RETURN

12,53:PRINT"Cr0nbach’s D:
13,53:PRINT"8e1¥/Wish = “;CD8N
14,53:PRINT"LPC/MPC (ASO)= ";CDLM

ll‘ l15,53:PRINT"Se1f/LPC
16,53:PRINT"8e1¥/NFC
17,53:PRINT"Nish/LPC
18,53:PRINT"Ni5hfNPC

GOSUB 5150
INPUT“",K$: GOTO 1200
REN---
REM RE-INPUT BELBIN’S SP1 BY ROW
REM--—
CLS
GOSUB 6030 _
LOCATE 20,15:PRINT
LOCATE 20,15:INPUT" ALTER WHICH RON?"i8HOICE$
IF CHOICE$="1" THEN GOSUB 5695
IF CHOICE$="I" THEN BOSUB 5695
IF CHOICE$="2" THEN BOSUH 5730
IF CHOICE$="II" THEN GOSUB 5730
IF CHOICE$="3" THEN GOSUB 5765
IF CHOICE$="III" THEN GOSUB 5765
IF CHOICE$="4" THEN GOSUB 5800
IF CHOICE$="IV" THEN GOSUB 5800
IF CHOICE$="5" THEN GOSUB 5835
IF CHOICE$="V“ THEN GOSUB 5835
IF CHOICE$="6" THEN GOSUB 5870
IF CHOICE$="VI" THEN GOSUB 5870
IF CHOICE$="7" THEN BOSUB 5905
IF CHOICE$="VII" THEN GOSUB 5905
IF CHOICE$="ALL" GOTO 5610
LOCATE 20,15:PRINT

fCDS_
jCDSM

“;CDNL
";CDWN

cnlnlttloinnu-nlunci

jkiijiji

lllIun—lIl|_xu1IIn_|II-can-on-n-any

jiiiiiiqi-loulii

LOCATE 20,15:INPUT"ALTER ANOTHER LINE? (YfN)",CHOICE$
IF CHOICE$=“N“ THEN LOCATE 20,15:PRINT
IF CHOICE$="N" THEN GOTO 6000
IF CHOICE$="Y" GOTO 5490
BEEP: GOTO 5580
INPUT"",K$: GOTO 1200 .
REM----------------------~-
REM IPUT BELBIN’S SP1
REM-----------------------------
6010 sass
CLS
GOSUB 355 -
LOCATE3,1:PRINT"BELBIN’8 TEAM ROLE PERCEPTION INVENTORY"

illiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliilji

jiiilliflbijjiiiililnqicbnnnun-no

LOCATE 4,1:PR1NT" -------------------------------~-
LOCATE 5,10:PRINT"CN

CF ll

iwfliiliiilfl

LOCATE 6,1:PRINT " --------------
iiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiii

CH SH FL RI NE TN

In-qutti-Iliilinnunn-I-unlunun-I

LOCATE 8,5:PRINT"I": LOCATE 9,4:PRINT"II": LOCATE 10,3:
PRINT"III"

LOCATE 11,4:PRINT"IV": LOCATE 12,5:FRINT"V": LOCAT 13,4
PRINT"VI"

LOCATE 14,3:PRINT"VII": LOCATE 16,1:PRINT"TOTAL“
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1 . _________._.. -_ ___. ___.
1

ITI

5675

5680
5685
5690
5695

5700

5705
5710
5715
5720
5725
5730

5735

5740
5745
5750
5755
5760
5765

5770

5775
5780
5785
5790
5795
5800

5805

5810
5815
5820
5825
5830
5835

5840

5845
5850
5855
5860
5865
5870

5875

5880
5885
5890
5895

LOCATE 15,1:FRINT" """""""""*“““““““““““““““““““““T
g-igjqgilijljitliiiiiiiiill

RETURN
GOSUB 5630
GOTO 5720
LOCATE 8,34:INPUT"",A1: LOCATE 8,46:INPUT"",B1: LOCATE 8,28

INPUT"",C1
LOCATE 8,16:INPUT ,D1: LOCATE 8,52:INPUT“",E1: LOCATE 8,22

1NPUT"",F1
LOCATE 8,10:INPUT"",G1: LOCATE 8,40:INPUT“",H1
IF (A1+a1+c1+01+E1+F1+G1+H1){}10, THEN BEEP: GOTO 5695
RETURN
GOSUB 5695 A
GOTO 5755
LOCATE 9,10:INPUT"",A2: LOCATE 9,16:INPUT"",82: LOCATE 9,34

INPUT"",C2
LOCATE 9,40:INPUT"",D2: LOCATE 9,22:INPUT“",E2: LO

INPUT"",F2
LOCATE 9,2B:INPUT"“,B2: LOCATE 9,52:1NPUT"",H2
IF TA2+s2+c2+n2+E2+E2+E2+H2><>1o, THEN BEEP: GOTO
RETURN
BOSUB 5730 ”
GOTO 5790
LOCATE 10,16:INPUT"",A3: LOCATE 10,52:INPUT"",H3:

10,22: INPUT"",C3
LOCATE 10,28:INPUT“",D3: LOCATE 10,46:INPUT"“,E3:

10,34: INPUT"",F3
LOCATE 10,40:INPUT"",G3: LOCATE 10,10:INPUT"",H3
IF TA3+B3+C3+DE+E3+F3+G3+H3){E10, THEN BEEP: GOTO
RETURN
sosus svas
BOTO 5825
LOCATE 11,46:INPUT"“,A4: LOCATE 11,22:INPUT"",B4:

11,40: INPUT"",C4
LOCATE 11,10:INPUT"“,D4: LOCATE 11,28:INPUT"",E4:

11,52: INPUT"“,F4  
LOCATE 11,34:INPUT"",B4: LOCATE 11,16:INPUT"",H4
IF (A4+B4+C4+D4+E4+F4+G4+H4)£310, THEN BEEP: GOTO
RETURN
GOSUE saoo
GOTO seam
LOCATE 12,40:INPUT"",A5: LOCATE 12,10=1MPuT"",E5=

12,46: INPUT"",C5
LOCATE 12,22:INPUT"",D5: LOCATE 12,34=1MPuT"",E5=

12,1a= INPUT"",F5
LOCATE 12,52:INPUT"",G5: LOCATE 12,2s=1mPuT"",Hs
IF <Aa+E5+c5+ns+Es+F5+EE+H5>{E10, THEN BEEP: GOTO
RETURN
GOSUB 5835
GOTO 5895
LOCATE 13,28:INPUT"",A6: LOCATE 13,46:INPUT"",B6:

13,16: INPUT"",C6 -
LOCATE 13,52:INPUT"",D6: LOCATE 13,40:INPUT"“,E6:

13,10: 1NPUT"",F6
LOCATE 13,22:INPUT"",B6: LOCATE 13,34:INPUT"",H6
IF (A6+B6+C6+D6+E6+F6+G6+H6){?10, THEN BEEP: GOTO
RETURN
BOSUE 5870

CATE 9

5730

LOCATE

LOCATE

5765

LOCATE

LOCATE

5800

LOCATE

LOCATE

S835

LOCATE

LOCATE

5870

,46
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1

5900
5905

5910

5915
5920
5925
5930
5935
5940
5945
5950
5955
5960
5965
5970
5975
5980

5985

5990
5995
6000
6005
6010
6015
6020
6025
6030
6035

6040

6045
6050

6055

6060
6065

6070

6075
6080

6085

6090
6095

6100

6105
6110

 

E0T0 5900
LOCATE 14,22:INPUT"",A7: LOCATE 14,40:INPUT"",E7: LOCATE

14,s2= INPUT"",C7 A
LOCATE 14,34:INPUT“",D7: LOCATE 14,10:INPUT"",E7: LOCATE

14,20= INPUT"“,F7 »
LOCATE 14,16:INPUT"",G7: LOCATE 14,46:INPUT"",H7
IF (A7+B7+C7+D7+E7+F7+G7+H7){}10, THEN BEEP: GOTO 5005
RETURN i
GOSUB 5905
E0T0 6000
LET CWZ=(B1+A2+H3+D4+B5+F6+E7)
LET CHZ=(D1+B2+A3+H4+F5+C6+B7T' 1
LET SHZ=(F1+E2+C3+B4+D5+G6+A7) T
LET PLAZ=(C1+G2+D3+E4+H5+A6+F7) E
LET RIZ=(A1+C2+F3+G4+E5+H6+D7) '
LET HEZ=(H1+D2+B3+C4+A5+E6+B7)
LET TWZ=(B1+F2+E3+A4+C5+B6+H7)
LET CFZ=(E1+H2+B3+F4+G5+D6+C7)
LOCATE 16,9:PRINT cwz= LOCATE 16,15:PRINT CHZ: LOCATE 10,21:

PRINT SHZ
LOCATE 16,27:PRINT PLAZ: LOCATE 16,33:PRINT E1:: LOCATE

10,39; PRINT ME:
LOCATE 16,45:PRINT TWZ: LOCATE 16,51:PRINT CFZ
RETURN
BOSUB 5940
INPUT"",K$:GOTO 1200
REM-----------------------------------------------
REM DISPLAY BELBIN’S SP1 -
REM-----------------------------------------------
GOTO 6160
00000 5000
LOCATE 8,33:PRINT A1: LOCATE 8,45:PRINT B1: LOCATE 8,27:PRINT

C1

\“;;_qlr|-—!\-.

LOCATE 8,15:PRINT D1: LOCATE 8,51:PRINT E1: LOCATE 8,21:PRINT
F1 '

LOCATE 8,9:PRINT G1: LOCATE 8,39:PRINT H1 _
LOCATE 9,9:PRINT A2: LOCATE 9,15:PRINT B2: LOCATE 9,33:PRINT

C2
LOCATE 9,39:PRINT D2: LOCATE 9,21:PRINT E2: LOCATE 9,45:PRINT

* F2 .
LOCATE 9,27:PRINT 82: LOCATE 9,51:PRINT H2
LOCATE 10,15:PRINT A3: LOCATE 10,51:PRINT B3: LOCATE 10,21:

PRINT C3 —
LOCATE 10,27:PRINT D3: LOCATE 10,45:PRINT E3: LOCATE 10,33:

PRINT F3
LOCATE 10,39:PRINT 83: LOCATE 10,9:PRINT H3
LOCATE 11,45:PRINT A4: LOCATE 11,21:PRINT B4: LOCATE 11,39:

PRINT C4
LOCATE 11,9:PRINT D4: LOCATE 11,27:PRINT E4: LOCATE 11,51:

PRINT F4
LOCATE 11,33:PRINT B4: LOCATE 11,15:PRINT H4
LOCATE 12,39:PRINT A5: LOCATE 12,9:PRINT B5: LOCATE 12,45:

PRINT C5
LOCATE 12,21:PRINT D5: LOCATE 12,33:PRINT E5: LOCATE 12,1

PRINT F5 A
LOCATE 12,51:PRINT G5: LOCATE 12,27:PRINT H5
LOCATE 13,27:PRINT A6: LOCATE 13,45:PRINT B6: LOCATE 13,15:

PRINT C6

U1

632

6115

6120
6125

6130

6135
6140

6145

6150
6155
6160
6165
6170
6175

LOCATE 13,51:PRINT D6:
PRINT F6

LOCATE 13,21:PRINT B6:
LOCATE 14,21:PRINT 07=

PRINT 07
LOCATE 14,33:PRINT 07=

PRINT F7
LOCATE 14,15:PRINT G7:
LOCATE 16,9:PRINT cMx=

’*——~____ _

PRINT SHZ
LOCATE 16,27:PRINT PLAZ: LOCATE 16,33:PRINT RIZ: LOCATE

16,39: PRINT MEX

LOCATE

LOCATE
LOCATE

LOCATE

LOCATE
LOCATE

13,39:PRINT E6: LOCATE 13,9:

13,33:PRINT H6
14,39:PRINT 87: LOCATE 14,51‘

14,9:PRINT E7: LOCATE 14,27:

14q45:PRINT H7
16,15:PRINT CHZ: LOCATE 16,21

LOCATE 16,45:PRINT TNZ: LOCATE 16,51:PRINT CFZ
RETURN
BOSUB 0030
TMPuT"",M:=00T0 1200
NEXT O
END
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APPENIX L: SAMPLE PRINTDUTS FRDH DDDRHAT

INTRODUCTION

RAN DATA MATRIX

3. DEVIATIONS FROM THE RON MEAN

4 RANK ORDER MATRIX

. SUMMARIES

6 SYMLOB AsO and SPI

i==..._- _--. - ,-_+L_%_ 3

.............................

635

636

636

637

637

638

_L

I-
-!='-
:15

1. INTRODUCTION.

The structure of Doormat was described in the last appendix. This
appendix gives examples of the printouts, which are obtained using
the screen dump facility of IBM PCs and clones.

The first printout overleaf displays the raw data matrix, with
totals, means and standard deviations given for all rows and
columns (minus self ratings), plus the grand total and grand mean
for the entire matrix. These are returned automatically once the
raw data has been entered.

Beneath this is the matrix obtained when values within the rows
are expressed as deviations from the appropriate row mean. Column
totals are also given. This matrix is optional, being selected via
a menu.

Also optional is the matrix shown on page 637. This displays the
raw data matrix expressed as rankings assigned to values in the
rows, together with column means.

The final optional display drawn from the Mat# programmes displays
the summary vectors derived from the matrices described above. The
summaries in this case consist of the column means of the other
matrices, together with rankings assigned separately by the summ-
ary algorithm.

At the end of the appendix are two separate displays, although in
practice they have always been printed on a single sheet. The top
display gives a summary of SYMLOG scores for ’Se1f’, ’Nish’, LPC
and MPC (see last appendix), together with graph distances in two
and three dimensions. It might be noted that the SYMLOG totals can
be entered either direct, or may be calculated from raw data
entry. Beneath this is a matrix of scores derived from Belbin’s
SP1, together with column totals.

At the head of each page information is given concerning the
series, group number, number of members and date of session. In
addition, the printouts from the Matfl programmes indicate which
sociometric scale is displayed, and those from the SYMLOG prog~
ramme indicate which subject number is displayed.
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SERIES: MAS1-2. XGROUP No.: H1. XSESSION No.: 2.
DATE OF SESSION: 19/11/84. iNo. OF MEMBERS.: 5

Ou.2: GUIDANCE

S
ijii—“—_“_2___

1

2

3

4

5

T
I
SD 17

Ou.2: GUIDANCE (Deviations from row mean)

S

1

2

3

4

5

X

i

1

90

65

34

71

80

250

62.5

2

56

50 .

32

59

80

hiI"-J NI

56.75

3

76

65

77

37

80

258

64.5

4
—_“__""

56

65

71

50

80

272

68

.32 17.02 16.8 8.75

I
I

5

56

65

83

37

80

241

60.25

16.57

1 2 3 4 5

-5.00 15.00 —5.00 -5.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

-21.00 -23.00 16.00 28.00

20.00 8.00 -14.00 -14.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

F0U1 -5 .25 2.75 2.

636

ijiii—"--——-—_a-—---_*—i

l'-JUl

 i

iinti

T 7 SD

244 51

200 as
220 55

204 51

020 00

5 Grand Total =

2 Grand Mean = 6
l

j_:_-iuiiiiiiii

‘I

lliiijijiiiiiiiiiiiiiii01-1

‘ll? --. -— — - -.-- _fi 77 _ l— 5 --

8.66

0

22.42

14.63

0

lilii

1248

2.4

. , , . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . - . . - . - . - . . - . , - . - . - . - - , - _ - _ - _ _ - _ - , , - , - _ - _ - - , - , - - _ - _ _ - _ - - _ - _ - _ _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ -_ -_ - _-_ - _ - _ - _ - , - , -, - _ -_ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ -_ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - , _ _- _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _ - _ - - _ - _ _ _ - _-

SERIES: MAS1~2. XGROUP No.: H1. XSESSION No.: 2.
DATE OF SESSION: 19/11/84. ¥No. OF MEMBERS.: 5.

F

c

Ou.2: GUIDANCE (Mean Ranks)

S

1

2

3

4

5

I
u

Kendall’s W (Taylor’s Modification) = .05 (S’ = 9.72222

1 2 3 4

3 1 3

2.5 2.5 2.5

3 4 2

1 2 3.5

|".J U!2.5 2.5 2.5

2.25 2.88 2.38 2.5

SDr: .75 .74 .89 .35 .94
Xsdr = .7342313 Sigma = .34

2.5

3.5

2.5

mi

SERIES: MAS1-2. $GROUP No.: H1. XSESSION No.: 2.
DATE OF SESSION: 19/11/84. XND. OF MEMBERS.: 5.

9i___"li“-fl_—_—__2—i"j—ii

Ou.2: GUIDANCE SUMMARIES (Means)

RATINGS
(Ranks)

DEVIATIONS -.25 -5 ._5
(Ranks) E T

RANKS
(Ranks)

KENDALL’S W (Taylor’s Modification) = .05 (S’ = 9 72222

Sigma =

E-T-I0*

P-J U1 56.75 64.55 68
5 2 1 -I-7-O“

O I"-JUl

2 2.75
4 .4 -..' 1

were
hJLfl

Lflhl
Tnor

hJhJ
040:

.34

637
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MHI

l‘~.JUl

2.5
3.5
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SYMLOG

ASO LPC(T)
LPC(S)

ODH-OOH-H

TOTAL

SELF WISH

6 P 7 P
6 6

1
i

6 12
5 B 4 F

11 8

iiiiiiiuiliiiiiiij

01 IMJ; MPC(T)
40 [M]; MPC(S)
71 CM]; MPC

I"-JQNJ

I’-J-DI‘--J-‘D

A-IZ=I>-11.--IT-~O"""'O'l"-J I-J1"‘la]
iijlifliifli _~_i_jm“

LPC MPC

8 12
0 7 U

8 5

4 P 2 P

5 B 8 F

i
cl:

5

E

Q.

638

ML *

i 

iiiiiiliil

2 10
8 D 4 U

10 6
—-Inn-nuln—lnc|ul—ln|-an_ 1uIInu-aux uI_i1imun1n_—-gm--1

lililliiifil

50 [H];
42 EM];
92 [H];
iijljliiijii

 i

BELBIN S TEAM ROLE PERCEPTION INVENTORY

CW CH SH PL RI

II.-TlVJO

I"-JQI--"*3‘O1"‘I‘.-4

‘-I;

.4r-JP‘

|"~J|"-JII.-'-I

i  i

i  i

MAS1~3. Gn.' 1. N: 5. Sn. 1. Date: 12/3/86. Subject 1.

no-lcqifliiiiliu-ii

Graph Distances
Self/wish = 11.44552
LPC/MPC = 17.80449

Self/LPC
Se1f!MPC
Nish/LPC
Nish/MPC
jiijiiij

Cronbach’s D
Self/wish
LPC/MPC
Self/LPC
Self/MPC
Wish/LPC
Wish/MPC

ASO(T) =
ASO(S) =
ASO =
Ifljiiiiijj

iiiifiijipi

TN CF
-Qiiijjii

3 0
01 .

'3'

JO1::L.‘
..'.L

C: 0:}1:2!

11 5
iliiiwii

03
an-u

—
I-no

i
1'

_
_

pi
-Q

Int
1

i

iiiijjiij

8.246211
14.17745
17.74824
7.071068
iiijiiji

4.358899
5.291503
5.099020
5.099020
5.744563
3.872984

9.848858 [M]
6 [L1

.53256 [M]
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